
Aaron Siri and Gabrielle Palmer 
Siri & Glimstad, LLP 
200 Park Avenue 
Seventeen Floor 
New York, NY  10166  

Sent via email: foia@sirillp.com; gpalmer@sirillp.com 

May 31, 2022 

Dear Mr. Siri: 

This letter is in response to the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request submitted to 
the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) on behalf of your client, the Informed Consent 
Action Network (ICAN).  OMB assigned this FOIA request tracking number 2021-420. 

Pursuant to our email exchange on November 4, 2021, about the scope of your request, 
OMB is making its fifth rolling production.  Specifically, OMB has reviewed an additional 302 
potentially responsive records.  Of the 302 documents reviewed this past month, OMB 
determined that 154 documents are responsive to your FOIA request.  OMB is releasing all 154 
documents with partial redactions.  The 154 documents being released in part include 
redactions made pursuant to FOIA Exemptions 5 and 6, 5 U.S.C. §§552(b)(5), (b)(6).  Exemption 
5 protects interagency or intra-agency pre-decisional and deliberative communications, the 
disclosure of which would inhibit the frank and candid exchange of views that is necessary for 
effective government decision making.  Exemption 6 protects against disclosure of information 
that would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy.  We have reviewed 
the information protected by these exemptions under a presumption of openness, but have 
determined that it is reasonably foreseeable that disclosure of the information would harm an 
interest protected by the applicable exemption(s). 

OMB will continue to process potentially responsive records and will follow up with an 
additional rolling production by June 30, 2022, with successive productions on an 
approximately monthly cadence thereafter.   

Sincerely, 



[EXTERNAL] Re: ACT-IAC Cloud ATO Working Group Meeting 

From 

To: 

Cc: 

Date: 

Emell McKelvey Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 55Ex Ej'6)) 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552Ei/6)) 
' Doug Cowan II 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. :Ex 6, , 

Nancy Delanoche < avitcclure@accenturefedera • 

stevlonnenberg@alphaomegaintegratioE, dpizzan@amazonlBJ. 

"Meredittost@AppliedlSlm" <mered it ost@appliedislm>, 

frenchjacqueline@b., tandon_geet • @bahlm, david.pitts@businessintegralm, 

dtuten@ca, said-lam@cgifederallm, Ken Stavinoha (kestavin) 

michaeiarter@coalfirelm, mhettinger@hsg-dclm, 

srussom@deloittelm, msoliml@dssinclm, ahopkins@dssinclm, 

bhanf gasia@eit2lm, kri:hartel@eit2lm, rb;ls @evolver~, 

chud • afo@gsa.gov, antho~elia@gsa.gov, willia uie@gs-

adrie wilk@googlelm, vspearman@granitene , adewalliomoniyi@us.ibmlm, 

rob.hankey@intelliworxia, shaunak.ashtaputre@karsun-llcili, jkupcinski@kpmglm, 

dschulman@missioncyberD, mukesh@mitre.org, teresa.welsh@anthemlm, 

koushicaa.sundar2@anthemlm, douglalrismore@anthemlm, 

james.farley@octo~onsulting , "Roberts, Taylor 1. EOP/OMB" 

_ >, tcossa@comcast.~et, jactilpacharn@oraclelm, 

elle uhn@oraclelm, marilyntays@perspectalm, be111uan@precise-sofa, 

nbawa@reisystemslm, jeffrey.walters@reisystemslm, spipino@salesforcelm, 

carlompson@servicenowlm, robtalmer@shorepointincili, 

siddiquelhaudhry@snowflakelm, glal@stackarmorD, "Kristen.Boyd@USDA.gov" 

, stevei1ernandez@ed.gov, udyws_ex@nv.doe.gov, 

, naureen.rahman@hq.dhs.gov, skovac@zscalea, 

jaime.noble@usdoj.gov, "Cornelius, Matthew T. EOP/OMB" 

>, bhajost@steelcloudlm, 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

charle ◄ ller@eglobaltechlm, "DSimpson@Qualys 

khom~e@microsofa, michae1lorenson@perspecta _ , 1 e 

>, David oalvar 

axc-fjW>, Rob Hanke _ -

Oksenhend 1el!ll!l!lllllu44i.1'.Ii3Ili-ohn Davis 

Mon, 06 Apr 2020 11 :57:58 -0400 
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All good here Doug! Everyone keep safe 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 6, 2020, at 11 :41 AM, Doug Cowan (ccowan) < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. , > wrote: 

Hi Everyone, 

Touching base as it has been some time since we last spoke due to COVID. Sending this as a 

keep alive and we'd like to get with the team soon, virtually, to roll through our initiatives. 

Best, 

Doug and Jaime 

2 0MB 000018769 



[EXTERNAL] RE: ACT-IAC Cloud ATO Working Group Meeting 

From Gaurav Pal 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b )(6)) 

To: Jason Oksenhendler 

Cc: 

>, Nancy 

Delanocht: l-1!H-EJ->, david.mcclure@accenturefederal 

stevd3onnenberg@alphaomegaintegrationlD}, dpizzan@amazonlD}, 

mereditllost@appliedismi, frenchjacqueline@bahlD}, tandon_geetika@bahlD}, 

davicl3,bitts@businessintegraBj, dtuten@cdG, saidullislam@cgifederal Ex q -

Stavinoh , Michael Carte Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

mhettinger@hsg-dclD}, srussom@deloittelD}, msoliman@dssin .Ex q 

ahopkins@dssinclD}, bhanLtiagasia@eit21D}, kri~artel@eit21D}, 

rbussey@evolverinclD}, chudllkafo@gsai:I , anthon@-,elia@gsai:I, 

william1huie@gsai:I, adriennewilk@googlelD}, vspearman@granitenetlD}, 

adewalea>moniyi@us.ibmlD}, shaunak.;:lshtaputre@karsun-llclD}, jkupcinski@kpmg!m, 

emell@mackkelltechllclD}, dschulman@missioncybea, mukesh@mitreil, 

teres~elsh@antherrS, koushicaa.sundar2@anthemlD}, 

dougla@rismore@anthemlm, jametfarley@octoconsultinglD}, "Roberts, Taylor C. 

EOP/OMB" tcossa@comcast.net, 

jack15ilpacharn@oraclelD}, ellerJkuhn@oraclelD}, marilynlays@perspectalD}, 

berlduan@precise-softlD}, nbawa@reisystemslD}, jeffre)lvalters@reisystemslD}, 

spipino@salesforcelD}, carrlhompson@servicenowBl, rot:Jpalmer@shorepointinclD}, 

siddiqulhaudhry@snowflakelD}, kristeloyd@usdall, stevenf,ernandez@edll, 

udyws_ex@nv.doell, jasolruse@hq.dhsll, naureer9lhman@hq.dhsll, 

skovac@zscalerlD}, jaimJoble@usdojlD, "Cornelius, Matthew T. EOP/OMB" 

< , bhajost@steelcloudlD}, 

charle!luller@eglobaltech , dsimpson@qualyslD}, khomme@microsoti:11, 

michaelo.sorenson@perspectalD}, Mike HowelliBWL-lllll...4;;ffl ,p,wid Dastvar 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6):Ex 6, Ashley Mahan - axe < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. SeEx , , 

Rob Hankey Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , , John Davis Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , 

Date: Tue, 07 Apr 2020 11 :37: 15 -0400 

Doug - thanks for the heartbeat email! Looking forward to continuing the dialog and collaboration 
on ATO! Hope everyone is staying safe and healthy! 
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Gaurav "GP" Pal 

Principal 

stackArmor 

Mobile: 

Web: a!al'L >www.stackAr~ < 

Email Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

Join us for a free web,na, "6 Sp11nts towa,ds an ATO on AWS" 

>https://stackarmoP t:tgileatowebinar/< 

ATO on AWS Competency Partne, I AWS Advanced Consulting Partne, I AWS Government 

Competency Partne, I AWS Public Sector Competency Partner I AWS Security Competency Partner I 
AWS GovCloud Competency Partner I AWS Education Competency Partner I AWS Microsoft 

Competency Partner I AWS Non-Profit Competency Partner I AWS Value-Address Reseller (VAR) 

This email message Is for the sole use of the intended recIpient(s) and may contain confidential and 
privileged information. Any unauthonzed review. use. disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are 
not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply email and destroy all copies of the 
ong,nal message. 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 
I From: Jason 0ksenhendle 

Sent: Monday, April 61 2020 11:52 AM 

To: Rob Hankey - · Doug Cowa 
:::. 

Nancy Delanoch _ _ Davidfmcclure@accen ure e era ; 
stevel;onnenberg@alphaome aintegration ; dpizzan@amazonlm; 
Meredit!i)ost@appliedi · french_jacqueline@bahla; tandon_geetika@bahl!li; 
davia>itts@businessintegra ; dtuten@cd ; saidu slam@cgifederal ; Ken Stavinoha 

; Michael Carter • ; mhettinger@hsg-
dc.com; srussom@deloitt • ; msoliman@dssin ; ahopkins@dssin • ; 
bhanu.jagasia@eit2 • ; kri911artel@eit21 ; rbussey@evolverincil[chud~ kafo@gsall; 
anthon',l'nelia@gsa · willian9,uie@gsa ; adriennewilk@googl~; 
vspearman@granitene ; adewal!:f:Pmoniyi@us.ibmlm; shaunakllshtaputre@karsun-llcai; 
jkupcinski@kpm__gfE; emell@mackkelltec~ ; dschulman@missioncybe. ; 
mukesh@mitreg;Teresclwelsh@anthemllf;koushica@ undar2@anthem ; -
dougla. rlsmore@anthemlm; jame! arley@octoconsultin~ ; ta~ oberts@om 
tcossa@comcast.net; jac1;·1 acharn@oraclei:li; elled':l<uhn@oraclelll; -
marill ays@perspecta ; beraluan@precise-so~ ; nbawa@reisystemslm; 
jeffre . alters@reisystems ; spipino@saiesforcelm; Carri.Thompson@servlcenowai; 
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; John Davis 

Subject: Re: ACT-IAC Cloud ATO Working Group Meeting 

All good here Doug; thanks for reaching out. 

Jason Oksenhendler, CAP, AWS-CCP, ccsK 
SENIOR MANAGER, FEDRAMP ASSURANCE SERVICES 

jason.oksenhendler@coalfiri:,[ffl 

COALFIRE I Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) 

8820 Columbia 100 Parkway I Suite 4011 Columbia I Maryland 21045 

North America I Europe 
How are we doing? Let us know at feedback@coalfire[D 

From: Rob Hank 

Date: Monday, April 6, 2020 at 11 :47 AM 

To: "Doug Cowan Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) ~ 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , 

<dpizza 

, Nancy Delanoche 

<tandon_geetika@barlll 

<~ itts@businessinteg 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

"saidul islam@cgifederal -

<kestavin@ciscC'III>, Ml =====~===- ~-1• BliMlil 

H" <mhettinger@hsg-ddll>, "srussom@deloitt~II" • - - -• • 

-(5 U.S.C. 
!:;')th......, __ 

ec 552(b )(6)) 
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11 msoliman@dssin~II• Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex " 
,.. Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. S Ex " ,.. " 

<ahopkins@dssincl > 11 bha · · · 11 Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex, 
,.. ' 

~k:~~::rtel@ei -----''""""-- .... 

11antho elia@gs Ex 6 - (5 U.S.~~ec , 

<will iamlhuie@gs2'-11"> , "adriennewilk@googiefll" > , Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
l l 

11

vspearman@granitene~-·'i::mj!!n.-llL~iiii49J. ·ca-, · · .,.r,111 
<adewalelmoniyi@us. ibm,■--. , !dw+1■►1M@f}t.f)] • 
<shaunal shtaputre@kars 11

• • • 
11 Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , 

11emell@mackkelltech 

11teres<JNelsh@anth 

<koushicaat undar2@anthem >, • -

<dougla1 grismore@anthe 11 

<"ame octoconsul 

<tayloltoberts@ornlj 

11jack.silpacharn@orac1el 

<ellenlkuhn@orac•~ill">, marilyn.hays@perspectalll>, 

11

bet uan@precise-sof~-" .Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 5EEx (6)) Ex 
" J ,.. ,.. 

<nbawa@reisystem4 11>, " jeffrey.walters@reisystemdll" ◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec . Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 11spipino@salesforcelll11 

<Carrii.Thompson@serviceno~ -">, ' 

< rob.palmer@shorepointin~II>, Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

<Siddigul Chaudhry@sn 

11KristerS!3oyd@usdal 

<stevert,ernandez@ 

11 jaso(i hg.dh 

11Jaiml'Joble@usdoj•11111 
<Jaime.Noble@usdojlltl> 

<Matthe 

11charles.tuller@eglobaltech~-" 

4 

. -

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

<bhajost@steelcloud,■""> , 

, 

11

DSimpson@qua1y411
11 
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Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ~x Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. S ~x 

" < khomme@microsciil..,, 

"M;chael.Sorenson@perspec•8'' llillillililill·~ke Howell 

, David Dast~, Ashley Mahan -axc~,~-
cc: Rob Hankey ~-#◄$-1 Jason Oksenhendler 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) Ex , John Davis Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex (b)(6)) 
~ 

Subject: RE: ACT-IAC Cloud ATO Working Group Meeting 

Thanks Doug .... al l good here. 

Kind regards, 

Rob Hankey I CEO 

lntelliworx I intelliwor:xitlffl 
US Army Retired 

Business Process and Forms Automation Solutions 

Capability Statement 

Office: lilllGIIIIIIIII 
Cell:~ 
Skyp ; EX 6 - (5 

INTELLIW( RX 
lntelliworx (HRworx, LLC) is a VA-Verified Veteran Owned Small Business 

~ 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: The information in this transmission is confidential and proprietary to 

HRworx LLC (dba) lntelliworx. All intellectual property rights to any information within, including 

attachments, are proprietary to HRworx LLC. No part of this document may be disclosed in any 

manner to a third party without the prior written consent of HRworx LLC. 

From: Doug Cowa 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C Sec 552(b)(6)) 

Ex 

Sent: Monday, April 6, 2020 11:41 AM 

Ex 6 - (5 U .S.C. Sec Ex To: Nancy Delanoche 

<Davi<lncclure@accenturefeder?1(il--; 'stev 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) Ex 

5 

'dpizzan@amazon(il• 

OMB_000031536 



<dpizzan@amazorl[P..,.; ' 

vidl?itts@businessintegr;:ll[P-,.; 

u en c lillilll! s am cg1 e era ' Ex 6 - (5 U .S.C. Sec 55L Ex ,>)) 
• • 

Sec Ex" 
- " Ken Stavinoha~ .. •-~~~~~~~!!! 

>; <mhettinger@hsg-drl[P-,.; .. ■ • - • ■ - m , • - Ex , 
Ex 6 - (5 J.S.C. Sl'>E 
552 b 6 _ x ' · ss 

<msoliman@dssinrl[P..,.; 'ahopkins@dssincl[P• 

'bhanu1agasia@eit2l[P• !Wi-11~.g;§jij,.II 
<kriJ martel@eit?I 

'chudt kafo@g 

<anthon. ~e=lia=SL:....::.- .. 

'adriennewilk@ 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. S ~x" 
52(b)(6)) Ex " 

U U - I 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " 

<elleryuhn@oracl 

'berl.duan@precis 

<nbawa@reisyste 

jkupci nski@kpmnl[P..,.; 

ulman@missioncybe~[P• 

sh@mitrell!!>; 

oushicaa.sundar2@anthem~[P• 

ossa comcast.net>; 
. . >; Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , 

Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. Sec , 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " 

jeffreyjwalters@reisystemsl[P>; 

; 'Carrilrhompson@serviceno~ [P• 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , 

'Kriste Boyd@USD ' • ■-
<steverlernandez@edll!I>; •. _ ~ dyws ex@nv.doell!I>; 

6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " 

'jasorj<ruse@hg.dhsll!I• ; 'naureen.rahman@hg.dhsll!I• 

<naureerl rahman@hq.dhsll!I>; 'skovac zscale~P• Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , 

'Jai~ oble usd~- ' _ • 
1 

• • '_M_a_tt_~e----feat----.,,__,_-

1 ·1!►i+4· 

6 0MB 000031536 



- , - , , , • - Ex Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(t Ex ,I 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex in • 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex ,r Ex 6 _ (5 U.S.C. Se1 ~x 
1 

; 'DSimpson@Qualysl!li)' 

<khomme@microsottl[P-,; 

- ( _$. ~m u~·x. 1 1k o - (ti u_:::;_c_ Sec 552(b)(6) - . -
ex o - l;:i u.0.1..,. 01::1.; ;:i;:iLlUJlOJJ 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. f ~x1 , I• • I• ( n >; Ashley Mahan - QXC 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ~x, " 

Cc: 'Rob Hankey' Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. Sec , ; 'Jason Oksenhendler' 

; John Davis 

Subject: RE: ACT-IAC Cloud ATO Working Group Meeting 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 5§2(b)(6)) Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , 

Hi Everyone, 

Touching base as it has been some time since we last spoke due to COVID. Sending this as a keep 

alive and we'd like to get with the team soon, virtually, to roll through our initiatives. 

Best, 

Doug and Jaime 

7 0MB 000031536 



HHS COVID-19 Update, #1, 4-10-2020: $30 Billion of CARES 

Act Provider Relief Funding 

From: 

To: 

Cc: 

"Trueman, Laura (HHS/IEA) 

"Trueman, Laura (HHS/IEA) 

egoodman@ahipl!I, mbuckn.nahul!I, dwayn arson@bcbsal!:ll, 

tricia_purdy@uhglm, meliss.chulman@cvshealthlm, akhosla@humanalm, 

jmusker@centenelli, am~nhouse@molinahealthcarelli, mbagel@achpll, 

sand>fnarks@ama-assnl!I, jdavis@acepl!I, lrobin@fsmbl!I, vollapally@facsl!I, 

serickson@acponlinel!I, mtroubh@psychl!I, squinn@aafpl!I, kweger@ahal!I, 

sspeil@fahl!I, rachel@physicianhospitalsl!I, eomalley@essentialhospitalsl!I, 

melehwany@nrharura11!1, cernst@mgmalm, dd revna@amgal!I, 

msapio@aanPl!I, michael@aapal!I, rkohl@aanadclm, rboerstling@naml!I, 

jdrake@uschambea, mccaslin@businessgrouphealthl!I, ldougherty@brtl!I, 

jamelarbo@aphall, karrtaviolette@ncpal!I, melisslchulman@cvshealthlm, 

alethitackson@walgreensi:I], coli~rainard@walmartlili, yaghoubir@adal!I, 

carolinf powers@cancer!I, kmaier@diabetesl!I, sharoJearce@kidneYl!I, 

rklein@theaidsinstitutel!I, wmccoll@aidsunitedl!I, mar~schoeberl@heartll, 

moreilly@aarPl!I, tsparkman@aclalli, mbassett@ahcal!I, jmulvee@biol!I, 

kristil,urphy@accessiblemedsl!I, jadams@its.jnjl!:11, russell.ring@rochel!:11, 

julianiieed@pfizer!li, mikJjirdsong@bayer&l, meyles@ahipl!I, 

jtrautwein@nahul!I, johnlerisano@bcbsalm, calis~unoz@antheml!:11, 

cory _alexander@u hglm, dona If em psey@cvshealthlm, dstoss@humanalm, 

jkaelin@centenelm, lairliurnett@kPl!I, carolynl1gram@molinahealthcarelm, 

cconnolly@achPl!I, margarel§barikes@ama-assnl!I, lwooster@acepl!I, 

hchaudhry@fsmbi!I, dhoyt@facsl!I, rdoherty@acponlinel!I, cobey@psychl!I, 

dfarcy@aaeml!I, smartin@aafpll, nmorse@accl!I, rpollack@ahall, 

ckahn@fahl!I, john@physicianhospitalsl!I, bsiegel@essentialhospitalsl!I, 

morgan@nrharurall!I, agilberg@mgmal!I, jerrJenso@amgal!I, 

loresscf;ole@anal!I, sthomas@aana, lisa@aapall, rmoore@aanalm, 

jtimmons@naml!I, kmahoney@uschamberB}, marcotte@businessgrouphealthl!I, 

dwitchey@hlcll, asorenson@brtl!I, ingridjusis@anal!I, joea-hite@cahc.net, 

sharon@aahaml!I, pannel l@googlelm, kca lleja@supplychainassociationl!I, 

jalter@ashawe., georgel>enjamin@aphal!I, todonnell@nacdsl!I, 

dou~ey@ncpanetll, donal4dempsey@cvshealthlm, 

0MB 000030949 



eclaleta@walgreensili, yong.hoe@riteaidlm, jani,arresi@walmartD}, 

oloughlink@adal!I, keysha.brooks-coley@cancerD, tbrown@diabetesm, 

kevil,ngino@kidneY!I, mruppal@theaidsinstitutel!I, jmilan@aidsunitedl!I, 

nan;lrown@heart!I, nleamond@aarpl!I, jkhani@aclaa], 

hortond2@1abcorPi:ll, sherrD,vidicus@questd iagnosticsili, 

scoJecker@aphll!I, cporter@ahcal!I, lreilly@phrmal!I, jgreenwood@biol!I, 

chrilbowlin@accessiblemedsm, jduato2@its.jnjlm, ma'i'ause@rochelm, 

albe~rla@pfizerlm, micha+arrish@bayerlm, ken_frazier@merck!m, 

williartiichuyler@gsklm, darJasserly@novartisili, 

olivier.brandicourt@sanofilm, laura.schumacher@abbvielm, 

giovanra.aforio@bmsili, marc.casper@thermofisher!m, 

julidgarner@astrazenecalm, rbradway@amgenlm, kristie.banks@gilead!m, 

sharp_michele@lilly!m, "doll~dge@tevapharmlm", 

marci[!"ncclinticcoates@mylanlm, robelord@abbott!li, "Syer, Vaughan 

(OS/IEA) (CTR)" <1::flWt-jl.i+§@M>, "Johnston, Darcie (HHS/IEA)" 

<1::flWt-j•►1+w••>, "Marks, Caryn (HHS/IEA)" < >, Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec" 

"Stevens, Lee (OS/IEA)" < >, "Rigas, Laura (HHS/IEA)" 

~>, , "Quebral, Dianne" 

~>, Chris Lopez< >, "Reilly, Erin (OS/IEA)" 

<1::flWt-j••1W>, OS- IEA Regi . 1iilaaalliailllillllil >, "Royce, 

Shannon (OS/Partnership Center)" <I 11>, "Russo, Joseph H. 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , EOP/WHO" < >, "Pataki, Tim A. EOP/WHO" 

,.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " >, "Heilig, Rebecca B. EOP/WHO" 

,.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , >, "Callahan, Kenneth (HHS/I OS)" 

<i::flWt-j•►i+@-1111>, "Parker, Jim (HHS/IOS)" < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. , >, 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec, "Stecker, Judy (OS/IOS)" < >, Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. " 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. " , "Heck, Mia (HHS/OASH)" < >, "Haigwood, 

Patricia (HHS/OASH)" < >, "Marks, Caryn (HHS/IEA)" 

<i::flWt-jl►1@@f>, "Baker, Michael (OS/IEA)" < >, 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec, "Stevens, Lee (OS/IEA)" < >, "Hayes, Jonathan (OS/ASPR/10)" 

,.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , >, "Shuy, Bryan (OS/ASPR/10)" < 

"McGowan, Robert (Kyle) (CDC/OD/OCS)" ~>, 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Se , >, 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. " 

"Teller, Paul S. EOP/WHO" < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , >, Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C., 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " Turner, Grace-Marie" <i::flWt-j••i+i@◄>, 
dholtzeakin@americanactionforuml!I, spipes@pacificresearchl!I, 

lanhee@stanfordl!:I, jantos@aeil!I, cpope@manhattan-institutel!I, 

bol7offit@heritagel!I, ed.haislmaier@heritagel!I, 
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gwhoagland@bipartisanpolic.,joel.white@cahc.net, katy@kftconsultingm, 

brian@blasepolicY!I, dwitchey@hlci3, steve~oore@heritagel!I, butler@spnl!I, 

walker@spnl!I, mmiller@arnoldfoundationl!I, leegross@msnlm, 

marl,icclel lan@dukeB, jyoung@tdyllc:B, drosen@mc-dc:B, 

julie@kdcrpartnersa}, lwiley@ofwlawa), civancic@tdy11c:B, 

thirdwave2@speakergingrichl!li, hales@gingrich360l!li, 

vince@leavittpartnersa}, barrett.karr@silverlakea}, 

cholt@americanactionforuml!I, thayes@americanactionforuml!I, mgrealy@hlcl!I, 

ginger@loperconsultingl!li, jim@frogueclarkl!li, nbradley@uschamberlm, 

betsy@hospitali nfectionl!3, sgottleieb@aeil!I, I nelson@aleci3, 

janlucas@alstonl!li, ciovino@bhfsa}, robin@thefgal!3, 

thomaf10dgkins@hodgkinsandassociatesa}, twila@cchfreedoml!I, 

drjosh@atlas.md, drkimcorba@gmai 1B, chai,avage@yourchoiced irectcarel!li, 

klindley1@gmailm, dd@blackdiamondstrategies.us, scherzh@aolm, 

mjk.d4pcf@gmaill!li, tbragdon@thefgail, pricete6@gmaillli1, 

pau1lwinfree@heritagel!3, rfelmus@lafferinvestmentsa}, "Heilig , Rebecca B. 

EOP/WHO" < >, "McGough, John (HHS/IEA)" 

<j#W1•►1W§M'>, "Ferreri, Anthony (HHS/IEA)" < >, 

"Baker, Matthew (HHS/IEA)" < >, "O'brien, Douglas (OS/IEA)" 

<I 1>, "Schuster, Fred (HHS/IEA)" < >, Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , 

"Kahrs, Jeff (HHS/I EA)"< >, "Ramirez, Elsa (HHS/I EA)" 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " <l#W1•►1+§f>, "Heidig, Edward (HHS/IEA)" < >, 

"Graham, John (HHS/IEA)" < >, "Rigas, Laura (HHS/IEA)" 

~>, "Beck, Gary (OS/IEA)" <j#W1•►1,->, "Johnston, 

Darcie (HHS/IEA)" < >, "Royce, Shannon (OS/Partnership 

Center)"< >, "Reilly, Erin (OS/IEA)" <j#W1!1-1W>, 
"Sprenger, Austin (HHS/IOS)" <j#M~1•►1+:§•->, "Pollard, Ashton (OS/IOS)" 

<j#W1•►1+§M>, "Arbes, Sarah (HHS/ASL)"< >, 

"Morse, Sara (HHS/ASL)"< >, "Pottebaum, Nie D. EOP/WHO" 

,-Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) >, "Hoelscher, Douglas L. EOP/WHO" 

,-Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) >, "Pataki , Tim A. EOP/WHO" 

,-Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " >, "Bonner, Maria K. EOP/WHO" 

,-Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , >, "Parker, Jim (HHS/I OS)" < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. , >, 

"Stannard, Paula (HHS/IOS)" <I IIE!-
11
>, "Giroir, Brett (HHS/OASH)" 

<j#W1•►1,->, "Fulmer, Brendan (HHS/IOS)" < >, 

"Uehlecke, Nick (HHS/IOS)" >, "Johnson, Lynn (ACF)" 

<j#W1•►1+# .. >, "Pilato, Anna (ACF)" <liilfli-laii'Aiaiilliliii 
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"Stecker, Judy (OS/IOS)" < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec" >, "Mango, Paul (HHS/IOS)" 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec; <l::flW1Y..14ffl>, "Hargan, Eric (OS/IOS)" < >, "Callahan, 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " Kenneth (HHS/IOS)" < >, "Brady, Will (HHS/IOS)" 

<l::flW1•1-1+4M> "Harrison, Brian (HHS/IOS)" < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , >, 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " "Robertson, Lance (ACL)" < >, "Rucker, Donald 

(OS/ONC)" < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , >, "Destro, Brenda (HHS/ASPE)" 

<l::flW111-1+i@M'.>, "Zebley, Kyle (HHS/OS/OGA)" < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec; >, 

"Grigsby, Garrett (HHS/OS/OGA)" < >, "Brooks, John 

(CMS/QA)"< >, "Keckler, Charles (HHS/IOS)" 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Se, <!##►1•1-1+§@•■>, "Agnew, Ann (HHS/IOS)" < >, "Pratt, 

Michael (OS/ASPA)" 1#1fd•►1,l§Q• ... a1avritinos@apcoworldwidemi, 

johJesser@ehealthla, pricete6@gmailla, andersonsports@yahoola, 

briancolas@gmailla, elizabethl,eidel@gmailla, nina_schaefer@yahoola, 

nortonjane 7@gmailla, bsneale@hotmailla, cfd iblasio@gmail!m, 

charmaine@yoest!I, kskrzycki@gmaiil!:11, jane.b.lucas@gmaill!:11, 

ashleymorganpalmer@gmailla, healthbruce@gmailla, 

courtneyaustinlawrence@gmailla, marysumpter@yahoola, 

seanandrewhayes@gmailla, meekinlhris@gmaillm, heather@dhillonlawlm, 

ellmerlenee@gmailla, kkotownsend@gmailla, emily.martin.felder@gmailla, 

laur~emper@gmaillm, louisbrownjr@gmailla, johncfleming3@gmaillm, 

pranayudutha@gmailla, emwilk0505@gmailla, sarahlloydstevenson@gmailla, 

vanila@rocketmaillm, tsclark05@gmailm, jm@jmoblm, 

david.mansdoerfer@gmaillm, "Lazare, Mary (ACL)" <jr:#-.;a-1er.1iJ.,l"tP.:!t•+-:11@•->, 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , "Moran, Thomas (ACL)" < >, Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec r 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec r Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " , Levin Yuval <l=tl#~1•f35fl>, 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex" Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Seer Ex 6 - (5 U.S.CEx" , "Stirrup, Heidi 

, Cynthia Fisher (ACF)"< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " >, Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec" 

<l::flW111-1+4•->, Joe Desantis< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " >, 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) , Mark Hayes < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex, >, "Korn, 

Jennifer S. EOP/WHO" < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec r >, "Robbins, Amanda H. 

EOP/WHO" < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) >, "Dannenfelser, Martin J. EOP/WHO" 

>, "Teller, Paul S. EOP/WHO" ;,EX 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

,.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , >, "Makin, Sarah E. EOP/OVP" 

,.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " 

,.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , 

>, "Hudson, Renee R. EOP/WHO" 

>, "Alexander, Thomas (OS/OGA)" 

;,EX 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " >, Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C.Ex" Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex, 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex" , "Dan Perrin ( Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex" )" 
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,.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex" >, "Moughalian, Jen (HHS/ASFR)" 

<l::flW1!1-1+¥B••>, "Baker, Michael (OS/IEA)" < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " >, 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.CEx 61 Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. SecEx E\ Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex q , Kavita 

Patel< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. ~Ex " >, Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. SEx E\ Ex 6 - (5 U.S.CEx , 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.CEx" Ex 6 - (5 U.S.Ex" Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C.Ex" Ex 6 - (5 U.S.CEx , 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. ~ Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. ~ , "Obenshain, Tucker T. 

EOP/OVP" < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , >, Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

"Pence, Laura (HHS/ASL)" < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Seer >, "Twomey, John K. (HHS/ASL)" 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec" 4::flWjlf-1+#1>, "Arbes, Sarah (HHS/ASL)"< >, "Doug 

Holtz-Eakin )" <l#WJ-1!1-11$1@>, Jim Capretta 

Ex 6 - (5 " 4::flWjlf-fl>, Joe Antos < >, Peter Roff 

4::f1Wjif-i41)ffl>, Ryan Ellis ,.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex E\ >, 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.CEx G Ex 6 - (5 , )" < Ex 6 - (5 " , "Tom Miller ( 

<l::flW11f-flffl>, Heather R Higgins< Ex 6 - (5 " 

>, Dean Clancy 

>, John Goodman 

,.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex E\ >, Michael Cannon< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. " >, 

Ex 6 - (5 U.SEx E\ Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. SEx E\ , "Zheng, Denise" < Ex 6 - (5 " >, 

"Peacock, Marcus" < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. " >, "Hampson, Rebecca"< 

>, "Silverberg, Kristen"< 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. , >, 

"Dougherty, Liz"< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. " Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. " >, 

"Zheng, Denise"~>, "Anderson, Will" <l::flW1•f-1•■>, "Bradley, 

Neil" ,.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex q >, Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " , "Saha, Soumi" 

,.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " >, "Susan Devore ( 

>, Paul Lee< ,.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. , >, 

)" 

dianfurpin@shcare.net, stacey_hughes@nicklesgrouplm, 

pmacnabb@sterigenicslm, Philip Reboli <preboli@conservativepartnershipl!I>, 

katiJerge@llsl!I, eriklward@lungl!I, fharrington@aanpl!I, jkhani@acla!m, 

jmcmanus@mcmanusgrplDJ, snorthrup@rampynorthruplDJ, 

josfrent@leavittpartnerslm, monica@marshallandpopplm, 

hazen@marshallandpopplDJ, ddrevna@amgal!I, 

mmcdermott@mcdermottpl uslm, mcampbel l@cfsil!I, john. wesley@avanosili}, 

cwhite@advamedl!I, eomalley@essentialhospitalsl!I, 

bsiegel@essentialhospitalQ, bfeldpush@essentialhospitalQ, lray@tfahl!I, 

"Kiley, Matthew (HHS/ASPE)" <l#WJ-1!1-1+i#M>, 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C., , Kevin Harper 

,.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " >, Trina Sheets< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C.i >, "Borek, Tom" 

,.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " >, Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C., 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " , Naomi Lopez-Bauman <nlopez

bauman@goldwaterinstitutel!I>, "Fishpaw, Marie" <jr:::g-.;a-1er.::J.,in£r.:~•+~i:..4+-.:9=->, 
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Chris Pope< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex" >, Sally Pipes 

4-1!1-1+4◄4>. Ex6-(5U.~Ex" Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. :Ex, , Colin Brainard 

,.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex E\ >, Brandon Arnold < Ex 6 - ( 5 U. !:Ex , >, Ex 6 - (5 Ex , 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex E\ Missy Jenkins< >, Heather R Higgins 

Ex 6 - (5 Ex" ~>, Hadley Heath Manning< >, "Keane, Thomas 

(OS/IOS)" < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 1 >, Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex" 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " , "Romero, Belsis F. 

EOP/WHO" < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " >, Jay Sulzmann 

,.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " >, "Mcmillin, Bobby"< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , , "Pataki, Tim A. EOP/WHO" 

,.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " >, "Pinkos, Stephen M. EOP/OVP" 

>, "Swonger, Amy H. EOP/WHO" 

>, "Ueland, Eric M. EOP/WHO" 

,.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " 

,.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " 

,.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , >, "Kadlec, Robert (OS/ASPR/10)" 

>, 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. , 4-1••1+§48>. "Bright, Rick (OS/ASPR/BARDA)" < >, 

"Disbrow, Gary (OS/ASPR/BARDA)" < >, Cynthia Fisher 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 1 4-1••1+§4•->, "Litkenhaus, Colleen (CJ)"< >, 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Se, Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " , "Merkel, Theo W. EOP/WHO" 

,.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) >, Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec, 

EOP/WHO" < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , 

, "Grogan, Joseph J. 

>, "D'Angelo, Gregory B. EOP/OMB" 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec, <gregory.b.d >, "Rollins, Brooke L. EOP/WHO" 

,.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , >, andre~aplan@takedaili, 

melissasamuel@hcaml!3, tscully@wcaslB}, nishfuasba@faegredrinkea, 

matthe,8--ubin@faegredrinkerlB}, "Baehr, James S. EOP/WHO" 

,.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , >, "Parente, Stephen T. EOP/CEA" 

,.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " >, nisha.quasba@faegredrinkea, 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) , Kristin Kroeger~>, Michelle 

Dirst < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. " Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. " >, Becky Yowell< >, "Troutman, Joel D. 

EOP/WHO" < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 1 >, Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

"Baehr, James S. EOP/WHO" ,.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , >, "Troutman, Joel D. 

>, "Lichter, Jennie B. EOP/WHO" EOP/WHO" < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 1 

,.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , >, Susan Zook < 

>, David Gray < 

>, Brian 

>, Dan Elling Sutter< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec r Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 1 

~>, Dan Todd <l-1••1+i4M>, Paul Edattel 

<l-1••1+§4M>, Emily Murry< >, Emma Rayder 

<1-1••1,■>, Matt Hoffmann <1 ... 1!.i+@M>, Cameron Lynch 

,.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " >, Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec" , Bob Wood 
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Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. SecEx 6, <1::f3WJ•►1lffi>, Bobby Sepucha < 

~>, David Sanders< 

>, David lntrocaso 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex 6 >, "Savary 

Taylor, Mary Beth" <1::f3Wj•►1*1'affi>, Amy Cunniffe 

,.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6))Ex Ei >, Kimberly Ellis 

,.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex q >, Darren Willcox< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C.Ex Ei >, Jay Witter 

,.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6Ex E\ <1::f3Wj•►1*1Jd>, Mitchell Vakerics >, 

Riley Swinehart <1::f3Wj•►ffl#@>, Barrett Thornhill <bthornhill@forbes-

tate.com> , Jessica Tocco < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(Ex Ei >, Andrew J. Truscott 

,.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)Ex 6 Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex Ei >, Mike Tomberlin< 

>, Sharon Pearce < 

>, 

Mike Crossen < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Ex 6 Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex, >, 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Ex 6 , Capitol Associates < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. SecEx Ei 

Gregory B. EOP/OMB" <gregory.b.d Ex 6 - Ex 6 - ( 5 \ 

>, "D'Angelo, 

>, Michael Gratch 

,.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex Ei >, Graham Dufault <1::flWJ!l-1*1'Jd>, John 

>, Holly Bode <1::f3WjiLi41'Jd>, Kate Hull Greene< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.<Ex, 

<1::f3Wj•►1#5b. Megan Hauck <1::flWJ!l-fiffl>, Benjamin Klein 

<j#WJ•►ftffl> , Kathleen Lester <1::flWj•►iM§Mffl>, Katie 

Zirkelbach < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex Ei >, LeAnne Zumwalt 

,.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex 61 >, Jodie Lockhart< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)1Ex Ei 

Christopher Johnson ,.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) Ex E\ >, 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , , Cybele Bjorklund < 

>, Tamar Thompson< 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.CEx , >, Brendan 

Carr< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec, Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex E\ 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex 6, Blair Childs< >, Julie Bush <1::flWjl►flffl>, 

Michael Spearman < >, adamlfromm@gell], 

sarahdash@allhealthpolicyl!I, jos1trent@leavittpartnersD}, 

bscarpelli@actonlinell, roberlclark@stjudel!I 

Date: Fri , 10 Apr 2020 09:44:39 -0400 

Attachments First Distribution Summary by State - 2020-04-10.pdf (434.92 kB) 

Dear Colleague: 

>, 

>, 

Today we will have two updates. The first is focused on the release of the first tranche of the Provider 

Relief Fund, occurring today- just 10 working days after the signing of the CARES Act. This 

afternoon will be the usual round up on all HHS activity. 

Beginning today, the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) is releasing delivery of the 

initial $30 billion in relief funding to providers in support of the national response to COVID-19 as part 
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of the distribution of the $100 billion provider relief fund provided for in the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, 

and Economic Security (CARES) Act recently passed by Congress and signed by President Trump. 

The $100 billion of funding will be used to support healthcare-related expenses or lost revenue 

attributable to coronavirus and to ensure uninsured Americans can get the testing and treatment they 

need without receiving a surprise bill from a provider. The initial $30 billion in immediate relief funds 

will begin being delivered to providers today. 

Recognizing the importance of delivering the provider relief funds in a fast, fair, and transparent 

manner, this initial broad-based distribution of the relief funds will go to hospitals and providers across 

the United States that are enrolled in Medicare. Facilities and providers are allotted a portion of the 

$30 billion based on their share of 2019 Medicare fee-for-service (FFS) reimbursements. These are 

payments, not loans, to healthcare providers , and will not need to be repaid. 

HHS and the Administration are working rapidly on additional targeted distributions to providers that 

will focus on providers in areas particularly impacted by the COVID-19 outbreak, rural providers, and 

providers of services with lower shares of Medicare FFS reimbursement or who predominantly serve 

the Medicaid population. This supplemental funding will also be used to reimburse providers for 

COVID-19 care for uninsured Americans. 

HHS is partnering with UnitedHealth Group (UHG) to deliver the initial $30 billion distribution to 

providers as quickly as possible. Providers will be paid via Automated Clearing House account 

information on file with UHG, UnitedHealthcare, or Optum Bank, or used for reimbursements from the 

Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS). Providers who normally receive a paper check for 

reimbursement from CMS will receive a paper check in the mail for this payment as well, within the 

next few weeks. 

Within 30 days of receiving the payment, providers must sign an attestation confirming receipt of the 

funds and agreeing to the terms and conditions of payment. The portal for signing the attestation will 

be open the week of April 13, 2020 and will be linked from hhs.gov/providerrelief. 

UnitedHealth Group will donate all fees for the administration of the CARES Act provider relief fund. 

Visit hhs.gov/providerrelief for additional information. 

For those of you working primarily on your phones today, information found on hhs.gov/providerrelief 

currenly includes: 
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CARES Act Provider Relief Fund 

President Trump is providing support to healthcare providers fighting the COVID-19 pandemic. 

On March 27, 2020, the President signed the bipartisan CARES legislation that provides $100 

billion in relief funds to hospitals and other healthcare providers on the front lines of the 

coronavirus response. This funding will be used to support healthcare-related expenses or lost 

revenue attributable to COVIO-19 and to ensure uninsured Americans can get testing and 

treatment for COVID-19. 

Immediate infusion of $30 billion into healthcare system 

Recognizing the importance of delivering funds in a fast and transparent manner, $30 billion is 

being distributed immediately - with payments arriving via direct deposit beginning April 10, 2020 

- to eligible providers throughout the American healthcare system. These are payments, not loans, 

to healthcare providers, and will not need to be repaid. 

Who is eligible for initial $30 billion 

• All facilities and providers that received Medicare fee-for-service (FFS) reimbursements in 

2019 are eligible for this initial rapid distribution. 

• Payments to practices that are part of larger medical groups will be sent to the group's central 

billing office. 

• All relief payments are made to the billing organization according to its Taxpayer 

Identification Number (TIN). 

• As a condition to receiving these funds, providers must agree not to seek collection of out-of

pocket payments from a COVID-19 patient that are greater than what the patient would have 

otherwise been required to pay if the care had been provided by an in-network provider. 

• This quick dispersal of funds will provide relief to both providers in areas heavily impacted by 

the COVID-19 pandemic and those providers who are struggling to keep their doors open due 

to healthy patients delaying care and cancelled elective services. 

How are payment distributions determined 
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• Providers will be distributed a portion of the initial $30 billion based on their share of total 

Medicare FFS reimbursements in 2019. Total FFS payments were approximately $484 billion 

in 2019. 

• A provider can estimate their payment by dividing their 2019 Medicare FFS (not including 

Medicare Advantage) payments they received by $484,000,000,000, and multiply that ratio by 

$30,000,000,000. Providers can obtain their 2019 Medicare FFS billings from their 

organization's revenue management system. 

• As an example: A community hospital billed Medicare FFS $121 million in 2019. To 

determine how much they would receive, use this equation: 

• $121 ,000,000/$484,000,000,000 X $30,000,000,000 = $7,500,000 

What to do if you are an eligible provider 

• HHS has partnered with UnitedHealth Group (UHG) to provide rapid payment to providers 

eligible for the distribution of the initial $30 billion in funds. 

• Providers will be paid via Automated Clearing House account information on file with UHG or 

the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS). 

• The automatic payments will come to providers via Optum Bank with 

"HHSPAYMENT" as the payment description. 

• Providers who normally receive a paper check for reimbursement from CMS, will 

receive a paper check in the mail for this payment as well, within the next few weeks. 

• Within 30 days of receiving the payment, providers must sign an attestation confirming receipt 

of the funds and agreeing to the terms and conditions of payment. The portal for signing the 

attestation will be open the week of April 13, 2020, and will be linked on this page. 

• HHS' payment of this initial tranche of funds is conditioned on the healthcare provider's 

acceptance of the Terms and Conditions - PDF, which acceptance must occur within 30 days 

of receipt of payment. If a provider receives payment and does not wish to comply with these 

Terms and Conditions, the provider must do the following: contact HHS within 30 days of 

receipt of payment and then remit the full payment to HHS as instructed. Appropriate contact 

information will be provided soon. 

Is this different than the CMS Accelerated and Advance Payment 

Program? 
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Yes. The CMS Accelerated and Advance Payment Program has delivered billions of dollars 

to healthcare providers to help ensure providers and suppliers have the resources needed to 

combat the pandemic. The CMS accelerated and advance payments are a loan that 

providers must pay back. For more information from CMS, click here. 

How this applies to different types of providers 

All relief payments are being made to providers and according to their tax identification 

number (TIN). For example: 

• Large Organizations and Health Systems: Large Organizations will receive relief payments 

for each of their billing TINs that bill Medicare. Each organization should look to the part of 

their organization that bills Medicare to identify details on Medicare payments for 2019 or to 

identify the accounts where they should expect relief payments. 

• Employed Physicians: Employed physicians should not expect to receive an individual 

payment directly. The employer organization will receive the relief payment as the billing 

organization. 

• Physicians in a Group Practice: Individual physicians and providers in a group practice are 

unlikely to receive individual payments directly, as the group practice will receive the relief 

fund payment as the billing organization. Providers should look to the part of their 

organization that bills Medicare to identify details on Medicare payments for 2019 or to 

identify the accounts where they should expect relief payments. 

• Solo Practitioners: Solo practitioners who bill Medicare will receive a payment under the TIN 

used to bill Medicare. 

Priorities for the remaining $70 billion 

The Administration is working rapidly on targeted distributions that will focus on providers in 

areas particularly impacted by the COVI 0-19 outbreak, rural providers, providers of services with 

lower shares of Medicare reimbursement or who predominantly serve the Medicaid population, 

and providers requesting reimbursement for the treatment of uninsured Americans. 

Ensuring Americans are not surprised by bills for 

COVID-19 medical expenses 
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The Trump Administration is committed to ensuring that Americans are protected against 

financial obstacles that might prevent them from getting the testing and treatment they need from 

COVID-19. 

• As announced in early April, a portion of the $100 billion Provider Relief Fund will be used to 

reimburse healthcare providers, at Medicare rates, for COVID-related treatment of the uninsured. 

• As a condition, providers are obligated to abstain from "balance billing" any patient for 

COVID-related treatment. 

• The Families First Coronavirus Response Act requires private insurers to cover an insurance plan 

member's cost-sharing payments for COVID-19 testing. 

• President Trump has also secured commitments from private insurers, including Humana, Cigna, 

UnitedHealth Group, and the Blue Cross Blue Shield system to waive cost-sharing payments for 

treatment related to COVID-19 for plan members. 

Finally, for those interested, attached is a state-by-state/territory breakdown of where the $30 billion 

tranche is going. 

Questions? Email Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec, 

Until this afternoon. 

Laura 

Laura C. Trueman 

Director, Office of Intergovernmental and External Affairs 

U.S. Department of Health and Human Services 

200 Independence Avenue SW 

Washington D.C. 20201 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 1 
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[EXTERNAL] RE: ACT-IAC Cloud ATO Working Group Meeting 

From David Simpson < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , > 

To: Rob Hankey< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , >, Emell McKelvey < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , >, 

Doug Cowan (ccowan) d-1••1,·> 
Cc: Nancy Delanoche d-1••1+§4◄> , davidlmcclure@accenturefederall!I, 

stevelsonnenberg@alphaomegaintegratiori:11, dpizzan@amazon■, 
meredithldost@appliedi., frenctlacqueline@bahal, tandor(geetika@ba •. 

davidlpitts@businessintegraD), dtuten@cdclll, saidullislam@cgifedera111il Ken 

Stavinoha lllll < >, michaellcarter@coalfirell, mhettinger@hsgf 

d., srussom@deloittG, msoliman@dssin., ahopkins@dssinclll, 

rbussey@evolverin., chudlokafo@gsa, anthon~melia@gsalt, 

williarrlhuie@gsall, adriennewilk@googl., vspearman@granitene■, 
adewalEJ>moniyi@uslibmll, shauna~ashtaputre@karsun~II., jkupcinski@kpm., 

dschulman@missioncyber!li, mukesh@mitrelll, teresal,velsh@antherr-8, 

koushicadsundar2@anthenD], dougla~grismore@antherra, 

jameJtarley@octoconsultingg, "Roberts, Taylor C. EOP/OMB" 

< >, tcossa@comcastlll, jac~silpacharn@orac1ela1, 

el 1erlkuhn@orac1G1, marilynlhays@perspectall, berlduan@preciselsott!D, 

nbawa@reisystemsg, jeffreJwalters@reisystemsll, spipino@salesforc~ 

carrilthompson@servicenowlll, ro~palmer@shorepointincll, 

siddiqu~chaudhry@snowflake!il, gpal@stackarmorlm, kristenlboyd@usda■ 
steverl,ernandez@edlll, udywslx@nvldoell, jasonl<ruse@hqldhsll, 

naureenlrahman@hcldhsl!I, skovac@zscaler!:ll jaimelnoble@usdoj a "Cornelius, 

Matthew T. EOP/OMB" >, bhajost@steelcloucD, 

char1edfu11er@eglobaltectD, khomme@microsoftlil, michaelborenson@perspectalal, 

Mike Howell< >, David Dastvar < >, Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. ,, Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

Ashley Mahan - QXC < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , >, Rob Hankey< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , >, 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) Jason Oksenhendler < >, John Davis 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , < > 

Date: Wed, 15 Apr 2020 15:08:11 -0400 

Mr. Hankey thank you for the good insight. I concur with the observations and statements. 
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I've found that attempting a dual tracking an initatiive of seeking and agency sponsors, while in 
parallel engaging in a JAB route often allows for a level of success towards ATO, though obviously 
with JAB you need acceptance, prioritization and the organization needs to be the higher threshold. 
No doubt the scaling out of the Fed RAMP marketplace puts agencies in a tough situation of 
attempting to onboard products while not having the resource to scale the personnel in the agency 
departments. 
DS 

From: Rob Hankey< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , > 

Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 2:54 PM 

To: David Simpson < 

Cowan (ccowan) < 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. i > 

>; Emel I McKelvey < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , 

Cc: Nancy Delanoche< >; Davidlmcclure@accenturefederall!li; Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , 

stevelsonnenberg@alphaomegaintegrationlm; dpizzan@amazonlm; 
MeredithlDost@appliedisB; frenchlacqueline@bah!m; tandon~eetika@bahlili!; 

>;Doug 

davidlpitts@businessintegr ; dtuten@cdcg saidullislam@cgifederal!:I; Ken Stavinoha 
0::£1-Q, I < >; michaellcarter@coalfireim; mhettinger@hsglldc[II]; 
srussom@deloitt~; msoliman@dssincD; ahopkins@dssincllli; rbussey@evolverincm~l 
chudilokafo@gsag; anthon\lmelia@gsG; williarrlhuie@gsai!I; adriennewilk@goo~elm; 
vspearman@granltenetg; adewalelomoniyi@uslibrr!II; shaunaklashtaputre@karsunlllc:lm; 
jkupcinski@kpmgg; dschulman@missioncyberm; mukesh@mitrelll; 
teresalwelsh@anthemlm; koushicaalsundar2@anthem ; douglaslgrismore@anthem■; 
jameslfarley@octoconsultin~m11; taylo.oberts@omb • ; tcossa@comcastil; 
jacklsilpacharn@oraclelm; ellenlkuhn@oraclElJII; marily hays@perspectal!:1]; 
benlduan@precisdsoftln; nbawa@reisystemslm; jeffrey~alters@reisyst~; 
spipino@salesforcelm; Carrilfhompson@servicenowl!:I; roblpalmer@shorepointinclDi; 
Siddique.Chaudhry@snowflake.com; gpal@stackarmor.com; Kristen.Boyd@usda.gov; 
steverlhernandez@edl!I; udywfex@nvldoG; jasorlkruse@hqldhG; 
naureenlrahman@hqldhsl!I; skovac@zscaler!li; Jaim;tJoble@usdoj[D; 

Matthewlcornelius@om~; bhajost@steelcloud!m; charleslullerga,, •• 
khomme@microsoft[lli; Michaelsorenson@perspecta[llsl; Mike Howell< • >; 
David Dastvar < i;E;I >; Ashley Mahan - QXC 
< 
< > 

Subject: RE: ACT-IAC Cloud ATO Working Group Meeting 

I am happy to provide my perspective, having a FedRAMP'd platform. Please see my answers below. 

Kind regards, 

Rob Hankey I CEO 

lntelliworx I intelliworxit.com 

US Army Retired 
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Business Process and Forms Automation Solutions 

Capability Statement 

Offi- • Cell: . 0 

Skype: • 

INTELLIW~ RX 
lntelliworx (HRworx, LL C) is a VA-Verified Veteran Owned Small Business 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: The information in this transmission is confidential and proprietary to 

HRworx LLC (dba) lntelliworx. All intellectual property rights to any information within, including 

attachments, are proprietary to HRworx LLC. No part of this document may be disclosed in any 

manner to a third party without the prior written consent of HRworx LLC. 

From: David Simpson ◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Ex > 

Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 2:10 PM 

To: Emel! McKelvey < >; Doug Cowan AdM1 ~ > 

Cc: Nancy Delanoche >; David!mcclure@accenturefeder;:,fP· 

stevdsonnenberg@alphaomegaintegrati"diP; dpizzan@amazor@I: 

Meredittl Dost@appliedisl'!I · frenct:lacqueline@bahJD · tandonlgeetika@barGII: 

davidlpitts@businessintegr?l'!I; dtuten@cdc(P· saidu. islam@cgifeder?11!1· Ken Stavinoha 

(- ) ~ >; michaetlcarter@coalflrpP · rnhettinger@hs~ dc(!I: 

srussom@deloitteM · msoliman@dssinc[P· ahopkins@dssin,fp· rbussey@evolverind'!I· 

chudlokafo@gsali3; anthonj-nelia@gsaJil· williarrl,uie@gs;:,[p'. adriennewilk@googlel!D· 

vspearman@granitenpt(D· adewa1el?moniyi@uslibl""[P· robl,ankey@intelllworxitS:,· 

shaunaklashtaputre@karsunl uc(P; jkupcinski@kprrnP · dschulman@missioncyberS:,· 

mukesh@mitrPffl· teresalwelsh@antherrlp · koushicaa lsundar2@anthe,,,lp• 

dougla~ grismore@anth<=>rrlp• jameJ tartey@octoconsultinrlP; tay1orlroberts@omtlli:P· 

tcossa@comcasfll · jacil,ilpacharn@oracl<=>IR· ellenlkuhn@orac.1dP· 
marilyr:liays@perspect;:,(P· benlduan@preciseisa~llal!; nbawa@reisystems'P· 

jeffrel.yalters@reisystemJJI· spipino@salesforcP@I· CarrilThompson@servicen"M · 

robjpalmer@shorepointinrl'!I· 5iddiguelchaudhry@snowflak~ '!I-'.Jpal@stackarmnfP· 

Kristenl Boyd@uscl<>rp· stevenlhernandez@edl[ff · udywsl ex@nvlci0ffl· 

jasonlkruse@hc:Jdhffl· naureenl rahman@hgldhs!II· skovac@zscate{P· 

JaimelNoble@usdoiGI· Matthe~ Cornelius@omrlfflm; bhajost@steelcto• •ffl; 
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char1el fuller@eglobalter-fR· l<homme@microsottl!D· Michae1l sorenson@perspectal[il· Mike 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. "Ex" Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec nEx 1 Howell< 

QXC< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. ,Ex , 

>; David Dastvar < 

>; Rob Hankey < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. ,Ex " 

>; Ashley Mahan -

>; Jason Oksenhendler 

< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ~Ex 1 >; John Davis< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 1Ex 1 > 

Subject: RE: ACT-IAC Cloud ATO Working Group Meeting 

I have some questions that came down from leadership that perhaps is applicable to this 
working group for general conversation, perhaps some questions all parties have asked or 
inquired before: 

What do you find are the primary issues with seeking agency sponsors? 

Cost and time, both in the initial sponsoring effort and in the continuous monitoring. Security 

personnel are very busy and getting them to add an additional task to their already overloaded 

workload is difficult at best. 

Why do CSP's have issues getting them? 

Same as above 

Why agencies are not proactive to accept? 

The main response we get back is "What's in it for them and why should THEY be the ones 

burdened with the effort?" We found that if they determine that the application , we were trying to 

get a sponsor for, is deemed important enough or critical to their mission success, then they were 

more likely to sponsor. 

What things can be provided upfront to provide better acceptance? 

See above. If a CSP's client can convince the IT/Security team that the appl ication they want 

FedRAMP'd is important to their business , then they are more likely to get the sponsorship. The 

product has to be deemed so central to the agency's success that the individual bureaucrat 

deems it necessary to add it to their workload. 

Perhaps additional support from FedRAMP (involving FedRAMP in on discussions with potential 

sponsors?) may alleviate some misunderstandings of what exactly is involved? 

What vehicles are out there to attempt to find new sponsors? 

I don't currently know of any. DOI was recommended to us from multiple sources based on their 

track record of sponsoring a lot of CSPs. As far as I can tell , DOI has created a culture of valuing 

that track record. 

Thank you. 

David Simpson m 
SENIOR DIRECTOR GLOBAL COMPLIANCE AND REGULATIONS 
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Qualys, Inc. - Blog I Community I Twitter 

Try VMDR 

This message may contain confidential and privileged information. If it has been sent to you in error, please reply to advise the 
sender of the error and then immediately delete it. If you are not the intended recipient, do not read, copy, disclose or otherwise 
use this message. The sender disclaims any liability for such unauthorized use. NOTE that all incoming emails sent to Qualys 
email accounts will be archived and may be scanned by us and/or by external service providers to detect and prevent threats to 
our systems, investigate illegal or inappropriate behavior, and/or eliminate unsolicited promotional emails ("spam"). If you have 
any concerns about this process, please contact us. 
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[EXTERNAL] Re: ACT-IAC Cloud ATO Working Group Meeting 

From Stephen Kovac 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Ec---6 • X ' 

To: Jason Oksenhendler 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(E~,,

6 ""' - X ll ► 

Cc: Rob Hanke 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , 

david.mcclure@accenturefedera., steve nnenberg@alphaomegaintegrationl!:11, 

dpizzan@amazonlm, mereditl ost@appliedisD], frenchjacqueline@bah!m, 

tandon_geetika@bah!m, davi~itts@businessinte r , dtuten 

saidul.islam@cgifederal!m, Ken Stavinoha • , Michael 

Carter , mhettinger@hsg-dclm, srussom@deloittelm, 

msoliman@dssinclm, ahopkins@dssinclm, rbussey@evolverinclm, 

chudi.okafo@gsa.gov, anthonf,e1ia@gsa.gov, williarl,uie@gsa.gov, 

adriennlilk@googlelm, vspearman@granitenetd, adewale.omoniyi@us.ibmlm, 

shauna shtaputre@karsun-llclm, jkupcinski@kpm., dschulman@missioncyberlm, 

mukesh mitrem, tere ◄ elsh@anthemlm, koushicalundar2@anthemlm, 

douglalgrismore anth • , james.farley@octoconsultinglm, "Roberts, Taylor C. 

EOP/OMB" , tcossa@comcast.net, 

jack.silpacharn@oracle!m, elle uhn@oracle!m, marilyrl,ays@perspecta!m, 

ben.duan@precise-softlm, nbawa@reisystemslm, jeffrey~alters@reisystemslm, 

spipino@salesforcelm, carrlhompson@servicenowlm, ro~palmer@shorepointinclm, 

siddiquethaudhry@snowflakelm, gpal@stackarmor!li, krile{boyd@usda.gov, 

steverl, rnandez@ed.gov, udyws_r@nv.doe.gov, jasofruse@hq.dhs.gov, 

naureen.rahman@hq.dhs.gov, jaimj1oble@usdoj.gov, "Cornelius, Matthew T. EOP/OMB" 

• - • • >, bhajost@steelcloudlm, 

, khomme@microsoftlm, michalorenson@perspecta!m, 

David Dastvar ,-I 
------- , Rob Hankey 

John Davis 

Date: Wed, 15 Apr 2020 20:54:43 -0400 

Jason, 
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Well said!!! 

Thank you, 

Stephen R. Kovac 

Vice President of Global Government 

Head of Corporate Compliance 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. , 

727-288-7144 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 15, 2020, at 6:14 PM, Jason Oksenhendler 

Team, 

,-Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) > wrote: 

I work for Coalfire Systems on the FedRAMP Assurance Team. I've been a member of the JAB, 

worked at the PMO for 2 years before that as an ISSO, and worked as a FedRAMP program 

manager for a company that was rolled into RackSpace. I concur with a lot of the responses 

listed already. 

For CSPs that are having issues finding a sponsor, consider performing a readiness assessment. 

A 3PAO comes in and assesses controls documented in the RAR. Yes, it's a financial and 

human resource investment up front; however, it shows the Government agencies looking at the 

FedRAMP marketplace that a CSP has met the rigors of certain FedRAMP controls. 

Additionally now, as part of the agency ATO path, there is a briefing with CSP, Agency, and 

sometimes the 3PAO. This is the opportunity to make that first impression. You know the cliche 

about first impressions. Be prepared, be ready, be organized. The last thing agencies want to 

deal with are discombobulated, insecure CSPs. It shows a lack of preparedness and readiness. 

Send your best people. Show the agency you are proactive, diligent, transparent, and genuine. 

Have an initial/draft project plan. Show your motivation! Show 'em what you got! One of the 

keys to agency ATO success is once you gain their sponsorship, communicate, communicate, 
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communicate!!! I can't say it enough. Operate in a silo or lie or cut corners and you're done. I've 

seen it more times than I care to admit. Go above and beyond to establish a trusted business 

relationship. 

Just my two cents. 

Jason 

Get Outlook for iOS 

From: Stephen Kovac 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552 b 6 

Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 4:30 PM 

To: Rob Hankey; David Simpson; Emell McKelvey; Doug Cowan (ccowan) 

Cc: Nancy Delanoche; Davil,cclure@accenturefederal!li; 

stevlonnenberg@alphaomegaintegrationlm; dpizzan@amazonlm; 

MereditSost@appliedisl!li; frenchjacqueline@bahl!li; tandon_geetika@bahlm; 

~@businessintegralli; dtuten@cdc.gov; saidlslam@cgifederal!li; Ken Stavinoha 

lllilltl Michael Carter; mhettinger@hsg-dclm; srussom@deloittel!:li; 

msoliman@dssinci:EJ; ahopkins@dssinclm; rbussey@evolverinclm; chudi~kafo@gsa.gov; 

anthorimelia@gsa.gov; willia1f uie@gsa.gov; adriennewilk@googlelm; 

vspearman@granitenetB; adewalf moniyi@us. ibmlm; shaunatshtaputre@karsun-

1 lc. com; jkupcinski@kpmglm; dschulman@missioncyberlli; mukesh@mitrel!I; 

teresJelsh@anthemlm; koushicaa.~dar2@anthem!li; douglas.grismore@anthemlm; 

jame4farley@octoconsultinglm; taylo.oberts@omt- (H; tcossa@comcast.net; 

jacij,ilpacharn@oraclelm; ellelkuhn@oraclelm; marilyn.hays@perspectalm; 

bef uan@precise-sottB; nbawa@reisystemslm; jeffri;l;walters@reisystemslm; 

spipino@salesforcel!:li; Carri.Thompson@serviceno~ob.pa1mer@shorepointinclm; 

Siddi,Chaudhry@snowflakelm; gpal@stackarmorlm; Kristen.Boyd@usda.gov; 

steve ernandez@ed.gov; udyws_ex@nv.doe.gov; jason.kruse.q.dhs.gov; 

naure ahman@hq.dhs.gov; Jaimf oble@usdoj.gov; Matt he • Cornelius@omb_r=1:p-;a-ior.q:. 

bhajost@steelcloudl!:li; char1elu11er@eglobaltechlm; khomme@microsottB; 

Michaelsorenson@perspectadl; Mike Howell; David Dastvar; Ashley Mahan - QXC; Rob 

Hankey; Jason Oksenhendler; John Davis 

Subject: Re: ACT-IAC Cloud ATO Working Group Meeting 

Guys, 

Adding my input (in Blue) .... It would be good to get the 3POA's to comment as well. 

What do you find are the primary issues with seeking agency sponsors? 
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Cost and time, both in the initial sponsoring effort and in the continuous monitoring. Security 

personnel are very busy and getting them to add an additional task to their already overloaded 

workload is difficult at best. 

Agencies also lack the experience to be a Sponsor or want to assume the risk. 

Why do CSP's have issues getting them? 

Same as above 

I would add that some CSP may not know how to effective approach an agency. i.e have a plan, 

have a consulting partner and 3poa picked and show the agencies that the effort is going to be 

minimal as possible 

Why agencies are not proactive to accept? 

The main response we get back is "What's in it for them and why should THEY be the ones 

burdened with the effort?" We found that if they determine that the application , we were trying to 

get a sponsor for, is deemed important enough or critical to their mission success, then they were 

more likely to sponsor. 

Again I would add Risk and Tolerance and experience 

What things can be provided upfront to provide better acceptance? 

See above. If a CSP's client can convince the IT/Security team that the application they want 

FedRAMP'd is important to their business, then they are more likely to get the sponsorship. The 

product has to be deemed so central to the agency's success that the individual bureaucrat 

deems it necessary to add it to their workload. 

Perhaps additional support from FedRAMP (involving FedRAMP in on discussions with potential 

sponsors?) may alleviate some misunderstandings of what exactly is involved? 

In several cases I have provided and draft SSP, 3POA and consulting firm engagement letter 

and demand from other customers. 

What vehicles are out there to attempt to find new sponsors? 

I don't currently know of any. DOI was recommended to us from multiple sources based on their 

track record of sponsoring a lot of CSPs. As far as I can tell , DOI has created a culture of valuing 

that track record. 

The PMO has a team committed to helping CSP's find sponsors. In fact, the actually have done 

some "dating events" for agencies and CSP. Ashely Mahan, the FedRAMP PMO Director, 

could add more here, I am happy to ask her. 
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Thank You, 

Stephen R. Kovac 
Zscaler, Inc. 
Vice President of Global Government 
Head of Co t I • . I t • I • 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) 

• - Ex 6, 

Breach of confidentiality 
The entire content of this email message is confidential. This also applies to any files 
attached to it. This email is intended for an individual or entity to whom they are 
addressed. In case you are not the addressee of this email, and you have received it in 
error, immediately contact the system manager. The information in this email is very 
sensitive, and it is intended for the specific addressee. This email should not be 
disseminated, distributed or copied. If you have received this email and it was not for 
you, make sure to immediately notify the sender by email and afterwards delete this 
email from your system. Disclosing, copying, distributing, or taking any action in 
reliance to the email content is strictly prohibited. 

From: Rob Hankey 

Date: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 at 2:53 PM 

II 

, "dpizzan@amazon-" 

dith.Dost@appliedis-" 

, "frenchjacqueline@bah-" 

, "tandon_geetika@bah-" 
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<tandon_geetika@bahlill>, "davif itts@businessintegralill" 

a 

<msoliman@dssin->, "ahopkins@dssin-" <ahopkins@dssin->, 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " "rbussey@evolverin-" <rbussey@evolverin-> , 

<chudlokafo@gsa.gov>, "anthonl,elia@gsa.gov" 

"willialluie@gsa.gov" <willial,uie@gsa .gov>, "a 

<adriennewilk@googlelill>, "vspearman@granitene-" 

adewallmoniyi@us.ibmlill" 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) Ex 6 

, "shauna,shtaputre@karsun-11-" 

, "jkupcinski@kpmglill" 

hulman@missioncybe-" 

,,- n 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 55:Ex 6 )) 
n ,,-

ukesh@mitrell" <mukesh@mitrell>, 

an em liill•ii - • • 

"koushicalundar2@anthem • " • - • ~~•• 

"douglalrismore@anthem • 

"jamelarley@octoc · 

"tayl.roberts@om 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

<marilyr"lays@perspecta 

<beiuan@precise-sof->, 

<nbawa reisystems >, "jeffre~alters@reisystems-" 

- "spipino@salesforce-" 

>, "Carr hompson@servicenowlll" 

raclelill" 

<rollalmer@shorepointin->, "Siddiq haudhry@snowflakelill" 
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<gpal@stackarmo 

"stevenjhernandez 
II 

"khomme@microsof 

iml oble@usdoj .gov>, 

nelius@on ,ila 
.>, 

"Michael. Sorenson@perspecta-" Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) Ex 6 
,,- ' 

,Jason 

Subject: RE: ACT-IAC Cloud ATO Working Group Meeting 

I am happy to provide my perspective, having a FedRAMP'd platform . Please see my answers 

below. 

Kind regards, 

Rob Hankey I CEO 

lntelliworx I intelliworxitjffl 

US Army Retired 

Business Process and Forms Automation Solutions 

Capability Statement 

Offi 
Cell 
Sky 

Ex 6 - (5 
.. - 11 - - -

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 
Sec 552(b)(6)) 
• 

<image001.png> 
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lntelliworx (HRworx, LLC) is a VA-Verified Veteran Owned Small Business 

<image002.jpg> 

<image003.jpg> 

<image004.jpg> 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: The information in this transmission isconfidential and proprietary 

to HRworx LLC (dba) lntelliworx. All intellectual property rights to any information within, including 

attachments, are proprietary to HRworx LLC. No part of this document may be disclosed in any 

manner to a third party without the prior written consent of HRworx LLC. 

From: David Simpso Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " 

Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 2:10 PM 

To: Emell McKelvey Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec • ; Doug Cowan Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

Cc: Nancy Delanoche 

<NDelanoche@actiad i3>;Davilr,cclure@accenturefedera1l[P·c,tev. onnenberg@alphaome 

gaintegratiorl[P;dpizzan@amazorl[il; Meredith.Dost@appliediJ [P-

french jacqueline@bahl[P;tandon geetika@bah~[P- davidJ?itts@businessintegraf[P· 

dtuten@cdc.gov;said t.ll islam@cgifeder2 1l[P- Ken Stavinoha (kestavin) 

1illf1!►1&ffl:michaelprter@coalfirel[P; mhettinger@hsg-drl[P

srussom@deloittel[!lt msoliman@dssincl[P; ahopkins@dssincl[P; 

rbussey@evolverincl[P;chudi.okafo@gsa.gov; anthonj;lnelia@gsa.gov; 

williar13i1uie@gsa.gov;adriennewilk@goog1E"1[P- vspearman@granitened[P· 

adewalel?moniyi@us.ibrrl[P;rol,ankey@intelliworxid[P· shaun§ shtaputre@karsun

llc.com; jkupcinski@kpmr(P;dschulman@missioncybed[P· mukesh mitre 

teres+ elsh@antherrl[P-1<:oushical undar2@antherrl[P- ,jou la rismore 

~ arley@octoconsultingl[P- ta I oberts om • 

tcossa@comcast.net;jacl il pacharn@oracle,[P· ellerj <Lihn@orac1~ [P

:...:..:..::~::::::1iP ==-=:..:.==-=-=c:=-i-••; ben. d uan@precise-sotd[il · nbawa@reisystemS,[P · 

·effr alters reis stem ;spipino@salesforce,[P· Carri.Thompson@serviceno~ [P-

rol almer@shorepointind[il· Siddiqui haudhry@snowflakf'l[P

gpal@stackarmod[P·Kriste o d usda. av; stevei ernandez@ed.gov; 

udyws_ex@nv.d ._____..,___-'-£__._ _ _,,,__ ahman h .dhs. 

skovac@zscale~ 
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bhajost@steelcloud~[il ·charlel u ller@egloba ltechl[P · i<hom me@m icrosofd[P · 

Michael,orenson@perspectal[P· Mike Howe1118g•~; David Dastvar 

<Davi1?astvar@trexsolutions11J [P..,; Ashley Mahan - QXC 2 ►1W§M..,; Rob 

Hankey <ro~ hankey@hrwor;-i[P-.,.'. Jason Oksenhendler Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6 Ex,. 

John Davis ◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , 
-------

Subject: RE: ACT-IAC Cloud ATO Working Group Meeting 

I have some questions that came down from leadership that perhaps is applicable to this 
working group for general conversation, perhaps some questions all parties have asked or 
inquired before: 

What do you find are the primary issues with seeking agency sponsors? 

Cost and time, both in the initial sponsoring effort and in the continuous monitoring. Security 

personnel are very busy and getting them to add an additional task to their already 

overloaded workload is difficult at best. 

Why do CSP's have issues getting them? 

Same as above 

Why agencies are not proactive to accept? 

The main response we get back is "What's in it for them and why should THEY be the ones 

burdened with the effort?" We found that if they determine that the application, we were 

trying to get a sponsor for, is deemed important enough or critical to their mission success, 

then they were more likely to sponsor. 

What things can be provided upfront to provide better acceptance ? 

See above. If a CSP's client can convince the IT/Security team that the application they want 

FedRAMP'd is important to their business, then they are more likely to get the sponsorship. 

The product has to be deemed so central to the agency's success that the individual 

bureaucrat deems it necessary to add it to their workload. 

Perhaps additional support from FedRAMP (involving Fed RAMP in on discussions with 

potential sponsors?) may alleviate some misunderstandings of what exactly is involved? 

What vehicles are out there to attempt to find new sponsors? 

I don't currently know of any. DOI was recommended to us from multiple sources based on 

their track record of sponsoring a lot of CSPs. As far as I can tell, DOI has created a culture 

of valuing that track record. 

Thank you . 

David Simpson 
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SENIOR DIRECTOR GLOBAL COMPLIANCE AND REGULATIONS 

Qualys, Inc. - Blog I Community I Twitter 

<image006.png> 

This message may contain confidential and privileged information. If it has been sent to you in error, please reply to 
advise the sender of the error and then immediately delete it. If you are not the intended recipient, do not read, copy, 
disclose or otherwise use this message. The sender disclaims any liability for such unauthorized use. NOTE that all 
incoming emails sent to Qualys email accounts will be archived and may be scanned by us and/or by external service 
providers to detect and prevent threats to our systems, investigate illegal or inappropriate behavior, and/or eliminate 
unsolicited promotional emails ("spam"). If you have any concerns about this process, please contact us. 
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[EXTERNAL] Re: ACT-IAC Cloud ATO Working Group Meeting 

From Jason Oksenhendler Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

To: S~ephen K~!f19Jtlli# Rob Hankey 
Simpson ,a. - , Emell McKelvey 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec n· , David 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ., , Doug 

Cowan Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , 

:Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Cc: Nancy Delanoch , "Davicfncclure@accenturefederal!m" 

·Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) tevjsonnenberg@alphaomegaintegrationlm, 

dpizzan@amazonlm, meredith~ost@appliedisD}, frenchjacqueline@bah!m, 

tandon_geetika@bah!m, davi~itts@businessintegrami, dtuten@cdc.gov, 

saidui,lam@cgifedera1!!1), Ken Stavinoha (kestavin) <kestavin@ciscolm>, Michael 

Carter >, mhettinger@hsg-dclm, srussom@deloittelm, 

msoliman@dssin , ahopkins@dssinclm, rbussey@evolverinclm, 

chu~kafo@gsa.gov, anthonl,elia@gsa.gov, williargiuie@gsa.gov, 

adriennewilk@googlelm, vspearman@granitenetlm, adewale.omoniyi@us.ibmlm, 

shauna!iishtaputre@karsun-11clm, jkupcinski@kpm~, dschulman@missioncyberi:I), 

mukesh@mitrem, teresfvelsh@anthemlm, koushicaa.sundar2@anthemlm, 

doug1alJrismore@anthem., jamE9arley@octoconsultinglm, "Roberts, Taylor C. 

EOP/OMB" >, tcossa@comlt.net, 

jatsilpacharn@oraclelm, ellen.kuhn@oraclei:11, marily ays@perspectalm, 

berJ:Juan@precise-softlm, nbawa@reisystemslm, jeffr ◄ alters@reisystemslm, 

spipino@salesforcelm, carrt,ompson@servicenowlm, m~almer@shorepointincS, 

siddiqu~haudhry@snowflak., gpal@stackarmor!li, kristeloyd@usda.gov, 

stevelernandez@ed.gov, udyws_ex@nv.doe.gov, jasofruse@hq.dhs.gov, 

naur~~"l-ahman@hq.dhs.gov, jaim oble@usdoj.gov, "Cornelius, Matthew T. EOP/OMB" 

Mike Howell 

, bhajost@steelcloudlm, 

, khomme@microsof michaelorenson , , - , - • Ex q 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6~Ex 6 Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. !:Ex" >, David Dastvar 

Ashley Mahan - QXC Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec n· , Rob Hankey Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. SecEx 6 ·" - '·~ •/ 

John Davis Ex 6 - (5 U.,?.C. Se1Ex 6 " 

Date: Wed, 15 Apr 2020 18: 14: 10 -0400 

Team, 
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I work for Coalfire Systems on the FedRAMP Assurance Team. I've been a member of the JAB, 

worked at the PMO for 2 years before that as an ISSO, and worked as a FedRAMP program manager 

for a company that was rolled into RackSpace. I concur with a lot of the responses listed already. 

For CSPs that are having issues finding a sponsor, consider performing a readiness assessment. A 

3PAO comes in and assesses controls documented in the RAR. Yes, it's a financial and human 

resource investment up front; however, it shows the Government agencies looking at the FedRAMP 

marketplace that a CSP has met the rigors of certain FedRAMP controls. 

Additionally now, as part of the agency ATO path , there is a briefing with CSP, Agency, and 

sometimes the 3PAO. This is the opportunity to make that first impression. You know the cliche 

about first impressions. Be prepared, be ready, be organized. The last thing agencies want to deal 

with are discombobulated, insecure CSPs. It shows a lack of preparedness and readiness. Send 

your best people. Show the agency you are proactive, diligent, transparent, and genuine. Have an 

initial/draft project plan. Show your motivation! Show 'em what you got! One of the keys to agency 

ATO success is once you gain their sponsorship, communicate, communicate, communicate!!! I can't 

say it enough. Operate in a silo or lie or cut corners and you're done. I've seen it more times than I 

care to admit. Go above and beyond to establish a trusted business relationship. 

Just my two cents. 

Jason 

Get Outlook for iOS 

From: Stephen Kovac 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) 

Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 4:30 PM 

To: Rob Hankey; David Simpson; Emell McKelvey; Doug Cowar,I-

Cc: Nancy Delanoche; Daviclr,cclure@accenturefedera11!:1); 

stevl,onnenberg@alphaomegaintegration!B; dpizzan@amazon!B; 

Meredit~Dost@appliedislm; frenchjacqueline@bahlll; tandon_geetika@bah!B; 

david.pitts@businessintegra!B; dtuten@cdc.gov; saidul.islam@cgifederal!m; Ken Stavinoha 

(kestavin); Michael Carter; mhettinger@hsg-dclm; srussom@deloittelll; msoliman@dssinclm; 

ahopkins@dssinclm; rbussey@evolveri nclm; chud i.okafo@gsa.gov; anthoni,elia@gsa.gov; 

willial,uie@gsa.gov; adriennewilk@googlelm; vspearman@granitenetlll; 

adewal~moniyi@us.ibm!B; shauna!lashtaputre@karsun-11clm; jkupcinski@kpmg!B; 

dschulman@missioncybea; mukesh@mitrel!I; teres.Jvelsh@anthemlm; 

koushicalundar2@anthemlm; douglas.grismore@anthem!B; 

jamef arley@octoconsultinglm; taylorloberts@omb-; tcossa@comcast.net; 

jac~silpacharn@oraclelli; ellel uhn@oraclelli; m~ys@perspectalm; 

be~ uan@preci se-sottD); nbawa@reisystemslm; jeffre8,alters@reisystemslll; 

spi pino@salesforcelm; Carri. Thompson@servicenowlm; rolpalmer@shorepointi nclm; 

Siddiquelchaudhry@snowflake!B; gpal@stackarmor!B; Kriste'3oyd@usda.gov; 
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stev~rnandez@ed.gov; udyws_ex@nv.doe.gov; jasoJruse@hq.dhs.gov; 

naur;~ahman@hq.dhs.gov; Jaimel.Joble@usdoj.gov; MatthevDornelius@om

bhajost@steelcloudlm; charlejuller@eglobaltechlm; khomme@microsof·;•-----

Michaelsorenson@perspectal!IJ; Mike Howell; David Dastvar; Ashley Mahan - QXC; Rob Hankey; 

Jason Oksenhendler; John Davis 

Subject: Re: ACT-IAC Cloud ATO Working Group Meeting 

Guys, 

Adding my input (in Blue) .. .. It would be good to get the 3POA's to comment as well. 

What do you find are the primary issues with seeking agency sponsors? 

Cost and time, both in the initial sponsoring effort and in the continuous monitoring. Security 

personnel are very busy and getting them to add an additional task to their already overloaded 

workload is difficult at best. 

Agencies also lack the experience to be a Sponsor or want to assume the risk. 

Why do CSP's have issues getting them? 

Same as above 

I would add that some CSP may not know how to effective approach an agency. i.e have a plan, have 

a consulting partner and 3poa picked and show the agencies that the effort is going to be minimal as 

possible 

Why agencies are not proactive to accept? 

The main response we get back is "What's in it for them and why should THEY be the ones burdened 

with the effort?" We found that if they determine that the application, we were trying to get a sponsor 

for, is deemed important enough or critical to their mission success, then they were more likely to 

sponsor. 

Again I would add Risk and Tolerance and experience 

What things can be provided upfront to provide better acceptance? 

See above. If a CSP's client can convince the IT/Security team that the application they want 

FedRAMP'd is important to their business, then they are more likely to get the sponsorship. The 

product has to be deemed so central to the agency's success that the individual bureaucrat deems it 

necessary to add it to their workload. 

Perhaps additional support from FedRAMP (involving Fed RAMP in on discussions with potential 

sponsors?) may alleviate some misunderstandings of what exactly is involved? 

In several cases I have provided and draft SSP, 3POA and consulting firm engagement letter and 

demand from other customers. 
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What vehicles are out there to attempt to find new sponsors? 

I don't currently know of any. DOI was recommended to us from multiple sources based on their track 

record of sponsoring a lot of CSPs. As far as I can tell , DOI has created a culture of valuing that track 

record. 

The PMO has a team committed to helping CSP's find sponsors. In fact, the actually have done some 

"dating events" for agencies and CSP. Ashely Mahan, the FedRAMP PMO Director, could add more 

here, I am happy to ask her. 

Thank You, 

Stephen R. Kovac 
Zscaler, Inc. 
Vice President of Global Government 
Head of Corporate Compliance 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. SeG 

Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. Sec ~ 

>www.zsca1erl'm< 

Breach of confidentiality 
The entire content of this email message is confidential. This also applies to any files attached 
to it. This email is intended for an individual or entity to whom they are addressed. In case 
you are not the addressee of this email, and you have received it in error, immediately contact 
the system manager. The information in this email is very sensitive, and it is intended for the 
specific addressee. This email should not be disseminated, distributed or copied. If you have 
received this email and it was not for you, make sure to immediately notify the sender by 
email and afterwards delete this email from your system. Disclosing, copying, distributing, or 
taking any action in reliance to the email content is strictly prohibited. 

From: Rob Hankey < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) > 

Date: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 at 2:53 PM 

To: David Simpson < >, Emell McKelvey Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
n 

< >, "Doug Cowan ra■-•t1wa,, 
Cc: Nancy Delanoche <IMtJ'tfflj~ 
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Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

"Davifncclure@accenturefederal-" 

"stev■onnenberg@alphaomegaintegration-" 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) Ex 6 Ex 6 

Ex 6 
" ,,-

/I"':' IL Ir-:' IL 

<dpizzan@amazon->, "MeredittjDost@appliedis-" 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6);~~ 6" ~~ 6" 

de.gov> , 

arter@coalfire 

, Mike Hettingger < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex 6" , 

"srussom@deloitte-" <srussom@deloitte->, "msoliman@dssinclll" 

<msoliman@dssinclll>, "ahopkins@dssinclll" <ahopkins@dssinclll>, 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(bEx 6 
,,- ' 

>, "chudil,kafo@gsa.gov" 

' <anthon)lnelia@gsa.gov>, 

, "adriennewilk@google-" 

'vspearman@granitene-" 

Ex 6 . , "adewaliomoniyi@us.ibm-" " 

.. Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6Ex 6 Ex 6 
I J 

Ir:' tr:: 

<shauna!<Lshtaputre@karsun-llcill>, "jkupcinski@kpmg-" 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 5Ex 6 (6)) Ex 6 

0 I 

<dschulman@missioncybe->, "mukesh@mitrelil" <mukesh@mitrelil> , 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)Ex 6 

" 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) Ex 6 

Ex 6 
JI 

Ex 6 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

"teresa~elsh@anthem-" 

"koushicafundar2@anthem-• 

"dougla~rismore@anthem-" 

"james,arley@octoconsulting

"taylo9oberts@omt1lfll' 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(E~ 6 Ex 6 

0 I ,~ ,~ 

acharn@oracle-" 

<ellen.kuhn@oracle->, 

"marilyn. hays@perspecta 

"ben.duan@precise-sof-

Ex 6 ,Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) Ex 6 1 ,,-

Ex 6 
,,- ' 
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"nbawa@reisystems-" <nbawa@reisystems->, 

"jettrel,valters@reisystems-" Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ►-"spipino@salesforce-" 

"Carrahompson@serviceno 

"ro~almer@shorepointinclll 

"Siddiqual:haudhry@snowflake-• 

Ex 6 ,Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

"gpal@stackarmo-" 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) :x 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

<Kristerj3oyd@usda.gov>, 
1
ftl'tffliftTif>l1~ 

<steverf,ernandez@ed.gov>, "udyws_ex@nv.doe.gov\m1••tttre1■ 
"jasorl<ruse@hq. d hs.gov Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

"naureersahman@hq.dhs.gov" Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

"skovac@zscale-" Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. SecEx 6 
, ,- ' Jaim1Noble@usdoj.gov" 

omme m1croso 

orenson@perspecta-" 

· we11 l..llrmlt, David 

shley Mahan - QXC 

,Jason 

>, John Davis 

I am happy to provide my perspective, having a FedRAMP'd platform. Please see my answers below. 

Kind regards, 

Rob Hankey I CEO 

lntelliworx I intelliworxitm 

US Army Retired 

Business Process and Forms Automation Solutions 

Capability Statement 
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Offi 
Cell 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 
;r,,_ - ~~l'\IL\tl"'\\ 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 

Skype: hrworxrob 

INTELUWCRX 
lntelliworx (HRworx, LLC) is a VA-Verified Veteran Owned Small Business 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: The information in this transmission isconfidential and proprietary to 

HRworx LLC (dba) lntelliworx. All intellectual property rights to any information within, including 

attachments, are proprietary to HRworx LLC. No part of this document may be disclosed in any 

manner to a third party without the prior written consent of HRworx LLC. 

From: David Simpson Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 2:10 PM 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec To: Emell McKelvey 

Cc: Nancy Delanoche 

Doug Cowa 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec >;Davi cclure accenturefederal ;stev+ onnenberg@alphaomegaint 

egratip ·rj izzan amazon ; MeredittjDost@appliediJP· 

frenchjacgueline@bc1hP •tandon_geetika@bat>,n; davicl>itts@businessintegr;:,P · 

dtuten@cdc.gov;saidul.islam@cgifeder"ffl· Ken Stavinoha

;michael;arter@coalfir,fp· mhettinger@hsg-n,fp; 

srussom deloitt ;msoliman@dssinrfP· ahopkins@dssin,jp; 

rbussey@evolverincf'P·chu~ kafo@gsa.gov; anthon§ielia@gsa.gov; 

wi11ianluie@gsa.gov;adriennewilk@goog14P• vspearman@granitenefP· 

adewalE:J moniyi@us.ibmP·rol ankey@intelliwor:vifSI· shauna'3shtaputre@karsun-11cfP: 

jkupcinski@kpmnP ·rJschulman@missioncybe@ · mukesh@mitr4JI· 

teresjvelsh@antheni,n;koushicaJ undar2@anthern'D· douglalgrismore@antherri!D; 

jame. arley@octoconsultinnP · taylol roberts@omr[Rill; 

tcossa@comcast.net;jack.silpacharn@oracle,n; ellerjkuhn@orar-14!1· 
marily. ys@perspect;:,P ·t-,el duan@precise-s0!1JP · n bawa@reisystemsJD · 

jeffre;va1ters@reisystem4il·c,pipino@salesforce!il: Carrilfhompson@servicen04!1; 

rotaialmer@shorepointincfP· 5iddiguel:,haudhry@snowflakPP · 

gpal@stackarm0fP·1<ristet[13oyd@usda.gov; steven1hernandez@ed.gov; 

udyws ex@nv.doe.gov;jasorlkruse@hg.dhs.gov; naureerSahman h .dhs. ov; 

skovac@zscai.,.fP·JaimetJoble@usdoj.gov; Maltthe 
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;khomme@microsof~rp-

-Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. :" 
n 

>; David Dastvar 

Ex 6 - (5 U S C Sec , 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

Rob Hankey 

John Davis 

TO Working Group Meeting 

I have some questions that came down from leadership that perhaps is applicable to this 
working group for general conversation, perhaps some questions all parties have asked or 
inquired before: 

What do you find are the primary issues with seeking agency sponsors? 

Cost and time, both in the initial sponsoring effort and in the continuous monitoring. Security 

personnel are very busy and getting them to add an additional task to their already overloaded 

workload is difficult at best. 

Why do CSP's have issues getting them? 

Same as above 

Why agencies are not proactive to accept? 

The main response we get back is "What's in it for them and why should THEY be the ones 

burdened with the effort?" We found that if they determine that the application , we were trying to 

get a sponsor for, is deemed important enough or critical to their mission success, then they were 

more likely to sponsor. 

What things can be provided upfront to provide better acceptance? 

See above. If a CSP's client can convince the IT/Security team that the application they want 

FedRAMP'd is important to their business, then they are more likely to get the sponsorship. The 

product has to be deemed so central to the agency's success that the individual bureaucrat 

deems it necessary to add it to their workload. 

Perhaps additional support from FedRAMP (involving FedRAMP in on discussions with potential 

sponsors?) may alleviate some misunderstandings of what exactly is involved? 

What vehicles are out there to attempt to find new sponsors? 

I don't currently know of any. DOI was recommended to us from multiple sources based on their 

track record of sponsoring a lot of CSPs. As far as I can tell , DOI has created a culture of valuing 

that track record. 

Thank you. 

David Simpson ci 
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SENIOR DIRECTOR GLOBAL COMPLIANCE AND REGULATIONS 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec r 

Office (650) 801-6100 Ext:140 
Mobile (248) 866-4411 
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I have some questions that came down from leadership that perhaps is applicable to this 

working group for general conversation, perhaps some questions all parties have asked or 

inquired before: 

What do you find are the primary issues with seeking agency sponsors? 

Why do CSP's have issues getting them? 

Why agencies are not proactive to accept? 

What things can be provided upfront to provide better acceptance? 

What vehicles are out there to attempt to find new sponsors? 

Thank you. 

David Simpson m 
SENIOR DIRECTOR GLOBAL COMPLIANCE AND REGULATIONS 

Qualys, Inc. - Blog I Community I Twitter 
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I can agree with Jason, we did a pre-assessment and that did help t he cause. 

Kind regards, 

Rob Hankey I CEO 
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Offic 
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From: Jason Oksenhendle Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 6:14 PM 

To: Stephen Kovac< -Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Rob Han Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
- - - -

..... Ex 6 - (5 U S.C. SE Ex 
Ex 6 - (5 2(b)(6)) Ex 

mell McKelvey Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex 

>; David 

ugCowan 

U.S.C. Sec 
Cc: Nancy Delanoche< ~ li,cclure@accenturefedera1JP; Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Se Ex 

stev . onnenber al haome aintegratinnfJI; dpizzan@amaz"n(p; 
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tuten@cdc. 

; mhettinger@hsg-
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rbussey@evolverincf!I'. chudl kafo@gsa.gov; anthon elia sa. ov· williarl,uie@gsa.gov; 

adrlennewilk@goog14P-vspearman@granitenetJP· ·adewa1l,moniyi@us.ibrnJP· 

shaunal shtaputre@karsun-11,jp; jkupcinski@kprPnJP• dschulman@mlssioncyb0 @ · 
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mukesh@mitrell!I; teresl elsh@anthe111l[!I; koushical undar2@anthe111l[!l-

dougla~ rismore@an · · oconsulting~[!I - taylcR?berts@ombl=tlllfJ 

tcos c:..:.c.::::..::..:..:.=..:...:=.::..:..=..::c:..:: • elle~ uhn@oraclPl[!l-
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jeffrmvalters@reisystemsl .::..r....:r...:.c...c...::....>.,if-'--'.:.:...::....:"--'--'...:....::.,- pson@servicenovJ[!I· 

rot9?almer@shorepointincl , -=-:..::=-=-==-=.a=..:=-==.:...:::...,__,,;_~=-:..:-=-:.==-. ; gpal@stackarmo~[P; 

Kriste§t?yd@usda.gov; steverl hernandez@ed.gov; udyws ex@nv.doe.gov; 

jasoe1 '-"'-'-=...:..::....:.,.L.:....C.. --~ ~ -~~ ~ - ~ - · • oble@usdoj .gov; 

Matth -=-:....:=:..:== :...:..=.,...!!II ■y..:..:..::::.i.===:...=..:..:::..:..::...::=- harle • ller@eglobaltechl[P'. 

khom :..:..:..:c::..:..:..=:.=..:.a=-=..::..:...:.::..::...:..:.=.i::..-=..:.-=-i::...:=--=-= ike H~well <MHowell@actiacll!3>; 

>; John Davis 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

Subject: Re: ACT-IAC Cloud ATO Working Group Meeting 

Team, 

I work for Coalfire Systems on the Fed RAMP Assurance Team . I've been a member of the JAB, 

worked at the PMO for 2 years before that as an ISSO, and worked as a Fed RAMP program manager 

for a company that was rolled into RackSpace. I concur with a lot of the responses listed already. 

For CSPs that are having issues finding a sponsor, consider performing a readiness assessment. A 

3PAO comes in and assesses controls documented in the RAR. Yes, it's a financial and human 

resource investment up front; however, it shows the Government agencies looking at the Fed RAMP 

marketplace that a CSP has met the rigors of certain Fed RAMP controls . 

Additionally now, as part of the agency ATO path, there is a briefing with CSP, Agency, and 

sometimes the 3PAO. This is the opportunity to make that first impression. You know the cliche 

about first impressions. Be prepared, be ready, be organized. The last thing agencies want to deal 

with are discombobulated, insecure CSPs. It shows a lack of preparedness and readiness. Send your 

best people. Show the agency you are proactive, diligent, transparent, and genuine. Have an 

initial/draft project plan. Show your motivation! Show 'em what you got! One of the keys to agency 

ATO success is once you gain their sponsorship, communicate, communicate, communicate!!! I can't 

say it enough. Operate in a silo or lie or cut corners and you're done. I've seen it more times than I 

care to admit. Go above and beyond to establish a trusted business relationship. 

Just my two cents. 

Jason 

Get Outlook for iOS 

From: Stephen Kovac .Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Ex , , 

Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 4:30 PM 
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To: Rob Hankey; David Simpson; Emell McKelvey; Doug Cowan (ccowan) 
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ahopkins@dssinrlP- rbussey@evolverincl[P; chudiJ?kafo@gsa.gov; anthonylne1ia@gsa.gov; 

william fJuie@gsa.gov; adriennewilk@googlelrp; vspearman@granitene~[D

adewa1e1omoniyi@us.ibm,P· shauna@ shtaputre@karsun-11cl[P· jkupcinski@kpmg,P· 

dschulman@missioncybe~[P; mukesh@mitrell!t; teres<fvelsh@anthef'T'lrp; 

koushicaa1sundar2@anther,1[P-douglat grismore@anthem,P· 

jamest arley@octoconsultinglP· taylo@'l?berts@omb.l#;lf4-tcossa@comcast.net; 

~ ilpacharn@oracielP · ellen.kuhn@orac1elrp; marilYl!Jays@perspect21[P; 

be(':lj uan@precise-sottlP· nbawa@reisystem5'[P- jeffre;valters@reisystemslP· 

spipino@salesforcel[D· Carrm ompson@servicenovA[P· rot palmer@shorepointinclrp; 

Siddigul,haudhry@snowflakelP: gpal@stackarmo~rp; KristerjBoyd@usda.gov; 

steve hernandez ed. ov; udyws ex@nv.doe.gov; jasol ruse@hg.dhs.gov; 

nauree ah man h .dhs. ov; Jaimef Noble@usdoj .gov; MatthewD ornelius@om~:£1MM 

bhajost@steelcloudl[D· charle uller e lobaltech ; khomme@microsof~[P-

Michae Sorenson ; Mike Howell; David Dastvar; Ashley Mahan - QXC; Rob Hankey; 

Jason Oksenhendler; John Davis 

Subject: Re: ACT-IAC Cloud ATO Working Group Meeting 

Guys, 

Adding my input (in Blue) .... It would be good to get the 3POA's to comment as well. 

What do you find are the primary issues with seeking agency sponsors? 

Cost and time, both in the initial sponsoring effort and in the continuous monitoring. Security 

personnel are very busy and getting them to add an additional task to their already overloaded 

workload is difficult at best. 

Agencies also lack the experience to be a Sponsor or want to assume the risk. 

Why do CSP's have issues getting them? 

Same as above 

I would add that some CSP may not know how to effective approach an agency. i.e have a plan, have 

a consulting partner and 3poa picked and show the agencies that the effort is going to be minimal as 

possible 
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Why agencies are not proactive to accept? 

The main response we get back is "What's in it for them and why should THEY be the ones burdened 

with the effort?" We found that if they determine that the application, we were trying to get a sponsor 

for, is deemed important enough or critical to their mission success , then they were more likely to 

sponsor. 

Again I would add Risk and Tolerance and experience 

What things can be provided upfront to provide better acceptance? 

See above. If a CSP's client can convince the IT/Security team that the application they want 

FedRAMP'd is important to their business , then they are more likely to get the sponsorship. The 

product has to be deemed so central to the agency's success that the individual bureaucrat deems it 

necessary to add it to their workload. 

Perhaps additional support from FedRAMP (involving Fed RAMP in on discussions with potential 

sponsors?) may alleviate some misunderstandings of what exactly is involved? 

In several cases I have provided and draft SSP, 3POA and consulting fi rm engagement letter and 

demand from other customers. 

What vehicles are out there to attempt to find new sponsors? 

I don't currently know of any. DOI was recommended to us from multiple sources based on their track 

record of sponsoring a lot of CSPs. As far as I can tell , DOI has created a culture of valuing that track 

record. 

The PMO has a team committed to helping CSP's find sponsors. In fact, the actually have done some 

"dating events" for agencies and CSP. Ashely Mahan, the FedRAMP PMO Director, could add more 

here, I am happy to ask her. 

Thank You, 

Stephen R. Kovac 
Zscaler, Inc. 
Vice President of Global Government 
Head of Co t I I I t • 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) 

• - Ex 9 

Breach of confidentiality 
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The entire content of this email message is confidential. This also applies to any files attached 
to it. This email is intended for an individual or entity to whom they are addressed. In case 
you are not the addressee of this email, and you have received it in error, immediately contact 
the system manager. The information in this email is very sensitive, and it is intended for the 
specific addressee. This email should not be disseminated, distributed or copied. If you have 
received this email and it was not for you, make sure to immediately notify the sender by 
email and afterwards delete this email from your system. Disclosing, copying, distributing, or 
taking any action in reliance to the email content is strictly prohibited. 
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" 
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Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(~Ex ' ) 
I" ' 
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<dschulman@missioncybe~III>, "mukesh@mitrel 

"·ack.sil 

<ellen uhn@orac'":'-11"> , 

"berltuan@precise-so 

<nbawa@reisystem 

11spi · 

<stevel hernandez@ed.gov> , "uctyws ex@nv.doe.gov" <uctyws ex@nv.doe.gov> , 

"jasonl kruse@hg.dhs.gov" <jason.kruse@hg.dhs.gov>, 11 
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< Matthe»mcorneli us 

11 

charlef uller@eglobalt 

<khom 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , 

-Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , 

>, 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. fEx • ,, 

.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) . 

, David Dastvar 

Ashley Mahan - QXC 1ila►1!►fifN••, Rob 

, Jason Oksenhendler Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec • 
' Hankey 

.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 
, John Davis[Wi.-tl,.,;wf=f, ·• 

Subject: RE: ACT-IAC Cloud ATO Working Group Meeting 

I am happy to provide my perspective, having a FedRAMP'd platform. Please see my answers below. 

Kind regards, 

Rob Hankey I CEO 
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~ alters@reisystemslP·spipino@salesforcPIP- CarrillThompson@serviceno.Jp; 

!:2_. almer@shorepointinrlP; Siddiquel:haudhry@snowflakel[il'. 

gpal@stackarmo~P·1<ristei3oyd@usda.gov; stevei ernandez@ed.gov; 

udyws ex@nv.doe.gov;jasof ruse@hg.dhs.gov; nauree ahman h .dhs. ov; 

skovac@zscale1P·Jaime1Noble@usdoj.gov; Matthe ornelius om • 

bhajost@steelcloudl[P·~harles.fuller@eglobaltecrlp;khomme@microsof~p-

Micha ; Mike Howe11 IM►1■11; David Dastvar . ►i+4all Ashley Mahan - QXC 1!!1!i1191!11.i.1-··• ; Rob Hankey Ex 6 - l; U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6) Ex, 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex " " 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex 

1 

Jason Oksenhendler Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6) ,~x 1 

Subject: RE: ACT-IAC Cloud ATO Working Group Meeting 

; John Davis 

I have some questions that came down from leadership that perhaps is applicable to this 
working group for general conversation, perhaps some questions all parties have asked or 
inquired before: 

What do you find are the primary issues with seeking agency sponsors? 

Cost and time, both in the initial sponsoring effort and in the continuous monitoring. Security 

personnel are very busy and getting them to add an additional task to their already overloaded 

workload is difficult at best. 

Why do CSP's have issues getting them? 

Same as above 

Why agencies are not proactive to accept? 

The main response we get back is "What's in it for them and why should THEY be the ones 

burdened with the effort?" We found that if they determine that the application, we were trying to 

get a sponsor for, is deemed important enough or critical to their mission success, then they were 

more likely to sponsor. 

What things can be provided upfront to provide better acceptance? 

See above. If a CSP's client can convince the IT/Security team that the appl ication they want 

FedRAMP'd is important to their business, then they are more likely to get the sponsorship. The 

product has to be deemed so central to the agency's success that the individual bureaucrat 

deems it necessary to add it to their workload . 

Perhaps additional support from FedRAMP (involving FedRAMP in on discussions with potential 

sponsors?) may alleviate some misunderstandings of what exactly is involved? 

What vehicles are out there to attempt to find new sponsors? 
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I don't currently know of any. DOI was recommended to us from multiple sources based on their 

track record of sponsoring a lot of CSPs. As far as I can tell , DOI has created a culture of valuing 

that track record. 

Thank you. 

David Simpson m 
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email accounts will be archived and may be scanned by us and/or by external service providers to detect and prevent threats to 
our systems, investigate illegal or inappropriate behavior, and/or eliminate unsolicited promotional emails ("spam"). If you have 
any concerns about this process, please contact us. 
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[EXTERNAL] Re: ACT-IAC Cloud ATO Working Group Meeting 

From Stephen Kovac Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , 

To: 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

David Simpson 

Emell McKelvey 

, Rob Hankey _Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec n" , Doug Cowan Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. Sec 11 Cc: Nancy Delanoche avi+cclure@accenturefederall!li" 

Wi-"1•~1ii■§i:j.it.1'..ijffi(;J1 .,., steve►onnenberg@alphaomegaintegrationlm, 
dpizzan@amazonl!li, mereditlost@appliedisDJ, frenchjacqueline@bahl!li, 

tandon_geetika@bahm, davicJitts@businessintegralm, dtuten@cdc.gov, 

saiduls1am@cgifederali3i, Ken Stavinoha Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

michae1arter@coalfire!m, mhettinger@hsg-dcm, srussom@deloittei3i, 

msoliman@dssinclm, ahopkins@dssinclm, rbussey@evolverinclm, 

chudi.okafo@gsa.gov, anthon1!17elia@gsa.gov, williamtrnie@gsa.gov, 

adriennewilk@googlel!li, vspearman@graniteneS, adewale.omoniyi@us.ibml!:11, 

shaunak.ashtaputre@karsun-11clm, jkupcinski@kpm~, dschulman@missioncyberBJ, 

mukesh@mitrem, teresa,elsh@anthemlm, koushicaa.sundar2@anthemlm, 

dougla§rismore@anthem!m, james.farley@octoconsultingl!li, "Roberts, Taylor C. 

EOP/OMB" >, tcossa@comcast.net, 

jacltlsilpacharn@oraclel!li, elle;<uhn@oraclel!:11, marilyrf,ays@perspectal!li, 

ben.duan@precise-sofa, nbawa@reisystemsllll jeffreYaValters@reisystemsili, 

spipino@salesforcelm, carl,ompson@servicenowmi, ro1palmer@shorepointinclm, 

siddiqulhaudhry@snowflak., gpal@stackarmor!li, kristen.boyd@usda.gov, 

ernandez@ed.gov, udyws_ex@nv.doe.gov, jasoguse@hq.dhs.gov, 

rahman@hq.dhs.gov, jaimelnoble@usdoj.gov, "Cornelius, Matthew T. EOP/OMB" 

>, bhajost@steelcloudi3i, 

uller@eglobaltechi3i, khomme@microsofa, michae 

Mike Howell , David Dastv 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex 6 
552 b 6 

Ashley Mahan - QXC 4Mtl ;;;:;;;;..,,,,.,r.::i!lll';'lanke 

Jason Oksenhendle1=tlWl-1• >, John Davis 

<john. davis@cyxteralm> 

Date: Wed, 15 Apr 2020 16:48:24 -0400 

Great idea .. .. 
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Thank You, 

Stephen R. Kovac 
Zscaler, Inc. 
Vice President of Global Government 
H d f C t Compliance • 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) 

>www.zsca1edffl< 

Breach of confidentia1ity 
The entire content of this email message is confidential. This also applies to any files attached 
to it. This email is intended for an individual or entity to whom they are addressed. In case 
you are not the addressee of this email, and you have received it in error, immediately contact 
the system manager. The information in this email is very sensitive, and it is intended for the 
specific addressee. This email should not be disseminated, distributed or copied. If you have 
received this email and it was not for you, make sure to immediately notify the sender by 
email and afterwards delete this email from your system. Disclosing, copying, distributing, or 
taking any action in reliance to the email content is strictly prohibited. 

From: David Simpson 

Date: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 at 4:47 PM 

<dpizzan@amazonlll>, ' 

<Meredittf:>ost@appliedis 

<frenchjacqueline@bahlll>, ' 

, Rob Hankey 
,- ,... 

·Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552Ex "5') 
tr- I 
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<tandon_geetika@bah->, "davi~itts@businessintegra-" 
.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) , - dtuten@cdc.gov>, 

11 
• • • " J::f.17 • - • • "Ken Stavinoha 

' 
"michael .carter@coalfire-" 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

<msoliman@dssin • , a op ms ssm • ...,, :iii 2 i1e~J:1l• 

"rbussey@evolverin-" 

<chudiljkafo@gsa.gov " 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552 b 6 

"williamlhuie@gsa.gov" 

• E - - • • - , • Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 
6 f 

_Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

<ad riennewilk@google Ex 6 >, "vspearman granitene Ex 6 

<vspearman@granitenetll> , 

<adewalEf'moniyi@u_, ' 

<shaunaiashtaputre@karsun-11->, "jkupcinski@kpmg-" 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

<jkupcinski@kpmg->, "dschulman@missioncybe 

<dschulman@missioncy 

"teresl,ivelsh@anthem • 

"koushica4sundar2@anthem 

"dougla~rismore@anthem-

"jame8arley@ · 

"taylollroberts 

"tcossa@comcast.net" 

<jaclilpacharn@oracle >, "ell 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

"marilynlhays@perspecta-" 

"bentJuan@precise-sof-" 

"nbawa@reisystems-" 

"jeffre~alters@reisystems 

"spipino@salesforce-" 

"CarrilThompson@servicenowlll" 

"rof almer@shorepointin 

"SiddiquEi:haudhry@snowflake-" 
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"gpal@stackarmo-" 

<Krister13oyd@usda. go 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

"jasol<ruse@hq. d hs.gov' 

"naureeaahman@hq.dhs.gov" 

"Jaimloble@usdoj.gov" 

"Matthe~Cornelius 

"bhajost@steelcloud-" < 

"charles.fuller@eglobaltech-" 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 
n 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 

"khomme@microsotill" 

"Michael.Sorenson@perspecta-" Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) Ex 6" 
1 1" 

Howell iMf'frfffflifM>, David Dastvar 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) Ex 6" 1 shley Mahan - QXC 

\ >, 

, Mike 

r:::a...:.-.:im~ ... =-3 4•.;.-=r;f.~~lf!nJason 

, John Davis 

Subject: RE: ACT-IAC Cloud ATO Working Group Meeting 

Perhaps a recommendation to the Fed RAMP team would be almost a "Shark Tank" event at GSA in 

the context that agency representatives are participating as Judges and companies have 5 minutes to 

present. 

We were facilitating such events on the AFCEA DC conferences and they were doing exceptional 

well. 

Of course how we facilitate such an event in the COVID days is another story. 

Could be done over teleconference but would lose some of the experience. 

David Simpson 

From: Stephen Kovac Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. Sec , 

Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 4:30 PM 

; Davi · 

McKelvey owan 

Cc: Nancy Delanoche Davi~cclure@accenturefederal ; 

stevetonnenberg@alphaome aintegration ; dpizzan@amazonl!lil 

; Emell 

Meredit~ost@appliedis •; french_jacqueline@bahllll tandon_geetika@bahl!:11; 
daviJi'itts@businessintegra ; dtuten@cdc.gov; saidu.islam@cgifederall!li); Ken Stavinoha 
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senhendler ; John Davis 

Subject-Re: ACT-IAC Cloud ATO Working Group Meeting 

Guys, 

Adding my input (in Blue) ... . It would be good to get the 3POA's to comment as well. 

What do you find are the primary issues with seeking agency sponsors? 

Cost and time, both in the initial sponsoring effort and in the continuous monitoring. Security 

personnel are very busy and getting them to add an additional task to their already overloaded 

workload is difficult at best. 

Agencies also lack the experience to be a Sponsor or want to assume the risk. 

Why do CSP's have issues getting them? 

Same as above 

I would add that some CSP may not know how to effective approach an agency. i.e have a plan, have 

a consulting partner and 3poa picked and show the agencies that the effort is going to be minimal as 

possible 

Why agencies are not proactive to accept? 

The main response we get back is "What's in it for them and why should THEY be the ones burdened 

with the effort?" We found that if they determine that the application , we were trying to get a sponsor 

for, is deemed important enough or critical to their mission success, then they were more likely to 

sponsor. 

Again I would add Risk and Tolerance and experience 

What things can be provided upfront to provide better acceptance? 
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See above. If a CSP's client can convince the IT/Security team that the application they want 

FedRAMP'd is important to their business , then they are more likely to get the sponsorship. The 

product has to be deemed so central to the agency's success that the individual bureaucrat deems it 

necessary to add it to their workload. 

Perhaps additional support from FedRAMP (involving Fed RAMP in on discussions with potential 

sponsors?) may alleviate some misunderstandings of what exactly is involved? 

In several cases I have provided and draft SSP, 3POA and consulting firm engagement letter and 

demand from other customers. 

What vehicles are out there to attempt to find new sponsors? 

I don't currently know of any. DOI was recommended to us from multiple sources based on their track 

record of sponsoring a lot of CSPs. As far as I can tell , DOI has created a culture of valuing that track 

record. 

The PMO has a team committed to helping CSP's find sponsors. In fact, the actually have done some 

"dating events" for agencies and CSP. Ashely Mahan, the FedRAMP PMO Director, could add more 

here, I am happy to ask her. 

Thank You, 

Stephen R. Kovac 
Zscaler, Inc. 
Vice President of Global Government 

mpliance _.. • • • ...... 'II\ 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. S"'" 
552(b)(6)) Ex 6 

>www.zscaler[ffl< 

Breach of confidentiality 
The entire content of this email message is confidential. This also applies to any files attached 
to it. This email is intended for an individual or entity to whom they are addressed. In case 
you are not the addressee of this email, and you have received it in error, immediately contact 
the system manager. The information in this email is very sensitive, and it is intended for the 
specific addressee. This email should not be disseminated, distributed or copied. If you have 
received this email and it was not for you, make sure to immediately notify the sender by 
email and afterwards delete this email from your system. Disclosing, copying, distributing, or 
taking any action in reliance to the email content is strictly prohibited. 
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From: Rob Hankey < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) · 

Date: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 at 2:53 PM 

<dpizzan@amazon->, 

<Mereditioost@appliedis->, "frenchjacqueline@bah-" 

<frenchjacqueline@bah->, "tandon_geetika@bahlll" 

<tandon_geetika@bah->, "daviciitts@businessinte ra 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) ~~ 6" , "dtuten@cdc.gov" 

aidui,lam@cgifederal >, "Ken Stavinoha Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(EEx 6 
,,- n 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) Ex 6, , "michael.carter@coalfirelll" 

~ikeHetting~ 8 frJ&J:;ussom@deloitte .::::= 
<msoliman@dssin->, <ahopkins@dssinc->, 

orjl'nelia@gsa. 

~uie@gsa.gov 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

<jkupcinski@kpmg->, "dschulman@missioncyberlll" 

<mukesh@mitrelil> , 

"teresalwelsh@anthem 
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"koushicacJiundar2@anthem-" 

"dougla1grismore@anthem-" 

"james.farley@octoconsulting-"1.:a;w;...,;,l!n,;4:t;:,@-1,.wtt..41---Jtt-dt" 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

"tayl.oberts " >, Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 
\ 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. "=x 6 - (5 U.S.C. , 

"tcossa@comcast.net" ·Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

<jaclilpacharn@oracle->, "ellen.kuhn@oracle-" Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

"marilyn. hays@perspecta-" Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)Ex 6 
0 

"ben.d uan@precise- r:111!1Fa::::11aias;=-1e~., .. , .... 1:1=1r.:s~1111
:i:llr.:IZl'Jlll'IP.~~-

"n bawa@reisystem l.!t.Jl~~:.w111111~1'111f31r.:llir=--=i:::r.ont 

"jeffre>3'alters@rei 

"spipino@salesforc .... ._ ..... ._.il!!!!liiiii!!!ii!iilll!!!!!! 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) Ex 6 "Carrlhompson@servicenowlll" 

"rotalmer@shorepointin-" 

"Siddique.Chaudhry@snowflake-" 

- 0 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) Ex 6 
0 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) Ex 6 
0 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 55Ex 6 3)) "gpal@stackarmo- "Kristen.Boyd@usda.gov" ,,- ' 
teveraiernandez@ed.gov" Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

CC'l"\/L-..\/~\\ 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) "udyws_ex@nv.doe.gov" ·Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , 

"jaso1<ruse@hq.dhs.gov'• 1fii111•■w 
"naureen.rahman@hq.dhs.:7= .JG •• , __ 

, "JaimelJoble@usdoj .gov" 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. , II 

<charleifu ller@eglobaltech-> 

<khomme@microsof->, "Micha orenson@perspecta 

, Mike How David Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) Ex 6 • 
,,- " 

:.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

- >, Ashley Mahan - QXC 

>, Rob Hankeyl:di!!ii.-t:IL~Ci!i&i.,,i-. Jason 

Oksenhendlerj::£Mlj.11L1il§J§4i-7..m)1Ujj llllilll, John Davis 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 55~Ex 6 )) 

,,- ' 
Subject: RE: ACT-IAC Cloud ATO Working Group Meeting 
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I am happy to provide my perspective, having a FedRAMP'd platform. Please see my answers below. 

Kind regards, 

Rob Hankey I CEO 

lntelliworx I intelliworxit[ffl 
US Army Retired 

Business Process and Forms Automation Solutions 

Capability Statement 

Offi 
Cell 
Sky 

INTELLIW( RX 
lntelliworx (HRworx, LL C) is a VA-Veth'led Veteran Owned Small Business 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: The information in this transmission is confidential and proprietary to 

HRworx LLC (dba) lntelliworx. All intellectual property rights to any information within, including 

attachments, are proprietary to HRworx LLC. No part of this document may be disclosed in any 

manner to a third party without the prior written consent of HRworx LLC. 

From: David Simpson < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 2:10 PM 

To: Emell McKelve Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex 

~E~ ·r~ (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex ► Cc: Nancy Delanoc ; David cclure accenturef de 

stev«l,onnenberg@alphaomegaintegratior(P; dpizzan@amazor(P; 

Meredittt ost@appliedisf!I· frenchjacgueline@bah(P· tandon geetika@b;:,tf'P; 

v· · i · r · tuten cdc. ov; saidul,larn@cgifederi>fP· Ken Stavinoha 

• rter coalfir ; mhettinger@hsg-n,Jill: 

srussom deloitt ; msolirnan dssin ; ah,opkins@dssincf!I· rbussey@evolverinrf!I· 

~ ; anthonl!1elia@gsa.gov; wil liafTl1uie@gsa.gov; adriennewilk@goog1,f;fl• 

vspearman@granitenPfll· adewale.ornoniyi@us.ibfTI(P• rob.hankey@intelliwor.vifll· 

shaunak.ashtaputre@karsun-114!1; jkupcinski@kprr"(P· dschulrnan@missioncyb<>f!I· 

mukesh@mi+rffl· teresalvelsh@anthemf!I· koushi~ undar2@anthern(P· 

douglal rismore@anthef'Y'(P• jameslartey@octoconsultfng@I; taylo[poberts@omblilllJ 
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tcossa@comcast.net; jacl ilpacharn@orac1ef[P· eller:lkuhn@oraclPl[P

marilyn t ays@perspect?l[P- berl;1uan@precise-sottl[P· nbawa@reisystem5'[P· 

~ alters@reisystemsl[P· spipino@salesforcef P· Carra-hompson@servicenovA[P· 

rob aimer shore ointin ; Siddiqul,haudhry@snowflakel[il'. gpal@stackarmo~p; 

Kriste Bo d usda. ov; stevenlhernandez@ed.gov; udyws ex@nv.doe.gov; 

jasolsruse@hq.dhs.gov; naureen1ahman@hq.dhs.gov; skovac@zscale~[P; 

Jaimt Noble@usdoj .gov; Matthe9 orneliusl=£1W#II: bha· st steelcloud 

charles.fuller e lobaltec ; khomme@microsottf P· Michael orenson ers ecta ; Mike 
• _ Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. S .., - ; David Dastvar <David.Dastvar@trexsolutionsllclp>; Ashley Mahan -

Ex 6 -5l~[P.~~~ -:>ec 
1 

552(b )(6)) 
.Ex b - (o U.!:>.C. ::;ec oo:L(b)(b)) 

; Rob Hankey < 

; John Da 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
h\/~\\ . :x o - to u _::,_1_;_ ::,ec , 

Subject: RE: ACT-IAC Cloud ATO Working Group Meeting 

son Oksenhendler 

> 

I have some questions that came down from leadership that perhaps is applicable to this 
working group for general conversation, perhaps some questions all parties have asked or 
inquired before: 

What do you find are the primary issues with seeking agency sponsors? 

Cost and time, both in the initial sponsoring effort and in the continuous monitoring. Security 

personnel are very busy and getting them to add an additional task to their already overloaded 

workload is difficult at best. 

Why do CSP's have issues getting them? 

Same as above 

Why agencies are not proactive to accept? 

The main response we get back is "What's in it for them and why should THEY be the ones 

burdened with the effort?" We found that if they determine that the application , we were trying to 

get a sponsor for, is deemed important enough or critical to their mission success, then they were 

more likely to sponsor. 

What things can be provided upfront to provide better acceptance? 

See above. If a CSP's client can convince the IT/Security team that the application they want 

FedRAMP'd is important to their business, then they are more likely to get the sponsorship. The 

product has to be deemed so central to the agency's success that the individual bureaucrat 

deems it necessary to add it to their workload. 

Perhaps additional support from FedRAMP (involving FedRAMP in on discussions with potential 

sponsors?) may alleviate some misunderstandings of what exactly is involved? 

What vehicles are out there to attempt to find new sponsors? 
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I don't currently know of any. DOI was recommended to us from multiple sources based on their 

track record of sponsoring a lot of CSPs. As far as I can tell , DOI has created a culture of valuing 

that track record. 

Thank you. 

David Simpson m 
SENIOR DIRECTOR GLOBAL COMPLIANCE AND REGULATIONS 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. SeEx Ei " 
c.x o - lo u.;:,.v. vt::t; 
552(b)(6)) 

Qualys, Inc. - Blog I Community I Twitter 

VM + Detection 
+ Response 
All from a si1ngle a,pp! 

Try VMDR 

Q 

This message may contain confidential and privileged information. If it has been sent to you in error, please reply to advise the 
sender of the error and then immediately delete it. If you are not the intended recipient, do not read, copy, disclose or otherwise 
use this message. The sender disclaims any liability for such unauthorized use. NOTE that all incoming emails sent to Qualys 
email accounts will be archived and may be scanned by us and/or by external service providers to detect and prevent threats to 
our systems, investigate illegal or inappropriate behavior, and/or eliminate unsolicited promotional emails ("spam"). If you have 
any concerns about this process, please contact us. 
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[EXTERNAL] RE: ACT-IAC Cloud ATO Working Group Meeting 

From David Simpson < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , > 

To: Rob Hankey< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , >, William Huie - QQ < 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

> 

Cc: Stephen Kovac ,W,.jiL~ffi>, "Hays, Marilyn" 1Wl-1•1-'4-J4• .>, 
Jason Oksenhendler <j:£111j.111-irii§44i.t..mff&j», Emell McKelvey 

< , Doug Cowan (ccowan) ~. Nancy Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ,. 

Delanoche ,j::f.i;iii.'iiL~.aaf.11-, "McClure, David" 

>, stevelsonnenberg@alphaomegaintegrationlm, 

"Pizzano, Dave"< >, meredith~ost@appliedi., 

·Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. Sec 552 b 6 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 1l 

french~acqueline@bahlli, tandorlgeetika@bahlm, davidlpitts@businessintegralli, 

dtuten@cdcll, saidullislam@cgifederallm, Ken Stavinoha tl:£1M) 
J=tllll-1!►i-$, Michael Carter 1d;lll.'lll-1W§Jk,--tQ>, Michael Hettinger 

1Dl!Jf.1Q,.,__1zi-<19>, srussom@deloittemJ, msoliman@dssin., 

ahopkins@dssin., rbussey@evolverin., Chudi Okafo - ICEW 

<1:::tl#1•a4ffl>, anthon~melia@gsal!I, adriennewilk@googl., 

vspearman@granitenetDl, adewalelomoniyi@u.ibmll, shaunakLshtaputre@karsunl 

11cBi, jkupcinski@kpmglll, dschulman@missioncyberD, mukesh@mitrem, 

teresalwelsh@antherrD, koushicaalsundar2@anthemlm, 

douglasforismore@antheml!!ll jame~farley@octoconsultingll}. "Roberts, Taylor C. 

EOP/OMB" >, tcossa@comcasti:1, 

jacklsilpacharn@or~, ellenlkuhn@oraclelm, ben'1uan@precisJsofB, 

nbawa@reisystem:B, jeffreJwalters@reisystemsBJ, spipino@salesforceDJ, 

carrlthompson@servicenowa}, roblpalmer@shorepointin., 

siddiquelhaudhry@snowflakell, Gaurav Pal 4-•►11ilf, 
kristerlt>oyd@usdalll, steve~nandez@edl!I, "Udy, Warren (CONTR)" 

•Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " >, "Kruse, Jason" >, 

naureenlrahman@hcldhsll, jaimdioble@usdoj , "Cornelius, Matthew T. EOP/OMB" 

< , bhajost@steelcloud!m, 

charlesltuller@eglobaltechlm, Karina Homme <fWl-11L.,.1'3Q>, "Sorenson, 

Michael" <iW-liL..._-4§S.t.~h5wili>, Mike Howell< >, David Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. , 

Dastvar < >, Ashley Mahan - QXC 

4af'tfflj•-• Rob Hankey< r::.r.m-=i .... -~~ , John Davis 
<Jtt;lli.-llL,_i4-£b> Nicholas Cahall 1ff;Bi.-jiL1ffl> 
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Date: Thu , 16 Apr 2020 16:52:48-0400 

In my view I would say yes that we are guided by the Fed RAMP process as opposed to the FISMA 

process. 

As many on this thread would (potentially) agree that's what our CSP organizations strive towards. 

We as a collaborative whole, strive towards meeting our 800-53 and 800-171 requirements on top of 

any GDPR, ITSG33, SOC2 and 15027001 efforts. 

That again, we are driven by our NIST 800-53 framework when building out our cloud solutions. 

Agencies themselves have their own cloud initiatives, their just not purchasing cloud products but 

they, themselves are moving components into these "Fedramp" environments that meet IL2, IL4, 
and IL5. 

Agencies themselves are pushing a RMF/800-53 framework and that's what in my mind we all strive 

towards from a compliance perspective. (obvious statement) 

The hardship in my mind per kicking this topic off is again how do we as CSP's find better "vehicles" 

and roadmaps to gain agency sponsorship. How can Fed RAMP better evangelize the program? 

Provide enhanced guidance on things all CSP should do before approaching a perspective agency 

sponsor? 

Do agencies need their own FedRAMP sponsor liaison? (its not a fun job put someone has to do it) 

I believe many individuals whom have the "privilege" of building Fed RAMP environments out, at this 

stage of the game I'm "ok" with the massive cost it takes to facilitate fedramp efforts. 
I feel it comes with the territory. 

But NUMBER 1 is still finding ways, opportunities to make the agency sponsorship more easily 
consumable. Whether you're a Fed RAMP CSP or a company just attempting to get "into FedRAMP". 

Thank you, 

DS 

From: Rob Hankey Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , > 

Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 3:55 PM 

To: William Huie - QQ .Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. ~Ex, > 
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mukesh@mitreil; teresalwelsh@antgemlm; koushicaal undar2@anthemlm; 

douglaslgrismore@anthem • ; jamesltarley@octoconsultin~ Roberts, TJ& C. EOP/OMB 
< , • - >; tcossa@comcas ; jacklsilpacharn@oracl ; 
ellerlkuhn@oracl~ ; be uan@precisel soft ; nbawa@reisystemslm; 
jeffreylwalters@reisystem. ; spipino@salesforce ; Carrilrhompson@servicenowml; 
roblpalmer@shore~tin ; Siddiquel:haudhry@snowflakeBi; Ga r v Pal 
1:f.1 ... 11-.... .,,: KristerlBoyd@usdali:I; steverlhernandez@ed ; Udy, Warren 
(CONTR) < >; Kruse, Jason 

< 
K 
< 

ime Noble@usdoj ; Cornelius, Matthew T. EOP/OMB 
>· bhajost@steelcloud!m; charleslfuller@eglobaltechllJ; 

>; Sorenson, Michael 
>; Mike Howell >; David Dastvar 

< >; Ashley Mahan - QXC --►1 .. iM§§♦; Rob Hankey 
>; John Davis <ld;lli."ii,,_1 ...:, > 

Subject: RE: ACT-IAC Cloud ATO Working Group Meeting 

Thanks William (j?), 

It's good to have someone from GSA adding to the conversation. I am assuming that even if agencies 
are using a FedRAMP approach to an on-prem solution, they are still guided by the FedRAMP process 
and not by FISMA? 

I can send some really good coffee if you need some ..... © 

Kind regards, 

Rob Hankey I CEO 

lntelliworx I intelliworxit.com 

US Army Retired 

Business Process and Forms Automation Solutions 

Capability Statement 

~::--· 
Skype: hrworxrob 

INTELLIWC RX 
lntelliworx (HRworx, LL C) is a VA-Verified Veteran Owned Small Business 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: The information in this transmission is confidential and proprietary to 

HRworx LLC (dba) lntelliworx. All intellectual property rights to any information within, including 
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attachments, are proprietary to HRworx LLC. No part of this document may be disclosed in any 

manner to a third party without the prior written consent of HRworx LLC. 

From: William Huie - QC JdM11►1tfB 
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 3:11 PM 

To: Rob Hankey -------!!!'11111!!!11• > 
Cc: Stephen Kovac <lfi;ii(.-,4§; Hays, Marilyn < ; Jason 

Oksenhendler <IW-IIL~WJ,&t.-vh5mWW>; David Simpson< >; Emel I 

McKelvey >; Doug Cowan \t:ft•J <IS'!IW:IIL,JQ,; Nancy 

Ex6- 5U.S.C~ ., Delanoche <IWtiJ.'"i.Jl§da,, McClure, David< 

stevd sonnenberg@alphaomegaintegratiorl[P- Pizzano, Dave <W,."111-~Ji....; 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , frenctjacqueline@bahlrp. tandon~ eetika@bahl[ifl; 

david lpitts@businessintegr21Jli; dtuten@crl,ffl· saidul islam@cgifedera1l[P- Ken Stavinoha 

rj#Wl ~:::£1Wf-11L,&.; Michael Carter< >; Michael Hettinger 

<liiiiiflllliialliilliilllliiilliiaiiiilliiiii , ; srussom@deloittel[P; msoliman@dssinclP· aho kins 

rbussey@evolverincl[ifl· Chudi Okafo - ICEW 

adriennewilk@googlel[P· vspearman@granitenet~[P- adewal omoni i usbbm 

shauna~ shtaputre@karsunl 11~[ifl; jkupcinski@kpmd ll; dschulman@missioncybe~rp; 

mukesh@mitrell!!f; teresalvelsh@anthel'l'lp; koushicaab undar2@anthel'l'l[P

douglaslJrismore@antheri(P· jamed farley@octoconsulting~[P- Roberts, Taylor C. EOP/OMB 

>; tcossa corneas ; jacklsilpacharn@orac1pi[ifl-,.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , 
---------

e11erjkuhn@orac1el[P; benlduan recise of ; nbawa@reisystemJ [P-

jeffreylwalters@reisystemsl[P· spipino@salesforcef[P· Carri lThompson@servicenovil[ifl· 

rob lpalmer@shorepointinrl[P; Siddiquelchaudhry@snowflakel[il; Gaurav Pal 

~#$'1.IL,-4,J$>; KristerlBoyd@usdalll· steve~ hernandez@erlll· Udy, Warren 

(CONTR) 1=tiW11~,W§@R; Kruse, Jasor 18t1•tff1!$J: 
naureenlrahman@h" r"ill JaimelNoble@usdojffl· Cornelius, Matthew T. EOP/OMB 

<1Wi-'ill--iih¥i*i-'tlfflmll!I>; bhajost@steelcl0Ul-1l[ifl- charleJ fuller@eglobaltecrl[P-

Karina Homme < ; Sorenson, Michael 1PR1•t1W3t~t@®>a; 
Mike Howell 1W'IIL~>; David Dastvar d9M1•►1+§4♦rtMm>>•; Ashley 

Mahan - QXC >; Rob Hankey< ; John Davis .Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex, Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ., 

Subject: Re: ACT-IAC Cloud ATO Working Group Meeting 

This is a great discussion - I see Fed RAMP as how you implement FISMA for the cloud. 
- There's a "pedigree" diagram somewhere (either in pyramid or other forms) that shows the 

inheritance chain e.g. Clingher-Cohen -> FISMA -> A-130 -> Fed RAMP-> Agency ATO. 
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So the take away I saw in Marilyn's comment was that if an Agency isn't prepared to run with the 
final "Agency ATO" (which is required per FISMA and A-130 in accordance with NIST 800-(53 I 37 I ... ) 
then they're not really prepared to take advantage of a Fed RAMP authorization. 

Rob, we actually have some solutions that most people would consider more traditional "on-prem" 
environments that adhere to the Fed RAMP baseline (it's encourage but not specifically required) so I 
don't define as hard a distinction and of course Fed RAM P's baselines follow from the same 800-53 
control set as any federal information system must. 

- So some of it's perhaps a semantic distinction - e.g. much like does "coffee" mean 
caffeinated coffee, in which it's in opposition to "decaf coffee" or is coffee (aka FISMA in my 
example) the higher level label for both Caffeinated and Decaffeinated versions .... 

Can you tell I ran out of coffee last week? 
j 

,.1:£1~_•1111fil1't!l::w:l+if!!li!l#l!!!-!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!I wrote·. On Thu, Apr 16, 2020 at 2:22 PM Rob Hankey ~ :1!!!1 -• ~ 

Stephen, I was going to ask the same question. FISMA is for on-prem system and FedRAMP for 
cloud-based systems. It's probably helpful if you have/had a system that was FISMA certified, but 
not necessary to get FedRAMP authorized. 

Kind regards, 

Rob Hankey I CEO 

lntelliworx I intelliworxit.com 

US Army Retired 

Business Process and Forms Automation Solutions 

Capability Statement 

INTELLIWGRX 
lntelliworx(HRworx, LLC) is a VA-Verified Veteran Owned Small Business 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: The information in this transmission is confidential and proprietary to 

HRworx LLC (dba) lntelliworx. All intellectual property rights to any information within, including 

attachments, are proprietary to HRworx LLC. No part of this document may be disclosed in any 

manner to a third party without the prior written consent of HRworx LLC. 
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From: Stephen Kovac 1Md'tfflit 
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 2:14 PM 

To: Hays, MarV.:j_, _____ ; Jason Oksenhendler 

.Ex 6 - (5 U.:..~~ Ex """ M3W11P.."'!_;... _.:, _~~~y r=---=--1!:!W~~-r:a• ; David 

Simpson <r:ar.mar.i.,.._::r.:::i_ ; Emell McKelvey <j=£111t1•►i+ffl¥4: Doug Cowan 

nm, 1=tlllt11►11+ 
Cc: Nancy Delanoche ; david mcclure@accenturefederc>ll[P-

stevelsonnenberg@alphaomegaintegrationl[D- dpizzan@amazorl[P; 

Meredith!Dost@appliedislp; frenct'lacqueline@barlP- tandonl geetika@bahlJI· 

davicl>itts@businessintegra,[P· dtuten@cdclll; saidull islam@cgifederal~[P- Ken Stavinoha 

d=flll, <_,; Michael Carter ~=tlm1•1--f4i4• la=,; 
mhettinger@hsglciclP: srussom@deloittpl[P- rnsoliman@dssincf'D· ahopkins@dssircJil· 

rbussey@evolverin~[P- chudi.okafo@gsalll: anthonJ melia@gsalll: williamlhuie@gsalll: 

adriennewilk@googlel[D; vspearman@granitenetl[P- '3dewa1eb moniyi@ud ibrr,l[P· 

shauna!lashtaputre@karsurl 11cl[P· jkupcinski@kpmg,[P· dschulman@missioncybe~P

mukesh@mitrell9; teresalwelsh@anthem,[P· koushicaa]sundar2@anthem~[P

douglaJ grismore@anthelT'l[P; jamesltarley@octoconsultinrl[P- taylorl roberts@om -; 

tcossa@comcasdl!3; jac~ silpacharn@orac1el[P; ellenlsuhn@oracle~[P- berliuan@precisel 

sr1SiJ; nbawa@reisystem:'[P· jettreJ walters@reisystemsl[P· spipino@salesforce,[P· 

Carrilrhompson@serviceno'":![P· ro~ palmer@shorepointin~[P

Siddiguelchaudhry@snowflak"'l[P- gpal@stackarmo1[P· KristerlBoyd@usdalll: 

stevenl hernandez@edlll: udywdlex@nv~ oelll· jasonl kruse@hg ldhslll; 

naureerl rahman@hcld hsll!I; JaimelNoble@usdojlll; Matthewl;,ornel ius@omb-; 

bhajost@steelcloudl[P: charled tul ler@eg lobaltechl'D; khom me@m icrosottl[P · Sorenson, 
~ 

Michael< Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. Sec 552 b 6 

< Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. Sec 552 b 6 ) 

>; Mike Howell 

>; Ashley Mahan - QXC 

•Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Se i >; David Dastvar 

>; Rob -Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Se1 Ex, 

Hankey< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " >; John Davis ,-Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , > 

Subject: Re: ACT-IAC Cloud ATO Working Group Meeting 

Marilyn, 

I hate to push back on this but I would like for you to explain how FISMA and FedRAMP 
are related? I have achieved multiple FedRAMP ATO 's for different company noth JAB 
and Agency, and never once was FISMA part of the process. In my humble opinion, they 
are separate cmtication's, covering separate controls. 

Unless I have been doing it wrong..... I would love to learn. 
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Plus the current processj.ends on whether you are going agency or Jab . There are good 
decks on the FedRAMP _ page which walk you thru the Agency process and JAB 
process. I suggest those interested take a look. 

Thank You, 

Stephen R. Kovac 
Zscaler, Inc. 
Vice President of Global Government 
Head of C'.irate Compliance -=w 
>www.zscaler.com< 

Breach of confidentiality 
The entire content of this email message is confidential. This also applies to any files 
attached to it. This email is intended for an individual or entity to whom they are 
addressed. In case you are not the addressee of this email, and you have received it in error, 
immediately contact the system manager. The information in this email is very sensitive, 
and it is intended for the specific addressee. This email should not be disseminated, 
distributed or copied. If you have received this email and it was not for you, make sure to 
immediately notify the sender by email and afterwards delete this email from your system. 
Disclosing, copying, distributing, or taking any action in reliance to the email content is 
strictly prohibited. 

From: "Hays, Marilyn" .,Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex 
,-.. R > 

Date: Thursday, April 16, 2020 at 12:07 PM 

To: Jason Oksenhendler < >, Stephen Kovac 

<j=tldfj.1•f.1'dll>, Rob Hankey <j#IWj.-jlJ.1.Ji¥fo• ill , David Simpson 

<1=£1Mj•►--, Emell McKelvey <l=tEli-1•f....wt#◄lf> "Doug Cowan 

(ccowan)" 1Mlflt11#1> 
Cc: Nancy Delanoche "'-i=tldll-1•f.,.._-dl>, "Davidlmcclure@accenturefederallll" 

<davidlmcclure@accenturefedera1III>, "steveisonnenberg@alphaomegaintegration~II" 

<stevelsonnenberg@alphaomegaintegration~II> , "dpizzan@amazonilll" 
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<dpizzan@amazon•II>, "Meredithloost@appliedisfll" <MereditrlDost@appliedidll>, 

"frenc t-lacqueline@bahlll" <frenchl,iacqueline@bar,11>, "tandorjgeetika@bah~II" 

<tandorjgeetika@bah~-'>, "davidlpitts@businessintegrcJII" 

<david l pitts@businessintegralll>, "dtuten@cd cllll" <dtuten@cdcllll>, 

"saidul islam@cgifederal~II" <saidullislam@cgifeder:d ll'>, "Ken Stavinoha (IMI)" 
W>, Michael Carter 1:£111j.111-iiM#J4• . , Mike Hettingger 

<j:£111j.111-1:M§t-, "srussom@deloitt<:ill" <srussom@deloittd ll>, 

"msoliman@dssinc}II" <msoliman@dssind ll>, "ahopkins@dssinJ II" 

<ahopkins@dssinc}II'> , "rbussey@evolverin~II" <rbussey@evolverinclll>, 

"chud lokafo@gsallll" <chudi lokafo@gsallll> , "anthony! melia@gs-::1111" 

<anthonylmelia@gsallll> , "williamlhuie@gsallll" <williarrlhuie@gsalll> , 

"adriennewilk@googlelll" <adriennewilk@googiefll> , "vspearman@granitenedll" 

<vspearman@granitene~II>, "adewalelomoniyi@us. ibmlll" 

<adewalelomoniyi@us.ibrrlll> , "shaunaklashtaputre@karsurl11cli11" 

<shauna~ ashtaputre@karsun-1d i11'> , "jkupcinski@kpmdll" <jkupcinski@kpmd ll'> , 

"dschulman@missioncybe1II" <dschulman@missioncybe1II>, "mukesh@mitrelil" 

<mukesh@mitrelia> , "teresclwelsh@antherrill" <teresclwelsh@anthemill>, 

"koushicaclsundar2@anthed■" <koushicaalsundar2@anthem~II'> , 

"douglasl]rismore@anthemlll" <douglaslgrismore@anthemlll> , 

"jameflfarley@octoconsultingllil" < jameslfarley@octoconsu lti ng•II>, 

"taylorl roberts@om t'Df'II" <taylorl roberts@om t[Dffl>, "tcossa@comcas~il" 

<tcossa@comcas~il>, "jacklsilpacharn@oraclelll" <jacllsilpacharn@oracle•II> , 

"e11erlkuhn@orac1e!II" <eller1 kuhn@oracl~-'>, "bef"lj uan@preciselso~~-" 

<berlduan@preciselsof~-'> , "nbawa@reisystemsl■" <nbawa@reisystem~II>, 

"jeffre,lvalters@reisystemi ll" <jeffreylwalters@reisysterr<:111>, "spipino@salesforcelll" 

<spipino@salesforc~II>, "CarrilThompson@servicenowlll" 

<Carrlrhompson@servicenov:III> , "roblpalmer@shorepointin~II" 

<roblpalmer@shorepointinclll> , "SiddiquelChaudhry@snowflake~II" 

<Siddiqud chaudhry@snowflak~-">, "gpal@stackarmo~II" <gpal@stackarmo1II>, 

"KristenlBoyd@usdallll" <KristerlBoyd@usdalll> , "stevenlhernandez@edllll" 

<steverl hernandez@edllll> , "udywslex@nv .doellll" <udywslex@nv. doelll>, 
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"jasonlkruse@hg jdhslll" <jasonlkruse@hgldhslll>, "naureerlrahman@hqldhslll" 

<naureerjrahman@hd dhslll>, "JaimelNoble@usdojlll" <Jaimd Noble@usdojlll>, 

"Matthe < Matthe~ Cornelius@omr~>, 

"bha·ost steelcloud " < bhajost@steelcloud~-'>, "charleslfuller@eglobaltech!■" 

<charled fuller@eglobaltechllll...,, "khomme@microsoftfll" <khomme@microsoclll>, 

"Sorenson, Michael" .._IW'IIL1i&4¥t&i.i,Jui.'>, Mike Howell 

1n.tffl•- David Dastvar < >, Ashley 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Se Ex, Mahan - QXC <JaJ•tjfj•-, Rob Hankey < >, John 

Davis 4ilW1•►11fff> 
Subject: RE: ACT-IAC Cloud A TO Working Group Meeting 

When I hear a product owner complaining that they can't "get an Agency to sponsor their 

Fed RAMP" it is nearly always because they have not yet sold their product to a FISMA granting 

Federal Agency and gotten a FISMA ATO for a system that includes their product. 

I can tell you without the slightest hesitation that the root of this problem is continued industry 

misunderstanding of the purpose and mechanics of FedRAMP authorization and the roles of the 

FedRAMP PMO, JAB, and Agencies in the program. 

The 2013 FedRAMP process no longer obtains. FedRAMP Ready and the implementation of 

Demand Monitoring has significantly altered how CSPs approach Fed RAMP Authorization. 

The original Fed RAMP process for new products was: 1 - make something, 2 - start selling it, 3-

get a JAB pATO, 4 - get FISMA authorizations from your Agency customers. 

The current FedRAMP process is: 1 - make something, 2 - start selling it, 3 - Get a FedRAMP 

Ready, 4 - get FISMA authorization(s). 

Then: 

If any of your FISMA customers care enough about the rules and your product to give you a FISMA 

ATO, the PMO can explain to your Agency why It isn't supposed to be "extra work" for your Agency 

to give it a FedRAMP ATO. It is, in fact, actually supposed to be LESS work for an Agency to give 

you a FedRAMP ATO, since you, the CSP, are responsible for hiring a 3PAO and being assessed 

independently, instead of your Agency doing the actual assessment work. Your Agency is 

(supposed to be) already reviewing the Assessment and the continuous monitoring of your 

contributions to their FISMA system ATO. 
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Then: 

Be really successful, sell it to lots of Federal Agencies, get to 6 FISMA authorizations and convert 

to a JAB pATO. 

Marilyn Hays 
Security and Compliance Consultant 

From: Jason Oksenhendler ◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) > 

Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 6:14 PM 

Subject: [EXTERNAL] Re: ACT-IAC Cloud ATO Working Group Meeting 

Team, 

I work for Coalfire Systems on the Fed RAMP Assurance Team. I've been a member of the JAB, 

worked at the PMO for 2 years before that as an 1550, and worked as a Fed RAMP program 

manager for a company that was rolled into RackSpace. I concur with a lot of the responses listed 

already. 

For CSPs that are having issues finding a sponsor, consider performing a readiness assessment. A 
3PAO comes in and assesses controls documented in the RAR. Yes, it's a financial and human 

resource investment up front; however, it shows the Government agencies looking at the 

FedRAMP marketplace that a CSP has met the rigors of certain FedRAMP controls. 

Additionally now, as part of the agency ATO path, there is a briefing with CSP, Agency, and 

sometimes the 3PAO. This is the opportunity to make that first impression. You know the cliche 

about first impressions. Be prepared, be ready, be organized. The last thing agencies want to 
deal with are discombobulated, insecure CSPs. It shows a lack of preparedness and readiness. 

Send your best people. Show the agency you are proactive, diligent, transparent, and genuine. 

Have an initial/draft project plan. Show your motivation! Show 'em what you got! One of the 

keys to agency ATO success is once you gain their sponsorship, communicate, communicate, 

communicate!!! I can't say it enough. Operate in a silo or lie or cut corners and you're done. I've 

seen it more times than I care to admit. Go above and beyond to establish a trusted business 

relationship. 

Just my two cents. 

Jason 

(William) Jay Huie 

TTS Solutions - Deputy Assistant Commissioner, Acting 
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U.S. General Services Administration 

wi lliarrlhuie@gsc=i[P 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. , 

This message may contain confidential and privileged information. If it has been sent to you in error, please reply to advise the 
sender of the error and then immediately delete it. If you are not the intended recipient, do not read, copy, disclose or otherwise 
use this message. The sender disclaims any liability for such unauthorized use. NOTE that all incoming emails sent to Qualys 
email accounts will be archived and may be scanned by us and/or by external service providers to detect and prevent threats to 
our systems, investigate illegal or inappropriate behavior, and/or eliminate unsolicited promotional emails ("spam"). If you have 
any concerns about this process, please contact us. 
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[EXTERNAL] RE: [External] RE: ACT-IAC Cloud ATO Working 

Group Meeting 

From "McClure, David" < ,Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6))Ex q > 

To: >, "Hernandez, Steven" 

, Rob Hankey <i=tlWj.1•~iiWN• #j>, Stephen Kovac 

<1--t!►fitQ> Jason Oksenhendler "-JW'IIL-i.WJ&1e-,,.h~, David 

Simpson <!Wi-1Q-fiW§=f:Q>, Emell McKelvey <)=dffl1•►i+§§M#I- Doug 

Cowar@el) 4=Rffl1•►1jjffl> 
Cc: Nancy Delanoche <IDl!Jl.1•1«41#4, 

stevelsonnenberg@alphaomegaintegrationlm, dpizzan@amazonlm, 

meredithldost@appliedisai, frenchl.iacqueline@bahlm, tandorlJeetika@bahlm, 

davidlpitts@businessintegraai, dtuten@cdG, saidulislam@cgifederalm, Ken 

Stavinoha ~ii• 1,, 1=Rffl1•►t:fiftt, Michael Carter >, 

mhettinger@hsgldclm, srussom@deloittelm, msoliman@dssinclm, 

ahopkins@dssinclm, rbussey@evolverincD, chuctilokafo@gsall, 

anthonylmelia@gsal!I, williarrihuie@gsal!I, adriennewilk@googlelli, 

vspearman@graniteneti:li, adewalelomoniyi@usllbmlm, shaunaklashtaputre@karsunl 

llcli!lil, jkupcinski@kpmglm, dschulman@missioncyberBJ, mukesh@mitrel!I, 

teres£velsh@antherrili, koushicaalsundar2@anthemlm, 

douglaslgrismore@anthemlm, jameslfarley@octoconsultinglm, "Roberts, Taylor C. 

EOP/OMB" <Wf."IIL"iiJl§$i, •. tcossa@comcastl:I, 

jacklsilpacharn@oraclelm, ellenlkuhn@oraclelm, ben~uan@preciselsofti:li, 

nbawa@reisystemslm, jeffreylwalters@reisystemslm, spipino@salesforcelm, 

carrilthompson@servicenowlm, rotlpalmer@shorepointinclm, 

siddiquelchaudhry@snowflakelm, gpal@stackarmoG, kristerlboyd@usctal!I, 

udywslex@nvldoel!I, jasonlkruse@hqldhsi:I, naureerirahman@hqldhsi:I, 

jaim~noble@usdojl!I, "Cornelius, Matthew T. EOP/OMB" 

, bhajost@steelcloudlm, 

, khomme@microsoftlm, "Sorenson, Michael" 

◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)((Ex 6 ► Mike Howe114=t1W1•►1ff P>, David Dastvar 

◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6Ex E\.s , Ashley Mahan - QXC <tWl-"iiL,Wi+fl>, Rob 

Hankey <Wi-'i@.M&itj,il5b, John Davis < 

Date: Thu , 16 Apr 2020 17:08:10-0400 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. SeEx q,-
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Tell them Marilyn! 

Regards, 

Dave McClure 

Principal Director, Federal CIO Advisory Services 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) 

From: Hays, Marilyn Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , 
552(b)(6)) ' 

Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 4:48 PM 

To: Hernandez, Steven 

Stephen Kovac < 

> 

This message is from an EXTERNAL SENDER - be CAUTIOUS of links and attachments. THINK 
BEFORE YOU CLICK. 

Just a note about this linked whitepaper FYI: 
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Coalfire has been my 3PAO for many A&A cycles. They know what they are talking about. However, 

this Whitepaper was written in 2016, before the change to FedRAMP Ready and Demand Monitoring, 

so it describes the "old" Authorization processes. 

If you want the actual poop, Go read the stuff on FedRAMP's website. 

Marilyn Hays 

------------------

From: Hernandez, Steven < 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552 b 6 

Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 2:28 PM 

> 

To be clear, Fed RAMP is how you meet FISMA for public cloud systems Q 

Coalfire did a great writeup on this: 

>https://www.coalfire.com/Documents/Whitepapers/FISMA-vs-FedRAMP Controls-authorizations< 

Steven G Hernandez 

MBA, CISSP, CISA, CNSS , CSSLP, SSCP, CAP, ITIL 

Chief Information Security Officer 

Director, Information Assurance Services 

US Department Of Education 

550 12th St SW, Washington DC (PCP 10057) 

o: 1c: -
My Availability: HTML I ICS 

How to subscribe to my availability 
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[EXTERNAL] RE: ACT-IAC Cloud ATO Working Group Meeting 

From Emell McKelvey 

To: "Hernandez, Steven" < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ,' >, Rob Hankey 

< >, Stephen Kovac >, "Hays, Marilyn" 

>, Jason Oksenhendler Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) l >, 

David Simpson< >, Doug Cowan (j:::flll, < > Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec l Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. ,: 

Cc: Nancy Delanoche >, davidl,,cclure@accenturefederallm, 

steve~onnenberg@alphaomegaintegrationlm, dpizzan@amazonlm, 

meredithldost@appliedisai, frenchiacqueline@bahlm, tandorfgeetika@bahlm, 

davicl>itts@businessintegrami, dtuten@cdG, saidullislam@cgifederalm, Ken 

Stavinoha illll >, Michael Carter< >, Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , 

mhettinger@hsgldclm, srussom@deloitteili, msoliman@dssincD, 

ahopkins@dssincD, rbussey@evolverincS, chudilokafo@gsall, 

anthonjnelia@gsall, williarrlhuie@gsall, adriennewilk@googlelm, 

vspearman@granitenet!li, adewalelomoniyi@us(ibmlm, shaunaliashtaputre@karsurl 

lie.com, jkupcinski@kpmgm, dschulman@missioncyberlm, mukesh@mitrel!I, 

teresaJvelsh@anthenS, koushica~sundar2@anthemlm, 

douglaslJrismore@anthemlm, jame~farley@octoconsultinglm, "Roberts, Taylor C. 

EOP/OMB" , tcossa@comcastl:I, 

jac~silpacharn@oraclelm, elle~kuhn@oraclelm, be~uan@preciselsoft!li, 

nbawa@reisystemslm, jeffreyJ.valters@reisystemslm, spipino@salesforcelm, 

carrlthompson@servicenowlm, rotlpalmer@shorepointinclm, 

siddiquethaudhry@snowflakelm, gpal@stackarmoB, kristenlboyd@usdal!I, 

udyws'9x@m,Jloell, jasonlkruse@hqldhsll, naureerirahman@h4dhsll, 

jaimelnoble@usdojll, "Cornelius, Matthew T. EOP/OMB" 

-Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) , bhajost@steelcloudlm, 

charledfuller@eglobaltechl!lil, khomme@microsoftlm, "Sorenson, Michael" 

< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(Ex E\ >, Mike Howell •Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Ex, >, David Dastvar 

< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(fEx E\.s , Ashley Mahan - QXC < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , ► , Rob 

Hankey ,Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. SecEx E:I >, John Davis 4--•tffjf> 
Date: Thu, 16 Apr 2020 16:19:16-0400 

Thanks for sending the link out to the group Steve! This has been my Fed RAMP "Bible" and the best 

document I have seen so far on the differences between Fed RAMP and FISMA 
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Emell McKelvey 
Owner/CTO 
M 
p: 
f: 

. . .... --
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) 

.Ex q 

IT end Telc:communications Inf restructure Specialists 

From: Hernandez, Steven < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex ". 

Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 2:28 PM 

; Stephen Ko 

ksenhen 

McKelvey 

Cc: Nancy Delanoche • - >; davidlmcclure@accenturefederallll;l; 

stevelsonnenberg@alpha~me aintegration ; dpizzan@amazonllll 
MeredithlDost@appliedis •; frenctjacqueline@bahlll;J; tandorlgeetika@bahlll;l; 
davidlpitts@businessintegra ; dtuten@cdctll; saidullislam@cgifederal ; Ken Stavinoha 

rj=tC--:0 <f:IIElllilR:& - . ; Michael Carter >; mhettinger@hsgl 
de.com; srussom@deloitte •; msoliman@dssinc ; a· op ins ssin ; 

rbussey@evolverincllll_chudi.okafo@gsatll; anthon lmelia@gsatll; williarrlhuie@gsatll; 
adriennewilk@goog~; vspearman@granitene •; adewalelomoniyi@us.ibm~ 

shaunaklashtaputre@karsunJ11clll;]; jkupcinski@kpm •; dschulman@missioncyb~~; 

mukesh@mitrel!I; teresalwelsh@antheml!lil; koushicaalsundar2@anthemlll]; 
douglaslgrismore@anthemlll}; jameslfarley@octoconsultin~; taylo~roberts@orriHffid; 
tcossa@comcastl!I; jacklsilpacharn@oraclelll;]; ellenlkuhn@oraclel!lil benlduan@precisel 
softfm; nbawa@reisystems •; jeffrey.walters@reisystems■; spipino@salesforce!IIJ; 
CarrilThompson@serviceno •; roblpalmer@shorepointinc •; 

Siddiquelchaudhry@snowflake •; gpal@stackarmorlll]; Kristerl3oyd@usdatll; 
udywslex@nvldoe·· jasonlkruse@hqldhstll; naureerlrahman@hqldhstll; 
JaimelNoble@usdoj ; Matthewlcornelius@omb ; bhajost@steelcloudlll}; 
charleslfuller@e lobaltech •; khomme@microsoft ; Sorenson, Michael 

• >; Mike Howell< >; David Dastvar 

• >; Ashley Mahan - QXC lliaillli >; Rob Hankey 

Subject: RE: ACT-IAC Cloud ATO Working Group Meeting 
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To be clear, Fed RAMP is how you meet FISMA for public cloud systems Q 

Coalfire did a great writeup on this: 

>https://www.coalfire.com/Documents/Whitepapers/FISMA-vs-FedRAMP Controls-authorizations< 

Steven G Hernandez 

MBA, CISSP, CISA, CNSS , CSSLP, SSCP, CAP, ITIL 

Chief Information Security Officer 

Director, Information Assurance Services 

US Department Of Education 

550 12th St SW, Washington DC (PCP 10057) 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

My Availability: HTML I ICS 

How to subscribe to my availability 

From: Rob Hankey Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
. u 

Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 2:22 PM 

> 

To: Stephen Kovac <l=tllll-1•Ja'"l4fi- Hays, Marilyn< >; Jason Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
' 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ,, Oksenhendler ; David Simpson< >; Emell 

McKelvey d::£IW11Ja1M4• ~; Doug Cowan(-) > 

Cc: Nancy Delanoche >; davidlmcclure@accenturefedera1l[P; 

stevelsonnenberg@alphaomegaintegratiorl[P- dpizzan@amazon,[P· 

Mereditt-lDost@appliedi~[P- frenchliacqueline@bahlrp- tandonl geetika@bahl[P; 

davidlpitts@businessintegr;:,IJII; dtuten@crlft· saidul.islam@cgifeder21l[P- Ken Stavinoha 

1(5·±1 >; Michael Carter >; mhettinger@hsgl 

ct c(!lfl srussom@deloittpl[D- rnsoliman@dssincJ[P- ahopkins@dssirr(P

rbussey@evolverincl[P- chud l>kafo@gsall!:11; anthonytr,elia@gsall!!I; williamlhuie@gsall!!I; 

adriennewilk@googlel[P-vspearman@granitenet~[P- adewalelomoniyi@u_;j ibrrl[P

shaunaklashtaputre@karsunl 11~[P; jkupcinski@kpmd [P; dschulman@missioncybe~rp; 

mukesh@mitrell!3; teresalwelsh@antherrl[P; koushicaalsundar2@antherrl[P

dougla~ rismore@antherilJI· jamedrarley@octoconsulting~[P- taylorlroberts@omtri3; 

tcossa@comcasdlt; jacklsilpacharn@orac1d [P- ellerlkuhn@oraclPl[P- benlduan@precisel 

softl!ll nbawa@reisystemsl[P- jeffreJ walters@reisystem~[P; spipino@salesforcf'l[P

CarrilThompson@servicenowl[P; roblpalmer@shorepointircJP: 

SiddiguelChaudhry@snowflakel[P; gpal@stackarmo~[P; Kriste~ oyd@usdall!!I; Hernandez, 
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_Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex 
Steven >; udywsl ex@nvld 

naureerlrahman@hd dt-sfifl· JaimelNoble@usdo· e 1us o P· 
bhajost · ; khomme@microsn!f!I: Sorenson, 

1 e owel1 1=ftlltg.1&ff-; David Dastvar 

>; Rob Hankey 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec . ; John Davis .Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec > 

Subject: RE: ACT-IAC Cloud ATO Working Group Meeting 

Stephen, I was going to ask the same question. FISMA is for on-prem system and FedRAMP for cloud
based systems. It's probably helpful if you have/had a system that was FISMA certified, but not 
necessary to get Fed RAMP authorized. 

Kind regards, 

Rob Hankey I CEO 

lntelliworx I intelliworxitlffl 
US Army Retired 

Business Process and Forms Automation Solutions 

Capability Statement 

Offic 
Cell: 

INTELLIW( RX 
lntel/iworx (HRworx, LLC) is a VA-Verified Veteran Owned Small Business 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: The information in this transmission is confidential and proprietary to 

HRworx LLC (dba) lntelliworx. All intellectual property rights to any information within, including 

attachments, are proprietary to HRworx LLC. No part of this document may be disclosed in any 

manner to a third party without the prior written consent of HRworx LLC . 

From: Stephen Kovac • Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , -- .. . ·--·. 

> 

4 

>; David Simpson 

; Doug Cowan (- ) 
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Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C Ex > 
Sec 552 b 6 ' 
Cc: Nancy Delanoche ~r=1~--_•fir.::11tln1,.1F~1r.w-=•,-,->; daviJ mcclure@accenturefedera1l[P; 

stevelsonnenberg@alphaomegaintegratiorl[P- dpizzan@amazon,[P· 

Meredit~ ost@appliedisl[P· frenctljacqueline@bahlrp. tandorl_geetika@bahl[P; 

davidl pitts@businessintegr21Jli; dtuten@crl@· saidul islam@cgifedereil[P- Ken Stavinoha 

o=tl-NilJ >; Michael Carter >; mhettinger@hsgl 

ddm; srussom@deloittp1rp. rnsoliman@dssind[P· ahopkins@dssirr-(P· 

rbussey@evolverincl[P· chudilokafo@gsallll; anthonJ melia@gsall3; williamlhuie@gsallll; 

adriennewilk@googlel[P· vspearman@granitenet~[P- adewa1elomoniyi@u~ ibrrl[P

shauna~ ashtaputre@karsunl 11~[P; jkupcinski@kpmrl[P; dschulman@missioncybe~rp; 

mukesh@mitrell!!; teresalwelsh@antherrl[P; koushicaclsundar2@antherrl[P

douglaslgrismore@antheri(P· jamesltarley@octoconsulting~[P- taylorl!roberts@om.lJI; 

tcossa@comcasdlJ; jacklsilpacharn@orac1EJ[P· ellerl kuhn@oraclPl[P- benlduan@precisel 

soHl:m· nbawa@reisystemsl[P· jeffre,,lwalters@reisystemJ [P; spipino@salesforcPl[P

Carrilrhompson@servicenowl[P; rot:lpalmer@shorepointir,JJI: 

Siddiguelchaudhry@snowflakel[P; gpal@stackarmo~[P; KristerlBoyd@usdallll; 

steverlhernandez@edlll: udywslex@nvlctoellll: iasorjkruse@hd dhsllll: 

naureenlrahman@hclcthsllll; JaimelNoble@usdojlll: Matthewacornelius@ombl-; 

bhajost@steelclouctlP· charled tuller@eglobaltechl[P- khomme@microsof~[P- Sorenson, 

Michael< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. S~~ 552(b)(E Ex, >; Mike Howell <1::£111t-1•►-f41J!-:.; David Dastvar 

.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6) iEx " >; Ashley Mahan - QXC < >; Rob Hankey 

< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Se Ex" >; John Davis -~. ~ C . Se Ex " > 

Subject: Re: ACT-IAC Cloud ATO Working Group Meeting 

Marilyn, 

I hate to push back on this but I would like for you to explain how FISMA and FedRAMP are 
related? I have achieved multiple FedRAMP ATO's for different company noth JAB and 
Agency, and never once was FISMA part of the process. In my humble opinion, they are 
separate cortication's, covering separate controls. 

Unless I have been doing it wrong. . .. . I would love to learn. 

Plus the current process depends on whether you are going agency or Jab. There are good 
decks on the FedRAMP.org page which walk you thru the Agency process and JAB process. 
I suggest those interested take a look. 

Thank You, 
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Stephen R. Kovac 
Zscaler, Inc. 
Vice President of Global Government ,Mlff W ompliance 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C." 

>www.zscaler.com< 

Breach of confidentiality 
The entire content of this email message is confidential. This also applies to any files attached 
to it. This email is intended for an individual or entity to whom they are addressed. In case 
you are not the addressee of this email , and you have received it in error, immediately contact 
the system manager. The information in this email is very sensitive, and it is intended for the 
specific addressee. This email should not be disseminated, distributed or copied. If you have 
received this email and it was not for you, make sure to immediately notify the sender by 
email and afterwards delete this email from your system. Disclosing, copying, distributing, or 
taking any action in reliance to the email content is strictly prohibited . 

From: "Hays, Marilyn" • Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
~ ~----- "n > 

Date: Thursday, April 16, 2020 at 12:07 PM 

To: Jason Oksenhendler .-Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) , > , Stephen Kovac 

, David Simpson ·1i1111Jff1f ~., Rob Hankey 

-¥PW11►1Wa~, Erne II McKelvey < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " >, "Doug Cowan 

(ccowan)" < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. ,. 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , Cc: Nancy Delanoche < >, "Davidlmcclure@accenturefedera1li11" 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) ., < , "stevelonnenberg@alphaomegaintegratior~■" 
>, "dpizzan@amazorllll" 

< >, "Meredithloost@appliedd ll" >, Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec, 

"frenctlacqueline@barlll" , "tandonl geetika@barlll" 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , < >, "davidlpitts@businessintegraflll" 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) < >, "dtuten@cdclll" < >, 

"saidul islam@cgifedera1'-11" <IWl-"iii,."i41§¥i, - , "Ken Stavinoha (kestavin)" 

< >, Michael Carter cqWj.-jiL'iiii§¥i, _>, Mike Hettingger Ex 6 - 5_U.S.C. " 
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· D.1fW>, "srussom@deloitt~ll"l--W>, 

"msol iman@dssin~II" ~::£1111-1•►1- , "ahopkins@dssinclll" 

.,Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex " 41\WJ•tfta'>, "rbussey@evolverin1 II" >, 

"chudil?kafo@gsalll" < > , "anthon elia sa " Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
" 

< >, I >, Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
"t 

"adriennewilk@googleill" vspearman granitene+III" 

>, "adewalelomoniyi@us.ibmlll" ,.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex 
n 

◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex 
---- I 

"shaunaJ ashtaputre@karsun-11cfll" >, ,.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)' Ex 
' 

"jkupcinski@kpmg•■" >, "dschulman@missioncybe1II" 

;.iEx 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex 
' >, "mukesh@mitrelil" < >, 

"teresalwelsh@anthemlll" > , " koushicaalsundar2@antherr,■" 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) .. < , "douglaJgrismore@antherrllll" 

.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6))"' 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) n 

, "jameslarley@octoconsultind ll" 

>' "tayloa roberts@o, tfmll" 

◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. >, "tcossa@comcastl " < >, 

"jacklsilpacharn@o " >, "ellenlkuhn@orac1eli11" 

1dmfi-1■J....-ij$> , ''benld uan >, 

"nbawa@reisystems-111" <1=t:IW1!1-i+§9M-::., "jeffreylwalters@reisystemolill" 

◄EX 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec I n > , "spipino@salesforcd lll" >, 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) . "Carrilrhompson@servicenowlll" < 

"roblpalmer@shorepointinclll" ◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ► 

,.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) "SiddiguJ chaud hry@snowflakelll" >, 

"gpal@stackarmo~III" 48tJ•t1tfiif >, "KristenlBoyd@usdalll" 

.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " >, "stevenl,ernandez@edlll" 1an•tw1••>, 
"udywslix@nvldoelll" < >, "jasonlkruse@hgldhslll" 

1=tlW1!J., >, "naureenlrahman@hg.dhslll" ,-l!!'IR■ > , 
>, "Matthewl cornelius@omtil-" 

◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec_ ", 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
LL.r\ / L \ / ~\ \ nl 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " < >, -- n 

>, "khomme@microsof~-" 

>, 

◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec "' >, "Sorenson, Michael" >, Mike 

X - ... Howell W>, David Dastvar .,.lW-IIL~~;.i,iOJrujj-, Ashley 
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Mahan - QXC < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Se Ex, ,.. >, Rob Hankey < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Se 'Ex 
552 b 6 ,.. " 

>, John 

Davis .Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex r > ,.. 

Subject: RE: ACT-IAC Cloud ATO Working Group Meeting 

When I hear a product owner complaining that they can't "get an Agency to sponsor their Fed RAMP" it 

is nearly always because they have not yet sold their product to a FISMA granting Federal Agency 

and gotten a FISMA ATO for a system that includes their product. 

I can tell you without the slightest hesitation that the root of this problem is continued industry 

misunderstanding of the purpose and mechanics of Fed RAMP authorization and the roles of the 

FedRAMP PMO, JAB, and Agencies in the program. 

The 2013 FedRAMP process no longer obtains. FedRAMP Ready and the implementation of Demand 

Monitoring has significantly altered how CSPs approach FedRAMP Authorization. 

The original FedRAMP process for new products was: 1 - make something, 2 - start selling it, 3- get a 

JAB pATO, 4 - get FISMA authorizations from your Agency customers. 

The current Fed RAMP process is: 1 - make something, 2 - start selling it, 3 - Get a Fed RAMP 

Ready, 4 - get FISMA authorization(s). 

Then: 

If any of your FISMA customers care enough about the rules and your product to give you a FISMA 

ATO, the PMO can explain to your Agency why It isn't supposed to be "extra work" for your Agency to 

give it a FedRAMP ATO. It is, in fact, actually supposed to be LESS work for an Agency to give you a 

FedRAMP ATO, since you, the CSP, are responsible for hiring a 3PAO and being assessed 

independently, instead of your Agency doing the actual assessment work. Your Agency is (supposed 

to be) already reviewing the Assessment and the continuous monitoring of your contributions to their 

FISMA system ATO. 

Then: 

Be really successful, sell it to lots of Federal Agencies, get to 6 FISMA authorizations and convert to a 

JAB pATO. 

Marilyn Hays 
Security and Compliance Consultant 
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From: Jason Oksenhendler .Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) > 

Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 6:14 PM 

Subject: [EXTERNAL] Re: ACT-IAC Cloud ATO Working Group Meeting 

Team, 

I work for Coalfire Systems on the Fed RAMP Assurance Team. I've been a member of the JAB, 

worked at the PMO for 2 years before that as an ISSO, and worked as a Fed RAMP program manager 

for a company that was rolled into RackSpace. I concur with a lot of the responses listed already. 

For CSPs that are having issues finding a sponsor, consider performing a readiness assessment. A 

3PAO comes in and assesses controls documented in the RAR. Yes, it's a financial and human 

resource investment up front; however, it shows the Government agencies looking at the Fed RAMP 

marketplace that a CSP has met the rigors of certain Fed RAMP controls . 

Additionally now, as part of the agency ATO path, there is a briefing with CSP, Agency, and 

sometimes the 3PAO. This is the opportunity to make that first impression. You know the cliche 

about first impressions. Be prepared, be ready, be organized . The last thing agencies want to deal 

with are discombobulated, insecure CSPs. It shows a lack of preparedness and readiness. Send your 

best people. Show the agency you are proactive, diligent, transparent, and genuine. Have an 

initial/draft project plan. Show your motivation! Show 'em what you got! One of the keys to agency 

ATO success is once you gain their sponsorship, communicate, communicate, communicate!!! I can't 
say it enough. Operate in a silo or lie or cut corners and you're done. I've seen it more times than I 

care to admit. Go above and beyond to establish a trusted business relationship. 

Just my two cents. 

Jason 
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Re: ACT-IAC Cloud ATO Working Group Meeting 

From William Huie - QQ 1illm)•tw+ 

To: 

Cc: 

"Hays, Marilyn" < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
1 > 

Jason Oksenhendler c.oEx 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) >, Stephen Kovac 

< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. >, Rob Hankey< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec n >, David Simpson 

<l=dW1•f.iiWJ§♦, Emel I McKelvey < >, Doug Cowan Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. Sec ,=x 6 

Q:f.i.-) < >, Nancy Delanoche< >, 

"Daviclmcclure@accenturefederal!m" >, "Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) ::x 6 

stevelsonnenberg@alphaomegaintegrationlm, dpizzan@amazonlm, 

meredithldost@appliedismi, frenchiacqueline@bah!m, tandonlgeetika@bah!m, 

davidlpitts@businessintegraai, dtuten@cdG, saidullislam@cgifederalm, Ken 

Stavinoha rl=tf•N· < >, Michael Carter >, ◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec /:x E\ 

mhettinger@hs~clm, srussom@deloittelm, msoliman@dssinclm, 

ahopkins@dssinclm, rbussey@evolverinclli, chudilokafo@gsall, 

anthon~melia@gsall, adriennewilk@googlelm, vspearman@granitenetlm, 

adewalelomoniyi@ujibmlm, shaunaklashtaputre@karsurl11clm, jkupcinski@kpmglm, 

dschulman@missioncyberlm, mukesh@mitrel!I, teresclwelsh@anthemlm, 

koushical,undar2@anthemllll, douglalgrismore@anthemlm, 

jame~farley@octoconsultinglm, "Roberts, Taylor C. EOP/OMB" 

◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ,Ex " >, tcossa@comcast!I, jacklsilpacharn@oraclelm, 

eller)kuhn@oraclelm, be~uan@precisdsoftlm, nbawa@reisystemslm, 

jeffrefwalters@reisystemsili, spipino@salesforcelm, carrilhompson@servicenow!:IJ, 

rotlpalmer@shorepointinclm, siddiquelchaudhry@snowflake!m, gpal@stackarmor!:11, 

kriste~boyd@usdall, stevenlhernandez@edll, udyw~ex@m,lioel!I, 

jasorlkruse@h"hG, naureenlrahman@hqldhG, jaimelnoble@usdojl!I, "Cornelius, 

Matthew T. EOP/OMB" < >, bhajost@steelcloud!B, 

char1eJu11er@eglobaltechlm, khomme@microsoftlm, "Sorenson, Michael" 

,.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ,Ex E\ >, Mike Howell< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C1Ex" >, David Dastvar 

·Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. Sec ,Ex E\ >, Ashley Mahan - QXC •Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. "Ex " >, Rob 

Hankey< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Ex 6, >, John Davis-> 

Date: Thu, 16 Apr 2020 13:34:30 -0400 

This discussion is so good and Marilyn your email put a cherry on top of so much great discussion for 

me. 
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- I really feel this is ripe for a simple (2-sided) paper from ACT-IAC to advocate for the "new norm" 

and the insights you all shared. 

Lots of times ACT-IAC papers really seemed position (foremost, but not exclusively) to educate 

government by industry - but this seems like a premiere case for industry to educate industry about 

Gov. 

- I know from the federal side, we really benefit from your voices in the community 

Thanks for being part of our family , 

On Thu, Apr 16, 2020 at 12:08 PM Hays, Marilyn 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

·552(b)(6)) wrote: 

When I hear a product owner complaining that they can't "get an Agency to sponsor their 

FedRAMP" it is nearly always because they have not yet sold their product to a FISMA granting 

Federal Agency and gotten a FISMA ATO for a system that includes their product. 

I can tell you without the slightest hesitation that the root of this problem is continued industry 

misunderstanding of the purpose and mechanics of FedRAMP authorization and the roles of the 

FedRAMP PMO, JAB, and Agencies in the program. 

The 2013 FedRAMP process no longer obtains. FedRAMP Ready and the implementation of 

Demand Monitoring has significantly altered how CSPs approach FedRAMP Authorization. 

The original FedRAMP process for new products was: 1 - make something, 2 - start selling it, 3-

get a JAB pATO, 4 - get FISMA authorizations from your Agency customers. 

The current Fed RAMP process is: 1 - make something, 2 - start selling it, 3 - Get a Fed RAMP 

Ready, 4 - get FISMA authorization(s). 

Then: 
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If any of your FISMA customers care enough about the rules and your product to give you a 

FISMA ATO, the PMO can explain to your Agency why It isn't supposed to be "extra work" for your 

Agency to give it a Fed RAMP ATO. It is, in fact, actually supposed to be LESS work for an Agency 

to give you a Fed RAMP ATO, since you, the CSP, are responsible for hiring a 3PAO and being 

assessed independently, instead of your Agency doing the actual assessment work. Your Agency 

is (supposed to be) already reviewing the Assessment and the continuous monitoring of your 

contributions to their FISMA system ATO. 

Then: 

Be really successful, sell it to lots of Federal Agencies, get to 6 FISMA authorizations and convert 

to a JAB pATO. 

Marilyn Hays 

Security and Compl iance Consultant 

From: Jason Oksenhendler 1'11tJ'tfffflf1=£1Wffl> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 6:14 PM 

Subject: [EXTERNAL] Re: ACT-IAC Cloud ATO Working Group Meeting 

Team, 

I work for Coalfire Systems on the Fed RAMP Assurance Team. I've been a member of the JAB, 

worked at the PMO for 2 years before that as an ISSO, and worked as a FedRAMP program 

manager for a company that was rolled into RackSpace. I concur with a lot of the responses listed 

already. 

For CSPs that are having issues finding a sponsor, consider performing a readiness assessment. 

A 3PAO comes in and assesses controls documented in the RAR. Yes, it's a financial and human 

resource investment up front; however, it shows the Government agencies looking at the 

FedRAMP marketplace that a CSP has met the rigors of certain FedRAMP controls. 
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Additionally now, as part of the agency ATO path, there is a briefing with CSP, Agency, and 

sometimes the 3PAO. This is the opportunity to make that first impression. You know the cliche 

about first impressions. Be prepared, be ready, be organized. The last thing agencies want to 

deal with are discombobulated, insecure CSPs. It shows a lack of preparedness and readiness. 

Send your best people. Show the agency you are proactive, diligent, transparent, and genuine. 

Have an initial/draft project plan. Show your motivation! Show 'em what you got! One of the keys 

to agency ATO success is once you gain their sponsorship, communicate, communicate, 

communicate!!! I can't say it enough. Operate in a silo or lie or cut corners and you're done. I've 

seen it more times than I care to admit. Go above and beyond to establish a trusted business 

relationship. 

Just my two cents. 

Jason 

(William) Jay Huie 

TTS Solutions - Deputy Assistant Commissioner, Acting 

U.S. General Services Administration 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) 
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[WARNING: UNSCANNABLE EXTRACTION 

FAILED][EXTERNAL] RE: ACT-IAC Cloud ATO Working Group 

Meeting 

From Rob Hankey .Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " > 

To: Stephen Kovac < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. n' >, "Hays, Marilyn" .Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " >, 

◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(Ex q Jason Oksenhendler >, David Simpson 

<--• >, Emell McKelvey 4Bt1'tffl1fdlih Doug Cowan 

09lll <ccowan@cisco!Dl> 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. SEx q 

Cc: Nancy Delanoche <i=tlW1•J-i+§@M>, daviclmcclure@accenturefederallm, 

stevdsonnenberg@alphaomegaintegrationlm, dpizzan@amazo., 

meredittldost@appliedi., frenctlacqueline@bah'-1, tandorj;etika@ba •. 

davidlpitts@businessintegra, dtuten@cda, saidullislam@cgifederallll Ken 

Stavinoha illll 1=stJIIIIX-.. >, Michael Carter< , Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec t 

mhettinger@~c:111 srussom@deloittJ, msoliman@dssinl, 
ahopkins@dssin-rbussey~evolverin ;; , chudilokafo@gsa , 

anthonJmelia@gsall, williarrlhuie@gs , adriennewilk@googl •, 

vspearman@granitenetll, adewalelomoniyi@u4ib., shauna~ashtaputre@karsunl 

11cllil, jkupcinski@kpm~ dschulman@missioncyberm, mukesh@mitra, 

teresdwelsh@antherrllt, koushicaJsundar2@anthema], 

dougladgrismore@anthemlm, jamelarley@octoconsultinglll], "Roberts, Taylor C. 

EOP/OMB" >, tcossa@comcast!I, 

jackbilpacharn@oraclea, ellerlkuhn@oracle!Dl, berl:iuan@preciselsoftll, 

nbawa@reisystemsl!:I, jeffreylwalters@reisystemsBl, spipino@salesforcem:11, 

carril thompson@servicenowal, rot:lpal mer@shorepointincB, 

siddiquelchaudhry@snowflakeml, gpal@stackarmo., kriste~boyd@usdal!I, 

stevenlhernandez@edlll, udywslx@nJdoell, jasorlruse@hcldh., 

naureenlrahman@hcldhs!D, jaimelnoble@usdo.a, "Cornelius, Matthew T. EOP/OMB" 

< • >, bhajost@steelcloud!Dl, 

charle.fuller@eglobaltec , khomme@microsofa, "Sorenson, Michael" 

.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)({Ex E\ >, Mike Howe114pp1em1=tf>, David Dastvar 

< r::ar..m::imi:.:.!=-r::ar.1 >, Ashley Mahan - axe <!Wj.-ji,1W--i#f\d>, Rob 

Hankey 1=tlW1•►141ffl=tQ>, John Davis-> 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(EEx E\ 
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Date: Thu, 16 Apr 2020 14:22:08 -0400 

Stephen, I was going to ask the same question. FISMA is for on-prem system and Fed RAMP for cloud
based systems. It's probably helpful if you have/had a system that was FISMA certified, but not 
necessary to get Fed RAMP authorized. 

Kind regards, 

Rob Hankey I CEO 

lntelliworx I intelliworxitliJli 
US Army Retired 

Business Process and Forms Automation Solutions 

Capability Statement 

Office: Ex 6 - 5 

Cell: 
Skype:!Wi# 

INTELLIW( RX 
lntelliworx (HRworx, LL C) is a VA-Verified Veteran Owned Small Business 

I] 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: The information in this transmission is confidential and proprietary to 

HRworx LLC (dba} lntelliworx. All intellectual property rights to any information within, including 

attachments, are proprietary to HRworx LLC. No part of this document may be disclosed in any 

manner to a third party without the prior written consent of HRworx LLC. 

From: Stephen Kovac< Ex 6 - (5 USC. 
---- > 

Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 2:14 PM 

To: Hays, Marilyn ◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S C. Sec 
-------- >; Jason Oksenhendler 

< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) >; Rob Hankey 

>; Emell McKelvey < 

.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec • ; David Simpson 

>; Doug Cowan l[Slsll,) .Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. > 

Cc: Nancy Delanoche< >; davictb cclure@accenturefedera.l'ft; 

stevelsonnenberg@alphaomegainte ratior-lm· d izzan amaz,..,P; 

Meredit1-l:>ost@appliedi ~ = --===~~= - ; tanctorJgeetika@bPJ!I; 

daviclpitts@businessintegra ; u en c ; sa lam@cgifeder<llil· Ken Stavinoha 

Ex 6 - 5 U.§.C. Sec 

f#IM) < >; Michael Carter >; mhettinger@hs£:I Ex 6 - (5 U.S C Ex .Ex 6 - (5 U.S C. Sec Ex 6 
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.; srussom@deloittp1rp. rnsoliman@dssin4[P· ahopkins@dssirr-'!I· 

rbussey@evolverincl[P· chudi b kafo@gsall!lt anthonylnelia@gsalll: william.huie@gsalll; 

adriennewilk@googlel[P· vspearman@granitene~[P- adewa1elomoniyi@us.ibr,,l[P

shaunaklashtaputre@karsurl 11~[P; jkupcinski@kpmrl[P; dschulman@missioncybe~II; 

mukesh@mitrellJ; teresf,velsh@anther,,l[P; koushicaalsundar2@anther,,l[P

douglajgrismore@antheri'!I· ja mesl arley@octoconsulting~[P · tayloS oberts@om t i@3; 
tcossa@comcasdlJ; jacJ silpacharn@orac18'[P· e11erl kuhn@oraclPl[P- benlctuan@precisel 

softm- nbawa@reisystemsl[P· jeffreJ walters@reisystemsl[P; spipino@salesforcpl[P

Carrilrhompson@servicenowl[P; roblpalmer@shorepointircfJI: 

Siddiguelchaudhry@snowflakel[P; gpal@stackarmo~[P; Kriste~ Boyd@usdalll; 

steverlhernandez@ectll!I; udywslex@nv~ oelll; jasorl<:ruse@hq.dhslll; 

naureerlrahman@hg!cthslll; JaimelNoble@usdojll!I: Matthe& cornelius@or,,rlffllll; 

bhajost@steelcloudlll· charles~uller@eglobaltechl[P- khomme@microsof~[P- Sorenson, 

Michael< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ,, Ex 1 >; Mike Howell< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Ex, >; David Dastvar 

◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , Ex" Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec;:x" >; Ashley Mahan - QXC < >; Rob Hankey 

.Ex 6 - (5 U.:.~.:£........: Ex" ◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. "Ex " >; John Davis > 

Subject: Re: ACT-IAC Cloud ATO Working Group Meeting 

Marilyn, 

I hate to push back on this but I would like for you to explain how FISMA and FedRAMP are 
related? I have achieved multiple FedRAMP ATO's for different company noth JAB and 
Agency, and never once was FISMA part of the process. In my humble opinion, they are 
separate cortication's, covering separate controls. 

Unless I have been doing it wrong. . .. . I would love to learn. 

Plus the current process depends on whether you are going agency or Jab. There are good 
decks on the FedRAMP.org page which walk you thru the Agency process and JAB process. 
l suggest those interested take a look. 

Thank You, 

Stephen R. Kovac 
Zscaler, Inc. 
Vice President of Global Government 
Head of Corporate Compliance 
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>www.zscaler.com< 

Breach of confidentiality 
The entire content of this email message is confidential. This also applies to any files attached 
to it. This email is intended for an individual or entity to whom they are addressed. In case 
you are not the addressee of this email, and you have received it in error, immediately contact 
the system manager. The information in this email is very sensitive, and it is intended for the 
specific addressee. This email should not be disseminated, distributed or copied. If you have 
received this email and it was not for you, make sure to immediately notify the sender by 
email and afterwards delete this email from your system. Disclosing, copying, distributing, or 
taking any action in reliance to the email content is strictly prohibited. 

From: "Hays, Marilyn" < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ,Ex " > 

Date: Thursday, April 16, 2020 at 12:07 PM 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " Ex, >, Stephen Kovac To: Jason Oksenhendler < 

1M+w--.., Rob Hankey< 

<\=tlWJltlW!II..,, Em ell McKelvey 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex 
" ' >, David Simpson 

>, "Doug Cowan ◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex " ,.. 

(i#M)''----> 
Cc: Nancy Delanoche <IWl-11(.--p :£1">, "Davidli,cclure@accenturefedera1III" 

Ex 6 - 5 U.S. C ~ Ex , < >, "stevelsonnenberg@alphaomegaintegratior!II" 

<j:ft;llj.jl~il.Jl¥Y.1e1'.mJruiJ ii>, "dpizzan@amazorlll" 

<j::£1WjiL.Pflllll">, "MeredithlDost@appliedd ll" >, 

"frencrljacqueline@barlll" < >, "tanctorlgeetika@barlll" 

Ex 6 - ~ U.S.C.:...Sec Ex" < >, "ctavidlpitts@businessintegrafll" 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex " < >, "dtuten@cdclll" < >, 

"saidullislam@cgifeden:d ll" <l=dM11L1W§4Mil">, "Ken Stavinoha fl=tJII#)" 
~-1•►1:bl>, Michael Carter <i#W11►iSi#f411>, Mike Hettingger 

,j:ffiiij.-j.isif I IP , "srussom@deloittd ll" <Wi-1•,,.■.., , 
"msoliman@dssin~II" <Wf.11L~-">, "ahopkins@dssinclll" 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. ,Ex " 49Wj•►1I\III>, "rbussey@evolverin1 II" < >, 

"chudilokafo@gsalll" <W.. ..... "14111>, "anthonylmelia@gsalll" 
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· -J•tffiff1>, "wi lliarrihuie@gsalll" < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Ex 
I >, 

"adriennewilk@googleill" ~=tlll't-11f-, >, "vspearman@granitenet,■" 

< >, "adewal~ moniyi@ud ibmlll" Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex " .Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex 
" ' ,., 

"shaunaklashtaputre@karsunl11cfll" .,Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , Ex 
"1 ' 

> , 

"jkupcinski@kpmg'II" < >, "dschulman@missioncybei ll" 

< Ex 6 - 5 U S C Sec , Ex .:..._-______ ' >, "mukesh@mitrellil" <IDIJ@ ,tlil>, 
"teresalwelsh@anthemlll" < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex 

---" n >, " koushicaclsundar2@antherr,■" 
>, "douglasfo rismore@anthe~ II" < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex 

l I 

>, "jamedtarley@octoconsultind ll" 

..,I >, "taylorlroberts@omt:{fflll" 

.. Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec "Ex, >, "tcossa@comcastll!" <t:£1Wt11f..,.,.II>, 
"jacllsilpacharn@oracl~-" 1:£1Wt1 .. iiii§4;rlll'>, "ellerl kuhn@orac1elll" 

<ellenlkuhn@orac1<-:ill'> , "be rid uan@preciselsonlll" 1w-111-,mr .'>, 
"nbawa@reisystemslll" ~11J.... Ill>, "jeffreylwalters@reisystemflll" 

,.,Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex >, "spipino@salesforcelll" < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Ex ------- ' 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex , "CarrilThompson@servicenowlll" < >, 

.. Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex , "roblpalmer@shorepointin~II" >, 

"Siddiguelchaudhry@snowflakelll" < >, Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex 
~----' 

"gpal@stackarmo~II" <i:£1Wt1■f..1Mlil> , "KristenlBoyd@usdalll" 

>, "stevenlhernandez@edlll" < 

"udywslex@n" oelll" ->, "jasorlkruse@hgldhslll" 

.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec :x 
"· ' 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex 
n J >, 

>, 

.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec,=x, >, "naureenlrahman@hg.dhslll" IIJll:IIZ; > 

"Jaimd Noble@usdojlll" < >, "MattheA ornelius@ombM" 

>, "bhajost@steelcloun!II" < > , ,.,Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6))Ex, 
----

"char1eJ fuller@eglobaltech~-" < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , Ex " >, 11 khomme@microsof~II" 

>, 

-

> "Sorenson Michael"< 
' ' . 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ,~x , 

Howell </MtJBlil>, David Dastvar < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6))~X " 

Mahan - QXC _>, Rob Hankey< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. ,Ex , 

> , Mike 

>, Ashley 

>, John 

Davis< ~ .§_.~ Ex 1 > 

Subject: RE: ACT-IAC Cloud ATO Working Group Meeting 
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When I hear a product owner complaining that they can't "get an Agency to sponsor their Fed RAMP" it 

is nearly always because they have not yet sold their product to a FISMA granting Federal Agency 

and gotten a FISMA ATO for a system that includes their product. 

I can tell you without the slightest hesitation that the root of this problem is continued industry 

misunderstanding of the purpose and mechanics of Fed RAMP authorization and the roles of the 

FedRAMP PMO, JAB, and Agencies in the program. 

The 2013 FedRAMP process no longer obtains. FedRAMP Ready and the implementation of Demand 

Monitoring has significantly altered how CSPs approach FedRAMP Authorization. 

The original FedRAMP process for new products was: 1 - make something, 2 - start selling it, 3- get a 

JAB pATO, 4 - get FISMA authorizations from your Agency customers. 

The current Fed RAMP process is: 1 - make something, 2 - start selling it, 3 - Get a Fed RAMP 

Ready, 4 - get FISMA authorization(s). 

Then: 

If any of your FISMA customers care enough about the rules and your product to give you a FISMA 

ATO, the PMO can explain to your Agency why It isn 't supposed to be "extra work" for your Agency to 

g ive it a FedRAMP ATO. It is, in fact, actually supposed to be LESS work for an Agency to give you a 

FedRAMP ATO, since you, the CSP, are responsible for hiring a 3PAO and being assessed 

independently, instead of your Agency doing the actual assessment work. Your Agency is (supposed 

to be) already reviewing the Assessment and the continuous monitoring of your contributions to their 

FISMA system ATO. 

Then: 

Be really successful, sell it to lots of Federal Agencies, get to 6 FISMA authorizations and convert to a 

JAB pATO. 

Marilyn Hays 
Security and Compliance Consultant 

From: Jason Oksenhendler Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex 6 - (5 Ex" 
J 

> 

Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 6:14 PM 

Subject: [EXTERNAL] Re: ACT-IAC Cloud ATO Working Group Meeting 

Team, 
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I work for Coalfire Systems on the Fed RAMP Assurance Team . I've been a member of the JAB, 

worked at the PMO for 2 years before that as an ISSO, and worked as a Fed RAMP program manager 

for a company that was rolled into RackSpace. I concur with a lot of the responses listed already. 

For CSPs that are having issues finding a sponsor, consider performing a readiness assessment. A 

3PAO comes in and assesses controls documented in the RAR. Yes, it' s a financial and human 

resource investment up front; however, it shows the Government agencies looking at the Fed RAMP 

marketplace that a CSP has met the rigors of certain Fed RAMP controls . 

Additionally now, as part of the agency ATO path, there is a briefing with CSP, Agency, and 

sometimes the 3PAO. This is the opportunity to make that first impression. You know the cliche 

about first impressions. Be prepared, be ready, be organized. The last thing agencies want to deal 

with are discombobulated, insecure CSPs. It shows a lack of preparedness and readiness. Send your 

best people. Show the agency you are proactive, diligent, transparent, and genuine. Have an 

initial/draft project plan. Show your motivation! Show 'em what you got! One of the keys to agency 

ATO success is once you gain their sponsorship, communicate, communicate, communicate!!! I can't 

say it enough. Operate in a silo or lie or cut corners and you're done. I've seen it more times than I 

care to admit. Go above and beyond to establish a trusted business relationship. 

Just my two cents. 

Jason 
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[EXTERNAL] Re: ACT-IAC Cloud ATO Working Group Meeting 

From Stephen Kovac -> 
To: 

Cc: 

"Hernandez, Steven" ◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 
1
Ex 6 - (L1 >, Rob Hankey 

◄Ex 6 - (5 ,Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 1 >, "Hays, Marilyn" ~:ftM •1••ff>, Jason 

Oksenhendler Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Ex 6 - (5 J' >, David Simpson 

< Ex 6 - (5,Ex 6 - (5 , >, Emel I McKelvey < Ex 6,Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec, >, Doug Cowan 

Ex 6 - ,Ex 6 - (5 , > q::tl;IM) < 

Nancy Delanoche •Ex 6 - ( 5 ,Ex 6 - ( 5 , >, davidlmccl ure@accenturefederal m 
stevelsonnenberg@alphaomegaintegration[m, dpizzan@amazon[m, 

meredithldost@appliedisa, frenchlacqueline@batilil, tandonlleetika@baha], 

davidlpitts@businessintegrc:a,, dtuten@cdcn, saidullislam@cgifederajjli, Ken 

Stavinoha 11ee, ~>, Michael Carter< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ,"' 

mhettinger@hs~c§!D, srussom@deloittei:I, msoliman@dssincDi, 

ahopkins@dssindffl, rbussey@evolverincfn, chudlokafo@gsalD, 

anthonylmelia@gsalD, williarrlhuie@gsa, adriennewilk@googleJ!li, 

vspearman@granitenea, adewalelomoniyi@uslibml!I, shaunaklashtaputre@karsunl 

11cl!I, jkupcinski@kpmglll, dschulman@missioncybera, mukesh@mitrem, 

teres~elsh@antherrilil, koushicaalsundar2@anthem!m, 

douglasbrismore@antherrB, james~arley@octoconsultingll, "Roberts, Taylor C. 

EOP/OMB" tcossa@comcastl;J!I, 

jaci<lsilpacharn@oraclelD, ellenlkuhn@oracle!m, benlduan@preciselsottl!I, 

nbawa@reisystem::B, jeffrey Jwalters@reisystemslli, spi pi no@salesforceJD, 

carrilhompson@servicenow!m, roblpalmer@shorepointinci!I], 

siddiquelchaudhry@snowflakelD, gpal@stackarmorll, kristenltJOyd@usdati:I, 

udyws~x@n"mlgov, jasorlkruse@hqldhslD, naureenlrahman@hqldhslD, 

jaimelnoble@usdoj[D, "Cornelius, Matthew T. EOP/OMB" 

<fWl.-jlj..,M¥£4l-'Y...fffitlMIIII>, bhajost@steelcloud Im, 
charledfuller@eglobaltechi!I], khomme@microsoftlm, "Sorenson, Michael" 

"Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) >, Mike Howel l~. David Dastvar 

,.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) >, Ashley Mahan - QXC >, Rob 

Hankey <l-1•►iWi§uA,I>, John Davis< 

Date: Thu , 16 Apr 2020 14:38:32 -0400 

Thanks Steve, 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , > 
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That was the part I will looking for ..... 

Thank You, 

Stephen R. Kovac 
Zscaler, Inc. 
Vice President of Global Government 
Head of Corporate Compliance 

Ex 6 - Ex 6 - (5 ' 

>www.zscaler.com< 

Breach of confidentiality 
The entire content of this email message is confidential. This also applies to any files attached 
to it. This email is intended for an individual or entity to whom they are addressed. In case 
you are not the addressee of this email, and you have received it in error, immediately contact 
the system manager. The information in this email is very sensitive, and it is intended for the 
specific addressee. This email should not be disseminated, distributed or copied. If you have 
received this email and it was not for you, make sure to immediately notify the sender by 
email and afterwards delete this email from your system. Disclosing, copying, distributing, or 
taking any action in reliance to the email content is strictly prohibited. 

From: "Hernandez, Steven" •Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec i'Ex 6 - (5 " > 

Date: Thursday, April 16, 2020 at 2:28 PM 

To: Rob Hankey < Ex 6 - (5 1Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec, >, Stephen Kovac 

< Ex 6 - "Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C." >, "Hays, Marilyn" <i=tlW IM+m•■> , Jason 

Oksenhendler < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 
' IL 

>, David Simpson 

.--~- >, Emell McKelvey < Ex 6 - (5 
' 

Ex 6 -,Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " >, "Doug 

Cowan ~)" <1111 > Ex 6 - (5 , 

Cc: Nancy Delanoche~->, 

"david jmcclure@accenturefedera~" < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) >, 
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"stevdsonnenberg@alphaomegaintegrationifl" 

< - >, "dpizzan@amazon■" 
< , "Meredith Dost@appliedisllli" 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) < > , "frenctlacqueline@ba-" 

< , "tandonl}eetika@batlll" 

< >, "davidjpitts@businessintegralll" 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) . 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

< >, "dtuten@cdclift" < >, Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 

"saidudislam@cgifederallill" < Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. Sec 552 b 6 >, "Ken Stavinoha 

n=tff!IM,)" <1#M1!1-1 >, Michael Carter .. Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) >, 

Mike Hettingger < >, "srussom@deloittei:11" 

<IWi-1•tiW§P;fl!>, "msoliman@dssinclm" < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
1 

>, 

"ahopkins@dssinc!II" , "rbussey@evolverincEi" 

< > , "chudilokafo@gs-" .q=t@li-1!J.iLii§4hllt>, Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " 

"anthonJmelia@gsalt" >, "williarrlhuie@gs-" 

< >, "adriennewilk@googlelill" < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , >, 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) "vspearman@granitenetlm" < >, 

"adewalelomoniyi@ulibm." >, ◄Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. Sec 552 b 6 

"shaunaklashtaputre@karsurllldJII" < > , Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 55~(b)(6)) 

"jkupcinski@kpmglli" 4atJ'f-fflj••>, "dschulman@missioncybe-" 

< >, "mukesh@mitrell" < >, Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , 

"teresalwelsh@anthenill" <_>, 
"koushicadsundar2@anthem~ >, 

"dougla~grismore@anthemll" < >, 

"jameJtarley@octoconsultinglli" > , 

2(b)(6)) 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

,..Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) "tayloaroberts@omrl .. " < >' 

"tcossa@comcasil" <iatl►W$ ... >, "jacl<lsilpacharn@oraclelll" 

,..Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) >, "ellerlkuhn@oraclea}" Ml'tfflMr,--., 
.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) "berlduan@preciselsottill" >, 

◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec r >, "nbawa@reisystemsal" 

"jeffreJwalters@reisystem-" .Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

"spipino@salesforcelll" .Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " > , 

3 

>, 
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Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 
"CarritThompson@servicenow." < >, 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) "roblpalmer@shorepointin-" < >, 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) .: "Siddiquelchaudhry@snowflakeil" < 

"gpal@stackarmo." < >, "Kriste1Boyd@usdall" 

< >, "udywsJex@nvldoelf" >, ·Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " 

"jason kruse@hq dhs " ◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , >, 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) >, 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , >, 

"naureer{ahman@hcldhslt" < 

"JaimelNoble@usdojl!li" < 

"Matthewl Cornelius@omt:--IIIN" ◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) .: 

◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ,: 6, >, "bhajost@steelcloud-" 

"charleslfuller@eglobaltechllt" < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) >, 

"khomme@microso-" ◄EX 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , >, "Sorenson, Michael" 

◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) >, Mike Howell .Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ,, >, David 

Dastvar < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) >, Ashley Mahan - QXC 

< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , >, Rob Hankey< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec r~ , John Davis 
.,Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552 b 6 

> 

Subject: RE: ACT-IAC Cloud ATO Working Group Meeting 

To be clear, Fed RAMP is how you meet FISMA for public cloud systems © 

Coalfire did a great writeup on this: 

>https://www.coalfire.com/Documents/Whitepapers/FISMA-vs-FedRAMP Controls-authorizations< 

Steven G Hernandez 

MBA, CISSP, CISA, CNSS , CSSLP, SSCP, CAP, ITIL 

Chief Information Security Officer 

Director, Information Assurance Services 

US Department Of Education 

550 12th St SW, Washington DC (PCP 10057) 

o:l#le 1l 1c: l!IIDIIIII 
My Availability: HTML I ICS 

How to subscribe to my availability 
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From: Rob Hankey< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " > 

Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 2:22 PM 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

1 To: Stephen Kovac < >; Hays, Marilyn < >; Jason 

Oksenhendler <l!:,l.---l-pi1'.ffi)mJ)8>; David Simpsn:l■■-j◄-:.: Emel I 
McKelvey d-~- 1 >; Doug Cowan tj=tJW) <!=!!':_ __ ~ 
Cc: Nancy Delanoche< >; davicimcclure@accenturefederal!m; 

stevelsonnenberg@alphaomegaintegratiorai; dpizzan@amazon!:I; 
MeredithlDost@appliedisl!:I); frenchlacqueline@bahl!lil; tandon(geetika@bahll; 
davidlpitts@businessintegra[m; dtuten@cdcl!I; said7siam@cgifedera i:l; Ken Stavinoha nee) ~>; Michael Carter >; mhettinger@hsgl 
dcjffl; sru~; msoliman@dssinc:im; ahopkins@dssin ; 
rbussey@evolverinclm; chudlokafo@gsal!I; anthonylmelia@gsalD; willia~huie@gsG; 
adriennewilk@googlelni; vspearman@granitenetD; adewalelomoniyi@uslibml!li__ 
shaunaklashtaputre@karsunlllcl3'E!; jkupcinski@kpmg!m; dschulman@missionc'fberE; 
mukesh@mitrel!3; teres,l,,,elsh@antherri:11; koush~sundar2@anthem!lli; 
dougla.grismore@anthem!m; jame~farleJIJtoconsulting!:I; taylo~roberts@oml:Da; 
tcossa@comcastlD; jacklsilpacharn@oracl • ; ellerlkuhn@oracle!m; benlduan@pre~ 
softm; nbawa@reisystemslm; jeftrevlwalters@reisystems■•; spipino@salesforcelD; 
CarrilThompson@serviceno ; roblpalmer@shorer1ointinc ; 
Siddiquellchaudhry@snowflake ; gpal@stackarmorli:I]; KristenlBoyd@usda~; Hernandez, 
Steven - >· udywslex@nvldoel!I; jasorlkruse@hqld~; 
naureerlrahman@hqldh ; Jaim~Noble@usdojll; Matthe.Cornelius@omblr=:p~;a-gr.:l; 
bhajost@steelcloud[m; charle!uller@eglobalte~~; khomme@microsoft ; Sorenson, 

Michael Ja--"•t'Y-->; Mike Howell< >; David Dastvar d:£1111+.-ey Mahan - QXC < ; Rob Hankey 
< >; John Davis 1::£Cm1•►iiii§#• ,,> Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , 

Subject: RE: ACT-IAC Cloud ATO Working Group Meeting 

Stephen, I was going to ask the same question. FISMA is for on-prem system and Fed RAMP for cloud
based systems. It's probably helpful if you have/had a system that was FISMA certified, but not 
necessary to get FedRAMP authorized. 

Kind regards, 

Rob Hankey I CEO 

lntelliworx I intelliworxit.com 

US Army Retired 

Business Process and Forms Automation Solutions 

Capability Statement 

Office:-
Cell:IW 
Skype· I~■-.~~ 
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INTELLIW( RX 
lntelliworx (HRworx, LL C) is a VA-Verified Veteran Owned Small Business 

(j 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: The information in this transmission is confidential and proprietary to 

HRworx LLC (dba) lntelliworx. All intellectual property rights to any information wi thin, including 

attachments, are proprietary to HRworx LLC. No part of this document may be disclosed in any 

manner to a third party without the prior written consent of HRworx LLC. 

From: Stephen Kovac< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. > 

Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 2:14 PM 

To: Hays, Marilyn ; Jason Oksenhendler 

~ I • • >; Ro Han ey _? 7 - >; Emell McKelvey 

·Ex 6 - (5 U.S C. Sec · ; David Simpson 

; Doug Cowan (1:NW) -Ex6-(5U.SC. Sec ► 

.Ex 6 - (5_U.S.C. > 

.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Cc: Nancy Delanoche >; davidlr,cclure@accenturefedera.-m; 

stevelsonnenberg@alphaomegaintegrationlffi; dpizzan@amazonlill; 

Mereditt-jDost@appliedisB: frenchljacgueline@bahll• tandorlgeetika@bahlfi; 

davicjpitts@businessintegr,ip ; dtuten@cdcll· saidull islam@cgifedera(ffl; Ken Stavinoha 

uff. ililili >; mhettinger@hs~ 

ctc:Bi; srussom@deloittJPi· rnsoliman dssin ; aho kins dssinclm; 

rbussey@evolverinr-fffl- chudilokafo@gs-P ,nthon elia sa . williarrlhuie@r~a ; 

adriennewilk@goog•• · vspearman@granitene•F adewa1d omoniyi@u. ibrnrm· 

shaunailashtaputre@karsurl11c-[ffl; jkupcinski@kpmgrflj-dschulman missionc be 

mukesh@mi"d!f · terescl.velsh@anthem'P· koushicaJ.undar2 anthem 

douglaslgrismore@anth~:P· jame! artey@octoconsulti-jffl; taylorll:oberts@orr~ ; 

tcossa@comcast{D: jaci<lsilpacharn@ora--1clffl· elle~ kuhn@orac'0 [;5fl berl:1uan@precisd 

so~@lil nbawa@reisystems .. ; jeffreylwalters@reisystem~rm- spipino@salesforc- ; 

CarrilThompson@servicenow[ffl: rotJlpalmer@shorepointin"lm. 

Siddigu~ haudhry@snowflakef!I· gpal@stackarmrffl · Kristera3oyd@usctalll; 

steverlhernandez@ecf [P-udywslex@nvldoR[!I· jasonlkruse@hglct"D· 

naureerlrahman@hg(1hsf8; JaimelNoble@usdo1[=EI; Matthe~ ornelius@ombi::fl• ■; 

iiiiiji=:~:::!!.:"1ilii2, ::;:,~:;Ivar 
<li1-·-··• -·11i-1i11-1i1-■lil-111i-1-11,1-•>; Ashley Mahan - QXC >; Rob Hankey 
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JDtn■@[P--; John Davis 1ma1A1P> 
Subject: Re: ACT-IAC Cloud ATO Working Group Meeting 

Marilyn, 

I hate to push back on this but I would like for you to explain how FISMA and FedRAMP are 
related? I have achieved multiple FedRAMP ATO's for different company noth JAB and 
Agency, and never once was FISMA part of the process. ln my humble opinion, they are 
separate cortication's, covering separate controls. 

Unless I have been doing it wrong. . ... I would love to learn. 

Plus the current process depends on whether you are going agency or Jab. There are good 
decks on the FedRAMP.org page which walk you thm the Agency process and JAB process. 
I suggest those interested take a look. 

Thank You, 

Stephen R. Kovac 
Zscaler, Inc. 
Vice President of Global Government 
Head of Corporate Compliance 

-->www.zscaler.com< 

Breach of confidentiality 
The entire content of this email message is confidential. This also applies to any files attached 
to it. This email is intended for an individual or entity to whom they are addressed. In case 
you are not the addressee of this email , and you have received it in error, immediately contact 
the system manager. The information in this email is very sensitive, and it is intended for the 
specific addressee. This email should not be disseminated, distributed or copied. If you have 
received this email and it was not for you, make sure to immediately notify the sender by 
email and afterwards delete this email from your system. Disclosing, copying, distributing, or 
taking any action in reliance to the email content is strictly prohibited. 
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From: "Hays, Marilyn" > 

Date: Thursday, April 16, 2020 at 12:07 PM 

To: Jason Oksenhendler < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) ., , Stephen Kovac 

< Ex 6 - (~ U.S.C. Sec >, Rob Hankey , David Simpson 

>, Em ell McKelvey < < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " 
----

, "Doug Cowan Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. Sec , ► 

.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. rjilJI" > 

Cc: Nancy Delanoche <1=9--;a-1-r-4.,,ntr.1~•+--4♦- >, "Davidlmcclure@accenturefederd ffl" 

· , "stevd sonnenberg@alphaomegaintegratior,lilil" 

< Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. Se_g_~lL_ 
It • ~ .. >, dp1zzan@amazorliMi 

< E~U.S.C. Sec 1 >, "Meredittloost@appliedislal]" < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " >, 

"frenctlacqueline@bar[ffl" >, "tandonllgeetika@b"' t{ffi" 

<j=tiW1•f.fii§4• 1f , "ctaviclpitts@businessintegraffl" 

<9:Blf-1•Ei+i44i-1'-{0)ruJ)J>, "dtuten@cdr.[D" < >, Ex6-(5 ___ , 

"saidull islam@cgifedera1ffl' < >, "Ken Stavinoha Q:d;J!ll.11)" 

<i=tllli-1 .. il•i.>, Michael Carter >, Mike Hettingger 

1:£1W1!J-i@i§§uAJ , "srussom@deloittaffl" <j:£1Wj.jlf.iiWffiM>, 
"msoliman@dssincmi" <[Wl.-ji~1¥i¥i4>, "ahopkins@dssindffl" 

4;pe1•►i¥4i> , "rbussey@evolverinc!D" < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , 

"chudil okafo@gsft" < , "anthonylmelia@gsa[D" 

<i=dM1•f.'ii§4M>, "wi lliamliuie@gscfn'' <i:£1W11f-.,..1a>, 

>, 

"adriennewilk@goor1-" <lttl!!ll-"IQ,.~&• I>, "vspearman@granitenet[D" 

""Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " >, "adewal~ moniyi@us!ibmllli" <!fll!li."IIJ.iijj§ij, 
11shaunaklashtaputre@karsunl 11dm" < >, 

"jkupcinski@kpmdffl" 9:£1W1•f-1W4♦ "ctschulman@missioncyberB" 

•Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , >, "mukesh@mitrJifl" 1:PW1•f-1M>, 
"teres~ elsh@anthemln" >, "koushicaalsundar2@antherrll" 

<i:£1W11►iii§9f}7..ruJru>JI> , "douglaf1rismore@antheml!I" 

< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , >, " james~arley@octoconsultind!I" 

<1;n#-ll~iiWb!Li.i,.h;ff{;t1■> , "taylo~ roberts@or dilllli?• 

< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , ► , "tcossa@comcastl!I" <1::d-,.-flL~ilEMI>, 
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"jac~ silpacharn@oracldm" < >, "elle~ kuhn@oraclelliJ,, 

"'Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. Sec n 4-l•tffljf-t, "be~ uan@preciselsoG" > 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " >, "jeffreJ walters@reisystemsB" 

> , "spipino@salesforc-" < 

"Carrilrhompson@servicenov.a1" <1#1M1•J-1E44i-1'MmJJ■> , 

◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , >, 

"roblpalmer@shorepointincili" < 

"SiddiquJ chaudhry@snowflakell" < 

>, 

Ex 6 -.. ili .. 11.&.Q,_§~_g 552 b 6 >, 

"gpal@stackarmorDil" < , "KristerlBoyd@usdail" 

1W'tffl1W>. "stevenlhernandez@e ... " 4Mff•twa·•>, 
"udywl ex@nJ doell" <1=t01-1•►i+4M>, "jaso~ kruse@hgldhd!I" 

, "naureenl rahman@hgb hsll" ◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec n• 
------- ◄Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. Sec " ---

"JaimJNoble@usdoj■' <1=t01-1•►ifi¥f-l> , "MattheJlcornelius@omt-1d• 
4dR11t1W1fJ-f@@>-a,, "bhajost@steelclc· ••" > , ◄Ex 6...:J...~ U .S.C. Sec , 

"charled tuller@eglobaltech[ffl" , "khomme@microsof-" 

1W•tffl&f .. , "Sorenson, Michael" • M¾fftM®>►, Mike 

Howell 4 > David Dastvar >, Ashley 

Mahan - aaamliliiiilliiailiiii ,.>, Rob Hankey< , John Ex 6 - 5 l.LS.C. Sec 1"' 

Subject: RE: ACT-IAC Cloud ATO Working Group Meeting 

When I hear a product owner complaining that they can't "get an Agency to sponsor their Fed RAMP" it 

is nearly always because they have not yet sold their product to a FISMA granting Federal Agency 

and gotten a FISMA ATO for a system that includes their product. 

I can tell you without the slightest hesitation that the root of this problem is continued industry 

misunderstanding of the purpose and mechanics of FedRAMP authorization and the roles of the 

FedRAMP PMO, JAB, and Agencies in the program. 

The 2013 FedRAMP process no longer obtains. FedRAMP Ready and the implementation of Demand 

Monitoring has significantly altered how CSPs approach FedRAMP Authorization. 

The original FedRAMP process for new products was: 1 - make something, 2 - start selling it, 3- get a 

JAB pATO, 4 - get FISMA authorizations from your Agency customers. 
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The current Fed RAMP process is: 1 - make something, 2 - start selling it, 3 - Get a FedRAMP 

Ready, 4 - get FISMA authorization(s). 

Then: 

If any of your FISMA customers care enough about the rules and your product to give you a FISMA 

ATO, the PMO can explain to your Agency why It isn't supposed to be "extra work" for your Agency to 

give it a FedRAMP ATO. It is, in fact, actually supposed to be LESS work for an Agency to give you a 

FedRAMP ATO, since you, the CSP, are responsible for hiring a 3PAO and being assessed 

independently, instead of your Agency doing the actual assessment work. Your Agency is (supposed 

to be) already reviewing the Assessment and the continuous monitoring of your contributions to their 

FISMA system ATO. 

Then: 

Be really successful, sell it to lots of Federal Agencies, get to 6 FISMA authorizations and convert to a 

JAB pATO. 

Marilyn Hays 
Security and Compliance Consultant 

From: Jason Oksenhendler < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. ,Ex 6 - (5 ,Ex " > 

Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 6:14 PM 

Subject: [EXTERNAL] Re: ACT-IAC Cloud ATO Working Group Meeting 

Team, 

I work for Coalfire Systems on the Fed RAMP Assurance Team. I've been a member of the JAB, 
worked at the PMO for 2 years before that as an 1550, and worked as a Fed RAMP program manager 
for a company that was rolled into RackSpace. I concur with a lot of the responses listed already. 

For CSPs that are having issues finding a sponsor, consider performing a readiness assessment. A 
3PAO comes in and assesses controls documented in the RAR. Yes, it's a financial and human 
resource investment up front; however, it shows the Government agencies looking at the Fed RAMP 
marketplace that a CSP has met the rigors of certain Fed RAMP controls. 

Additionally now, as part of the agency ATO path, there is a briefing with CSP, Agency, and 
sometimes the 3PAO. This is the opportunity to make that first impression. You know the cliche 
about first impressions. Be prepared, be ready, be organized. The last thing agencies want to deal 
with are discombobulated, insecure CSPs. It shows a lack of preparedness and readiness. Send your 
best people. Show the agency you are proactive, diligent, transparent, and genuine. Have an 
initial/draft project plan. Show your motivation! Show 'em what you got! One of the keys to agency 
ATO success is once you gain their sponsorship, communicate, communicate, communicate!!! I can't 
say it enough. Operate in a silo or lie or cut corners and you're done. I've seen it more times than I 
care to admit. Go above and beyond to establish a trusted business relationship. 
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Just my two cents. 

Jason 
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[WARNING: UNSCANNABLE EXTRACTION FAILED]Re: ACT

IAC Cloud ATO Working Group Meeting 

From William Huie - Q 

To: Rob Hanke 

Cc: Stephen Kava 

Jason Oksen 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b )(6)) 

<dsimpson@qualy >, Emell McKelvey • c~-[}oug Cowan 
1=t{M1•~~#Jfe@t.ijiLJ, ltLcy Delanoche • •11_ _ , "McClure, 

David" 

steve.sonnenberg@alphaomegaintegrationlm, "Pizzano, Dave" -

meredith.dost@appliedisai, frenchjacqueline@bahlm, tandd~~;;tik~~ 

david.pitts@businessinte r dtuten cdc.gov, said*lam@cgifederalm,_ Ken 

Stavinoha (kestavin) ichael Ca~r < 

Michael Hettinger russom@deloitte 

msoliman@dssincaJ, ahopkins@dssincaJ, rbussey@evolverincaJ, Chudi Okafo -

ICEW anthony.melia@gsa.gov, adriennewilk@googlelm, 

vspearman@graniteneti:li, adewale.omoniyi@us.ibmlm, shaunak.ashtaputre@karsun

llc.com, jkupcinski@kpmglm, dschulman@missioncyberBJ, mukesh@mitrel!I, 

teresa.welsh@antherr8, koushicaa.sundar2@anthemlm, 

douglas.grismore@anthemlm, james.farley@octoconsultinglm, "Roberts, Taylor C. 

EOP/OMB ossa@comcast.net, 

jack.silpacharn@oraclelm, ellen.kuhn@oraclelm, ben.duan@precise-sotti:li, 

nbawa@reisystemslm, jeffrey.walters@reisystemsB, spipino@salesforcelm, 

carri.thompson@servicenowlm, rob.palmer@shorepointinclm, 

siddique.chaudhry@snowflakelm, Gaurav Pal <gpal@stackarmora1>, 

TR)" ~---- - ,_ -- -
·Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

, "Kruse, Jason" 552(b)(6)) ........... ~.. .. .. . ... noble I • I hew T. EOP/OMB" 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

, bhajost@steelcloudlm, 

charles.fuller@eglobaltechlm, Karina Homme <khomme@ .. • • , Ex 6 • - • 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) Michael" , Mike Howell 552(b)(6)) 

Dastva Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C,_Sec 552 b 6 , Ashley Maha 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Rob Hankey Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , John Davis 

on, 

David 
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Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. SecEx E\ 

Date: Thu, 16 Apr 2020 15:10:54-0400 

This is a great discussion - I see FedRAMP as how you implement FISMA for the cloud. 

- There's a "pedigree" diagram somewhere (either in pyramid or other forms) that shows the 

inheritance chain e.g. Clingher-Cohen -> FISMA-> A-130 -> FedRAMP -> Agency ATO. 

So the take away I saw in Marilyn's comment was that if an Agency isn't prepared to run with the final 

"Agency ATO" (which is required per FISMA and A-130 in accordance with NIST 800-[531371 ... ) then 

they're not really prepared to take advantage of a FedRAMP authorization. 

Rob, we actually have some solutions that most people would consider more traditional "on-prem" 

environments that adhere to the FedRAMP baseline (it's encourage but not specifically required) so I 

don't define as hard a distinction and of course FedRAMP's baselines follow from the same 800-53 

control set as any federal information system must. 

- So some of it's perhaps a semantic distinction - e.g. much like does "coffee" mean 

caffeinated coffee, in which it's in opposition to "decaf coffee" or is coffee (aka FISMA in my example) 

the higher level label for both Caffeinated and Decaffeinated versions .... 

Can you tell I ran out of coffee last week? 

On Thu, Apr 16, 2020 at 2:22 PM Rob Hanke-·vrote: 

Stephen, I was going to ask the same question. FISMA is for on-prem system and FedRAMP for 

cloud-based systems. It's probably helpful if you have/had a system that was FISMA certified, but 

not necessary to get Fed RAMP authorized. 

Kind regards, 

Rob Hankey I CEO 

lntelliworx I intelliworxit{ffl 

US Army Retired 
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Business Process and Forms Automation Solutions 

Capability Statement 

Offic • • Ce,,37\ .... 
Skype: hrworxrob 

INTELLIWGRX 
lntelliworx (HRworx, LL CJ is a VA-Verified Veteran Owned Small Business 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE; The information in this transmission is confidential and proprietary to 

HRworx LLC (dba) lntelliworx. All intellectual property rights to any information within, including 

attachments, are proprietary to HRworx LLC. No part of this document may be disclosed in any 

manner to a third party without the prior written consent of HRworx LLC. 

From: Stephen Kovac 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) 

Sent: Thursday, A ril 16, 2020 2:14 PM 

oug Cowan 

izzan amazo 

; frenchjacqueline@bahfill· tandon,..geetika@bar~-
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davil itts@businessintegr~rm- dtuten@cdc.gov; said, lam@cgifeder;:it[ffl· Ken Stavinoha 

(kestavin)l:::£1Wj.11f-1rii§Q•-ichael Carter , - , • 

mhettinger@hsg-dr[ffl· srussom@deloittJ'ffl; msoliman dssin ; ahopkins@dssinr{ffl· 

rbussey@evolverinr{ffl; chudi.okafo@gsa.gov; anthony.melia@gsa.gov; william.huie@gsa.gov; 

adriennewilk@goog1Jffl· vspeanman@graniteni::>p; adewale.omoniyi@us.ibrn[ffl· 

shaunak.ashtaputre@karsun-llr{ffl· ikupcinski@kpmo[ffl· dschulman@missioncybedffl· 

mukesh@mitre[!I: teresa.welsh@anthern[ffl· koushicaa.sundar2@anthern[ffl· 

douglas.grismore@anthem[ffl· james.farley@octoconsulting[ffl; 

taylor.c.roberts@omb.eop.gov; tcossa@comcast.net; jact ilpacharn@orartJ'ffl· 

ellen.kuhn@orar1Jffl; ben.duan@precise-soft!ffi• nbawa reis stems ; 

jeffrey.walters@reisystenic::[ffl· spipino@salesforce[ffl· C om son serviceno 

rob.palmer@shorepointinr{ffl· Siddigue.Chaudhry@snowfla1<dffl; gpal@stackarmodffl· 

Kristen.Boyd@usda.gov; steven.hernandez@ed.gov; udyws ex@nv.doe.gov; 

jason.kruse@hg.dhs.gov; naureen.rahman@hg.dhs.gov; Jaime.Noble@usdoj.gov; 

Matthew.T.Cornelius omb.eop.gov; bhajost · ; 

David Dastvar Iii ••~iiaiiaiiaiiiliiiliiliiiii.1if.A.!iill,j 

; Rob Hankey Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ► 

' 

Subject: Re: ACT-IAC Cloud ATO Working Group Meeting 

Marilyn, 

; Mike Howell 

; Ashley Mahan -

; John Davis 

I hate to push back on this but I would like for you to explain how FISMA and FedRAMP 
are related? I have achieved multiple F edRAMP A TO' s for different company noth JAB 
and Agency, and never once was FISMA part of the process. In my humble opinion, 
they are separate cortication's, covering separate controls. 

Unless I have been doing it wrong... .. I would love to learn. 

Plus the current processilends on whether you are going agency or Jab. There are good 
decks on the FedRAMP _ page which walk you thru the Agency process and JAB 
process . l suggest those interested take a look. 
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Thank You, 

Stephen R. Kovac 

Zscaler, Inc. 

Vice President of Global Government 

Head of Corporate Compliance 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552 b 6 

• 

>www .zscalerjffl< 

Breach of confidentia1ity 

The entire content of this email message is confidential. This also applies to any files 
attached to it. This email is intended for an individual or entity to whom they are 
addressed. In case you are not the addressee of this email, and you have received it in 
error, immediately contact the system manager. The infmmation in this email is very 
sensitive, and it is intended for the specific addressee. This email should not be 
disseminated, distributed or copied. If you have received this email and it was not for you, 
make sure to immediately notify the sender by email and afterwards delete this email from 
your system. Disclosing, copying, distributing, or taking any action in reliance to the email 
content is strictly prohibited. 

From: "Hays, Marilyn" 

Date: Thursday, April 16, 2020 at 12:07 PM 

To: Jason Oksenhendler 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

---- , Stephen Kovac 
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Ex 6 - (5 U.S .C. Sec Ex . 
" ,... , David Simpson - · Rob Hankey ,; ::: it "mell McKelve Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex , , "Doug Cowan ,... 

(ccowan)'' -

Cc: Nancy Delanoche_, "oavid.mcclure@accenturefedera. 

<david.mcclure@accenturefeder&PW11tfflitrt-AA®l--
<steve.sonnenberg@alphaomegaintegrat; Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Se ~x 1 , 

<dpizzan@amazc .... , "Meredit 
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Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. S Ex • 
,. n , David Dastva 

Mah_an - QXC •rRob Hankey 

Dav1~IMf' -
Subject: RE: ACT-IAC Cloud ATO Working Group Meeting 

When I hear a product owner complaining that they can't "get an Agency to sponsor their 

FedRAMP" it is nearly always because they have not yet sold their product to a FISMA granting 

Federal Agency and gotten a FISMA ATO for a system that includes their product. 

I can tell you without the slightest hesitation that the root of this problem is continued industry 

misunderstanding of the purpose and mechanics of FedRAMP authorization and the roles of the 

FedRAMP PMO, JAB, and Agencies in the program. 

The 2013 FedRAMP process no longer obtains. FedRAMP Ready and the implementation of 

Demand Monitoring has significantly altered how CSPs approach FedRAMP Authorization. 
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The original FedRAMP process for new products was: 1 - make something, 2 - start selling it, 3-

get a JAB pATO, 4 - get FISMA authorizations from your Agency customers. 

The current Fed RAMP process is: 1 - make something, 2 - start selling it, 3 - Get a Fed RAMP 

Ready, 4 - get FISMA authorization(s). 

Then: 

If any of your FISMA customers care enough about the rules and your product to give you a 

FISMA ATO, the PMO can explain to your Agency why It isn't supposed to be "extra work" for your 

Agency to give it a FedRAMP ATO. It is, in fact, actually supposed to be LESS work for an Agency 

to give you a Fed RAMP ATO, since you , the CSP, are responsible for hiring a 3PAO and being 

assessed independently, instead of your Agency doing the actual assessment work. Your Agency 

is (supposed to be) already reviewing the Assessment and the continuous monitoring of your 

contributions to their FISMA system ATO. 

Then: 

Be really successful, sell it to lots of Federal Agencies, get to 6 FISMA authorizations and convert 

to a JAB pATO. 

Marilyn Hays 

Security and Compliance Consultant 

ksenhendler 

Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 b: PM 

Subject: [EXTERNAL] Re: ACT-IAC Cloud ATO Working Group Meeting 

Team, 

I work for Coalfire Systems on the Fed RAMP Assurance Team. I've been a member of the JAB, 

worked at the PMO for 2 years before that as an ISSO, and worked as a FedRAMP program 
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manager for a company that was rolled into RackSpace. I concur with a lot of the responses listed 

already. 

For CSPs that are having issues finding a sponsor, consider performing a readiness assessment. 

A 3PAO comes in and assesses controls documented in the RAR. Yes, it's a financial and human 

resource investment up front; however, it shows the Government agencies looking at the 

FedRAMP marketplace that a CSP has met the rigors of certain FedRAMP controls. 

Additionally now, as part of the agency ATO path, there is a briefing with CSP, Agency, and 

sometimes the 3PAO. This is the opportunity to make that first impression. You know the cliche 

about first impressions. Be prepared, be ready, be organized. The last thing agencies want to 

deal with are discombobulated, insecure CSPs. It shows a lack of preparedness and readiness. 

Send your best people. Show the agency you are proactive, diligent, transparent, and genuine. 

Have an initial/draft project plan. Show your motivation! Show 'em what you got! One of the keys 

to agency ATO success is once you gain their sponsorship, communicate, communicate, 

communicate!!! I can't say it enough. Operate in a silo or lie or cut corners and you're done. I've 

seen it more times than I care to admit. Go above and beyond to establish a trusted business 

relationship. 

Just my two cents. 

Jason 

(William) Jay Huie 

TTS Solutions - Deputy Assistant Commissioner, Acting 
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[EXTERNAL] Re: [External] RE: ACT-IAC Cloud ATO Working 

Group Meeting 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 
From Siddique Chaudhr Ex El 

To: "McClure, David" < 1Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6))Ex 6 

Cc: Ashley Mahan - QXC • - >, carri.thompson@servicenowBj, David 

Dastvar ...-I , David Simpson Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. SeEx 6, 

, Emell McKelvey 
' 

"Hays, Marilyn" ernandez, 

jaiml,oble@usdoj.gov, Jason Oksenhendler Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
Ex 6 - (5"-f.'li.lv(~6v W"-\'-'/\V/EX 6, 11 ollvis Ken Stavinoha 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(lh 6, kriste _ oyd@usd- "Cornelius, Matthew T. EOP/OMB" 

>, meredit ost@appliedislm, Michael Carter Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Ex 6 - (5 " 
' 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552Ex Eli)) 

"Sorenson, Michael 

, Nancy Delanoche 

Rob Hankey 

ep en ova •, • , adewallmoniyi@us.ibmlm, 

adriennewilk@googlellll ahopkins@dssind anthonf .melia@gsa.gov, 

berluan@precise-sofa, bhajost@steelcloud!m, charlelller@eglobaltech!m, 

chuditkafo@gsa.gov, davicf pitts@businessintegra!m, douglas.grismore@anthem!m, 

dpizzan@amazonlm, dsc~ulman@missioncybea, dtuten@cdc.gov, 

ellenluhn@oracleal, frenchjacqueline@bah!m, gpal@stackarmor!li, 

jac,ilpacharn@oracle!m, james.farley@octoconsulting!m, jasorlruse@hq.dhs.gov, 

jeffrey.walters@reisystemsi:11, jkupcinski@kpmgm, khomme@microsoftlm, 

koushicaa.sundar2@anthemlm, mhettinger@hsg-dclli, msoliman@dssinclli, 

mukesh@mitrem, naureen.rahman@hq.dhs.gov, nbawa@reisystemslm, 

rbussey@evolverinclli, rob.palmer@shorepointinclli, saidul.islam@cgifederal!m, 

shaunaf shtaputre@karsun-11clli, spipino@salesforcelm, srussom@deloitteal, 

steve.sonnenberg@alphaomegaintegration!m, tandon_geetika@bah!m, "Roberts, Taylor 

C. EOP/OMB" >, tcossa@comcast.net, 

teresatelsh@anthem!m, udyws_ex@nv.doe.gov, vspearman@granitenetlm, 

willia1huie@gsa.gov 

Date: Thu , 16 Apr 2020 17:47:33 -0400 
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Hey team, 

I must say it is really refreshing seeing so many professionals well-versed in the program. Being able 

to discuss our understanding of this ever evolving program through other's experiences is invaluable. 

To add on, FISMA is Law but FedRAMP may not be far behind: 

>https://www.congress.gov/bill/116th-congress/house-bill/3941 < 

Fingers crossed it becomes codified into law to help boost the FedRAMP program making all of our 

lives easier. :) 

Thanks, 

Siddique 

On Thu, Apr 16, 2020 at 5:08 PM McClure, David <david.mcclure@accenturefederal[ffl> wrote: 

Tell them Marilyn! 

Regards, 

Dave McClure 

Principal Director, Federal CIO Advisory Services 

(M) 703.785.5189 

From: Hays, Marilyn Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 
-------

Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 4:48 PM 

Emell McKelvey 
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ael Carter 

sg-d ; .::.:sr-=u=-ss.::.:o::..:..:..::=-==-.:..::= 

; rbussey@ev · · ud i.okafo@gsa.gov; 

vspearman@granitenpt!m· adewale.omoniyi@us.ibrr{ffl· s karsun-

llc.co · · upcinski@kpmglffl; dschulman@missioncybPP: m · · 

ter 

jac 

=====:..:.=.:.--• ns e oyd@usda.gov; 

rahman@hg.dhs .gov; 

Subject: [External] RE: ACT-IAC Cloud ATO Working Group Meeting 

This message is from an EXTERNAL SENDER - be CAUTIOUS of links and attachments. 
THINK BEFORE YOU CLICK. 

Just a note about this linked whitepaper FYI: 

Coalfire has been my 3PAO for many A&A cycles. They know what they are talking about. 

However, this Whitepaper was written in 2016, before the change to FedRAMP Ready and 

Demand Monitoring, so it describes the "old" Authorization processes. 

If you want the actual poop, Go read the stuff on FedRAMP's website. 
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Marilyn Hays 

------------------------------------

From: Hernandez, Steve 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 
Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. Sec " 

Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 2:28 PM 

To be clear, FedRAMP is how you meet FISMA for public cloud systems Q 

Coalfire did a great writeup on this: 

>https://www.coalfirF{ffit[)ocuments/Whitepapers/FISMA-vs-FedRAMP Controls-authorizations< 

Steven G Hernandez 

MBA, CISSP, CISA, CNSS, CSSLP, SSCP, CAP, ITIL 

Chief Information Security Officer 

Director, Information Assurance Services 

US Department Of Education 

th 
I 0057) 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

My Availability: HTML I ICS 

How to subscribe to my availability 

Take care, 

Siddique Chaudhry 

Program Manager, Information Security 
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Email, Siddigu. haudhry@snowflak. 

Snowflake Inc. -

450 Concar Drive 

San Mateo, CA 94402 
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[WARNING: UNSCANNABLE EXTRACTION 

FAILED][EXTERNAL] RE: ACT-IAC Cloud ATO Working Group 

Meeting 

From Michael Hettinger 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) 

To: Ken Stavino Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) Rob Hankey 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) William Huie - QQ Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. Sec " 

Cc: Stephen Kov 

Ex6 - 11:::.11Cf" c~~i:::i:::'"l/h\/C::\\ . --- -- ----

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

' Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) stev.nberg@alphaomegaintegration.com, "Pizzano, Dave' 

meredit • st@appliedis.com, frenchjacqueline@bah.com, tandon_geetika@bah.com, 

davili businessintegra.com, dtuten@cdc.gov, saidLl!islam@cgifederal.com, Michael 

Carter <michael.carter@coalfire.com>, srussom@deloitte.com, msoliman@dssinc.com, 

ahopkins@dssinc.com, rbussey@evolverinc.com, Chudi Okafo - ICEW 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S_:C. Sec , anthonytnelia@gsa.gov, adriennewilk@google.com, 

vspearman@granitenet.com, adewale~moniyi@us.ibm.com, shaunak.ashtaputre@karsun

llc.com, jkupcinski@kpmg.com, dschulman@missioncyber.com, mukesh@mitrelll, 

teresa.welsh@anthem.com, koushicaa.sundar2@anthem.com, 

dougla~grismore@anthem.com, james.farley@octoconsulting.com, "Roberts, Taylor C. 

EOP/OMB' , tcossa@comcast.net, 

jack.silpacharn@oracle.com, ellen.kuhn@oracle.com, ben.duan@precise-soft.com, 

nbawa@rei systems .com, jeffrey. walters@reisystems.com, spi pi no@salesforce.com, 

carri.thompson@servicenow.com, rob.palmer@shorepointinc.com, 

siddique.chaudhry@snowflake.com, Gaurav Pal <gpal@stackarmor.com>, 

kristen.boyd@usda.gov, steven.hernandez@ed.gov, "Udy, Warren (CONTR)" 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , "Kruse, Jason" Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

naureen.rahman@hq.dhs.gov, jaime.noble@usdoj.gov, "Cornelius, Matthew T. EOP/OMB" 

.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) , bhajost@steelcloud.com, 

charles.fuller@eglobaltech.com, Karina Homme 

Michael" Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " 

ke Howell 

, "Sorenson, 

>, David "Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Ex" 
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Dastvar <david.dastvar@trexsolutionsllc. 

ob Hankey Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec • 
552(b)(6)) 

• •• .. • - ~ j • • • 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) • , John Davis 

Date: Thu , 16 Apr 2020 16:59:42 -0400 

Ken is 100% correct. As I just said to Steve Kovac separately Fed RAMP PREPARES you to meet FISMA 
for cloud but FISMA still rules the day. FISMA is the law. Fed RAMP is a program . 

M;ke. Jlllllll:"''d;ng P,;nc;pal I Hett;nge, Strategy Gm,p LLC 
email: • • J >www.hsg-dc.com< 

mobil . . 571.384.7126 I @Hettinger_ Tech 

From: Ken Stavinoha (kestavin) 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 4:36 PM 

To: Rob Hankey ; William Huie - QQ 'l:91-J~ •• -
Cc: Stephen - ; Hays, Marilynl=flWJIJR • • ason 

Oksenhend ',,_; David Simpso ; Emell Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ,-

McKelvey < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) 

; Doug Cowan (ccowan) ; Nancy • • Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , 

Delanoche Ex, cClure, David .e!ll!fi.111-1jj§44i-1'..fmmJj 
· Pizzano, Dav 

Mereditttost@appl iedis.com; frenchj acqueline@bah.com; tandon geetika@bah.com; 

- - . • , • 1Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec .Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
n 

david.pitts@businessintegra.com; dtuten@cdc.gov Michael Carter • • -11@ •••• ~ ... 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552 b 6 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) . ; Michael Hettinge 

srussom@deloitte.c · ; rbussey@evolverinc.com; 

Chudi Okafo - ICEW adriennewi lk@google.com; 

vspearman@granite . .com; s auna shtaputre@karsun-llc.com; 

jkupcinski@kpmg.com; dschulman@missioncyber.com; mukesh mitr · 

- -r:::1e----'-"-a_n_th_e_m_.c_o_m; koushicaa.sundar2@anthem.com; - -'-"---1 _____ ...,_._ ____ ; 

ctoconsultin .com; Roberts, Taylor C. EOP/OMB >; 

tcossa@comcast.net; jackl ilpacharn@oracle.com; ellen.kuhn@oracle.co~ ; ben.duan@precise

soft. m; nbawa@reisystems.com; jeffre- lters@reisystems.com; spipino@salesforce.com; 

Carri horn son servicenow.com; rob.palmer@shorepointinc.com; 

Siddi u haudhr snowflake.com; Gaurav Pal <gpal@stackarmor.com>; Kristen.Boyd@usda.gov; 

steve1 hernandez@ed.gov; Udy, Warren (CONTR) >; Kruse, Jason 

<jason.kruse@hg.dhs.gov>; nauree ahman h .dhs. ov; Jaime.Noble@usdoj.gov; Cornelius, 

Matthew T. EOP/OMB >; bhajost@steelcloud.com; 

charle uller e lobaltech.com; Karina H_omme 1•1111n,:-~or~nson, Michael 

1ke Howell ~•-... i!i!I--Dav1d Dastvar 
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shley Mahan - QXC Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec · ; Rob Hankey 

Subject: RE: ACT-IAC Cloud ATO Worki 

·Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

: ' ) __ : 

I agree - great discussion. The way I have framed tlhe FISMA vs Fed RAMP for our organization is that 
FISMA is the law - found in Title Ill of the E-Government Act of 2002 and amended in 2014 as Federal 
Information Systems Modernization Act -whereas FedRAMP is the process (at least for cloud). 

FISMA ATOs are still applicable, especially in non-cloud environments, but agencies are 
"encouraged" to use the Fed RAMP process for a cloud authorization. One significant difference 
between FISMA and Fed RAMP ATOs is the formality of the Continuous Monitoring requirement 
(Con Mon is not mentioned in the 2002 FISMA law or its successor). Con Mon is viewed by agency 
sponsors as potentially the biggest drain on their resources required to maintain FedRAMP ATOs. 
Another significant difference is the requirement of independent auditors in Fed RAMP ATOs. 

,1h,1h, 
CISCO 

Ken E. Stavinoha, PhD Information Assurance Policy 
TECHNICAL LEADER - ENGINEERING 
S&TO Cloud Authorizations 

kestavi n@cisco.com 

From: Rob Hankey Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 2:55 PM 

• • Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552 b 6 s, Marily Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C Sec 552(b)(6)) ; Jason 

To: William Huie -

Cc: Stephen Kava 

Oksenhendler 

McKelvey 

Delanoche 

; Emell 

•Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b 6 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ; McClure, Davi 

jacqueline@bah.com; tandon geetika@bah.com; 

ten@cdc.gov; ~ lam@cgifederal.com; Ken Stavinoha 

ichael Carter - -
Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. Sec Michael Hettinger 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec < srussom@deloitte.com; msoliman@dssinc.com; ahopkins@dssinc.com; 

rbussey@evolverinc.com; Chudi Okafo - ICE\-M.l anthon~ melia@gsa.gov; 

adrie m; vspearman@granitenet.com; adewale.omoniyi@us.ibm.com; 

::::sh~a::..:u:.:.n~ .,-=--=:.:...:..:::=== =.:..::.s.:....-:.:..:llc:..:..c::::o:..:.m.:..:1· jkupcinski@kpmg.com; dschulman@missioncyber.com; 

mukes m1 r ; e elsh anthem.com; koushica undar2 anthem.com· 
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octoconsultin .com; Roberts, Taylor C. EOP/OMB 

omcast.net; jack.silpacharn@oracle.com; 

---~~--~ =:i=-= :..:.=<.e:..:...::..:c:..:.is::..:e::....--=-so::..:ftc.:..: . .=.co::..:m:..:..:; nbawa@reisystems.com; 

=-=-== ~ :..,...=.:..=..:....=:.=-c.:..:., sp1pino@salesforce.com; Carrl hompson@servicenow.com; 

s orepointinc.com· Siddi u haudhry@snowflake.com; Gaurav Pal 

<gpal@ ov;. steve!iiernandez@ed.gov; Udy, Warren 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

oble@usdoj .gov; Cornelius, Matthew T. EOP/OMB 

hajost@steelcloud.co · c es. ul e e ob tee c · 

Subject: RE: ACT-IAC Cloud ATO Working Group Meeting 

Thanks Wil liam {j?), 

It' s good to have someone from GSA adding to the conversation. I am assuming that even if agencies 

are using a FedRAMP approach to an on-prem soluition, they are still guided by the FedRAMP process 

and not by FISMA7 

I can send some really good coffee if you need some ..... Q 

Kind regards, 

Rob Hankey I CEO 

lntelliworx I intellfworxit.com 

US Army Retired 

Business Process and Forms Automation Solutions 

Capability Statement 

Office: Ex 6 - (5 

Ce11 j:£Ciij. 
Skype: hrworxrob 

INTELLIW( RX 
lntel/iworx (HRworx, LLC) is a VA-Verified Veteran Owned Small Business 
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CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: The information in this transmission is confidential and proprietary to 

HRworx LLC (dba) lntelliworx. All intellectual property rights to any information within, including 

attachments, are proprietary to HRworx LLC. No part of th is document may be disclosed in any 

manner to a third party without the prior written consent of HRworx LLC. 

From: William Huie - Q •Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C,.. Sec , 

Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 3:11 PM 

To: RobHan~·-J...--
Cc: Stephen Kov:.; ~ Hays, Marilyn Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) on 

Oksenhendler [3'ti(31■■f>avid Simpso Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec mell 

McKelvey 

Delanoche -
stev~ nnenberg@alphaomegaintegration.com; Pizzano, Dav 

Mereditht ost@appliedis.com; french ·ac ueline bah.c ; tandon_geetika@bah.com; 

• • • dtuten@cdc.gov; saidu . ifederal.com; Ken Stavinoha 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , , 

>; Michael Hettinger 

com; ahopkins@dssinc.com; 

anthonl:nelia@gsa .gov; 

adriennewilk@google.com; vspearman@granitenet.com; adewale.omoniyi@us.ibm.com; 

; Michael Carter Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. Sec " 

'-'--'.::..:.=..::..:...:.p.:..:..:.:..:.:...:::u- -=-===a::...:::..:.:==.:...:r;::;Fm_:_.:·.::.co:::.:m:..:..:.; koushicaa.sundar2@anthem.com; 

rle .com; Roberts, Taylor C. EOP/OMB 

elle uhn oracle.com; ben duan recise-soft.com; nbawa@reisystems.com; 

jeffre)lwalters@reisystems.com; spipino@salesforce.com; ~ 1 hompson@servicenow.com; 

rob.palmer@shorepointinc.com; Siddi u haudh snowflake.com; Gaurav Pal 

<gpal@stacka rmor. com>; '-'K"-'-ri ..:cst:..::ce-a=:...=...t..~=:...::c:::=c..c. ..:c:..::....:...::i:::.f-C--=-c..c.:..::c:.:..:...::.-===-=..::c:.,;=-:.. 

(CONTR <ud s ex nv.doe.gov>; Kruse, Jason <jason.kruse@hq.dhs.gov>; 

'===='===:ll::a'=='==='==""'==='=:::""-'--'-'-"CC....:...' -----~~-o~j~. g~o_v; Corne I ius, Matthew T. E OP /0 MB 

steel cloud.co 

E~SJ;. Sec , 

Subject: Re: ACT-IAC Cloud ATO Working Group Meeting 

This is a great discussion - I see Fed RAMP as how you implement FISMA for the cloud. 
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- There's a "pedigree" diagram somewhere (either in pyramid or other forms) that shows the 
inheritance chain e.g. Clingher-Cohen -> FISMA -> A-130 -> Fed RAMP -> Agency ATO. 

So the take away I saw in Marilyn's comment was that if an Agency isn't prepared to run with the 
final "Agency ATO" (which is required per FISMA and A-130 in accordance with NIST 800-(53 I 37 I ... ) 
then they're not really prepared to take advantage of a Fed RAMP authorization. 

Rob, we actually have some solutions that most people would consider more traditional "on-prem" 
environments that adhere to the Fed RAMP baseline (it's encourage but not specifically required) so I 
don't define as hard a distinction and of course Fed RAM P's baselines follow from the same 800-53 
control set as any federal information system must. 

- So some of it's perhaps a semantic distinction - e.g. much like does "coffee" mean 
caffeinated coffee, in which it's in opposition to "decaf coffee" or is coffee (aka FISMA in my 
example) the higher level label for both Caffeinated and Decaffeinated versions .... 

Can you tell I ran out of coffee last week? 
j 

On Thu, Apr 16, 2020 at 2:22 PM Rob Hanke•19Wt19-Wftj-f-®f@Jvrote: 
Stephen, I was going to ask the same question. FISMA is for on-prem system and FedRAMP for 
cloud-based systems. It's probably helpful if you have/had a system that was FISMA certified, but 
not necessary to get FedRAMP authorized. 

Kind regards, 

Rob Hankey I CEO 

lntelliworx I intelliworxlt.com 

US Army Retired 

Business Process and Forms Automation Solutions 

Capability Statement 

Offic 
Cell: 
Skyp 

INTELLIW ( RX 
lntelliworx (HRworx, LLC) is a VA-Verified Veteran Owned Small Business 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: The information ini this transmission is confidential and proprietary to 

HRworx LLC (dba) lntelliworx. All intellectual property rights to any information within, including 
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attachments, are proprietary to HRworx LLC. No part of this document may be disclosed in any 

manner to a third party without the prior written consent of HRworx LLC. 

From: Stephen Kova 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
'552 b 6 

Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 2:14 PM 

oug Cowan 

davidl cclure@accenturefederal.com; 

----------~ ~--~-~r_a_tio_n_._co_m; dpizzan@amazon.com; 

line@bah.com; tandon geetika@bah.com; 

en Stavinoha ... . .. ~ - - ... - - .... 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

mhettinger@hsg-dc.com; srussom@deloitte.com; .:..:.m.:..:.s....:.o....:.li"-m,,.a"'n-"""'-c;_;:_:;_;_;_;_:..c....:...~ -~-~ ---

rbussey@evolverinc.com; chudi.okafo@gsa .gov; -=a.:..:.nt.:.:_h:..::o..:..:n..,._:..:..::..:.:..:::..,,=-=--sa:::.:·=o-'-v; william.huie@gsa.gov; 

adriennewilk@google.com; vspearman@granitenet.com; adewale.omoniyi@us.ibm.com; 

shaunak.ashtaputre@karsun-llc.com; ·ku .com· dschulman@missioncyber.com; 

mukesh@mitrell!3; teres& elsh ;;---- anthem.com; 

dougl- rismore@anthem.com; m; ::..::a:.t....:..::lo::..:_r.:..:.c:..:.:.rc...::oc::b-a:...:="-=.:..=_'•"•"' 

tcossa@comcast.net; jacl ilpacharn@oracle.c oracle.com; be se-

soft.com; nbawa@reisystems.com; ·e . om; spipino@salesforce.com; 

Carl hompson@servicenow.com; ro tine.com; 

Siddigua haudhry@snowflake.com; gpal@stackarmor.com; Kristen.Boyd@usda.gov; 

stevel ernandez@ed.gov; _L__-=r::.-..,__ __ ...,_,__ ,_ ___ _ 

naure hman@hg.dhs.go Ex 6 - (5 "Ex" 

bha· e lobaltech.com; khomme@m icrosoft.com; Sorenson, 

Ex 6 - (5 USC S1 Ex" ,1. 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Set 

id Dastvar 

Hankey 

Subject: Re: ACT-IAC Cloud ATO Working Grou • 

Marilyn, 

552 b 6 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) 

Rob 

I hate to push back on this but I would like for you to explain how FISMA and FedRAMP 
are related? I have achieved multiple FedRAMP ATO's for different company noth JAB 
and Agency, and never once was FISMA part of the process. In my humble opinion, they 
are separate cortication ' s, covering separate controls. 
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Unless I have been doing it wrong.... . I would love to learn. 

Plus the current processjlends on whether you are going agency or Jab . There are good 
decks on the FedRAMP _ page which walk you thru the Agency process and JAB 
process. I suggest those interested take a look. 

Thank You, 

Stephen R. Kovac 
Zscaler, Inc. 
Vice President of Global Government 

pliance .. .. ... .. ... .. ... .. .. ... .. 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) 

. . . 

Breach of confidentiality 
The entire content of this email message is confidential. This also applies to any files 
attached to it. This email is intended for an individual or entity to whom they are 
addressed. ln case you are not the addressee of this email, and you have received it in error, 
immediately contact the system manager. The information in this email is very sensitive, 
and it is intended for the specific addressee. This email should not be disseminated, 
distributed or copied. If you have received this email and it was not for you, make sure to 
immediately notify the sender by email and afterwards delete this email from your system. 
Disclosing, copying, distributing, or taking any action in reliance to the email content is 
strictly prohibited. 

From: "Hays, Marilyn" 

Date: Thursday, April 16, 2020 at 12:07 PM 

To: Jason Oksenhendle Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) , Stephen Kovac 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)). ob Hankey 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 
David 

Simpson Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
' 
, Emell McKelvey 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) Doug Cowa Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

Cc: Nancy Delanoche Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 
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Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

---~ - __,,._,'-----1..._L__lie_d_i_s_.c_o_m>, "frenchjacqueline@bah.com" 

<frenchjacqueline@bah.com>, "ta 

- I • I II 
II 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) .. , "dtuten@cdc.gov" 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) 

"said~ islam@cgifederal.com" < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) "Ken Stavinoha 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

, Michael Carter 

Mike Hettingger ◄ 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

"srussom@deloitte.com" <srussom@deloitte.com>, "msoliman@dssinc.com" 

<msoliman@dssinc.com>, "ahopkins@dssinc.com" <ahopkins@dssinc.com>, 

"rbussey@evolverinc.com" <rbussey@evolverinc.com> _Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

<chudl okafo@gsa.gov>, "anthon melia av" Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec -, 

Ex 6 - (5 U.B.C. Sec "willianf,uie@gsa.gov" adriennewilk@google.com" 

<adriennewilk@google.com>, "vspearman@granitenet.com" 

<vspearman@granitenet.com>, "adewailmoniyi@us.ibm.com" 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 'shaumilshtaputre@karsun-llc.com" 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) , "jkupcinski@kpmg.com" 

<jkupcinski@kpmg.com>, "dschulman@missioncyber.com" 

<dschulman 

''teres els ant em.co 

anthe . -"""!tt""'""'~~~~ . , 
them.com Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) --------

comcast.net" <tcossa@comcast.net>, "jac, ilpacharn@oracle.com" 

"ellen.kuhn@oracle.com" Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) Ex 6 1 

• • <ben.duan@precise-

soft.com>, "nbawa@reisystems.com" 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 
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"spipino@salesforce.com 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) <Carr Thom son servicenow.com>, 

!ffltl'tffttrr,,;_,tj, almer@shorepointinc.com>, 
"Siddigue.Chaudhry@snowflake.com"~Siddigu& haudhry@snowflake.com>, 

"gpal@stackarmor.com" <gp~~ ~ 
<Krist o d usda. ov>, ' • -

• 
ernandez ed . --~--=-

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

David 

, John Davis 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

Subject: RE: ACT-IAC Cloud A TO Working Group Meeting 

When I hear a product owner complaining that they can't "get an Agency to sponsor their 

Fed RAMP" it is nearly always because they have not yet sold their product to a FISMA granting 

Federal Agency and gotten a FISMA ATO for a system that includes their product. 

I can tell you without the slightest hesitation that the root of this problem is continued industry 

misunderstanding of the purpose and mechanics of FedRAMP authorization and the roles of the 

FedRAMP PMO, JAB, and Agencies in the program. 

The 2013 FedRAMP process no longer obtains. FedRAMP Ready and the implementation of 

Demand Monitoring has significantly altered how CSPs approach Fed RAMP Authorization. 
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The original Fed RAMP process for new products was: 1 - make something , 2 - start selling it, 3-

get a JAB pATO, 4- get FISMA authorizations from your Agency customers. 

The current FedRAMP process is: 1 - make something, 2 - start selling it, 3 - Get a FedRAMP 

Ready, 4 - get FISMA authorization(s) . 

Then: 

If any of your FISMA customers care enough about the rules and your product to give you a FISMA 

ATO, the PMO can explain to your Agency why It isn't supposed to be "extra work" for your Agency 

to give it a FedRAMP ATO. It is, in fact, actually supposed to be LESS work for an Agency to give 

you a FedRAMP ATO, since you , the CSP, are responsible for hiring a 3PAO and being assessed 

independently, instead of your Agency doing the actua l assessment work. Your Agency is 

(supposed to be) already reviewing the Assessment and the continuous monitoring of your 

contributions to the ir FISMA system ATO. 

Then: 

Be really successful, sell it to lots of Federal Agencies, get to 6 FISMA authorizations and convert 

to a JAB pATO. 

Marilyn Hays 
Security and Compliance Consultant 

From: Jason Oksenhendler < 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 6:14 PM 

Subject: [EXTERNAL] Re: ACT-IAC Cloud ATO Working Group Meeting 

Team, 

I work for Coalfire Systems on the Fed RAMP Assurance Team. I've been a member of the JAB, 
worked at the PMO for 2 years before that as an 1550, and worked as a Fed RAMP program 
manager for a company that was rolled into RackSpace. I concur with a lot of the responses listed 
already. 

For CSPs that are having issues finding a sponsor, consider performing a readiness assessment. A 

3PAO comes in and assesses controls documented in the RAR. Yes, it's a financial and human 
resource investment up front; however, it shows the Government agencies looking at the 
FedRAMP marketplace that a CSP has met the rigors of certain FedRAMP controls. 

Additionally now, as part of the agency ATO path, there is a briefing with CSP, Agency, and 
sometimes the 3PAO. This is the opportunity to make that first impression. You know the cliche 
about first impressions. Be prepared, be ready, be organized. The last thing agencies want to 

deal with are discombobulated, insecure CSPs. It shows a lack of preparedness and readiness. 
Send your best people. Show the agency you are proactive, diligent, transparent, and genuine. 
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Have an initial/draft project plan. Show your motivation! Show 'em what you got! One of the 

keys to agency ATO success is once you gain their sponsorship, communicate, communicate, 

communicate!!! I can't say it enough . Operate in a silo or lie or cut corners and you're done. I've 

seen it more times than I care to admit. Go above and beyond to establish a trusted business 

relationship. 

Just my two cents. 

Jason 

(William) Jay Huie 

TTS Solutions - Deputy Assistant Commissioner, Acting 

U.S. General Services Administration 

lffML11Bi1Lff 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 
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[EXTERNAL] Re: ACT-IAC Cloud ATO Working Group Meeting 

From Stephen Kovac 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec . ' 

Cc: 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. S'Ex 6 
552(b)(6)) ' 

"Hays, Marilyn" .Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex 6 " , Jas 

avid Simpson Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) Ex q 1 

Doug Cowan (ccowan 

>, William Huie- QQ 

- "McClure David" • 

, ste~e.sonnen;,.rg@alph-eqratio 

- meredi!Yft@applied -

frenchjacqueline@ba andon_geetika@bahg, david.pitts@businessintegr. 

• saidul.islam@cgifederallill Michael Carter 

, srussom@deloittel!:I], msoliman@dssincD), 

ahopkins@dssincD), rbussey@evolverincS, Chudi Okafo - ICEW r=-.,_..:i 

, anthon\lielia@gsa.gov, adriennewilk@googl

vspearman@graniteneti:11, adewale.omoniyi@us.ibmm, shaunak.ashtaputre@karsun

llc.com, jkupcinski@kpmglm, dschulman@missioncyberBJ, mukesh@mitrelll, 

teresa.welsh@antherrS, koushicaa.sundar2@antheml!:11, 

douglas.grismore@anthemlm, james.farley@octoconsultingm, "Roberts, Taylor C. 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " 

EOP/OMB" >, tcossa@comcast.net, 

jack.silpacharn@oraclel!:ll, ellen.kuhn@oraclelm, ben.duan@precise-softlm, 

nbawa@reisystemslm, jeffrey.walters@reisystemslm, spipino@salesforceaJ, 

carri.thompson@servicenowlm, rob.palmer@shorepointinclm, 

siddique.chaudhry@snowflakeaJ, Gaurav Pal <gpal@stackarmo->, 

ven.hernande NTR)" 

n" 

I , hew T. EOP/OMB" 

ajost@ 

David 

, Ashley Mahan - QXC 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " , John Davis 
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Ex 6 - (5 U S C Sec 552 th ' 1'3)) . . . Ex E\ 

Date: Thu , 16 Apr 2020 17:25:17 -0400 

Thanks Mike, Marilyn and all .... . 

I think we all learned something from this .... I know I did, which is why I said "Teach me"! 
isn't that the point of these groups? 

I may not agree with all of it, but love the banter and the passion.... Makes for a good 
group! 

And Yes Marilyn, I know how long you have been around FedRAMP! • 

Fun Stuff. . .. . Take care this weekend and be safe all! I hear ice jiggling in my kitchen! Q 

Thank You, 

Stephen R. Kovac 
Zscaler, Inc. 
Vice President of Global Government 
H d f C t C mpliance • Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. fEx· 6 

552(b )(6)) , 

>www .zscaler{ffi< 

Breach of confidentiality 
The entire content of this email message is confidential. This also applies to any files attached 
to it. This email is intended for an individual or entity to whom they are addressed. In case 
you are not the addressee of this email, and you have received it in error, immediately contact 
the system manager. The information in this email is very sensitive, and it is intended for the 
specific addressee. This email should not be disseminated, distributed or copied. If you have 
received this email and it was not for you, make sure to immediately notify the sender by 
email and afterwards delete this email from your system. Disclosing, copying, distributing, or 
taking any action in reliance to the email content is strictly prohibited. 
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From: Mike Hettingger <mhettinger@hsg-d-> 

Date: Thursday, April 16, 2020 at 4:59 PM 

To: "Ken Stavinoha (kestavin)" <kestavin@cisco->, Rob Hankey 

<rob.hankey@intelliworxitll>, William Huie - QQ <william.huie@gsa.gov> 

Cc: Stephen Kovac <skovac@zscale->, "Hays, Marilyn" 

<Marilyn.Hays@perspecta->, Jason Oksenhendler 

<Jason.Oksenhendler@coalfire-> , David Simpson <dsimpson@qualys-> , 

Emell McKelvey <emell@mackkelltechll->, "Doug Cowan (ccowan)" 

<ccowan@cisco->, Nancy Delanoche <ndelanoche@actia->, "McClure, 

David" <david .mcclure@accenturefederal->, 

"steve.sonnenberg@alphaomegaintegration-" 

<steve.sonnenberg@alphaomegaintegration-> , "Pizzano, Dave" 

<dpizzan@amazon->, "Meredith. Dost@appliedis-" 

<Meredith. Dost@appliedis->, "frenchjacqueline@bah-" 

<frenchjacqueline@bah->, "tandon_geetika@bah-" 

<tandon_geetika@bah->, "david.pitts@businessintegra-" 

<david .pitts@businessintegra->, "dtuten@cdc.gov" <dtuten@cdc.gov>, 

"saidul.islam@cgifederal-" <saidul.islam@cgifederal-> , Michael Carter 

<Michael. Carter@coalfire->, "srussom@deloitte-" <srussom@deloitte->, 

"msoliman@dssin-" <msoliman@dssin->, "ahopkins@dssin-" 

<ahopkins@dssin->, "rbussey@evolverin-" <rbussey@evolverin->, 

Chudi Okafo - ICEW <chudi.okafo@gsa.gov>, "anthony.melia@gsa.gov" 

<anthony. melia@gsa.gov>, "ad riennewilk@google-" 

<adriennewilk@google->, "vspearman@granitenetll" 

<vspearman@granitenetll>, "adewale.omoniyi@us.ibm-" 

<adewale.omoniyi@us.ibm->, "shaunak.ashtaputre@karsun-11-" 

<shaunak.ashtaputre@karsun-11->, "jkupcinski@kpmg-" 

<jkupcinski@kpmg->, "dschulman@missioncybe-" 

<dschulman@missioncybe->, "mukesh@mitrelil" <mukesh@mitrelil> , 

"teresa. welsh@anthem-" <teresa. welsh@anthem->, 
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"koushicaa.sundar2@anthem-" <koushicaa.sundar2@anthem->, 

"douglas.grismore@anthem-" <douglas.grismore@anthem->, 

"james.farley@octoconsulting-" <james.farley@octoconsulting-> , "Roberts , 

Taylor C. EOP/OMB") _ 11!1"-lililill>, "tcossa@comcast.net" 

<tcossa@comcast.net> , "jack.silpacharn@oracle-" 

<jack.silpacharn@oracle-> , "ellen.kuhn@oracle-" <ellen.kuhn@oracle->, 

"ben.duan@precise-sof-" <ben.duan@precise-sof->, 

"nbawa@reisystems-" <nbawa@reisystems->, 

"jeffrey. walters@reisystems-" <jeffrey. walters@reisystems->, 

"spipino@salesforce-" <spipino 

"Carri.Thompson@serviceno 

"rob.palmer@shorepointin 

"Siddique.Chaudh 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 
,...._ J >, "bhajost@steelcloud-" 

<bhajost@steelcloud->, "charles. fuller@eglobai=ilte.cP!'lh_.. ... •P.:!'I• _____ _ 

<charles.fuller@eglobaltech->, Karina Homme • - • • 

"Sorenson, Michae 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

Ashley Mahan - QXC 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) John Davi _Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

Subject: RE: ACT-IAC Cloud ATO Working Group Meeting 

Ken is 100% correct. As I just said to Steve Kovac separately Fed RAMP PREPARES you to meet FISMA 

for cloud but FISMA still rules the day. FISMA is the law. Fed RAMP is a program. 

Mike Hettinger I President & Founding Principal I Hettinger Strategy Group LLC 
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email: mhettinger@hsg-dg J >www.hsg-nrfD< 
mobile: 703.254.6257 I office: 571 .384 .7126 I @Hettinger_ Tech 

From: Ken Stavinoha (kestavin) <kestavin@ciscnlJI-, 

Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 4:36 PM 

To: Rob Hankey r:::llll!l':llar...,r.:11,:mP.!II- ; William · -

Cc: Stephen Kovac • Marilyn 

Oksen he lil■■■■■■■■■■I;■■ Davi 

McKelvey wan (ccowan 

Delanoch avid 4i3:II 
steve.so Pizzano, Dave < _ • _ 

Meredith.Dost@appliedi~rp- french jacqueline@bahl[P- tandon geetika@bahlrp; 

david .pitts@businessintegr;;,IJI; dtuten@cdc.gov; saidul.islam@cgifedern11rp- Michael Carter 

<Michael.Carter@coalfirel[il>; Michael Hettinger Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex " " 

srussom@deloitt · · · ; ahopkins@dssincl[il; rbussey@evolverincf P· 

Chudi Okafo - I ; anthony.melia@gsa.gov; adriennewilk@googlelP· 

vs . iyi@us.ib1111rp; shaunak.ashtaputre@karsun-11cl[P· 

jkupcinski@kpmr l[il- dschulman@missioncybe~[P; mukesh@mitrell!I; 

teresa.welsh@anthe1111rp; koushicaa.sundar2@anthe111l[il- · ; 

james.farley@octoconsultingl[il· Roberts, Taylor C. EOP/O >; 

tcossa@comcast.net; jack.silpacharn@orac1efP· ellen.kuhn n precIse-

soft.com; nbawa@reisystemslP· jeffrey.walters@reisystemsl[P; spipino@salesforcPIP

Carri.Thompson@servicenowl[P; rob.palmer@1 ~1~ 

Siddigue.Chaudhry@snowflakelp; Gaurav Pa, +.i· - ,.. _K_ri_st_e ___ ___,,.__,_.,__ _ _,_,_o_v; 

steven.hernandez@ed.gov; Udy, Warren (CONTR) Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. Sec " --- Kruse, Jason 

Jaime.Noble@usdoj.gov; Cornelius, 

>; bhajost@steelcloudlp; 

<·ason.kruse h .dhs. 

MatthewT. EOP/OMB 
I 

a 1- ••1 -111-llil I I 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec E 
6 - (5 " xn 

; Sorenson, Michael 

; Rob Hankey 

Subject: RE: ACT-IAC Cloud ATO Working Group Meeting 

I agree - great discussion. The way I have framed the FISMA vs Fed RAMP for our organization is that 
FISMA is the law - found in Title Ill of the E-Government Act of 2002 and amended in 2014 as Federal 
Information Systems Modernization Act-whereas Fed RAMP is the process (at least for cloud). 

FISMA ATOs are still applicable, especially in non-cloud environments, but agencies are 
"encouraged" to use the Fed RAMP process for a cloud authorization. One significant difference 
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between FISMA and Fed RAMP ATOs is the formality of the Continuous Monit oring requirement 
(Con Mon is not mentioned in the 2002 FISMA law or its successor). Con Mon is viewed by agency 
sponsors as potentially the biggest drain on their resources required to maintain FedRAMP ATOs. 
Another significant difference is the requirement of independent auditors in Fed RAMP ATOs. 

,1h,1l1, 
CISCO 

Ken E. Stavinoha, PhD Information Assurance Policy 
TECHNICAL LEADER- ENGINEERING 
S&TO Cloud Authorizations 

Ex 6 - (5 U S.C. Ex 6 

From: Rob Hankey -Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 55: Ex 6)) 

Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 2:55 PM 

To: William Huie - Q eEx 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

Cc: Stephen Kovac s, Marilyn ~ l"v 

Ex 6 - 5 U.S C. Sec 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) . : son 

Oksenhendj David 

McKelvey 1 _p ! f~n (cco 

.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

>; Emell 

Delanoch -Ex6-(5US.C Sec McClure, David< 

steve.sonnenberg@alphaomegaintegrationt!I; Pizza 

Meredith · · · · nchjacgueline@bah 

y 

dtuten@cdc.go · · · · In. en Stavinoha 

· Michael C ichael Hettinger 

<mhettinger@hs9-n4!1,- =..:::c::..::..::::..:..:..:.=-:::..::..:..:= _;.:.;.::===="';..::.:===- ; ahopkins@dssin4!I· 
rbussey@evolverin,jp•. C ; anthony.mella@gsa.gov; 

adriennewilk@900914P- --'--'--''----'--'-"--'--'---'-'-'--'-'""""""-=-"--'--'--'--'---'--'- . • iyi@us.ibrn@I· 

shaunak.ashtaputre@karsun-114!1; jkupcinski@kprrnP • dschulman@missioncyb<>fP· 

mukesh@mitrffl · teresa. welsh@anthen{SI · koushicaa .sundar2@anthernP · 

· In; james.farley@octoconsultinrP:,; Roberts, Taylor C. EOP/OMB 

; tcossa@comcast.net; jack.silpacharn@oracl,jp· 

en. uan@precise-s0!fll· nbawa@reisysterrs(P· 

jeffrey.walters@reisystem4:fl· spipino@sal · · son@servicennJJI· 

rob.palmer@shorepointin 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Se Ex ; Udy, Warren 

(CONTR) 

iir-'~o-'-v.; Jaime.Noble@usdoj.gov; Cornelius, Matthew T. EOP/OMB 

>; bhajost@steelcloud@I· charles.fuller@eglobalter-tfll; 
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Ex 6 - (5 U.S C Sec 

Karina Homm 

Mike Howell 

_552(b)(6)) . 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. fEx , 
d Dastvar 

Subject: RE: ACT-IAC Cloud ATO Working Group Meeting 

Thanks William (j?), 

It' s good to have someone from GSA adding to the conversation. I am assuming that even if agencies 
are using a Fed RAMP approach to an on-prem solution, they are still guided by the FedRAMP process 
and not by FISMA? 

I can send some really good coffee if you need some ..... © 

Kind regards, 

Rob Hankey I CEO 

lntelliworx I inlelliworxit[ffl 

US Army Retired 

Business Process and Forms Automation Solutions 

Capability Statement 

Office: 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 
Sec 552 b 6 

Cell: x6-ff> 
Skyp ,Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 

INTELLIWC RX 
lntelliworx (HRworx, LL C) is a VA-Verified Veteran Owned Small Business 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: The information in this transmission is confidential and proprietary to 

HRworx LLC (dba) lntelliworx. All intellectual property rights to any information within, including 

attachments, are proprietary to HRworx LLC. No part of this document may be disclosed in any 

manner to a third party without the prior written consent of HRworx LLC. 

From: William Huie - QQ 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 3:11 PM 

To: RobHaokev'W 
Cc: Stepheo Kova, i ;;=z,y,, Ma,Uyo 

7 

EEX 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) ; Jason 
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. - - . - Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 
Ex Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex 

McKelvey Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 55 ~x 
1
6)),, 

David Simpso 

oug Cowan (ccowan) < 
552(b )(6)) 1 

Ex 6 - (S U.S.< Ex 11c • 

Delanoch re, David 

steve.sonnenberg@alphaomegaintegratiorlP- Pizza 

Ex 6 - (5 U.~t(_bl~J)oo..::l~JlOJJ 

, ,. - •~~
1
Ex 

Meredith.Dost@appliedisl[D· frenchjacqueline@bahl[P- tandon geetika@bahlP: 

david.pit · · · dtuten@cdc.g · · · · · en Stavinoha 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Ex "· 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex • - . 

Michael Carte 

m@deloi 

ichael Hettinger 

552(b)(6)) - ~ 
0 

-'-"-'--'--"--'-"-'-'-c_.=c::._::_'-"--'-"--' 

, - ~1Ex, ; Chudi Okafo - ICEW 

adriennewilk@googlelP· vs earman ranitenet ; adewale.omoniyi@us.ibr,,lrp-

shaunak.ashtaputre@karsun-ll~rp; jkupcinski@kpmrl[D; dschulman@missioncybe~[P; 

mukesh@mitrell!I; teresa.welsh@anther,,l[D; koushicaa.sundar2@anther,,l[D

douglas.grismore@anthernlJI· james.farley@octoconsulting~rp- Roberts, Taylor C. EOP/OMB 

<taylor.c.robertd::flM#f!I>; tcossa@comcast.net; jack.silpacharn@orac1~ rp

ellen.kuhn@oraclel[P: ben.duan@precise-sottl[P; nbawa@reisystemJP

jeffrey.walters@reisystemslP· spipino@salesforcef[P· Carri .Thompson@servicenovAP· 

rob.palmer@shorepointinrl[D; Siddique.Chaudhry@snowflakel[P'. Gaurav Pal 

<gpal@stackarmo~P>; Kristen.Boyd@usda.gov; steven.hernandez@ed.gov; Udy, Warren 

(CONTR) ; Kruse, Jason "'Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec JI• 
.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

Mike Howell 

Mahan - QXC 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex 1 " 

I 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , 

Subject: Re: ACT-IAC Cloud ATO Working Group Meeting 

This is a great discussion - I see Fed RAMP as how you implement FISMA for the cloud. 

- There's a "pedigree" diagram somewhere (either in pyramid or other forms) that shows the 
inheritance chain e.g. Clingher-Cohen -> FISMA-> A-130 -> Fed RAMP-> Agency ATO. 

So the take away I saw in Marilyn's comment was that if an Agency isn't prepared to run with the 

final "Agency ATO" (which is required per FISMA and A-130 in accordance with NIST 800-[53 I 37 I ... ) 
then they're not really prepared to take advantage of a Fed RAMP authorization. 

Rob, we actually have some solutions that most people would consider more traditional "on-prem" 

environments that adhere to the Fed RAMP baseline (it's encourage but not specifically required) so I 
don't define as hard a distinction and of course FedRAMP's baselines follow from the same 800-53 

control set as any federal information system must. 
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- So some of it's perhaps a semantic distinction - e.g. much like does "coffee" mean 
caffeinated coffee, in which it's in opposition to "decaf coffee" or is coffee (aka FISMA in my 
example) the higher level label for both Caffeinated and Decaffeinated versions .... 

Can you tell I ran out of coffee last week? 
j 

On Thu, Apr 16, 2020 at 2:22 PM Rob Hanke Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C Sec 552(b)(6)) wrote: 

Stephen, I was going to ask the same question. FISMA is for on-prem system and FedRAMP for 
cloud-based systems. It's probably helpful if you have/had a system t hat was FISMA certified, but 
not necessary to get FedRAMP authorized. 

Kind regards, 

Rob Hankey I CEO 

lntelliworx I intelliwood ffl 
US Army Retired 

Business Process and Forms Automation Solutions 

Capability Statement 

INTELLIWC RX 
lntel/iworx (HRworx, LLC) is a VA-Verified Veteran Owned Small Business 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: The information in this transmission is confidential and proprietary to 

HRworx LLC (dba) lntelliworx. All intellectual property rights to any information within, including 

attachments, are proprietary to H Rworx LLC. No part of this document may be disclosed in any 

manner to a third party without the prior written consent of HRworx LLC. 

From: Stephen Kovac Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 2:14 PM 

, Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
• • "'6"'-' \':J' u . .:,. L, . .::>t:::L; 

• · 552(b)(6)) 

9 

Jason Oksenhendler 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

.Ex 6 - (5 U S.C. Sec 
552 b 6 

David 

Doug Cowan 
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Cc: Nancy Delanoche ; david.mcclure@accenturefederc>11[P-

steve.sonnenber dpizzan@amazorl[P; 

· · · · · line@barl[P- t · ; 

Michael Carter 

mhettin er hs -d ; srussom@deloittpl[P- rnsoliman@dssincf[P· ahopkins@dssir,Jil· 

rbussey@evolverin~[P- chudi.okafo@gsa.gov; anthony.melia@gsa.gov; william.huie@gsa.gov; 

adriennewilk@googlel[P; vspearman@granitenetl[il- "3dewale.omoniyi@us.ibrrf[il· 

shaunak.ashtaputre@karsun-11cl[P· jkupcinski@kpmgl[P· dschulman@missioncybe~P

mukesh@mitrel!D; teresa.welsh@antheml[P· koushicaa.sundar2@anthem~P

douglas.grismore@antherrl[P; james.farley@octoconsultinrlP- taylor.c.roberts"=1:p-;a-~#P

tcossa@comcast.net; jack.silpacharn@orac1el[il; ellen.kuhn@oracle~P- ben.duan@precise

soft.com; nbawa@reisystem~[P-jeffrey.walters@reisystemsl[il· spipino@salesforcd[P· 

Carri.Thompson@serviceno":!P· rob.palmer@shorepointinrl[P

Siddigue.Chaudhry@snowflak""IP- gpal@stackarmo~P- Kristen.Boyd@usda.gov; 

steven.hernandez@ed.gov; udyws ex@nv.doe.gov; jason.kruse@hg.dhs.gov; 

naureen. rahman@hg.dhs.gov; Jaime. Noble@usdoj.gov; Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec;Ex 6 - (5 "Ex" 

bhajost@steelcloudlP: charles.ful ler@eglobaltec · · · orenson, 

Michael Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

; Rob 

Hankey ======= 

Subject: Re: ACT-IAC Cloud ATO Working Group Meeting 

Marilyn, 

I hate to push back on this but I would like for you to explain how FISMA and FedRAMP 
are related? I have achieved multiple FedRAMP ATO's for different company noth JAB 
and Agency, and never once was FISMA part of the process. In my humble opinion, they 
are separate cortication's, covering separate controls. 

Unless I have been doing it wrong... .. I would love to learn. 

Plus the current processilends on whether you are going agency or Jab. There are good 
decks on the FedRAMP _ page which walk you thru the Agency process and JAB 
process. I suggest those interested take a look. 

Thank You, 
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Stephen R. Kovac 
Zscaler, Inc. 
Vice President of Global Government 

-. . . ... - . . 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. SEx 6" 
552(b)(6)) ,~ .. 

• Ex 6 
• I 

Breach of confidentiality 
The entire content of this email message is confidential. This also applies to any files 
attached to it. This email is intended for an individual or entity to whom they are 
addressed. In case you are not the addressee of this email, and you have received it in error, 
immediately contact the system manager. The information in this email is very sensitive, 
and it is intended for the specific addressee. This email should not be disseminated, 
distributed or copied. If you have received this email and it was not for you, make sure to 
immediately notify the sender by email and afterwards delete this email from your system. 
Disclosing, copying, distributing, or taking any action in reliance to the email content is 
strictly prohibited. 

From: "Hays, Marilyn" 

Date: Thursday, April 16, 2020 at 12:07 PM 

To: Jason Oksenhendler Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) Ex 6 ., , Stephen Kovac 

• >, David 

>, Emell McKelvey 

I ,,. 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. S1Ex 6 
552(b)(6)) ,~ ' 

"David. mcclu re@accentu ref ederr- 1[R" <david. mccl ure@accentu refedere 1[R>, 

"steve.sonnenberg@alphaomegaintegration[R" 

<steve.sonnenberg@alphaomegaintegration->, "dpizzan@amazon[R" 

<dpizzan@amazon[R>, "Meredith.Dost@appliedis[R" 

<Meredith.Dost@appliedis[R>, "frenchjacqueline@bah[R" 

<frenchjacqueline@bahlll>, "tandon_geetika@bah[R" 

<tandon_geetika@bar[R..., , "david .pitts@businessintegre[R" 

<david.pitts@businessintegr"[R>, "dtuten@cdc.gov" <dtuten@cdc.gov>, 
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"saidul.islam@cgifederal-" <saidul.islam@cgifederal->, "Ken Stavinoha 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) . , Michael Carter 

>, Mike Hettingger 

•----'-"----_...,=-t om@deloittelll , 

<msoliman@dssincill>, 11ahopkins@dssinclll11 <ahopkins@dssincill>, 

"rbussey@evolverin 11 <rbussey@evolverin >, 11chudi.okafo@gsa.gov11 

<chudi.okafo@gsa.gov>, "anthony.melia@gsa.gov11 <anthony.melia@gsa.gov>, 

"wil liam. hu ie@gsa.gov" <william. hu ie@gsa.gov>, 11adriennewilk@google- 11 

<adriennewilk@google->, "vspearman@granitenet- 11 

<vspearman@granitene->, "adewale.omoniyi@us.ibm-" 

<adewale.omoniyi@us.ibmill>, 11shaunak.ashtaputre@karsun-11clll" 

<shau nak.ashtaputre@karsu n-llclll>, 11jku pci nski@kpmg- 11 

<jkupcinski@kpm:->, 11dschulman@missioncybe- 11 

<dschulman@missioncyberlll> , "mukesh@mitrelfi" <mukesh@mitrelfi>, 

"teresa. welsh@anthemlll11 <teresa. welsh@anthemllll>, 

"koushicaa.sundar2@anthemlll" <koushicaa.sundar2@anthemlll>, 

"douglas.grismore@anthemlll11 <douglas.grismore@anthemlll>, 

"james.farley@octoconsultingll.ll11 <james.farley@octoconsultingll.ll>, 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. ::x 6 _ (5 U.S.C. 

~ n 

11 <tayl. bertr[m.f1.m~, 

"tcossa@comcast.net" <tcossa@comcast.net>, 11jack.silpacharn@oracl'"'- 11 

<jack.silpacharn@oracl->, "ellen.kuhn@oracle- 11 

<ellen.kuhn@oracle->, "ben.duan@precise-sof- 11 <ben.duan@precise

soft.com>, 11nbawa@reisystems- 11 <nbawa@reisystems->, 

"jeffrey. walters@reisystems- 11 <jeffrey. walters@reisystems->, 

"spipino@salesforcell.ll11 <spipino@salesforcell.ll> , 
11Carri.Thompson@servicenC'a 11 <Carri.Thompson@serviceno<lP-- , 

"rob.palmer@shorepointinc-" <rob.palmer@shorepointinclll>, 

"Siddigue.Chaudhry@snowflakellll" <Siddigue.Chaudhry@snowflake->, 

"gpal@stackarmo- 11 <gpal@stackarmo->, "Kristen.Boyd@usda.gov" 

<Kristen.Boyd@usda.gov>, 11steven.hernandez@ed.gov" 

<steven.hernandez@ed.gov>, 11udyws ex@nv.doe.gov" 
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<udyws ex@nv.doe.gov>, "jason.kruse@hq.dhs.gov" <jason.kruse@hq.dhs.gov>, 

"naureen.rahman@hq.dhs.gov" <naureen.rahman@hq.dhs.gov>, 

•---· : v" <Jaime.Noble@usd · 

·_.:_,:_
1 

af.J!lla" <Matthe 

"bhajost@steelcloud-" <bhajost@steelcloud • >, 

"charles.fuller@eglobaltech " <c , 

I" 

, David 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552Ex 6 ) 

, John Davis 

' "' 1 

Subject: RE: ACT-IAC Cloud A TO Working Group Meeting 

When I hear a product owner complaining that they can't "get an Agency to sponsor their 

Fed RAMP" it is nearly always because they have not yet sold their product to a FISMA granting 

Federal Agency and gotten a FISMA ATO for a system that includes their product. 

I can tell you without the slightest hesitation that the root of this problem is continued industry 

misunderstanding of the purpose and mechanics of FedRAMP authorization and the roles of the 

FedRAMP PMO, JAB, and Agencies in the program. 

The 2013 FedRAMP process no longer obtains. FedRAMP Ready and the implementation of 

Demand Monitoring has significantly altered how CSPs approach Fed RAMP Authorization. 

The original Fed RAMP process for new products was: 1 - make something, 2 - start selling it, 3-

get a JAB pATO, 4- get FISMA authorizations from your Agency customers. 

The current FedRAMP process is: 1 - make something, 2 - start selling it, 3 - Get a FedRAMP 

Ready, 4 - get FISMA authorization(s). 

Then: 

If any of your FISMA customers care enough about the rules and your product to give you a FISMA 

ATO, the PMO can explain to your Agency why It isn't supposed to be "extra work" for your Agency 

to give it a FedRAMP ATO. It is, in fact, actually supposed to be LESS work for an Agency to give 

you a FedRAMP ATO, since you , the CSP, are responsible for hiring a 3PAO and being assessed 

independently, instead of your Agency doing the actual assessment work. Your Agency is 
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(supposed to be) already reviewing the Assessment and the continuous monitoring of your 

contributions to the ir FISMA system ATO. 

Then: 

Be really successful, sell it to lots of Federal Agencies, get to 6 FISMA authorizations and convert 

to a JAB pATO. 

Marilyn Hays 
Security and Compliance Consultant 

From: Jason Oksenhendl .Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 6:14 PM 

Subject: [EXTERNAL] Re: ACT-IAC Cloud ATO Working Group Meeting 

Team, 

I work for Coalfire Systems on the Fed RAMP Assurance Team. I've been a member of the JAB, 

worked at the PMO for 2 years before that as an 1550, and worked as a Fed RAMP program 
manager for a company that was rolled into RackSpace. I concur with a lot of the responses listed 

already. 

For CSPs that are having issues finding a sponsor, consider performing a readiness assessment. A 

3PAO comes in and assesses controls documented in the RAR. Yes, it's a financial and human 

resource investment up front; however, it shows the Government agencies looking at the 

FedRAMP marketplace that a CSP has met the rigors of certain FedRAMP controls. 

Additionally now, as part of the agency ATO path, there is a briefing with CSP, Agency, and 

sometimes the 3PAO. This is the opportunity to make that first impression. You know the cliche 

about first impressions. Be prepared, be ready, be organized. The last thing agencies want to 

deal with are discombobulated, insecure CSPs. It shows a lack of preparedness and readiness. 
Send your best people. Show the agency you are proactive, diligent, transparent, and genuine. 

Have an initial/draft project plan. Show your motivation! Show 'em what you got! One of the 
keys to agency ATO success is once you gain their sponsorship, communicate, communicate, 

communicate!!! I can't say it enough. Operate in a silo or lie or cut corners and you're done. I've 

seen it more times than I care to admit. Go above and beyond to establish a trusted business 

relationship. 

Just my two cents. 

Jason 

(William) Jay Huie 
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TTS Solutions - Deputy Assistant Commissioner, Acting 

U.S. General Services Administration 

111.rlM 
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[WARNING: UNSCANNABLE EXTRACTION 

FAILED][EXTERNAL] RE: ACT-IAC Cloud ATO Working Group 

Meeting 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 
From Rob Hanke 

To: Ken Stavinoha#!ld!fi."i!L~¥i4J.1'MmnJ, William Huie - QQ 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
. I Cc: Stephen Kovac 

Jason Oksenhendler 

Ex 6 - @ U.S.C. Sec •\ >, Doug Cowan ,a,11a&-I ~:~:~v~:lanoche Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , , "McClure, 

David" Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) i >, 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , stevtonnenberg@alphaomegaintegrationlm, "Pizzano, Dave" 

meredit~ost@appliedisa, frenchjacqueline@bah!m, tandon_geetika@bah!m, 

davidlJitts@businessintegraai, dtuten@cdc.gov, saidul~slam@cgifederal Ex q 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Carter Michael Hettinge 

, msoliman@dssinclm, ahopkins@dssin 
Fifi?( ) 

.Ex 13, 

rbussey@evolverinclm, Chudi Okafo - ICEW-1••1+n•• 
anthon\t1elia@gsa.gov, adriennewilk@googlelm, vspearman@granitenetlm, 

adewallmoniyi@us.ibmlm, shaunak.ashtaputre@karsun-11clm, jkupcinski@kpmglm, 

dschulman@missioncyberlm, mukesh@mitre!II, teresa..,elsh@anthemlm, 

koushica4sundar2@anthemlm, douglaf;irismore@anthemlm, 

jame arley@octoconsultinglm, "Roberts, Taylor C. EOP/OMB" 

_ _ >, tcossa@comcast.net, jac+ilpacharn@oraclelm, 

elle@uhn@oracleil'il, benfuan@precise-sottlm, nbawa@reisystemslm, 

jeffre',fNalters@reisystemsili, spipino@salesforcelm, carrl:hompson@servicenowlm, 

robJ>almer@shorepointinclm, siddiqu§:haudhry@snowflake!m, Gaurav Pal 

· d@usda.gov, st dy, Warren 

"Kruse, Jason" 

naureen.rahman@hq.dhs.gov, jaimE90ble@usdoj.gov, "Cornelius, Matthew T. EOP/OMB" 

Michael" 

Dastvar 

>, bhajost@steelcloud!m, 

ego altechlm, Karina Homme "Sorenson, 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

, Mike Howell <rttt;l!QjiL-l41ffl David 

, Ashley Mahan - axe 
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Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

E;6~
1

{5
1

U'.S.C. Sec Ex 6b)(6)) 

Hankey 

Date: Thu, 16 Apr 2020 16:43:04 -0400 

Well put Ken ... thanks. 

Kind regards, 

Rob Hankey I CEO 

lntelliworx I intelliwor,,-it!m 

US Army Retired 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex 6 
552(b)(6)) 

Business Process and Forms Automation Solutions 

Capability Statement 

Offic 
Cell: 
Skyp 

:Ex 6 - (5 U S.C. 
esn,'=-~3, ..... "c:: 

,....,..."--
Ex 6 - (5 

INTELLIWGRX 
lntelliworx (HRworx. LLC) is a VA-Verified Veteran Owned Small Business 

, John Davis 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: The information in this transmission is confidential and proprietary to 

HRworx LLC (dba) lntelliworx. All intellectual property rights to any information within, including 

attachments, are proprietary to HRworx LLC. No part of this document may be disclosed in any 

manner to a third party without the prior written consent of HRworx LLC. 

From: Ken Stavinoha (kestavin) Ex 6 - (5 U.S C. Ex 

Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 4:36 PM 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
To: Rob Hankey ~r.11.r.1m1:.•l!tll• ; William Huie - QQ 

Cc: Stephen KovaL -■§ , Hays, Marilyn Jason 

Oksenhendle, .jii!:l!ilifflt-Ai&va>; Dav;d 4~._.._,.. • . <mell 

McKelvey Doug Cowan d-.rt. 1 - ll!!L_ >; Nancy 

Ex 6 - 5 U S.C. Sec 552 Ex 

Delanoche ; McClure, DavidW~&;.;.iruii@-§--; 

sieve sonnenber al haome ainte rationllll; Pizzano, Dave Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Se Ex . 

Mereditt:l?ost@appliedicfP· frenchjacqueline@bahP · tandon_geetika@barllll: 

davicl>itts@businessintegrc>fi£1; dtuten@cdc.gov; saidui,lam@cgifeder?f!I· Michael Carter 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex M ichael Hettinge Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex 
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; ahopkins@dssin,fp· rbussey@evolverinrfil· 

nthon elia sa. ov; adriennewilk@goog14il· 

vs earman ranitene ; adewal omoni i us.ibml!I; shaunakf shtaputre@karsun-114:!I· 
jkupcinski@kpm,,l!I· dschulman@missioncyb•=JP· mukesh@mitr4!f • 

teresfveish@anthelT'l!I; koushical undar2@antheml!I· douglal rismore@anthernl!I· 

jamei arley@octoconsultinnl!I· Roberts, Taylor C. EOP/OMB >; 

tcossa@comcast.net; jacg ilpacharn@orar-14'1· ellen kuhn oracl ; ben.duan@precise-

soft.com; nbawa@reisystelT'cfP· jeffrejvalters@reisystemsJP· spipino@salesforcPl!I; 

Car@fhompson@servicen04!1: ro~ palmer@shorepointincfR· 

Siddigue.Chaudhry@snowfla1<4il· Gaurav Pal KristerJoyd@usda.gov; 

stevelijhernandez@ed.gov; Udy, Warren (CONTR) >; Kruse, Jason 

<jasorlruse@hg.dhs.gov>; naureet:ahman@hg.dhs.gov; Jaimt Noble@usdoj.gov; Cornelius, 

Matthew T. EOP/OMB >; bhajost@steelcloucl!I; 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S C. Sec 552(b)(6) Ex 

· Rob Hankey 

I agree - great discussion. The way I have framed tlhe FISMA vs Fed RAMP for our organization is that 
FISMA is the law - found in Title Ill of the E-Government Act of 2002 and amended in 2014 as Federal 
Information Systems Modernization Act - whereas FedRAMP is the process (at least for cloud). 

FISMA ATOs are still applicable, especially in non-cloud environments, but agencies are 
"encouraged" to use the Fed RAMP process for a cloud authorization. One significant difference 
between FISMA and Fed RAMP ATOs is the formality of the Continuous Monitoring requirement 
(Con Mon is not mentioned in the 2002 FISMA law or its successor). Con Mon is viewed by agency 
sponsors as potentially the biggest drain on their resources required to maintain FedRAMP ATOs. 
Another significant difference is the requirement of independent auditors in FedRAMP ATOs. 

,1h,1h, 
CISCO 

Ken E. Stavinoha, PhD Information Assurance Policy 
TECHNICAL LEADER - ENGINEERING 
S& TO Cloud Authorizations 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C.Ex 6 
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From: Rob Hankey ◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 2:55 PM 

To: William Huie - Q 
:::. 

; Hays, Marilyn ; Jason 

1Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
n 

;DavidSimpsor ~ 
1
j[mell 

McKelvey - _ >; Doug Cowam?■r••~ 
Delanoche ; McClure, Da·,I~ -•!-' --; 
stevf onnenberg@alphaomegaintegratiorl[P• Pizzano, Dave 

Meredith.Dost@appliedislP· frenchjacqueline@bahl[P• tandon geetika@bahl[P; 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , 

davidl itts :r:'r.!Eil · dtuten cdc. ov; saidul islam@cgifedern1l[P• Ken Stavinoha 

; Michael Hettinger Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec n· 

; ahopkins@dssincf[P· 

rbussey evo ven ; ; anthon[lnelia@gsa.gov; 

adriennewilk@googlel[P· vs earman ranitenet ; adewaleJ moniyi@us.ibrril[P• 

shaunal ashtaputre@karsun-ll~[P; jkupcinski@kpmrl[P; dschulman@missioncybe~[P; 

mukesh@mitrellJ; teresfyelsh@antherril[P; koushicaw,undar2@antherri1P• 

douglafJrismore@anther-ilJI· jameJ arley@octoconsulting~[P· Roberts, Taylor C. EOP/OMB 

<taylo- obertd::flWW@!I-,.; tcossa@comcast.net; jackl.silpacharn@oraclp1p . 

~ kuhn@orac1el[il; bef:1 uan@precise-sott1[D; nbawa@reisystemJ[P• 

jeffreylyvalters@reisystemsl[P· spipino@salesforcef[il· ~ hompson@servicenovJ[P· 

rotli§:?almer@shorepointinrl[P; Siddiqu§ haudhry@snowflakel[D; Gaurav Pal 

<gpal@stackarmo~[P>; Krister13oyd@usda.gov; steve~ ernandez@ed.gov; Udy, Warren 

(CONTR Kruse, Jason Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " 
naureef ahman@hq.dhs.gov; Jaime~ oble@usdoj .gov; Cornelius, Matthew T. EOP/OMB 

>; bhajost@steelclou0l[P• ~ 1 uller@eglobaltecrl[P• Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex 6 - (5 Ex 
' I ' 

Karina Homm..!iliJlr=-..-1r;:a,1n1r.::■r.i.'l•~:::1:2'!11r■:11•; Sorenson, Michael 

Mike Howell •liFd Dastvar - • l;JjW· Ashley 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6 Ex " 

Mahan -QX~-;-f!W; Rob Hanke • • ; John Davis 

, .. , .• ~~ 
Subject: RE: ACT-IAC Cloud ATO Working Group Meeting 

Thanks William (j?), 

It's good to have someone from GSA adding to the conversation. I am assuming that even if agencies 
are using a FedRAMP approach to an on-prem solution, they are still guided by the Fed RAMP process 
and not by FISMA? 

I can send some really good coffee if you need some ..... Q 
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Kind regards, 

Rob Hankey I CEO 

lntelliworx I intelliworxitlffl 
US Army Retired 

Business Process and Forms Automation Solutions 

Capability Statement 

_Ex6-(5USC. 
.. 0 .......... cc,.., , 1,,.,1c\\ 0ffic 

Cell: Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 

Skype:IW 

INTELLIW( RX 
/ntelliworx (HRworx, LL C) is a VA-Verti'ied Veteran Owned Small Business 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: The information in this transmission is confidential and proprietary to 

HRworx LLC (dba) lntelliworx. All intellectual property rights to any information within, including 

attachments, are proprietary to HRworx LLC. No part of this document may be disclosed in any 

manner to a third party without the prior written consent of HRworx LLC. 

From: William Huie - QQ < 

Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 3:11 PM 

To: Rob Hankey .Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

- , , . Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec arilyn ; Jason . - _ , _ Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) ; David Simpson • .,;;a;::;-.:;.a;:;,o_.,..,_ ; Emell 

McKelvey Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C Sec Ex • •, • - Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ; ancy 

Delanoche ; McClure, David Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec · Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) Ex 

stevf onnenberg@alphaomegaintegratiorAI; Pizzano, Dave j::£1Wj.1•~,..__ii\►: 
Me · · · · chj acgueline@bahP · tandon geetika@b;:,tfil: 

tuten@cdc.g .c.-=..cc..:..."'-C.-=..c=-C..>L..c..c...;;c.c..c.;~ - Ken Stavinoha 

; Michael Hettinger 

kins@dssinrfil· 

u I a o - liilllillUiaillillillliiiii an on)lmelia@gsa.gov; 

adriennewilk@goog1,fll• vspearman@granitenetfil· adewalEf?moniyi@us.ibriJil· 

shauna1 ashtaputre@karsun- 114il; jkupcinski@kprrnfil· dschulman@missioncyb<>,JP· 

mukesh@mitr,fi3· teres§lli'elsh@anthemJil· koushica<jsundar2@antheriP · 
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dougla@ rismore@antheri(P· jamed farley@octoconsulting~[il- Roberts, Taylor C. EOP/OMB 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. , 6 - (5 "Ex~ >; tcossa@comcast.net; jac{l, ilpacharn@oraclpl[il

ellerJ<uhn@oraclelP; bera1uan@precise-sott1[D; nbawa@reisystemd[il

jeffrejyalters@reisystemsl[il· spipino@salesforcef P· Carri::hompson@servicenovJP· 

rot9?almer@shorepointinrlp; SiddiguE{i:,haudhry@snowflakel[D'. Gaurav Pal 

<gpal@stackarmo~[il>; Kriste~ oyd@usda.gov; stevert,ernandez@ed.gov; Udy, Warren 

(CONTR ; Kruse, Jason Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. Sec ,. 

naureen ahman h .dhs. ov· Jaim oble uscto·. ov· Cornelius Matthew T. EOP/OMB 

renson, 1 

-Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Ex, Mike Howell ; av1 Dastvar ~ • • s ey 
- l 

Mahan-~ Rob Hankey John Dav;, -Subject: Re: ACT-IAC Cloud ATO Working Group Meeting 

This is a great discussion - I see Fed RAMP as how you implement FISMA for the cloud. 

- There's a "pedigree" diagram somewhere (either in pyramid or other forms) that shows the 

inheritance chain e.g. Clingher-Cohen -> FISMA -> A-130 -> Fed RAMP-> Agency ATO. 

So the take away I saw in Marilyn's comment was that if an Agency isn't prepared to run with the 

final "Agency ATO" (which is required per FISMA and A-130 in accordance with NIST 800-[53 I 37 I ... ) 
then they're not really prepared to take advantage of a Fed RAMP authorization. 

Rob, we actually have some solutions that most people would consider more traditional "on-prem" 

environments that adhere to the Fed RAMP baseline (it's encourage but not specifically required) so I 

don't define as hard a distinction and of course Fed RAM P's baselines follow from the same 800-53 

control set as any federal information system must. 

- So some of it's perhaps a semantic distinction - e.g. much like does "coffee" mean 

caffeinated coffee, in which it's in opposition to "decaf coffee" or is coffee (aka FISMA in my 

example) the higher level label for both Caffeinated and Decaffeinated versions .... 

Can you tell I ran out of coffee last week? 

j 

On Thu, Apr 16, 2020 at 2:22 PM Rob Hankey< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec rote: 

Stephen, I was going to ask the same question. FISMA is for on-prem system and FedRAMP for 

cloud-based systems. It's probably helpful if you have/had a system that was FISMA certified, but 

not necessary to get Fed RAMP authorized . 

Kind regards, 

Rob Hankey I CEO 

lntelliworx I intelliworxidffl 
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US Army Retired 

Business Process and Forms Automation Solutions 

Capability Statement 

Ex 6 - (5 U S.C. 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 
Office 
Cel 
Sky , Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. 

INTELuwr RX 
lnte/liworx (HRworx, LL C) is a VA-Verified Veteran Owned Small Business 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: The information in this transmission is confidential and proprietary to 

HRworx LLC (dba) lntelliworx. All intellectual property rights to any information within, including 

attachments, are proprietary to HRworx LLC. No part of this document may be disclosed in any 

manner to a third party without the prior written consent of HRworx LLC . 

From: Stephen Kovac . Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Ex 

Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 2:14 PM 

, . . Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex ; Jason Oksenhendler 

Ex 6 -(5 U.S.C. si12l~~ti1j(6) Ex ; Rob Hankey ·Ex 6 - (5 U S C. Sec Ex • 
, , Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Se Ex 

t:;t:;')/h\/&::11 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 5521 Ex )) 

· Emell McKelvey Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex . 

; David 

Doug Cowan 

Cc: Nancy Delanoche <ndelanoche@actiarJil>; davi<f':lncclure@accenturefeder?1!D· 
stevt,onnenberg@alphaomegaintegratio,fp· dpizzan@amazonP • 

MeredithJ:?ost@appliecii4!1: frenchjacgueline@bah(il· tandon_geetika@bahP · 

davic&>itts@businessintegr:::iP · dtuten@cdc.gov; saidu. slam@cgifedera1P · Ken Stavinoha 

Michael Carter ·Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

mhettin er hs -d ; srussom@deloittd9: msoliman@dssin,fp: ahopkins@dssir ,fp· 

rbussey@evolverinr:P · chudilokafo@gsa.gov; anthonl1elia@gsa.gov; williarrJiuie@gsa.gov; 

adriennewilk@googlep ; vspearman@graniten<>fP· adewallomoniyi@us.ibmfP• 

shaunajJshtaputre@karsun-11,fp· jkupcinski@kprncf;II; dschulman@missioncybef!I· 

mukesh@mitr@ ; teresalvelsh@antheniP · koushica. undar2@antheml!f · 

dougla!IJrismore@anthenjp: jame11arley@octoconsultirnP • ta lor oberts 

tcossa@comcast.net; jack.silpacharn@orac1of!I· ellen.kuhn oracl ; benJJuan@precise-

soft.com; nbawa@reisystemsP · ieffreYfJalters@reisystemsP · spipino@salesforcd;II· 
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Carrlrhompson@serviceno""P· rqlpalmer@shorepointin~P

Siddiquel:haudhry@snowflakPIP-gpal@stackarmodP· Kristet Boyd@usda.gov; 

stevei ernandez@ed.gov; udyws ex@nv.doe.gov; jaso1 kruse@hg.dhs.gov; 

naureet ahman@hq.dhs.gov; Jaim~ oble@usdoj.gov; Matthe. orneliL1~11'!!!1:p-;a-1eWP
bhajost@steelcloudlP: char1e1!111er@eglobaltechlP: khomme@microsottlP- Sorenson, 

Michael Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) ; Rob 

Hankey Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 1 ; John Davis 

Subject: Re: ACT-IAC Cloud ATO Working Group Meeting 

Marilyn, 

I hate to push back on this but I would like for you to explain how FISMA and FedRAMP 
are related? I have achieved multiple FedRAMP ATO's for different company noth JAB 
and Agency, and never once was FISMA part of the process. In my humble opinion, they 
are separate cortication ' s, covering separate controls. 

Unless I have been doing it wrong..... I would love to learn. 

Plus the current processilends on whether you are going agency or Jab. There are good 
decks on the FedRAMP _ page which walk you thru the Agency process and JAB 
process. I suggest those interested take a look. 

Thank You, 

Stephen R. Kovac 
Zscaler, Inc . 
Vice President of Global Government 

ance 

Breach of confidentiality 
The entire content of this email message is confidential. This also applies to any files 
attached to it. This email is intended for an individual or entity to whom they are 
addressed. In case you are not the addressee of this email, and you have received it in error, 
immediately contact the system manager. The information in this email is very sensitive, 
and it is intended for the specific addressee. This email should not be disseminated, 
distributed or copied. If you have received this email and it was not for you, make sure to 
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immediately notify the sender by email and afterwards delete this email from your system. 
Disclosing, copying, distributing, or taking any action in reliance to the email content is 
strictly prohibited. 

From: "Hays, Marilyn" 
_Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6Ex 6 

Date: Thursday, April 16, 2020 at 12:07 PM 

n ,,-

To: Jason Oksenhendler ·Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) Ex 6 , ,,-

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex 6 " ► 

Simpson 

.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(bEx 6 
'"' J 

<Mere Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b'Ex 6 
, ✓ ,.. n 

<frenchjacgueline@bah >, "tandon_geetika@bah " 

Stephen Kovac 

mazon-" 

<tandon_geetika@bah • >, "david.pitts@businessintegra • " 

<david itts businessinte ra • >, dtuten@cdc.gov>, 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) 

• • , "Ken Stavinoha 

, Michael Carter 
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<shaunak ash 

"kupcinski 

kesh@mitrelfi>, 

"koushicaa undar2@anthemlll •~- ~ 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

"dougla1 grismore@anthem " 

"jamesiarley@octoconsulting • Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

'roberts Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 
' 

"tcossa@comcast.net' Ex 6 - (5 U 

<jack.silpacharn@oracl->, "elle~ uhn@oracle • 11 

<elle. 1hn oracle • > 

soft.com 

bel uan@precise-
. • > 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

<ste • ndez@ed.gov>, 11 _ex@nv.doe.gov" 
II -Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

"M . • orneliurl _ >, 

"bhajost@steelcloud- 11 Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 1 

"charlesl uller@eglobalte • " .. Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

avid 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec • >, John Davis 
552(b)(6)) 
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Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

Subject: RE: ACT-IAC Cloud A TO Working Group Meeting 

When I hear a product owner complaining that they can't "get an Agency to sponsor their 

Fed RAMP" it is nearly always because they have not yet sold their product to a FISMA granting 

Federal Agency and gotten a FISMA ATO for a system that includes their product. 

I can tell you without the slightest hesitation that the root of this problem is continued industry 

misunderstanding of the purpose and mechanics of FedRAMP authorization and the roles of the 

FedRAMP PMO, JAB, and Agencies in the program. 

The 2013 FedRAMP process no longer obtains. FedRAMP Ready and the implementation of 

Demand Monitoring has significantly altered how CSPs approach Fed RAMP Authorization. 

The original Fed RAMP process for new products was: 1 - make something, 2 - start selling it, 3-

get a JAB pATO, 4 - get FISMA authorizations from your Agency customers. 

The current FedRAMP process is: 1 - make something, 2 - start selling it, 3 - Get a FedRAMP 

Ready, 4 - get FISMA authorization(s). 

Then: 

If any of your FISMA customers care enough about the rules and your product to give you a FISMA 

ATO, the PMO can explain to your Agency why It isn't supposed to be "extra work" for your Agency 

to give it a FedRAMP ATO. It is, in fact, actually supposed to be LESS work for an Agency to give 

you a FedRAMP ATO, since you, the CSP, are responsible for hiring a 3PAO and being assessed 

independently, instead of your Agency doing the actual assessment work. Your Agency is 

(supposed to be) already reviewing the Assessment and the continuous monitoring of your 

contributions to their FISMA system ATO. 

Then: 

Be really successful, sell it to lots of Federal Agencies, get to 6 FISMA authorizations and convert 

to a JAB pATO. 

Marilyn Hays 
Security and Compliance Consultant 

From: Jason Oksenhendler Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 6:14 PM 

Subject: [EXTERNAL] Re: ACT-IAC Cloud ATO Working Group Meeting 
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Team, 

I work for Coalfire Systems on the Fed RAMP Assurance Team. I've been a member of the JAB, 

worked at the PMO for 2 years before that as an 1550, and worked as a Fed RAMP program 

manager for a company that was rolled into RackSpace. I concur with a lot of the responses listed 

already. 

For CSPs that are having issues finding a sponsor, consider performing a readiness assessment. A 

3PAO comes in and assesses controls documented in the RAR. Yes, it's a financial and human 

resource investment up front; however, it shows the Government agencies looking at the 

FedRAMP marketplace that a CSP has met the rigors of certain FedRAMP controls. 

Additionally now, as part of the agency ATO path, there is a briefing with CSP, Agency, and 

sometimes the 3PAO. This is the opportunity to make that first impression. You know the cliche 

about first impressions. Be prepared, be ready, be organized. The last thing agencies want to 

deal with are discombobulated, insecure CSPs. It shows a lack of preparedness and readiness. 

Send your best people. Show the agency you are proactive, diligent, transparent, and genuine. 

Have an initial/draft project plan. Show your motivation! Show 'em what you got! One of the 

keys to agency ATO success is once you gain their sponsorship, communicate, communicate, 

communicate!!! I can't say it enough . Operate in a silo or lie or cut corners and you're done. I've 

seen it more times than I care to admit. Go above and beyond to establish a trusted business 

relationship. 

Just my two cents. 

Jason 

(William) Jay Huie 

TTS Solutions - Deputy Assistant Commissioner, Acting 

inistration . . . . .. . . -. 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) 
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[EXTERNAL] RE: ACT-IAC Cloud ATO Working Group Meeting 

From Emell McKelvey <emell@mackkelltechllca)> 

To: 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

"Hays, Marilyn" >, "Hernandez, Steven" 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec "~ 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) . -.r,!nR~~,:~~:~~I ~:~:ac 

Cc: 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) Slmpsn1alr~oug C 

Nancy Delanoch; ;;, •• daviincclure@accenturefederallm, 

stevjonnenberg@alphaomegaintegrationlm, dpizzan@amazonlm, 

mereditt'1ost@appliedisai, frenchjacqueline@bahlm, tandon_geetika@bahlm, 

davif itts@businessintegrami, dtuten@cdc.gov, saidull5lam@cgifedera1m, Ken 

Stavinoha , Michael Carte Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

mhettinger@hsg-d , srussom@deloitteili, msoliman@dssinca), 

ahopkins@dssinca), rbussey@evolverincS, chudilkafo@gsa.gov, 

anthonlielia@gsa.gov, williaf uie@gsa.gov, adriennewilk@googlem, 

vspearman@granitenet!li, adewall>moniyi@us.ibmlm, shaunalf3lshtaputre@karsun

llc.com, jkupcinski@kpmgm, dschulman@missioncyberlm, mukesh@mitrel!I, 

teres@,velsh@antherrE, koushiccl,undar2@anthemlm, 

dougla~rismore@anthemlm, jamaarley@octoconsultinglm, "Roberts, Taylor C. 

EOP/OMB' tcossa@comcast.net, 

jacmJlpacharn@oracle , ellen1kuhn@orac1elm, berlduan@precise-soft!li, 

nbawa@reisystemslm, jeffre9'alters@reisystemslm, spipino@salesforcelm, 

carfhompson@servicenowlm, rolPalmer@shorepointincS, 

siddiq.hry@snowflakelm, gpal@stackarmorlm, kristen~oyd@usda.gov, 

udyws_ ~' .doe.gov, jason~ruse@hq.dhs.gov, naureer"4rahman@hq.dhs.gov, 

jaime.noble@usdoj.gov, "Cornelius, Matthew T. EOP/OMB" 

< >, bhajost@steelcloudlm, Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. Sec 552 b 6 

charle uller@eglobaltechlm, khomme@microsoft!li], "Sorenson, Michael" 

Mike Howell >, David Dastvar 

• - • • Ashley Mahan -OX_, Rob 

Hankey <rob.hankey@hrworxlm>, John Davis <john.davi;@~y;i~~~ 

Date: Thu, 16 Apr 2020 17:33:26-0400 

Thank you for that input Marilyn. I will adjust my reference material appropriately with this new 
information 
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Emell McKelvey 
Owner/CTO 
Mackkell Technolo ies LLC 
p: 
f: 

IT end Telc:communications Inf restructure Specialists 

From: Hays, Marilyn .Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec • 

Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 4:48 PM 

To: Hernandez, Steven 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

,.... ,.. - c., C: 

,-v n - re; I I ~ r. ~"'"" • • • 

n • • • • • Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 
- , - .Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) Stephen Kovac 

David Simpso Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
Ex 6 - (51J.~.t"''sec 552(b)(6))" 

; Emell McKelvey Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec - - • • . . 
Cc: davilncclure@accenturefederalla}; 
stev ; dpizzan@amazonlal 
M e@bah • · tandon eetika@bahl!lil 

tuten@cdc.g ir:iiiln Ken Stavinoha 
mhettinger@hsg-
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Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex q " John Davi 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex 6 I 

Subject: RE: ACT-IAC Cloud ATO Working Group Meeting 

Just a note about this linked whitepaper FYI: 

Coalfire has been my 3PAO for many A&A cycles. They know what they are talking about. However, 

this Whitepaper was written in 2016, before the change to FedRAMP Ready and Demand Monitoring, 

so it describes the "old" Authorization processes. 

If you want the actual poop, Go read the stuff on FedRAMP's website. 

Marilyn Hays 

From: Hernandez, Steven 

Sent: Thursday, April 16, 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

. . . .. 

To be clear, Fed RAMP is how you meet FISMA for public cloud systems Q 

Coalfire did a great writeup on this: 

>https://www.coalfirJffl/Documents/Whitepapers/FISMA-vs-FedRAMP Controls-authorizations< 

Steven G Hernandez 

MBA, CISSP, CISA, CNSS , CSSLP, SSCP, CAP, ITIL 

Chief Information Security Officer 

Director, Information Assurance Services 

US Department Of Education 

550 12th St SW, Washington DC (PCP 10057) 

0 Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

My Availability: HTML I ICS 

How to subscribe to my availability 
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[EXTERNAL] RE: ACT-IAC Cloud ATO Working Group Meeting 

From 

To: 

Cc: 

Gaurav Pal Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , 

St~~hen Kovac illll~ Hankey 1=tlW1•~iAl§4• 
W1ll1am Huie - QO-;'lii, --•■-11-liai■-iiai■..Jall 
"Hays, Marilyn' Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) Jason Oksenhendler 

Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. Sec 552 b 6 

McKelvey Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , 
, David Simpson 111Mltti~e~I 

Doug Cowan Jf>l, 
1 •• , • Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec <" >, "McClure, David" 

,:;,:;')/h \/~ \ \ 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) , stevelsonnenberg@alphaomegaintegrationlm, 

• I I• • Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec _ , meredittJiost@appliedism:11, 

frenchjacqueline@bah!m, tandon_geetika@bahlm, david pitts@businessintegralm, 

dtuten@cd slam@cgifederal!m, Ken Stavinoha 

, srussom@deloittelm, msoliman@dssinclllJ, 

, rbussey@evolverincS, Chudi Okafo - ICEW 

• - , antho.elia@gsal!I, adriennewilk@googlelDJ, 

vspe;r~an@graniteneti:11, adewalfmoniyi@us.ibmlm, shaunaishtaputre@karsun

llc.com, jkupcinski@kpmglm, dschulman@missioncyberBJ, mukesh@mitrelll, 

teresi_elsh@antherrS, koushicatundar2@antheml!l;1, 

douglalrismore@anthemlm, jame arley@octoconsultinglDJ, "Roberts, Taylor C. 

EOP/OMB" • • ' • , tcossa@comcast.net, 

jaclsilpacharn@oraclelm, ellenJuhn@oraclelm, berJ1uan@precise-soft!li, 

nbawa@reisystemslm, jeffre~alters@reisystemslm, spipino@salesforceDJ, 

carfhompson@servicenowlm, ro~almer@shorepointinclm, 

siddiqul haudhry@snowflakeDJ, kristeiJOyd@usdalD, steveraiernandez@edl!I, 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ,, "Udy, Warren (CONTR)' >, "Kruse, Jason" 

, naure 

"Cornelius, Matthew T. EOP/OMB" 

bhajost@steelcloud!m, charleslf llill · > "Sorenson, Mic , , Mike 

Howell , · tv ~~~~~~ , Ashley 

, Rob Hankey Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " John 

Davis 
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Date: Thu , 16 Apr 2020 16:54:33 -0400 

Q I have had the opportunity to support Jay at the GSA COE's and always loved his diagrams Q 

I deliberately left JAB out because in some respects they are the Gov sponsor - but yes agreed -

thank you for making the equation more precise Q 

From: Stephen Kovac ◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.CEx q .. 

Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 4:35 PM 

To: Gaurav Pa • •liiM ; Rob Hankey Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex 6" >; William Huie 

-QQ<j::ffillji 

egra 
M · ost@applie nch_ja 

· · dtuten@ ; Ken Stavinoha 

Michael C Michael Hettinger 
; srussom@deloitte ; msoliman@dssinc ; ahopkins@dss~m:11; 

•; Chudi Okafo - ICEW anthonfnelia@gsa-- ~ 
adriennewilk@google ; vspearman@granitene •; adewalEilmoniyi@us.ibm~ 
shaunalllashtaputre@karsun-llclll); jkupcinski@kpm ; dschulman@missionc~; 

mukesh@mitrelll; teres elsh@anthemlm; koushica.fundar2@anthemm:I]; 
douglalgrismore@anthem •; jameffiarley@octoconsultingBJ; Roberts, Taylor C. EOP/OMB 

• - ; tcossa@comcast.net; jaciilpacharn@oraclellll 

•, n@precise-soft~wa@reisystemsllll 

jeffrevlwalters@reisystems■; spipino@salesf~; Car~pson@serviceno~ 
roljpalmer@shorepointinc ; Siddique.Chaudhry@snowflak~; Kristen.Boyd@usd~; 

steve hernandez@ed ; Udy, Warren (CONTR) <ud ws_ex@nv.doet!I>; Kruse, Jason 

>; nauree rahman@hq.dhs ; Jaim~oble@usdoj~nelius, 
- ; bhajost@steelcl~; 

uller@eglobal ec orenson, Michael 

Dastvar 
r::::iiiir.iiiiiii:inia~,=,.lli ; Rob Han key 

1r:::1i1•11-=-· •ur.:111•,sr.:::tl!:.~!:ollr.!911_ 

Subject: Re: ACT-IAC Cloud ATO Working Group Meeting 

Gaurav, 

Jay is always so elegant and PC.... Q 

How about adding JAB: 
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Industry (CSP)-> Gov (sponsor) or JAB-> Fed RAMP P-ATO -> Gov (user/customer)-> FISMA ATO 

This is a good flow ...... . 

Thank You, 

Stephen R. Kovac 
Zscaler, Inc. 
Vice President of Global Government 
Head of Corporate Compliance 

~ ,... 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552 b 6 

>www.zscaler{ffi< 

Breach of confidentiality 
The entire content of this email message is confidential. This also applies to any files attached 
to it. This email is intended for an individual or entity to whom they are addressed. In case 
you are not the addressee of this email, and you have received it in error, immediately contact 
the system manager. The information in this email is very sensitive, and it is intended for the 
specific addressee. This email should not be disseminated, distributed or copied. If you have 
received this email and it was not for you, make sure to immediately notify the sender by 
email and afterwards delete this email from your system. Disclosing, copying, distributing, or 
taking any action in reliance to the email content is strictly prohibited. 

From: Gaurav Pal 

Date: Thursday, April 16, 2020 at 4:01 PM 

To: Rob HankP" J • ;P William_ Huie - QQ 

· 'r:ill~MM'!~li).=!!:!& "Hays, Marilyn" 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. S Ex, 
,... ' 

senhendler Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

, Emell McKe Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

"Doug Cowan (ccowan)" Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 1 Nancy Delanoche 
~ 

Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. Sec 552 b 6 
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<stevet,onnenberg@alphaome · · 11 
• 

11 Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

11Meredith!Dost@appli 

inessintegra >, "dtuten@cd 

>, "Ken 

ichael Carter 

◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
! 

, Mike Hettingger lff;llj.-jil.,W#ft •r 
srussom e 0 1 e • •~iiWf4&Glrmj .. 

<msoliman@dssi 11 
• • 

11 Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

, Chudi Okafo - ICEW 

, "anthon~ elia@gsalll" Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
1 

11adriennewilk@goog1elll" , "vspearman@granitene+lil" 

<vspearman@granitend ll">, "adewalg oniyi@us.ibmlll" Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

11
shauna~ ashtaputre@karsun-11cfi1" Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) Ex " ,... 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec <jkupcinski@kpmdll>, 11
dschulman@missioncybd i1

11 

B" 

II • 
Jae 

<elle 

"nba 

<·ett -=-=i::..:..:..:.-=---==--=----=--.:-=--=~ -" · · -=:ii 1 

"Carrif hompson@serviceno 

"rotl>a1mer@shorepointi 

11Siddi 

11 Kristerl3oyd@usdcjll" < Kriste. oyd@usdalll>, "st 
11 

<steverj,ernandez@ec,■ ... , "Udy, Warren (CONTR , "Kruse, 

Jason" .Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex 
" ' 
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<naureel ahman@hg.dr.'>, "Jaim _ oble usd 

"Cornelius, Matthew " 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(1 ~x 
anna om r:mr.mm::1 ... -.-- nson, 

Michae1W..1•i1Wi44i.t.m)!(i~ike Howe l.i!i!Mllllli David 
• • 

Dastv Ashle Mahan - XC 

John Davis 

Subject: RE: ACT-IAC Cloud ATO Working Group Meeting 

Jay - great to hear from you and thanks for creating the equation!! 

Here is a way I have it helpful in sharing the differences between the two: 

Industry (CSP)-> Gov (sponsor)-> FedRAMP P-AT0 -> Gov (user/customer)-> FISMA AT0 

Ultimately regardless of the process followed, every Federal IT system must have a FISMA AT0 (or 

else you get bad FIT ARA scores Q ) 

Gaurav nGP" Pal 

Principal 

stacl<Armor 

Mobile: 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552 b 6 

Web: >www.stackArmnr{ffl< 

Emai11:p•1•~fi[,,._ 
ATO on AWS Competency Partner I AWS Advanced Consulting Partner I AWS Government 

Competency Partner I AWS Public Sector Competency Partner j AWS Security Competency Partner j 

AWS GovCloud Competency Partner I AWS Education Competency Partner I AWS Microsoft 

Competency Partner I AWS Non-Profit Competency Partner I AWS Value-Address Reseller (VAR) 

This email message is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
privileged information. Any unauthorized review. use. disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are 
not the intended recipient. please contact the sender by reply email and destroy all copies of the 
original message. 
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From: Rob Hankey 

Sent: Thursday, Ap 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

• I I • :,: 

To: William Huie - QQ idl!!fi.llJ.NJJh 
~Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Hays, Marily Cc: Stephen Kovac 

Oksenhendler 

McKelvey 

; Emell 

Delanoch a 

stev13onnenberg@alphaomegaintegratiorlP• Pi 

Me . . 

Michael Hettinger 

ins@dssincf P· 
onyl:nelia@gsalll: 

adriennew1 goog e ; ..:==-=-::::...:..:..:=.:..:.=z.:..=c:.:..:..:::..:...:..::..:u i@us.ibJT11p. 

shaunak.ashtaputre@ka - · · · · · schulman@missioncybe~[!li; 

muk -=.:...=-=-=-1:1-'-'::..:..::..:.==:...:..=..:.c.:aao ndar2@anthefTll[P• 

=--=-==:...:..:=...i==-=-=--=:..:..:..::.=:...:..w.1-•; Roberts, . EO P / 0 MB 

jeffrefyalters@reisystemslP· spipino@salesforcef[P· Carrl;[hompson@servicenovJP · 

rotl?almer@shorepointincl!n· Siddi u haudh snowflak [n. Gaurav Pal 

,Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec < ; ~K~ris-'----'--=-'--a"--"--'-='--'-'---'--= · Udy, Warren 

(CON 

I • EOP/OMB 

aJos s ee c oudl 

>; Sorenson, Mich 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) Mike Howel • - id Dastvar < ; Ashley 

Rob Hankey Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ~x "'° ; John Davis 

-
Subject: RE: ACT-IAC Cloud ATO Working Group Meeting 

Thanks William (j?), 

It's good to have someone from GSA adding to the conversation. I am assuming that even if agencies 
are using a FedRAMP approach to an on-prem solution, they are still guided by the Fed RAMP process 
and not by FISMA? 

I can send some really good coffee if you need some ..... Q 
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Kind regards, 

Rob Hankey I CEO 

lntelliworx I intelliworxitlffl 

US Army Retired 

Business Process and Forms Automation Solutions 

Capability Statement 

~:~----
Skype: hrworxrob 

INTELLIWC RX 
lntelliworx (HRworx, LL C) is a VA-Venfied Veteran Owned Small Business 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: The information in this transmission is confidential and proprietary to 

HRworx LLC (dba) lntelliworx. All intellectual property rights to any information within, including 

attachments, are proprietary to HRworx LLC. No part of this document may be disclosed in any 

manner to a third party without the prior written consent of HRworx LLC. 

From: William Huie -

Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 3:11 PM 

To: Rob Hankey tddlll-111-, .. 
Cc: Stephen · 

; Emell 

McKelvey 

Delanoch cClure, Da 

stevl mn iorp ; Pizzano, a 

Me · · · · · chjacgueline@bahP · tandon=9eetika@barP ; 

· · · Ken Stavinoha 

; Michael Hettinger 

russom deloitt ; msoliman dssin ; ahopkins@dssin,fp· 

rbusse evolverin ; Chudi Okafo - ICEW <chudi.okafo@gsal:£!~; anthony.melia@gs21:£!· 

adriennewilk@goog'.JJI· vspearman@granitenetP· adewale.omoniyl@us.ibrnP· 

shaunaK.ashtaputre@karsun-11,fp; jkupcinski@kpn,np -dschulman@missioncyb<>f!I· 

mukesh@mitrffl• teresa.welsh@antheml-fl· koushicaa.sundar2@anlhernP · 
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do 

ro 1 ...::....:_::.=i.::.:,,..--'---'--'-'__::__::_:..:..:...,_--=..:..:...:.._'--=_:_:_:_:_.:..::.uo urav a 

<gpal@stackarmo~P>; Kristerloyd@usctall!3; steve ernandez@ectll!3; Udy, Warren 

(CONTR) ; Kruse, Jason •Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ~x, " 

. Matthew T. EOP/OMB 

.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Se1 Ex ". 

Subject: Re: ACT-IAC Cloud ATO Working Group Meeting 

This is a great discussion - I see Fed RAMP as how you implement FISMA for the cloud. 

- There's a "pedigree" diagram somewhere (either in pyramid or other forms) that shows the 

inheritance chain e.g. Clingher-Cohen -> FISMA -> A-130 -> Fed RAMP-> Agency ATO. 

So the take away I saw in Marilyn's comment was that if an Agency isn't prepared to run with the 

final "Agency ATO" (which is required per FISMA and A-130 in accordance with NIST 800-[53 I 37 I ... ) 
then they're not really prepared to take advantage of a Fed RAMP authorization. 

Rob, we actually have some solutions that most people would consider more traditional "on-prem" 

environments that adhere to the Fed RAMP baseline (it's encourage but not specifically required) so I 

don't define as hard a distinction and of course Fed RAM P's baselines follow from the same 800-53 

control set as any federal information system must. 

- So some of it's perhaps a semantic distinction - e.g. much like does "coffee" mean 

caffeinated coffee, in which it's in opposition to "decaf coffee" or is coffee (aka FISMA in my 

example) the higher level label for both Caffeinated and Decaffeinated versions .... 

Can you tell I ran out of coffee last week? 

j 

On Thu, Apr 16, 2020 at 2:22 PM Rob Hankey .Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex , . wrote: 

Stephen, I was going to ask the same question. FISMA is for on-prem system and FedRAMP for 

cloud-based systems. It's probably helpful if you have/had a system that was FISMA certified, but 

not necessary to get Fed RAMP authorized . 

Kind regards, 

Rob Hankey I CEO 

lntelliworx I intelliworxidffl 
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US Army Retired 

Business Process and Forms Automation Solutions 

Capability Statement 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) 

INTELLIW( RX 
lntel/iworx (HRworx, LL C) is a VA-Verified Veteran Owned Small Business 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: The information in this transmission is confidential and proprietary to 

HRworx LLC (dba) lntelliworx. All intellectual property rights to any information within, including 

attachments, are proprietary to H Rworx LLC. No part of this document may be disclosed in any 

manner to a third party without the prior written consent of HRworx LLC . 

From: Stephen Kovac . Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 2:14 PM 

To: Hays, Marilyn .Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ; Jason Oksenhendler 

1=tlll Rob Hankey Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. Sec ; David 

mell McKelvey < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec · ; Doug Cowan 

; daviclncclure@accenturefederf!ll:fl· 

stev · dpizzan@amazonP · 

Meredit ost@applieciis ; frenchjacgueline@bahP · tandon_geetika@bah!P· 

david.pitts@businessinteg,-,p -dtuten@cd · · · · · n Stavinoha 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

mhettinger@hsg-rtcJR; srussom@deloittofil·. msoliman dssin ; ahopkins@dssircJil· 

rbussey@evolverincP · chud~okafo@gi'ffl · anthonfnelia@gs"'(P; willia'li'uie@g~,,ng

adriennewilk@google!P; vspearman@graniten<>fil· adewale.omoniyi@us.ibmEJI· 

shauna'a3shtaputre@karsun-11cJP· jkupcinski@kpfT'cfP; dschulman@missloncybeffl· 

mukesh@mitmf!I; teres. elsh@antherrl:fl· koushicaa.sundar2@anthem(p· 

douglas.grismore@anthem(!I: jamel arley@octoconsultirnP · tayl"P ..,erts@o~\=$11=$1· 

tcossa@comcast.net; jact silpacharn@oracidJI-e11el uhn@orac1e!P; bei!iuan@precise

soft.com; nbawa@reisystemsP · i~es,alters@reisystems!P· spiplno@salesforc.JD· 
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CarrJ hompson@serviceno""P· rol almer@shorepointin~P-

Siddi u haudh snowflakP1p. gpal@stackarmodP · Kristet oyd@usdall3: 

ste s ex@nv.doeffl· jasot<ruse@hq.dhsll!3; 

· atthew.l cornelius@omb ; 

; khomme@microsotdP- Sorenson, 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " ; David Dastvar 

; Ashley Mahan - QXC Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , 

John Davis <~ vfsl~fflri-1§> '' 
Subject: Re: ACT-IAC Cloud ATO Working Group Meeting 

Marilyn, 

Rob 

I hate to push back on this but I would like for you to explain how FISMA and FedRAMP 
are related? I have achieved multiple FedRAMP ATO's for different company noth JAB 
and Agency, and never once was FISMA part of the process. In my humble opinion, they 
are separate cortication ' s, covering separate controls. 

Unless I have been doing it wrong.... . I would love to learn. 

Plus the current processilends on whether you are going agency or Jab . There are good 
decks on the FedRAMP _ page which walk you thm the Agency process and JAB 
process. I suggest those interested take a look. 

Thank You, 

Stephen R. Kovac 
Zscaler, Inc . 
Vice President of Global Government 
Head of Corporate Compliance 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) 

Breach of confidentiality 
The entire content of this email message is confidential. This also applies to any files 
attached to it. This email is intended for an individual or entity to whom they are 
addressed. In case you are not the addressee of this email, and you have received it in error, 
immediately contact the system manager. The inf01mation in this email is ve1y sensitive, 
and it is intended for the specific addressee. This email should not be disseminated, 
distributed or copied. If you have received this email and it was not for you, make sure to 
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immediately notify the sender by email and afterwards delete this email from your system. 
Disclosing, copying, distributing, or taking any action in reliance to the email content is 
strictly prohibited. 

From: "Hays, Marilyn' 

Date: Thursday, April 16, 2020 at 12:07 PM 

To: Jason Oksenhendle 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

Stephen Kovac 

1aaJ•tfflif , Rob Hankey 1 ;Ml.-Emell McKelvey 

1 • :. -··.~.fall■ 
, "Doug Cowan 

,-

< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 
II Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

<dpizzan@amazon-■>1 .. ,IL'"Wi Meredithl?ost@appliedi::111>, 

"frenchjacqueline@bahlll' Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

<tandon_geetika@bah~-'> , "davidk? itts@businessintegr2'II" 

<daviclpitts@businessintegralll..,., ' <dtuten@cdclll>, 

"saidut lam@cgifederal~- , "Ken Stavinoha 
,-

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Ex " ,.. ,, ·chael Cart 

<chud l okafo@gsalll>, "anthon~ melia@gs-::111" 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex""► , "williarf uie@gsalll" 

"adriennewilk@googlelll" l:f.l;l!IL-flL1.&'% II> 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. SE Ex 

,.. n n 

<vspearman@graniten -,_11L1ii§44i-1'..ntilll 
<adewali?moniyi@Lq , ' Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) Ex" 

,.. 

Ex 6 - (5 

<shaunA shtaputre@karsun- ~-- =i.:....::..:..:..:..::..:..:==.:..:.=-r.- , 
l=v l=v ~ - rr:;. I .S.C. S,Ex ~ •.•• Ex 

"dschulman@missioncybe~ X ext) - (!J U.::S.C. ::sec !J!JL(DJEx 
,.. 

Ex 
.n 

<mukesh@mitrella>, "teresa tye s an 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex 
552 b 6 ,.. t 

11 

I 
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<koushicai undar2@anthem~-'>, 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b]1Ex, ,.. 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(E Ex " "jame~ arley@octoconsultingllll" 

"taylorl oberts@omblllllil Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 
--------

<tcossa@comcast.net> 11
• • " 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex • 
"" 

"el uan@precise-so4'i lll" 

<b • <nbawa@reisystemJ !II>, 

"jeffreA alters@reisystemi lll" , "spipino@salesforcellll" 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

<CarliThompson@servicenovJIII>, Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

<rol almer@shorepointindlll> , "Siddigue.Chaudhry@snowflake~III" 

<Siddigul haudhry@snowflak~ -'>, "gpal@stackarmo~II" <gpal@stackarmo1!11'> , 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 
. . 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec "<udyws ex@nv.doelll>, 

"jasor:truse@hq. dhslll" 
- -

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

<naureel:ahman@hg.dhslll>, "Jaim Noble~ u~~ 

"Matthew.~ ornelius@omb.eoPIII" 1 _,IE 
"bhajost@steelcloudllll" B,W, Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

<charlesl uller@eglobalte <khomme@microsoclll>, Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b )(6)) 

Ex 6 - (5 L,_.:::,_1..,_ .:::,ec ooLlOHO)) • "Sorenson, Michael" Mike Howell 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 

n >, David Dastvar Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) • ------ , Ashley 

Mahan -OXC~, Rob Hankey 

~u::,•-~ Working Group Meeting 

•Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , John 

When I hear a product owner complaining that they can't "get an Agency to sponsor their 

Fed RAMP" it is nearly always because they have not yet sold their product to a FISMA granting 

Federal Agency and gotten a FISMA ATO for a system that includes their product. 

I can tell you without the slightest hesitation that the root of this problem is continued industry 

misunderstanding of the purpose and mechanics of FedRAMP authorization and the roles of the 

FedRAMP PMO, JAB, and Agencies in the program. 
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The 2013 FedRAMP process no longer obtains. FedRAMP Ready and the implementation of 

Demand Monitoring has significantly altered how CSPs approach Fed RAMP Authorization. 

The original Fed RAMP process for new products was: 1 - make something , 2 - start selling it, 3-

get a JAB pATO, 4 - get FISMA authorizations from your Agency customers. 

The current FedRAMP process is: 1 - make something, 2 - start selling it, 3 - Get a FedRAMP 

Ready, 4 - get FISMA authorization(s). 

Then: 

If any of your FISMA customers care enough about the rules and your product to give you a FISMA 

ATO, the PMO can explain to your Agency why It isn't supposed to be "extra work" for your Agency 

to give it a FedRAMP ATO. It is, in fact, actually supposed to be LESS work for an Agency to give 

you a FedRAMP ATO, since you , the CSP, are responsible for hiring a 3PAO and being assessed 

independently, instead of your Agency doing the actua l assessment work. Your Agency is 

(supposed to be) already reviewing the Assessment and the continuous monitoring of your 

contributions to their FISMA system ATO. 

Then: 

Be really successful, sell it to lots of Federal Agencies , get to 6 FISMA authorizations and convert 

to a JAB pATO. 

Marilyn Hays 
Security and Compl iance Consultant 

From: Jason Oksenhendler 

Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 

.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6~x 
1 

I I • • • :t: 

Subject: [EXTERNAL] Re: ACT-IAC Cloud ATO Working Group Meeting 

Team, 

I work for Coalfire Systems on the Fed RAMP Assurance Team. I've been a member of the JAB, 
worked at the PMO for 2 years before that as an 1550, and worked as a Fed RAMP program 
manager for a company that was rolled into RackSpace. I concur with a lot of the responses listed 
already. 

For CSPs that are having issues finding a sponsor, consider performing a readiness assessment. A 
3PAO comes in and assesses controls documented in the RAR. Yes, it's a financial and human 
resource investment up front; however, it shows the Government agencies looking at the 
FedRAMP marketplace that a CSP has met the rigors of certain FedRAMP controls. 
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Additionally now, as part of the agency ATO path, there is a briefing with CSP, Agency, and 

sometimes the 3PAO. This is the opportunity to make that first impression. You know the cliche 

about first impressions. Be prepared, be ready, be organized. The last thing agencies want to 

deal with are discombobulated, insecure CSPs. It shows a lack of preparedness and readiness. 

Send your best people. Show the agency you are proactive, diligent, transparent, and genuine. 

Have an initial/draft project plan. Show your motivation! Show 'em what you got! One of the 

keys to agency ATO success is once you gain their sponsorship, communicate, communicate, 

communicate!!! I can't say it enough . Operate in a silo or lie or cut corners and you're done. I've 

seen it more times than I care to admit. Go above and beyond to establish a trusted business 

relationship. 

Just my two cents. 

Jason 

(William) Jay Huie 

TTS Solutions - Deputy Assistant Commissioner, Acting 

U.S. General Services Administration 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. SrEx 
552(b )(6)) " 
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[WARNING: UNSCANNABLE EXTRACTION 

FAILED][EXTERNAL] RE: ACT-IAC Cloud ATO Working Group 

Meeting 

From Rob Hankey 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(bH6)) 

Ex E\ 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex E\ " To: "Hays, Marilyn" , Stephen Kovac 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) Ex q 

Jason Oksenhendler 1-1•►i+§jf ... e __ 
, Emell McKelvey • r:1,,■ ■-•• , Doug Cowan Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. SeEx 

(ccowa 

Cc: Nancy e anoc e <n e anoc e actia->, david.mcclure@accenturefederallm, 

steve.sonnenberg@alphaomegaintegrationlm, dpizzan@amazonlm, 

meredith.dost@appliedismi, frenchjacqueline@bahlm, tandon_geetika@bah!E, 

david.pitts@businessintegraai, dtuten@cdcll, saidul.islam@cgifederalm, Ken 

Stavinoha (kestavin) <kestavin@ciscol!:EJ>. Michael Carter <michael.carter@coalfirelm>, 

mhettinger@hsg-dc!E, srussom@deloitte!E, msoliman@dssinc!E, 

ahopkins@dssinc!E, rbussey@evolverincS, chudi .okafo@gsall, 

anthony.melia@gsal!I, william.huie@gsall, adriennewilk@googlem, 

vspearman@granitenet!E, adewale.omoniyi@us.ibmlm, shaunak.ashtaputre@karsun

llc.com, jkupcinski@kpmgm, dschulman@missioncyber!E, mukesh@mitrel!I, 

teresa.welsh@antherr8, koushicaa.sundar2@anthemlm, 

douglas.grismore@anthemlm, james.farley@octoconsultinglm, "Roberts, Taylor C. 

EOP/OMB" <taylor.c.roberts@omb.eopll>, tcossa@comcast.net, 

jack.silpacharn@oraclelm, ellen.kuhn@oracle!E, ben.duan@precise-soft!E, 

nbawa@reisystemslm, jeffrey.walters@reisystemslm, spipino@salesforce!E, 

carri.thompson@servicenowlm, rob.palmer@shorepointinc!li, 

siddique.chaudhry@snowflake!E, gpal@stackarmorlm, kristen.boyd@usdal!I, 

steven.hernandez@edll, udyws_ex@nv.doell, jason.kruse@hq.dhsll, !Pi•---•·· oble_@usdojl!I, "Cornelius, Matthew T. EOP/OMB" 

1--· ■ II I - •• • • ·-· , bhaJOSt@steelcloudlm, 
charles.fuller@eglobaltech!E, khomme@microsoft!E, "Sorenson, Michael" 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) , Mike Howell <mhowell@actia->, David Dastvar 

<david.dastvar@trexsolutionsllclli> , Ashley Mahan - OX Rob 1Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
' 

Hankey <rob.hankey@hrworxlm>, John Davis > Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ,~ 
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Date: Thu, 16 Apr 2020 16:52:13 -0400 

>https://www.congrec. lbill/116th-congress/house-bi11/3941 < - Soon to be law? 

Kind regards, 

Rob Hankey I CEO 

lntelliworx I intelliworxit[ffl 
US Army Retired 

Business Process and Forms Automation Solutions 

Capability Statement 

Officj 8:J-Cell•I~-
Skype: hrworxrob 

INTELLIW( RX 
/ntelliworx (HRworx, LL C) is a VA-Verti'ied Veteran Owned Small Business 

11 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: The information in this transmission is confidential and proprietary to 

HRworx LLC (dba) lntelliworx. All intellectual property rights to any information within, including 

attachments, are proprietary to HRworx LLC. No part of this document may be disclosed in any 

manner to a third party without the prior written consent of HRworx LLC. 

From: Hays, Marilyn 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(hllfi)) 

Ex --------
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 4:40 PM 

1':111,,.fflall'r.9:lr..111!~1.tjr;iiilii "" David Simpson 

; Doug Cowan (ccowan) 

. avid.mcclure@accenturefedera1(P; 
steve.sonnenberg@alphaomegaintegratiorJP; dpizzan@amazon(P; 

Meredith.Dost@appliedic:lp· frenchjacgueline@bah(P· tandon_geetika@bar(P; 

david.pitts@businessintegra · ==-= = --~· · · · · en Stavinoha 

(kestavin) Michael Carter ; mhettinger@hsg-

dc.com; srussom@delo/tt4P· rnsoliman dssin ; aho kins dssin 

rbussey@evolvenn,jp·. chudi .okafo@gs->IJ!II; anthony .melia@gc4!I· William. huie@gsaln; 
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adriennewilk@googlel[P· vspearman@granitene~[P- adewale.omoniyi@us.iblT'l[P

shaunak.ashtaputre@karsun-ll~[P; jkupcinski@kpmrl[P; dschulman@missioncybe~rp; 

mukesh@mitrell!3; teresa.welsh@anthelT'lp; koushicaa.sundar2@anthe1T'1p

douglas.grismore@anther,l[P· james.farley@octoconsulting~[P- taylor.c.roberts@omb.eonlJI; 

tcossa@comcast.net; jack.silpacharn@orac1ef[P· ellen.kuhn@oraclPl[P- ben.duan@precise

soft.com; nbawa@reisystemsl[P· jeffrey.walters@reisystemsl[P; spipino@salesforcf'l[P

Carri.Thompson@servicenowl[P; rob.palmer@shorepointircfJI: 

Siddigue.Chaudhry@snowflakel[P; gpal@stackarmo~[P; Kristen.Boyd@usdall!3; 

steven. hernand ez@edll!I; udyws ex@nv .doell!3; jason. kruse@hq .dhsll!3; 
naureen.rahman@hg.dhsll!3; Jaime.Noble@usdojli!I: Matthew.T.Cornelius@omb.eopll!I; 

bhajost@steelcloudlP· charles.fuller@eglobaltechl[P- khomme@microsottl[P· Sorenson, 

.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) " Michael >; Mi avid Dastvar --~: 
- , - .Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Ex

1
-

:&1.1.:.1.1-..i•-•Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

; Rob Hankey 

552(b)(6)) 
Subject: RE: ACT-IAC Cloud ATO Working roup 

Well I'm glad you asked, because it is clear that a lot of people do not understand the relationship 

between FISMA and FedRAMP. 

I just deleted a TL:DR email I spent half this afternoon writing where I tried to hit the highlights of my 

hour+ seminar on this subject. But the fact is that the evolution of Federal IT security compliance over 

the last 20 years is simply too complicated to explain in an email. 

To try to get to the meat of the message: A Fed RAMP Authorization allows Agencies to accept the 

assessment and authorization work completed by a CSP towards the completion of its own 

assessment and authorization of a Federal Information System regulated by the Federal Information 

Security Management Act of 2002 (FISMA)*. Fed RAMP does not apply to any other situation. Only 

Federal IT departments issuing FISMA authorizations to their Information Systems can actually use 

FedRAMP as intended. 

Now before you get all heated up, of course lots of other organizations use FedRAMP for all sorts of 

other purposes. The point is, none of those other things are any concern of the JAB or FedRAMP 

PMO. They are undoubtedly happy that the work they put in is useful to a wider audience. The 

acceptance of FedRAMP Authorization as the gold standard for IT Security Compliance by CSPs is 

likely very gratifying. But it is an ancillary, unintended benefit. The same with the FedRAMP baselines. 

The FedRAMP baselines and organizational assignments are extensions of the FISMA baselines 

suggested by NIST. If you are familiar with the concept of a "Control Overlay", the FedRAMP 
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baselines are Cloud overlays. The baseline control set is just a component of FedRAMP, but it is not 

why the Federal Risk and Authorization Management Program exists. 

Agencies issue FISMA authorizations to their Information Systems**. If that System includes Services 

provided by a CSP, those services are supposed to be Fed RAMP Authorized. If they aren't, then~ 

the controls implemented by the CSP have to be assessed and authorized as if the System were just 

outsourced to a Contractor. When the System is issued a FISMA ATO, it is recorded on the 

FedRAMPID Marketplace. You have to be Fed RAMP Ready, and/or have >3 FISMA Authorizations 

AND present a business case describing how your company will get to and maintain at least 6 FISMA 

Authorizations leveraging your controls for your Cloud Offering to be accepted into the JAB pATO 

process. 

Marilyn 

*The act of the Congress was updated in 2014 as the Federal Information Security Modernization Act, 

also FISMA. 

** A System is "a discrete set of IT components automating a government business process" 

Just in case you don't know me. I have been working in the FedRAMP space since the PMO was part 

of GSA's innovation department. I performed the first assessment of a system under the Fed RAMP 

control baseline for GSA. I'm still the ISSM for a laaS/PaaS that was the 3rd system granted a pATO 

by the JAB. I have also been the ISSM for 3 separate Saas Offerings going through FedRAMP 

authorization processes. One died unauthorized, one achieved pATO, and one achieved FedRAMP 

Ready. 

From: Stephen Kova.,1=1WflL~ 
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 2:14 PM 

To: Hays, Marilyn Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) ason Oksenhendler 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

· Rob Hankey Wi•Bi11a!i, · !Ti , David Simpson 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec · ; Doug Cowan (ccowan) 
552(b)(6)) 552(b)(6)) 

- -
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b )(6)) I 
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Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b-Ex) Ex 
n J 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. nEx 6 - (5 Ex
1 - -

Ex 6 - (5 _U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) _____ ____ • 

; Mike Howell 

Ashley Mahan - QXC 

Subject: [EXTERNAL] Re: ACT-IAC Cloud ATO Working Group Meeting 

Marilyn, 

orenson, 

I hate to push back on this but I would like for you to explain how FISMA and FedRAMP are 
related? I have achieved multiple FedRAMP ATO's for different company noth JAB and 
Agency, and never once was FISMA pa11 of the process. In my humble opinion, they are 
separate cortication's, covering separate controls. 

Unless I have been doing it wrong .. . __ I would love to learn. 

Plus the current process

1

.ends on whether you are going agency or Jab. There are good 
decks on the FedRAMP _ page which walk you thru the Agency process and JAB process. 
I suggest those interested take a look. 

Thank You, 

Stephen R. Kovac 
Zscaler, Inc. 
Vice President of Global Government 
Head of Corporate Compliance 

r- .. /"!< 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) 
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>www.zscalerjffl< 

Breach of confidentiality 
The entire content of this email message is confidential. This also applies to any files attached 
to it. This email is intended for an individual or entity to whom they are addressed. In case 
you are not the addressee of this email, and you have received it in error, immediately contact 
the system manager. The information in this email is very sensitive, and it is intended for the 
specific addressee. This email should not be disseminated, distributed or copied. If you have 
received this email and it was not for you, make sure to immediately notify the sender by 
email and afterwards delete this email from your system. Disclosing, copying, distributing, or 
taking any action in reliance to the email content is strictly prohibited. 

From: "Hays, Marilyn" Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552( Ex "I) 

Date: Thursday, April 16, 2020 at 12:07 PM 

To: Jason Oksenhendler < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(f:Ex 
,.. n , Stephen Kovac 

Rob Hankey Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. fEx 
552(b )(6)) ,.. " , David Simpson Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ~x ,; 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Se, Ex 
l"l.tl-. \. t~ \. \. n ll , Emell McKelvey , "Doug Cowan 

(ccowan)" Ex6-(5U.S.CEx: 
I"' ' 

Cc: Nancy Delanoche 
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Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec fEx 'b)(6)) Ex Ex 
n n n 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex~(b)(6)) Ex 
n n 

~ ~ 

< Matthew.T.Corneliusl 

tvar 1o:a:;a=-oo~;::,o,::;,;::a=-:.=• ley 

ob Hankey , John Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec . 
' 

Davis Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ► 

Subject: RE: ACT-IAC Cloud ATO Working Group Meeting 
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When I hear a product owner complaining that they can't "get an Agency to sponsor their Fed RAMP" it 

is nearly always because they have not yet sold their product to a FISMA granting Federal Agency 

and gotten a FISMA ATO for a system that includes their product. 

I can tell you without the slightest hesitation that the root of this problem is continued industry 

misunderstanding of the purpose and mechanics of Fed RAMP authorization and the roles of the 

FedRAMP PMO, JAB, and Agencies in the program. 

The 2013 FedRAMP process no longer obtains. FedRAMP Ready and the implementation of Demand 

Monitoring has significantly altered how CSPs approach FedRAMP Authorization. 

The original FedRAMP process for new products was: 1 - make something, 2 - start selling it, 3- get a 

JAB pATO, 4 - get FISMA authorizations from your Agency customers. 

The current Fed RAMP process is: 1 - make something, 2 - start selling it, 3 - Get a Fed RAMP 

Ready, 4 - get FISMA authorization(s). 

Then: 

If any of your FISMA customers care enough about the rules and your product to give you a FISMA 

ATO, the PMO can explain to your Agency why It isn 't supposed to be "extra work" for your Agency to 

give it a FedRAMP ATO. It is, in fact, actually supposed to be LESS work for an Agency to give you a 

FedRAMP ATO, since you, the CSP, are responsible for hiring a 3PAO and being assessed 

independently, instead of your Agency doing the actual assessment work. Your Agency is (supposed 

to be) already reviewing the Assessment and the continuous monitoring of your contributions to their 

FISMA system ATO. 

Then: 

Be really successful, sell it to lots of Federal Agencies, get to 6 FISMA authorizations and convert to a 

JAB pATO. 

Marilyn Hays 
Security and Compliance Consultant 

From: Jason Oksenhendler < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec _552(b)(fEx " 

Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 6:14 PM 

Subject: [EXTERNAL] Re: ACT-IAC Cloud ATO Working Group Meeting 

Team, 
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I work for Coalfire Systems on the Fed RAMP Assurance Team . I've been a member of the JAB, 

worked at the PMO for 2 years before that as an ISSO, and worked as a Fed RAMP program manager 

for a company that was rolled into RackSpace. I concur with a lot of the responses listed already. 

For CSPs that are having issues finding a sponsor, consider performing a readiness assessment. A 

3PAO comes in and assesses controls documented in the RAR. Yes, it' s a financial and human 

resource investment up front; however, it shows the Government agencies looking at the Fed RAMP 

marketplace that a CSP has met the rigors of certain Fed RAMP controls . 

Additionally now, as part of the agency ATO path, there is a briefing with CSP, Agency, and 

sometimes the 3PAO. This is the opportunity to make that first impression. You know the cliche 

about first impressions. Be prepared, be ready, be organized. The last thing agencies want to deal 

with are discombobulated, insecure CSPs. It shows a lack of preparedness and readiness. Send your 

best people. Show the agency you are proactive, diligent, transparent, and genuine. Have an 

initial/draft project plan. Show your motivation! Show 'em what you got! One of the keys to agency 

ATO success is once you gain their sponsorship, communicate, communicate, communicate!!! I can't 

say it enough. Operate in a silo or lie or cut corners and you're done. I've seen it more times than I 

care to admit. Go above and beyond to establish a trusted business relationship. 

Just my two cents. 

Jason 
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[EXTERNAL] Re: ACT-IAC Cloud ATO Working Group Meeting 

From Rob Hankey ,.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
n' > 

To: "Hays, Marilyn" < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " 

Cc: Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Se, Stephen Kovac < >, Jason Oksenhendler 

4PR1•tffldfft1fPP:f& David Simpson < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. !:Ex q .. , Emell 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex 6 McKelvey < >, Doug Cowan 0::£111) • >, 

Nancy Delanoche <lWl--ll@iii54., "Davidlmcclure@accenturefederalll" 

< >, stevelsonnenberg@alphaomegaintegrationl!:11, 

dpizzan@amazonll, meredith~ost@appliedisaJ, frenct&acqueline@bahll, 

tandorlgeetika@bahll, davidlpitts@businessintegrall, dtuten@cdG, 

saidullislam@cgifederalll, Ken Stavinoha dM\ < >, Michael 

Carter >, mhettinger@hsgldcll, srussom@deloittell, 

msoliman@dssincD, ahopkins@dssincD, rbussey@evolverincD, 

chudilokafo@gsG, anthonJmelia@gsaB, williamlhuie@gsal!I, 

adriennewilk@googlelBl vspearman@graniteneS, adewalelomoniyi@uslibmlBl 

shaunai<Lshtaputre@karsunJ11cll, jkupcinski@kpm~, dschulman@missioncyberBJ, 

mukesh@mitrem, teres~elsh@anthemll, koushicadsundar2@anthemll, 

douglaJgrismore@anthemlm, jamedtarley@octoconsultingll, "Roberts, Taylor C. 

EOP/OMB" < >, tcossa@comcastl:I, 

jacil,iipacharn@oraclell, ellerlkuhn@oraclell, berlduan@precis~sotS, 

nbawa@reisystemsll, jeffreylva1ters@reisystemsll1, spipino@salesforceDJ, 

carrithompson@servicenowll, ro~palmer@shorepointincll, 

siddiqudchaudhry@snowflakeDJ, gpal@stackarmorB, kristerlboyd@usdal!I , 

steve~hernandez@edl!I, udywslex@n~oel!I, jasorlkruse@hqldhsil, 

naureerlrahman@h~hsl!I, jaime~oble@usdojl!I, "Cornelius, Matthew T. EOP/OMB" 

< >, bhajost@steelcloudll, 

charledtuller@eglobaltechll, khomme@microsoft!li], "Sorenson, Michael" 

.. Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(1Ex 6 >, Mike Howell< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. , >, David Dastvar 

<J=tlWt11►1+§§½}'tAJJl$=tQ> , Ashley Mahan - QXC d-1•Ltii-1J¥fl>, John 

Davis <1Bd'tffliffl> 
Date: Fri, 17 Apr 2020 07:43:20-0400 
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This was well stated Marilyn. I passed this on to my security guys and they said it was the best 

explanation they had read. 

Rob Hankey 

CEO 

lntelliworx 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 
Sec 552(b)(6)) 

On Thu , Apr 16, 2020, 4:40 PM Hays, Marilyn< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " > wrote: 

Well I'm glad you asked, because it is clear that a lot of people do not understand the relationship 

between FISMA and FedRAMP. 

I just deleted a TL:DR email I spent half this afternoon writing where I tried to hit the highlights of 

my hour+ seminar on this subject. But the fact is that the evolution of Federal IT security 

compliance over the last 20 years is simply too complicated to explain in an email. 

To try to get to the meat of the message: A FedRAMP Authorization allows Agencies to accept the 

assessment and authorization work completed by a CSP towards the completion of its own 

assessment and authorization of a Federal Information System regulated by the Federal 

Information Security Management Act of 2002 (FISMA)*. FedRAMP does not apply to any other 

situation. Only Federal IT departments issuing FISMA authorizations to their Information Systems 

can actually use FedRAMP as intended. 

Now before you get all heated up, of course lots of other organizations use FedRAMP for all sorts 

of other purposes. The point is , none of those other th ings are any concern of the JAB or 

FedRAMP PMO. They are undoubtedly happy that the work they put in is useful to a wider 

audience. The acceptance of FedRAMP Authorization as the gold standard for IT Security 

Compliance by CSPs is likely very gratifying. But it is an ancillary, unintended benefit. The same 

with the FedRAMP baselines. The FedRAMP baselines and organizational assignments are 

extensions of the FISMA baselines suggested by NIST. If you are familiar with the concept of a 

"Control Overlay" , the Fed RAMP baselines are Cloud overlays. The baseline control set is just a 

component of FedRAMP, but it is not why the Federal Risk and Authorization Management 

Program exists. 
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Agencies issue FISMA authorizations to their Information Systems**. If that System includes 

Services provided by a CSP, those services are supposed to be Fed RAMP Authorized. If they 

aren't, then§!! the controls implemented by the CSP have to be assessed and authorized as if the 

System were just outsourced to a Contractor. When the System is issued a FISMA ATO, it is 

recorded on the FedRAMP.gov Marketplace. You have to be FedRAMP Ready, and/or have >3 

FISMA Authorizations AND present a business case describing how your company will get to and 

maintain at least 6 FISMA Authorizations leveraging your controls for your Cloud Offering to be 

accepted into the JAB pATO process. 

Marilyn 

*The act of the Congress was updated in 2014 as the Federal Information Security Modernization 

Act, also FISMA. 

** A System is "a discrete set of IT components automating a government business process" 

Just in case you don't know me. I have been working in the Fed RAMP space since the PMO was 

part of GSA's innovation department. I performed the first assessment of a system under the 

FedRAMP control baseline for GSA. I'm still the ISSM for a laaS/PaaS that was the 3rd system 

granted a pATO by the JAB. I have also been the ISSM for 3 separate Saas Offerings going 

through FedRAMP authorization processes. One died unauthorized , one achieved pATO, and one 

achieved FedRAMP Ready. 

From: Stephen Kovac > 

Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 2:14 PM 

To: Hays, Mari lyn ; Jason Oksenhendler ,.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex 6,n-
--- ---

-Wlilt1•tffflrtfli#&: Rob Hankey -4&wt.1•1--J&i:f, 
Simpson< >; Emell McKelvey < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex El >; Doug Cowan 

(ccowan) ~-1•►11ffl> 
Cc: Nancy Delanoche >; Davi~ mcclure@accenturefeder;::i11ffi-

steveisonnenberg@alphaomegaintegration[ffl· dpizzan@amazon[ffl· 

Meredithl Dost@appliedi~rm- frenctlacqueline@batim; tandonlJeetika@bati[ffl; 

davictl pitts@businessintegr;01[ffl· dtuten@cdrp; saictu l islam@cgifeder?l[ffl· Ken Stavinoha 
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Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec - <-1•; Michael Carter >; ~52b 6 Exq 

mhettinger@hsgldr[ffi· srussom@deloittdffl; msoliman@dssinr{ffl· ahopkins@dssinr{ffl· 

rbussey@evolverinr{ffl; chudilokafo@gsa[D· anthonylmelia@gsall· williamlhuie@gs::i[P· 

adriennewilk@goog1Jffl· vspearman@graniten""P: adewaldomoniyi@ud ibrn[ffi· 

shauna~ ashtaputre@karsurJ 11r{SI'@· jkupcinski@kpm0[ffi· dschulman@missioncyberjffl· 

mukesh@mitrei31: teresL elsh@anthern[ffi· koushicaalsundar2@anthern[ffi· 

douglaslJrismore@anthem[ffi· jamel arley@octoconsulting[ffl; 

taylorl roberts@ombififf · tcossa@comcast@!I; jacklsilpacharn@orar1Jffl· 

ellenl kuhn@ora,1dffl; benlduan@preciselsoftfffi· nbawa@reisystem~[ffl

jeffreJ walters@reisysterriJffl· spipino@salesforce[ffl· CarrilThompson@servicerinw[ffl· 

roblpalmer@shorepointinr[ffi· Siddiquelhaudhry@snowfla1<dffl; gpal@stackarmorjffl· 

KristerlBoyd@uscl::i[D· steverlhernandez@eri[P; udywJ.ex@nvldoJD· 

jasorlkruse@hclci hdp· naureenl rahman@hcldhdp: JaimelNoble@usd01[P; 

Matthewl cornelius@ombi+M: bhajost@steelcloucl[ffi; charleslfuller@eglobaltect"l[ffi· 

khomme@microsott[ffi· Sorenson, Michael >; Mike Howell ◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Se~ ___ ,Ex q 

< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. ,:x, >; David Dastvar < Ex 6- 5 U.S.Q_. S_e_c ____ ,:x 6 >; Ashley Mahan -

>; John Davis QXC< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. \Ex , >; Rob Hankey 

.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. ,Ex 6 > 

Subject: [EXTERNAL] Re: ACT-IAC Cloud ATO Working Group Meeting 

Marilyn, 

l hate to push back on this but l would like for you to explain how FlSMA and FedRAMP 
are related? I have achieved multiple FedRAMP ATO's for different company noth JAB 
and Agency, and never once was FIS MA part of the process. Tn my humble opinion, 
they are separate cortication's, covering separate controls. 

Unless I have been doing it wrong..... I would love to learn. 

Plus the current process depends on whether you are going agency or Jab. There are good 
decks on the FedRAMP.org page which walk you thru the Agency process and JAB 
process. I suggest those interested take a look. 
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Thank You, 

Stephen R. Kovac 

Zscaler, Inc. 

Vice President of Global Government 

Head of Corporate Compliance 

>www.zscaler.com< 

Breach of confidentiality 

The entire content of this email message is confidential. This also applies to any files 
attached to it. This email is intended for an individual or entity to whom they are 
addressed. In case you are not the addressee of this email, and you have received it in 
error, immediately contact the system manager. The information in this email is very 
sensitive, and it is intended for the specific addressee. This email should not be 
disseminated, distributed or copied. If you have received this email and it was not for you, 
make sure to immediately notify the sender by email and afterwards delete this email from 
your system. Disclosing, copying, distributing, or taking any action in reliance to the email 
content is strictly prohibited. 

From: "Hays, Marilyn" ,.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex 
' 
> 

Date: Thursday, April 16, 2020 at 12:07 PM 

To: Jason Oksenhendler < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 
! > , Stephen Kovac 

< 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec. , Rob Hankey < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

n >, David Simpson 
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< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Ex 
" >, Emell McKelvey < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex 

" >, "Doug Cowan 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.CEx 
.,.. ' (-)"< > 

Cc: Nancy Delanoche < >, "oavidlmcclure@accenturefederal~-" 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) Ex , < >, "stevelsonnenberg@alphaomegaintegrationlill" 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) Ex, < >, "dpizzan@amazor!III" 

<l::£1111.111-141§1'>, "Meredithloost@appliedd lll" <IWf.'111-.._,4, I■> , 

"frenctlacque line@bah!■" <l::£111j.1g.1wu ,.">' "tandor-lJeetika@bahl■" 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex < >, "davidlpitts@businessintegra•!II" ,... ' 

< >, "dtuten@cdclll" < >, Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex , Ex 6 - (5 Ex 
I"' l 

"saidul[islam@cgifedera1III" < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex 
,..,...,..,. ,., ,... ,, ll >, "Ken Stavinoha 'lilM)" 

< > , Michael Carter < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C Ex " > , Mike Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(EX 6" 
It:: 

Hettingger < >, "srussom@deloitteflll" < >, Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Se ~x , Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Ex ! 

"msoliman@dssin1!11" W>, "ahopkins@dssir-" 

<J=tl#mt1■111> , "rbussey@evolverinclll" <jB\f•►ftffla> , 
"chudi lokafo@gsalll" < >, "anthonJ melia@gsalll" _>, "williarrlhuie@gsalll" < >, 
"adriennewilk@googl~-" < >, "vspearman@granitenE'~-" 

.. Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ,X " > , "adewa1elomoniyi@usl ibmflll" 

.. Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec x, >, "shaunaklashtaputre@karsurl 11 <JII" 

.. Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec E:iEx ~ >, "jkupcinski@kpmg~-" <jkupcinski@kpmglll>, 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex 
----- I 

"dschulman@missioncybe~II" < 

~PWl-111", "teresalwelsh@anthem~III" < 

>, "mukesh@mitrelll" 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex 
---- l 

>, 

..,Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex "koushicaalsundar2@antherrlill" >, _, 

"douglaslgrismore@antherr!II" < .r::.------.--- >, 

"jamesltarley@octoconsultind lll" <)::£1111.1•►i+i4•-W>, 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex" 
-------

"ta lorl roberts omb > "tcossa corneas II" .. Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ::x 
~ ' 

<1:::£1Wj-j•• , 'jack silpacharn@orac1rli11" >, 

".::..:.:..::..:...:,_:_=.:..:.==-=--=::..::..:..:::ai:11-" >, "benlduan@preciselsor'II" 

> II · II 

' 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Se Ex ~---- " 

>, 

"jeffreylvalters@reisystemrlill'' >, "spipino@salesforc~II" 

<J=dW1•►--", "carri lrhompson@serviceno~ II" 
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,Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex , < >, "roJ palmer@shorepointinclll" 

< >, "Siddiquelchaudhry@snowflakelll" Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ::x " 
"~ 

.. Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6))Ex " Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. ,:x >, "gpal@stackarmo~II" < >, - ,-,-- , 1 \1 _,, " n 

"KristenlBoyd@usdalll" ->, "steverlhernandez@edlll" 

< >, "udywslex@nv~ oelll" < > , Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex, 

"jasonl kruse@hg.dhslll" < >, "naureenl rahman@hqlcihslll" 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Ex < >, "Jaimd Noble@usdoJIII" < >, --- ' 
" 1:1 . ~ B'r;'.13'1,, 
MatthewlillCornehus@om t.W191• < >, Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(61Ex, 

"bhajost@steelcloudll" 1=$1Wd•tP~11~....,, "char1eJ fuller@eglobaltecrlll" 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex < >, "khomme@microsoclll" '1-1!+1'~>, 
" ' 

"Sorenson , Michael" ""'Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ~x " >, Mike Howell 

<l:£1M1••II>, David Dastvar .. Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec i~x , >, Ashley 

Mahan - QXC 1:£111j.1Q-..+ Ill>, Rob Hankey< >, John 

Davis< Ex 6 - (5 U ._§_._g_.__nEx " > 

Subject: RE: ACT-IAC Cloud ATO Working Group Meeting 

When I hear a product owner complaining that they can't "get an Agency to sponsor their 

FedRAMP" it is nearly always because they have not yet sold their product to a FISMA granting 

Federal Agency and gotten a FISMA ATO for a system that includes their product. 

I can tell you without the slightest hesitation that the root of this problem is continued industry 

misunderstanding of the purpose and mechanics of FedRAMP authorization and the roles of the 

FedRAMP PMO, JAB, and Agencies in the program. 

The 2013 FedRAMP process no longer obtains. FedRAMP Ready and the implementation of 

Demand Monitoring has significantly altered how CSPs approach FedRAMP Authorization. 

The original FedRAMP process for new products was: 1 - make something, 2 - start selling it, 3-

get a JAB pATO, 4 - get FISMA authorizations from your Agency customers. 
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The current Fed RAMP process is: 1 - make something, 2 - start selling it, 3 - Get a Fed RAMP 

Ready, 4 - get FISMA authorization(s). 

Then: 

If any of your FISMA customers care enough about the rules and your product to give you a 

FISMA ATO, the PMO can explain to your Agency why It isn't supposed to be "extra work" for your 

Agency to give it a FedRAMP ATO. It is, in fact, actually supposed to be LESS work for an Agency 

to give you a Fed RAMP ATO, since you, the CSP, are responsible for hiring a 3PAO and being 

assessed independently, instead of your Agency doing the actual assessment work. Your Agency 

is (supposed to be) already reviewing the Assessment and the continuous monitoring of your 

contributions to their FISMA system ATO. 

Then: 

Be really successful, sell it to lots of Federal Agencies, get to 6 FISMA authorizations and convert 

to a JAB pATO. 

Marilyn Hays 

Security and Compliance Consultant 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) From: Jason Oksenhendler < > 

Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 6:14 PM 

Subject: [EXTERNAL] Re: ACT-IAC Cloud ATO Working Group Meeting 

Team, 

I work for Coalfire Systems on the Fed RAMP Assurance Team. I've been a member of the JAB, 

worked at the PMO for 2 years before that as an ISSO, and worked as a FedRAMP program 

manager for a company that was rolled into RackSpace. I concur with a lot of the responses listed 

already. 
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For CSPs that are having issues finding a sponsor, consider performing a readiness assessment. 

A 3PAO comes in and assesses controls documented in the RAR. Yes, it's a financial and human 

resource investment up front; however, it shows the Government agencies looking at the 

FedRAMP marketplace that a CSP has met the rigors of certain FedRAMP controls. 

Additionally now, as part of the agency ATO path, there is a briefing with CSP, Agency, and 

sometimes the 3PAO. This is the opportunity to make that first impression. You know the cliche 

about first impressions. Be prepared, be ready, be organized. The last thing agencies want to 

deal with are discombobulated, insecure CSPs. It shows a lack of preparedness and readiness. 

Send your best people. Show the agency you are proactive, diligent, transparent, and genuine. 

Have an initial/draft project plan. Show your motivation! Show 'em what you got! One of the keys 

to agency ATO success is once you gain their sponsorship, communicate, communicate, 

communicate!!! I can't say it enough. Operate in a silo or lie or cut corners and you're done. I've 

seen it more times than I care to admit. Go above and beyond to establish a trusted business 

relationship. 

Just my two cents. 

Jason 
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Re: [EXTERNAL] Re: [External email] Schema.org 

To: Aneesh Chopra <1W'IIL,'.ii1Si!IL'.J.i,Jd1ffit\jl> 
Cc: R.V.Guha < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 

' 
.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec >, Gowri >, "Shah, Mani sh H" 

>, Aashima Gupta 

<covid-us-data@palantir.com> 

·Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , •Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
! 
>, covid-us-data 

Date: Sat, 18 Apr 2020 21 :24:09 -0400 

Thanks. I am excited. To start with, can you send a csv to both me and the Covid address? Once we 

validate it, we can see if there is a better way. Does that work? 

On Apr 18, 2020, at 6:38 PM, Aneesh Chopra< Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. Sec 552 b 6 > wrote: 

Amy, 

I'm writing to close the loop re: how schema.org marked up pages find their way to the Task 
Force in order to ensure hospitals are fully compliant with the reporting order. To that end, our 
"beta" partners on this approach is the 99+ hospital system, CHS, which has assembled all of the 
requested information across each of their hospital sites, and consolidated them into a common 
format. They are going to work with Guha to ensure the data is formatted correctly according to 

the schema.org specifications. 

Guha would need clarification on where to send any of these marked up files, and in what format, 
to you or the COVID-us-data address copied above. 

Thanks, as always, for your patience! It was wonderful to read the whitehouse blog post endorsing 

the schema.org markup, more generally (https://www.wh itehouse.gov/articles/connecting-

am erica ns-corona virus-information-on I ine/) ! 

Regards, 
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Aneesh Chopra 
President - I CareJourney.com I Scheduling Link 

X 

This email is intended only for the person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain information 

that is privileged, confidential or otherwise protected from disclosure. Dissemination, distribution, or 

copying of this email or the information herein by anyone other than the intended recipient, or an 

employee or agent responsible for delivering the message to the intended recipient, is prohibited. If you 

have received this email in error, please immediately notify us. 

< 

A r 13 2020 at 12:46 PM Gleason, Amy M. EOP/OMB 

wrote: 

Hi Aneesh, 

I know you were asking for a place to send the data published on websites through 

schema.org. I would like to get copied for now so that I have awareness, but can you 

also please use the covid email address copied on this email - covid-us

data@palantir.com. 
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Palantir team, this is one of the options that hospitals can publish data from the FAQ 

that came out last Friday. It will be the same fields as the NHSN fields. 

Sincerely, 

Amy Gleason 
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RE: [aapor-net] - Higher telephone response rates while on 

lockdown? 

From "Plutzer, Eric"~> 

To: Mario CallegarC' 1-••1•w•, Frank Lynch < 

net@groups.aapor.org 

Date: Sat, 18 Apr 2020 11: 14:58 -0400 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
' 
>, aapor-

This is quite fascinating. Reminds me of my first ROD calls as part of a grad class in survey methods. 

Lonely and older respondents would talk for many additional minutes when asked about depressive 

symptoms and their social support networks. Like the interviewers quoted in the NYT article, we felt 

like we were put in the position of being amateur counselors. 

I have a couple of questions for my AAPORNET colleagues. 

1. Given that many respondents seem to be grateful for the chance to share their troubles with 

a professional interviewer, I wonder if managers of call centers are getting any hard 

indications on something in the news that's been largely anecdotal - the greater risk of 

domestic violence during state-at-home orders. 

Eric 

I understand some of the ethical challenges to reporting this, but it seems like telephone 
surveys are in a unique position to shed light on this. 

2. This kind of thing can be anticipated for many health and aging studies, but it sounds like it 
might be new ground for pollsters and marketers. So I'd also be interested to know if call 

centers are providing interviewers additional training to balance providing a humane and 

sympathetic ear and collecting data in a uniform manner. 

Eric Plutzer 
Editor, Public Opinion Quarterly 

Director, Mood of the Nation Poll 

Professor of Political Science, Penn State University 
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From: aapor-net@groups.aapor.org <aapor-net@groups.aapor.org> 

Sent: Saturday, April 18, 2020 5:00 AM 

To: Frank Lynch <1W-IIL~WJW,;, 
Cc: aapor-net@groups.aapor.org 

Subject: Re: [aapor-net] - Higher telephone response rates while on lockdown? 

Thanks for sharing Frank, I was wondering about this and it is great to see some 
data. 

I am wondering if the same thing happens for online panels, but I am getting mixed 
findings from the vendors I am working with. 
Is anybody else on AAPORNET getting some data on completion rates for online 
panels? 

Mario 
Mario Callegaro 

Staff UX Researcher - Survey Scientist 
Google Cloud Platform UX 

6PS London, UK 

callegaro@googlJi!I 

>https://research-archive.googleplex.com/search/author:callegaro< 

> https :/ /ai. goog le/resea rch/people/MarioCa I legaro< 

On Fri, Apr 17, 2020 at 10:02 PM Frank Lynch .Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ,, > wrote: 

I wonder if anyone imagined this: 

>https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/17/us/politics/polling-coronavirus.html< 

To change your mail delivery preferences, visit your deliverability preferences page 

To view the archives for this list, visit the list archives 

To view the archives for messages posted prior to 7/12/2019, visit this page 

To change your mail delivery preferences, visit your deliverability preferences page 

To view the archives for this list, visit the list archives 

To view the archives for messages posted prior to 7/12/2019, visit this page 
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To change your mail delivery preferences, visit your deliverability preferences page 

To view the archives for this list, visit the list archives 

To view the archives for messages posted prior to 7/12/2019, visit this page 
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Re: [aapor-net] - Higher telephone response rates while on 

lockdown? 

From: .Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Frank Lynch > 

To: 

Cc: 

Mario Callegaro jmpfi> 
!IR1't1W~..: .:._ 

Date: Sat, 18 Apr 2020 08:27:22 -0400 

Hi Mario, 

The article discusses this with respect to Pew's American Trends Panel, which is online. 

Frank 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec, On Sat, Apr 18, 2020 at 5:00 AM Mario Callegaro < > wrote: 
Thanks for sharing Frank, I was wondering about this and it is great to see some data. 

I am wondering if the same thing happens for online panels, but I am getting mixed findings from 
the vendors I am working with. 
Is anybody else on AAPORNET getting some data on completion rates for online panels? 

Mario 

Mario Callegaro 

Staff UX Researcher - Survey Scientist 

Google Cloud Platform UX 

6PS London, UK 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
' 

>https://research-archive.googleplex.com/search/author:callegaro< 

>https://ai .google/research/people/MarioCallegaro< 

On Fri, Apr 17, 2020 at 10:02 PM Frank Lyncr iM1't1fflj§ wrote: 

I wonder if anyone imagined this: 
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>https://www. nyti mes. com/2020/04/17 /us/politics/pol ling-coronavi rus .htm I< 

To change your mail delivery preferences, visit your deliverability preferences page 

To view the archives for this list, visit the list archives 

To view the archives for messages posted prior to 7/12/2019, visit this page 

Sent from my iPhone aboard a nuclear sub in the Gowan us Canal. 

To change your mail delivery preferences, visit your deliverability preferences page 

To view the archives for this list, visit the list archives 

To view the archives for messages posted prior to 7/12/2019, visit this page 
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Re: ACT-IAC Cloud ATO Working Group Meeting 

From William Huie - QQ 1-l•J-ffffl·-, 

To: Emell McKelvey .Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
1 > 

Cc: >, "Hernandez, Steven" 

< >, Stephen Kovac 

·Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec >, Jason Oksenhendler r=-r-.• r----r..1~-- >, David 
Simpson 41':l#tl_;&_lir.1a•1ns~:f•Wi-:!'ll§•■--1>, Doug Cowan <1::£111) <j=tillj.114,.1• ,j-, Nancy 

Delanoche< >, davictmcclure@accenturefedera1g, 

stevelsonnenberg@alphaomegaintegration[m, dpizzan@amazon!m, 

meredit~dost@appliedis_, frenctjacqueline@bahlli, tandon(geetika@barg, 

davidlpitts@businessintegra[m, dtuten@cdclD, saidullislam@cgifederallm, Ken 

Stavinoha u:::fl-M1, >, Michael Carter >, 

mhettinger@hs~cl!I, srussom@deloitte!m, msoliman@dssinc!D, 

ahopkins@dssina, rbussey@evolverinclll, chudi lokafo@gsai:1, 

anthonJmelia@gsalt, adriennewilk@google■, vspearman@granitenetlm, 

adewalelomoniyi@uiibrrll], shaunaklashtaputre@karsunl11cg, jkupcinski@kpmgll, 

dschulman@missioncybei:11, mukesh@mitr_, teres£velsh@anthemlli, 

koushicadsundar2@anthemlll, douglaslgrismore@anthemll, 

jame5'tarley@octoconsultingliil], "Roberts, Taylor C. EOP/OMB" 

◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " >, tcossa@comcastfa!I, jacklsilpacharn@oraclell , 

ellenlkuhn@oracle!D, ben~uan@preciselsoftll, nbawa@reisystemslli, 

jeffre>twalters@reisystemsll, spipino@salesforcelli, carri.hompson@servicenow1•, 

rotlpalmer@shorepointinc- siddiquelchaudhry@snowflake!II, gpal@stackarmor , 

kristenlt)Oyd@usdG, udywslex@nvldoel!:I jasonlkruse@h~h-, 

naureenlrahman@hcjdhsliil, jaime~oble@usdojlll, "Cornelius, Matthew T. EOP/OMB" 

< >, bhajost@steelcloudl!II, Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

charlesltuller@eglobaltec., khomme@microson!II, "Sorenson, Michael" 

< Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. Sec 552 b 6 >, Mike Howell< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. " >, David Dastvar 

< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) >, Ashley Mahan - QXC ~::£1111-114,.iiii§M>, Rob 

Hankey .Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , >, John Davis ◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , > 

Date: Mon, 20 Apr 2020 15:54:45 -0400 

This is such a great thread/ discussion I don't know where to pick up from whom, so I'll summarize 

what might be an important communication point in the future. 
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- I took away the fact that Fed RAMP both is, and isn't FISMA ... 

In the PMO we often talk about it as "Fed RAMP is FISMA for the cloud" - which is how I took Marilyn's 

comments. However, I think it was Ken who summarized the overall "counter point" from many of you 

that FISMA is technically "just" a law and doesn't really provide practical/tactical "process" guidance. 

So in some ways Fed RAMP is FISMA for cloud (because it operationalizes how an agency can 

adhere to FISMA in cloud environments) and in some ways it's the "inverse" of FISMA because it 

provides more tangible directives/direction than the abstract "thou shall" that can end up causing 

unnecessary duplication and customization. 

How's that for a summary? You're all right, and I'm grateful to have you on this journey with us! 

On Thu, Apr 16, 2020 at 5:35 PM Emell McKelvey .Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec wrote: 

Thank you for that input Marilyn. I will adjust my reference material appropriately with this new 

information 

Emell McKelvey 
Owner/CTO 
Mackkell Technologies LLC 
p: 
f: 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 
Sec 552(b)(6)) 

>www.mackkelltechllc.com< 

IT ond Ta/ecommunicati'on Infra tru tur Sp ciall r · 
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From: Hays, Marilyn < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
J 
> 

Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 4:48 PM 

To: Hernandez, Steven < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , >; Rob Hankey 

◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , >; Stephen Kova0 1~ason Oksenhendler 

< ; David Simpson <J _:.. ,. __ • _ jj-,.; Emel I McKelvey Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) ► 

◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
n >; Doug Cowan (-) < > 

Cc: Nancy Delanoche <lDB«.111,'Sil§j¥f4>; daviclncclure@accenturefederc>1'R:· 
stevelsonnenberg@alphaomegaintegration[ffl: dpizzan@amazonP· 

Meredithl Dost@applied;Jffi. frenctljacqueline@bar[m; tandonl geetika@b"tl'!l)

daviclpitts@businessintegrr1[ffi· dtuten@cddp: saidull islam@cgifederc1!!11· Ken Stavinoha 

d:tf-All <l:£111j.11L..+ I--, Michael Carter< >; 

mhettinger@hsgl dclm; srussom@deloittaffl; msoliman@dssinclffl; ahopkins@dssincrn: 

rbussey@evolverinclll; chudilokafo@gs2P· anthonylmelia@gsa[P· williarrlhuie@gs::i[P· 

adriennewilk@goog•~n- vspearman@granitenP.t!ffi- ::idewalelomoniyi@uslibmlffl; 

shaunaklashtaputre@karsunh :P· jkupcinski@kpmcP· dschulman@missioncyberllfj; 

mukesh@mitrel!I; teresalwelsh@antherP· koushicaal sundar2@anthemlm; 

douglaslgrismore@anthem P· jameslfarley@octoconsultingp; 

taylo~ roberts@orr'--'!f111; tcossa@comcas@I; jacklsilpacharn@oraclP[P; 

ellenl kuhn@oracleili]; benlduan@preciselsonl!li; nbawa@reisystemc[ffl· 

jeffreylwalters@reisysterr~n- spipino@salesfowcR· Carrilrhompson@servicer~-a

roblpalmer@shorepointinrD· Siddiguelchaudhry@snowflavcl'a!§; gpal@stackarmo•· 

KristenlBoyd@usdall· udywsl ex@nvldoP-11: jasonl kruse@hgldtiiP· 

naureerlrahman@hgldhsP· JaimelNoble@usdolD· Matthewllcornelius@omt--; 

bhajost@steelcloudl!I; charleslful ler@eg lobaltech Im; khomme@m icrosofllffl; Sorenson, 

Michael< >; Mike Howell~; David 

Dastvar < >; Ashley Mahan - QXC < >; Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " 

Ex 6 - 5 U_,.§.C. Sec , Rob Hankey < >; John Davis < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec JI 

----- > 

Subject: RE: ACT-IAC Cloud ATO Working Group Meeting 

Just a note about this linked whitepaper FYI: 
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Coalfire has been my 3PAO for many A&A cycles. They know what they are talking about. 

However, this Whitepaper was written in 2016, before the change to FedRAMP Ready and 

Demand Monitoring, so it describes the "old" Authorization processes. 

If you want the actual poop, Go read the stuff on FedRAMP's website. 

Marilyn Hays 

-------------------------------- -----------------------------------------------------------

From: Hernandez, Steven 1MtltdW=tJE> 
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 2:28 PM 

To be clear, FedRAMP is how you meet FISMA for public cloud systems Q 

Coalfire did a great writeup on this: 

>https://www.coalfire.com/Documents/Whitepapers/FISMA-vs-FedRAMP Controls-authorizations< 

Steven G Hernandez 

MBA, CISSP, CISA, CNSS, CSSLP, SSCP, CAP, ITIL 

Chief Information Security Officer 

Director, Information Assurance Services 

US Department Of Education 

550 12th St SW, Washington DC (PCP 10057) 

o.ia■ ic: Ex 6 - (5 
" 

My Availability: HTML I ICS 

How to subscribe to my availability 
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(William) Jay Huie 

TTS Solutions - Deputy Assistant Commissioner, Acting 

U.S. General Services Administration 

1•,. 
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[EXTERNAL] Re: Quick follow up: RI + GA 

From: Erin Hattersley Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , 

To: "Hartwig, Edward J. EOP/OMB" Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

Cc: Rasmi Elasma Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
' 
, Jen Carter Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

A 

Date: Mon, 04 May 2020 22:15:50 -0400 

Hi Eddie, 

Thanks for your time last week. Cities/states that we'd be interested in knowing more about what their 

particular needs might be include: Seattle, Atlanta, Texas, Bay Area, Los Angeles, Michigan, New 

York, Boston, Pittsburgh, etc. As you can maybe tell, really anywhere that we have an office nearby 

since we prefer to staff our Google.org Fellowships with local technologists who have a connection to 

that city or state. 

I'd be curious to learn more about the opportunities in GA and NJ. 

Thanks, 

Erin 

Erin Hattersley I Manager, Google.org I Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

On Fri, May 1, 2020 at 1 :53 PM Hartwig, Edward J. EOP/OMB 

wrote: 

Erin, 

Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(5)) Deliberative Process 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 
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integrated benefits candidate). Would you interesting in chatting with him about your 

fellowship program? 

We're also helping out in a few state that need help. Currently that is content 

management help (where we are currently rather thin). Not sure if you would be up for 

working together in NJ or GA on some COVID-related projects. 

Eddie 
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Exposure notification: one app per country? 

Date: Tue, 05 May 2020 12:08:45 -0400 

Hey there, I've got a lot of government folks asking me about the "one app per country" guideline. 

Can give you any insight into what Apple/Google are thinking about for the US or for states? 
Matt Cutts 

Administrator 

U.S. Digital Service 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 
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RE: Collaboration on Native American support ... USDS+ 

From: Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. , "Laing, Maia (OS/IOS)" < > 

To: Megan J. Smith <1::£lllt1•►1, j>, "Cutts, Matthew D. EOP/OMB" 

,.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec > 

Cc: "Honey, Kristen (OS/IOS)" < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , >, Susan Alzner 

Ex 6 - (5 , <1::£111t1•►1W>, Kris Easton ddW , Ryan Panchadsaram 

,.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " Ex 6 - (5 " >, Ryan Panchadsaram < >, David 

Lonnberg < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. " > 

Date: Thu, 07 May 2020 11 :44:41 -0400 

Attachments lnfographic FINAL.pdf (205.18 kB); Roadmap Executive Summary_C_ 102019.pdf 

(962.09 kB); IHS HIT Final Report_C_ 102019.pdf (1.58 MB) 

Susan, thanks for looping me in. 

Hello all: 

Over the past two years I have been working with Indian Health Service Leadership on their Health IT 

modernization discovery in preparation for the modernization efforts. Through this discovery we 

learned a great deal around where the IT does not align to the care delivery needs. (reports 

attached). 

In the presence of COVID-19 the challenges with the digital divide are heightened as we struggle to 

deliver telemedicine to rural parts of the country where many tribes are located. These tribes often 

have limit clinical resources and testing capabilities. The most fundamental issues being in 

bandwidth and access to necessary care providers. Last week, in conversation with IHS it was stated 
that it would take 5 years of their full budget to address the challenges with increasing bandwidth 

necessary to address the need. 

This challenge is further complicated by the dynamic relationship between the federal government 

and the tribes. There are an estimated 2.6 million American Indian and Alaskan Natives across the 

US. Of the 2.6m Al/AN individuals, approximately 1.3m are served by IHS. Currently there are 

challenges understanding mortality data associated with COVID-19 for the 2.6million Al/AN as Indian 

health Service does not have a complete picture of this data. As a result, it is challenging to identify 

where resources are most needed. 

There is an opportunity to leverage innovation through industry and to elevate Indian Health 

Services ability to address major health challenges across the country not only in COVID-19 response 

in addition diabetes, suicide, maternal and newborn health and opioid addiction. Health outcomes of 

which the tribal community disproportionality are impacted. In order to facilitate this level of 

engagement, it is my recommendation that a partnership is formed and COVID-19 response 
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becomes the initial focus. This would not replace the need for IT modernization but would support 
industry and government engagement in identifying new tools that meet the unique needs of the 
tribal community. 

Look forward to discussing further. 

Regards, 
Maia 

Maia Z. Laing 
HHS Optimization Team 
Office of the Chief Technology Officer I Immediate Office of the Secretary 
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. e: I w: 202.774.2304 I 

4 c-10 
From: Megan J. Smith 1=f1111e1•►i--> 
Sent: Thursday, May 7, 2020 10:43 AM 

To: Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 

Cc: Laing, Maia (OS/10S) ~ >; Honey, Kristen (OS/10S) ~OW1•►i+W...,.; 
>; Kris Eastof" ~-~yan Panchadsaram 
>; Ryan Panchadsaram <,_ ~ >; David Lonnberg 

Subject: Collaboration on Native American support ... USDS+ 

Matt, 

Great to rnn into you this week. Connecting re potential teamwork on systems solutions 
with/for Native American communities. 

Today our shift7 team is collaborating on urgent PPE access and information for COVID-19 
response .. . our major first focus bas been the southwest with tbe hotspot there -- Navajo, 
Hopi, Pueblo, plus neighbors Havasupai , Hualupai and others -- as well as starting work in a 
few other regions. We have been working where requested by tribal leadership to bring 
donations of PPE. 
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There are several areas of system teamwork that would be great to discuss - both for response 
and 'build-back-better' now. 

+ Maia Laing who is a leader in the HHS CTO's office who worked on an exploration of this 
challenge with people in all 12 IHS regions. 
+ Kris Easton, Engineering leader at Google who also leads GAIN - the Google American 
Indian Network ERG and has connected us all with Native American ERGs at many U.S. 
tech finns (Salesforce WIND Force, IBM INDN, Native@Amazon, Native@Facebook, 
Microsoft, etc) -- plus we can reach out to AISES leaders/member and others. 

Are there some folks on your team who could engage with us on both response and build
back-better? 
If yes, here are some areas below we could work on right away with Tribal leadership and 
communities (Tribal-Public-Private Partnership collaboration options). +Susan who is one 
of my co-founders at shift? who has decades of experience working on these topics. Also + 
Ryan FYSA who worked on many topics below several years ago as Deputy CTO. 
Would love to learn about USDS response work that might be able to include Native 
American communities - response and build-back-better opportunities. 

- Megan 

* IHS modernization (urgent). 
IHS has wonderful talent embedded throughout, working with many facing high poverty, 
marginalization and complex health challenges (including our most remote Americans) --
IHS has little resource for modernization support and has faced many cuts re operations. 
"Wellness: Native communities suffer from disproportionately high rates of risk factors for Covid-19 
complications , including heart disease and diabetes. And many tribes say the IHS is underfunded and 
understaffed . Just consider that the federa l government spends $12,744 per person on Medicare and 
$9,404 per person on veterans health -- but only $2,834 per person on health care for Native 
Americans, according to the US Commission on Civil Rights." 
> https ://www. en n. com/2020/05/06/opi n ions/native-a merica ns-covi d-19-avoid-catastrophe-

jones/i nd ex. htm I< 

IHS has the oldest EHR in the USG (80s/90s tech) and is listed last for upgrade, it has little 
Telehealth relative to what could be, there are many other opportunities for improvement 
including things working in some regions that could be shared across . FYSA the IHS works 
across the U.S. via 12 regions running operations 

(>https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/lndian Health Service#IHS areas<) via three paths: 

(1) direct services (IHS Hospitals and Clinics), 
(2) Self managed (Tribes run their own services with Federal Funds not 

operations >https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/lndian Health Service#Tribal Self Determination<) and 

(3) Urban Indian Programs (approx 70% of Native Americans are in Urban Centers) 
There are many system changes that could accelerate -- there is a list in this article of 
examples to consider with modernization "Eighth, we can speed up the relief effort. Native 
organizations are asking for a host of fixes that would help the IHS work more efficiently, get federal 
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money to tribal governments faster and incentivize more doctors and nurses to join the 

I HS. 11 >https://www.cnn.com/2020/05/06/opinions/native-americans-covid-19-avoid-catastrophe-

jones/index. htm I< 

+ Maia can share more about response w/modemization collaborations and opportunities -
plus colleagues across the system to collaborate with who she met during her work these past 
18+months. 

* Collaborative Tech Capacity Engaged across prioritized projects. 

USDS could co-create with DOI a BWBIE Digital Service including engaging Native 
American and other PIFs to serve soon. 
I had the honor to serve at the exec rep at Google for the Googler American Indian Network 
(GAIN) where I worked with +Kris 
... there are ERGs (Employee Resource Groups) at most major tech firms -- Salesforce 
WINDForce, IBM INDN, Native@Amazon, Native@Facebook, Microsoft, Raytheon, etc. 

Amongst these groups plus the AlSES >https://protect2.fireeye.com/url?k=30ebf5b6-6cbefc66-

30ebc489-0cc47a6a52de-86a6f21073036b8e&u=https://www.aises.org/< community and others --

there much technical talent who would serve who have the cultural competence and expertise 
that would be relevant. 

To begin conversations our shift? team is exploring in early dialog with Maia options for 
establishing a Tribal-Public-Private Partnerships to jump start these connections for Covid-19 
response and beyond .... including talking with various tribal organizations to be part of the 
collaboration. + Maia and + Kris have been part of those early conversations. e.g perhaps for 
the USG it could start with the HHS CTO team working with USDS and THS, tribal partners 
and others, shift?, the companies with ERG leaders, etc etc 

* Broadband 
"Ninth, many students who are now supposed to do homework online do not have access to high
speed internet, or even computers. Broadband is also critical for telemedicine; NCAI did list 
telehealth as one of their priorities for stimulus funding. Lack of broadband access is a problem 
everywhere and worse on reservations -- but one we can 
fix. 11 >https ://www.cnn.com/2020/05/06/opi nions/native-americans-covid-19-avoid-catastrophe-

jones/index. htm I< 

There is funding in the response funds for Telehealth ... there are leaders in Native America 
who have solutions -- we can connect this work and accelerate progress ... teaming with 

USDA Rural Utility Services (>https://www.rd .usda.gov/about-rd/agencies/rural-utilities-service<). 

There was$ IM added to the USDA annual budget for digital service 
(network/broadband/backhaul deployment skills) talent to embed with talent at USDA RUS -
not sure if it's still there, but worth looking as USDS/USDA-DS/PIFs could be part of that 
(backhaul team members from tech co's and tel co's could serve). We can reach out to 

colleagues like Matt Rantanen >https://protect2 .fireeye.com/url?k=0cadac22-50f8a5f2-0cad9d 1 d-
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Occ47a6a52de-f318a0c19963cb62&u=https://www.linkedin.com/in/matthewrantanen/< to mov e 

faster for coaching and finding talent w ho hav e already done this kind of w ork ( on 
reservation) at scale like Matt. 

* Essential Resource & Economic Development 
"Water: Somewhere between 15 and 40% of Navajo homes do not have clean running water. Many 
must wash their hands with reused water, which some fear now cou ld be contaminated by a prior user 
carrying the virus . Even though there have been no documented cases of the virus spreading through 
reused water, the lack of clean running water poses challenges to anyone trying to maintain 
pandemic-proof levels of hygiene. 
Wealth: Some homes on reservations lack reliable electricity. Many homes are overcrowded and 
shared by large families, making physica l distancing near impossible. Over a century ago, the US 
government pledged in treaties to provide health care, housing and infrastructure in exchange for 
land, but we have failed to fu lly hold up our end of the bargain. 

Even Indian Country's economic success stories are at risk right now. Many tribal governments 9-.fil 
revenue from restaurants, retail shops and casinos. But most of these business ventures had to close 
their doors and suffer massive budget hits." >https://www.cnn.com/2020/05/06/opinions/native-
a merica ns-covid-19-avoid-catastrophe-jones/index. html< 

There are programs and coll aborations across the USG that can help here as part of response work -
-- Rural Util ities programs, Economic Dev, DOE programs for Energy Dev, Social Svcs access 
programs --- and so much of this funding becomes far more effective with IT modernization so 
the money stretches and impact expands dramatically. 

Would love to discuss with any of your team deployed already in these areas or in ways that some of 
this work could become a USDS program area as part of the COVID-19 reponse (and beyond). 

@smithmegan 
CEO shift?; 3rd U.S.CTO 

shift? works collaboratively on systemic social, environmental and economic problems - finding 
opportunities to scout and scale promising solutions and solution-makers. We add proven tech
forward , open, shareable practices to drive direct impact, together. 

Join us: shift7.com 
@shift? Twitter I lnstagram 
#col lectivegenius 
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RE: [EXTERNAL] Re: Introduction: Lee and Gundeep 

To: Lee Carosi Dunn 

Bee: "Hartw· 

Cutts ( 

Date Thu, 07 May 2020 09:19:30 -0400 

Thanks Matt. Matt and Eddie to bee. 

Good Morning Lee and Lesta, 

Would you both be available for a call On Tuesday 5/12 at 11:30am EST 

Francisco E. Rosado 
United States Digital Service 

- I 
• • 

U.S. DIGITAL SERVICE 

WJ 11 CJ Im 

From: Cutts, Matthew D. EOP/OMB 

Cc: Hartwi 

EOP/OMB 

Subject: RE. 

Ex 6 - (5 
U.S.C. Sec 

Glad you got to talk to Gundeep! It's looking more like USDS may be helping various states, so 
getting an overview of what Google is doing would be useful. We've talked to several other 
companies to understand what they're doing to help. 

Adding Eddie (my deputy, who might also be interested) plus Frankie to help with scheduling. 
Matt 
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From: Lee Carosi Dunn 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

"'552 b 6 
Sent: Wednesday, May 6, 2020 3:17 PM 

To: Cutts, Matthew D. EOP/OMB illflNilllEIIII>; Lesta Brady 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 1 

Subject: [EXTERNAL] Re: Introduction : Lee and Gundeep 

Matt, thank you again for the introduction. We just met with Sundeep along with our team from FL 
and NY who drove the Department of Labor unemployment solutions there. Sundeep mentioned the 
task force he is on v.rith you and others on these issues. It made me wonder, would you like to do a 30 
minute call with our team to hear about our work with these states? Would that be helpful to you? 

Thanks again, 
Lee 

Lee Dunn 
Google 
leedunn@google.com 
Google Voice: Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 

,Sec 552(b )(6)) Android Mobil 

Stay connected in response to Coronavirus : 

Advanced Video Conferencing Capability in Meet I 
Tips for Working with Remote Teams I 
Get the most out of G Suite with 
G Suite Learning Center 

The G Suite Show 

On Wed, Apr 22, 2020 at 12:19 PM Cutts, Matthew D. EOP/OMB 

wrote: 

> 
~la:ili:i(;::1.1,;1 

Lee, I wanted to introduce you to Gundeep Ahluwal ia, who is CIO at the Department of Labor. DoL 

has been proactively reaching out to states to offer various types of assistance with their 

unemployment insurance systems. I think the help that Google offered to NY caught Labor's 

attention, and Labor might be interested in see whether similar options would be available to other 

states. In my experience, Gundeep has been one of the Cl Os that goes above and beyond to help 

the people who are looking to him for aid. 
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Gundeep, Lee is a long-time Google employee. She's worked as head of international elections 

outreach, as head of outreach for the White House and other agencies, and for the last year or so 

has been director of cloud policy for North and South America. Lee has been involved with 

Google's assistance to multiple states and has experience with the patchwork nature of various 

states' mainframes. 

Best wishes, 

Matt Cutts 

Administrator 
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RE: [EXTERNAL] Re: Introduction: Lee and Gundeep 

To: Lee Carosi Dunn Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

Cc: Lesta Brady <I :Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

Date: Wed, 13 May 2020 13:57:39 -0400 

Hey 

Francisco E. Rosado 

United States Digital Service 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

U.S. DIGITA L SERVI CE 

~ 11 rl lffl 

From: Lee Carosi Dunn 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b )(6)) 

Sent: Wednesday, May 13, 2020 1:37 PM 

To: Rosado, Francisco E. EOP/OMB Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Ex 6 - (5 

Cc: Lesta Brady < 

Subject: Re: [EXT 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

• & • I e and Gundeep 

> 

lli Francisco-wanted to check in again on these meeting dates. Thanks! Lee 

Lee Dunn 
Go o )e 

tidi-1►,... 
Google Voic( j £ 
Android Mobile: Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 

Sec 552 b 6 

Stay connected in response to Coronavirus: 

Advanced Video Conferencing Capability in Meet I 
Tips for Working with Remote Teams I 
Get the most out of G Su te with 
G Suite Learning Center 

The G Suite Show 
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On Thu, May 7, 2020 at 10:55 AM Lee Carosi Dunn 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

·552(b )(6)) 

Sadly, the team is not. Do any of these dates work? 

May 13th at 2pm EST 
May 15th at 10am EST 
May 15th at 2pm EST 

Thank you! 

Lee Dunn 

Google Voice: 
Android Mob. 
Stay connected in response to Coronavirus: 

Advanced Video Conferencing Capability in Meet I 
Tips for Working with Remote Teams I 
Attend the Google Cloud Next '20 digital event! 
Get the most out of G Suite with 
G Suite Learning Center 

The G Suite Show 

On Thu, May 7, 2020 at 9:23 AM Rosado, Francisco E. EOP/OMB 

> wrote: 

Thanks Matt. Matt and Eddie to bee. 

Good Morning Lee and Lesta, 

wrote: 

Would you both be available for a call On Tuesday 5/12 at 11:30am EST? 

Frankie 

Francisco E. Rosado 
United States Digital Service 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. SEx 6 - (5 " 
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U.S. DIGITAL SERVICE 

rffiJ 11 a fffl 

From: Cutts, Matthew D. EOP/OMB 

Sent: Wednesday, May 6, 2020 10:1 

To: Lee Carosi Dunn 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6))EX 6 - (5 > 

Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] Re: Introduction: Lee and Gundeep 

>; Rosado, Francisco E. 

Glad you got to talk to Gundeepl It's looking more like USDS may be helping various states, so 
getting an overview of what Google is doing would be useful. We've talked to several other 
companies t o understand what they' re doing to help. 

Adding Eddie (my deputy, who might also be interested) plus Frankie to help with scheduling. 
Matt 

From: Lee Carosi Dunn < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C Sec 

Sent: Wednesday, May 6, 2020 3:17 PM 

To· Cutts Matthew D EOP/OMB Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

Subject: [EXTERNAL] Re: Introduction: Lee and Gundeep 

esta Brady 

Matt, thank you again for the introduction. We j ust met with Sundeep along with om team from 
FL and NY who drove the Department of Labor unemployment solutions there. Snndeep 
mentioned tbe task force he is on with you and others on these issues. It made me wonder, 
would you like to do a 30 minute call with Olli' team to hear about our work with these states? 
Would that be helpful to you? 

Thanks again, 
Lee 

Lee Dunn 
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Stay connected in response to Coronavirus: 

Advanced Video Conferencing Capability in Meet I 
Tips for Working with Remote Teams I 
Get the most out of G Suite with 
G Suite Learning Center 

The G Suite Show 

On Wed, Apr 22, 2020 at 12:19 PM Cutts, Matthew D. EOP/OMB 

> wrote: 

Lee, I wanted to introduce you to Gundeep Ahluwalia, who is CIO at the Department of Labor. 

DoL has been proactively reaching out to states to offer various types of assistance with their 

unemployment insurance systems. I think the help that Google offered to NY caught Labor's 

attention, and Labor might be interested in see whether similar options would be available to 

other states. In my experience, Gundeep has been one of the CIOs that goes above and 

beyond to help the people who are looking to him for aid. 

Gundeep, Lee is a long-time Google employee. She's worked as head of international 

elections outreach, as head of outreach for the White House and other agencies, and for the 

last year or so has been director of cloud policy for North and South America. Lee has been 

involved with Google's assistance to multiple states and has experience with the patchwork 

nature of various states' mainframes. 

Best wishes, 

Matt Cutts 

Administrator 

US Digital Service 

Ex 6 - (5 
U.S.C. Sec 1 
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RE: [EXTERNAL] Re: Introduction: Lee and Gundeep 

From: 

To: Lee Carosi Dun 

Cc: 

Date: Thu, 14 May 2020 10:07:53 -040 

Hey Lee 

Feel free to send it Eddie (Edward J HartwiddllfFd' 

Frankie 

Francisco E. Rosado 
United States Digital Service 

Francisco.e.rosadnjdllfN=tl Ex 6 - (5 
U.S.C. Sec 

U.S. D IGITAL SERVICE 

From: Lee Carosi Dunn 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552 b 6 

Sent: Wednesday, May 13, 2020 4:21 PM 

To: Rosado, Francisco E. EOP/OMB Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. =x 6 _ (5 

Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Re: Introduction: Lee and Gundeep 

Excellent. Would you like me to send a calendar invite? 

Lee Dunn 

-
Stay connected in response to Coronavirus: 

Advanced Video Conferencing Capability in Meet I 

Tips for Working with Remote Teams I 
Attend the Google Cloud Next '20 digital event! 

> 

OM B _ 000027695 



Gel the most out of G Suite with 
G Suite Learning Center 

The G Suite Show 

r=-11i1:11111~wit!:!~r-il•".-,20 at 3 :40 PM Rosado, Francisco E. EOP/OMB 

3pm the 20th works 

Francisco E. Rosado 
., --•: - -

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. SecEx 6 _ (5 Ex 
552(b)(6)) 

• * • 

U.S. DIGITAL SERVICE 

> wrote: 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 
Sec 552(b)(6)) 

From: Lee Carosi Dunn <leedunn@google.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, May 13, 2020 2:22 PM 

To: Rosado, Francisco E. EOP/OMB •-~l,!!1-11•.--1•■ .. -----••,--> 

Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Re: lntroduct1on:~n un eep 

Well darn, those don't work for us. How about 3pm on the 20th? Or the 27th at 2 :3opm? 

O:w1~.13 2020 at 1 :56 PM Rosado, Francisco E. EOP/OMB ·a-+• i13W-Ql> wrote: - ~ • I . 

Hey Lee, 

Those times don't work. How would Tuesday 5/19 at 2pm EST work? 

Frankie 

Francisco E. Rosado 
United States Digital Service 

2 OM B _ 000027695 



Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

U. S. DIGITAL SERVICE 

@J IJ CJ lm 

From: Lee Carosi Dunn 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C Sec 
552 b 6 

Sent Wednesday, May 13, 2020 1:37 PM 

To: Rosado, Francisco E. EOP /OMB l:lllr:.•ansr.•~-!P.!l-•-n:E:11+-=n=-> 
Cc: lesta Brad" J#W1•►, 
Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Re: Introduction: Lee and Gundeep 

Hi Francisco - wanted to check in again on these meeting dates. Thanks! Lee 

Lee Dunn 
Go gle 
leedunn@google.com 

Google Voice 

Android Mob 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 
Sec 552(b)(6)) 

Stay connected in response to Coronavirus: 

Advanced Video Conferencing Capability in Meet I 
Tips for Working with Remote Teams I 
Get the most out of G Suite with 
G Suite Learning Center 

The G Suite Show 

On Thu, May 7, 2020 at 10:55 AM Lee Carosi Dunn < leedunn@google.com> wrote: 

Sadly, the team is not. Do any of these dates work? 

May 13th at 2pm EST 
May 15th at 10am EST 
May 15th at 2pm EST 

Tl1ankyou! 

Lee Dunn 
Go gle 

3 OM B _ 000027695 



Android Mobile: 
Stay connected in response to Coronavirus: 

Advanced Video Conferencing Capability in Meet I 
Tips for Working with Remote Teams I 
Attend the Google Cloud Next '20 digital event! 
Get the most out of G Suite w th 
G Suite Learning Center 
The G Suite Show 

On Thu, May 7, 2020 at 9:23 AM Rosado, Francisco E. EOP/OMB 
-Ex 6 - (5 U.S C SecEx 6 - (5 Ex > wrote: 

Thanks Matt. Matt and Eddie to bee. 

Good Morning Lee and Lesta, 

Would you both be available for a call On Tuesday 5/12 at 11:30am EST? 

Frankie 

Francisco E. Rosado 
United States Digital Service 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. SEx 6---(5 ·Ex 

U.S. D IG ITA L SERV IC E 

ff.?J 11 Cl Im 

Ex 6 - 5 U S.C. Ex 6 - (5 Ex From: Cutts, Matthew D. EOP/OMB < 

Sent: Wednesday, May 6, 2020 10:18 PM 

> 

To: Lee Carosi Dunn ; Lesta Brady 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C . Sec 
552 b 6 

Cc: Hartwig,• r < 
E. EOP/OMB 95 ii ➔---■•-. 

C. Ex 6 - (5 . Ex >; Rosado, Francisco 

Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] Re: Introduction: Lee and Gundeep 

4 OM B _ 000027695 



Glad you got to talk to Gundeep! It's looking more like USDS may be helping various 

states, so getting an overview of what Google is doing would be useful. We've talked to 

several other companies to understand what they're doing to help. 

Adding Eddie (my deputy, who might also be interested) plus Frankie to help with 

scheduling. 

Matt 

From: Lee Carosi Dunn 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) 

Sent: Wednesday, May 6, 2020 3:17 PM 

To: Cutts, Matthew D. EDP/OM- !Mlllr#W11D>: Lesta B,ady 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

Subject: [EXTERNAL] Re: Introduction: Lee and Gundeep 

Matt, thank you again for the introduction. We just met with Sundeep along with our team 
from FL and NY who drove the Department of Labor unemployment solutions there. 
Sundeep mentioned the task force he is on with you and others on these issues. It made me 
wonder, would you like to do a 30 minute call with our team to hear about our work with 
these states? Would that be helpful to you? 

Thanks again, 
Lee 

Lee Dunn 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

": . ' . 552(b)(6)) 
• I I I I I 

Stay connected in response to Coronavirus: 

Advanced Video Conferencing Capability in Meet I 
Tips for Working with Remote Teams I 
Get the most out of G Suite with 
G Suite Learning Center 

The G Suite Show 

IAMl1/t 12:19 PM Cutts, Matthew D. EOP/OMB 

- 7 71 ~#II> wrote: 

Lee, I wanted to introduce you to Gundeep Ahluwalia, who is CIO at the 
Department of Labor. DoL has been proactively reaching out to states to offer 
various types of assistance with their unemployment insurance systems. I think 
the help that Google offered to NY caught Labor's attention, and Labor might be 
interested in see whether similar options would be available to other states. In my 

5 0MB 000027695 



experience, Gundeep has been one of the CT Os that goes above and beyond to 
help the people who are looking to him for aid. 

Gundeep, Lee is a long-time Google employee. She's worked as head of 
international elections outreach, as head of outreach for the White House and 
other agencies, and for the last year or so has been director of cloud policy for 
North and South America. Lee has been involved with Google ' s assistance to 
multiple states and has experience with the patchwork nature of various states ' 
mainframes. 

Best wishes, 
Matt Cutts 
Administrator 

I • . • . 
,Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
'552(b)(6)) 
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[EXTERNAL] Agile Government Center Members Meeting 

From Cyntethia Brown •Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 1 > 

To: "Hartwig, Edward J. EOP/OMB" ◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
nn >, 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , rschlotterer@worldbana, "Brown, Dustin S. EOP/OMB" < >, 

mihmj@gaol!I, all isonlbrigati@gsalD, noveck@techlnjlD, davidl lebryk@treasurG, 

xavie~briggs@nyua, mcguinness@newamerical!I, nanlcolor@gmai 11m, 
dwennergren@actiacm, mott@icmam, smogulescu@volckeralliancel!I, 

annerung@amazonlm, digiammarinclfrank@bahlm, allerlthad@bahlm, 

weggers@deloittelm, dmader@deloittellil, kimber1Jmccabe@gmaillm, 

werfelldanny@bcglm, peterslkyle@advisor.bcglm, robertlshea@us.gt!li, 

kettl@austirlutexasll, janefountain@gmaillm, ellen622@aolm, 

mpisano@priceluscD, akhademi@vtlll, jwidner@princetonlll, rtobias1@verizonl!3, 

marklbolter@uslibrri:I, pollylhall@hqldhsll, ajdenzer@gmaillD], 

joshuagotbaum@gmaillD], johnkosk@aollD], joiwinc4ronen@ethosdclD], 

joiwindlronen@wheelhousegrouplD], billlmaile@agilegovleadersl!I, tsuder@atarcl!I, 

davidlsummers@pmil!I, chrislperdieu@ibmlm, jrodgers@nascal!I, ganapati@fiua, 

soray,Jcorrea@hcldhsl!I, John Kamensky <tff.;llj.'IIL~Si, 111111>, 
kaiteder@techlnjl!I, tparker@icmal!I, davidmfisher@hotmaillm, 

deanlevans@austirlutexaslll, donnamarcus308@gmai1ID], mifitzpatrick@googlelD], 

scottquehl@gmai(E, sgoldsmith@sgoldsmithlD], dhanan~ahir@bcglm, 

kthurm@clintonfoundationl!I, mjoyce@brookingsll, edwinllau@oecdl!I, 

jamielberryhill@oecdl!I, joel@odenterprisel!I, rmgordon@uslibmlD], 

mjoyce@brookingsa, Ines Mergel r:m.,_..:ir.:111!■ >, Sukumar Ganapati 

< >, Andrew Whitford 4#Wift> jjordon@imperiumglobaladvisorslD], 

Sally Jaggar < , ajdenzer@gmaillD], amYledwards@treasu~ Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec n• 

Cc: gedeseve@gmaillD], Dan Chenok < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Ex 6\ >, Joe Mitchel I 

<iifa+1!►1W§tH>, James Higgins< 

Date: Mon, 18 May 2020 12:33:34 -0400 

Hello AGC Members, 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , > 

Please complete the doodle poll to indicate your availability for the next members meeting 
of the Agile Government Center. The meeting will be held via ZOOM videoconference. 
Additional materials and the meeting agenda are forthcoming . 
> https:/ / doodlelllJ! poll/ agsizbhbb2x5w33v< 
Thanks kindly in advance, 

0MB 000004330 



Cyntethia Brown I Executive Assistant/Office Manager I National Academy of Public 
Administration 

1600 K Street, NW, Suite 400 l Washington , D.C. 20006 1 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Se(EX n" 

Connect with the Academy: I] 

2 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 
Sec 552 b 6 

0MB 000004330 



Re: Declined: [EXTERNAL] Invitation: Confirmed USDS 

Discussion with Google Cloud on NY & FL DoL @ Wed May 

20, 202l. ,- 3:45pm EDT 
(matthe cutts@omb - ) 

From Lee Carosi Dunn 1=!3WJ-1Y..1'1-ffl.'> 

To: "Rosado, Francisco E. EOP/OMB" < 

< Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. Sec . 

Date: Wed, 20 May 2020 12:21 :27 -0400 

Great, then we will be too! 

Lee Dunn 

Google 
IeedLIJ)J1@gpo~Jdm 
Google Voice Ex 6 - (5 U.S C 

Sec 552(b)(6)) 
Android Mobil 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

On Wed, May 20, 2020 at 12:18 PM Rosado, Francisco E. EOP/OMB 

< Ex 6 - (5 U.S C Sec 552(b)(6)) > wrote: 

Yes he'll be there! 

Francisco E. Rosado 

United States Digital Service 

E:E; 6 ,_,.(5° U.S.C~ Secrf52(b)(6)) Ex 6 - (5 
I I r,. ,..... r-, - -

U. S. DIGITAL SERVICE 

®) I] CJ ml 

>, Lesta Brady 

OM B _ 000002404 



From: Lee Carosi Dunn 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

·552 b 6 
Sent: Wednesday, May 20, 2020 12:16 PM 

> 

To: Rosado, Francisco E. EOP/OMB < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

Cc: Lesta Brady Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ,► 

> 

Subject: Re: Declined: [EXTERNAL] Invitation: Confirmed USDS Discussion with Google Cloud on 

NY & FL DoL@ Wed May 20, 2020 3pm - 3:45pm (EDT) (matthew!mcutts@omb"71a) 

Francisco, can you confirm Matt's attendance this PM? Thanks. Lee 

Lee Dunn 

Google 

lccdunn@googlc[P 

Google Voic 

Android Mo 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
·5s2(b)(6)) 

• 

On Thu, May 14, 2020 at 10:30 AM Lee Carosi Dunn< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Se 
' 

> wrote: 

Hi Francisco -- Matt declined the invite below. Do you want me to change the date and time? 

Lee Dunn 

Google 

leedunn@google.com 

Google Voi Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
•5s2(b )(6)) 

Android Mo 
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---------- Forwarded message--------

From: Cutts, Matthew D. EOP/OMB < 

Date: Thu, May 14, 2020 at 10:06 AM 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6) 
> 

Subject: Declined: [EXTERNAL] Invitation: Confirmed USDS Discussion with Google Cloud on 

NY & FL DoL@ Wed May 20, 2020 3pm - 3:45pm (EDT) (matthew 

To: Lee Dunn ·Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec, > 

3 0MB 000002404 



Re: [EXTERNAL] AKI Model - Technical Plan 

From: 

To: 

Cc: 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 
Anthony Phale 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " "Alterovitz, Gil" 

"Worthington, Charles" Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec n· , "Osborne, Thomas F." 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " "Colon Vargas, Nelson" Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , 

"Barrett, Jeffrey J. EOP/OMB Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)). , Joel Minton 

Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. " Martin 

Anuraag Khandelw Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. Sec 1 

Date: Fri, 22 May 2020 14:30:36 -0400 

Attachments [Confidential] AKI Model - Technical Description (1).pdf (45.4 kB); 

Nature_Protocols_Resubmission_Mar20.pdf (1.54 MB) 

Hi all, 

Thanks for the call this week to discuss the technical plan for delivering the AKI model to the VA. 

Attached are a couple supplementary reference docs: 

• AKI model - Technical Description: I'm resurfacing the doc we shared before our initial call 

that provides a technical description of the model and pre-processing. 

• draft Nature Protocols manuscript: this is still in the review stage with Nature Protocols, but 

provides details on the pre-processing pipeline. The published Nature paper from last 

summer is here. 

The next step is that Gil is going to report back with a recommendation for the best executable and 

containerized format for the AKI model (based on the platforms the VA plans to use for 

operationalizing the model), such that inference can be replicated within the technical ecosystem at 

VA. 

In addition, below are the questions from Will that the folks on the phone didn't get to see because 

they came through the chat and the initial thoughts we talked through on the call: 

• Can the container specifics be described, i.e, OS, AP/, ability to utilize Elastic Inference, etc? 

These could be custom to what the VA finds useful. De facto open source may be the best 

way to go. 

0MB 000022877 



• Are there metrics that this model exhibits, such as AUC, MAE, RMSE, etc? The metrics that 

were published on in the Nature paper would be the best source. 

• What about the feature space? Was there a dimensionallfy reduction step and if so, what was 

the reduced feature set count? Because of the nature of the heavily hashed dataset, the 

feature set was large and included a lot of rare features. If the VA is using a less hashed 

dataset independently on future work behind the VA firewall, there would be value in doing 

some different cleaning with a small feature set. We can discuss further ideas around this on 

the next calls. 

• Can we obtain a recap of all the points Google has brought up during this call, including 

results, lessons-learned, and thoughts about what would be a better way to do this 

again? The docs on this thread should be a good starting point, but I think the most value will 

come in ongoing technical discussions between the teams. 

I didn't have Will's email , so if someone can add him to this thread that would be great. Once the VA 

team has a chance to digest this information and Gil has the answer on the ideal model format, we 

can organize another technical call to continue the conversation. 

Thanks, 

Anthony 

Anthony Phalen I Strategic Partnerships, Google Health I aphalen@gooo11Mt1'tfflf# 

On Tue, May 19, 2020 at 10:28 PM Anthony Phale 

Hi Gil, 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b )(6)) wrote: 

Thanks very much. It sounded like Mayo 20th from 2-3 pm EST would work best for the most 

people, so I've just sent an invite out. 

Talk soon, 

Anthony 

Anthony Phalen I Strategic Partnerships, Google Health I apha len@google 1=flW11►1if:Bf 

2 0MB 000022877 



On Tue, May 19, 2020 at 4:45 PM Alterovitz, Gil Wrote: 

Thank you, Anthony. Things are ok here. I hope all is ok there. 

It looks like a promising plan. There may be a few items to collaborate to define details (eg 

container details, "VA can use the Methods section of the Nature paper and the draft Protocols 

paper to replicate the pipeline"). In terms of times, the afternoons of May 20 and 21 look good 

here. 

Best, 

Gil 

Sent with BlackBerry Work 

(>www.blackberry.com<) 

From: Anthony Phalen<-

Date: Sunday, May 17, 2020, 9:51 PM 

, Colon Vargas, Nelson 

rancisco Rubio-Bertrand 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 

Martin 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec n >, Alan 

Karthikesalingam .Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ali Connel Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " 

Subject: [EXTERNAL] AKI Model - Technical Plan 

Hi VA team, 

I hope you and your families are staying safe and healthy. I can imagine the last couple 

months have been incredibly busy on the VA side. We wanted to send along a first draft of the 

technical plan for delivering the AKI model to the VA for your review (see attached). 

It would be great to walk through it together on a call if you have time this week. Here are a 

few times that would work for us: 

• May 19: 9 - 10 am EST 

• May 20: 9 - 10 am or 12 - 12: 30 pm or 2 - 3 pm EST 

• May 21: 2 - 3 pm EST 

3 0MB 000022877 



Let me know if any of these time blocks would work for a 30 min call and I can send an invite. 

Thanks, 

Anthony 

4 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
52(b)(6)) 

0MB 000022877 



[EXTERNAL] Fighting Fraud, Waste and Abuse 

From Lee Carosi Dunn 1m .... > 

To: 
Ex6-(5 ,Ex6-(5 , 
"Hartwig, Edward J. EOP/OMB" d--~ Jill McKinnon 

>, Lesta Brady<,~ --•- _ > , "Cutts , Matthew D. 

·Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6))· EOP/OMB" , Scott Fleming i=tfWDullllllllll> 
Date: Tue, 26 May 2020 11 :07:38 -0400 

Matt and Edward, 

Thank you again for speaking with us last week and hearing more about Google Cloud Platform. 

I just wanted to pass along an interesting blog by our Google Cloud client, HSBC, on how they are 
using Google Cloud AI/ML to fight financial crimes. I know we had mentioned these solutions in the 
financial sector that could be applied to the benefits sector (both Federal and state) to help deter 
fraud, waste and abuse. So wanted to share. Let us know if you have any questions, and happy to have 
our financial services customer engineering team give you a review of the solutions if ever helpful. See 
below. 
Thanks, 
Lee 
********************************************************************* 
Google HSBC published a blog authored by Compliance Chief of Staff and Head of Digital Kirsty 
Everett on how the bank is leveraging the latest technology to fight financial crime: 

https://tech.hsbc/en/news-room/2020/hiding-behind-keyboard 

Within the blog, Everett specifically references working with Google Cloud to build a system to 
support HSBC's work to assess the potential crime risk, relying on our AI and ML expertise. She 
stresses that through our collaboration, that the bank's current prototype is showing promising 
results. 

Lee Dunn 

Google 

~ 
Google Voice:-

Android Mobile: Ex 6 - (5 , 

0MB 000013170 



Out of the "office" RE: [EXTERNAL] Fighting Fraud, Waste and 

Abuse 

From: Lee Carosi Dunn 

Date: Tue, 26 May 2020 16:56:55 -040 

I am checking email once a day as I am "out" of the office and "into" 

school as I work to ensure my three kids graduate. Wish me luck. 

*Lee Dunn* 

*Google* 

leedunn@goo 

*Google Voice 

* Android Mobi 

• 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) 

*Stay connected in response to Coronavirus: *Advanced Video Conferencing 

Capability in Meet 

<>https://cloud.google.com/blog/products/g-suite/helping-businesses-and-schools-stay-connected-in

response-to-coronavirus<> 

*I* 

Tips for Working with Remote Teams 

<>https:/ /support.google.com/a/users/answer/9283051 ?hl=en<> *I* 

Attend the Google Cloud Next '20 digital event! 

<>https://cloud.google.com/blog/topics/google-cloud-nexUjoin-us-for-google-cloud-next20-digital

connect<> 

Get the most out of G Suite with 

G Suite Learning Center <>https://support.google.com/a/users/answer/9389764<> 

The G Suite Show 

<>https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLU8ezl8GYqs7tAIAv9qFoYM7F02L251Ai<> 

0MB 000024348 



RE: [EXTERNAL] Fighting Fraud, Waste and Abuse 

From "Cutts, Matthew D. EOP/OMB" < > 

Ex 6 - (5 ~.S.C. Sec , To: Lee Carosi Dunn "Hartwig, Edward J. EOP/OMB" 

~;;;~1
1
:c~iilfliN--· Lesta Brady 

Date: Tue, 26 May 2020 16:56:48 -0400 

Lee, thanks very much for chatting with us last week, and I appreciate the pointer to the blog post . 

Matt 

From: Lee Carosi Dunn <leedunn@googl. 

Sent: Tuesday, May 26, 2020 11:08 AM 

To: Hartwig, Edward J. EOP/OMB Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. ,Ex 6 - (5 " >; Jill McKinnon 

; Lesta Bradvl::£1-j-~thew D. EOP/OMB 
>; Scott Fleming • -

Subject: [EXTERNAL] Fighting Fraud, Waste and Abuse 

Matt and Edward, 

Thank you again for speaking with us last week and hearing more about Google Cloud Platform. 

I just wanted to pass along an interesting blog by our Google Cloud client, HSBC, on how they are 
using Google Cloud AI/ML to fight financial crimes. I know we had mentioned these solutions in the 
financial sector that could be applied to the benefits sector (both Federal and state) to help deter 
fraud, waste and abuse. So wanted to share. Let us know if you have any questions, and happy to have 
our financial services customer engineering team give you a review of the solutions if ever helpful. See 
below. 
Thanks, 
Lee 
********************************************************************* 
Google HSBC published a blog authored by Compliance Chief of Staff and Head of Digital Kirsty 
Everett on how the bank is leveraging the latest technology to fight financial crime: 

> https ://tech. hs be/ en/news-room/2020/hid ing-beh ind-keyboard< 

Within the blog, Everett specifically references working with Google Cloud to build a system to 
support HSBC's work to assess the potential crime risk, relying on our AT and ML expertise. She 
stresses that through our collaboration, that the bank's current prototype is showing promising 
results. 
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Lee Dunn 
Google 
leedunn oo l 
Google Voice: 

Android Mobil 
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[EXTERNAL] Google EU Al Whitepaper Blog and comments 

From Michael Fitzpatrick .Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , 

To: 

EOP/OMB" 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552 b 6 

Date: Thu, 28 May 2020 15:10:26-0400 

Gents -

> 

"Hunt, Alex T. 

I wanted to share with you Google's feedback in response to the EC proposals that we made publicly 

available today (early, ahead of the June 14 deadline). Our response today was accompanied by a 

blog post by Kent Walker, Senior Vice President for Global Affairs and Chief Legal Officer at Google. 

Happy to arrange a discussion with you and others over there , if helpful. We've also reached out to 
Kratsios and Lynne Parker at OSTP, and eventually USTR. 

Cheers. Michael. 

Michael Fitzpatrick 

Head of Global Regulatory Affairs 

0MB 000005539 



[EXTERNAL] Google can Help 

From: Palwinder Sidhu ◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
' 

To: "Nacin, Andrew M. EOP/OMB" < Ex 6- (5 U.S.C.Ex 6- (5 " 
" 

> 

Date: Thu , 28 May 2020 14:29:37 -0400 

Hi Andrew, 

I hope you are doing well and staying safe during these trying times. 

In response to an increased need for remote workforces around the world , Google has put together a 
variety of new solutions along with free implementation of G Suite Essentials to help organizations 
continue to work and maintain continuity for a limited time. Google has made this transition as 
seamless as possible and won't cause disruptions to your current environment. 

I understand you connected with our Google team last year and wanted to identify if now is a better 
time to continue your G Suite evaluation? 

I would love to set up a time to connect and discuss how Google can help you. 

How does next Tuesday sound? Best Regards , 

Paul Sidhu 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , 

Sales Campaign Coordinator 

0MB 000029295 



[EXTERNAL] Re: GSA/ 0MB / USDS - Google COVID-19 sync 

From Yiaway Yeh 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

To: Philip Ashlock - QQ ----Cc: ~fM!Mt11••• , Joanne McGovern - QQBB 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " Thomas Hallaran - QUBA < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ► 

' 
Jessica Milcetich Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , Leilani Martinez Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. Sec " 

"Boland, Amira C. EOP/OMB" 1se1••1m•eddie Brown - QQB 

David Kaufmann __ • _ _ j., Jacob Parcell Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , 

Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. Sec ,. ngela Crocker Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " , "Hartwig, Edward J. 

EOP/OMB" Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) , David Peters - QUB 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ; , "Grimes, Justin M. EOP/OMB" < 

Date: Wed, 03 Jun 2020 15:58:24 -0400 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

Thanks all for the quick responses. We'll look forward to connecting next week. 

Best, 

Yiaway 

On Wed, Jun 3, 2020 at 12:56 PM Philip Ashlock - QQA 
.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec _ 

wrote: 

HI Yiaway, I'm sorry I didn't respond sooner, but I don't have anything pressing to discuss either so 

I think it would be fine to cancel for this week. 

On Wed, Jun 3, 2020 at 3:40 PM Ammie Farraj Feijoo 

I don't either. 

_Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

On Wed, Jun 3, 2020 at 2:59 PM Joanne McGovern - QQBB 

wrote: 

I don't have anything pressing to discuss this week. 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552 b 6 

On Wed, Jun 3, 2020 at 2:00 PM Yiaway Ye Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec wrote: 

wrote: 

0MB 000006514 



Hi Folks - Google is holding a moment of silence today 

(>https://www.cnbc.com/2020/06/03/google-holding-moment-of-silence-for-george-floyd

on-wednesday.html<) that conflicts with our meeting. We wanted to check in to see if 

there is anything top of mind for the government folks on the meeting invite? If so, we 

can plan to join this meeting late, or we can cancel and connect on topics over email for 

this week. 

Thanks, 

Yiaway 

GSA/ 0MB / USDS - Google COVID-19 sync 

When 

Joining info 

Who 

Wed Jun 3, 2020 1 pm - 1 :30pm Pacific Time - Los Angeles 

Join with Google Meet 

meet.goog le.com/ats-nhtc-ycz 

Join by phone 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

More phone numbers 

Yiaway Yeh - organizer 

philiplashlock@gs<>[R 

edwardl§lhartwig@orrl!fa 

joannd mcgovern@gfp 

leilani I martinez@gsr1D 

Angela Crocker 

amir& o1and@omb[!fla 

jessicalnilcetich@gsalll - optional 

meddiJ brown@gsalll - optional 

davidlkaufmann@gsallt - optional 

David Peters - QUB - optional 

jacobl?arcell@gs• - optional 
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agenda 

thomad hallaran@gsalll - optional 

ammiJ farrajfeijoo@gsalil - optional 

>https://docs.google.com/documenUd/1 uoMwYOQEEKsltUiGhJwZ9swRkRkonsUxqYcflolg3wo/edit?usp 

=sharing< 

regards, 

Joanne McGovern 

USAGov, "Your Guide to Government Information and Services" 

GSA, TTS Solutions 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 
Sec 552(b )(6)) 

Philip Ashlock 

Director, Data & Analytics Portfolio 

GSA Technology Transformation Services 

Yiaway Yeh I Global Product Partnerships - Civics & Elections I 

3 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 

0MB 000006514 



[EXTERNAL] GSA/ 0MB / USDS - Google COVID-19 sync 

From Yiaway Yeh 1Dlll.lfl§> 

To: thoma~hallaran@gsal!I , phili~ashlock@gsal!I, jessicdmilcetich@gsai:I, 

leilanilmartinez@gsal!I, "Boland, Amira C. EOP/OMB" 

ammieharrajfeijoo@gsai:I, meddielbrown@gsai:I, davidlkaufmann@gsal!I, 

joannelmcgovern@gsal!:I, jacoblparcell@gsal!I, Angela Crocker 

< >, Yiaway Yeh< >, "Hartwig, Edward J . Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 1 Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. , 

EOP/OMB" .. Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. S_ec 552(b)Ex " >, David Peters - QUB 

<j=tlllt1•►1Wd>, "Grimes, Justin M. EOP/OMB" 

Date: Wed , 03 Jun 2020 14:00:33 -0400 

"'Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex " > 

Hi Folks - Google is holding a moment of si lence today (>https://www.cnbg!l5k w20/06/03/google

holding-moment-of-silence-for-george-floyd-on-wednesday.html<) that conflicts with our meeting. We 

wanted to check in to see if there is anything top of mind for the government folks on the meeting 

invite? If so, we can plan to join this meeting late, or we can cancel and connect on topics over email 

for this week. 

Thanks , 

Yiaway 

GSA/ 0MB / USDS - Google COVID-19 sync 

When 

Joining info 

Who 

Wed Jun 3, 2020 1 pm - 1 :30pm Pacific Time - Los Angeles 

Join with Google Meet 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552 b 6 

Join by phone 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. , 

More phone numbers 

Yiaway Yeh - organizer 

ph ili~ ashlock@gsal!I 

edwardtlhartwig@omb._._.. 
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agenda 

joannelmcgovern@gsalD 

leilanilmartinez@gsalD 

Angela Crocker 

justi- grimes@omb

amir. boland@omblifa 

jessicd milcetich@gsalD - optional 

meddi~ brown@gsalD - optional 

daviclkaufmann@gsG - optional 

David Peters - QUB - optional 

jacotlparcell@gsalD - optional 

thoma~ hallaran@gsalD - optional 

ammid farrajfeijoo@gsG - optional 

>https ://docs.goog le. com/document/d/1 uoMwYOQEEKsltU iGhJwZ9swRkRkonsUxqY cflolg3wo/edit?usp 

=sharing< 
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[EXTERNAL] Google Cloud Webinar June 16: Fast-Forward 

Digital Transformation: A COVID- Era Roadmap for Federal 

and State Governments 

From: Lee Carosi Dunn 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) · 

Date: Wed, 03 Jun 2020 08:00:00 -0400 

I wanted to share with you a webinar Google Cloud is co-hosting on smart analytics. Please feel free 

to join or share this opportunity with any contact you have that may be interested. 

>https://carahevents.carahsoft.com/Event/Details/159468-google< 

Recent events have escalated the need for digital capabilities to address traffic volumes, content 

updates, communications, and deployment of essential services for the American people. Making 

strides toward digital maturity is now an urgent requirement to address the high-priority needs in a 

suddenly very digital world. 

Join Google Cloud, Cardinal Path, and Carahsoft to hear some recent, real-world case studies from 

both federal and state governments. Gain a clear understanding of how to implement your own 
digital roadmap, complete with immediately actionable takeaways to raise your online game as 
the COVID-19 pandemic makes digital transformation a reality. 

In this practical session, we will take you through a proven digital data roadmap designed to 
achieve demonstrable, incremental gains in efficiency, insights, and effectiveness of web and 
mobile app programs. 

Key points to be covered during this webinar will include: 

• Constituent-based analytic priorities during COVID-19 

• Recent examples of quick-wins in emerging situations 

• Quick-hit actions that will clear a path to success during and after COVID-19 

• A proven digital analytics roadmap that can serve as your guide towards incremental gains 

• Critical success factors for digital transformation in government 

• Resources available to speed and support digital intelligence 

0MB 000016238 



Re: GSA I 0MB / USDS - Google COVID-19 sync 

From Philip Ashlock - QQA 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) 

To: Ammie Farraj-Feijoo - QQ 

Cc: 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , 

Milcetic >, "Boland, 

Amira C. EOP/OMB" < 

<meddie.brown s , Jacob Parcell 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec "Grimes, Justin M. EOP/OMB" 

Date: Wed, 03 Jun 2020 15:56:21 -0400 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. :x 6 - (5 " > 
!' 

HI Yiaway, I'm sorry I didn't respond sooner, but I don't have anything pressing to discuss either so I 

think it would be fine to cancel for this week. 

On Wed, Jun 3, 2020 at 3:40 PM Ammie Farraj Feijoo 

I don't either. 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

wrote: 

On Wed, Jun 3, 2020 at 2:59 PM Joanne McGovern - QQBB 

I don't have anything pressing to discuss this week. 

552(b)(6)) · wrote: 

On Wed, Jun 3, 2020 at 2:00 PM Yiaway Yeh 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) wrote: 

Hi Folks - Google is holding a moment of silence today 

(>https://www.cnbc.com/2020/06/03/google-holding-moment-of-silence-for-george-floyd-on

wednesday.html<) that conflicts with our meeting. We wanted to check in to see if there is 

anything top of mind for the government folks on the meeting invite? If so , we can plan to 

join this meeting late, or we can cancel and connect on topics over email for this week. 

Thanks, 

Yiaway 

0MB 000028973 



1--

GSA/ 0MB / USDS- Google COVID-19 sync 

When 

Joining info 

Who 

agenda 

Wed Jun 3, 2020 1 pm - 1 :30pm Pacific Time - Los Angeles 

Join with Google Meet 

meet.google.com/ats-nhtc-ycz 

. . . . ... -
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 
Sec 552(b)(6)) PIN: 222860) 

More phone numbers 

Yiaway Yeh - organizer 

optional 

>https://docs.google.com/document/d/1 uoMwYOQEEKsltUiGhJwZ9swRkRkonsUxqYcflolg3wo/edit?usp 

=sharing< 
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regards, 

Joanne McGovern 

USAGov, "Your Guide to Government Information and Services" 

Philip Ashlock 

Director, Data & Analytics Portfolio 
GSA Technology Transformation Services 
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Checking In 

From: 

To: 

"Friedman, Haley Z. EOP/OMB~ IIICF•> 
Lee Carosi Dunn •H:£1W11G 

Date: Wed, 03 Jun 2020 10:40:50 -0400 

Lee, 

I hope you are well and safe! Are you hunkered down in DC or have you and your family left? 

Thank you for meeting with me a few months ago regarding the next step in my career. I wanted to 

check in to see if you had heard of any junior openings at Google or elsewhere in the cloud/tech 

space that you think might be appropriate for me when I leave 0MB. I appreciate any insight that 

you have! Have a great day. 

Sincerely, 

Haley Friedman 

Office of the Chief Information Officer 

Office of Management and Budget 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. , 

From: Lee Carosi Dunn 

Sent: Thursday, Februa y , 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) 

• t t • • Ill 

To: Friedman, Haley Z. EOP/OMB <ljjllJ!~ililiii!li -~> 
Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Re: Meeting Inquiry -

Great, let me know what time is good for you -- I can usually meet as early as 8:30am if that helps 
you. Our office is at 25 Mass Ave, NW, 9th floor -- two blocks from Union Station. 

Lee Dunn 
Google 
leedunn(iilgoogle.com 

Googl~ Voic~~ll.lllt 
Android Mobile: _ • • I 

0MB 000031502 



On Thu, Feb 6, 2020 at 10: 17 AM Friedman, Haley Z. EOP/OMB 

~-> wrote: 

Thank you very much Lee. I am happy to come to you. I look forward to meeting with you on the 

Sincerely, 

Haley Friedman 
Office of the Chief Information Officer 
Office of Management and Budget 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 
Sec 552(b)(6)) 

From: Lee Carosi Dunn 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) 

Sent: Wednesday, February 5, 2020 10:15 PM 

To: Friedman, Haley Z. EOP/OMB <l'!!!■•-P-■-fl'P.! .. ;ntP.!'1•-!!"l-=,--;a-1.P-•-■> 
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Re: Meeting Inquiry 

I would be happy to meet anytime and share thoughts and advice! Would coffee the morning of the 
19th work? Happy to host at Google's office or meet near your office. Whatever is easiest for you. 
Lee 

Lee Dunn 
Google 
leedunn oo le.com 

Google Voice: 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 

Android Mobile Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 
1 

- 20 at 11 :27 A>M Frie~man, Haley Z. EOP/OMB 
'f::!l!lllr.l ~ • , _ wrote. 

Lee, 

I hope you are well. I am reaching out to see if you have 30 minutes in the next couple of 
weeks to discuss your career as well as your experience working in Google's policy 
shop. I am looking to make the transition from 0MB to the private sector in the near 
term, and would like to see if you have any advice for someone in my position. Thank 
you for your consideration. 

Sincerely, 

Haley Friedman 
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Office of the Chieflnformation Officer 
Office of Management and Budget 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 
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[EXTERNAL] Fwd: Introduction to Google for a Platform 

Sponsorship 

From: Lee Carosi Dunn Ex6-(5Ex6-(5 , 

To: "Cutts, Matthew D. EOP/OMB" 

Gundeep- OASAM OCIO" 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. SE,; 552(b)(6)) 

"Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. SE , 
l 

Date: Mon , 08 Jun 2020 12:14:37 -0400 

Attachments Unemployment Insurance TechSprint.pdf (190.69 kB) 

Matt and Gundeep, 

"Ahluwalia, 

Greetings. I just wanted to pass this along in case of interest to you as Google Cloud is working to 
provide cloud credits for this tech sprint for state unemployment websites and I know the nonprofit 
would like to connect with USDS and DOL if interested in partnering on this work. Please see 
attached and below, and if interested reach out to David whose information is listed below. 

AIR is a nonprofit working to transform the regulatory system from analog to digitally-native design. 

AIR operates at the intersection of technology, innovation and regulation to help regulators embrace 

technology and integrate innovation into their DNA. One of the innovation tools that AIR has helped to 

pioneer in the US Regulatory context is a TechSprint, also known as a hackathon. 

AIR currently has a TechSprint in the process of planning on Unemployment: 

State Departments of Labor across America are overwhelmed with the unprecedented increase in 

unemployment. The technology is not able to keep with need to onboard new applications, the 

requirements for weekly certification and the ability to disburse funds. AIR is planning a techsprint to 

help DOLs to solve the immediate problem of getting relief checks into the hands of desperate 

unemployed, and lay the groundwork for a long term national redesign of the technology support for 

unemployment and other social services. 

Thank you, 
Lee 

Lee Dunn 

Stay connected in response to Coronavirus: 

Advanced Video Conferencing Capability in Meet I 
Tips for Working with Remote Teams I 

0MB 000011673 



Get the most out of G Suite with 

G Suite Learning Center 

The G Suite Show 

--- Forwarded message --------
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

I • - ' 

• I • I • • • • . • • 

From: David Ehrich 

Date: Fri, Jun 5, 20 

Subject: Fwd: Int 

To: Behnaz Kibri 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

·552 b 6 . 

Platform Sponsorship 

, Daniel Gorfine < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , >, Jo Ann 

Barefoot Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

Thank you for your support of our proposed techsprint on unemployment. Enclosed please find a 

quick 1-pager that describes the techsprint and what we are proposing for state DOLs. Here is a 

quick summary: 

AIR - the Alliance for Innovative Regulation, specializes in producing hackathons for public benefit, 

and given the unprecedented stress that unemployment systems have been under, we have been 

funded by the Omidyar Network (Pierre Omidyar = founder of EBay) to work on a series of 

hackathons to help states improve their technology design for unemployment programs. 

AIR has access to volunteer coders to work on technology solutions to improve the unemployment 

systems. In this case , we have the funding and the resources to build improvements to the 

unemployment system, but we need to speak with a subject matter expert who is fam iliar with 

unemployment systems to understand where the pain points are, conduct a quick needs assessment 

and determine what can be solved by additional coding. We understand that DOL employees are 

focused on solving the immediate problem of distribution, we are proposing solutions that: 

1. Require little or no time from the states that participate; 

2. Produce solutions that can be implemented quickly at low cost; and 

3. Generate high-impact savings of resources and time 

Happy to discuss in greater detail, but very sensitive to limited resources and focused priorities in the 

current crisis. 

David 

2 0MB 000011673 



David Ehrich 

X Executive Director 

Alliance for Innovative Regulation 

~ 
~ Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

n 

~ regulationinnovation.org 
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[EXTERNAL] Google's Framework for Responsible Al 

Regulation 

From: Michael Fitzpatrick < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
n 

To: "Mancini, Dominic J. EOP/OMB" < 

EOP/OMB" Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. =x 6 _ (5 , 
>, "Hunt, Alex T. 

>, "Palmieri , Rosario A. EOP/OMB" 

11111-~> 
Date: Mon, 08 Jun 2020 16:35:31 -0400 

Attachments Building a Responsible Regulatory Framework for Al.pdf (83.81 kB) 

Hi Gents -

I wanted to forward a document my Reg Team and I just completed setting out our framework for 

responsible Al regulation. It is meant to apply to regulators globally and, in our view, is consistent with 

and supportive of the very good approaches contained in the 0MB memo on Al regulation. Happy to 

discuss further and hope you are all staying safe and well. 

Michael. 

Michael Fitzpatrick 
Head of Global Regulatory Affairs 

Ex 6 - (5 ::x 6 - (5 
n n 

Ex 6 - 5 , 
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[EXTERNAL] Google can Help 

From: Palwinder Sidh Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , 

To: "Nacin, Andrew M. EOP/OMB" Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Ex 6 - (5 , > 

Date: Tue, 09 Jun 2020 19:41 :17 -04 II 

Hi, 

I hope you are staying healthy and safe during these trying times. 

Google just announced free access to Google Meet Enterprise, which includes the Google Meet 
Service for secure video conferencing, Google Drive + Docs/Sheets/Slides, and all necessary 
Administrative Tools to secure company data. Compatible with your existing IT environment, you can 
start using Meet for video calls immediately - no download or plug-in required. 

Google would love to help you set up your services! Please share your interest and together we can 
find a time. I look forward to hearing from you. 

Sincerely, 

Paul Sidhu 
X Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

Sales Campaign Coordinator 

0MB 000032959 



[WARNING: UNSCANNABLE EXTRACTION 

FAILED][EXTERNAL] OpEd: 'Gov Clouds' During COVID-19: 

The End of the Digital Fortress Era 

From: Lee Carosi Dunn Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

To: 

Date: 

"Kent, Suzette K. EOP/OMB" 11,8. ..... > 

Mon , 15 Jun 2020 14:35:1 4 -0 

Suzette, 
Greetings! I hope this email finds you well. 

I wanted to share an OpEd we published today (here and pasted below) about gov cloud and 
ZeroTrust which I think you will find interesting. We cite you in the last paragraph also. Thank you 
for your leadership in this area, and reach out if we can answer any questions or be of assistance. 
Lee 

Lee Dunn 

Google 
1eedunn@google.com 

Google Voice 

Android Mobil 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) 

Stay connected in response to Coronavirus : 

Advanced Video Conferencing Capabil ity in Meet I 
Tips for Working with Remote Teams I 
Get the most out of G Suite with 

G Suite Learning Center 

The G Suite Show 
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GREENTECH/SHUTTERSTOCK.COM 

Sponsor Message 
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Get the latest federal technology news delivered to your 

inbox. 
email 

Sponsor Message 

Featured eBooks 

X 
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X 

X 

Recommended For You 

More than 60% of Recent Federal Employee Hires Left Within Two Years 

Army Grounds Two Pilots Who Flew Low Over DC 

Face Masks 'Significantly Reduce' Spread of Covid-19, Study Finds 

4 0MB 000027059 



X 

By Jeanette Manfra, 

Director for Government Security and Compliance, Google Cloud 

JUNE 

15, 

2020 
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how 

gover 

nmen 

ts 

intera 

ct 

with 

their 

citize 

ns. It 

can 

enabl 

e 

them 

to 

com 

muni 

cate 

with 

their 

consti 

tuent 

sin 

new 

ways, 
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reduc 

e the 

frictio 

n of 

applyi 

ng for 

permi 
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and 

benef 

its, 

and 

even 

make 

it 
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r to 

gover 
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n 
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just 

aren't 
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and 
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have 
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es 

and 
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can 
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I was 
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proud 

to 

work 

with 

many 

of 

these 

leade 

rs in 

my 

previ 

OLIS 

gover 

nmen 

t 

roles, 

focus 

ed on 

mode 
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feder 
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COVI 
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D-19 

pand 

emic 

has, 

for 

better 

or 

wors 

e, 

clarifi 

ed 

the 

critica 

lity of 

mode 

rn 

gover 

nmen 

t 

techn 

ology 

.As 

feder 

al 

and 
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state 

gover 

nmen 

ts 

sent 

their 
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capa 

city 

and 
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sibilit 
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quickl 
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syste 

ms 

and 

proce 

sses. 

Many 

agen 

cies 

strug 

gled 

to 

provi 

de 

servic 

es 

using 

newe 

r 

digital 

chan 

nels. 

And, 

unfort 
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ly, 
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well, 
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gover 

nmen 

t 

cloud 

s that 

give 

the 
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digital 

fortre 
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fact, 
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"gov 
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full 
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happ 
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Govern 
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vs. 
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Clouds 

To 
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bit, 
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use 

gover 

nmen 

t 

cloud 

s are 

run 

throu 

gh 

speci 

alized 

stand 

alone 

data 

cente 
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rs, 

they 

can 

have 

up to 

an 

18-

mont 

h lag 

time 

in 

recei 

ving 

new 

featur 

es. 

This 

greatl 

y 

impa 

cts 

the 

gover 

nmen 

t's 
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acces 

s to 

critica 

I new 

techn 

ologi 

es, 

whet 

her 

it's 

data 

analy 

tics, 

artifici 

al 

intelli 

gene 

e and 

mach 

ine 

learni 

ng, 

and 

even 

new 
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secur 

ity 

prate 

ctions 

Simpl 

y put, 

many 

U.S. 

gover 

nmen 

t 

agen 

cies 

are 

runni 

ng on 

less 

reliab 

le, 

less 

featur 

e

rich, 

fortre 
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ssed 

versi 

ons 

of 

com 

merci 

al 

cloud 

s. 

Gove 

rnme 

nt 

cloud 

slack 

the 

same 

capa 

city, 

scala 

bility, 

and 

secur 

ity of 

the 

battle 
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teste 

d 

busin 

ess 

cloud 

s 

used 

in the 

privat 

e 

secto 

r. 

Embraci 

ng Zero

Trust 

While 

the 

origin 

al 

motiv 

ation 

behin 

d 
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creati 

ng 

these 

cloud 

swas 

to 

meet 

rigoro 

us 

FedR 

AMP 

stand 

ards, 

they 

also 

adher 

e to 

antiq 

uated 

perim 

eter

base 

d 

secur 
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ity 

mode 

Is 

that 

were 

in 

vogu 

e 

nearl 

ya 

deca 

de 

ago. 

Gov 

cloud 

s are 

built 

under 

the 

assu 

mptio 

n that 

all 

empl 

oyee 
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s 

work 

exclu 

sively 

on 

devic 

es 

owne 

d by 

an 

organ 

izatio 

n, 

and 

these 

empl 

oyee 

s are 

alway 

s 

opera 

ting 

within 

the 

comp 
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any's 

privat 

e 

netw 

ork. 

In 

today 

's 

mode 

rn 

work 

envir 

onme 

nt, 

we 

know 

this is 

no 

longe 

r true. 

This 

is 

espe 

cially 

so 
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durin 

ga 

pand 

emic, 

in 

which 

remot 

e 

work 

is at 

the 

forefr 

ont. 

Nearl 

yten 

years 

ago, 

Goog 

le 

decid 

ed 

that 

every 

empl 

oyee 
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shoul 

d be 

able 

to 

work 

from 

any 

netw 

ork 

withe 

ut the 

use 

of a 

VPN. 

This 

was 

not 

an 

easy 

decisi 

on, 

but it 

has 

drasti 

cally 
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shifte 

d the 

way 

Goog 

le

and 

today 

the 

techn 

ology 

indus 

try 

overa 

II

thinks 

about 

ensur 

ing 

secur 

ity for 

distri 

buted 

work 

ers. 

Dubb 
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ed 

"zero 

trust" 
' 

all 

partic 

ipant 

s 

inside 

and 

outsi 

de 

the 

netw 

ark's 

boun 

dary 

are 

treate 

d as 

suspi 

cious. 

Al 

and 

mach 

ine 
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learni 

ng 

consi 

ders 

the 

user' 

slP 

addre 

ss, 

beha 

vior, 

files 

acces 

sed, 

and a 

host 

of 

other 

factor 

s 

befor 

e 

granti 

ng 

acces 
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S. 

Zero 

trust 

remo 

ves 

the 

requir 

emen 

t of 

buildi 

ng a 

perim 

eter 

beca 

use 

users 

aren't 

even 

truste 

d 

when 

they'r 

e 

inside 

the 
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fortre 

SS. 

Linde 

r 

perim 

eter

base 

d 

mode 

Is, 

that's 

usuall 

y 

when 

they 

do 

the 

most 

dama 

ge. 

A recen 

t study 

found t 

hat 

feder 
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al 

gover 

nmen 

t IT 

exec 

utives 

are 

now 

embr 

acing 

this 

shift 

towar 

da 

perim 

eter

less 

envir 

onme 

nt, 

report 

ing 

that it 

greatl 

y 
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impro 

ves 

risk 

mana 

geme 

nt 

and 

their 

secur 

ity 

postu 

res, 

while 

also 

provi 

ding 

a 

better 

overa 

II 

user 

exper 

ience 

. But 

as 
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long 

as 

gover 

nmen 

t 

depar 

tment 

s 

conti 

nue 

using 

limite 

d, 

perim 

eter

base 

d 

"gov 

cloud 

s" 
' 

this 

mode 

rn 

secur 

ity 
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mode 

remai 

ns 

out of 

reach 

for 

many 

agen 

cies. 

Reconsi 

dering a 

'Gov 

Cloud' 

Approac 

h 

Federal 

CIO 

Suzette 

Kent has 

been a 

champio 

n ol 

moderni 
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zing the 

governm 

ent's 

digital 

infrastru 

cture 

and the 

policies 

that 

govern 

them. 

She said 

it best 

on the 

occasion 

of the 

release 

of 

the ,-, 

in 2017: 
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"The 

case for 

using 

cloud 

capabiliti 

esin 

governm 

ent has 

been 

clearly 

proven

to drive 

savings , 

to 

improve 

security, 

and to 

deliver 

mission-

serving 

solutions 

faster." 

Her 

Cloud 

Smart 
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strategy 

is a 

critical 

step 

forward, 

but now 

it's time 

for 

governm 

ent 

agencie 

s to 

reconsid 

er the 

use ~ 

"govern 

ment 

clouds" 

as a 

panacea 

especial I 

y during 

a 

pandemi 
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cwhen 

every IT 

environ 

ment 

and 

every 

channel 

is facing 

the 

strain. 

(And, as 

we've 

seen, 

citizens 

will find 

ways to 

reinvent 

their 

lives 

whether 

the 

governm 

entdoes 

so or 

not.) 
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Rather 

than 

putting 

the 

country 

into 

more 

technical 

debt by 

investing 

in 

outdated 

clouds 

based 

on 

outmode 

d 

security 

models, 

it's time 

we 

explored 

options 

involving 

a multi-
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vendor 

ecosyste 

m

based 

on zero-

trust 

security 

-that 

allows 

for 

flexibility 

and 

innovati 

on . The 

end of 

the 

digital 

fortress 

era is 

here. 

Jeanette 

Manfra 

is the 

director 

for 
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Govern 

ment 

Security 

and 

Complia 

nee 

within 

the 

Google 

Cloud 

Office of 

the 

CISO 

and form 

er assist 

ant 

secretar 

yfor 

cyberse 

curity 

and the 

Cyberse 

curity 

and 

lnfrastru 
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cture 

Security 

Agency. 
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[EXTERNAL] Google can Help 

From: Palwinder Sidhu <JdW1 .. 1+§9► 
To: "Nacin, Andrew M. EOP/OMB" <l:£1M1•►1+i#►i-1'Wm>)}> 

Date: Tue, 16 Jun 2020 17:28:21 -0400 

Hi Andrew, 

I hope you are staying healthy and safe during these trying times. 

Google just announced free access to Google Meet Enterprise, which includes the Google Meet 
Service for secure video conferencing, Google Drive + Docs/Sheets/Slides, and all necessary 
Administrative Tools to secure company data. Compatible with your existing IT environment, you can 
start using Meet for video calls immediately - no download or plug-in required. 

Google would love to help you set up your services! Please share your interest and together we can 
find a time. I look forward to hearing from you. 

Sincerely, 

Paul Sidhu 
X Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " 

Sales Campaign Coordinator 
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[EXTERNAL] Thank you for participating in yesterday's Best 

Bosses leadership discussion 

From: 

To: 

Date: Fri, 19 Jun 2020 14:53:57 -0400 

Attachments FedScooop's Best Bosses Discussion Attendee List.xlsx (10.92 kB) 

All, 

Thank you for joining us for yesterday's Best Bosses in Federal IT discussion and for your active 

participation as we discussed leadership, building teams and employee engagement - it was an 

awesome conversation! 

Attached, please find yesterday's attendee list with emails so you can continue the conversation 

together. Congratulations again to each of you for winning a 2020 Best Bosses in Fed IT Award! We 

look forward to publishing the list of winners publicly on Tuesday - please keep a look out for that 

announcement! 

Have a wonderful weekend! 

Best Regards , 

Goldy Kamali 
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Founder and CEO 

Scoop News Group 

Feds coop// Wo __ _._ / EdScoop 

E: 

P: 
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[EXTERNAL] AGC - World Bank Case 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
From: Cyntethia Brown 552(b)(6)) Ex, 

To: kclay@tncll, jennifer@techtalentproject!I, saraylrinivasan@pit!I, 

mejphd@gmail.com, steph,.nd@weforumlill, "Hartwig, Edward J. EOP/OMB" 

<edwardj_hartwig@omb.eop >, rschlotterer@worldbank!I, "Brown, Dustin S. 

Cc: 

EOP/OMEs· l:r.lW'1iI---I.Wdi&i-1'hMi ,_, ,ihmj@gaoll, 

alliso■rigati@gsall, noveck@tech.njll, davilebryk.asuryll, 

xaviel>riggs@nyua, mcguinness@newamerical!I, nanlfplor@gmail.com, 

dwennergren@actiacl!I, mott@icmam, smogulescu@volckeralliancel!I, 

annerung@amazon.com, digiammarino_frank@bah.com, allen_thad@bah.com, 

weggers@deloitte.com, dmader@deloitte.com, kimber1tr,cle@gmail.com, 

wertelanny@bcg.com, peter,yle@advisor.bcg.com, rob hea@us.gt.com, 

kettl@austin.utexaG, janefountain@gmail.com, ellen622@aol.com, 

mpisano@price.us 8, akhademi@vtl!I, jwidner@pri ncetonl!I, 

rtobias1@verizon.net, mar~lter@us.ibm.com, polly.hall@hq.dhsB, 

ajdenze~@gmail.com, joshuagotbaui@gmail.com, johnkosk@aol.com, 

joiwinlnen@ethosdc.com, joiwinfonen@wheelhousegroup.com, 

billmaile@agilegovleadersl!I, tsuder@atarcl!I, davidlummers@pmil!I, 

chri@Jerdieu@ibm.com, jrodgers@nascal!I, ganapati@fiua, 

soraya.correa@hq.dhsB, John Kamensky <john.kamensky@us.ibm.com>, 

kai.feder@tech.njll, tparker@icmal!I, davidmfisher@hotmail.com, 

dean.a.evans@austin.utexaG, donnamarcus308@gmail.com, 

mifitzpatrick@google.com, scottquehl@gmail.com, sgoldsmith@sgoldsmith.com, 

dhanani.qahir@bcg.com, kthurm@clintonfoundationl!I, mjoyce@brookinga, 

edwin. lau@oecdl!I, jamilerryhi ll@oecdl!I, joel@odenterprisel!I, 

rmgordon@us.ibm.com, Ines Mergel <ines.mergel@uni-konstanz.de>, Andrew 

jordon@imperiumglobaladvisors.com, Sally Jaggar 

, aml dwards@treasurG 

.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

Date: Fri, 19 Jun 2020 17:04:14 -0400 

Attachments Agile for website PDF.pdf (332.47 kB) 

AGC Members, 
Please find the attached case, for your review. 
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Thank you kindly, 
Cyntethia 
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[EXTERNAL] AGC - World Bank Case 

From: Cyntethia Brown -Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Se1Ex, 

To: kclay@tncll, jennifer@techtalentproject!I, sarayu.srinivasan@pit!I, 

mejphd@gmaillm, stephen.almond@weforuml!I, "Hartwig, Edward J. EOP/OMB" 

Cc: 

"Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. Sec Ex, >, rschlotterer@worldbank!I, "Brown, Dustin S. 

EOP/OMB" >, mihmj@gaoll , 

, noveck@tech.njll, david.lebryk@treasuryll, 

xavier.briggs@nyua, mcguinness@newamerical!I, nani.color@gmail!m, 

dwennergren@actiacl!I, mott@icmam, smogulescu@volckeralliancel!I, 

annerung@amazonlm, digiammarino_frank@bahlm, allen_thad@bah!m, 

weggers@deloittelm, dmader@deloitte!m, kimberly.mccabe@gmailili, 

werfel.danny@bcglm, peters.kyle@advisor.bcglm, robert.shea@us.gt1m, 

kettl@austin.utexasl!I, janefountain@gmailili, ellen622@aol!m, 

mpisano@price.us 8, akhademi@vtl!I, jwidner@pri ncetonl!I, 

rtobias 1@verizon.net, mark.bolter@us.ibmlm, polly.hall@hq.dhsB, 

ajdenzer@gmailm, joshuagotbaum@gmaillm, johnkosk@aollm, 

joiwi nd. ronen@ethosdclm, joiwi nd. ronen@wheel housegroupm, 

bill.maile@agilegovleadersl!I, tsuder@atarcl!I, david.summers@pmil!I, 

chris.perdieu@ibmlm, jrodgers@nascam:I, ganapati@fiua, 

soraya.correa@hq.dhsB, John Kamensky <john.kamensky@us.ibmili>, 

kai.feder@tech.njll, tparker@icmal!I, davidmfisher@hotmaillm, 

dean.a.evans@austin.utexasl!I, donnamarcus308@gmaillm, 

mifitzpatrick@googlelm, scottquehl@gmaillm, sgoldsmith@sgoldsmith!m, 

dhanani.qahir@bcglm, kthurm@clintonfoundationl!I, mjoyce@brookingsl!I, 

edwin. lau@oecdl!I, ja mi e. berry hi I l@oecdl!I, joel@odenterprisel!I, 

rmgordon@us.ibmlm, Ines Mergel <ines.mergel@uni-konstanz.de>, Andrew 

Whitford <aw@ugaa>, jjordon@imperiumglobaladvisorslm, Sally Jaggar 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex,, , amy.edwards@treasurG 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. SEx q, gedeseve@gmailm, Dan Chenok , Joe Mitchell 
.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , ► , James Higgi Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

Date: Mon, 22 Jun 2020 14:32:02 -0400 

Attachments WBBLOG_ajd61820.docx (24.38 kB) 

Members, 
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Attached is a companion document to the World Bank Case you received last week. We will 
be posting this on the Academy's daily briefing, Management Matters and simultaneously on 
the IBM Business of Government website. This blog should give you a good idea of the 
relationship of the World Bank Case to the Agile Government Principles that we have 
previously discussed. These principles are still in draft form and any comments are most 
welcome. You can see the current draft at 
>https://www.napawashlD/grandchallenges/blog/summary-agile-government-principles<. 

Regards, 
Ed DeSeve 
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[EXTERNAL] G Suite for Free? 

From: Palwinder Sidhu < 

To: > 

Date: Fri, 26 Jun 2020 16:54:12 -0400 

Hi, 

Google is offering G Suite Essentials for free to help organizations while combating the effects of 
COVID-19. This is a phenomenal way to maintain your team's constant communication and 
productivity while working remotely, for free! 

I'd love to hear from you about your organization's current state, your thoughts on this opportunity, or 
what you think could be better than free enterprise collaboration tools? 

Best Regards , 

X 
Paul Sidhu 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b )(6)) 

Sales Campaign Coordinator 
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[EXTERNAL] G Suite for Free? 

From: Palwinder Sidhu Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " 

To: "Nacin, Andrew M. EOP/OMB" ·Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. ~x 6 - (5 " 
' 

> 

Date: Tue, 30 Jun 2020 16:09:05 -0400 

Andrew, 

Google is offering G Suite Essentials for free to help organizations while combating the effects of 
COVID-19. This is a phenomenal way to maintain your team's constant communication and 
productivity while working remotely, for free! 

I'd love to hear from you about your organization's current state, your thoughts on this opportunity, or 
what you think could be better than free enterprise collaboration tools? 

Best Regards , 

X 
• ., I I 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) 

Sales Campaign Coordinator 
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RE: Quick introduction 

From: "Hashimoto, John 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) 

To: "Cutts, Matthew D. EOP/OMB" -Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) . 

Date: Mon, 06 Jul 2020 13:49:49 -0400 

Matt - thank you for connecting us. 

itaram-

Sitaram - I too am a WW fan (in fact, Marty Sheen had me at Apocalypse Now). I welcome the 

opportunity to schedule an intro call in the next few weeks. Do let me know if you have a window so 
I can get your expert POV on some of the "jobs to be done" for Search at VA. 

Best, 

John 

From: Cutts, Matthew D. EOP/OMB < 

Sent: Monday, July 6, 2020 1:45 PM 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

To: sitaram~ashimoto, John< 

Subject: [EXTERNAL] Quick introduction 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) 

Sitaram, I wanted to introduce you to John Hashimoto. John is a US Digital Service team member and 

has been working on organic search for the new va.gov website that we built with the VA a couple 

years ago. John would love to make sure that authoritative VA content is appropriately represented 
for Veterans who are searching for more information. 

John, Sitaram Iyer is one of the unsung heroes at Google in terms of search. He's also done a lot of 

deep thinking about the power of search to amplify high-quality content from the government. 

I'd love if you get a chance to connect and compare notes. John started at USDS during the COVID 

craziness, so he's been climbing the extra-steep learning curve under new constraints. Sitaram is a 

West Wing fan and full disclosure: I hope that Sitaram will do a tour of public service when the time 

is right. Fingers crossed that you get to chat! 

Best wishes, 

Matt 
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[EXTERNAL] Register for our multi-week online series, Google 

Cloud Next '20 

From: 

To: 

Date: 

Hi Jeffrey, 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

Kennedy Brook 

"Goldstein, Jeff D. EOP/OMB" 

Wed, 08 Jul 2020 16:45:10 -0400 

Ex6-(5U.S.C. Ex6-(5 , 
' 

> 

I'm a part of the Google Account team that supports the U.S. Department of Defense from a Cloud 

perspective. I'm reaching out to personally invite you to an on line experience that I believe would be of 

interest to you and your team. 

Every year we educate and enable government leaders and users across the U.S. at Google Cloud 

Next. This year, we're bringing you the best of our flagship event - where it will be held virtually to 

help you stay current with the latest cloud innovations , as you work from home. 

From Tuesday, July 14, through Tuesday, September 8, join us for an educational, no-cost multi

week digital series highlighting fresh content , including the latest in cloud technology within the Public 

Sector. With over 20 sessions dedicated to our Federal Government agencies, we're offering key 

insights to help you champion cloud adoption within your organization and increase your mission 

agility. Our weekly topics include Productivity & Collaboration, Infrastructure, Security, Data 

Management & Databases, and more. See the full list here. 

If you and/or your colleagues are interested in registering, visit our website here, sign in with your 

business email address, and complete the registration form. If you're having trouble viewing the link, 

please reply directly to me or use the registration link I've attached below. 

When you register for Next OnAir, you can: 

• Select the weeks you're interested in attending, and then customize your experience by 

building your weekly playlist with keynotes and breakout sessions. Explore content that's right 

for you - on your time and at your pace. 

• Join Q&A sessions and book one-on-one meetings with Google experts and developer 

advocates to get help with solving your most compelling business challenges. 

0MB 000025517 



• Explore our newest products and solutions in the Digital Showcase. 

Registration link: 

>https://cloud.withgoogle.com/next/sf/?utm source=google&utm medium=salesabm&utm cam 

paign=FY20-Q3-global-next-operational-er-

nextonair em sales&utm content=sales bdr kennoks< 

Over the coming weeks, we'll share more details on our website. You may contact me 

ou have any questions. 

Looking forward to seeing you in the cloud, 

Kennedy 

Kennedy Brooks I Google Cloud Platform 

Business Development Representative, DoD 

kennedybrooks@googl-

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

Google I Reston, Va I 20190 
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[EXTERNAL] Free G Suite Final Offer. 

From: Palwinder Sidhu > 

To: "Nacin, Andrew M. EOP/OMB" Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

Date: Mon, 13 Jul 2020 16: 16:20 -0400 

Hi, 

Google is offering G Suite Essentials for free to help organizations while combating the effects of 
COVID-19. This is a phenomenal way to maintain your team's constant communication and 
productivity while working remotely, for free! 

I'd love to hear from you about your organization's current state, your thoughts on this opportunity, or 
what you think could be better than free enterprise collaboration tools? 

Best Regards , 

Paul Sidhu 
X ~Ex6-(5 , 

Sales Campaign Coordinator 

0MB 000016017 



[EXTERNAL] Don't miss Google Cloud Next OnAir, starting 

7/14 

From: 

To: 

Date: 

Hi Jeffrey, 

Kennedy Brooks < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
R 

> 

.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) "Goldstein, Jeff D. EOP/OMB" 

Wed, 15 Jul 2020 13:06:52 -0400 

> 

I'm a part of the Google Account team that supports the DoD from a Cloud perspective. I'm following 

back up to ensure that you are aware of an online experience that I believe would be of interest to you 

and your team. 

Starting th is Tuesday, we'll be kicking off our virtual f lagship event, Next OnAir. This is an educational, 

no-cost multi-week series where we'll educate and enable government leaders and users across the 

U.S. - we'll be offering key insights to help you champion cloud adoption within your organization and 

increase mission agility. 

This event will last from Tuesday, July 14, through Tuesday, September 8, but I want to make sure 

you don't miss out on all of the fresh content, which includes over 20 sessions dedicated to our 

Federal Government agencies. Weekly topics include Productivity & Collaboration, Infrastructure, 

Security, Data Management & Databases, and more. See the full list here. 

If you and/or your colleagues are interested in registering, visit our website here, sign in with your 

business email address, and complete the registration form. If you're having trouble viewing the link, 

please reply directly to me. 

When you register for Next OnAir, you can: 

• Select the weeks you're interested in attending, and then customize your experience by 

building your weekly playlist with keynotes and breakout sessions. Explore content that's right 

for you - on your time and at your pace. 

• Join Q&A sessions and book one-on-one meetings with Google experts and the DoD account 

team. 

0MB 000008619 



Registration 

link: >https://cloud.withgoogle.com/nexUsf/?utm source=goog le&utm medium=salesabm&utm 

campaign=FY20-Q3-global-next-operational-er-nextonair em sales&utm content=kennoks< 

Over the coming weeks, we'll share more details on our website. Please don't hesitate to reach out to 

me if you have any questions! 

I'll be in touch very soon! 

V/r 

Kennedy 

Kennedy Brooks I Google Cloud Platform 

: . . . . . . . -. . . . . . . .. 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

Google I Reston , Va I 20190 
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[EXTERNAL] Free G Suite Final Offer. 

From: Palwinder Sidhu -

To: "Nacin, Andrew M. EOP/OMB" Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

Date: Thu, 16 Jul 2020 20:02:41 -0400 

Andrew, 

Google is offering G Suite Essentials for free to help organizations while combating the effects of 
COVID-19. This is a phenomenal way to maintain your team's constant communication and 
productivity while working remotely, for free! 

I'd love to hear from you about your organization's current state, your thoughts on this opportunity, or 
what you think could be better than free enterprise collaboration tools? 

Best Regards , 

Paul Sidhu 
X Ex 6 - (5 Ex 6 - (5 

n l 

Sales Campaign Coordinator 
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RE: [EXTERNAL] AKI Model - Technical Plan 

From "Stewart, William R." 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) 

To: Anthony Phalen 

Protsyuk 

.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , Harry Askham 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) 

.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , 

Cc: 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) 

, Ivan 

"Colon 

Anuraag 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , 

Date: Fri, 17 Jul 2020 12:47:25 -0400 

Harry, 

Let me reorder your questions, and ask a capacity question; 

· Machine architecture (x86/ARM/etc) 

o Let's start with a generic AWS EC2 (to include Elastic Inference) or Azure VM 

· The typical technical specs of an individual host (though since inference isn't very costly, I 

wouldn't expect bottlenecks here) 

o Based on the above, given the range of calls per hour listed below, what AWS/ Azure 

VMs would be recommended (per the vCPU and memory requirements, benefits of 

hyperthreading, Turbo Boosting, etc)? 

■ 10,000 calls/hour 

■ 25,000 calls/hour 

■ 100,000 calls/hour 

Thanks, 

Will Stewart 
National Artificial Intelligence Institute I NAIi 
Senior Solution Architect I EA, SA 
Demand Management I Intake and Analysis 
IAS Enablement Team Lead I Veteran Experience Services 
DevOps Transformation I Product Line Architecture Change Team 
Enterprise Program Management Office (EPMO) 
Office of Information Technology (OIT) 
Dep ns Affairs 
Phan 

•• ••-• • - - a 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 
Sec 552(b)(6)) 
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From: Anthony Phalen Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " 

Sent: Friday, July 17, 2020 12:19 PM 

To: Harry Askham 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

I 

l.=t.l.,.._; Joel Minto io-Bertrand 
artin Seneviratne,,,_ ____ ..,....,._ Alan Karthikesalingam 

Ii Connell <t::l'laL-IIL1ilL4ffitt>; Anuraag Khandelwal 

Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] AKI Model - Technical Plan 

Hi all, 

I'm adding in +Ivan Protsyuk from our team who will be working on the technical aspects of the 

project as well. 

@Will: if you have any thoughts on Harry's additional questions that would be awesome: 

· The typical technical specs of an individual host (though since inference isn't very costly, I 

wouldn't expect bottlenecks here) 

· Machine architecture (x86/ARM/etc) 

Ivan will be working with Harry on the detailed technical documentation based on this info. 

Thanks, 

Anthony 

Anthony Phalen I Strategic Partnerships, Google Health I 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

On Thu, Jul 9, 2020 at 5:11 AM Harry Askham 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

"552(b )(6)) 

2 

wrote: 
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Thanks all, and for the additional technical context Will. That is the majority of the information I 
think we need - it would be useful to know in addition: 

• The typical technical specs of an individual host (though since inference isn't very costly, I 

wouldn't expect bottlenecks here) 

• Machine architecture (x86/ ARM/etc) 
As a next step, we'll work up more detailed technical documentation detailing the input/output 

formats and intended functionality and anchor future discussion around these specifics. 

Harry 

On Tue, 7 Jul 2020 at 14:07, Stewart, William R. < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Ex 6 _ > wrote: 
n 

Anthony, 

We would like to understand the dependencies inferred in the last communication from your 

team, hence this will be an iterative discussion. 

So as a starting point in this discussion, let's start with our input as "Provide a Docker container 

based on a Redhat Enterprise host, with all necessary libraries and binaries required to execute 

on a Redhat Enterprise host OS, and full API documentation that includes a description of the 

output data in the form of a data dictionary." 

We can then drill down from there with a distro focused on these details, 

Will Stewart 
Senior Solution Architect I EA, SA 
Demand Management I Intake and Analysis 
IAS Enablement Team Lead I Veteran Experience Services 
National Artificial Intelligence Institute I NAIi 
DevOps Transformation I Product Line Architecture Change Team 
DevOps Transformation I Emerging Technologies Change Team 
Enterprise Program Management Office (EPMO) 
Office of Information Technology (OIT) 
Department of Veterans Affairs 

Phone 

Ema Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

From: Alterovitz, Gil 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552 b 6 

Sent: Tuesday, July 7, 2020 12:43 AM 

::. :~::~~:.:~'.e;h!WI&..; Osbome, Thomas F. 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec olon Vargas, Nelson Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 
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Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
i::t:~/h \IC!\\ 

; Joel Minto 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , 

Francisco Rubio-Bertrand 

arry Askham 

Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. Sec , Alan Karthikesalingam 

>; Anuraag Khandelwal 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " 

Ali Connell 

tewart, William R. < Ex 6 - 5_1,}.S.C. Sec, 
552 b 6 

< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. ~ec tEX 6 -, 

Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] AKI Model - Technical Plan 

Hi Anthony, 

Thanks for the note. Will (in this chain) can send more info on this as next step. 

Thanks, 

Gil 

Sent with BlackBerry Work 

(>www.blackberry.com<) 

From: Anthony Phalen~ 

Date: Tuesday, Jul 07, :r~/~ 
To: Alterovitz , Gil 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , Francisco Rubio-Bertrand 

sborne , Thomas F. 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. ; 

< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , Harry Askham < 

, Ali Connell 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

, Martin Seneviratne 

, Alan Karthikesalingam 

"Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , 

·Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , 

Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] AKI Model - Technica 

Hi VA team, 

I wanted to check in to see if now would be a good time to circle back. I know your schedules 

are incredibly busy, so no worries if you need more time to review all of this material, but let 

me know if a check-in call would be helpful at some point this week. 

On a related note, @Gil: did you get a chance to determine the best executable and 

containerized format for the AKI model (based on the platforms the VA plans to use for 

operationalizing the model), such that inference can be replicated within the technical 

ecosystem at VA? 

4 0MB 000017131 



Thanks, 

Anthony 

Anthony Phalen I Strategic Partnerships, Google Health I Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
1 

On Fri, May 22, 2020 at 6:07 PM Alterovitz, Gil 

Thanks Anthony. Adding Will here per note below. 
Gil 

Sent with BlackBerry Work 

(>www.blackberry.com<) 

From: Anthony Phalen ◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " 

Date: Friday, May 22, 2020, 2:33 PM 

wrote: 

To: Alterovitz, Gil <tMIII% 
Cc: Worthington , Charles _:i__ ~fft!ff>psborne, Thomas F . 

, Colon Vargas, Nelson Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec • 
n 

• Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

jeffreyl;barrett@omHi=::giiii:;1•■:iill 
-Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

1 , Francisco Rubio-Bertrand _ 

Seneviratne ~tc·ry Askham .. 

Karthikesalingarrb ~-i Connell 

Anuraag Khandelwal .Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] AKI Model - Technical Plan 

Hi all, 

J 
>, 

>, 

Thanks for the call this week to discuss the technical plan for delivering the AKI model to the 
VA. Attached are a couple supplementary reference docs: 

• AKI model - Technical Description: I'm resurfacing the doc we shared before our 

initial call that provides a technical description of the model and pre-processing. 

• draft Nature Protocols manuscript: this is still in the review stage with Nature 

Protocols, but provides details on the pre-processing pipeline. The published Nature 

paper from last summer is here. 

5 0MB 000017131 



The next step is that Gil is going to report back with a recommendation for the 

best executable and containerized format for the AKI model (based on the platforms the VA 

plans to use for operationalizing the model), such that inference can be replicated within the 

technical ecosystem at VA. 

In addition, below are the questions from Will that the folks on the phone didn't get to see 

because they came through the chat and the initial thoughts we talked through on the call: 

• Can the container specifics be described, i.e, OS, AP!. ability to utilize Elastic 

Inference, etc? These could be custom to what the VA finds useful. De facto open 

source may be the best way to go. 

• Are there metrics that this model exhibtfs, such as AUG, MAE, RMSE, etc? The 

metrics that were published on in the Nature paper would be the best source. 

• What about the feature space? Was there a dimensionality reduction step and if so, 

what was the reduced feature set count? Because of the nature of the heavily 

hashed dataset, the feature set was large and included a lot of rare features . If the 

VA is using a less hashed dataset independently on future work behind the VA 

firewall, there would be value in doing some different cleaning with a small feature 

set. We can discuss further ideas around this on the next calls. 

• Can we obtain a recap of all the points Google has brought up during this call. 

including results, lessons-learned, and thoughts about what would be a better way to 

do this again? The docs on this thread should be a good starting point, but I think 

the most value will come in ongoing technical discussions between the teams. 

I didn't have Will's email, so if someone can add him to this thread that would be great. 

Once the VA team has a chance to digest this information and Gil has the answer on the ideal 

model format, we can organize another technical call to continue the conversation. 

Thanks, 

Anthony 

Anthony 
Phalen I 

Strategic Partnerships, Google 
Health I 

On Tue, May 19, 2020 at 10:28 PM Anthony Phalen 

Hi Gil, 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
wrote: 

Thanks very much. It sounded like Mayo 20th from 2-3 pm EST would work best for the 

most people, so I've just sent an invite out. 

Talk soon, 
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Anthony 

Anthony 
Phalen I 

Strategic Partnerships, Google 
Health I 

On Tue, May 19, 2020 at 4:45 PM Alterovitz, Gil 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
"'552 b 6 wrote: 

Thank you, Anthony. Things are ok here. I hope all is ok there. 

It looks like a promising plan. There may be a few items to collaborate to define details 
(eg container details, "VA can use the Methods section of the Nature paper and the 
draft Protocols paper to replicate the pipeline"). In terms of times, the afternoons of 
May 20 and 21 look good here. 

Best, 
Gil 

Sent with BlackBerry Work 

(>www.blackberry.com<) 

From: Anthony Phalen -

Date: Sunday, May 17, 2020, 9:51 PM 

Colon Vargas, 

rey arre t o 

,_ __ 
, Francisco Rubio-Bertrand 

Harry Askham Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " -
-Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec • Ii 
552(b)(6)) 

Subject: [EXTERNAL] AKI Model - Technical Plan 

Hi VA team, 

I hope you and your families are staying safe and healthy. I can imagine the last couple 
months have been incredibly busy on the VA side. We wanted to send along a first 

7 0MB 000017131 



draft of the technical plan for delivering the AKI model to the VA for your review (see 

attached) . 

It would be great to walk through it together on a call if you have time this week. Here 
are a few times that would work for us: 

• May 19: 9 - 10 am EST 

• May 20: 9 - 10 am or 12 - 12:30 pm or 2 - 3 pm EST 

• May 21: 2 - 3 pm EST 

Let me know if any of these time blocks would work for a 30 min call and I can send an 

invite. 

Thanks, 

Anthony 

Anthony 
Phalen I 

Strategic Partnerships, Google 
Health I 

8 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 
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[EXTERNAL] Don't miss Google Cloud Next OnAir, starting 

7/14 

From: 

To: 

Date: 

Hi Russell , 

Kennedy Brook Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

"Vought, Russell T. EOP/OMB 

Mon, 20 Jul 2020 13:36:41 -04 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

'' 

I'm a part of the Google Account team that supports the DoD from a Cloud perspective. I'm following 

back up to ensure that you are aware of an online experience that I believe would be of interest to you 

and your team. 

Last Tuesday, we kicked off our virtual flagship event, Next OnAir. This is an educational, no-cost 

multi-week series where we'll educate and enable government leaders and users across the U.S. -

we'll be offering key insights to help you champion cloud adoption within your organization and 

increase mission agility. 

This event will last from Tuesday, July 14, through Tuesday, September 8, but I want to make sure 

you don't miss out on all of the fresh content, which includes over 20 sessions dedicated to our 

Federal Government agencies. Weekly topics include Productivity & Collaboration, Infrastructure, 

Security, Data Management & Databases, and more. See the full list here. 

If you and/or your colleagues are interested in registering, visit our website here, sign in with your 

business email address , and complete the reg istration form. If you're having trouble viewing the link, 

please reply directly to me. 

When you register for Next OnAir, you can: 

• Select the weeks you're interested in attending, and then customize your experience by 

building your weekly playlist with keynotes and breakout sessions. Explore content that's 

right for you - on your time and at your pace. 

• Join Q&A sessions and book one-on-one meetings with Google experts and the DoD 

account team. 

0MB 000010342 



Registration 

link: https://cloud.withgoogle.com/nexUsf/?utm source=google&utm medium=salesabm&utm c 

ampaign=FY20-Q3-global-next-operational-er-nextonair em sales&utm content=kennoks 

Over the coming weeks, we'll share more details on our website. Please don't hesitate to reach out to 

me if you have any questions! 

I'll be in touch very soon! 

V/r 

Kennedy 

Kennedy Brooks I Google Cloud Platform 

Business Development Representative, DoD 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552 b 6 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

Google I Reston, Va I 20190 
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[EXTERNAL] I'd like to unsubscribe from the USDS newsletter 

From: Ria Vinod < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec" 

To: FN-OMB-USDS Ex 6 - (5 6 - (5 " 
' 

> 

Date: Tue, 21 Jul 2020 13:32:17 -0400 

Ria Vinod 

Administrative Business Partner 

Google Play I Engineering 

0MB 000024013 



[EXTERNAL] GSA/ 0MB / USDS - Google COVID-19 sync 

From 

To: 

Date: 

YiawayYeh Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
n 

thomalallaran@gsal!I , phill;ishlock@gsal!I, jessica 

leilaEartinez@gsal!:I, "Boland, Amira C. EOP/OMB" 

ammi~rrajfeijoo@gsal!:I, meddiJrown@gsal!:I, davi aufmann@gsal!:I, 

joannfncgovern@gsal!:I, jacolparcell sa An ela Crocker 

- l!b~ >, "Hartwig , Edward J. 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(bEx··, 
' 

Fri , 24 Jul 2020 17:03:36 -0400 

Hi Folks - the Google team has a confl ict on our end for next week's meeting time on July 29. Is there 

anything that would be good to connect on from the federal govt partners' perspective? If so, we can 

look for an alternative time to meet. Otherwise, we can cancel this instance. 

Thanks , 

Yiaway 

GSA/ 0MB / USDS - Google COVID-19 sync 

When 

Joining info 

Who 

Wed Jul 29, 2020 12:30pm - 1: 15pm Pacific Time - Los Angeles 

Join with Google Meet 

meet.google.com/ats-nhtc-ycz 

Join by phone 

+1 208-715-5561 (PIN: 222860) 

More phone numbers 

Yiaway Yeh - organizer 

philip .ashlock@gsal!I 

edwardj_hartwig@omb .eoPl!I 

joanne.mcgovern@gsal!:I 

0MB 000020096 



agenda 

artinez@gsai:I 

cker 
• 

rimes@omb!MII 

boland@omb.e~ 

ilcetich@gsal!I - optional 

◄ 
rown@gsal!I - optional 

ufmann@gsalD - optional 

Davi eters - QUB - optional 

jaco~ parcell@gsai:1 - optional 

thoml,allaran@gsal!I - optional 

ammil arrajfeijoo@gsai:1 - optional 

>https :/ /docs.goog le. com/document/d/1 uoMwYOQEEKsltU iGhJwZ9swRkRkonsUxqY cflolg3wo/edit?usp 

=sharing< 
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USDS is Hiring -We Want Youl 

From: 

To: 

Joseph Litvin-> 

lf·Rnw• 
Date: Tue, 04 Aug 2020 15:39:42 -0400 

View this email in your browser 
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X 

Hey folks-

Matt Cutts 

Administrator of USDS 

2 0MB 000014443 



Hope this message finds you safe and well. Since I last reached out, a lot has 

changed in the world . We're definitely thinking about many challenges and tough 

circumstances people in our country are facing right now as we continue to work on 

the projects that matter and improve people's lives. 

During this time, we've also been helping with a number of efforts related to the 

COVID-19 pandemic. We've been supporting Dr. Birx and the coronavirus taskforce 

with data and visualizations to inform decisions, helping to improve small business 

access to disaster loans, making sure Veterans can access telehealth tools, and 

helping improve the design and content of coronavirus.gov. 

For those wondering how they can do more to help, our talent team will also be 

hosting several virtual roundtables in the coming weeks. If you 've ever thought about 

a tour of public service, please register at the links below. 

Now more than ever, we need talented technologists passionate about making a 

difference in our country. I hope you might consider a short tour of service or reach out tc 

us at usds@omr,,... We'd be happy to chat more about the type of work we do, 

roles we're hiring for, agencies we partner with, and any other questions. 

Stay safe and healthy. 

Warmly, 

Matt 

X 
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Apply Now 
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COVID-19 Chatbot 

The Challenge 

Veterans need answers quickly during the coronavirus pandemic. But increased call volumes to 

VA contact centers led to frustrating hold times for Veterans, staffing challenges for VA, and 

delayed access to clinical advice for callers with urgent health care needs. 

5 0MB 000014443 



The Solution 

In partnership with the Department of Veterans Affairs, we helped launch 

an interactive coronavirus chatbot to better serve Veterans' increased need for information and 

services during the coronavirus pandemic. 

Checkout the Chatbot on VA.gov 

6 0MB 000014443 



Are you interested in hearing more about our work? Join us for a virtual roundtable. Hear 

from the Directors of Engineering and Product, as well as current USDSers about our 

work, projects, and culture! These closed-door roundtables are an opportunity to ask 

questions and learn more about life at the U.S. Digital Service. 

Upcoming dates: 

7 0MB 000014443 



• Engineering - July 22 

• Product - July 29 

Let us knowif you're interested in attending a USDS roundtable. 

8 0MB 000014443 



The U.S. Digital Service is ~180 technologists recruited from tech communities across 

the country, not just Silicon Valley. We're mission-driven, action-oriented folks who 

come to DC for reasons that are as diverse as we are . Learn about why one USDSer is 

delivering better government services through design and technology. 

Jenn Noinaj has spent the past ten years of her career in tech, focusing on organizations 

unfamiliar with user experience and product design. After getting involved with Open Austin, a 

9 0MB 000014443 



Code for America brigade, she jumped at the opportunity to work on projects, like digitizing the 

immigration process with USDS. 

Read the blog post 

10 0MB 000014443 



When you join USDS, you become part of a powerful , lifelong community. Some of the latest 

USDSers include: 

X 

"I am thrilled - and proud - to be posted with the growing digital team at VA.gov (my 

father is a retired Marine) whose mission is to modernize the on line experience for the 

nation's veteran community." - John Hashimoto, Product, USDS @VA 

X 

"I was drawn to USDS because I wanted to face those challenges head-on from a ne\/1 

perspective, and work with a team of ded icated, passionate people." - Heather Myers, u; 

Design, USDS @ CMS 

Read About Our Staff 

11 0MB 000014443 



On the latest episode of Civic Tech Chat, Lisa Chung, USDS Director of Engineering, speaks 

about our unique culture. Our work impacts the entire country and we build better products when 

our teams represent all of America. 

12 0MB 000014443 



Listen to "Civic Tech Chat" 

Hear USDS Engineer Shelby Switzer on AP ls Unplugged . They discuss how our team at the 

Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services is modernizing government and promoting greater 

data interoperability. Medicare serves 44 million Americans- 15% of the population, and accounts 

for 4% of total US GDP. 

Listen to "APls Unplugged" 

Are you interested in joining USDS? Email us a uestion or 

Apply Now 

Follow us to see moments 

■ 
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■ 
■ 
■ 
■ 

U.S. Digital Service I 725 17th Street, NW Washington, DC 20503 

Please unsubscribe me from this newsletter 
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[EXTERNAL] Reminder: MeriTalk CIO Crossroads Webinar 

Tomorrow 

From "Garber, Emily" ◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " 

To: "Roat, Maria A. EOP/OMB" 

<1:d;l!ll."IU--I.W§f, 
< Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. Sec , > 

> 

, "O'Keeffe, Steve" 

>, Phil Fuster 

Cc: "Haggerty, Shawna" <j::£1;1ij.jl~iijji§§M>, "Olivero, Jennifer" 1#W1•►~ffl;:,, 

Date: Wed, 05 Aug 2020 13:47:07 -0400 

Hi all, 

Putting all speakers for tomorrow's webinar on one email chain for easy reference. We look forward 
to seeing you all tomorrow and a great discussion. The calendar holds have been updated with your 
individual log in credentials to access the WorkCast platform. 

Please plan to log in at 2:00pm for tech check, we will start the live webinar at 2:30pm. 

As always, don't hesitate to reach out with any questions. 

Best, 

Emily 

Emi 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) 

0 : >www.meritalk.com< 

0 : 921 King St Alexandria, VA 22314 

MeriTalk is a 300Brand company. For more information visit >www.300Brand .com< 
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USDS is Hiring -We Want Youl 

From: Joseph Litvin 

To: estark@googl 

Date: Wed, 12 Aug 2020 16:24:41 -0400 

View this email in your browser 

0MB 000026001 



X 

Hey folks-

Matt Cutts 

Administrator of USDS 

2 0MB 000026001 



Hope this message finds you safe and well. Since I last reached out, a lot has 

changed in the world . We're definitely thinking about many challenges and tough 

circumstances people in our country are facing right now as we continue to work on 

the projects that matter and improve people's lives. 

During this time, we've also been helping with a number of efforts related to the 

COVID-19 pandemic. We've been supporting Dr. Birx and the coronavirus taskforce 

with data and visualizations to inform decisions, helping to improve small business 

access to disaster loans, making sure Veterans can access telehealth tools, and 

helping improve the design and content of coronavirus.gov. 

For those wondering how they can do more to help, our talent team will also be 

hosting several virtual roundtables in the coming weeks. If you 've ever thought about 

a tour of public service, please register at the links below. 

Now more than ever, we need talented technologists passionate about making a 

difference in our country. I hope you might consider a short tour of service or reach out tc 

us at usd•-1=£1&WII. We'd be happy to chat more about the type of work we do, 

roles we're hiring for, agencies we partner with, and any other questions. 

Stay safe and healthy. 

Warmly, 

Matt 

X 

3 0MB 000026001 



Apply Now 
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COVID-19 Chatbot 

The Challenge 

Veterans need answers quickly during the coronavirus pandemic. But increased call volumes to 

VA contact centers led to frustrating hold times for Veterans, staffing challenges for VA, and 

delayed access to clinical advice for callers with urgent health care needs. 

5 0MB 000026001 



The Solution 

In partnership with the Department of Veterans Affairs, we helped launch 

an interactive coronavirus chatbot to better serve Veterans' increased need for information and 

services during the coronavirus pandemic. 

Checkout the Chatbot on VA.gov 

6 0MB 000026001 



Are you interested in hearing more about our work? Join us for a virtual roundtable. Hear 

from the Directors of Engineering and Product, as well as current USDSers about our 

work, projects, and culture! These closed-door roundtables are an opportunity to ask 

questions and learn more about life at the U.S. Digital Service. 

Upcoming dates: 

7 0MB 000026001 



• Engineering - July 22 

• Product - July 29 

Let us knowif you're interested in attending a USDS roundtable. 

8 0MB 000026001 



The U.S. Digital Service is ~180 technologists recruited from tech communities across 

the country, not just Silicon Valley. We're mission-driven, action-oriented folks who 

come to DC for reasons that are as diverse as we are . Learn about why one USDSer is 

delivering better government services through design and technology. 

Jenn Noinaj has spent the past ten years of her career in tech, focusing on organizations 

unfamiliar with user experience and product design. After getting involved with Open Austin, a 

9 0MB 000026001 



Code for America brigade, she jumped at the opportunity to work on projects, like digitizing the 

immigration process with USDS. 

Read the blog post 

10 0MB 000026001 



When you join USDS, you become part of a powerful , lifelong community. Some of the latest 

USDSers include: 

X 

"I am thrilled - and proud - to be posted with the growing digital team at VA.gov (my 

father is a retired Marine) whose mission is to modernize the on line experience for the 

nation's veteran community." - John Hashimoto, Product, USDS @VA 

X 

"I was drawn to USDS because I wanted to face those challenges head-on from a ne\/1 

perspective, and work with a team of ded icated, passionate people." - Heather Myers, u; 

Design, USDS @ CMS 

Read About Our Staff 

11 0MB 000026001 



On the latest episode of Civic Tech Chat, Lisa Chung, USDS Director of Engineering, speaks 

about our unique culture. Our work impacts the entire country and we build better products when 

our teams represent all of America. 
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Listen to "Civic Tech Chat" 

Hear USDS Engineer Shelby Switzer on AP ls Unplugged . They discuss how our team at the 

Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services is modernizing government and promoting greater 

data interoperability. Medicare serves 44 million Americans- 15% of the population, and accounts 

for 4% of total US GDP. 

Listen to "APls Unplugged" 

Are you interested in joining USDS? Email us a uestion or 

Apply Now 

Follow us to see moments 

■ 
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■ 
■ 

U.S. Digital Service I 725 17th Street, NW Washington, DC 20503 

Please unsubscribe me from this newsletter 
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Re: [EXTERNAL] AKI Model - Technical Plan 

From Ivan Protsyu .Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) 

To: Anthony Phalen 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552 b 6 

Cc: Harry Askham 

"Alterovitz, Gil" 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
,:;,:;')/h \/~\ \ 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , "Stewart, William R.' 

"Worthington, Charles" Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " 

, "Osborne, Thomas F .' Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec "Colon 

ancisco Rubio-

e ran a In enevrr , Alan Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. 1 

Karthikesalingam J:::tidlj.1,..44, Ali Co~nell • - , Anuraag 
• • 

Khandelwal Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec . 

Date: Mon, 17 Aug 2020 13:27:58 -0400 

Hi all, 

Will, as we are preparing a technical design doc for this project, I'd like to clarify what you wrote earlier 

as an initial technical requirement. 

Does "Provide a Docker container based on a Redhat Enterprise host" mean a container runnable on 

a Redhat Enterprise host, not necessarily a container based on a Redhat base image? 

To my knowledge, Docker containers are generally compatible with all Linux hosts (unless specific 

kernel features are used) so it'd be convenient to assume the base image isn't fixed to be able to 

reuse existing solutions for model serving, e.g. tensorflow/serving . 

Kind regards, 

Ivan 

On Wed, Jul 22, 2020 at 5:29 PM Ivan Protsyuk 

Hi all, 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
·552(b)(6)) wrote: 

As Anthony introduced me last week, I've started working on a technical plan for the 
transfer and configuration of the AKI model at the VA. 

Just a few words about myself -- I've been an engineer on the EHR predictions team for 
2+ yr focusing mostly on data pipelines implementing ingestion (ETL/preprocessing) and 

labelling of EHR. 
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After going over our previous work on setting up a model inference service and checking 
options available at AWS for running inference, it seems we need to start with a very 
basic prototype that would demonstrate the transferability of the in-house proprietary 
model to an AWS EC2 instance. I'm imagining this being a basic RedHat-based container 
that does inference for input patient objects (our internal format based on 
tf.SequenceExample) one by one with no performance requirements. After we make sure 
the model produces expected output for input patients from our dataset, we can proceed 
with incremental improvements of this setup including the use of ML-specific tech offered 
by AWS, e.g. Elastic Inference, AWS Neuron, EC2 lnf1 instances etc. I'm not very familiar 
with this part of the AWS offer so we may want to experiment with them to optimize for 
performance/cost acceptable for the VA team. 

So answering the previous question from Will re the capacity of instances, I think we can 
start with a basic one, i.e. if 1 Ok calls/hr is the possible minimum, let's go for it; otherwise 
even 1 k should suffice in my opinion at these early stages. The instance should have a 
multi-core CPU(>= 4, the more we get the less time a single inference takes), 4GB RAM 
should be sufficient for now. We may want to increase these requirements once we get 
from the early prototype stage to the batch inference mode. 

The last bit on the actual process of configuring the prototype: I can create the container, 
test it locally in preparation for eventually sending it over to the VA team. However, in this 
case we'd need to agree upon a medium for sharing the container images. Do you have a 
technical preference? We can then review that with our legal team. 

In the meantime I'm working on a detailed technical design proposal that we will finalize 
internally before sharing with you all for review. 

Thanks, 
Ivan 

On Fri, Jul 17, 2020 at 5:19 PM Anthony Phalen 

Hi all, 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
·552 b 6 > wrote: 

I'm adding in +Ivan Protsyuk from our team who will be working on the technical aspects of the 

project as well. 

@Will: if you have any thoughts on Harry's additional questions that would be awesome: 

• The typical technical specs of an individual host (though since inference isn't very 

costly, I wouldn't expect bottlenecks here) 

• Machine architecture (x86/ARM/etc) 
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Ivan will be working with Harry on the detailed technical documentation based on this info. 

Thanks, 

Anthony 

Anthony Phalen I Strategic Partnerships, Google Health I 

On Thu, Jul 9, 2020 at 5:11 AM Harry Askham ~> wrote: 

Thanks all, and for the additional technical context Will. That is the majority of the 

information I think we need - it would be useful to know in addition: 

• The typical technical specs of an individual host (though since inference isn't very 

costly, I wouldn't expect bottlenecks here) 

• Machine architecture (x86/ARM/etc) 

As a next step, we'll work up more detailed technical documentation detailing the 

input/output formats and intended functionality and anchor future discussion around these 

specifics. 

Harry 

On Tue, 7 Jul 2020 at 14:07, Stewart, William R. .Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
1 > wrote: 

Anthony, 

We would like to understand the dependencies inferred in the last communication from 

your team, hence this will be an iterative discussion. 

So as a starting point in this discussion, let's start with our input as "Provide a Docker 

container based on a Redhat Enterprise host, with all necessary libraries and binaries 

required to execute on a Redhat Enterprise host OS, and full API documentation that 

includes a description of the output data in the form of a data dictionary." 
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We can then drill down from there with a distro focused on these details, 

Will Stewart 

Senior Solution Architect I EA, SA 

Demand Management I Intake and Analysis 

IAS Enablement Team Lead I Veteran Experience Services 

National Artificial Intelligence Institute I NAIi 

DevOps Transformation Product Line Architecture Change Team 

DevOps Transformation Emerging Technologies Change Team 

Enterprise Program Management Office (EPMO) 

Office of Information Technology (OIT) 

Department of Veterans Affairs 

Phone 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 

Email:--11@ 

From: Alterovitz, Gil - > 

Sent: Tuesday, July 7, 2020 12:43 AM 

To: Anthony Phalen 

; Osborne, Thomas F. 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. ,Ex 6 - (~ >; Colon Vargas, Nelson < Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. Se1Ex 6 - (~ >; 

Ex 6 - (5 ,Ex 6 - (5 " ; Joel Minton Ex 6 - (5 Ex 6 - (5 , >; Francisco Rubio-

Bertrand <1Wiilll-#>; Martin Seneviratne >; Harry -Ex 6 - (5Ex 6 - (5 1 

Askham >; Alan Karthikesalingam 1=tifMi=flW.>; Ali 

Connell >; Anuraag Khandelwal >; -Ex 6 _ (5 Ex 6 - (5 , 

Stewart, William R. > 

Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] AKI Model - Technical Plan 
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Hi Anthony, 

Thanks for the note. Will (in this chain) can send more info on this as next step. 

Thanks, 

Gil 

Sent with BlackBerry Work 

{>www.blackberry.com<) 

From: Anthony Phalen <-1::flll[P> 
Date: Tuesday, Jul 07, 2020, 12:29 AM 

To: Alterovitz, Gil < 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. ,:x 6"Ex" 

jeffre~ barrett@ornd 

.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec, 

Ex 6 - (5 ,x 6 - (5nEx 1 

Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] AKI Model - Technical Plan 

Hi VA team , 

5 

>, 
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I wanted to check in to see if now would be a good time to circle back. I know your 

schedules are incredibly busy, so no worries if you need more time to review all of this 

material, but let me know if a check-in call would be helpful at some point this week. 

On a related note, @Gil: did you get a chance to determine the best executable and 

containerized format for the AKI model (based on the platforms the VA plans to use for 

operationalizing the model), such that inference can be replicated within the technical 

ecosystem at VA? 

Thanks, 

Anthony 

Anthony 
Phalen I 

Strategic Partnerships, Google 
Health I 

Ex 6 - (5 
U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) 

On Fri, May 22, 2020 at 6:07 PM Alterovitz, Gil < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 

Thanks Anthony. Adding Will here per note below. 

Gil 

Sent with BlackBerry Work 

(>www.blackberry.com<) 

6 
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From: Anthony Phalen ---@■'> 
Date: Friday, May 22, 2020, 2:33 PM 

To: Alterovitz, Gil 

Cc: Worthington, Charlesial't1Mfflli!II>, Osborne, Thomas F. 

< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Ex 6,Ex, >, Colon Vargas, Nelson 

"'Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. ,Ex 6,Ex 1 

< Ex 6 - 5 Ex 6 - ( 5 , Ex, 

>, jeffreyl ba 

>, Joel Minto 

Rubio-Bertrand~>, Martin enevira rie 

Harry Askharr lft@=tlli@R'>, Alan Karthikesaff ngam 

1m:tr.■@n>, Ali Connell 1mrlfflPR>, Anuraag 

Khandelwal <~-=tfM@R> 
Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] AKI Model - Technical Plan 

Hi all, 

>, 

Thanks for the call this week to discuss the technical plan for delivering the AKI model 

to the VA. Attached are a couple supplementary reference docs: 

• AKI model - Technical Description: I'm resurfacing the doc we shared before 

our initial call that provides a technical description of the model and pre

processing. 

• draft Nature Protocols manuscript: this is still in the review stage with Nature 

Protocols, but provides details on the pre-processing pipeline. The published 

Nature paper from last summer is here. 

The next step is that Gil is going to report back with a recommendation for the 

best executable and containerized format for the AKI model (based on the platforms 

the VA plans to use for operationalizing the model), such that inference can be 

replicated within the technical ecosystem at VA. 
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In addition, below are the questions from Will that the folks on the phone didn't get to 

see because they came through the chat and the initial thoughts we talked through on 

the call: 

• Can the container specifics be described, i. e, OS, AP/, ability to utilize Elastic 

Inference, etc? These could be custom to what the VA finds useful. De facto 

open source may be the best way to go. 

• Are there metrics that this model exhibits, such as AUG, MAE, RMSE, 

etc? The metrics that were published on in the Nature paper would be the 

best source. 

• What about the feature space? Was there a dimensionality reduction step 

and if so, what was the reduced feature set count? Because of the nature of 

the heavily hashed dataset, the feature set was large and included a lot of 

rare features. If the VA is using a less hashed dataset independently on 

future work behind the VA firewall, there would be value in doing some 

different cleaning with a small feature set. We can discuss further ideas 

around this on the next calls. 

• Can we obtain a recap of all the points Google has brought up during this call, 

including results, lessons-learned, and thoughts about what would be a better 

way to do this again? The docs on this thread should be a good starting 

point, but I think the most value will come in ongoing technical discussions 

between the teams. 

I didn't have Will's email, so if someone can add him to this thread that would be 

great. Once the VA team has a chance to digest this information and Gil has the 

answer on the ideal model format, we can organize another technical call to continue 

the conversation. 

Thanks, 

Anthony 

Anthony 
Phalen I 

Strategic Partnerships, Google 
Health I ■ 
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On Tue, May 19, 2020 at 10:28 PM Anthony Phalen Jffl!ME1-> wrote: 

Hi Gil, 

Thanks very much. It sounded like Mayo 20th from 2-3 pm EST would work best 

for the most people, so I've just sent an invite out. 

Talk soon, 

Anthony 

Anthony 
Phalen I 

Strategic Partnerships, Google 
Health I 

On Tue, May 19, 2020 at 4:45 PM Alterovitz, Gil ia■DM> wrote: 

Thank you , Anthony. Things are ok here. I hope all is ok there. 

It looks like a promising plan. There may be a few items to collaborate to define 

details (eg container details , "VA can use the Methods section of the Nature 

paper and the draft Protocols paper to replicate the pipeline"). In terms of times, 

the afternoons of May 20 and 21 look good here. 
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Best, 

Gil 

Sent with BlackBerry Work 

(>www.blackberry.com<) 

Date: Sunday, May 17, 2020, 9:51 PM 

To: Worthin ton • •1!7 • omas • • 
F. 

Va , 

"I~ > 

Cc: Joel Minton_>, Francisco Rubio-Bertrand 

>, Martin SeneviratnE- -1$9=tlll[R'>, Harry 

Askhanlr=#-..a-r.g•r:10=-o:1;a-(!l':ll[P>, Alan Karthikesalingam 

Ex E>Ex 6 - n Ex " 

iJlilllilllllilllill•>, Ali Conne•:1,-'=tllfflllb 
Subject: [EXTERNAL] AKI Model - Technical Plan 

Hi VA team, 

I hope you and your families are staying safe and healthy. I can imagine the last 

couple months have been incredibly busy on the VA side. We wanted to send 

along a first draft of the technical plan for delivering the AKI model to the VA 

for your review (see attached). 
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It would be great to walk through it together on a call if you have time this week. 

Here are a few times that would work for us: 

• May 19: 9 - 10 am EST 

• May 20: 9 -10 am or 12 - 12:30 pm or 2 - 3 pm EST 

• May 21: 2 - 3 pm EST 

Let me know if any of these time blocks would work for a 30 min call and I can 

send an invite. 

Thanks, 

Anthony 

Anthony 
Phalen I 

Strategic Partnerships, Google 
Health I 

11 
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RE: [EXTERNAL] AKI Model - Technical Plan 

From "Stewart, William R." 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) 

To: Ivan Protsyu 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

Cc: 

Ex 6 - (5 , 

Alan Karthikesalingam 

Anuraag Khandelwal 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
n 

Date: Tue, 18 Aug 2020 11: 17:39 -0400 

Ivan, (removing Charles Worthington and Thomas Osbourne from these low level details) 

RHEL 7.1 will suffice. 

Thanks, 

Will 

From: Ivan Protsyuk 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec r 

Sent: Tuesday, August 18, 2020 10:43 AM 

Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] AKI Model - Technical Plan 

Hi Will, 

Thanks for confirming! 

; Alterovitz, Gil 

orne, Thomas F. 

Francisco Rubio-Bertrand 
Alan Karthikesalingam 
nuraag Khandelwal 

I'd like to double check the host OS requirements too. Is Red Hat Enterprise Linux the only preferred 
option for this project or other common distributions (e.g. Debian, Ubuntu, etc.) are suitable too? If 
the former, which RHEL version(s) need to be supported? 
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Ivan 

On Tue, Aug 18, 2020 at 3:34 PM Stewart, William R 

Ivan, 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) wrote: 

You had noted "Docker containers are general/ycompatible with all Linux hosts" (emphasis mine). 

During the webcon we had previously, I thought I had heard some mention of specific 
environment needs, so I wanted to have a starting point for the hosting discussion. If the 

container would be completely agnostic with regard to host OS or any other external dependency 
(aside from the published API), then that is ideal. 

Thanks, 

Will Stewart 
Senior Solution Architect I EA, SA 
Demand Management I Intake and Analysis 
IAS Enablement Team Lead I Veteran Experience Services 
National Artificial Intel ligence Institute I NAIi 
DevOps Transformation I Product Line Architecture Change Team 
DevOps Transformation I Emerging Technologies Change Team 
Enterprise Program Management Office (EPMO) 
Office of Information Technology (OIT) Depart11-1~ffairs 
~~~~1~H:iteme 
From: Ivan Protsyuk 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b )(6)) . 

Sent: Monday, August 17, 2020 1:28 PM 

To: Anthony Phalen .Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

Cc: Harry Askham Stewart, William R .Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

Alterovitz, Gijg• · Charles 
C:C:'"1/1-. \IC,\\ 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

>; Ali Connell 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " 

Hi all, 
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Will, as we are preparing a technical design doc for this project, I'd like to clarify what you wrote 
earlier as an initial technical requirement. 
Does "Provide a Docker container based on a Redhat Enterprise host" mean a container runnable 
on a Redhat Enterprise host, not necessarily a container based on a Redhat base image? 
To my knowledge, Docker containers are generally compatible with all Linux hosts (unless specific 
kernel features are used) so it'd be convenient to assume the base image isn't fixed to be able to 

reuse existing solutions for model serving, e.g. tensorflow/serving . 

Kind regards, 
Ivan 

On Wed, Jul 22, 2020 at 5:29 PM Ivan Protsyuk 

Hi all, 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) · wrote: 

As Anthony introduced me last week, I've started working on a technical plan for the transfer and 
configuration of the AKI model at the VA. 
Just a few words about myself -- I've been an engineer on the EHR predictions team for 2+ yr 
focusing mostly on data pipelines implementing ingestion (ETL/preprocessing) and labelling of 
EHR. 

After going over our previous work on setting up a model inference service and checking options 
available at AWS for running inference, it seems we need to start with a very basic prototype that 
would demonstrate the transferability of the in-house proprietary model to an AWS EC2 
instance. I'm imagining this being a basic RedHat-based container that does inference for input 
patient objects (our internal format based on tf.SequenceExample) one by one with no 
performance requirements. After we make sure the model produces expected output for input 
patients from our dataset, we can proceed with incremental improvements of this setup including 
the use of ML-specific tech offered by AWS, e.g. Elastic Inference, AWS Neuron, EC2 lnf1 
instances etc. I'm not very familiar with this part of the AWS offer so we may want to experiment 
with them to optimize for performance/cost acceptable for the VA team. 

So answering the previous question from Will re the capacity of instances, I think we can start 
with a basic one, i.e. if 1 Ok calls/hr is the possible minimum, let's go for it; otherwise even 1 k 
should suffice in my opinion at these early stages. The instance should have a multi-core CPU 
(>= 4, the more we get the less time a single inference takes), 4GB RAM should be sufficient for 
now. We may want to increase these requirements once we get from the early prototype stage to 
the batch inference mode. 

The last bit on the actual process of configuring the prototype: I can create the container, test it 
locally in preparation for eventually sending it over to the VA team. However, in this case we'd 
need to agree upon a medium for sharing the container images. Do you have a technical 
preference? We can then review that with our legal team. 

In the meantime I'm working on a detailed technical design proposal that we will finalize 
internally before sharing with you all for review. 

Thanks, 
Ivan 
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From: Stewart, William R. 

To: Anthony Phalen 

Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. Sec 1 

Ivan Protsyuk < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552 b 6 

· Stewart, William R . 

Alterovitz, Gil • Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

; Martin Seneviratne 

; Alan Karthikesalingam Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " Ali Connell 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) ; Anuraag Khandelwa 

Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] AKI Model - Technical Plan 

Harry, 

Let me reorder your questions, and ask a capacity question; 

• Machine architecture (x86/ARM/etc) 

o Let's start with a generic AWS EC2 (to include Elastic Inference) or Azure VM 

• The typical technical specs of an individual host (though since inference isn't 
very costly, I wouldn't expect bottlenecks here) 

o Based on the above, given the range of calls per hour listed below, what 

AWS/Azure VMs would be recommended (per the vCPU and memory 
requirements, benefits of hyperthreading, Turbo Boosting, etc)? 

■ 10,000 calls/hour 

■ 25,000 calls/hour 

■ 100,000 calls/hour 

Thanks, 

Will Stewart 

On Fri, Jul 17, 2020 at 5:19 PM Anthony Phalen 

Hi all, 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) > wrote: 

I'm adding in +Ivan Protsyuk from our team who will be working on the technical aspects of 

the project as well. 

@Will: if you have any thoughts on Harry's additional questions that would be awesome: 

• The typical technical specs of an individual host (though since inference isn't 

very costly, I wouldn't expect bottlenecks here) 

• Machine architecture (x86/ARM/etc) 
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Ivan will be working with Harry on the detailed technical documentation based on this info. 

Thanks, 

Anthony 

Anthony 
Phalen I 

Strategic Partnerships, Google 
Health I 

On Thu, Jul 9, 2020 at 5:11 AM Harry Askha wrote: 

Thanks all, and for the additional technical context Will. That is the majority of the 
information I think we need - it would be useful to know in addition: 

• The typical technical specs of an individual host (though since inference isn't very 
costly, I wouldn't expect bottlenecks here) 

• Machine architecture (x86/ARM/etc) 
As a next step, we'll work up more detailed technical documentation detailing the 
input/output formats and intended functionality and anchor future discussion around 
these specifics. 

Harry 

On Tue, 7 Jul 2020 at 14:07, Stewart, William R. < 

Anthony, 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) 

rote: 

We would like to understand the dependencies inferred in the last communication 
from your team, hence this will be an iterative discussion. 

So as a starting point in this discussion, let's start with our input as "Provide a Docker 
container based on a Redhat Enterprise host, with all necessary libraries and binaries 
required to execute on a Redhat Enterprise host OS, and full API documentation that 
includes a description of the output data in the form of a data dictionary." 

We can then drill down from there with a distro focused on these details, 

Will Stewart 
Senior Solution Architect I EA, SA 
Demand Management I Intake and Analysis 
IAS Enablement Team Lead I Veteran Experience Services 
National Artificial Intelligence Institute I NAIi 
DevOps Transformation I Product Line Architecture Change Team 
DevOps Transformation I Emerging Technologies Change Team 
Enterprise Program Management Office (EPMO) 
Office of Information Technology (Oil) 
Department of Veterans Affairs 
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Phon 
Email 

.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
·552(b )(6)) 

From: Alterovitz, Gil< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

Sent: Tuesday, July 7, 2020 12:43 AM 

To: Anthony Phalen Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , 

Cc: Worthington, Charle .Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
' 
; Osborne, Thomas F. 

·Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. Sec , Francisco Rubio

; Harry Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ., 
' 

; Alan KarthikesalingamlW-IIL,WJ, ii,,; Ali 

Anuraag Khandelwal <~-JtWiW 
Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] AKI Model - Technical Plan 

Hi Anthony, 

Thanks for the note. Will (in this chain) can send more info on this as next step. 

Thanks, 

Gil 

Sent with BlackBerry Work 

(>www.blackberry.com<) 

From: Anthony Phalen -Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , 

Date: Tuesday, Jul 07, 2020, 12:29 AM 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C.Ex 6 - (5 , 

Rubio-Bertrand < 

Harry Askham Mll■il , Alan Karthikesalingam 

, Ali Connell , Anuraag Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec . 
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, Stewart, William R. 

Hi VA team, 

I wanted to check in to see if now would be a good time to circle back. I know your 
schedules are incredibly busy, so no worries if you need more time to review all of this 
material, but let me know if a check-in call would be helpful at some point this week. 

On a related note, @Gil: did you get a chance to determine the best executable and 

containerized format for the AKI model (based on the platforms the VA plans to use for 
operationalizing the model), such that inference can be replicated within the technical 
ecosystem at VA? 

Thanks, 

Anthony 

Anthony 
Phalen I 

Strategic Partnerships, Google 
Health I 

•• 
Ex 6-1 

Ex 6 - (5 
U.S.C. Sec 

• • "" ;,Ex552(b)(6)) 
·! 

On Fri, May 22, 2020 at 6:07 PM Alterovitz, Gil ~--> wrote: 

Thanks Anthony. Adding Will here per note below. 
Gil 

Sent with BlackBerry Work 

(>www.blackberry.com<) 

From: Anthony Phalen ---r,r,i 
Date: Friday, May 22, 2020, 2:33 PM 

, Osborne, Thomas F. 

, 

-Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 
◄Ex6-(5U.S.C.< 6 -(5 1 

, jeffrey.j.barr :::n:. 

Rubio-Bertrand 

, Joel Minton 

•Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b )(6)) 

7 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec • 
'Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

• • • =s52(b)(6)) 

• 
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Harry Askham 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

! -• .. _ ••. • - ••-•· 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec a.J•L..: - Ii ~onnell < 1552(b)(6)) , Anuraag 

Khandel 

Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] AKI Model - Technical Plan 

Hi all, 

Thanks for the call this week to discuss the technical plan for delivering the AKI 

model to the VA. Attached are a couple supplementary reference docs: 

• AKI model - Technical Description: I'm resurfacing the doc we shared before 

our initial call that provides a technical description of the model and pre

processing. 

• draft Nature Protocols manuscript: this is still in the review stage with Nature 

Protocols, but provides details on the pre-processing pipeline. The published 

Nature paper from last summer is here. 

The next step is that Gil is going to report back with a recommendation for the 

best executable and containerized format for the AKI model (based on the platforms 
the VA plans to use for operationalizing the model), such that inference can be 

replicated within the technical ecosystem at VA. 

In addition, below are the questions from Will that the folks on the phone didn't get 

to see because they came through the chat and the initial thoughts we talked 

through on the call: 

• Can the container specifics be described, ,: e, OS, AP!, ability to utilize Elastic 

Inference, etc? These could be custom to what the VA finds useful. De facto 

open source may be the best way to go. 

• Are there metrics that this model exhibits, such as AUG, MAE, RMSE, 

etc? The metrics that were published on in the Nature paper would be the 

best source. 

• What about the feature space? Was there a dimensionality reduction step 

and tf so, what was the reduced feature set count? Because of the nature of 

the heavily hashed dataset, the feature set was large and included a lot of 

rare features. If the VA is using a less hashed dataset independently on 

future work behind the VA firewall, there would be value in doing some 
different cleaning with a small feature set. We can discuss further ideas 

around this on the next calls. 

• Can we obtain a recap of all the points Google has brought up during this call, 

including results, lessons-learned, and thoughts about what would be a better 

way to do this again? The docs on this thread should be a good starting 

point, but I think the most value will come in ongoing technical discussions 

between the teams. 
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I didn't have Will's email, so if someone can add him to this thread that would be 

great. Once the VA team has a chance to digest this information and Gil has the 

answer on the ideal model format, we can organize another technical call to 

continue the conversation. 

Thanks, 

Anthony 

Anthony 
Phalen I 

Strategic Partnerships, Google 
Health I 

On Tue, May 19, 2020 at 10:28 PM Anthony Phalen 

Hi Gil, 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) 

wrote: 

Thanks very much. It sounded like Mayo 20th from 2-3 pm EST would work best 

for the most people, so I've just sent an invite out. 

Talk soon, 

Anthony 

Ex 6 - (5 

Anthony 
Phalen I 

Strategic Partnerships, Google 
Health I 

On Tue, May 19, 2020 at 4:45 PM Alterovitz, Gil 

-. . 
Ex., 

U S.C. Sec 
- ••••• :EX 6)552(b )(6)) 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
wrote: 552(b )(6)) • 

Thank you, Anthony. Things are ok here. I hope all is ok there. 

It looks like a promising plan. There may be a few items to collaborate to 

define details (eg container details, "VA can use the Methods section of the 

Nature paper and the draft Protocols paper to replicate the pipeline"). In terms 

of times, the afternoons of May 20 and 21 look good here. 

Best, 

Gil 

Sent with BlackBerry Work 

(>www. blackberry. com< ) 
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From: Anthony Phalen Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

Date: Sunday, May 17, 2020, 9:51 PM 

To: Worthington, Charles .Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) , Osborne, 

Thomas F. , Alterovitz, Gil 

Colon Vargas, Nelson 

jeffrey.j. barrett@omb [D 

rand 

>, Harry 

Askham • _ .... ,w>, Alan Karthikesalingam 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , Ali Connell < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

Subject: [EXTERNAL] AKI Model - Technical Plan 

Hi VA team, 

I hope you and your families are staying safe and healthy. I can imagine the last 
couple months have been incredibly busy on the VA side. We wanted to send 
along a first draft of the technical plan for delivering the AKI model to the VA 

for your review (see attached). 

It would be great to walk through it together on a call if you have time this 
week. Here are a few times that would work for us: 

• May 19: 9 - 10 am EST 

• May 20: 9 - 10 am or 12 - 12:30 pm or 2 - 3 pm EST 

• May 21: 2 - 3 pm EST 
Let me know if any of these time blocks would work for a 30 min call and I can 
send an invite. 

Thanks, 

Anthony 

Anthony 
Phalen I 
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Listening Session with OMB/OPM 

From: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bee: 

"Kelley, Michelle B. EOP/OME -•§$:fj> 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C;:x 6 - (5 Ex " "Warren, Peter N. EOP/OMB" >, "Kelley, Michelle B. 

EOP/OME'"laf.l=tiWWD> 

"Rigas, Michael J. EOP/OMB"-■NMMlilit.ll!liallifii■> 

john.york@opmlll, timothy.lehmann@opmll, "Warren, Peter N. EOP/OMB" 

Ex 6 - (5 " Ex 6 - (5 Ex" >, rigasm2@opmll, "Rigas, Michael J. EOP/OMB" 

"Billy, Stephen M. EOP/OMB" Ex 6 - (5 U.S.CEx 6 - (5 Ex , 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Ex 6 - (5 Ex 1 r 
>, "Kelley, Michelle B. EOP/OMB" 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Ex 6 _ (5 Ex , >, "Hogan, Reagan J." ,.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. SecEx 
1 

tcook@applellll grometty@ibmlDl sundar@googlea, doug.mcmillon@wal

mart.com, msigelman@burning-glasslm, david.mccormick@bwaterlm, 

meg .prior@monsterlm, kkl@aptmetricslm, vivek@hackerrank!li, 

thomas.dohrmann@mckinseylm, bfcobert@gmaillm, thrun@udacitYlm, 

ang@cs.stanforda, press@edxil, p.leblanc@snhulll, tpowderly@applelm, 

prozan@googlelm, media@burning-glasslm, kara. uhrlen@ddiworldlm, 

dannunziata@psionlinelm, connorl@ccll!I, scarnes@aptmetricslm, 

daniel.mullaney@pearsonlm, gaurav.verma@hackerrank!li, 

davidswilliams@deloittelm, media_relations_inbox@mckinseYlm, 

larissarei n hardt@redston estrategYi:11, partners hi p-req uests@udacitYlm, 

press.ourseral!I, arandall@edxil, d.mccloud@snhua, slynch@burning

glass.. , elaine.pulakos@pdrilm, ardinew@amazonlm, chenokd@us.ibmlll}, 

jboudreau@marshall.us8, marillyn.a.hewson@lmcoili, 

julie.sweet@accenturelm, caroline.turner@generalassembl, 

paul@generalassembl, john.york@opmll, timothy.lehmann@opmll, "Warren, 

Peter N. EOP/OMB" >, rigasm2@opmlll, "Rigas, 

>, "Billy, Stephen M. EOP/OMB" 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. ":x 6 - (5 Ex n >, "Hogan, Reagan J." <reagan.hogan@opmll>, 

tcook@applelm, grometty@ibmlm, sundar@googlea, doug.mcmillon@wal

mart.com, msigelman@burning-glasslm, david.mccormick@bwaterlm, 

meg .prior@monsterlm, kkl@aptmetricslm, vivek@hackerrank!li, 

thomas.dohrmann@mckinseYlm, bfcobert@gmaillm, thrun@udacitYlm, 

ang@cs.stanforda, press@edxil, p.leblanc@snhua, tpowderly@applelm, 
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prozan@googlelm, media@burning-glassD), kara. uhrlen@ddiworldlm, 

dannunziata@psionlinelm, connorl@ccll!I, scarnes@aptmetricsD), 

daniel.mullaney@pearsonlm, gaurav.verma@hackerrank!li, 

davidswilliams@deloittelm, media_relations_inbox@mckinseYB1, 

larissareinhardt@redstonestrategYB1, partners hi p-requests@udacitYlm, 

press@courseral!I , arandall@edxl!I, d .mccloud@snhul!:I, slynch@burning

glass.com, elaine.pulakos@pdrilm, ardinew@amazonlm, chenokd@us.ibmlm, 

jboudreau@marshall.uscll, marillyn.a.hewson@lmccili, 

julie.sweet@accenturelm, caroline.turner@generalassembl, 

paul@generalassembl, john.york@opmlD, timothy.lehmann@opmlD, "Saphos, 

Sara" <catherine.saphos@opmlD> 

Date: Tue, 18 Aug 2020 13:25:08 -0400 

Attachments Listening Session -TOPICS.docx (16.68 kB) 

Good Afternoon , 

You are invited to join a select group of participants in a video-enabled roundtable discussion being 

hosted from 10 a.m. to 11 :30 a.m. next Wednesday, August 2sth from the historic Eisenhower 

Executive Office Building by Mike Rigas, Acting Director of the Administration's Office of Personnel 

Management (OPM) and Acting Deputy Director for Management at the White House Office of 

Management and Budget (0MB). 

Acting Director Rigas will be joined by officials from the President's Domestic Policy Council, 0MB 

and OPM who are working together to implement a major executive order overhauling Federal hiring 

that was signed by the President on June 26th in a White House East Room ceremony that included 

lvanka Trump and other Administration officials serving on the interagency National Council for the 

American Worker, as well as private sector leaders who serve on the American Workforce Policy 

Advisory Board. E.O. 13932 is intended to eliminate unnecessary educational degree requirements 

for Federal jobs and increase the use of effective, skills-based assessments in Federal hiring. 

This listening session is being held in order for Federal officials to learn from the innovative hiring 

practices being used by leading private sector employers. The Federal Government employs more 

Americans than any other entity, but it operates under an archaic job classification system, dated 

education qualification requirements and assessment practices in need of dramatic overhaul. 
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We do not expect participants to come to this discussion with expertise in Federal hiring and 

recruitment practices. But we encourage you to share illustrations and best practices in these areas 

that could potentially be adopted by the Federal government. 

We are inviting a select group of large employers , assessment industry leaders and nonprofits 

promoting skills-based hiring and alternative credentialing. We are hoping to benefit from your 

experience and knowledge, and have included in the attachment a list of questions that we hope can 

be addressed by participants. 

Teleconference Information/Security Clearance: We will be sending out the teleconference information 

to those who RSVP. Please RSVP to Michelle Balch at Michelle.B.Balcrl=flWE .. 

And if you are interested in attending in person, please let Michelle know and fill out th is WAVES link 

when you respond, Link (Open) : 

https://events .whitehous,=,[P1 .6.ppointmentRsvpForm?rid=MR86YM4 7X3 

Peter Warren 
Associate Director, PPM 
Office of Management and Budget 
Executive Office of the President 
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[EXTERNAL] Apolitical Article by Ed DeSeve - AGC 

From Cyntethia Brown < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. ":x l > 

To: kclay@tncl3, jennifer@techtalentprojecm, sarayJsrinivasan@pia, 

mejphd@gmaill!:11, stepherla1mond@weforuml!I, "Hartwig, Edward J. EOP/OMB" 

< >, rschlotterer@worldbankl!I, "Brown, Dustin S. 

EOP/OMB" >, mihmj@gaG, allisorlxigati@gsal!I, 

noveck@tecrlnil!I, davidllebryk@treasu~, xavierlbriggs@nyulD, 

mcguinness@newamerical!I, nanilcolor@gmaillm, dwennergren@actiacl3, 

mott@icmal!I, smogulescu@volckeralliancel!I, annerung@amazonlm, 

digiammarinclfrank@bahlm, allerlthad@bahlm, weggers@deloittelm, 

dmader@deloittelll, kimberljnccabe@gmaillm, werfellcianny@bcglm, 

peterslkyle@advisorlbcgm, roberlshea@uslga, kettl@austinl.JtexaG, 

janefountain@gmaillm, ellen622@ao11B, mpisano@pricel.isclD, akhademi@vtlD, 

jwi d ner@pri ncetonlD, rtobias 1 @verizonll, markfoolter@w:I bmlm, 

pollylhall@hcf:1hsl!I, ajdenzer@gmaillm, joshuagotbaum@gmaillm, 

johnkosk@aollm, joiwindlronen@ethosdclm, joiwin4onen@wheelhousegrouPIB, 

bi lllmaile@agilegovleadersil, tsuder@atarcl!I, davidlsummers@pmil!I, 

chrislperdieu@ibmlm, jrodgers@nascal!I, ganapati@fiulD, sorayalcorrea@hqldhsl!I, 

John Kamensky< >, kai~eder@tectf,jl!I, tparker@icmal!I, 

davidmfisher@hotmaillm, deanlslevans@austirlutexasl!I, donnamarcus308@gmaillll, 

mifitzpatrick@googlelm, scottquehl@gmaillm, sgoldsmith@sgoldsmithlm, 

dhananilqahir@bcglm, kthurm@clintonfoundationll, mjoyce@brookingsll, 

edwinllau@oecdll, jam ielberryhil l@oecdl!I, joel@odenterprisel!I, 

rmgordon@udibmlm, Ines Mergel< >, Andrew Whitford 

<~>, jjordon@imperiumglobaladvisorslm, jordon@imperiumglobaladvisorslll, 

Sally Jaggar >, amyledwards@treasurYl!I, anneltsuil7@ndlD, 

donaldlsiegell1@asulD, merez@technion.a~, Mary Feeney <l=tl#1!►1i•>, 
jordon@i mperi umgloba ladvisorslm 

Cc: >, gedeseve@gmailm, Joe Mitchell 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. SeEx, > 

Date: Wed, 19 Aug 2020 12:21:42 -0400 

Greetings AGC members, you can access the latest article written by Ed DeSeve via the link here. 
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Cyntethia Brown I Executive Assistant/Office Manager I National Academy of Public 
Administration 

6 K Street NW Su"te oo l Washington , D.C. 20006 , 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

Connect with the Academy: I] 

2 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 
Sec 552(b)(6)) 
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[EXTERNAL] Fraud Analytics 

From: 

To: 

Date: 

Matt, 

Lee Carosi Dunn Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

"Cutts , Matthew D. EOP/OMB" ---·=tlll'f .. > 

Thu , 20 Aug 202013:16:41 -0400 

I just wanted to pass along this news story since we had spoken about fraud analytics previously. 

Linked here is an interview with the Arizona Department of Economic Security Director regarding their 

Fraud Analytics system built on Google Cloud for state unemployment claims. 

Let me know if you or your team have an interest in more information. 

Thanks, 

Lee 

Lee Dunn 

Google 
leedunn@google.com 

Google Voice 

Android Mobil 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 
,sec 552(b )(6)) 

Stay connected in response to Coronavirus: 

Advanced Video Conferencing Capability in Meet I 
Tips for Working with Remote Teams I 
Attend the Google Cloud Next '20 digital event! 

Get the most out of G Suite with 

G Suite Learning Center 

The G Suite Show 
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[EXTERNAL] Just FYI 

From: Michael Fitzpatrick 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec To: Dominic Mancini "Ray, Paul J. EOP/OMB" -~> "Hunt Alex T EOP/OMB" 

1 • )JMffl->, "Pal~ieri, Rosario A. EOP/OMB" 

Ex 6 - (5 ,>< 6 - (5 " > 

Date: Fri, 21 Aug 2020 16:26:07 -0400 

Attachments OMB_AI_Guidance_Final_82020.pdf (430.61 kB) 

Hi Gents -

Hope each of you and your families are staying safe and well and finding some time to get away. 

Just wanted to put the attached Congressional letter at the top of your in-box -- a strong and very bi

partisan statement of support (a rarity these days) of the draft 0MB Al memo and encouragement for 

speedy finalization. Hope this is helpful to the effort. 

Cheers. Michael. 

Michael Fitzpatrick 
H d f GI b I R I I Aff . . 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 
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USDS is Hiring -We Want Youl 

From: 

To: 

Date: 

Joseph Litvin·•_ -

coryo@googl 

Ex 6 - (5 , 

Mon, 24 Aug 2020 14:55:58 -0400 

> 

View this email in your browser 
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X 

Hey folks-

Matt Cutts 

Administrator of USDS 
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Hope this message finds you safe and well. Since I last reached out, a lot has 

changed in the world . We're definitely thinking about many challenges and tough 

circumstances people in our country are facing right now as we continue to work on 

the projects that matter and improve people's lives. 

During this time, we've also been helping with a number of efforts related to the 

COVID-19 pandemic. We've been supporting Dr. Birx and the coronavirus taskforce 

with data and visualizations to inform decisions, helping to improve small business 

access to disaster loans, making sure Veterans can access telehealth tools, and 

helping improve the design and content of coronavirus.gov. 

For those wondering how they can do more to help, our talent team will also be 

hosting several virtual roundtables in the coming weeks. If you 've ever thought about 

a tour of public service, please register at the links below. 

Now more than ever, we need talented technologists passionate about making a 

difference in our country. I hope you might consider a short tour of service or reach out tc 

us at usds@omb. . We'd be happy to chat more about the type of work we do, 
• 

roles we're hiring for, agencies we partner with, and any other questions. 

Stay safe and healthy. 

Warmly, 

Matt 

X 
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Apply Now 
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COVID-19 Chatbot 

The Challenge 

Veterans need answers quickly during the coronavirus pandemic. But increased call volumes to 

VA contact centers led to frustrating hold times for Veterans, staffing challenges for VA, and 

delayed access to clinical advice for callers with urgent health care needs. 
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The Solution 

In partnership with the Department of Veterans Affairs, we helped launch 

an interactive coronavirus chatbot to better serve Veterans' increased need for information and 

services during the coronavirus pandemic. 

Checkout the Chatbot on VA.gov 

6 0MB 000019695 



Are you interested in hearing more about our work? Join us for a virtual roundtable. Hear 

from the Directors of Engineering and Product, as well as current USDSers about our 

work, projects, and culture! These closed-door roundtables are an opportunity to ask 

questions and learn more about life at the U.S. Digital Service. 

Upcoming dates: 
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• Engineering - July 22 

• Product - July 29 

Let us knowif you're interested in attending a USDS roundtable. 
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The U.S. Digital Service is ~180 technologists recruited from tech communities across 

the country, not just Silicon Valley. We're mission-driven, action-oriented folks who 

come to DC for reasons that are as diverse as we are . Learn about why one USDSer is 

delivering better government services through design and technology. 

Jenn Noinaj has spent the past ten years of her career in tech, focusing on organizations 

unfamiliar with user experience and product design. After getting involved with Open Austin, a 
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Code for America brigade, she jumped at the opportunity to work on projects, like digitizing the 

immigration process with USDS. 

Read the blog post 

10 0MB 000019695 



When you join USDS, you become part of a powerful , lifelong community. Some of the latest 

USDSers include: 

X 

"I am thrilled - and proud - to be posted with the growing digital team at VA.gov (my 

father is a retired Marine) whose mission is to modernize the on line experience for the 

nation's veteran community." - John Hashimoto, Product, USDS @VA 

X 

"I was drawn to USDS because I wanted to face those challenges head-on from a ne\/1 

perspective, and work with a team of ded icated, passionate people." - Heather Myers, u; 

Design, USDS @ CMS 

Read About Our Staff 
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On the latest episode of Civic Tech Chat, Lisa Chung, USDS Director of Engineering, speaks 

about our unique culture. Our work impacts the entire country and we build better products when 

our teams represent all of America. 
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Listen to "Civic Tech Chat" 

Hear USDS Engineer Shelby Switzer on AP ls Unplugged . They discuss how our team at the 

Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services is modernizing government and promoting greater 

data interoperability. Medicare serves 44 million Americans- 15% of the population, and accounts 

for 4% of total US GDP. 

Listen to "APls Unplugged" 

Are you interested in joining USDS? Email us a uestion or 

Apply Now 

Follow us to see moments 

■ 
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■ 
■ 
■ 
■ 

U.S. Digital Service I 725 17th Street, NW Washington, DC 20503 

Please unsubscribe me from this newsletter 
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[EXTERNAL] Agile Government Center Network Survey 

From Cyntethia Brown < 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Ser. 
552(b)(6)) Ex, 

To: kclay@tncl3, jennifer@techtalentprojecm, sarayi!lrinivasan@pia, 

mejphd@gmail!m, stephellmond@weforuml!I, "Hartwig, Edward J. EOP/OMB" 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. ,:x 6 - (5 Ex J' >, rschlotterer@worldbankl!I, "Brown, Dustin S. 

EOP/OMB" >, mihmj@faG, allisorJrigati@gsal!I, 

noveck@tec ebryk@treasu~, xavietriggs@nyua, 

Ex 6 - (5 Ex, 

mcguinness@newamerica , nani.color@gmaillm, dwennergren@actiacl3, 

mott@icmal!I, smogulescu@volckeralliancel!I, annerung@amazon!m, 

digiammarino_frank@bah!m, allen_thad@bah!m, weggers@deloittelm, 

dmader@deloitte!m, kimber1l,ccabe@gmai1!m, werfel.danny@bcglm, 

peterlyle@advisor. bcgm, robert.shea@us.ga, kettl@austin. utexaG, 

janefountain@gmail!m, ellen622@aol!m, mpisano@price.usc!D, akhademi@vt!D, 

jwi d ner@pri nceton!D, rtobias 1 @verizon.net, marl olter@us. ibmlm, 

po11jall@hq.dhsl!I, ajdenzer@gmaillm, joshuagotbaum@gmaillm, 

johnkosk@aol!m, joiwind.ronen@ethosdclm, joiwind.ronen@wheelhousegrouP!m, 

bi II. maile@agilegovleadersil, tsuder@atarcl!I, david .summers@pmil!I, 

chris.perdieu@ibmlm, jrodgers@nascal!I, ganapati@fiua, soraya.correa@hq.dhsl!I, 

John Kamensk - >, ka[tder@tech.njl!I, tparker@icmal!I, 

davidmfisher@hotmail!m, dea vans@austin.utexasl!I, donnamarcus308@gmail!m, 

mifitzpatrick@google!m, scottquehl@gmaillm, sgoldsmith@sgoldsmith!m, 

dhanani.qahir@bcglm, kthurm@clintonfoundationll, mjoyce@brookingsll, 

edwir;lau@oecdll, jam ie. berryhil l@oecdl!I, joel@odenterprisel!I, 

rmgo,on@us.ibmlm, Ines Mergel <ines.mergel@uni-konstanz.de>, Andrew Whitford 

<~ulL.~gon@imperiumglobaladvisorslm, victoria@softwarel!I, Sally Jaggar 

Rf 1 -■-!!>' amlwards@treasufY!I, anne.tsui.7@ndll, 

donal,iegel.1@asu!D, mer technion.ac.il, Mary Feeney 

gedeseve@gmaillm, Joe Mitche ames Higgins Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex" , 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Ex " 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex" " <jhiggins@napawashl!I>, Teresa W. Gerto 

jordon@imperiumglobaladvisorsmi, Dan Chenok < 

smaier@managementconceptslm, kspiegelthal@manag~mentconcepts 

mclark@managementconceptslm 

Date: Tue, 25 Aug 2020 15:21 :03 -0400 
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Good afternoon, 

The Samuel Freeman Charitable Trust and the Project Management Institute are cosponsoring 

a National Academy of Public Administration white paper, which will further explore the issues 

associated with agile government and recommend ways that the federal government can become 

more agile. 

In order to solicit general feedback on Agile methods and its applicability to government, the Academy 

study team would like to learn from members of the Agile Government Network and hence request 

that you fill out this survey. This 5 minute survey is not for attribution. Your response will help the 

Academy team learn from your experience and fill in gaps in our research. Along the way, it give us 

insights into the AGN membership 

Thank you for your consideration. We look forward to your feedback! 

Link to the survey: >https://www.surveymonkeylffltr/H53RPCQ< 

Best, 
James Higgins 

James Higgins I Research Associate I National Academy of Public Administration 

1600 K Street, NW, Suite 4001 Washington, D.C. 20006 I l8l jhiggins@napawashl!3 

Connect with the Academy: IJ "'" 
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Re: [EXTERNAL] AKI Model - Technical Plan 

From: Anthony Phalen Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

To: Ivan Protsyuk 

Cc: 

.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " "Worthington, 

Charles" Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) "Osborne, Thomas F." 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Colon Vargas, Nelson Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " >, 

"Barrett, Jeffrey J. EOP/OMB" >, Joel Minton 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec artin 
IL 

Ian Karthikesalingam 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b )(6)) 

Ali Connell Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Anuraag Khandelwal 

Date: Tue, 25 Aug 2020 11 :49:54 -0400 

Attachments [Confidential] VA AKI Model Design Document (1).pdf (77.87 kB) 

Hi VA team , 

Ivan has put together a design document outlining the detailed technical plan for preparing the AKI 

model for the VA (see attached). It would be great to get any feedback you have on the plan. We are 

estimating that with the engineering work required on our side and our standard legal/compliance 

reviews the plan will take about 9 weeks to complete. 

Once we are aligned on the final design document, we can setup regular technical calls to collaborate 

throughout the process. 

Thanks , 

Anthony 

Anthony Phalen I Strategic Partnerships, Google Health I aphalen@google 
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On Tue, Aug 18, 2020 at 10:42 AM Ivan Protsyuk 

HiWill, 

Thanks for confirming! 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
.552(b)(6)) wrote: 

I'd like to double check the host OS requirements too. Is Red Hat Enterprise Linux the only 

preferred option for this project or other common distributions (e.g. Debian, Ubuntu, etc.) are 

suitable too? If the former, which RHEL version(s) need to be supported? 

Ivan 

On Tue, Aug 18, 2020 at 3:34 PM Stewart, William R. 

Ivan, 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) > wrote: 

You had noted "Docker containers are generallycompatible with all Linux hosts" (emphasis 

mine). During the webcon we had previously, I thought I had heard some mention of specific 

environment needs, so I wanted to have a starting point for the hosting discussion. If the 

container would be completely agnostic with regard to host OS or any other external 

dependency (aside from the published API) , then that is ideal. 

Thanks, 

Will Stew art 

Senior Solu tion Arc hitect I EA SA 

Demand Management I Intake and Analysis 

IAS Enablement Tea m Lead I Vete ran Experience Services 

Na tio nal Artifi c ia l Intelligence Institute I NAIi 

DevOps Transformation I Product Line Architecture Cha nge Team 

DevOps Transforma tion I Emerg ing Technologies Change Team 

Ente rprise Progra m Mana gement O ffice (EPMO ) 

Office o f Informa tion Technology (O IT) 

Departme nt of Vetera ns Affairs 

Ex 6 - (5 
• - U.S.C. Sec 

Ex"'6~'{-B'o~~-1.} Sec 
• 552(b )(6)) 
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Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 
From: Ivan Protsyu 

Sent: Monday, August 17, 2020 1 :28 PM 

-.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

E~~~--,~~y.s.c. Sec : ; Alan Karthikesalingam 

Martin Seneviratne 

Ali Connell .Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec >; Anuraag Khandelwal 

Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] AKI Model - Technical Plan 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

Hi all , 

Will , as we are preparing a technical design doc for this project, I'd like to clarify what you wrote 

earlier as an initial technical requirement. 

Does "Provide a Docker container based on a Red hat Enterprise host" mean a container 

runnable on a Redhat Enterprise host, not necessarily a container based on a Redhat base 

image? 

To my knowledge, Docker containers are generally compatible with all Linux hosts (unless 

specific kernel features are used) so it'd be convenient to assume the base image isn't fixed to 

be able to reuse existing solutions for model serving , e.g. tensorflow/serving . 

Kind regards , 

Ivan 
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On Wed, Jul 22, 2020 at 5:29 PM Ivan Protsyu 

Hi all , 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) wrote: 

As Anthony introduced me last week, I've started working on a technical plan for the transfer 
and configuration of the AKI model at the VA. 
Just a few words about myself -- I've been an engineer on the EHR predictions team for 2+ 
yr focusing mostly on data pipelines implementing ingestion (ETL/preprocessing) and 
labell ing of EHR. 

After going over our previous work on setting up a model inference service and checking 
options available at AWS for running inference, it seems we need to start with a very basic 
prototype that would demonstrate the transferability of the in-house proprietary model to an 
AWS EC2 instance. I'm imagining this being a basic RedHat-based container that does 
inference for input patient objects (our internal format based on tf.SequenceExample) one by 
one with no performance requirements. After we make sure the model produces expected 
output for input patients from our dataset, we can proceed with incremental improvements of 
this setup including the use of ML-specific tech offered by AWS, e.g. Elastic Inference, AWS 
Neuron, EC2 lnf1 instances etc. I'm not very familiar with this part of the AWS offer so we 
may want to experiment with them to optimize for performance/cost acceptable for the VA 
team. 

So answering the previous question from Will re the capacity of instances, I think we can 
start with a basic one, i.e. if 1 Ok calls/hr is the possible minimum, let's go for it; otherwise 
even 1 k should suffice in my opinion at these early stages. The instance should have a 
multi-core CPU(>= 4, the more we get the less time a single inference takes), 4GB RAM 
should be sufficient for now. We may want to increase these requirements once we get from 
the early prototype stage to the batch inference mode. 

The last bit on the actual process of configuring the prototype: I can create the container, 
test it locally in preparation for eventually sending it over to the VA team. However, in this 
case we'd need to agree upon a medium for sharing the container images. Do you have a 
technical preference? We can then review that with our legal team. 

In the meantime I'm working on a detailed technical design proposal that we will finalize 
internally before sharing with you all for review. 

Thanks, 
Ivan 

From: Stewart, William R. 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

Sent: Monday, August 17, 2020 1:28 PM 

To: Anthony Phale an Protsyuk Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , 
-----

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552 b 6 

Cc: Harry Askham Stewart, William R. 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , ; Alterovitz, Gil Worthington, Charles Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
' 
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; Colon 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ; Alan Karthikesalingam 

; Anuraag Khandelwal 

Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] AKI Model - Technica 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
5; 

' 
Ali Connell 

Harry, 

Let me reorder your questions, and ask a capacity question; 

Thanks, 

Machine architecture (x86/ARM/etc) 

o Let's start with a generic AWS EC2 (to include Elastic Inference) or Azure 

VM 

The typical technical specs of an individual host (though since inference isn't 

very costly, I wouldn't expect bottlenecks here) 

o Based on the above, given the range of calls per hour listed below, what 

AWS/Azure VMs would be recommended (per the vCPU and memory 

requirements, benefits of hyperthreading, Turbo Boosting, etc)? 

■ 10,000 calls/hour 

■ 25,000 calls/hour 

■ 100,000 calls/hour 

Will Stewart 

On Fri, Jul 17, 2020 at 5:19 PM Anthony Phalen 

Hi all, 

5 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b )(6)) wrote: 
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I'm adding in +Ivan Protsyuk from our team who will be working on the technical aspects 

of the project as well. 

@Will: if you have any thoughts on Harry's additional questions that would be awesome: 

The typical technical specs of an individual host (though since inference 

isn't very costly, I wouldn't expect bottlenecks here) 

Machine architecture (x86/ARM/etc) 

Ivan will be working with Harry on the detailed technical documentation based on this info. 

Thanks, 

Anthony 

Anthony 
Phalen I 

Strategic Partnerships, Google 
Health I 

a x 6 - (5 U.S.C. 
ec 552(b)(6)) 

On Thu, Jul 9, 2020 at 5:11 AM Harry Askham Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " ~- wrote: 

Thanks all, and for the additional technical context Will. That is the majority of the 

information I think we need - it would be useful to know in addition: 

• The typical technical specs of an individual host (though since inference isn't 

very costly, I wouldn't expect bottlenecks here) 

• Machine architecture (x86/ARM/etc) 

As a next step, we'll work up more detailed technical documentation detailing the 

inpuUoutput formats and intended functionality and anchor future discussion around 

these specifics. 
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Harry 

On Tue, 7 Jul 2020 at 14:07, Stewart, William R.1&ftaa> wrote: 

Anthony, 

We would like to understand the dependencies inferred in the last communication 

from your team, hence this will be an iterative discussion. 

So as a starting point in this discussion, let's start with our input as "Provide a 

Docker container based on a Redhat Enterprise host, with all necessary libraries and 

binaries required to execute on a Redhat Enterprise host OS, and full API 

documentation that includes a description of the output data in the form of a data 

dictionary." 

We can then drill down from there with a distro focused on these details , 

Will Stewart 

Senior Solution Architect I EA, SA 

Demand Management I Intake and Analysis 

IAS Enablement Team Lead I Veteran Experience Services 

National Artificia l Intelligence Institute I NAIi 

DevOps Transformation Product Line Architecture Change Team 

DevOps Transformation Emerging Technologies Change Team 

Enterprise Program Management Office (EPMO) 

Office of Information Technology (OIT) 

Department of Veterans Affairs 

Phon 

Email 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
-552(b )(6)) 
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From: Alterovitz, Gil Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. Sec ,· 

Sent: Tuesday, July 7, 2020 12:43 AM 

To: Anthony Phale 

; Osborne, Thomas F. 

; jeffrey.j.barret~=tlllf--; Joel Minton 

- ; Francisco Rubio-Bertrand 4-~artin 

Seneviratn~ ..... rry Askham i _:, i 3w "an 

Karth1kesal1ngam _ • _ >; Ali Connell Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , 

Anuraag Khandelwa Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
1 Stewart, William R. 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] AKI Model - Technical Plan 

Hi Anthony, 

Thanks for the note. Will (in this chain) can send more info on this as next step. 

Thanks , 

Gil 

Sent with BlackBerry Work 

(>www.blackberry.com<) 

From: Anthony Phalen <aphalen@goog,t{_-
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Date: Tuesday, Jul 07, 2020, 12:29 AM 

To: Alterovitz, Gil 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

Cc: Worthington, Charles 
_Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec . 

, Osborne, Thomas F. 

Francisco Rubio-Bertrand 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec . 

Karthikesalingam Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec · , Ali Connell 

Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. Sec " >, Anuraag Khandelwal Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

Stewart, William R. Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
I 

Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] AKI Model - Technical Plan 

Hi VA team, 

I wanted to check in to see if now would be a good time to circle back. I know your 

schedules are incredibly busy, so no worries if you need more time to review all of 

this material, but let me know if a check-in call would be helpful at some point this 

week. 

On a related note, @Gil: did you get a chance to determine the best executable and 

containerized format for the AKI model (based on the platforms the VA plans to use 

for operationalizing the model), such that inference can be replicated within the 

technical ecosystem at VA? 

Thanks, 

Anthony 
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Anthony 
Phalen I 

Strategic Partnerships, Google 
Health I 

On Fri, May 22, 2020 at 6:07 PM Alterovitz, Gil 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552 b 6 

Thanks Anthony. Adding Will here per note below. 

Gil 

Sent with BlackBerry Work 

{>www.blackberry.com<) 

From: Anthony Phaler, --

Date: Friday, May 22, 2020, 2 :33 PM 

To: Alterovitz , Gil Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

> wrote: 

Cc: Worthington, Charle >, Osborne, Thomas 

-Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , Colon Vargas, Nelson 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

>, jeffrey.j.bam,t~--

E:x O - (!:J U.::S.C. n1Ex 6 - (5 
---..r:=....r::l"'\..L i 

. - • Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Se 

rancrsco u 10- e r ·n Seneviratne 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. S 

r:'l"\ t l- \ tr\\ , lill!•M - Alan 
• • 

· · ~l!iilll!.lilaiiailllli~ , 1 onne 

nuraag Khandelwal Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552 b 6 

Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] AKI Model - Technical Plan 

Hi all , 
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Thanks for the call this week to discuss the technical plan for delivering the AKI 

model to the VA. Attached are a couple supplementary reference docs: 

• AKI model - Technical Description: I'm resurfacing the doc we shared 

before our initial call that provides a technical description of the model 

and pre-processing. 

• draft Nature Protocols manuscript: this is still in the review stage with 

Nature Protocols, but provides details on the pre-processing pipeline. 

The published Nature paper from last summer is here. 

The next step is that Gil is going to report back with a recommendation for the 

best executable and containerized format for the AKI model (based on the 

platforms the VA plans to use for operationalizing the model), such that inference 

can be replicated within the technical ecosystem at VA. 

In addition, below are the questions from Will that the folks on the phone didn't get 

to see because they came through the chat and the initial thoughts we talked 

through on the call: 

• Can the container specifics be described, i e, OS, AP/, ability to uftlize 

Elastic Inference, etc? These could be custom to what the VA finds 

useful. De facto open source may be the best way to go. 

• Are there metrics that this model exhibits, such as AUG, MAE, RMSE, 

etc? The metrics that were published on in the Nature paper would be 

the best source. 

• What about the feature space? Was there a dimensionality reduction 

step and if so, what was the reduced feature set count? Because of the 

nature of the heavily hashed dataset, the feature set was large and 

included a lot of rare features. If the VA is using a less hashed dataset 

independently on future work behind the VA firewall, there would be value 

in doing some different cleaning with a small feature set. We can discuss 

further ideas around this on the next calls. 

• Can we obtain a recap of all the points Google has brought up during this 

call, including results, lessons-learned, and thoughts about what would be 

a better way to do this again? The docs on this thread should be a good 
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starting point, but I think the most value will come in ongoing technical 

discussions between the teams. 

I didn't have Will's email, so if someone can add him to this thread that would be 

great. Once the VA team has a chance to digest this information and Gil has the 

answer on the ideal model format, we can organize another technical call to 

continue the conversation. 

Thanks, 

Anthony 

Anthony 
Phalen I 

Strategic Partnerships, Google 
Health I 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 
Sec 552(b)(6)) 

On Tue, May 19, 2020 at 10:28 PM Anthony Phalen 

wrote: 

Hi Gil, 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

Thanks very much. It sounded like Mayo 20th from 2-3 pm EST would work 

best for the most people, so I've just sent an invite out. 

Talk soon, 

Anthony 

12 
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Anthony 
Phalen I 

Strategic Partnerships, Google 
Health I 

On Tue, May 19, 2020 at 4:45 PM Alterovitz , 

wrote: 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
c552(b )(6)) 

Thank you, Anthony. Things are ok here. I hope all is ok there. 

It looks like a promising plan. There may be a few items to collaborate to 

define details (eg container details, "VA can use the Methods section of the 

Nature paper and the draft Protocols paper to replicate the pipeline"). In 

terms of times, the afternoons of May 20 and 21 look good here. 

Best, 

Gil 

Sent with BlackBerry Work 

(>www. blackberry. com<) 

From: Anthony Phalen < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , 

Date: Sunday, May 17, 2020, 9:51 PM 

To: Worthington, Charles < 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

--

Thomas F. .Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " Alterovitz, Gil 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " , Colon Vargas, Nelson 

13 

Osborne, 
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Martin Seneviratne 

Askha;~- Alan Karthike~alingam 

- , Ali Connell Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552 b 6 

Subject: [EXTERNAL] AKI Model - Technical Plan 

Hi VA team, 

, Harry 

I hope you and your families are staying safe and healthy. I can imagine the 

last couple months have been incred ibly busy on the VA side. We wanted to 

send along a first draft of the technical plan for delivering the AKI model to 

the VA for your review (see attached). 

It would be great to walk through it together on a call if you have time this 

week. Here are a few times that would work for us: 

• May 19: 9-10 am EST 

• May 20: 9 - 10 am or 12 - 12:30 pm or 2 - 3 pm EST 

• May 21: 2 - 3 pm EST 

Let me know if any of these time blocks would work for a 30 min call and I 

can send an invite. 

Thanks, 

Anthony 
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Anthony 
Phalen I 

Strategic Partnerships, Google 
Health I 

15 
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[EXTERNAL] Imagine Nation ELC 2020 - Full Planning 

Committee Meeting 

From Kisha Powell< Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. Sec " 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(Ex 6 To: , "Roat, Maria A. EOP/OMB" 

c:::..11. u - \'"' c:.x o - lo , othy.smith@onpointcorPD], "Thompson, Ronald A. (HQ-

JHOOmj-- - • . Jeff Shen 

Laura Stanton } • 
1 

• , Jonathan Benett 

•Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(Ex El 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.CEx 6; " 

Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. Sec 552 b 6 

Casey Harris Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

Sharon Harne 

, Sudha Venkates 

en Kenned 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
5~2.(b)(6)) 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec - Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) , Kathleen Cowles 

eric.popiel@opm.gov, thager@macrosolution 
' 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
' 

Sandy Mestre 

courtnef,i1verthorn@nist.gov, pete@dotsandbridgesl!:11, pzielinski@federallabsm:I, 

charlelna@nist.gov, christopherli weaver@irs.gov, dpeek@salesforcelm, 

da{lfassidy@tcglm, stdavis@informatica!m, jame.heire@cisa.dhs.gov, 

rob~almer@shorepointinclm, ada~oldberg@fiscal.treasury.gov, ellenkuhn?@gmaillm, 

christopheaweaver@irs.gov, sandjbarsky@gsa.gov, jenniterfii1l@fiscal.treasury.gov, 

jesstav@microsofl!li, crystallhilcox@gsa.gov, charlotiaee@kastlinglm, 

amand4nguyen@u.group, michaelpalmer@hq.dhs.gov, natalie.carey@appianlm, 

ninlianchi@gsa.gov, shane@rigiilm, efrainreyes@outlook!m, nydia.roman

albertorio@gsa.gov, cabdolrahimi@deloittelm, poll all@hq.dhs.gov, stan@celero-

strat.com, tec!lfavies@altamiracorplm, Carol Miller< Michael McRae 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , David Wennergren 

>, Tom Scanlon Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec", Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 1 

Mike Howell 

, dpeek@googlelm, 

5ffli Christopher Dorobek ii!tii!ib.i1L~¥i, - 1j "Perez, Cristina" 

Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. Sec 552 b 6 : darrlgoldberg@fiscal.treasury.gov, jimwilliamsva@gmail!m 

Date: Wed, 02 Sep 2020 22:26:13 -0400 

Good evening! 

Our Imagine Nation ELC 2020 Full Planning Committee Meeting is tomorrow, Thursday, September 3 
from 4pm - 5pm. We will use this Zoom link for our meeting: 
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Join ZoomGov Meeting 

https://www.zoomgo"[fflnr 1619422539?pwd=ZkVXbEp3OEVrK0 1 vaEkxSGV6dFVndz09 

Ex 6 - (5 " Meeting ID 

Passcode: Wd 
O t b"I • 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

We get to work in our smaller groups often, but rarely get the opportunity to share what we are 

doing with the larger team . In preparation for our meeting, we will be asking each team for report 

outs to the committee. The agenda flow for our meeting is below. Please note that the time listed 

next to each item is what we are striving to stick to © . 

Meeting Agenda 

1. Opening Updates and Metrics: Chairs & Vice Chairs (7 minutes) 

2. Marketing/Social Media (5 minutes) 

3. Committee Reports & Updates 

a. Plenary (5 minutes) 

b. Themes and Threads (5 minutes each) 

i. Cybersecurity 

ii. Emerging Technology 

iii. Lab 2 Market 

iv. Mission Modernization 

c. Center Stage (5 minutes) 

d. Outreach (5 minutes) 

e. TechKnow (5 minutes) 

4. Scheduling (3 minutes) 

a. Session Schedule to be finalized by this Friday 

b. Prep Sessions for Recording 

c. Recording Sessions 

d. Tech Sessions for Live Q&A panels 

Thank you, 

Kisha 
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Kisha H. Powell, CMP 

Senior Director of Events and Marketing 

The American Council for Technology and Industry Advisory Council 

3040 Williams Drive, Suite 500 

Fairfax, Virginia 22031 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. f"Ex 552(b)(6)) 

ACT-IAC: Advancing Government Through Education, Leadership and Collaboration 
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[EXTERNAL] Scalia 

From Ceceilia Berkowitz <J:::£141•1-i+i#M> 

To: wabernathy@abclli, The Chronicle of Higher Education 

<j:ft;Wi.-111,.,WJ.L!j.-,,jiffli;i\ >, eschmidt@googlell , Entrepreneur 

< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , 

Run for Something <§:ll!!ll.11J.it4i#fa• 1j> Bill Gates (via the Gates Notes) 

<1:::tlllf."iiL~ii#i¥iiP, ursulalgillis@irslll, "UCEDC, a nonprofit economic development 

corporation" <l::tl;Jrl.fl.1-1.il>, Mark Ukrainskyj < >, New 

Leaders Council <1:ti;jii.-'i.11-1.&ibf, b , Forte< >, HBS Club 

of New York >, online@nyposG, MBX 0MB Director 

<tWl-"ill-1W§¥££1-i,..tffiffitlJ>, lfink@blackrocl<D, katri n4vandopp@usmi ntltreall, 
katheri netross@thestreetl!:11, jjc@thestreetlm GarysGu ide 

◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " >, "Fox, William" <ii!til!!li.-"iij..,&~;.i,Jffimni>, Jon Zanoff 

'"Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " >, Dalal Aboulhosn < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , >, 

Furthermore ◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 1 >, ceceilia0502@gmailnl 

Date: Thu , 03 Sep 2020 07:21 :07 -0400 

Hello - Labor Secretary Scalia said twice emphatically that he would write down anything at 
all even one sentence of what Trump said about paying me money for prior work via a much 
larger check in the multi millions. Scalia said he would help Trump write a second check if 
the first is not enough. He then changed his mind maybe about writing it down by saying he 
would get me $40,000 from the Labor Department budget to cover part time pay, a check of 
some kind from his own checkbook, and is waiting for Trump to write his first check. Can 
you please ask him to see Trump today to get my check written, or at least respond to me in 
writing that I have proof of this written down since many of my Wharton classmates and 
friends start fights with me that nothing is written down. 
If anyone else can write it down also, and send by mail or email , this can help. 
Thank you! 
CJ 
Ceceilia Berkowitz 
187 Columbia Turnpike 
PO Box 344 
Florham Park, NJ 07932 
9179235760 
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Re: Imagine Nation ELC 2020 - Full Planning Committee 

Meeting 

From "Thompson, Ronald A. (HQ-JH000)" .. Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
' 
> 

To: Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. ,, Kisha Powell< 

EOP/OMB" < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , 

>, williarrlzielinski@dallascityhall■, "Roat, Maria A. 

>, timoth;lsmith@onpointcor8, Jeff Shen 

<!Wf.11J..1M44i-"t.m1t(iij>, Laura Stanton - QT3 <l=t@!lj-1 .. iii§§M>, 
Jonathan Benett< >, veralashworth@gsal!:I, steve.krauss@gsal!:I , Ex 6 - (5 u.s.cEx El 
Sharon Hamer ·Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. ,::x, >, Casey Harris < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ,:x 6 

Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. Sec 1Ex 6, Sudha Venkateswaran < >, Daniel Chenok 

<!Wf.11J..'"fiWjffl>, cdorobek@dorobekinsidermi, Colleen Kennedy 

<l=t@!lj-j .. ,wq>, Gillian Hunt~>, Kathleen Cowles 

>, 

·Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) Ex 6, >, ericlpopiel@opml!I, thager@macrosolutionsDJ, 

"Wood, Jeremy A (AF/OCIO)" < >, Sandy Mestre 

◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ,::x 9 >, courtneJsilverthorn@nisa, pete@dotsandbridgesDJ, 

pzielinski@federallabsa, charleslna@nisa, christophegweaver@irsl!:I, 

dpeek@salesforceil;l, davidl;assidy@tcglm, stdavis@informaticalm, 

jameslsheire@cisaldhsil, roblpalmer@shorepointinclm, 

adamlgoldberg@fiscalltreasura, ellenkuhn7@gmaillm, christopher!iweaver@irsil, 

sandy!barsky@gsal!:I, jenniferlhill@fiscalltreasura, jesstav@microsoflim, 

crystallphilcox@gsal!:I, charlottellee@kastlinglm, amandalnguyen@• fB 
michae.palmer@hcldhsl!I, natalielcarey@appianlm, nindbianchi@gsal!:I, 

shane@rigillm, efrainreyes@outlook!m, nydialroman-albertorio@gsal!:I, 

cabdolrahimi@deloitteB), po11Jhall@hqldhsil, stan@celero-stratlm, 

tedlciavies@altamiracorplm, Carol Miller <WG ,.>, Michael McRae 

<r::ar..m::11 ... ~~•>, David Wennergren < >, Mike Howell 

<!M+lltUd>, Tom Scanlon <l=t@!lj-1•►14Q ... , dpeek@googlelm, 

Christopher Dorobek < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ,Ex 6 

< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ,Ex , 

>, "Perez, Cristina" 

>, jimwilliamsva@gmaillm 

Date: Thu , 03 Sep 2020 07:29:04 -0400 

Guys can meet at this time due to work commitments but will be on the 4 pm. I strongly suggest that 

folks take a look at the feedback that Jeff is providing and come at the matter with an objective lens. 

Some may be too close to see what feedback is being provided. 
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On: 02 September 2020 22:27, "Kisha Powell" .Ex 6 - (5 U .S.C. Ex,~ 
l 
wrote: 

Good evening! 

Our Imagine Nation ELC 2020 Full Planning Committee Meeting is tomorrow, Thursday, 

September 3 from 4pm - 5pm. We will use this Zoom link for our meeting: 

Join ZoomGov Meeting 

>https ://www.zoomgov.com/j/1619422539?pwd=ZkVXbEp30EVrKO 1 vaEkxSGV6dFVndz09< 

Meeting ID 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 
Sec 552 b 6 

Passcod .Ex 6 - (5 
" 

One tap mobile 

We get to work in our smaller groups often, but rarely get the opportunity to share what we are 

doing with the larger team. In preparation for our meeting, we will be asking each team for report 

outs to the committee. The agenda flow for our meeting is below. Please note that the time listed 

next to each item is what we are striving to stick to J. 

Meeting Agenda 

1. Opening Updates and Metrics: Chairs & Vice Chairs (7 minutes) 
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2. Marketing/Social Media (5 minutes) 

3. Committee Reports & Updates 

a. Plenary (5 minutes) 

b. Themes and Threads (5 minutes each) 

i. Cybersecurity 

ii. Emerging Technology 

iii. Lab 2 Market 

iv. Mission Modernization 

c. Center Stage (5 minutes) 

d. Outreach (5 minutes) 

e. TechKnow (5 minutes) 

4. Scheduling (3 minutes) 

a. Session Schedule to be finalized by this Friday 

b. Prep Sessions for Recording 

c. Recording Sessions 

d. Tech Sessions for Live Q&A panels 

Thank you, 

Kisha 
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******************* 

Kisha H. Powell , CMP 

Senior Director of Events and Marketing 

The American Council for Technology and Industry Advisory Council 

3040 Williams Drive, Suite 500 

Fairfax, Virginia 22031 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Se 
552(b )(6)) 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) 

ACT-JAG: Advancing Government Through Education, Leadership and Collaboration 
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[EXTERNAL] LAST DAY TO COMPLETE: Agile Government 

Center Survey 

From Cyntethia Brown 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

To: kclay@tnc.org, jennifer@techtalentproject.org, sarayJrinivasan@pif.gov, 

mejphd@gmail.com, stephe mond@weforum.org, "Hartwig, Edward J. EOP/OMB" 

- _ , rschlotterer@worldbank.org, "Bro,, Dustin S. 

• • • >, mihmJ;lo.gov, allisorJrigati@gsa.gov, 
◄ ◄ 

noveck@tech.nj.gov, davi. bryk~easury.gov, xavie. iggs@nyu.edu, 

mcguinness@newamerica.org, nanfo1or@gmail.com, dwennergren@actiac.org, 

mott@icma.org, smogulescu@volckeralliance.org, annerung@amazon.com, 

digiammarino_frank@bah.com, allen_thad@bah.com, weg~s@deloitte.com, 

dmader@deloitte.com, kimberly.mccabe@gmail.com, wert9anny@bcg.com, 

petertyle@advisor.bcg.com, robert~hea@us.gt.com, kettl@austin.utexas.edu, 

janef untain@gmail.com, ellen622@aol.com, mpi,o@price.usc.edu, akhademi@vt.edu, 

jwidner@princeton.edu, rtobias1@verizon.net, ma. olter@us.ibm.com, 

pally .hall@hq.dhs.gov, ajdrzer@gmail.com, joshuagotbaum@gmail.com, 

johnkosk@aol.com, joiwinf-onen@ethosdc.com, joiwind.ronen@wheelhousegroup.com, 

bilt.aile@agilegovleaders.org, tsuder@atarc.org, davif ummers@pmi.org, 

chn,perdieu@ibm.com, jrodgers@nasca.org, ganalti@fiu.edu, soraya~orrea@hq.dhs.gov, 

John Kamensk • - • • ka eder@tech.nj.gov, tparker@icma.org, 

davidmfisher@ho ma, .com, ean.a.evans aus In.u xas.edu, donnamarcus308@gmail.com, 

mifitzpatrick@google.com, scottquehl@gmail.com, sgoldsmith@sgoldsmith.com, 

dhan,i.qahir@bcg.com, kthurm@clintonfoundation.org, mjoyce@brookings.edu, 

edwi au@oecd.org, jamilerryhill@oecd.org, joel@odenterprise.org, 

rmgordon@us.ibm.com, Ines Mergel >, Andrew Whitford 
_Ex 6 - (5 , , jjordon@imperiumglobaladvisors.com, victoria@software.org, Sally Jaggar 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , amy.edwards@treasury.gov, annlsui.7@nd.edu, 

donaliiegel.1@asu.edu, merez@technion.ac.il, Mary Feeney 

gedeseve@gmail.com, Joe Milchell~g 

<Jh1gg1ns@napawash.org>, Teresa W. Gerton . _ -

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b )(6)) 

,Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , jordon@imperiumglobaladvisors.com, Dan Cheno 

smaier@managementconcepts.com, kspiegelthal@managementconcepts.com, 

mclark@managementconcepts.com 
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Date: Tue, 08 Sep 2020 10:59:51 -0400 

Good Morning, 

This is a reminder to fill out this survey on the applicability of Agile methods in the federal government 

The responses so far have been helpful, and we would like to gather as many of your thoughts as we 

can. The survey will close TONIGHT September t/h in preparation for discussion of the results at our 

next Agile Government Center Members Meeting on September 1r/h_ 

The Samuel Freeman Charitable Trust and the Project Management Institute are cosponsoring 

a National Academy of Public Administration white paper, which will further explore the issues 

associated with agile government and recommend ways that the federal government can become 

more agile. 

In order to solicit general feedback on Agile methods and its applicability to government, the Academy 

study team would like to learn from members of the Agile Government Network and hence request 

that you fill out this survey. This 5 minute survey is not for attribution. Your response will help the 

Academy team learn from your experience and fill in gaps in our research. Along the way, it give us 

insights into the AGN membership 

Thank you for your consideration. We look forward to your feedback! 

Link to the survey: >https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/H53RPCQ< 

Best, 
James Higgins 
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[EXTERNAL] REMINDER : AGILE GOVERNMENT CENTER 

MEETING - THURSDAY 9/10 1-3PM 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

From: Cyntethia Brown 552(b)(6)) Ex" 

To: kclay@tncll, jennifer@techtalentproject!I, saray-inivasan@pif.gov, 

mejphd@gmail , stephe almond@weforuml!I, "Hartwig, Edward J. EOP/OMB" 

, rschlotterer@worldbank!I, "Brown, Dustin S. 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) EOP/OMB' >, mihmj@gao.gov, 

allisolrigati@gsa.gov, noveck@tech.nj.gov, davicl,bryk@treasury.gov, 

xavief briggs@nyua, mcguinness@newamerical!I, nanJ01or@gmai1IDl 

dwennergren@actiacl!I, mott@icmQ, smogulescu@volckeralliancel!I, 

annerung@amazonlm, digiammarino_frank@bahllfi allen_thad@bahlll 

weggers@deloittelDl, dmader@deloittelm, kim~ltccabe@gmai 11D), 
werfel~anny@bcglm, peterstyle@advisor.bcglD), robe rt, ea@us.gt1m, 

kettl@austin.utexasD, janefountain@gmaillD), ellen622@aol!m, 

mpisano@price.uscD, akhademi@vtl!:I, jwidner~incetonl!:I, 

rtobias 1@verizon.net, mark.bolter@us.ibmlDJ, poll.ll@hq.dhs.gov, 

ajdenzer@gmaillD), joshuagotbaum@gmai1ID], johnkosk@aollD), 

joiwinJonen@ethosdclDJ, joiwintronen@wheelhousegroupl!li1, 

bill.maile@agilegovleadersl!I, tsuder@atarcl!I, david.summers@pmill, 

chris.perdieu@ibmlDJ, jrodgers@nasca~-ti~•· -c· • -ttt"'rmD soraya.correa@hq.dhs.gov, John Kamenskill■■■■■■■lil;llall 

kai.feder@tech.nj.gov, tparker@icmal!I, davidmfisher@hotmaillD), 

dean.a.evans@austin.utexasD, donnamarcus308@gmai11D), 

mifitzpatrick@googlelm, scottquehl@gmaillD), sgoldsmith@sgoldsmithlD), 

dhanani.qahir@bcglDJ, kthurm@clintonfoundationl!I, mjoyce@brookingsD, 

edwirfau@oecdl!I, ja mi e. berry hi I l@oecdl!I, joel@odenterprisel!I, 

rmgordon~, Ines Mergel • -

Whitford <illla:I>, jjordon@imperiumglobaladvisors 

ndrew 

victoria@softwarel!I, Sally Jagga >,m_ 
amfctwards@treasury.gov, anne.tsui.7@nct!D, donald.sieg~asul!:I, 

merez@technion.ac.il , Mary Feeney< gedeseve@gmaillD), 

Ex 6 : {5 ~S.C. Sec " " 

Joe Mitchell <j 

Dan Cheno smaier@managementconceptsD}, 
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kspiegelthal@managementconcep-clark@managementconcep■ 
Date: Tue, 08 Sep 2020 13:08:40 -0400 

Attachments September 10th Agile Web Meeting Agenda FINAL.DOCX (63.88 kB) 

All, 
We look forward to your participation in the AGC videoconference on Thu l'sday a t 1 

pm. 
Provided for your review is the meeting agenda, and a link to t he New Zeala nd Agile Government Case 

found here . 

Thanks kindly, 
Cyntethia 
Cynteth.ia Brown! Executive Assistant/Office Ma.nagerl National Academy of Public 
Administration 

1600 K Street, NW, Suite 4 0 0 1 Washington, D.C. 20006 I ( Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) Ex 

Connect with the Academy: II Q 
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[EXTERNAL] Re: Planning Call - WHTC Federal IT Event 

From Lee Carosi Dunn 
_Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

To: Kristina Wilcox 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

( 

Cc: "Criste, Laura' Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) , "WEAKLEY, STANLEY (CTR)" 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) , "LOHR, DONNA" Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

"Jones, Denise Bray B. EOP/OMB" <[Dl!!n.1iL1@jM~>, "McConnell, Doc P. IV 

EOP/OMB" Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) 

Date: Fri, 11 Sep 2020 11 :19:10 -0400 

Ex 6 - (5 " > 

Apologies for missing this, but if anyone needs anything or has questions on using Google Meet, please 
let me know. 
Lee 

Lee Dunn 

Google 
leedunn@google.com 

Google Voice 

Android Mobil 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 
Sec 552(b)(6)) 

Stay connected in response to Coronavirus: 

Advanced Video Conferencing Capability in Meet I 
Tips for Working with Remote Teams I 
Attend the Google Cloud Next '20 digital event! 

Get the most out of G Suite with 

G Suite Learning Center 

The G Suite Show 

On Fri, Sep 11, 2020 at 10:26 AM Kristina Wilcox< 

Dial-in: 

Participant: Ex 6 - (5 " 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b )(6)) 

>https://www.eventbrite.com/myevent?eid= 11926565578 7 < 

wrote: 

0MB 000028081 



Discussion Questions in Run of Show Document 
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[EXTERNAL] Re: Planning Call - WHTC Federal IT Event 

From: Kristina Wilcox 

To: 

Cc: "WEAKLEY, STANLEY (CTR)" 

"LOHR, DONNA" 

Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. Sec , "Jones, Denise Bray B. EOP/OMB" 

--=-:Connell, Doc P. IV EOP/OMB" 

Date: Fri, 11 Sep 2020 17:56: 10 -0400 

Attachments whtc guest list.xlsx (14.93 kB) 

Hi everyone-

Sorry for the delay - ended up being a busy Friday! 

Thanks for the great call earlier. As promised , attached is a guest list as of today, and copied below is 

the Eventbrite link. Please do register yourself, and share far and wide. 

> https ://www.eventbrite.com/e/the-pandem ic-a nd-federal-it-registration-119265655787 < 

:::-::: 

Kristina Wilcox 

Senior Vice President 

Capitol Hill Consulting Group 

Government Relations Professionals 

499 S. Capitol Street, SW 

Suite 608 

"The Pandemic and Federal IT" 

Registration, Tue, Sep 15, 2020 at 3:30 PM 

I Eventbrite 

>www.eventbrite.com < 

Eventbrite - Women 's High-Tech 

Coalition presents "The Pandemic and 

Federal IT" - Tuesday, September 15, 

2020 - Find event and registration 

information. 
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Washington, DC 20003 

Cel 

Offi 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 
ISec 552(b)(6)) 

Web: capitolh illcg.com 

From: Lee Carosi Dunn <leedunn@google.com> 

Sent: Friday, September 11, 2020 11: 19 AM 

To: Kristina Wilcox 

Cc: Criste, Laura; WEAKLEY, STANLEY (CTR); LOHR, DONNA; Jones, Denise Bray B. 

EOP/OMB; McConnell, Doc P. IV EOP/OMB 

Subject: Re: Planning Call - WHTC Federal IT Event 

Apologies for missing this, but if anyone needs anything or has questions on using Google Meet, please 
let me know. 
Lee 

Lee Dunn 

Stay connected in response to Coronavirus: 

Advanced Video Conferencing Capability in Meet I 
Tips for Working with Remote Teams I 
Attend the Google Cloud Next '20 digital event! 

Get the most out of G Suite with 

G Suite Learning Center 

The G Suite Show 

Dial-in: 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
.552(b )(6)) 

2 

wrote: 
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>https://link.edgepilot.com/s/cOcfd7bd/b4Krg3D3KUWjVMeEvDgRDA?u=https://www.eventbrite.co 

m/myevent?eid=119265655787< 

Discussion Questions in Run of Show Document 

The links contained within this email have been replaced by Silent Quadrant with an intercept URL. 

Any link above that is clicked will be thoroughly analyzed for known threats and suspicious content - if 

either is detected, a warning will be displayed and content I actions blocked. 
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[EXTERNAL] Re: Planning Call - WHTC Federal IT Event 

From Lee Carosi Dun 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552 b 6 

To: Kristina Wilco Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , 

• • •• Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ...... --- , . ' , ...... ~ ~ 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 
• ■:: •• 

Ex ,Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

"Jones, Denise Bray B. EOP/OMB" 
~" ~ - (5 --Illa~ 

·1 I S r. SF>r. _,Ex 6 - (5 >, "McConnell, Doc P. IV 

EOP/OMB" !Mtitfflt ..... > 

Date: Tue, 15 Sep 2020 11 :49:49 -0400 

Great numbers. Doing a final push today for attendees too. 

Lee Dunn 

Stay connected in response to Coronavirus: 

Advanced Video Conferencing Capability in Meet I 
Tips for Working with Remote Teams I 
Attend the Google Cloud Next '20 digital event! 

Get the most out of G Suite with 

G Suite Learning Center 

The G Suite Show 

On Tue, Sep 15, 2020 at 11 :43 AM Kristina Wilcox 

Updated guest list attached! We're at 71. 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec :x 6 _ 
·552(b )(6)) 5 , wrote: 

Lee and I will be on the Google Meet a few minutes beforehand, so if you'd like to join early, it will 

be open for you. 

Best, 

Kristina 

0MB 000016781 



Kristina Wilcox 

Senior Vice President 

Capitol Hill Consulting Group 

Government Relations Professionals 

499 S. Capitol Street, SW 

Suite 608 

Washington, DC 20003 

Cell: 

Offic 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) 

Web: capitolhillcg.com 

From: Kristina Wilcox 

Sent: Friday, September 11, 2020 5:56 PM 

To: Lee Carosi Dunn 

Cc: Criste, Laura ; WEAKLEY, STANLEY (CTR); LOHR, DONNA; Jones, Denise Bray B. 

EOP/OMB; McConnell, Doc P. IV EOP/OMB 

Subject: Re: Planning Call - WHTC Federal IT Event 

Hi everyone-

Sorry for the delay - ended up being a busy Friday! 

Thanks for the great call earlier. As promised , attached is a guest list as of today, and copied 

below is the Eventbrite link. Please do register yourself, and share far and wide. 

>https://www.eventbrite.com/e/the-pandem ic-and-federal-it-registration-119265655787 < 

:::-::: 

2 

"The Pandemic and Federal IT" 

Registration , Tue, Sep 15, 2020 at 3:30 

PM I Eventbrite 

>www.eventbrite.com< 

Eventbrite - Women 's High-Tech 

Coalition presents "The Pandemic and 

Federal IT" - Tuesday, September 15, 
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Kristina Wilcox 

Senior Vice President 

Capitol Hill Consulting Group 

Government Relations Professionals 

499 S. Capitol Street, SW 

Suite 608 

Washington, DC 20003 

Cell: 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) 

Offic 

Web: capitolhillcg.com 

From: Lee Carosi Dunn 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

◄552 b 6 

Sent: Friday, September 11, 2020 11: 19 AM 

To: Kristina Wilcox 

2020 - Find event and registration 

information. 

Cc: Criste, Laura ; WEAKLEY, STANLEY (CTR); LOHR, DONNA; Jones, Denise Bray B. 

EOP/OMB; McConnell, Doc P. IV EOP/OMB 

Subject: Re: Planning Call - WHTC Federal IT Event 

Apologies for missing this, but if anyone needs anything or has questions on using Google Meet, 
please let me know. 
Lee 

Lee Dunn 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552 b 6 

• 11 - • - Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 
Sec 552(b)(6)) 

" I e I I I 

Stay connected in response to Coronavirus: 

Advanced Video Conferencing Capability in Meet I 
Tips for Working with Remote Teams I 
Attend the Google Cloud Next '20 digital event! 

Get the most out of G Suite with 

G Suite Learning Center 

The G Suite Show 
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On Fri, Sep 11, 2020 at 10:26 AM Kristina Wilcox 

Dial-in: iJ.111.ll 
Host (Kristina): Ex 6 - (5 

n 

Participant Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. " 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
·552(b )(6)) wrote: 

> https://li n k. edg epi lot. com/s/ c0cfd 7 bd/b4 Krg3 D3KUWjVM eEvDg RDA? u= https ://www. eve ntbrite 

.com/myevent?eid=119265655787< 

Discussion Questions in Run of Show Document 

The links contained within this email have been replaced by Silent Quadrant with an intercept URL. 

Any link above that is clicked will be thoroughly analyzed for known threats and suspicious content 

- if either is detected, a warning will be displayed and content/ actions blocked. 
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RE: Planning Call - WHTC Federal IT Event 

From "Roat, Maria A. EOP/OMB" -> 
To: 

, STANLEY(CTR)" 

" -Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , 

>, leedunn@googl-

Date: Tue, 15 Sep 2020 14:57:48 -0400 

Please confirm the link for our 3:30. 

Maria 

-----Original Appointment----

From: Kristina Wilcox 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

Sent: Thursday, September 10, 2020 8:35 AM 

To: Kristina Wilcox; Roat, Maria A. EOP/OMB; Criste, Laura; WEAKLEY, STANLEY (CTR); LOHR, 

DONNA; Jones, Denise Bray B. EOP/OMB; leedunn@googl-

Cc: McConnell, Doc P. IV EOP/OMB 

Subject: FW: Planning Call - WHTC Federal IT Event 

When: Friday, September 11, 2020 10:30 AM-11:00 AM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada). 

Where Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

-----Original Appointment----- -

From: Kristina Wilcox <kwilcox@capitolhillc _ 

Sent: Thursday, September 3, 2020 12:39 PM 

To: Kristina Wilcox; Criste, Laura; WEAKLEY, STANLEY (CTR); LOHR, DONNA; Jones, Denise Bray B. 

EOP/OMB; leedunn@google.com 

Cc: McConnell, Doc P. IV EOP/OMB 

Subject: [EXTERNAL] Planning Call - WHTC Federal IT Event 

When: Friday, September 11, 2020 10:30 AM-11:00 AM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) . 

Where 

Dial-i I 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b )(6)) 
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Host (Kristi;r 
Part1c1pant· 11• _ 
> https ://www.eventbrite.com/myevent?eid= 119265655 787 < 

Discussion Questions in Run of Show Document 
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[EXTERNAL] Re: WHTC Federal IT Event 

From Lee Carosi Dunn < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

To: "Criste, Laura" 
Ex 6 - (5 

Cc: kwilcox 

"McConnell , Doc 

Bray B. EOP/OMB 

U.S.C. Sec " 
>, "Jones, Denise 

Date: Tue, 15 Sep 2020 18:08:04 -0400 

Kudos as I thought it was a really fun event and Laura you were an EXCELLENT moderator. I loved 
how you let the two speakers talk and interact. You were great. Thank you! Hope you will consider 
doing a moderator role again! I promise to work out the tech glitches! Lee 

Lee Dunn 

Google 
leedunn@google.com 

Google Voice: ( 

Android Mobile: 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C, 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C., 

Stay connected in response to Coronavirus: 

Advanced Video Conferencing Capability in Meet I 
Tips for Working with Remote Teams I 
Attend the Google Cloud Next '20 digital event! 

Get the most out of G Suite with 

G Suite Learning Center 

The G Suite Show 

On Tue, Sep 15, 2020 at 5:54 PM Criste, Laura 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

" wrote: 

Thank you all for inviting me to participate in the event today. I enjoyed it! It was nice to meet Ms. 

Evans and to speak with Ms. Roat again. 

Have a great evening , 

Laura 

0MB 000025613 



From: Google Calendar <calendar-notification@google.com> On Behalf Of Lee Dunn 

Sent: Tuesday, September 15, 2020 1:08 PM 

To Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) ► 

sta ,,__., Lee Dunn 1:tlllC-11~, ; 
donna. o • ; ma co m.p.mcconne11l=tJWf .. ; denis 0r=p-;a-fr.illll 
Subject: WHTC Federal IT Event 

Here is event link: 

WHTC Federal IT Event 
When 

Where 

Who 

Tue Sep 15, 2020 3:30pm -4:30pm Eastern Time - New York 

Google Meet - Link Below (map) 

Kristina Wilcox - organizer 

Lee Dunn - creator 

Jones, Denise Bray B. EOP/OMB 

LOHR, DONNA 

Criste, Laura 

McConnell, Doc P. IV EOP/OMB 

WEAKLEY,STANLEY(CTR) 

Simply cl ick the link below to join: 

[>https://lh5.googleusercontent.com/proxy/bWvYBOb7O03a7HK5iKNEAPoUNPEXH1CHZjuOkiqxHx8Oty 

Vn9sZ6Ktl8hfgBNQUUbCDg6T2unnsHx7RSkCyhrKgHcdoosAW8POQJm ZEvZU9ZfAE7mZIBGr tDIFBZ 

rSzXcjTffVXg3M46v<] 

meet.google.com/bgm-tzby-zfv 
e I e e I e e -

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 
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[EXTERNAL] WHTC Federal IT Event 

From Lee Dunn 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

To: Ex 6 - ( 

Ex 6 - (5 , >, "Jones, Denise Bray B. EOP/OMB" 

> 

Date: Tue, 15 Sep 2020 15:08:24 -0400 

Here is event link: 

WHTC Federal IT Event 

When 

Where 

Who 

Tue Sep 15, 2020 3:30pm - 4:30pm Eastern Time - New York 

Google Meet - Link Below (map) 

Kristina Wilcox - organizer 

Lee Dunn - creator 

Jones, Denise Bray B. EOP/OMB 

LOHR,DONNA 

Criste, Laura 

McConnell, Doc P. IV EOP/OMB 

WEAKLEY, STANLEY (CTR) 

Simply click the link below to join: 

[>https://lh5 .googleusercontent.com/proxy/bWvYBOb 7O03a 7H K5iKNEAPoU NPEXH 1 CHZjuOkigxHx8Ot 

yVn9sZ6Ktl8hfqBNQUU bCDg6T2unnsHx 7RSkCyhrKgHcdoosA W8POQJ m ZEvZU9Zf AE7mZI BGr tDI F 

8Z rSzXcjTffVXg3M46v<] 

meet.google.com/bgm-tzby-zfv 

a I I I I I I• 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 
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[EXTERNAL] Re: Planning Call - WHTC Federal IT Event 

From: Kristina Wilcox< 

To: Lee Carosi Dunn 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) 

Cc: "Criste, Laura Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) , "WEAKLEY, STANLEY (CTR)" 

'LOHR, DONNA" Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

, "Jones, Denise Bray B. EOP/OMB" 

>, "McConnell, Doc P. IV EOP/OMB" 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec" 
Ex 6 - (5 " > 

Date: Tue, 15 Sep 2020 11:43:47 -0400 

Attachments report-2020-09-15T1142.xlsx (9.15 kB) 

Updated guest list attached! We're at 71. 

Lee and I will be on the Google Meet a few minutes beforehand, so if you'd like to join early, it will be 

open for you. 

Best, 

Kristina 

Kristina Wilcox 

Senior Vice President 

Capitol Hill Consulting Group 

Government Relations Professionals 

499 S. Capitol Street, SW 

Suite 608 

Washington, DC 20003 

Cell Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Seq 

Office Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C." 

Web: capitolh illcg.com 

From: Kristina Wilcox 

Sent: Friday, September 11, 2020 5:56 PM 

To: Lee Carosi Dunn 

Cc: Criste, Laura; WEAKLEY, STANLEY (CTR); LOHR, DONNA; Jones, Denise Bray B. 
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EOP/OMB; McConnell, Doc P. IV EOP/OMB 

Subject: Re: Planning Call - WHTC Federal IT Event 

Hi everyone-

Sorry for the delay - ended up being a busy Friday! 

Thanks for the great call earlier. As promised , attached is a guest list as of today, and copied below is 

the Eventbrite link. Please do register yourself, and share far and wide. 

> https://www.eventbrite.com/e/the-pandem ic-a nd-federal-it-registration-1192656557 87 < 

::-::: 

Kristina Wilcox 

Senior Vice President 

Capitol Hill Consulting Group 

Government Relations Professionals 

499 S. Capitol Street, SW 

Suite 608 

Washington, DC 20003 

~~:3111. 
Web: capitolh illcg.com 

"The Pandemic and Federal IT" 

Registration, Tue, Sep 15, 2020 at 3:30 PM 

I Eventbrite 

>www.eventbrite.com < 

Eventbrite - Women's High-Tech 

Coalition presents "The Pandemic and 

Federal IT" - Tuesday, September 15, 

2020 - Find event and registration 

information. 

From: Lee Carosi Dunn <leedunn@google.com> 

Sent: Friday, September 11, 2020 11: 19 AM 

To: Kristina Wilcox 

Cc: Criste, Laura: WEAKLEY, STANLEY (CTR); LOHR, DONNA; Jones, Denise Bray B. 
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EOP/OMB; McConnell, Doc P. IV EOP/OMB 

Subject: Re: Planning Call - WHTC Federal IT Event 

Apologies for missing this, but if anyone needs anything or has questions on using Google Meet, please 
let me know. 
Lee 

Lee Dunn 

Ex 6 -
0

(5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(5)! ~- ~" v - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

111 

-

1 

552(b)(6)) 
-' I e I I I ;. 

Stay connected in response to Coronavirus : 

Advanced Video Conferencing Capability in Meet I 
Tips for Working with Remote Teams I 
Attend the Google Cloud Next '20 digital event! 

Get the most out of G Suite with 

G Suite Learning Center 

The G Suite Show 

On Fri , Sep 11 , 2020 at 10:26 AM Kristina Wilcox <kwilcox@capitolhillcg.com> wrote: 

Dial-i 

Participant: • 

Host (Kristin-• 

>https://link.e gep1 o .com/s/cOcfd7bd/b4Krq3D3KUWjVMeEvDgRDA?u=https://www.eventbnte.co 

m/myevent?eid=119265655787< 

Discussion Questions in Run of Show Document 

The links contained within this email have been replaced by Silent Quadrant with an intercept URL. 

Any link above that is clicked will be thoroughly analyzed for known threats and suspicious content - if 

either is detected, a warning will be displayed and content/ actions blocked. 
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[EXTERNAL] Re: Planning Call - WHTC Federal IT Event 

From Lee Carosi Dunn Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

To: "Roat, Maria A. EOP/OMB"-> 

Cc: Kristina Wilcox Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , , "Criste , Laura" 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

"WEAKLEY, STANLEY (CTR)" 

"LOHR, DONNA" Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , 

"Jones, Denise Bray B. EOP/OMB" 

Date: Tue, 15 Sep 2020 15:07:28 -0400 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C.,Ex 6 - (5 , > 

meet.google.com/bgm-tzby-zfv 

Lee Dunn 

Google 
leedunn@google.com 

Google Voi ~-••• 
Android Mobi 

Stay connected in response to Coronavirus: 

Advanced Video Conferencing Capabil ity in Meet I 
Tips for Working with Remote Teams I 
Attend the Google Cloud Next '20 digital event! 

Get the most out of G Suite with 

G Suite Learning Center 

The G Suite Show 

□ 

On Tue, Sep 15, 2020 at 2:57 PM Roat, Maria A. EOP/OMB 

Please confirm the link for our 3:30. 

Maria 

Ex 6 - (5 ,!Ex 6 - (5 , > wrote: 

0MB 000028622 



-----Original Appointment----

From: Kristina Wilcox Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

Sent: Thursday, September 10, 2020 8:35 AM 

To: Kristina Wilcox; Roat, Maria A. EOP/OMB; Criste, Laura; WEAKLEY, STANLEY (CTR); LOHR, 

DONNA; Jones, Denise Bray B. EOP/OMB; leedunn@googl-

Cc: McConnell, Doc P. IV EOP/OMB 

Subject: FW: Planning Call - WHTC Federal IT Event .. -, - .. ,- ... When: 0 AM-11:00 AM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada). 

Where 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

-----Original Appointm 

From: Kristina Wilcox 

• I 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
·552(b )(6)) 

Sent: Thursday, September 3, 2020 12:39 PM 

To: Kristina Wilcox; ;~ste~ .EAKLEY, STANLEY (CTR); LOHR, DONNA; Jones, Denise Bray B. 

EOP/OMB; leedunn oo I 

Cc: McConnell, Doc P. IV EOP/OMB 

Subject: [EXTERNAL] Planning Call - WHTC Federal IT Event 

When: Friday, September 11, 2020 10:30 AM-11:00 AM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada). 

Wher _ Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552 b 6 

Dial- in: 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

Host (Kristina): -

Participant: 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 
Sec 552(b)(6)) 

»https://www.eventbrite.com/myevent?eid=119265655787« 

Discussion Questions in Run of Show Document 
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[EXTERNAL] Re: WHTC Federal IT Event 

From Kristina Wilcox~ 

To: Lee Carosi Dunn < 

stanleLeakley@assoc;at;slhclcihs _ 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
>, "Criste, Laura" > ◄ JI 

Cc: , donnallohr@hJdhsll, "McConnell, Doc P. IV 

EOP/OMB" "'Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) >, "Jones, Denise Bray B. EOP/OMB" 

.. Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec > 

Date: Wed, 16 Sep 2020 09:57:22 -0400 

I second that, Lee. For our first try at virtual, it was a hit! Thanks to Laura and to those of you on this 

email for helping to get things together. 

We had over 50 people participate throughout the hour (some came in and out) and already 

received good feedback. 

Thank you to all! 

Kristina 

Kristina Wilcox 

Senior Vice President 

Capitol Hill Consulting Group 

Government Relations Professionals 

499 S. Capitol Street, SW 

Suite 608 

Washington, DC 20003 

Cell: Ex 6 - (5 , 

Office: Ex 6 - (5 , 

Web: capitolh illcg.com 

From: Lee Carosi Dunn ◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 1 > 

Sent: Tuesday, September 15, 2020 6:08 PM 

To: Criste, Laura 

Cc: Kristina Wilcox; stanleylweakley@associatejhqldhsl; donnJlohr@h,hsl; 

malcolmlmcconnell@omhli8; denis-bray@omclM 

Subject: Re: WHTC Federal IT Event 

0MB 000009070 



Kudos as I thought it was a really fun event and Laura you were an EXCELLENT moderator. I loved 
how you let the two speakers talk and interact. You were great. Thank you! Hope you will consider 
doing a moderator role again! I promise to work out the tech glitches! Lee 

Lee Dunn 

Android Mobile: Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C., 

Stay connected in response to Coronavirus: 

Advanced Video Conferencing Capability in Meet I 
Tips for Working with Remote Teams I 
Attend the Google Cloud Next '20 digital event! 

Get the most out of G Suite with 

G Suite Learning Center 

The G Suite Show 

On Tue, Sep 15, 2020 at 5:54 PM Criste, Laura 
.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

> wrote: 

Thank you all for inviting me to participate in the event today. I enjoyed it! It was nice to meet Ms. 

Evans and to speak with Ms. Roat again. 

Have a great evening, 

Laura 

From: Google Calendar <calendar-notification@googlelffl> On Behalf Of Lee Dunn 

Sent: Tuesday, September 15, 2020 1:08 PM 

To: ~~--'-'-'C~.l..-'-'~~=-- Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " 

sta n le 

donn o r q s ; '--'-m:..::a:.:..:c=-:..:.:...:..::r:=.:..:.::..::..:::..:...:..:_:..::..:..:_=-::..:..:...:..:::i-.-.r.J1 

Subject: WHTC Federal IT Event 

Here is event link: 

WHTC Federal IT Event 
When 

Where 

Tue Sep 15, 2020 3:30pm - 4:30pm Eastern Time - New York 

Google Meet - Link Below (map) 

2 

>; 

0MB 000009070 



Who Kristina Wilcox - organizer 

Lee Dunn - creator 

Jones, Denise Bray B. EOP/OMB 

LOHR, DONNA 

Criste, Laura 

McConnell, Doc P. IV EOP/OMB 

WEAKLEY, STANLEY (CTR) 

Simply cl ick the link below to join: 

[>https:/ /Ii nk.edgepilot. com/s/ff5ae9ba/zbm pDwr JoE6VsGMZyBe5T A ?u=https://lh5. googleusercontent. co 

m/proxy/bWvYBOb 7 O03a 7HK5iKN EAPoU N PEXH 1 CHZjuOkiqxHx8OtyVn9sZ6Ktl8hfqBNQU U bCDg6T2u 

nnsHx7RSkCyhrKgHcdoosAW8POQJm ZEvZU9ZfAE7mZIBGr tDIF8Z rSzXcjTffVXg3M46v<] 

meet.google.com/bqm-tzby-zfv 

J r • 
Ex 

The links conta ined within this email have been replaced by Silent Quadrant with an intercept URL. 

Any link above that is clicked will be thoroughly analyzed for known threats and suspicious content - if 

either is detected , a warning will be displayed and content I actions blocked. 
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[EXTERNAL] This is An Education & Philanthropy of 

Demographic Change & it needs Funding 

From Antoine Germanos -Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552 b 6 

To: .Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec . The House , ILMSNews 

on,~~crosoft <msa 

partnersuppo • ms 

support~-N-OMB-OMBPress 

.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. Sec " 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

Date: Fri, 18 Sep 2020 03:02:34 -0400 

ttps://>www.calcalistech.com/ctech/articles/0,7340,L-3850219,00.html< 

Thank You. since day 1 i think u were st least better than others. 

googlemybusiness

Microsoft •• 

but my fear was in the right place and what i thought , all of what i wote my real id ? enough! was 

true. 

Don't give up on people! 

you know how to applause in victory & where i am applause in cimetries. 

Accordingly 

Dear Microsoft; 

i am happy that by now you are understanding me more: 

for this i need to: 

- Add Azure Israel Government along with USA Government : as you see this can put me under great 

threat locally in Lebanon : i am Lebanese ( Jewish origins ) but here bylaws : " Every Lebanese that 

even communicates with any Israeli or Israel is a Traitor that is applicable on him only 1 sentence : 

Death Penalty". 

- As weird as this may look, as obsolete it should and can be, specially now while all the Arab States 

with Mr. President Trump Efforts are signing Peace with Israel ; Why not to be the Leaders in doing it 

for Lebanon? 

- This is a Personal initiative ; but if not for this, what for "Azure Government" Program can better be 

for? it is for Us to be the Leaders of Tomorrow: This is why i choose Azure Government and i was 

0MB 000007710 



Extremely Happy to see Israel Disclosure and my acceptance in this Program from Both USA and 

Israeli sides through Microsoft. 

This may seem idealistic, but 3 weeks ago who would have said you will be having an israeli embassy 

in Bahrain and Dubai? This is coming sooner than we expect. 

As well, This can get me killed here sooner than you expect. 

Which Choice would you take? The Choice that can be approved and acknowledged by Both USA 

and Tel Aviv, and You, as well Financial Resources, this being officially under "Educational Program" 

rather than Political or Government affairs as well. 

Would Microsoft Walk me through? Azure Government if not this, then what is ? 

ANTOINE GERMANO$ 
Notary Public - International Business Law Specialist 

Notary Public ATT. Antoine Germanos Premises 

GF, 1st & 2nd Floor; Mount Lebanon Main Highway 

Jal El Dib ; Mount Lebanon - Lebanon 

Tel/Fax: Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

E-mail: Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
' 

P.O Box: 2038 1202. >www.antoinegermanos<.net 

Disclaimer: This email message is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain 

confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is 

prohibited If you are not the intended recipient, please contact info@antoineqermanos.com and 

destroy all copies of the original message. 
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[EXTERNAL] This is An Education & Philanthropy of 

Demographic Change & it needs Funding 

From Magento Support (Magento) Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

Cc: Partnersuppo 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

, Microsoft 

glemybusiness-support@googli=.-111911 

I 

•• Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 
t:.X t) - tO u .:::,.L;_ :::,ec OOLtDJtt>JJ 

Msa <ms .@ 11111 I • 11 1111 icrosoft.com>, 

• , • Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
, ILMSNews Omb 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " MB-OMBPress latl•►iW#Mvlicrosoft 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

Date: Fri , 18 Sep 2020 03:02:46 -0400 

##-- Please type your reply above this line-##-

You are registered as a CC on this request (343227). Reply to this email to add a comment to the 

request. 

X 

X 

Magento Support (Partner Portal) 

Sep 18, 2020, 0.02 PDl 

Please log in to submit a ticket. 

Partner Support has moved to a new support portal. To create a ticket for 

Partner Support: 

1. Login to >https://partnersupport.magento.com< 

2. Click on 'Submit a Ticket' in the top right 

3. Fill out the form and Click 'Submit' 

Thank you , 

Magenta Partner Support 

Antoine Germanos 

Sep 18, 2020, 0.02 PDT 

0MB 000025379 



ttps://>www. ca lcalistech. com/ctech/articles/0, 7340, L-3850219, 00. htm I< 

Thank You. since day 1 i think u were st least better than others. 

but my fear was in the right place and what i thought , all of what i wote my real id ? 

enough! was true. 

Don't give up on people! 

you know how to applause in victory & where i am applause in cimetries. 

Accordingly 

Dear Microsoft; 

i am happy that by now you are understanding me more: 

for this i need to: 

- Add Azure Israel Government along with USA Government : as you see this can put me 

under great threat locally in Lebanon : i am Lebanese ( Jewish origins ) but here bylaws : 

" Every Lebanese that even communicates with any Israeli or Israel is a Traitor that is 

applicable on him only 1 sentence : Death Penalty". 

- As weird as this may look, as obsolete it should and can be, specially now while all the 

Arab States with Mr. President Trump Efforts are signing Peace with Israel ; Why not to 

be the Leaders in doing it for Lebanon? 

- This is a Personal initiative ; but if not for this, what for "Azure Government" Program 

can better be for ? it is for Us to be the Leaders of Tomorrow: This is why i choose Azure 

Government and i was Extremely Happy to see Israel Disclosure and my acceptance in 

this Program from Both USA and Israeli sides through Microsoft. 

This may seem idealistic, but 3 weeks ago who would have said you will be having an 

israeli embassy in Bahrain and Dubai? This is coming sooner than we expect. 

As well, This can get me killed here sooner than you expect. 

Which Choice would you take? The Choice that can be approved and acknowledged by 

Both USA and Tel Aviv, and You, as well Financial Resources, this being officially under 

"Educational Program" rather than Political or Government affairs as well. 

Would Microsoft Walk me through? Azure Government if not this, then what is ? 

ANTOINE GERMANO$ 
Notary Public - International Business Law Specialist 

2 0MB 000025379 



Notary Public ATT. Antoine Germanos Premises 

GF, 1st & 2nd Floor; Mount Lebanon Main Highway 

Tel/Fax: 

P.O Box: 2038 1202. >www.antoinegermanos< 

(file:/ //var/containers/Bundle/ Application/0ABOD8ED-846C-4F 10-96CA-

6DD0FB 71 D907/Spark.app/smi-composer.bundle/>www.antoinegermanos.com).net< 

(file :///var/containers/Bundle/ Application/0ABOD8ED-846C-4F 10-96CA-

6DD0FB 71 D907/Spark.app/smi-composer.bundle/>www.antoinegermanos.com<) 

Disclaimer: This email message is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may 

contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review. use, disclosure 

or distribution is prohibited If you are not the intended recipient, please 

contact info@antoineqermanos.com and destroy all copies of the original message. 

>https://partnersupport. magento.com/hc/reguests/343227 < 

This email is a service from Partner Portal. Delivered by Zendesk 
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[EXTERNAL] Re: Quick introduction 

From: 

To: 

Date: 

Sitaramlyer~ 

''Hashimoto, Joh:;--
Sun, 20 Sep 2020 23:52:32 -0400 

Good gracious, I fully dropped the ball on this thread. I must have accidentally archived it, and only 

now found it when searching for Matt. My apologies :( 

I suppose better late than never. Thanks, Matt, for the connection, and as usual you're being way too 

generous. (Moving you to bee) 

John, glad toe-meet you. I used to work on Jobs and Education search, and am now looking into 

helping people with key topics around the COVID-induced financial crisis. I am also advising teams 

who surface key information about various benefits on Search (like [unemployment]). Happy to chat if 

you are still interested! Let me know, I have time tue/wed this week. 

Sitaram 

On Mon, Jul 6, 2020 at 10:50 AM Hashimoto, John 

Matt - thank you for connecting us. 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) 

> wrote: 

Sitaram - I too am a WW fan (in fact, Marty Sheen had me at Apocalypse Now). I welcome the 

opportunity to schedule an intro call in the next few weeks. Do let me know if you have a window 

so I can get your expert POV on some of the "jobs to be done" for Search at VA. 

Best, 

John 

0MB 000025290 



From: Cutts, Matthew D. EOP/OMB 

Sent: Monday, July 6, 2020 1 :45 PM 

To: sitararr Jaa Hashimoto, Joh 

Subject: [EXTERNAL] Quick introduction 

Sitaram, I wanted to introduce you to John Hashimoto. John is a US Digital Service team member 

and has been working on organic search for the new va.gov website that we built with the VA a 

couple years ago. John would love to make sure that authoritative VA content is appropriately 

represented for Veterans who are searching for more information. 

John, Sitaram Iyer is one of the unsung heroes at Google in terms of search. He's also done a lot 

of deep thinking about the power of search to amplify high-quality content from the government. 

I'd love if you get a chance to connect and compare notes. John started at USDS during the 

COVID craziness, so he's been climbing the extra-steep learning curve under new constraints. 

Sitaram is a West Wing fan and full disclosure: I hope that Sitaram will do a tour of public service 

when the time is right. Fingers crossed that you get to chat! 

Best wishes, 

Matt 

2 0MB 000025290 



[EXTERNAL] AGC Follow Up 

From: Cyntethia Brown 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

◄552(b )(6)) Ex , 

To: kclay@tncll, jennifer@tech lentprojectll, sarayu.srinivasan@pit!I, 

lmond@weforuml!I, "Hartwig, Edward J. EOP/OMB" 

< rschlotterer@worldbank!I, "Brown, Dustin S. 

EOP/OMB" • - • , mihmj@gaoll, 

a111sol,r;gatl@gsall, noveck@tech.nill, davl,ryk@treaso'llll, 

xavierjbriggs@nyua, mcguinness@newamerica ' na~lor@gmailllll, 

dwennergren@actiacl!I, mott@icmam, smogulescu@volckeralliancel!I, 

annerung@amazonlm, digiammarino_frank@bah--allen_thad@bah!m, 

weggers@deloittelm, dmad8r£f deloittelm, kimberli\ccabe@gmai 1B, 
werfelanny@bcglm, peterlyle@advisor.bcglm, robelhea@us.gt11, 

kettl@austin.utexasl!I, janefountain@gmaillm, ellen622@aollm, 

mpisano@price.us 8, akhademi@vtl!I, jwidner~pri ncetonl!I, 

rtobias 1@verizon.net, mark.bolter@us.ibmlBJ, pollJhall@hq.dhsB, 

ajdenzer@gmail!m, joshuagotbaum@gmaillm, johnkosk@aollm, 

joiwincl-onen@ethosdclm, joiwinfonen@wheelhousegroupllll, 

bil aile@agilegovleadersm, tsuder@atarcl!I, davi,ummers@pmil!I, 

chri erdieu@ibmlm, jrodgers@nascam:I, ganapati@fiua, 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) soray rrea@hq.dhsB, John Kamensky 

kfe~er@tech.njll, tparker@icmal!I, davidmfisher@hotmaillm, 

deailevans@austin.utexasl!I, donnamarcus308@gmaillm, 

mifitzpatrick@googlelm, scottquehl@gmaillm, sgoldsmith@sgoldsmith!m, 

dhananlqahir@bcglm, ,urm@clintonfoundationl!I, mjoyce@brookingsl!I, 

edwi~u@oecdl!I, jami erryhill@oecdl!I, joel@odenterprisel!I, 

rmgordon@us.ibmlm, Ines Mergel , Andrew 

Whitford rdon@imperiumglobaladvisorslm, 

victoria@softwarel!I, Sally Jaggar .Ex 6 - (5_ U.S.C. Sec 1 

a.dwards@treasuryl!I, ann;sui.7@ndlB, donald.siegel.1@asul!I, 

merez~technion.ac.il, Mary Fee~ey <mkfeeney@_as~~-j 

Joe Mitchell r::ar..m::imi:.:.!=- ames Higgins 1 • 

Teresa W. Gerto ... ij•-jordon@imperiumglobaladvisorslm, 

Dan Cheno1 -1L __ ■ _ ._.., smaier@managementconceptslm, 

kspiegelthal@managementconceptslm, mclark@managementconceptslm 
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Date: Mon, 21 Sep 2020 17:22:42 -0400 

Attachments Agile Government Network Members Meeting Chat Log 09.10.2020.docx (19.83 kB) 

Thanks to those of you who participated in the Agile Government Network meeting on 

September 10th . lt was an extremely energetic and effective discussion. 

Attached is the Chat Log from the session. Anyone who would like to make additional 
comments, please do so by responding to this email. Shortly, we will be sending out 
information about the next meeting which will occur at a time to be determined on 11/17. 
This meeting will be in conjunction with the OECD "Aftershock" discussion which we will 
also describe shortly. 
We have a session planned for the Fall Meeting that will feature Ines, Andy and Sukumar as 
well as Dan and myself. 
Following the 11/17 meeting, we will be reaching out to members for ideas about what we 
should focus on next year. 
The Network is maturing and its scope is expanding. 

Please follow the link below to view the zoom recording of the September 1 oth session -

>https://us02web.zoom.us/rec/share/KXoXbsS8LvnOo8m4nocVYF-

IP liHVZlrTMkocGuc3BifUd5HLK2z SN3mJShoEw.CuWxS5xPo-W6TTc< 

Thanks to all of you for your support, 
Ed DeSeve 
Coordinator 
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Re: [EXTERNAL] AKI Model - Technical Plan 

From Anthony Phalen 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) 

To: Ivan Protsyuk 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552 b 6 

Cc: "Stewart, William R.' 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

Harry Askham 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , "Alterovitz, Gil" "Colon Vargas, Nelson" 

, "Barrett, Jeffrey J. EOP/OMB" 

_Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

>, Joel Minton< Francisco Rubio-

. · atnE' 1 ..... - -
,l!.A!~III! , Ali Con::Se- >, Anuraag 

Khandelwal < 

Date: Wed, 23 Sep 2020 10:20:18 -0400 

Hi Will and team, 

On the back of Ivan's response, I wanted to check to see if there was any additional feedback before 

we get started on executing the technical plan. If we are good to go, I'll suggest a few time slots for a 

regular call to check-in on technical progress. 

Thanks, 

Anthony 

Anthony Phalen I Strategic Partnerships, Google Health I 

On Thu, Sep 10, 2020 at 9:48 AM Ivan Protsyuk 

HiWill, 

Let me address the points you raised: 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) 

wrote: 

1. Since the VA dataset provided to us originally was bucketed into 6h intervals, we have no 

information about ordering of events within a given bucket as well as actual lab times. Therefore 

0MB 000024962 



our models return predictions in the same fashion. I agree though that it's not particularly useful for 

prediction windows<= 6h. 

2. We are using a simple EHR representation for every patient in a form of protobuf messages 

whose description we are happy to include into the design doc. 

In short, a single message contains all events from the original VA dataset for a specific patient 

listed in chronological order with some markers for in-patient and out-patient events. 

Our thinking is one such message can be used as input to the prediction service, and the output, in 

turn, would contain predictions for AKI risk and lab values for future time buckets (i.e. those after 

the last bucket in input patient's history). 

3. Makes sense. We will enable JSON-based REST API as it is actually part of the GRPC library: 

both REST and GRPC endpoints will be available at hosts running the prediction service. 

5. I think it's hard to send a final list of libraries at the minute as there is some uncertainty about the 

implementation path we'll take. 

Certainly, we are going to make use of general-purpose Python libraries: Protobuf, GRPC, 

TensorFlow 1.15, Abseil. OpenAith2.0 is included into the GRPC package. 

Looking forward to your further feedback, 

Ivan 

On Wed, Sep 9, 2020 at 2:43 PM Stewart, William R. <~> wrote: 

(again removing Charles Worthington and Dr. Osbourne as these details are below their 

respective roles) 

Anthony, 

Have read your explanation of the interface and have a couple of questions to start with; 

" ... a simple network APT for sending a patient history as 

input and retrieving AKI & labs predictions as output. Both input and output are bucketed in 

time with 6 hours granularity (i.e. the day consists of 4 equal adjacent time buckets starting at 

12:00AM)." 
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1. When you say the input is bucketed in time with 6 hours of granularity, is the actual lab 

time taken into consideration? For example, if a lab was taken 4 or 10 hours after a 

previous one, will the time recorded be reset to 6 hours after the previous, or is there 

some other meaning intended? One concern is that an input towards the end of a 6 

hour window with a 6 hour prediction of injury gives little time to respond. If there was a 

requirement exchange with a VA (or other) physician that concluded this was 

acceptable, please share that exchange and we'll withdraw the comment. 

2. It is not clear how much of the EHR record is entered via this interface, and if there is a 

separate interface for just the lab reports 

"- Using the AKI prediction model as tf.SavedModcl 

- Simple wrapper around the model exposing a GRPC API for client queries 

- All UO messages implemented as protocol buffers (protos, protobufe) 

- Docker container runnable on a Red Hat Enterprise 7.1" 

3. tf.SavedModel is appropriate, as is RHE 7.1. The VA focuses now on RESTful APls 

utilizing JSON, so if those are provided, we will be happy to have you include the 

GRPC interfaces as well. 

4. Agree with exploring tf.serving, and with the suggested fallback if that becomes an 

issue. 

5. Security: We are running down the full list of security requirements that will have to be 

included and will be tested for, so that list will come later. Please send the list of open 

source libraries. Utilizing OpenAuth2.0 is one starting point. 

Thanks, 

Will Stewart 

Senior Solution Architect I EA, SA 

Demand Management I Intake and Analysis 

IAS Enablement Team Lead I Veteran Experience Services 

National Artificia l Intelligence Institute I NAIi 
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DevOps Transforma tion I Prod uct Line Architecture Cha nge Team 

DevOps Transformation I Emerg ing Technologies Change Team 

Ente rprise Progra m Mana gement O ffice (EPMO ) 

Offic e o f Informa tion Technology (O IT) 

Departme nt of Vetera ns Affairs 

From: Anthony Phale 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) 

Sent: Tuesday, September 8, 2020 10:15 PM 

To: Ivan Protsyuk 48f•twaw.~ 
Cc: Stewart, William R ; Harry Askham --

Alterovitz , Gil Worthington, Charle~ ipp-~ 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) . 
--

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) 

Anuraag Khandelwa l 

Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] AKI Model - Technica 

Hi VA team, 

; Ali Connell 

I wanted to bump this email up following the long weekend. Once we hear back from you that 

the plan looks good, we will begin executing the plan on our side. 

Thanks, 
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Anthony 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
52(b)(6)) 

On Tue, Aug 25, 2020 at 11 :49 AM Anthony Phalen 

Hi VA team, 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec . 
552(b)(6)) 

wrote: 

Ivan has put together a design document outlining the detailed technical plan for preparing 

the AKI model for the VA (see attached). It would be great to get any feedback you have on 

the plan. We are estimating that with the engineering work required on our side and our 

standard legal/compliance reviews the plan will take about 9 weeks to complete. 

Once we are aligned on the final design document, we can setup regular technical calls to 

collaborate throughout the process. 

Thanks, 

Anthony 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) 
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On Tue, Aug 18, 2020 at 10:42 AM Ivan Protsyuk 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552 b 6 - wrote: 

Hi Will, 

Thanks for confirming! 

I'd like to double check the host OS requirements too. Is Red Hat Enterprise Linux the 

only preferred option for this project or other common distributions (e.g. Debian, Ubuntu, 

etc.) are suitable too? If the former, which RHEL version(s) need to be supported? 

Ivan 

On Tue, Aug 18, 2020 at 3:34 PM Stewart, William R. 

Ivan, 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
.552(b)(6)) wrote: 

You had noted "Docker containers are generally compatible with all Linux hosts" 

(emphasis mine). During the webcon we had previously, I thought I had heard some 

mention of specific environment needs, so I wanted to have a starting point for the 

hosting discussion. If the container would be completely agnostic with regard to host 

OS or any other external dependency (aside from the published API), then that is ideal. 

Thanks, 

Will Stewart 

Senior Solution Architect I EA, SA 

Demand Management I Intake and Analysis 

IAS Enablement Team Lead I Veteran Experience Services 

National Artificia l Intelligence Institute I NAIi 

DevOps Transformation I Product Line Architecture Change Team 

DevOps Transformation I Emerging Technologies Change Team 
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Enterprise Program Management Office (EPMO) 

Office of Information Technology (OIT) 

Department of Veterans Affairs 

Phone 

Email: 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) 

From: Ivan Protsyuk Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

Sent: Monday, August 17, 2020 1 :28 PM 

Anuraag Khandelwal 

Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] AKI Model - Technical Plan 

Hi all, 

Will, as we are preparing a technical design doc for this project, I'd like to clarify what 

you wrote earlier as an initial technical requirement. 

Does "Provide a Docker container based on a Redhat Enterprise host" mean a 

container runnable on a Redhat Enterprise host, not necessarily a container based on a 

Redhatbaseimage? 

To my knowledge, Docker containers are generally compatible with all Linux hosts 

(unless specific kernel features are used) so it'd be convenient to assume the base 
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image isn't fixed to be able to reuse existing solutions for model serving, 

e.g. tensorflow/serving. 

Kind regards, 

Ivan 

On Wed, Jul 22, 2020 at 5:29 PM Ivan Protsyuk 

Hi all, 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ~ wrote: 

As Anthony introduced me last week, I've started working on a technical plan for the 
transfer and configuration of the AKI model at the VA 
Just a few words about myself -- I've been an engineer on the EHR predictions team 
for 2+ yr focusing mostly on data pipelines implementing ingestion 
(ETL/preprocessing) and labelling of EHR. 

After going over our previous work on setting up a model inference service and 
checking options available at AWS for running inference, it seems we need to start 
with a very basic prototype that would demonstrate the transferability of the in-house 
proprietary model to an AWS EC2 instance. I'm imagining this being a basic RedHat
based container that does inference for input patient objects (our internal format 
based on tf.SequenceExample) one by one with no performance requirements. After 
we make sure the model produces expected output for input patients from our 
dataset, we can proceed with incremental improvements of this setup including the 
use of ML-specific tech offered by AWS, e.g. Elastic Inference, AWS Neuron, EC2 
lnf1 instances etc. I'm not very familiar with this part of the AWS offer so we may 
want to experiment with them to optimize for performance/cost acceptable for the VA 
team. 

So answering the previous question from Will re the capacity of instances, I think we 
can start with a basic one, i.e. if 10k calls/hr is the possible minimum, let's go for it; 
otherwise even 1 k should suffice in my opinion at these early stages. The instance 
should have a multi-core CPU (>= 4, the more we get the less time a single 
inference takes), 4GB RAM should be sufficient for now. We may want to increase 
these requirements once we get from the early prototype stage to the batch 
inference mode. 

The last bit on the actual process of configuring the prototype: I can create the 
container, test it locally in preparation for eventually sending it over to the VA team. 
However, in this case we'd need to agree upon a medium for sharing the container 
images. Do you have a technical preference? We can then review that with our legal 
team. 

In the meantime I'm working on a detailed technical design proposal that we will 
finalize internally before sharing with you all for review. 
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Thanks, 
Ivan 

From: Stewart, William R. ·Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
' 

Sent: Monday, August 17, 2020 1 :28 PM 

To: Anthony Phalen Ivan Protsyuk <iprotsyuk@google.com> Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

- . • ... E,-5~2_(~J(~U., ..... , '"'"" . 
-J .. 1 .. 11: Cc: 

< 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.<552(b)(6)) 
552(b)(6)) . . . Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

552(b)(6)) ; Worthington, 

Charle -Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6))- ; Osborne, Thomas F. 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec • 

@~1/~t'J3D.::i.L;. ::iec ooLto)(6)) ; Joel Minton 

Francisco Rubio-Bertrand <frb@google.com>; Martin 

.( . .. . . - . . .. 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) ; Anuraag 

Khandelwal > ·Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , 

Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] AKI Model - Technical Plan 

Harry, 

Let me reorder your questions, and ask a capacity question; 

• Machine architecture (x86/ARM/etc) 

o Let's start with a generic AWS EC2 (to include Elastic Inference) or 

Azure VM 

• The typical technical specs of an individual host (though since 

inference isn't very costly, I wouldn't expect bottlenecks here) 

o Based on the above, given the range of calls per hour listed below, 

what AWS/Azure VMs would be recommended (per the vCPU and 

memory requirements, benefits of hyperthreading, Turbo Boosting, 

etc)? 
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Thanks, 

Will Stewart 

• 10,000calls/hour 

■ 25,000 calls/hour 

• 100,000 calls/hour 

On Fri, Jul 17, 2020 at 5:19 PM Anthony Phalen 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) wrote: 

Hi all , 

I'm adding in +Ivan Protsyuk from our team who will be working on the technical 

aspects of the project as well. 

@Will: if you have any thoughts on Harry's additional questions that would be 

awesome: 

• The typical technical specs of an individual host (though since 

inference isn't very costly, I wouldn't expect bottlenecks here) 

• Machine architecture (x86/ARM/etc) 

Ivan will be working with Harry on the detailed technical documentation based on 

this info. 

Thanks, 

Anthony 

Anthony 
Phalen I 

Strategic Partnerships, Google 
Health I 
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Thanks all, and for the additional technical context Will. That is the majority of 

the information I think we need - it would be useful to know in addition: 

• The typical technical specs of an individual host (though since 

inference isn't very costly, I wouldn't expect bottlenecks here) 

• Machine architecture (x86/ARM/etc) 

As a next step, we'll work up more detailed technical documentation detailing 

the inpuUoutput formats and intended functionality and anchor future 

discussion around these specifics. 

Harry 

On Tue, 7 Jul 2020 at 14:07, Stewart, William R. 

wrote: 

Anthony, 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) 

We would like to understand the dependencies inferred in the last 

communication from your team, hence this will be an iterative discussion. 

So as a starting point in this discussion, let's start with our input as "Provide 

a Docker container based on a Redhat Enterprise host, with all necessary 

libraries and binaries required to execute on a Redhat Enterprise host OS, 

and full API documentation that includes a description of the output data in 

the form of a data dictionary." 

We can then drill down from there with a distro focused on these details , 
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Will Stewart 

Senior Solution Architect I EA, SA 

Demand Management I Intake and Analysis 

IAS Enablement Team Lead I Veteran Experience Services 

National Artificial Intelligence Institute I NAIi 

DevOps Transformation I Product Line Architecture Change Team 

DevOps Transformation I Emerging Technologies Change Team 

Enterprise Program Management Office (EPMO) 

Office of Information Technology (OIT) 

•-··· .. -. . - - .. ~ . 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

• • 552(b)(6)) 

• 

From: Alterovitz, Gil 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

' 
Sent: Tuesday, July 7, 2020 12:43 AM 

To: Anthony Phale • d~ :_JJ!, J 

Martin Seneviratne <martsen@google.com>; Harry Askham 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , Ian Karthikesalingam Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

Ali Connel!-9W; Anuraag Khandelwal 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " 1a1• ---Stewart, William R. < 

Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] AKI Model - Technical Plan 

Hi Anthony, 
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Thanks for the note. Will (in this chain) can send more info on this as next 

step. 

Thanks, 

Gil 

Sent with BlackBerry Work 

(>www. blackberry. com<) 

From: Anthony Phalen 

Date: Tuesday, Jul 07, 2020, 12:29 AM 

To: Alterovitz, Gil Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

Thomas F 

, Osborne, 

<Nelson.ColonVar~as@va.gov>, jeffrey.j .barrettl9Wf

<jeffrey.j.barret~9Wf~>, Joel Minton <jrminton@google.com>, 

Francisco Rubio-Bertrand <frb@google .com>, Martin Seneviratne 

<martsen@google.com>, Harry Askham <askham@google.com>, Alan 

Karthikesalingam <alankarthi@google.com>, Ali Connell 

<connella@google.com>, Anuraag Khandelwal 

<anuraagk@google.com>, Stewart, William R. 

<William.Stewart9@va.gov> 

Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] AKI Model - Technical Plan 

Hi VA team, 
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I wanted to check in to see if now would be a good time to circle back. I 

know your schedules are incredibly busy, so no worries if you need more 

time to review all of this material, but let me know if a check-in call would be 

helpful at some point this week. 

On a related note, @Gil: did you get a chance to determine the 

best executable and containerized format for the AKI model (based on the 

platforms the VA plans to use for operationalizing the model), such that 

inference can be replicated within the technical ecosystem at VA? 

Thanks, 

Anthony 

Anthony 
Phalen I 

Strategic Partnerships, Google 
Health I 

aphalen@qooqle.co 781-929-
m I 7763 

On Fri, May 22, 2020 at 6:07 PM Alterovitz, Gil <Gil.Alterovitz@va.gov> 

wrote: 

Thanks Anthony. Adding Will here per note below. 

Gil 

Sent with BlackBerry Work 

(>www.blackberry.com<) 
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From: Anthony Phalen <aphalen@google.com> 

Date: Friday, May 22, 2020, 2:33 PM 

To: Alterovitz, Gil <Gil.Alterovitz@va.gov> 

Cc: Worthington, Charles <Charles .Worthington@va .gov>, Osborne, 

Thomas F. <Thomas.Osborne@va.gov>, Colon Vargas, Nelson 

<Nelson.ColonVargas@va.gov>, jeffrey.j.barret~=tJllf~ 

<jeffrey.j.barrettlilW->, Joel Minton 

<jrminton@google.com>, Francisco Rubio-Bertrand 

<frb@google.com>, Martin Seneviratne <martsen@google.com>, 

Harry Askham <askham@google.com >, Alan Karthikesalingam 

<alankarthi@google.com>, Ali Connell <connella@google.com>, 

Anuraag Khandelwal <anuraagk@google .com> 

Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] AKI Model - Technical Plan 

Hi all , 

Thanks for the call this week to discuss the technical plan for delivering 

the AKI model to the VA. Attached are a couple supplementary reference 

docs: 

• AKI model - Technical Description: I'm resurfacing the doc we 

shared before our initial call that provides a technical description 

of the model and pre-processing. 

• draft Nature Protocols manuscript: this is still in the review stage 

with Nature Protocols, but provides details on the pre-processing 

pipeline. The published Nature paper from last summer is here. 

The next step is that Gil is going to report back with a recommendation for 

the best executable and containerized format for the AKI model (based on 

the platforms the VA plans to use for operationalizing the model), such 

that inference can be replicated within the technical ecosystem at VA. 
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In addition, below are the questions from Will that the folks on the phone 

didn't get to see because they came through the chat and the initial 

thoughts we talked through on the call: 

• Can the container specifics be described, i.e, OS, AP/, ability to 

utilize Elastic Inference, etc? These could be custom to what the 

VA finds useful. De facto open source may be the best way to go. 

• Are there metrics that this model exhibits, such as AUG, MAE, 

RMSE, etc? The metrics that were published on in the Nature 

~ would be the best source. 

• What about the feature space? Was there a dimensionality 

reduction step and if so, what was the reduced feature set count? 

Because of the nature of the heavily hashed dataset, the feature 

set was large and included a lot of rare features. If the VA is 

using a less hashed dataset independently on future work behind 

the VA firewall, there would be value in doing some different 

cleaning with a small feature set. We can discuss further ideas 

around this on the next calls. 

• Can we obtain a recap of all the points Google has brought up 

during this call, including results, lessons-learned, and thoughts 

about what would be a better way to do this again? The docs on 

this thread should be a good starting point, but I think the most 

value will come in ongoing technical discussions between the 

teams. 

I didn't have Will's email, so if someone can add him to this thread that 

would be great. Once the VA team has a chance to digest this 

information and Gil has the answer on the ideal model format, we can 

organize another technical call to continue the conversation. 

Thanks, 

Anthony 
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Anthony 
Phalen I 

Strategic Partnerships, Google aphalen@google.co 781-
Health I m I 929-

7763 

On Tue, May 19, 2020 at 10:28 PM Anthony Phalen 

<aphalen@google.com> wrote: 

Hi Gil , 

Thanks very much. It sounded like Mayo 20th from 2-3 pm EST would 

work best for the most people , so I've just sent an invite out. 

Talk soon, 

Anthony 

Anthony 
Phalen I 

Strategic Partnerships, 
Google Health I 

aphalen@google .co 781-
m I 929-

7763 

On Tue, May 19, 2020 at 4:45 PM Alterovitz, Gil 

<Gil.Alterovitz@va.gov> wrote: 

Thank you, Anthony. Things are ok here. I hope all is ok there. 
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It looks like a promising plan. There may be a few items to 

collaborate to define details (eg container details, "VA can use the 

Methods section of the Nature paper and the draft Protocols paper 

to replicate the pipeline"). In terms of times, the afternoons of May 

20 and 21 look good here. 

Best, 

Gil 

Sent with BlackBerry Work 

(>www.blackberry.com<) 

From: Anthony Phalen <aphalen@google .com> 

Date: Sunday, May 17, 2020, 9:51 PM 

To: Worthington, Charles <Charles.Worthington@va.gov>, 

Osborne, Thomas F.<Thomas.Osborne@va.gov>, Alterovitz, Gil 

<Gil.Alterovitz@va.gov>, Colon Vargas, Nelson 

<Nelson.ColonVargas@va.gov>, jeffrey.j.barret~-~ 

<jeffrey.j.barret~=tlWf-> 

Cc: Joel Minton <jrminton@google.com>, Francisco Rubio

Bertrand <frb@google .com>, Martin Seneviratne 

<martsen@google.com>, Harry Askham 

<askham@google.com>, Alan Karthikesalingam 

<alankarthi@google.com>, Ali Connell <connella@google.com> 

Subject: [EXTERNAL] AKI Model - Technical Plan 

Hi VA team, 
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I hope you and your families are staying safe and healthy. I can 

imagine the last couple months have been incredibly busy on the VA 

side. We wanted to send along a first draft of the technical plan for 

delivering the AKI model to the VA for your review (see attached). 

It would be great to walk through it together on a call if you have 

time this week. Here are a few times that would work for us: 

• May 19: 9 - 10 am EST 

• May 20: 9 - 10 am or 12 - 12:30 pm or 2 - 3 pm EST 

• May 21: 2 - 3 pm EST 

Let me know if any of these time blocks would work for a 30 min call 

and I can send an invite. 

Thanks, 

Anthony 

Anthony 
Phalen I 

Strategic Partnerships, 
Google Health I 

aphalen@google.co 781-
m I 929-

7763 
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[EXTERNAL] Re: Five years ago today ... 

From Jennifer Cleaver Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

To: 

Cc: 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. ,Ex 6 - (5 , > 

Date: Wed, 23 Sep 2020 01 :03:06 -0400 

+Ang! 

On Tue, Sep 22 , 2020 at 11 :14 PM Jennifer Cleaver 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552 b 6 wrote: 

Lee, thanks for surfacing, what a memorable offsite (remember when we used to have offsites? to 

get us out of the office?) 

The irony in all of this is that I now sit in HR @ 

Can we get some photos of the cuteness or whatever else is happening out there? Babies, 

families, pets, vacations - whatever you have. I was h~ggo and Courtney let me have my 

own room then (still grateful!) Here is a pie ofll and-oday. 

On Tue, Sep 22, 2020 at 10:39 PM Kevin BielkP-~rote: 

What a funny memory .... a boat and a campfire do sound nice right about now (minus the bunk 

beds). 
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Lee, I still occasionally read "Duck for President" to my girls. It was a perfect gift and continues 

to warm my heart. 

I hope you're all happy and healthy. 

KB 

On Tue , Sep 22, 2020 at 10:21 PM Courtney Rose 

Cleaver for the win! 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 
Sec 552(b)(6)) > wrote: 

As odd as that night was, I'd trade it in for tonight. We were TOGETHER. On a BOAT! 

Sleeping mere INCHES from each other! Okay maybe not so much on the last piece. 

Miss you all. Hope you are finding some joy this fall and taking good care. 

Thanks for the throwback, Lee! 

On Tue, Sep 22, 2020 at 10:19 AM Alex Merz< _Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552 b 6 

Miss all of you so much - that period was really interesting! 

wrote: 

Highlight of the night was Jen's cards against humanity selection that she somehow 

masterfully inserted into an all hands the next week ...... . 

-A. 

On Tue, Sep 22, 2020 at 10:04 AM Lee Carosi Dunn < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ote: 
We were in front of a roaring fire pit in MI for a GAMT offsite ... the picture below just 
came up on my personal phone and made me think of all of you. 

Hope this email finds all of you, and your families, healthy and well. Roos and Angela 
have had the cutest babies, Aaron was on Jeopardy, and so much more has happened 
over the past five years. I will remember this offsite five years ago for so much, but 
mostly for being asked to play Crimes Against Humanity and exclaiming, "This is 
NOT HR approved," and storming off to bed in that great bunk bed room with 
Courtney, Angela and Jessie. 

Cheers to all far and wide, and know that 2015 was by far the most interesting year at 
Google I have had. (And that is saying a lot as 2016 was insane.) 
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Lee Dunn 

G gle 

leedunn 

Alex Merz I Head of Business Performance, AMER, Google 

Cloudl atmerz@googl--
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Courtney K. 

Rose I 

Industry Director, Government & Advocacy ckuhl@gocgl.-

1 I -

1--

Kevin Bielke 

Head of Performance, CG&E 

kbielke@googlc•r:::111•1-ar.:111...,i&r-... 111 

Jen Cleaver I Business Planning Lead I POps Strategy & Integration 

she/her 

Jen Cleaver I Business Planning Lead I POps Strategy & Integration 

she/her 
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RE: [EXTERNAL] AKI Model - Technical Plan 

From "Stewart, William R." Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , 

To: •Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , Anthony Phalen < 

Cc: 

"Stiggers, Bridget L." 

Ivan Protsyuk Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , Harry Askham Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
' 'Alterovitz, 

' Gil" • - , "Colon Vargas, Nelson" 1=tfM11G - , "Barrett, 

Jeffrey J. EOP/OMB" , Joel Minto 

Francisco Rubio-Bertrand Martin Seneviratne 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ,. 

◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

Alan Karthikesalinga~, Ali Connell j x 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

Anuraag Khandelwal Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
!' 
, "Fourcade, Joseph A." 

• • 
Date: Wed, 23 Sep 2020 15:44:59 -0400 

Thank you, Bridget 

Will 

From: Stiggers, Bridget L. Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

Sent: Wednesday, September 23, 2020 2:04 PM 

Stewart, William R. ◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

- ; Harry Askham ~ ; Alterovitz, Gil 

on Vargas, Nelson 18t11 , ____,:ialllllll 
; Joel Minton ; Francisco Rubio-Bertrand 

Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. Sec n 
; Alan Karthikesalingam 

Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. Sec " • · Anuraag Khandelwal 
,; Fourcade, Joseph A. ·Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] AKI Model - Technical . 
Will et al. 
01S DevSecOps will return comments by Monday. 

BRIDGET STIGGERS 
OIS/ESA DevSecOps Lead 
Depa rtment of Veterans Affairs 
Office of Information Security 

Enterprise Security Architecture 

GFE Mobile: Ex 6 - (5 

' 
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Email Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

From: Anthony Phalen .Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

Sent: Wednesday, September 23, 2020 11:34 AM 

To: Stewart, William R. Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , 

- H.Askham .... ~; Alterovitz, Gil 

; Colon Vargas, Nelsor. ~• - ; 

oel Minton~ Francisco Rubio-Bertrand 

; Martin Seneviratn4.C ~an Karthikesalingam 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ; Ali Connell Anuraag Khandelwal 

FY R - (F, 11 ~ r. ~pr. 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

tiggers, Bridget L. Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Fourcade, Joseph A. 

., 

Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] AKI Model - Technical Plan 

Thanks for the update, Will. We will stand by for that feedback. 

Anthony Phalen I Strategic Partnerships, Google Health I Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

On Wed, Sep 23, 2020 at 11:21 AM Stewart, William 

Anthony, 

• Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552 b 6 

rote: 

We are awaiting input from the Office of Information Security, which is required in order to 

ensure the requisite security design compliance and constraints are identified with sufficient 

specificity. 

Thanks, 

Will Stewart 
Senior Solution Architect I EA, SA 

Demand Management I Intake and Ana lysis 

IAS Enablement Team Lead I Veteran Experience Services 

National Artificial Intel ligence Institute I NAIi 
DevOps Transformation I Product Line Arc hitecture Change Team 
DevOps Transformation I Emerging Technologies Change Team 
Enterprise Program Management Office (EPMO) 
Office of Information Technology (OIT) 
Department of Veterans Affairs 
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Phon 

Email 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
:552(b)(6)) 

From: Anthony Phalen -Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ,-

Sent: Wednesday, September 23, 2020 10:20 AM 

To: Ivan Protsyuk < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec l -----~---
; Harry Askham 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
-552(b )(6)) 

•Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " 

E~l:!.:.S.C. Sec r Francisco Rubio-Bertrand 

>; Alan Karthikesalingam Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec · ; Ali Connel Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " ; Anuraag Khandelwal 
552(b)(6)) 

Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] AKI Model - Technical Plan 

Hi Will and team, 

On the back of Ivan's response, I wanted to check to see if there was any additional feedback 

before we get started on executing the technical plan. If we are good to go, I'll suggest a few time 

slots for a regular call to check-in on technical progress. 

Thanks, 

Anthony 

Anthony Phalen I Strategic Partnerships, Google Health I Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

On Thu, Sep 10, 2020 at 9:48 AM Ivan Protsyuk 

Hi Will, 

Let me address the points you raised: 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) wrote: 

1. Since the VA dataset provided to us originally was bucketed into 6h intervals, we have no 

information about ordering of events within a given bucket as well as actual lab times. 

Therefore our models return predictions in the same fashion. I agree though that it's not 

particularly useful for prediction windows<= 6h. 

2. We are using a simple EHR representation for every patient in a form of protobuf messages 

whose description we are happy to include into the design doc. 
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In short, a single message contains all events from the original VA dataset for a specific patient 
listed in chronological order with some markers for in-patient and out-patient events. 

Our thinking is one such message can be used as input to the prediction service, and the 

output, in turn, would contain predictions for AKI risk and lab values for future time buckets 

(i.e. those after the last bucket in input patient's history). 

3. Makes sense. We will enable JSON-based REST API as it is actually part of the GRPC library: 

both REST and GRPC endpoints will be available at hosts running the prediction service. 

5. I think it's hard to send a final list of libraries at the minute as there is some uncertainty 

about the implementation path we'll take. 

Certainly, we are going to make use of general-purpose Python libraries: Protobuf, GRPC, 

TensorFlow 1.15, Abseil. OpenAith2.0 is included into the GRPC package. 

Looking forward to your further feedback, 
Ivan 

On Wed, Sep 9, 2020 at 2:43 PM Stewart, William R. Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec wrote: 

(again removing Charles Worthington and Dr. Osbourne as these details are below their 

respective roles) 

Anthony, 

Have read your explanation of the interface and have a couple of questions to start with; 

" ... a simple network API for sending a patient history as 
input and retrieving AKI & labs predictions as output. Both input and output are bucketed in 
time with 6 hours granularity (i.e. the day consists of 4 equal adjacent time buckets starting at 
12:00 AM)." 

1. When you say the input is bucketed in time with 6 hours of granularity, is the actual 

lab time taken into consideration? For example, if a lab was taken 4 or 10 hours after 

a previous one, will the time recorded be reset to 6 hours after the previous, or is 

there some other meaning intended? One concern is that an input towards the end 

of a 6 hour window with a 6 hour prediction of injury gives little time to respond. If 

there was a requirement exchange with a VA (or other) physician that concluded this 

was acceptable, please share that exchange and we'll withdraw the comment. 

2. It is not clear how much of the EHR record is entered via this interface, and if there is 

a separate interface for just the lab reports 

"- Using the AKI prediction model as tf.SavedModel 
- Simple wrapper around the model exposing a GRPC API for client queries 

- All I/O messages implemented as protocol buffers ( protos, protobufs) 

- Docker container runnable on a Red Hat Enterprise 7.1 " 
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3. tf.SavedModel is appropriate, as is RHE 7.1. The VA focuses now on RESTful APls 

utilizing JSON, so if those are provided, we will be happy to have you include the 

GRPC interfaces as well. 

4. Agree with exploring tf.serving, and with the suggested fall back if that becomes an 

issue. 

5. Security: We are running down the full list of security requirements that will have to 

be included and will be tested for, so that list will come later. Please send the list of 

open source libraries. Utilizing OpenAuth2.0 is one starting point. 

Thanks, 

Will Stewart 
Senior Solution Architect I EA, SA 

Demand Management I Intake and Analysis 

IAS Enablement Team Lead I Veteran Experience Services 

National Artificial Intell igence Institute I NAIi 
DevOps Transformation I Product Line Architecture Change Team 
DevOps Transformation I Emerging Technologies Change Team 
Enterprise Program Management Office (EPMO) 
Office of Information Technology [OIT) 
Department of Veterans Affairs 

Phon 

Email 

.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) 
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[EXTERNAL] Innovation in Financial Crime Detection and 

Compliance Roundtable [INVITATION] 

From: 

To: 

Date: 

Behnaz Kibria ~> 

Ex 6 - (5 ,Ex 6 - (5 , "Renier, Jessica J. EOP/OMB" 

Wed, 30 Sep 2020 10:20:43 -0400 

> 

Hi Jessica, 

I am not sure whether you still track this topic in your new role, but I wanted to make sure to extend 

the invitation to join our upcoming virtual roundtable discussion titled "Innovation in Financial Crime 

Detection and Compliance. " The event is scheduled for Wednesday, October 7 from 10:30am -

12:00pm EST. 

The closed-door event aims to engage financial market and banking regulators, industry 

associations, financial crime experts, RegTech thought leaders, and Google technologists in a 

moderated discussion around innovation in financial crime detection and compliance. Despite 

the billions of dollars spent by banks and financial institutions to detect and report suspicious 

activity, 95 percent of alerts are ultimately deemed "false positives" and approximately 98 

percent of alerts never result in an actual Suspicious Activity Report (SAR) filing. What is more, 

despite the billions spent, banks have been fined hundreds of billions more for failing to 

properly identify activity that should have been flagged as suspicious. This laundering may take 

the form of drug trafficking , human trafficking, and terrorist financing. 

This virtual roundtable discussion will center on common challenges and opportunities related 

to detecting suspicious financial activity that could be indicative of a crime, reporting such 

activity to authorities, and enhancing the overall cost-effectiveness, efficiency, and efficacy of 

such regimes. We will delve into ways that Al and machine-learning technologies are changing 

the nature of detection and compliance, whether public and private sector collaboration can 

improve outcomes and reduce financial crime, and steps that can be taken to speed the 

upgrade of our related systems. 

We would very much welcome your participation in the roundtable discussion and will look 

forward to sharing further call-in details, agenda, and information regarding lead discussants 

closer to the date of the event. 
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If you are available to join the discussion, please let me know! 

Best, 

Behnaz 

Behnaz Kibria 

Senior Policy Counsel 

Google Cloud 

Ex6-(fEx6-(5 " Ex 6 - (5 , 
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[EXTERNAL] Fwd: a-introduction: Shruti Nagarajan and Jenny 

Kwon 

From: Michael Fitzpatrick 1Wf.1ilh-ikii§iij, 
To: "Mancini, Dominic J. EOP/OMB" ·Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) > 

Date: Mon, 05 Oct 2020 13:36:42 -0400 

Attachments Resume_Jenny Kwon.pdf (105.5 kB); Shruti Nagarajan_Resume_August 2020.pdf 

(160.4 kB) 

FYI. CVs. 

-- Forwarded message ---------

From: Renee Gregory< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , > 

Date: Mon, Oct 5, 2020 at 9:03 AM 

Subject: Fwd: e-introduction: Shruti Nagarajan and Jenny Kwon 

.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec To: Michael A. Fitzpatrick > 
552(b)(6)) 

Resumes attached: 
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IAAF 2020 Breakout Sessions 

From lnteragency Accessibility Forum Ex 6 - (5 , 

To: cammie.truesdell@hhs.gov, "Maynor, Kate (OS/ASA/OCIO)' 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Se 
! 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
i:;i:;-, 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec • • • , 
1 1 

• 
1 

• ....,_~-~Xb-(b 

(CENSUS/ADSD FED) Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ,U.S.C. Sec t" , "Crowell, Pierce" 

<pierce.crowell@ssa.gov>, murban@cdc.gov, David J Whittin ton 

<david.j.whittin:allbill.curtis-davidso 

rhonda.moorE'j~ __ odkumar Prabhakaran >, "Robertson, 

.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " Scott M - ODEP" , Avis Ryan - M1ED Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec, 

>, Ammie Farraj-Feijoo - QQE 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , , Brooke 

Aiken< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 
1 
, Christopher Cotterman - MEB-C 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec : , Jocelyn Blakely-Hi! .gov>, 

, "Paschel, Shannon L CIV DIA (US)" 

. -. 
"Fern, David" >, Ii Bonitto - QQE 

~rrett@cms.hh-kimberl horter@cms.hhs _ 

~. Michael Horton- M1ED <m1chael.horto ED 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

!' Dan Pomeroy - M 1 E 

, jacobs@access-board.gov, "Kuk, Jennifer J. 

>, willilsmith@doil Samantha Evans 

khays@illinoi.cpruitt@calstat-

• -Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec !" 
Ex 6 - (Li 

•. • : U.S.C. Sec ,Ex 6 - (5 
--- .... - ·. 

•Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

greggvan@umd.edu 

Date: Mon, 05 Oct 2020 15:19:31 -0400 

Hello everyone, 

Please be advised that each breakout session has been pushed back 45 minutes. 

The 1 p.m. session is now 1:45 - 2:30 p.m. 

The 2 p.m. session is now 2:45 - 3:30 p.m. 
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The 3 p.m. session is now 3:45 - 4:30 p.m. 

Here is the link to the agenda for your review: >https://section508.gov/iaaf/agenda<. 

Thank you. 
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[EXTERNAL] Response Requested - ELC Speaker Tech Check 

Scheduling 

From Gillian Hunt 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.'E c,ec 
552(b )(6)) X n 

To: cabdolrahimi@deloitteD}, ahluwalia.gundeep@doli:I, fatima.akhtar@us.ibmlm, jel lstott@iarpal!I, gil.alterovitz@vai:1, jomel_angat@fanniemaelm, 

vince~_annunziato@cbp.dhslD, daronson@nsG, josearrie@gmaillm, 

rebe'c yers@opml!I, robert.bectel@ee.doel!I, nina.bia~@f,hhsl!I, 

bran . okan@cisa.dhsm:I, omar.e.bouaichi@hudl!I, deb?l>ro iles@nrell!I, 

gran bromhal@netl.doG, melvilrown@sbail, ;;l'"'dla.dhsill, 
drewcalcagno@googlelm, jonathan.cantor@suntrus , mega. posell@hq.dhslD, 

natalilarey@appianlm, ashley@ai-globalll, 1mlharlier@dol , 

francif heila. k@doll!I, johnson.jacquelyn@doll!I, wool .susan. l@doll!I, 

sellers.angela.c@doll!I, calandruccDath~dol, anil.chaudhry@gsal!I, 

tcc@mitrell, casey.coleman@salesforceDl, sea nnelly@cisal!I, 
• 

kathy.conrad@accenturefederallm, "Cooch, Shila . OP/OMB" 

_ >, jecook@mitrell, john.cordier@epistemixlm, 

kirste alboe@fercl!I, jdanker@easydynamicslm, 

f.devau x@prometheuscomputing , stepheJennis@hq.dhsl:I, 

martha@dorrisconsultinglm, edwar owgiallo@doa, jamal-hindi@treasura, 

mark.forman@saiclm, gabriel@wap , cieluch@wapal!I, meiman@wapai:1, 

smg@sei.cmull, omid@internetassociationll, thomal_guido@vall, 

chris.hamm@gsal!I, barbarlelland@science.doel!I, steven.hernandez@edl!I, 

natashll,ler@ice.dhslD, jenn1f hill@fisl_treasura, john.hill@fiscal.treasurYl!I, 

humb1&orn11!1, anil.john@dh te ouk@ocio.usdG, 

ronf<ent@fiscal.treasufYl!I, krista nnar @gsal!I, roberll1asky@cisa.dhslD, 

jmahoney@qti.qualcommlm, skovac@zscalet1jonathalraden@cisa.dhslD, 

skunze@docl!I, rebecca.laborde@oraclelm, k eonard@dotl!I, . ' 
kh3m@andrew.cmull, adrienne.lotto@nypaa, fms2@cdcl!I, madry@mit!:I, 

ashley.mahan@gsal!I, jmartin@mph.in1!1, "Martinez, Shelly W. EOP/OMB" 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex 6 - (5 , >, MBX 0MB LeveragingData 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex 6 - (5 " >, david. mcclure@accenturefederallm, 

keith.mcfarland@esimplicit~sminemllr@gmail!m, daniel.morgan@dotl!I, 

barbar' orton2@val!I, charl.a@nistl!I, melissa.oh@dhsl!I, wanmei.ou@vall, 
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Cc: 

Date: 

Hi All, 

jdos@u · , ed.pacchetti@edil, christopher.paris@vail, 

matthew. nor.civ@m~ alkalpatel2.civ@magal, bajinder.paul@usdail, 

tony 1ns@usdai1,\~men .paul@vail, japayn@microsott!li, 

dpeek@googlelm, crystal.philcox@gsail, piletichjj@stateil, portilll@mail.nihil, 

laura.baileyjoell@nihl!I, sokwoo.rhee@nisa, jrolfes@cpscil, kell,ose@netl.doeil, 

bobbisaxon@cms.hhsil, samarahulman@onpointcorplm, robert.shea@us.gt1m, 

david.simpson@deepwaterpoin-ude.soundararajan@ssail, lestlrrer@ssail, 

esivagna@nstil, rasp ires 1@gmai I.con, marti-nley@cisa .dhsil, 

vincent.stritapan@hq.dhsil, elham.tabassi@., jesstav@microsottD], 

stayur@cmulB, nevintaylorpif@gmaillm, pete@dotsandbridgeslm, 

zachary.tudor@inlil, raymond.wedgeworth@cms.hhsl!I, kirstin.e.wells@frbl!I, 

mwetklow@nsG, williams.brad@epail, carl.williams@nistl!I, 

mitchell.d.winans@irsil, robert.wurham@gsal!I, henry.young@nisa, 

hyoung1@docil, pzielinski@autm.net, ines.mergel@uni-konstanz.de, "Hartwig, Edward J. 

EOI" <edwardj_hartw1g >, rmberryJ@ncsuB, 

ang • iley@hq.dhsl!I, adam@connectingthedotsusilil, dre-achary@censusl!I, 

rock pione@hq .ctoeil 

Che ;ea Foster • • • - Kis--Nicholei Jamero 

• olleen Kennedy • • 

Tue, 06 Oct 2020 15:16:27 -0400 

As speakers for ELC, you will have some or all of your presentation in our lntrado platform. In order 

to test that your microphone and video work with is, you must complete a tech check. 

Please choose which date/times work best for you and a separate calendar invite will be sent with log 

in information. 

Scheduling Poll: >https://doodlJ'fflipoll/6htznrzde25yzpsh< 

Please respond by COB, Thursday, October 8. Let me know ASAP if you have any scheduling issues 

or other questions. 

Thank you, 
Gillian 
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Gillian Hunt 

Events Associate 

American Council fo T h I • d I d t Ad . 

ghunt@actia@ I Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

3040 Williams Drive, Suite 500, Fairfax, VA 22031 

Website: >www.acti;=,@ < 

C 

ACT-IAC: Accelerating Govemment Mission Outcomes Through Collaboration, leadership and 

Education 

,. 
Re Imagine ~ tion ELC, 
An ACT. IAC Virtual CoflJerwiae 

October 26r2_!i20?9 • - • _ rlf: . ,... ~ . ~ 
#lmog1neno.~ . ·--~ .. 
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[EXTERNAL] OECD and Agile Resilience - Special Meeting of 

the Agile Government Network, November 17 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

From: Cyntethia Brown 552(b)(6)) Ex" 

To: kclay@tncll, jennifer@techtalentproject!I, sarayu.srinivasan@piG, 

mejphd@gmailll, stephen.almond@weforuml!I, "Hartwig, Edward J. EOP/OMB" 

1;ee1••-ychlotterer@worldbanki1, "Brown, Dustin S. 

EOP/OMB" ...:..._ 1 • _}W--nihmj@gaoll, 

allison.brigati@gsal!I, noveck@tech.njl!I, david.lebryk@treasufYl!I, 

xavier.briggs@nyu.edu, mcguinness@newamerical!I, nani.color@gmailla, 

dwennergren@actiacil, mott@icmQ, smogulescu@volckerallianceil, 

annerung@amazonlm, digiammarino_frank@bahm, allen_thad@bahll, 

weggers@deloittell, dmader@deloittelm, kimberly.mccabe@gmailm, 

werfel.danny@bcgm, peters.kyle@advisor.bcgll, robert.shea@us.ga, 

kettl@austin.utexas.edu, janefountain@gmailm, ellen622@aollm, 

mpisano@price.usc.edu, akhademi@vt.edu, jwidner@princeton.edu, 

rtobias1@verizon.net, mark.bolter@us.ibmll, polly.hall@hq.dhsl!I, 

ajdenzer@gmailll, joshuagotbaum@gmailll, johnkosk@aolll, 

joiwi nd. ronen@ethosdcll , joiwi nd. ronen@wheel housegrouplm, 

bill.maile@agilegovleadersil, tsuder@atarcil, david.summers@pmill, 

chris.perdieu@ibmlD}, jrodgers@nascal!I, ganapati@fiu.edu, 

soray~orrea@hq.dhsl!I, John Kamensky Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552Ex 6,,)) 

kai.feder@tech.njll, tparker@icmal!I, davidmfisher@hotmailm, 

dean.a.evans@austin.utexas.edu, donnamarcus308@gmailll, 

mifitzpatrick@googlelm, scottquehl@gmai1IDJ, sgoldsmith@sgoldsmithl!ll, 

dhanani.qahir@bcgll, kthurm@clintonfoundationl!I, mjoyce@brookings.edu , 

edwin.lau@oecdl!I, jamie.berryhill@oecd 

rmgordon@us.ibmlm, Ines Mergel Andrew 

Whitford 

victoria@software Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " 

amy.edwards@treasurY!I, anne.tsui.7@nd.edu, donald.siegel.1@asu.edu, 

merez technion.ac.il Mar Feeney Teresa W. Gerton 

jordon@imperiumglobaladvisorslm, 

smaier@managementconceptslm, kspiegelthal@managementconceptslD}, 

mclark@managementconceptslm 
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Cc: 

Date: Thu, 15 Oct 2020 10:19:21 -0400 

Attachments Agile Resilience final 101420ED.DOCX (147.61 kB) 

Members of the Agile Government Network, 

It is approximately one year since we began our own Agile 

Journey. 

Through participation in an 

upcoming OECD event, we have a chance to deal with important issues facing the world in 

an Agile fashion. The attached document describes this event and the proposed contribution 

from NAPA - please review this document and send your responses to me by November 2 

at GEDESEVE@GMAI-

Thanks in advance and I look forward to hearing from you. 

Ed DeSeve 
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RE: [EXTERNAL] Invitation: VA I Google: AKI model technical 

session @ Fri Oct 16, 2020 11 am - 12pm (EDT) 

(williamlstewart9@va. 

From "Stewart, William R." < 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec > 

To: >, "Colon Vargas, Nelson" 

< >, iprotsyuk@googleliil, "Osborne, Thomas F." 

< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , ► , Ali Connell , "Barrett, Jeffrey J. ·Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. Sec ' 

• • • : ◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " •. • Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. , >, 

, . , - liiilllllll Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec >, "Stiggers, Bridget L." 

,.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec - >, jrminton@google , Martin Seneviratne • 

< >, "Alterovitz, Gil"._>, gcpmark@googl , Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec, 

farahomer@googleg, frb@googlelm 

Cc: Jan Antonaros ..-l >, alankarthi@googlell 

Date: Fri, 16 Oct 2020 11 :05:45 -0400 

Anthony, 

This meeting invite requires a plug-in that I cannot install on our locked down VA laptops. I'll dial in 
instead 

-----Original Appointment-----

From: Google Calendar <calendar-notification@google.com> On Behalf Of Anthony Phalen 

Sent: Friday, October 16, 2020 11:01 AM 

To: Colon Vargas, Nelson· i rotsyuk@googlem Osborne, Thomas F. ; Ali Connell ; 

jeffreyjibarrett@omb • ; Hook, David S; Fourcade, Joseph A.; Stiggers, Bridget L. ; 
jrminton@googl ; Martin Seneviratne; Alterovitz, Gil; gcpmark@googleg; 
farahomer@googl •; frb@googlell1; stewart, William R. 

Cc: Jan Antonaros; alankarthi@googlelm 

Subject: [EXTERNAL] Invitation: VA~oogle: AKI model technical session @ Fri Oct 16, 2020 11am -

12pm (EDT) (williamlstewart9@vaU) 

When: Friday, October 16, 2020 11:00 AM-12:00 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada). 

Where: 
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You have been invited to the following event. 

VA I Google: AKI model technical session 
When Fri Oct 16, 2020 11 am - 12pm Eastern Time - Toronto 

Joining info 

Calendar 

Who 

Join with Google Meet 

meet.google.com/itu-nhvc-tve 

Join by phone 

(U -Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

More phone numbers 

williamlstewart9@valfl 

Anthony Phalen - organizer 

nelso~ colonvargas@v,::i[!I 

iprotsyuk@googlr[R 

thomaJosborne@,•-[P 

Ali Connell 

davidlhook2@v~R 

josep~ fourcade@v

bridgetlstiggers@v8 

jrminton@goog1elm 

Martin Seneviratne 

gi l alterovitz@valll 

gcpmark@goog1Jffi 

farahomer@goog1eR 

frb@goog1,,[ffl 

williarrlstewart9@vala 

Jan Antonaros - optional 

alankarthi@goog1-[R . optional 

more details » 

Going (williamlstewart9@v. )? Yes - Maybe - No more options » 
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Invitation from Google Calendar 

You are receiving this courtesy email at the account williamlstewart9@vall because you are an attendee of 

this event. 

To stop receiving future updates for this event, decline this event. Alternatively you can sign up for a Google account 

at >https://www.google.com/calendar/< and control your notification settings for your entire calendar. 

Fo~a,diog this iO'i~tioo =Id allow aoy cecip,eol to seod, ,espoose to the o,gamre, aod be added to the '"est I 
list, or invite others regardless of their own invitation status, or to modify your RSVP. Learn More. 
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RE: [EXTERNAL] Invitation: VA I Google: AKI model technical 

session @ Fri Oct 16, 2020 11 am - 12pm (EDT) 

(william.stewart9@va.gov) 

From "Stiggers, Bridget L.' Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552 b 6 

To: "Stewart, William R.' 

"Colon Vargas, Nelson" < 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
' '► , Anthony Phalen Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

, "Osborne, 

Thomas F." < 1Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , , "Barrett, Jeffrey 

J. EOP/OMB" ,.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , 

jrminton@googl • Martin Seneviratne 

gcpmark@goog1d9" 

Cc: • , alankarthi@goo-

Date: Fri, 16 Oct 2020 11 :06:09 -0400 

Same here 

BRIDGET STIGGERS 
0 15/ESA DevSecOps Lead 
Department of Veterans Affairs 

Office of Information Security 
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From: Stewart, William R. 

To: Anthony Phalen Ex 6 - (5 u . .:5.c_. Sec , ; Colon Vargas, Nelson 

goo 

; a ankarthi@google 

.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " 
- -

ovitz, Gil 

frb@google .• 

Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] Invitation: VA I .: AKI model technical session@ Fri Oct 16, 2020 

11am - 12pm (EDT) (williarrf tewart9@v 

Anthony, 

This meeting invite requires a plug-in that I cannot install on our locked down VA laptops. I'll dial in 
instead 

-----Original Appointment-----
.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) ► From: Google Calendar On Behalf Of Anthony Phalen 

Sent: Friday, October 16, 2020 11:01 AM 

To: Colon Var as, Nelson; i rots uk oo le • sborne, Thomas F.; Ali Connell; 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. = o - lo u.;:,.1..,., 
Sec 552 b 6 -• ·· 

ook, David S; Fourcade, Joseph A.; Stiggers, Bridget L.; 

tin Seneviratne; Alterovitz, Gil; gcpmark@googlj

b@good M· ~wart, William R. 

• • •••• 'Ex 6 ~ 
• • , - , , • •, - Ex 6 

Cc: Jan Antonaros; alankarthi@googl • 

Subject: [EXTERN · · og e: AKI model technical session @ Fri Oct 16, 2020 11am -

When: Friday, October 16, 2020 11:00 AM-12:00 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada). 

Where: 

You have been invited to the following event. 

VA I Google: AKI model technical session 
When Fri Oct 16, 2020 11am -12pm Eastern Time- Toronto 

Joining info 

L_ 
Join with Google Meet 

meet.google.com/itu-nhvc-tve 

Join by phone 
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Calendar 

Who 

more details» 

(US) 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

More phone numbers 

~al ewart9@, \M 
Anthony Phalen - organizer 

i protsyuk@google 

~ 
Ali Connell 

brid et.sti ers va • 

jrminton@google !M 
Martin Seneviratne 

gi t lterovitz@va 

gcpmark@goog 

willian5ewart9@va .• 

Jan Antonaros - optional 

alankarthi@googlffltional 

Going (william.stewart9@va.gov)? Yes - Maybe - No more options» 

Invitation from Google Calendar 

You are receiving this courtesy email at the account william.stewart9@va.gov because you are an attendee of 

this event. 

To stop receiving future updates for this event, decline this event. Alternatively you can sign up for a Google account 

at >https://www.google.com/calendar/< and control your notification settings for your entire calendar. 

Forwarding this invitation could allow any recipient to send a response to the organizer and be added to the guest 
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list, m ia,ite othe,s ,eganJless of thei, o= ia,itatio, starus. "to modify''"' RSVP. Learn More. __J 
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Re: [EXTERNAL] Invitation: VA I Google: AKI model technical 

session @ Fri Oct 16, 2020 11 am - 12pm (EDT) 

(willia . tewart9@v 

From Anthony Phalen Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

To: "Stewart, William R." Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

Cc: "Osborne, "Colon Vargas, Nelson0• • · 

Thomas F."IMD•£ · Ali Connell , arrett, Jeffrey 

J EOP/m'°lff .... ■ook, David S" < 

"Fourcade, Joseph A."•f >, "Stiggers, Bridget L." 

,Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552 b 6 
• . • . , , • •, . Ex 6 

alankarthi@google. 
(5 

jrminton@goo I 

lterovitz, Gil" < 

frb@google- Jan Antonaros 

Date: Fri, 16 Oct 2020 11 :06:26 -0400 

Yup, I think the phone line is the only option for VA folks. 

Anthony Phalen I Strategic Partnerships, Google Health I 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) 

On Fri, Oct 16, 2020 at 11 :05 AM Stewart, William R. 

Anthony, 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
!'l?(h)(n)) > wrote: 

This meeting invite requires a plug-in that I cannot install on our locked down VA laptops. I'll dial in 

instead 

-----Original Appointment-----

From: Google Calendar <calendar-notification@google.com> On Behalf Of Anthony Phalen 

Sent: Friday, October 16, 2020 11 :01 AM 
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Subject: [EXTERNAL] Invitation: VA I e. Kl model technical session@ Fri Oct 16, 2020 

11am -12pm (EDT) (willian1tewart9@vg 

When: Friday, October 16, 2020 11 :00 AM-12:00 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada). 

Where: 

You have been invited to the following event. 

VA I Google: AKI model technical session 
When Fri Oct 16, 2020 11am -12pm Eastern Time - Toronto 

Joining info 

Calendar 

Who 

Join with Google Meet 

meet.google.cr-i-

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

More phone numbers 

J ewart9@v&.1111 

Anthony Phalen - organizer 

nelsof olonvargas@v • 

iprotsyuk@goog1°'5'1 

thoma, osborne@,,d#W 

Ali Connell 
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more details » 

~ 
Martin Seneviratne 

~ 
gcpmark@google. 

farahomer@goog l • 

frb@goo91 4-

william .stewart9@vaM 

Jan Antonaros - optional 

alankarthi@goog, ,,.tiunal 

Going (wil lia~ tewart9@. )? Yes - Maybe - No more options » 

Invitation from Google Calendar 

You are receiving this courtesy email at the account ~ l ewart9@v:::i ftause you are an attendee 

of this event. 

To stop receiving future updates for this event, decline this event. Alternatively you can sign up for a Google 

account at >https://www.google.com/calendar/< and control your notification settings for your entire 

calendar. 

Forwarding this invitation could allow any recipient to send a response to the organizer and be added to the guest 

list, or invite others regardless of their own invitation status, or to modify your RSVP. Learn More. 
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FW: Connect with Google for Assessment/Hiring Event 

From: 

To: 

"Cutts, Matthew D. EOP/OMB" 

Johanna Shelton 

-Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 
0
:x 6 - (5 , 

Date: Mon, 19 Oct 2020 20:20:49 -0400 

> 

Hey Johanna, I was wondering if you'd be willing to check if someone on Google's 

People/Talent team would be willing to participate in an industry day for the government? 

The federal government is learning to do better hiring based on skills and competencies and 

the US Digital Service has been helping with hiring subject matter experts . As part of that 

process, we'd love to get someone from Google's talent team to speak to some of its hiring 

practices. 

Thanks if you can help, and I completely understand if you can't. More context is below. 

Matt 

From: Nammacher, Katherine B. EOP/OMB 

Sent: Monday, October 19, 2020 4:31 PM 

To: Cutts, Matthew D. EOP/OMB < 

◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ,Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C, 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C., > 

Cc: Grosser, Stephanie F. EOP/OMB < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec :x 6 - (5 U.S.C., 
' 

> 

Subject: Connect with Google for Assessment/Hiring Event 

Hi Matt, 

> 

We are hosting a government-wide day on how modern assessments can strengthen the hiring 

process on Oct 29 - supporting a new Executive Order focused on this . We will be inviting HR folks 

and hiring managers from across government to learn more about assessments, including the best 

practices within the private sector. The knowledge shared will also help improve how talent is brought 

into the federal government, in turn supporting all people in the US. 

I was wondering if you might know some people at Google to connect with in the talent/hiring space. 

We are look for speakers who might be able to speak to the following topics: 
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• Best practices for using assessments 

• How assessments can improve an organization's outcomes and workforce quality 

• 1000+ candidates: hiring for high-volume positions 

• Matching the right assessment to the right job skills 

• Assessments & Artificial Intelligence 

If you know folks, they can feel free to email me at Katheriml 1ammacher@omh - learn 

more information! __ 

Thank you, 

Katherine 

Katherine B. Nammacher 

Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. Sec Ex 6 - (5 , 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

Product & User Research - Digital Services Expert 

United States Digital Service II SME-QA 
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RE: Google AKI Model Delivery 

From "Stewart, William R." ◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. SecEx , > 

To: Anthony Phalen < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. ":x q > 

Cc: >, Harry Askh ti. Ii ::::n: >, "Alterovitz, 

Gil"< " tt, 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex " Jeffrey J. EOP/OMB" < >, 

Francisco Rubio-Bertrand~>, Martin Seneviratne < >, Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. rEx 6, 

Alan Karthikesalingam ~-1•~ >, Ali Connell <-1:ft:WL... >, 

Anuraag Khandelwal _>, "Stiggers, Bridget L." 

.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. ,Ex, >, "Fourcade, Joseph A."< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. _ Ex " >, "Hook, David 

S" <1=tllli-1!HiliM>, "Osborne, Thomas F." <J=flll►1•►11f-1¼P>, "Stiggers, 

Bridget L." _>, "Worthington, Charles" > ◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex, 

Date: Fri, 23 Oct 2020 09:42:52 -0400 

Minutes from Oct 16 meeting between Google Health team and VA NAIi and security SM Es: 

1. Google notes that all of the container delivery information promulgated on Oct 14th is 

expected industry best practices, with one caveat; 
a. The data pipeline configuration requested is not able to be shared due to proprietary 

considerations, though all necessary data transformations will be documented and 

shared by Google Health, an understandable condition accepted by the VA NAIi 

2. Will Stewart noted that one more draft security guidance document left to be shared is 

currently under review and if approved to be shared in the draft state, would come with the 

caveat that the guidance may undergo changes during the review process. 

3. Anthony Phalen will send the Google teams attendance list and role descriptions 

4. Mark Smith shared that Google is offering technical support in order to ensure successful 

deployment of the Google Health AKI model implementation. 

5. Anthony noted that Google Health shares Charles Worthington's vision of an increasingly 

expanding relationship between Google Health and the VA, with Mark Smith extending the 

offer of Google Health technical support in the VA's efforts to deploy the AKI Model and 

related effort. 

Regards, 

Will Stewart 
National Artificial Intelligence Institute I NAIi 
Senior Solution Architect I EA, SA 
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Demand Management I Intake and Ana lysis 
IAS Enablement Team Lead I Veteran Experienc e Services 
DevOps Transformatio n I Product Line Arc hitecture Change Team 
Enterprise Prog ra m Management Offic e [EPMO) 
Office of Information Technology [OIT) 
De partment of Ve terans Affairs 
Phone:[Wj. ii 
Email: Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. ,:x , 

From: Stewart, William R. 

Sent: Wednesday, October 14, 2020 8:41 AM 

To: Anthony Phalen < > 

1a1•►1Wfll>; Harry Askham .Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. ,:x 6, >; Alterovitz, Gil 

Ion Vargas, Nel >· I 
; Joel Minto co Rubio-Bertrand 

Seneviratne ~--~----• rthikesalingam 

Ali Connell 

tiggers, Brid >; Fourcade, Joseph A. 

>; Hook, David S < 
>; Stiggers, Bridget L. < 

Subject: Google AKI Model Delivery 

Anthony, 

Per multiple discussions with our enterprise security teams, the following represents the container 

description that will meet VA security requirements with the caveat that one or more of the patterns 

is undergoing rewrite/relabeling. However, I wanted to move this forward, so will provide the extant 

patterns and will forward any impending emerging standards and updates as they become available. 

In order for the VA to utilize the model, the following would be needed in order for a container to be 

utilized fully at the VA; 

• Container in OCI 2.x format, complied, and with container source code 

• REST APls, without HTTP/2 or gRPC components or libraries. API documentation to include; 

o OpenAPI 3.0.3, all required fields plus components, schemas, security and 

descriptions at a minimum, and any other field/extension necessary to communicate 

the full explanation of the APls. 
o All transformations of input and output parameter fields (e.g, 

normalization/standardization parameters, etc) 

o Sequence and/or orchestration dependencies, if any 

• Data pipeline design, transformation, configuration, and source code/script/configuration 

files. 

• Security measures (see attached) 

o VA Cloud Security Procedural Guidance 
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o VA Cloud Security Pattern 

o VA API Security Pattern 

o Cloud Computing Continuous Monitoring RACI 

o Cloud Computing Continuous Monitoring Process 

o VA API Management Platform Security Pattern 

o Cloud Computing Incident Response (IR) Processes and Procedures 

One pattern undergoing update/renaming is the DSO Container Platform Security Pattern. 

Please let me know if you have any questions, 

Will Stewart 
Senior Solution Architect I EA, SA 
Demand Management I Intake and Analysis 
IAS Enablement Team Lead I Veteran Experience Services 
National Artificial Intelligence Institute I NAIi 
DevOps Transformation I Product Line Architecture Change Team 
DevOps Transformation I Emerging Tec hnologies Change Team 
Enterprise Program Management Office [EPMO) 
Office of Information Technology [OIT) 
Depa 
Phon 
Email 

-·- --··"· Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
Ex'"i52(b)(6)) Ex 6 
6 -, 
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[EXTERNAL] Re-Imagine Nation ELC off to a great start 

From David Wennergre Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

To: adam.goldberg@fiscal.treasura, ahluwalia.gundeep@dollD, beth.killoran@gsG, 

carlene.ileto@hq.dhslD, daronson@nsG, darren.ash@wdc.usdalD, D1• ennergren 

<dwennergren@actiacm>, dominic.sale@gsalD, eri-ckson1 .civ@mai 

eric.popiel@opmlD, gary.s.washington@usdalD, george.duchak@dla.mil, 

hampden.h.smithiv@irslD, joanne.woytek@nasalD, kevin.cox@hq.dhslD, "Field, Lesley 

A EOP/OMB'~ "Roat Maria A EOP/OMB" 

181f·tP~sbalD, mgrav~s2103@gmailm, 

michael .skorny@gsalD, paul .strasser@bril lient. net, ronal.ontius. civ@mal!II 
steve.krauss@gsalD, ted.davies@altamiracorPB, willi , ,. elinski@gsall, 
allen.ashbey@saica1, ann-marie.johnson@ardentm , cwaldrup@sb-llcB!, 

cyrrusanalytics@gmailm, David Wennergren 

dpeek@googlem, ellen.kuhn@oraclem, emily.black@tibercreel<B), igranier

smith@asrcfederalm, jbenett@adobeili], jecook@mitrelll, 

judy.douglas@perspectaili, kbonner@unissantili, kelly.morrison@us.ga, 

kkalatur@neti mpactstrategi esB, mgraves2103@gmai 1m, pau I .strasser@bri llient. net, 

stephanie.mango@cgifederalm, tcooke@asigovtB, ted.davies@altamiracorPB, 

Date: Mon, 26 Oct 2020 16:14:56 -0400 

Leaders: Thank you for all of your support in getting Re-Imagine Nation ELC launched today. Under 
the great leadership of our conference chairs, Tim Smith, Maria Roat and Bill Zielinski, all of our 
planning committee members, our event leader Kisha Powell and the entire ACT-IAC staff, our first 
virtual-only ELC is well underway. As of this afternoon we have 772 people registered for the 
conference, with 245 government participants ... and more registrations are still coming in! There's 
over 50 hours of content and a wide array of networking opportunities. And the good news is that 
after the conference, people will still be able to use their registrations to access the conference 
sessions that they didn't get to catch live. 

So please pass the good news along, keep the buzz and social media going and we'll look forward 
together to many more hours of outstanding ELC content through Thursday afternoon ... and as a 
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reminder, up next at 5:00pm today is our Opening Night Networking Event - complete with live 

bands, good conversation and a whole lot more. 

Thanks for all you do, we'll update you on final attendance numbers after the conference ends. 

Dave 

David M. Wennergren 

CEO 
!11- •I e I I - Ill 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
ogy and Industry Advisory Council (ACT-IAC) 

Ex 6 - (5 

3040 Williams Drive, Suite 500, 

Website : https ://www.actiad!3I 
Twitter: Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. , 

' ' ' 
(m) 

31 

ACT-/AC: Accelerating Government Mission Outcomes Through Collaboration, Leadership and Education 
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[EXTERNAL] REMINDER: ELC Women's Empower Hour 

TODAYat4pm 

From Leslie Barry < > 

To: "Nix, Kitty" <J-1•►flm>, ke11Jmorrison@uslg1DJ, daronson@nsG, igranier

smith@asrcfederalll}, mgraves2103@gmailm, ann-marie.johnson@ardentmcS, 

kkalatur@netimpactstrategiesll}, ellenlkuhn@oraclelm, cwaldrup@stl11cll}, 

stephaniElmango@cgifederal!m, judyfoouglas@perspectall}, 

caseylcoleman@salesforcell}, "Kent, Suzette K. EOP/OMB" 

..:a::a:.1111o:.alo:.6::ii=--lllt, fatimalakhtar@u~ibmll}, roballen@adobelm, 

emm"antunes@nasal!:I, ver<tashworth@gsal!:I, clairelbailey@compuwarell}, 

bernarcli-asst@bahll}, rmberryj@ncsulll, oblackmon@mitreB, bonnell@googlelm, 

pamelalbosque@uspsectoU, lauraboufford@googlell}, katrinclbrisbon@hhsl!:I, 

kristin~britt@gsal!I, georgielbrophy@noblisll}, kcerney@zscaleraJ, 

jclement@goldenkeygroupll}, kathJconrad@accenturefederalll}, "Cooch, Shila R. 

EOP/OMB" < >, kathleenlcowles@deepwaterpointll}, 

rachellcrabtree@reisystemsB}, khali~alexandercobbslctr@maill!3, 

kirstenldalboe@ferclD, jackieleverett@dlhcorplm, amfadida@attll, 

gena~ortune@perspectalm, sfoster@zscaleraJ, efuerst@sblllcll}, 

robinlgardner@cgifederallm, liscl3gardner@leidosll}, darlenelgore@gsal!I, 

debora~granberry@highpointgloballl}, hamerlsharon@epal!:I, 

khannon@silosmashersll}, caseylharris@esimplicitY!m, meganlhicks@reisystemsll}, 

joyce@vulcanenterprisesl11clm, brittanyljackson@cgifederal!m, 

beckyljohn@ecstechll}, katelkastelic@ibmlm, katielkeegan@citrixll}, 

hekobyls@microsottll}, leslidlesch@uslibmlm, kh3m@andrewlcmulll, 

ashley]mahan@gsal!I, varshalmaheshwari@gsal!I, mmead@accelaconsultinglm, 

smestre@accelaconsultinglm, janelmisukiewicz@compuwarelm, 

andrec4myslicki@highpointglobal!m, amandalnguyen@ulgroup, keolson@adobelm, 

alkceilpate12lciv@maill3, speavy@theambitgroupll}, crystallphilcox@gsal!:I, 

tony~pruitt@gsal!:I, giss~sateri@reisystemsll}, rakhi@rigilll}, smithmay@googlelm, 

sontra@adobell}, tamikalspencer@gsal!:I, lauralstanton@gsal!I, 

stacylswann@gsal!:I, imogerlthomas@reisystemsll}, carlalhomas@hqldhsl!:I, 

anm~torres2@usdojl!I, kviani@mitrell, bozhanka@emnWi, janetlvogel@hhsll, 

courtneYlvogel@genesysll}, cherylwatkins@googlell}, wenner@adobelm, 
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kristerbilson@gsG, stephanielwilson@netimpactstrategieslm, 

reneelwynn@outloo~, judithlzawatsky@gsalD, lisclzellers@redhorsecorp!m, 

susieladams@microsot8, deniselmanning@nuaxismi, miekelwagner@nuaxislm, 

"Giffin, Kimberly" < >, jbhargava@swingtech!m, me432m@att!m, 

gloriclfrieson@nihlD, venicelgoodwine@usdalD, jkrauk@docil, 

ipetersons@littleyorkconsulting!m, samaralschulman@onpointcorp!m, 

lkelly@evolverinclll, sonjalarmstrong@tsaldhslD, debbielbrodtlgiles@nrelll, 

sharorlmitri@nihlD, jennife~odaniel@cit!I, cristinalperez@cisaldhslD, 

aspring@trustwavegovia], tiffanyjltaylor@usdal!I , Almeida Marcela A 

<IW-IIL.1&.,Tu -d>, stefani~ones@mantechlm, eri~moseley@intellm, 

frartpierce@dsainclll , jkeating@wilcogroupllcili , marthadorrisdci@gmail!m, Chelsea 

Foster <l:fi;II& ,,4'.>, "Grand Pre, Nancy" <lddi-1•1-~4• ,,[ffl>, Staci 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ,:x 6 Jones >, Pam Bosque< >, 

sheenalburrell@narG, tonyaliudkins@usdal!I, elveralgleaton@usdG, Debbie 

Dowling< >, carolynl-narsh@uiibmlm 

Date: Wed, 28 Oct 2020 13:51 :45 -0400 

ACT-IAC is excited to have you to attend the 3rd Semi-Annual ELC Women's Empower Hour. In the 

100th Anniversary Year of the 19th Amendment, we hope you will be able to attend and join our co

hosts Maria Roat, Federal Deputy CIO and Sandy Carter, Vice President, AWS World Wide Program & 
Partners. 
This session is OFF THE RECORD. There will be Zoom breakout rooms too that will enable more 
connection and discussion! Cameras On! 

Time: Oct 28, 2020 04:00 PM Eastern Time (US and Canada) 

Join ZoomGov Meeting 

> https ://www.zoomgov.com/j/1613555834 ?pwd=aF o5NWYzYkM4ZmVNQktC NWBQnQxZz09< 

Meeting ID,,,.. • 
Passcode: • 
One tap mo I e 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

Dial b f 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Se 
552(b)(6)) 

Meeting ID□--• 
Passcode: • 

(San Jose) 
(New York) 

(San Jose) 
(New York) 
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Find your local number: >https://www.zoomgov.com/u/acTZXY2ioB< 

Leslie A. Barry 

Director, Professional Development 

e ·ca Cou cil for- Advisory Council (ACT-IAC) 

_ I • • • (o) I 
3040 Williams u1 e 7 a1 ax, 2031 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 
Sec 552(b)(6)) 

Website : >www.actrac.org< 

ACT-IAC: Advancing Government Through Co/faboration, Education and Action 

These are unprecedented times, which call for unprecedented actions. Human beings are by nature social animals and interaction 
is part of our humanity. When that is removed, we can easily find ourselves lonely, depressed and anxious. Toke this time to 
rethink your relationships. Develop a plan to go deeper and wider for the next foreseeable future. Make it a cha/(enge to you and 
your friends. 
Be a leader in this area and set an example for others. Who will you call/connect with today? 

>https://www.actiac.org/events/reimagine-nation-elc-2020< 
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[EXTERNAL] ELC Women's Empower Hour - FOLLOW UP 

From: Leslie Barr 

To: "Nix, Kitty' kelly.morrison@us.ga, daronson@nsf.gov, 

igral· r-smith@asrcfederal , mgraves2103@gmaill!:11, ann-

mari "ohnson@ardentmcDJ, kkalatur@netimpactstrateriesl!:11, 

elle uhn@oraclelm, cwaldrup@sb-llca, stephanier1ango@cgifedera1l!:ll, 

judy.douglas@perspectaB, casey.coleman@salesforcelm, "Kent, Suzette K. 

EOP/OMB" >, fatima~khtar@us.ibmlm, 

, emma.antunes@nasa.gov, vera.ashworth@gsa.gov, 

claire.bailey@compuwareB, bernardj-asst@bahB, rmberryj@ncsulll, 

oblackmon@mitreil, bonnell@goflelm, pamela.bosque@uspsectorBJ, 

lauraboufford@googlelm, katrinalrisbon@hhs.gov, kristina.britt@gsa.gov, 

georgi~brophy@noblislm, kcerney@zscalea, jclement@goldenkeygroupB, 

kathyf:onrad@accenturefedera1B, "Cooch, Shila R. EOP/OMB" 

>, kathlee.wles@deepwaterpointi:ll, 

racheJrabtree@reisystemslm, khali lexandercobbs.ctr@maill!3, 

Ex 6 - (5 ,Ex 6 - (5 , 

kirsterjalboe@ferc.gov, jackie.everett@dlhcorpB, amfadida@att.net, 

gena.fortune@perspectaB, sfoster@zscalea, efuerst@sb-11~, 

robilardner@cgifederalm, lis.ardnerlidoslm, darlentore@gsa.gov, 

deborahlranberry@highpointglob~, ham haron@epa.gov, 

khannon@silosmasherslm, casel3rris@esimplicitY!m, 

megan.hicks@reisystemslm, joyce@vulcanenterprises-11cB, 

brittan.ckson@cgifedera1B, beck~ohn@ecstechlm, katlastelic@ibmB, 

katie.keegan@citrix!li, hekob11s@microsotlli, lesli~sch@us.ibmB, 

kh3m@andrew.cmulll, ashlejnahan@gsa.gov, varshat7:aheshwari@gsa.gov, 

mmead@accelaconsultingm, smestre@accelaconsultinglm, 

janefnisukiewicz@compuwareB, andreli7yslicki@highpointgloballm, 

amandlguyen@u.group, keolson@adobelli, alk.at~_civ@mail. 

speavy@theambitgrouplm, cryst-ilcox@gsa.gov, tonylxuitt@gsa.gov, 

gisDteri@reisystemslm, rakhi@rigilm, smithmay@googlelm, 

sontra@adobel!:11, tamikf pencer@gsa.gov, laura.stanton@gsa.gov, 

sta,wann@gsa.gov, imogerfhomas@reisystemslm, carla.thomas@hq.dhs.gov, 

an rres2@usdoj.gov, kviani@mitreil, bozhanka@eml.so1utions, 

jan~t~ogel@hhs.gov, courtne.gel@genesyslm, cherylwatkins@googlelli, 
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wenner@adobelm, kristerjtilson@gsa.gov, 

stephani~wilson@netimpactstrategieslm, ren,_wynn@outlooklm, 

juditfawatsky@gsa.gov, lisa.zellers@redhorsecorrS, 

susiet~dams@microsottllj, denise.manning@nuaxislm, 

miekejwagner@nuaxislm, "Giffin, Kimberly" 

jbhargava@swingtechlm, me432m@attlm, glori rieson@nih.gov, 

venice.,oodwine@usda.gov, jkrauk@doc.lv, ipetersons@littleyorkconsultinglm, 

sa mar;rchulman@onpoi ntcorplm, lkelly@evolverinclm, 

sonjf rmstrong@tsa.dhs.gov, debbie.brodt.giles@nrel.gov, sharon.mitri@nih.gov, 

jennifer.odaniel@cim, cristina.perez@cisa.dhs.gov, aspring@trustwavegovtlm, 

tiffanY1y1or@usda.gov, Almeidlcela A< 

stefafones@mantechlm, eri. oseley@intellm, fran.pierce@dsaincD}, 

jkeating@wilcogroupllci:11, ma orrisdci mail , Chelsea Foster 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
' 

,Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. • • , • • • 
C::')/h\Lt:;\,\ 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 
, Staci 

, _. x 6 - (o u .S.C. Sec 552(b )(6)) Pam Bosque 
Ex 6 

n 

tony-dkins usda. ov, "Roat, Maria A. /OM li:i,11;;;,a;;,a; - .... >, 

D >, carolyn_marsh@us.ibmlm, 

Cc: dhitch@googlelm 

Date: Wed, 28 Oct 2020 17:52:31 -0400 

Attachments GLOW Program Overview.pdf (416.23 kB); Empower Hour Chat Transcript.pdf (262.32 

kB); Empower 1.jpg (564.91 kB); Empower 2.jpg (575.31 kB) 

Empowered Women! 
What a great session - lots of great ideas! The transcript is attached - as well as an overview on our 
new professional development program GLOW! And a couple of pictures trying to capture 
everyone! 
We will be back in touch! 

Leslie A. Barry 

Director, Professional Development 

American Council for Technology and Industry Advisory Council (ACT-IAC) 

lbarry@acti::1@ 1 Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 
3040 Williams Drive, Suite 500, Fairfax, VA 22031 

Website : www.actia@ 

ACT-IAC: Advancing Government Through Collaboration, Education and Action 
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These are unprecedented times, which call for unprecedented actiom. Human beings are by nature social animals and interaction 
is part of our humanity. When that is removed, we can easily fmd ourselves lonely, depressed and anxious. Take this time to 
rethink your relationships. Develop a plan to go deeper and wider for the next foreseeable future. Make it a challenge to you and 
your friends. 
Be a leader in this area and set an example far others. Who will you ca/Vconnect with today? 
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[EXTERNAL] ELC Women's Empower Hour - FOLLOW UP 

From: 

To: 

Leslie Barry Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

"Nix, Kitty" kelly.morrison@us.ga, daronson@nsG, 

igranier-smith@asrcfedera1IBl, mgraves2103@gmaill!:11, ann

marie.johnson@ardentmcDJ, kkalatur@netimpactstrategiesl!:11, 

ellen.kuhn@oraclelm, cwaldrup@sb-llcD, stephanie.mango@cgifedera1IBl, 

judy.douglas@perspectal!:11, casey.coleman@salesforcelm, "Kent, Suzette K. 

roballen@adob ,-emma.antunes@nasalD, ver. shworth@gsG, 

EOP/OMB" >, fatima.alr@us.ibmlm, 

claire.bailey@compuwarelm, bernardj-asst@bah , rmberryj@ncsulll, 

oblackmon@mitreil, bonnell@googlelm, pamela.bosque@uspsectorBJ, 

lauraboufford@googlelm, katrina.brisbon@hhslD, kristina.britt@gsalD, 

georgie.brophy@noblismi, kcerney@zscalea, jclement@goldenkeygrouplm, 

kathy.conrad@accenturefedera1l!:ll, "cooch, Shila R. EOP/OMB" IIH >, kathleen.cowles@deepwaterpoina, 

rachel.crabtree@reisystemsal, khalia.n.alexandercobbs.ctr@maill!3, 

kirsten.dalboe@ferclD, jackie.everett@dlhcorplm, amfadida@att.net, 

gena.fortune@perspectalm, sfoster@zscalea, efuerst@sb-llclm, 

robin.gardner@cgifederalm, lisa.m.gardner@leidosal, darlene.gore@gsalD, 

deborah.granberry@highpointglobal!m, hamer.sharon@epalD, 

khannon@silosmashersal, casey.harris@esimplicitY!m, 

megan.hicks@reisystemsal, joyce@vulcanenterprises-11clm, 

brittany.c.jackson@cgifedera1!m, becky.john@ecstechlm, kate.kastelic@ibmlm, 

katie.keegan@citrix!li, hekobyls@microsotlli, leslie.lesch@us.ibmlm, 

kh3m@andrew.cmulll, ashley.mahan@gsalD, varsha.maheshwari@gsa!D, 

mmead@accelaconsultingm, smestre@accelaconsultinglm, 

janet.misukiewicz@compuwarelm, andrea.myslicki@highpointglobal!m, 

amanda.nguyen@u.group, keolson@adobeBi, alka.a.patel2.civ@mai~ 

speavy@theam bitgrouplm, crystal. philcox@gsalD, ton ya .pruitt@gsalD, 

gissa.sateri@reisystemslm, rakhi@rigilm, smithmay@googlelm, 

sontra@adobel!:11, tamika.spencer@gsalD, laura.stanton@gsalll, 

stacy.swann@gsalD, imogen.thomas@reisystemslm, carla.thomas@hq.dhslD, 

anmy.torres2@usdojlll, kviani@mitreil, bozhanka@e~ 

janet.vogel@hhslD, courtney.vogel@genesysal, cherylwatkins@googlelli, 
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wenner@adobelm, kristen.wilson@gsalD, 

stephanie.wilson@netimpactstrategieslm, renee.p.wynn@outlooklm, 

judith.zawatsky@gsalD, lisa.zellers@redhorsecorrS, 

susie.adams@microsottllj, denise.manning@nuaxislm, 

mieke.wagner@nuaxislm, "Giffin, Kimberly" <kimberly.giffin@gditaJ>, 

jbhargava@swingtechlm, me432m@attlm, gloria.frieson@nihlD, 

venice.goodwine@usdalD, jkrauk@doclD, ipetersons@littleyorkconsultinglm, 

samara.schulman@onpointcorplm, lkelly@evolverinclm, 

sonja.armstrong@tsa.dhslD, debbie.brodt.giles@nre11D, sharon.mitri@nihlD, 

jennifer.odaniel@cim, cristina.perez@cisa.dhslD, aspring@trustwavegovtlm, 

tiffanyj.taylor@usda!D, Almeida Marcela A <marcela.a.almeida@irslD>, 

stefani.jones@mantechlm, erin.o.moseley@intellm, fran.pierce@dsainclm, 

jkeating@wilcogroupllci:11, marthadorrisdci@gmaillm, Chelsea Foster 

<cfoster@actiacll>, "Grand Pre, Nancy" >, Staci 

Jones Pam Bosque 

,...,_fii..~:.::&i@i,f:aa;;:.;«z I jheeniurrel l@nara-

tonyld kins@usda "Roat, Maria A. EOP/OMB" >, 

Debbie Dowling • - • • carolyn_marsh@us.ibm-

Ex 6 _ 5 ,'=x 6 - (5 Ex , 

darby.chellis@gditlm, sdowling@asrcfederallm, Anita Lynn 

<anita. lynn@brmilm>, mspyker@metrostarsystemslm 

Cc: "Brophy, Georgie" , dhitch@google. 

Date: Wed, 28 Oct 2020 17:52:31 -0400 

Attachments GLOW Program Overview.pdf (416.23 kB); Empower Hour Chat Transcript.pdf (262.32 

kB) 

Empowered Women! 
What a great session - lots of great ideas! The transcript is attached - as well as an overview on our 

new professional development program GLOW! And a couple of pictures trying to capture 

everyone! 

We will be back in touch! 

Leslie A. Barry 

Director, Professional Development 

3040 Williams Drive, Suite 500, Fairfax, VA 22031 

Website : >www.acti?@ < 

ACT-IAC: Advancing Government Through Collaboration, Education and Action 
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These are unprecedented times, which call for unprecedented actiom. Human beings are by nature social animals and interaction 
is part of our humanity. When that is removed, we can easily fmd ourselves lonely, depressed and anxious. Take this time to 
rethink your relationships. Develop a pion to go deeper and wider for the next foreseeable future. Make it a challenge ta you and 
your friends. 
Be a leader in this area and set an example far others. Who will you ca/Vconnect with today? 
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Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 
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RE: ELC Women's Empower Hour - FOLLOW UP 

From "Roat, Maria A. EOP/OMB" ,.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
J 
> 

To: Leslie Barry)[->, "Nix, Kitty" 11119't1fffl>, 
ke11Jmorrison@u4gt!lil, daronson@nsG, igranier-smith@asrcfederallm, 

mgraves2103@gmaillm, ann-mariEtjohnson@ardentmca), 

kkalatur@netimpactstrategieslm, ellerikuhn@oracleDJ, cwaldrup@stl11clm, 

stephanifnango@cgifederallm, judJdouglas@perspectalm, 

caseYlcoleman@salesforcelm, "Kent, Suzette K. EOP/OMB" 

◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec "' >, fatim~akhtar@uslibmlm, roballen@adobeDJ, 

emmfintunes@nasalD, ver'3shworth@gsa1D, clair~bailey@compuwarelm, 

bernardi-asst@bahlll. rmberryj@ncsull, oblackmon@mitra, bonnell@goog1eDJ, 

pameldbosque@uspsectoE, lauraboufford@googlelm, katrinalbrisbon@hhG, 

kristinalbritt@gsall, georgieltxophy@noblislm, kcerney@zscalerlm, 

jclement@goldenkeygrouplm, kathjconrad@accenturefederalB, "Cooch, Shila R. 

EOP/OMB" >, kathleeJowles@deepwaterpoint!lil, 

rachellcrabtree@reisystemsi:11, khali~alexandercobbslctr@maill!3, 

kirste~alboe@ferclD, jackieleverett@dlhcorplm, amfadida@attll, 

genclfortune@perspectalm, sfoster@zscalea, efuerst@s~llca), 

robir)gardner@cgifederalB, liscl3gardner@leidoslm, darlenelgore@gsall, 

debora~granberry@highpointgloballm, hame~sharon@epall, 

khannon@silosmasherslm, caseYlharris@esimplicitYIE, megarlhicks@reisystemslm, 

joyce@vulcanenterprisesl11clll, brittanylackson@cgifedera1B, 

beckJjohn@ecstechl!lil, katelkastelic@ibmlm, katielkeegan@citrixlm, 

hekobyls@microsotti:11, lesliellesch@uslibmlm, kh3m@andrewlcmull, 

ashlejmahan@gsalD, varshJmaheshwari@gsal!I, mmead@accelaconsultingB, 

smestre@accelaconsultinglm, janetlmisukiewicz@compuwarelm, 

andreJmyslicki@highpointglobalB, amand~nguyen@u.group, keolson@adobelm, 

alkalallpate12lciv@maill!3, speavy@theambitgrouplm, crystallphilcox@gsalD, 

tonyalpruitt@gsall, gissalsateri@reisystemslm, rakhi@rigilB, smithmay@googleDJ, 

sontra@adobelm, tamikalspencer@gsal!I, laurJstanton@gsalD, 

stacJswann@gsalD, imoge~thomas@reisystemslm, carlalthomas@hq .dhG, 

anmJtorres2@usdojll, kviani@mitrell, bozhanka@erT'~ IW, janetlvogel@hhsll, 

courtneJ,ogel@genesyslm, cherylwatkins@googlelm, wenner@adobeDJ, 
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kriste~ilson@gsG, stephanielwilson@netimpactstrategieslm, 

reneelwynn@outloo~, judith[zawatsky@gsalD, lisalzellers@redhorsecorp!m, 

susieladams@microsofa, deniselmanning@nuaxismi, miekelwagner@nuaxislm, 

"Giffin, Kimberly" < >, jbhargava@swingtech!m, me432m@att!m, 

gloric:lrieson@nihlD, venicelgoodwine@usdalD, jkrauk@docil, 

ipetersons@littleyorkconsulting!m, samaralschulman@onpointcorp!m, 

lkelly@evolverinclll, sonjalarmstrong@tsaldhslD, debbielbrodtlgiles@nrelll, 

sharonlmitri@nihlD, jennife~odaniel@cit!I, cristinalperez@cisaldhslD, 

aspring@trustwavegovia), tiffanyjltaylor@usdal!I , Almeida Marcela A 

< , stefaniljones@mantechlm, erinlmoseley@intellm, 

franlpierce@dsainclll , jkeating@wilcogroupllcili, marthadorrisdci@gmail!m, Chelsea 

Foster< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. , >, "Grand Pre, Nancy"< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) >, Staci 

Jones< >, Pam Bosque <JWl.'ill-1ii§i¥i£i-'t..ndftwj>, Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " 

sheenal:>urrell@narG, tonya~udkins@usdal!I, Debbie Dowling 

< , carolyn)marsh@uslibmllll, 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. , darbJchellis@gdiE, sdowling@asrcfederal!m, Anita Lynn< >, 

mspyker@metrostarsystemsmi 

Cc: "Brophy, Georgie"< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " >, dhitch@googlelm 

Date: Thu , 29 Oct 2020 07:16:12 -0400 

Echo'ing my thanks to you for connecting with us! So much energy! Lots of great suggestions to 
maintain the engagement. 

Appreciate Leslie for facilitating and Cheryl for the inside scoop on GLOW- Thank you! 

Maria 

From: Leslie Barry< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. , > 

Sent: Wednesday, October 28, 2020 5:53 PM 

To: 'Nix, Kitty' 1-1•tW1♦· KellylMorrison@uslgta); daronson@nstll; igranier

smith@asrcfedera1Bl mgraves2103@gmai1Bl ann-marieljohnson@ardentmcllll 
kkalatur@netimpactstrategies ; ellenlkuhn@oraclellll; cwaldrup@sblllclll]; 
stephaniElmango@cgifederal ; JudylDouglas@perspecta ; 'caseylcoleman@salesforcelm' 

>; Kent, Suzette K. EOP/OMB < 
>; 'roballen@adobe 
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'janetlmisukiewicz@co 
'andre;:lmyslicki@highp 
'amandalnguyen@ulgro 

pamelalbos ue 
gle • 

•Ex 6 - (5 U .S.C. ,:x 6, 
'speavy@theambit ai:I" 
< • 
'gissalsateri@reis ----==-- • • aL!9t-
'smithmay@goog lllllli!II>; 
I . ~milli.lll;li■ I 

< 
'susieladams@microsof 

3 

;;.;....,_,,,_,,_r■::111■ 
as@hqldhsll" 

I 
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'venicelgood 
'i petersons 
'samaralsch 
I 

agner@nuaxisl!li 
hargava@swingt 

ailll" 
>; 'Grand Pre, Nancy' 

aci Jones' <l:::r.l~IL,'.WWW&'f. B ; Pam Bosque 
alBurrell@narala' < >; 

Ex 6 - (5 "Ex, 

OP/OMB ~::£111j.11L, >; 'Debbie Dowling' 
'carol nlmarsh uslibm • ' 
· asrcfederalll" 

nita 
'mspyker@metrostarsystems •' < 

Cc: 'Brophy, Georgie'< >; 'dhitch@googlell" < > Ex 6 - ( 5 ,,Ex q 

Subject: [EXTERNAL] ELC Women's Empower Hour - FOLLOW UP 

Empowered Women! 
What a great session - lots of great ideas! The transcript is attached - as well as an overview on our 
new professional development program GLOW! And a couple of pictures trying to capture 
everyone! 
We will be back in touch! 

Leslie A. Barry 

Director, Professional Development 

American Council for Technology and Industry Advisory Council (ACT-IAC) 

Ex 6 - (5 ,Ex,, Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. , (o) 1 l!IIDIIII (m) 
3040 Williams Drive, Suite 500, Fairfax, VA 22031 

Website : www.actiac.org 

ACT-/AC: Advancing Government Through Collaboration, Education and Action 

These are unprecedented times, which call for unprecedented actions. Human beings are by nature social animals and interaction 
is part of our humanity. When that is rem oved, we can easily find ourselves lonely, depressed and anxious. Take this time to 
rethink your relationships. Develop a plan to go deeper and wider for the next foreseeable future. Make it a challenge to you and 
your friends. 
Be a leader in this area and set an example for others. Who will you ca/Vconnect with today? 
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https://www.acti,:id!3111'\vents/reimagine-nation-elc-2020 
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[EXTERNAL] RE: ELC Women's Empower Hour - FOLLOW UP 

From Renee Wynn 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

To: Leslie Barriilm1!►ffl$81x, Kitty" 

kelly.morrison@us.gt!1i1, daronson@ns , igranier-smith@asrcfederallm, 

mgraves2103@gmaillm, ann-marie.johnson@ardentmca), 

kkalatur@netimpactstrategieslm, ellen.kuhn@oracleDJ, cwaldrup@sb-llclm, 

stephanie.mango@cgifederallm, judy.douglas@perspectalm, 

casey.coleman@salesforcelm, "Kent, Suzette K. EOP/OMB" 

_ >, fatima.akhtar@us.ibmlm, roballen@adobeDJ, 

emma.an unes nasalD, vera.ashworth@gsalD, claire.bailey@compuwarelm, 

bernardj-asst@bahlll. rmberryj@ncsull, oblackmon@mitra, bonnell@goog1eDJ, 

pamela.bosque@uspsectoE, lauraboufford@googlelm, katrina.brisbon@hhslD, 

kristina.britt@gsalD, georgie.brophy@noblislm, kcerney@zscalerlm, 

jclement@goldenkeygrouplm, kathy.conrad@accenturefederalB, "Cooch, Shila R. 

EOP/OMB" <I--■ >, kathleen.cowles@deepwaterpoint!lil, 

rachel.crabtree@reisystemsi:11, khalia.n.alexandercobbs.ctr@mail.mil, 

kirsten.dalboe@ferclD, jackie.everett@dlhcorplm, amfadida@att!3, 

gena.fortune@perspectalm, sfoster@zscalea, efuerst@sb-llca), 

robin.gardner@cgifederalB, lisa.m.gardner@leidoslm, darlene.gore@gsalD, 

deborah.granberry@highpointgloballm, hamer.sharon@epall, 

khannon@silosmasherslm, casey.harris@esimplicitYIE, megan.hicks@reisystemslm, 

joyce@vulcanenterprises-11clll, brittany.c.jackson@cgifedera1B, 

becky .john@ecstechl!lil, kate. kastel ic@i bmlm, kati e. keegan@citrixB, 

hekobyls@microsotti:11, leslie.lesch@us.ibmlm, kh3m@andrew.cmull, 

ashley.mahan@gsalD, varsha.maheshwari@gsal!I, mmead@accelaconsultingB, 

smestre@accelaconsultinglm, janet.misukiewicz@compuwarelm, 

andrea.myslicki@highpointglobalB, amanda.nguyen@u.group, keolson@adobelm, 

alka.a.patel2.civ@mail.mil, speavy@theambitgrouplm, crystal.philcox@gsalD, 

tonya.pruitt@gsall, gissa.sateri@reisystemslm, rakhi@rigilB, smithmay@googleDJ, 

sontra@adobelm, tamika.spencer@gsal!I, laura.stanton@gsal!I, 

stacy.swann@gsal!I, imogen.thomas@reisystemslm, carla.thomas@hq.dhslD, 

anmy. torres2@usdojlD, kviani@mitrell, bozhanka@eml .solutions, janet. vogel@hhslD, 

courtney. vogel@genesyslm, cherylwatkins@googlelm, wenner@adobeDJ, 
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kristen.wilson@gsG, stephanie.wilson@netimpactstrategieslm, 

judith.zawatsky@gsal!:I, lisa.zellers@redhorsecorplm, susie.adams@microsott!:IJ, 

denise.manning@nuaxisDJ, mieke.wagner@nuaxismi, "Giffin, Kimberly" 

<kimberly.giffin@gctitlm>, jbhargava@swingtechlm, me432m@attlm, 

gloria.frieson@nihi:I, venice.goodwine@usctai:1, jkrauk@doG, 

ipetersons@littleyorkconsultinglm, samara.schulman@onpointcorplm, 

lkelly@evolverinclli, sonja.armstrong@tsa.dhsil, debbie.brodt.giles@nreli:I, 

sharon.mitri@nihi:I, jennifer.odaniel@cit!I, cristina.perez@cisa.dhsi:1, 

aspring@trustwavegovtlm, tiffanyj.taylor@usctai:I, Almeida Marcela A 

<marcela.a.almeida@irslD>, stefani.jones@mantechlm, erin.o.moseley@intellm, 

fran.pierce@dsainclli, jkeating@wilcogroupllcili, marthadorrisdci@gmaillm, Chelsea 

Foster <cfoster@actiacil>, "Grand Pre, Nancy" <nancy.grandpre@crowncastlelm>, Staci 

Jones <staci.jones@twhiteparkerlm>, Pam Bosque <pamela.bosque@perspectalm>, 

sheena.burrell@narG, tonya.judkins@usdal!I, "Roat, Maria A. EOP/OMB" 

<maria.a.roat@omb.eopl!I>, Debbie Dowling <debbie.dowling@deepwaterpointlm>, 

carolyn_marsh@us.ibmlm, darby.chellis@gdia, sdowling@asrcfederal!m, Anita Lynn 

<anita.lynn@brmilm>, mspyker@metrostarsystemsmi 

Cc: "Brophy, Georgie" <georgie.brophy@noblislll>, dhitch@googlelm 

Date: Thu , 29 Oct 2020 07:57:15-0400 

Dear Leslie, Maria, Sandy and Cheryl, 

Thank you for making this happen. Had fun yesterday. 

Special thanks to Cheryl and the ACT-IAC Executive Committee for GLOW! 

All the best to all, 
Renee 

From: Leslie Barry <LBarry@actiacil> 

Sent: Wednesday, October 28, 2020 5:53 PM 

To: 'Nix, Kitty' <kittynix@amazonlm>; Kelly.Morrison@us.gt1lll daronson@ns-; igranier

smith@asrcfedera1!11]; mgraves2103@gmaillll]; ann-marie.johnson@ardentmcllll 
kkalatur@netimpactstrategil:s; ellen.kuhn@oraclel!:11; cwaldrup@sb-llclm; 
stephanie.mango@cgifederal •; Judy.Douglas@perspecta.; 'casey.coleman@salesforc~' 
<casey.coleman@salesforce • >; 'suzette.k.kent@omb.eo '<suzette.k.kent@omb.eopg;; 
'fatima.akhtar@us.ibmlm' <fatima.akhtar@us.ibm!ll1>; 'roballen@adobelll1' 
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<roballen@adobe~ 'emma.antunes@nas·• <emma.antunes@nasal!:I>; 
'vera.ashworth@g~' <vera.ashworth@gsa >; 'claire.bailey@compuwarel!ll__ 

<da;ce.ba;ley@'iwan,11!1>; 'bernacd~-asst@baG• <bemacd~-asst@baill!>; 
'rmberryj@ncsu '<rmberryj@ncsu~oblackmon@mitrel!I' <oblackmon@mitrel!I>; 
'bonnell@google •' <bonnell@goog~>; 'pamela.bosque@uspsectorilit' 
<pamela .bosque@uspsectorilit>; 'lauraboufford@googlel!:ll' <lauraboufford@google!m>; 
'Katrina.Brisbon@hhs '<Katrina.Brisbon@hhs&; 'Kristina.britt@gsalll' 

>; 'georgie.brophy@nobli~" <georgie.brophy@no~>; 
'kcerney@zscale •' <kcerney@zscalera}>; 'jclement@goldenkeygroupl!lf- ~ 
<jclement@goldenkeygrouplm>; 'kathy.conrad@accenturefederal 
<kathy.conrad@accenturefederallm>; 

>; 'kathleen.cow es eepwaterpoin 

<kathleen .cowles@deepwati.ntlm>; 'rachel.crabtree@reisystemslm' 
<rachel.crabtree@reisystems • >; 'khalia.n .alexandercobbs.ctr@mail.mil' 
<khalia.n .alexandercobbs.ctr@mail .mil>; 'Kirsten.Dalboe@ferclll" <Kirsten.Dalboe@fercl!:I>; 
'jackie.everett@dlhcorplll!' <jackie.everett@dlhcorP!m>; 'amfadida@att ' 

<amfadida@atti:I::; 'gena.fortune@pJpJctalm' <gena .fortune@perspecta • >; 
'sfoster@zscale~' <sfoster@zscale >; 'efuerst@sb-1~' <efuerst@sb-llc >; 

'Robin.gardner@cgifed~' <Robin.gardnerilederallllf>; 'lisa.m .• ner@leidoslm' 
<lisa.m.gardner@leidos~darle1.re@gsa '<darlene.gore@gsa >; 

Ex 6 - (5 ~x 6 - (5 " 

'deborah.granberryilhpointglobal •' <deborah.granberry@highpointgl~>; 
'hamer.sharon@epa '<hamer.sharon@epal!:I>; 'khannon@silosmasher~ 
<khannon@silosmashers • >; 'Casey.Harris@eSimplicit·• <Casey.Harris@eSimplicit~ 
'megan.hicks@reisystems • I <megan.hicks@reisystems • >; 'joyce@vulcanenterprise~-=-ffcal' 
<joyce@vulcanenterprises-llc • >; 'brittany.c.jackson@cgifederallm' 
<brittany.c.jackson@cgifederal • >; 'becky.john@ecstechlm' <becky.john@ecstech!m>; 
'Kate.kastelic@ibm •' <Kate.kastelic@ibm • >; 'katie.keegan@citri 
<katie.keegan@citri • >; 'hekobyls@microsoft •' <hekobyls@microsoft 
'leslie.lesch@us.ibm • >; 'kh3m@andrew.cmu 

>; 'Ashley.mahan@gsa '<Ashley.mahan@gsa >; 
'varsha.maheshwari@gsa '<varsha.maheshwari@gsal!:I>; 'mmead@accelaconsultin~' 
<mmead@accelaconsultin • >; 'smestre@accelaconsultin~' 
<sm estce@accelaconsulb n ,,,.m ;,u k;,w; c,@compuwacellil" 
<janet.misukiewicz@compuware • >; 'andrea.myslicki@highpointgloballm' 

<andrea.myslicki{;:{f hpointglobal • >; 'amanda.nguyen@u.group' <amanda.nguyen@u.group>; 
'keolson@adobe '<keolson@adobelm>; 'Alka .a .• 2.civ@mail.mil' 
<Alka.a.patel2.civ@mail.mil>; 'speavy@theambit roup •' <speavy@theambitgroup!m>; 
'crystal.philcox@g~' <crystal.philcox@gsa >; 'tonya.pruitt@gsalll' 
<tonya .pruitt@ sag;; 'gissa.sateri@reisystems '.a.sateri@reisystems!Bk_; 

'cakhl@clg;I • ' <eakhl@clgllB,; 'smlthmay@google •' <smlth,:ogl~llih 
'sontra@ADOB • '<sontra@ADOBEai>; 'tamika.spencer@gsa ' 
<tamika .spencer@~>; 'laura.stanton

1

.alll" <laura.stanton@gsa >; 
'stacy.swann@gsa~acy.swann@gsa >; 'imogen.thomas@reisystemslll!' 
<imogen .thomas@reisystemslll!>; 'carla .thomas@hq .dhsl!:I" <carla.thomas@hq.dhs~; 
'anmy.torres2@usdojlll' <anmy.torres2@usdojl!:I>; 'kviani@mitre~viani@mitr~>; 
'bozhanka@eml.so1utions' <bozhanka@eml.so1utions>; 'janet.vogel@~' 
<janet. vogel@hhs!D>; 'Courtney. Vogel@genesys~Courtney. Vogel@genesvslm>; 
'cherylwatkins@googlelm" <cherylwatkins@goog~>; 'wenner@adobelm" 
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<wenner@adobeB>· 'kristerf,ilson@ 
'step~ef.,vilson@ne · 
'reneM,vynn@outl 
<jud~awatsky@g 

'susir~ams@micr 
<dernsl§I 

Kimberl 
'me432 

'venic 

'ipeters 

11 

Cc: 'Brophy, Georgie' 

Subject: ELC Women's Empower Hour - FOLLOW UP 

Empowered Women! 

I 

cfedera1!11)' 

What a great session - lots of great ideas! The transcript is attached - as well as an overview on our 

new professional development program GLOW! And a couple of pictures trying to capture 

everyone! 

We will be back in touch! 

Leslie A. Barry 

Director, Professional Development 

Website : >www.actiac@!I< 

ACT-/AC: Advancing Government Through Collaboration, Education and Action 
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These are unprecedented times, which call for unprecedented actiom. Human beings are by nature social animals and interaction 
is part of our humanity. When that is removed, we can easily fmd ourselves lonely, depressed and anxious. Take this time to 
rethink your relationships. Develop a plan to go deeper and wider for the next foreseeable future. Make it a challenge to you and 
your friends. 
Be a leader in this area and set an example far others. Who will you ca/Vconnect with today? 

>https://vvww.actia@ revents/reimagine-nation-elc-2020< 
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[EXTERNAL] How dirty vaccines turned COVID-19 into a killer; 

Make Famotidine/Cetirizine standard of care for COVID-19; 

COVID-19 vaccines are unsafe 

From vinu arumugha 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. SeE 

6 552(b )(6)) x ' 

To: editorial@fatherlvi:11, 50best@fatherlvi:II, theforum@fatherlvi:11, 

laurefoombs@fatherlvi:11, hello@fatherlvi:11, todd@kidspluspghlm, emfelter@pitt!:I, 

chuk@pitt!:I, ariel.shensa@pitt!:I, chad@kidspluspghlm, dcw36@pitt!:I, 

lnd16@pitt!:I, hornyak@pitt!:I, ksb@pitt!:I, jaimelidani@pitt!:I, colditzjb@pitt!:I, 

fcc504@fcc.gov, pra@fcc.gov, "Fraser, Nicholas A. EOP/OMB" 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) >, erirfJoone@fcc.gov, rbrow1@email.uk. 

adrianamariabelmonte@gmaillm, herzberg@buffaloD, gsilvarole@gannettlm, 

geoff@scileg.freeservetllllnicholaiewman@cchmc!I, jlowry@cmhlB, 

sabrams@austin.utexa"~adanlgazzaley@ucstm:I, fombonne@ohsula, 

jboom@bcmlB, lcsahni@texaschildrenslll , manohalatnam@utoledoD, 

ratnamm@karmanoQ, rebecca_knickmeyer@med.unclll, rmcunnin@texaschildrensll, 

ddk5@cdc.gov, joseptjill@utsouthwesternlll, lrosenwasser334@gmaillm, 

an1reynol ds@ucdenvea, clord@mednet. uclaa, editors@theopennotebooklm, 

madjhornig@columbiaa, mmccormi@hsph.harvarda, pblumen@stanforda, 

rdeth@novalll, tshirley@glasgow-kvi:11, lewisbek@paholll, 

lowerhealthcarecosts@help.senate.gov, romaiiherardi@hmn.aphp.fr, 

jennite½razer@scientificamericanlm, garyg@uwlll, gianluca.dotti@gmaillm, 

aaecarro@iupuia, bmazer@gmaillm, harlllrumholz@yalea, jbrainard@aaaslll, 

johrtmandrola@gmaillm, esagonowsky@questex!li, bfidler@industrydivelm, 

npagliaru lo@i ndustrydivelm, kgray@fiercemarketslm, scott@fiercemarketslm, 

lhardesty@questexlm, malleven@fiercemarketslm, mrobuck@questexlm, 

bmunson@fiercemarketslm, mhamblen@questex!li, bfletcher@questexlm, 

wseven@questexlm, cevans@questexlm, tari.haahtela@hus.fi , 

lasse.ruokolainen@helsinki.fi, nanna.fyhrquist@ki.se, g.rook@ucl.ac.uk, 

junbai1013@seula.cn, martin.breed@flinderG.au, craig.liddicoat@adelaidela.au, 

sophie.zechmeister@boku.ac.at, claudio.zanettini@gmaillm, mao4005@med.cornelllB, 

wikumdina@gmaillm, elizabethcolantuoni@gmaillm, gp@jimmy.harvardlB, 

eddie.imada@gmaillm, dnixon@med.cornelllB, contact-ebmphet-
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consortium@protonmaill!IJ. erzurus@ccfil, whelang@ccfil, zeinj@ccfil, 

ricardo.a.mosquera@uth.tm- mrking@umich.fluinbox@cdd)II 

shult@mail.slh.wis- abhatti@udltll1ello@mother.ly, jlh66@cam ... 

sylvie.c.bertholet-girardin@g.,sparrowe@who.int, sacha@oh

smt@princeto-izj7@cd • , app4@cdl!II cennimda@njms.rutger

dbjO@cdc.gov, joshui,bar@montanal!I, richard.ellison@umassmemoriall!I, 

srikin@montefiorel!I, msnolan@mailbox.sc1!1, cdinakar@cmhl!I, thaelle@gmail!m, 

jbrewster@forbeslm, mperez@forbeslm, problemsolvers@fox17 onli nelm, 

news@fox17onlineili, mornings@fox17onlinelm, debora.villalon@foxtvlm, 

mboeckh@fredhutchl!I, lcorey@fredhutchl!I, memerman@fredhutchl!I, 

betz@fredhutchl!I, kjerome@fredhutchl!I, glyman@fredhutchl!I, jmcelrat@fredhutchl!I, 

jschiffe@fredhutchl!I, lstamata@fredhutchl!I, rander@fredhutchl!I, 

banderso@fredhutchl!I, garnet@whill, avgousti@fredhutchl!I, jbai@fredhutcrm, 

cbaik@fredhutchl!I, ksbaker@fredhutchll, abansal@uwl!I, kbarry@fredhutchl!I, 

pbecker@uwl!I, abedalov@fred h utchl!I, sberesfo@fredhutchl!I, 

ahberger@fredhutchl!I, ibernste@fredhutchl!I, beronja@fredhutchl!I, sbhatia@uwl!I, 

nbhatt@fredhutcrm, jbielas@fredhutchl!I, sbiggins@fredhutchl!I, 

mbleakle@fredhutchl!I, pbradley@fredhutchll, rbradley@fredhutchll, 

lbreeden@fredhutchl!I, rbrent@fredhutchl!I , jbricker@fredhutchl!I, 

erbrown@fredhutchl!I, lbuck@fredhutchl!I, sbullman@fredhutchll, 

ccarlson@fredhutchll, cassaday@uwl!I, rceballo@fredhutchl!I, 

achapuis@fredhutchl!I, tweber@fresnobee!m, jrich@fresnobee!m, 

yamaro@fresnobeelm, mlloyd@fresnobeelm, tips@fresnobeei:11, 

dsweeney@sacbeelm, wventeicher@sacbeei:11, andreVI.Wlyer@sduniontribunelm, 

andrev.S:leske@sduniontribunel!:11, blanc<§lonzalez@sduniontribunelm, 

chri~eed@sduniontribuneili, jefllight@sduniontribunelm, 

lilia1ohara@sduniontribunelm, matthewlhall@sduniontribunelm, 

michaellmolens@sduniontribunelm, michel~arente@sduniontribunelm, 

rickl,oung@sduniontribunelm, stevelbreen@sduniontribunelm, 

ai rving@sfchroniclelm, jlloren@sfchroniclelm, tbyrne@sfchron iclelm, 

iteam@sfchronicle!m, hell~oez@albertahealthservices.ca, sane26@pediatr.med.kyushu-

lWk!urout@umcD, nmungan@ophth.umsmedl!I, dirkdhossche@gmaillm, 

david.crow@tt!:11, kiraestacey@fllm, team@fullfactlll, Cllllilne@lse.ac.uk, 

<lruthven@barrowcad burYl!l. uk, general@barrowcadburYl!I. u k, 

info@esmeefairbairnlll.uk, media@opensocietyfoundationslll, media@omidyaa, 

info@omidyari:11, privacy@omidyaa, press@abc.xyz, investor-relations@abc.xyz, 

dnifund@googlelm, enquiries@jrct!l.uk, berlniller@kcl.ac.uk, esrceurope@kcl.ac.uk, 
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sales@bytemark.co.uk, feedback@fullfact!I , pressieleases@fullfact!I, 

fullmeasurenews@gmaillm, r1fouchier@erasmusmc.nl, sshadravan@mednet.uclaa, 

jennifer _tsai@brownl!I, alexlips@bmcll, nicholeloxas@yalea, 

alinc9<ung@gmai(!ll, imorton@mednet.uclaa, alicefflhen@yalelB, 

keitrllugman@gatesfoundationl!I, info@gatesfoundationl!I, media@gatesfoundationl!I, 

secretariat@cepi.net, grandchallenges@gatesfoundationl!I, bil l@gatesfoundationl!I, 

penn~aton@gatesmrill, jefi>arrett@gatesmrill, jannc~atterson@gatesfoundationll, 

chri~ilson@gatesfoundationll, jerker.liljestrand@gatesfoundationll, nana-

kwadw~i ritwu m@gatesfou ndationl!I, rajeeltenkayya@gatesfoundati onl!I, 

anastazi.eraguilar@gatesfoundationll, jamm1hite@gatesfoundationll, 

jererrl> um@gatesfoundationll, anan-andyopadhyay@gatesfoundationll 

Date: Fri, 06 Nov 2020 16:14:21 -0500 

Immunological mechanisms explaining the role of vaccines, lgE, mast cells, histamine, elevating 

ferritin, IL-6, O-dimer, VEGF levels in COVID-19 and dengue, potential treatments such as mast cell 

stabilizers, antihistamines: Predictions and confirmations 

>https://doill/10.5281/zenodo.4100663< 

"Trump had been administered a Regeneron polyclonal antibody cocktail and has been taking zinc, 

vitamin D, famotidine, melatonin and a daily aspirin." 

> https ://www. en rlm/?020/ 1 0/02/pol itics/ president-dona ld-tru m p-wa lter-reed

coron avi rus/i ndex. htm I< 

Trump gets famotidine for COVID-19 but it is not "standard of care" (SOC) for you and me. 

The IDSA is killing hundreds of thousands by DENYING them famotidine, a cheap, safe and effective 

over-the-counter drug for COVID-19. 

Did the money from vaccine makers and remdesivir maker Gilead, sloshing around at IDSA, influence 

their decision? 

>https://www.idsocietJll!oractice-guideline/covid-19-guideline-treatment-and-management/< 

"The guideline panel suggests against famotidine for the sole purpose of treating COVID-19, unless in 

the context of a clinical trial." 
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Here's what the authors collected: 

KATHRYN M EDWARDS collected -$150k from vaccine makers. 

>https://openpaymentsdata.cms.gov/physician/651167 < 

Lindsey Baden collected -$50k from Janssen Pharma ( a vaccine maker). 

>https://openpaymentsdata.cms.gov/physician/884460< 

RAJESH TIM GANDHI collected -$40k from Gilead and Merck. 

> https ://openpaymentsdata. ems. gov/physician/12734 78< 

WILLIAM J MULLER collected -$140k from Astrazeneca, Merck and Janssen 

> https ://openpaymentsdata. ems. gov/physician/613576< 

SHUMEL SHOHAM collected $180k from Merck, Gilead, Emergent, Jannsen 

> https ://openpaymentsdata. ems. gov/physician/780712< 

Mechanistic evidence (prediction) 

Proteins that contaminate influenza vaccines have high homology to SARS-CoV-2 proteins thus 

increasing risk of severe COVID-19 disease and mortality 

> https ://doiln/ 10 .5281 /zenodo .3996984< 

Epidemiological evidence (confirmation) 

Flu shot increases risk of COVID-19 Hospitalization 240%, ICU admission 204%, Hospital mortality 

232%. 

Safety of Influenza Vaccine during CO VID-19 

>https://doiln/10.1017/cts .2020.543< 
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"Among individuals with a positive SARS-CoV-2 test, patients previously vaccinated for influenza in 

2019 were more likely to be hospitalized. Once hospitalized, they were more likely to be admitted to 

the ICU and die during hospitalization." 

From Table 1: 

Never Vaccinated (N=1 ,125) Vaccinated in 2019 (N=309) 

Hospitalization - no.(%) 192 (17.1) 127 (41.1) 

ICU Admission - no.(%) 77 (6.8) 43 (13.9) 

Hospital Mortality - no.(%) 32 (2.8) 20 (6.5) 

My comment posted in the Annals of Internal Medicine 

The iatrogenic cascade of illnesses 

>https://www.acpjournalsil/doi/full/10. 7326/M20-24 70# comments< 

COVID-19 vaccines are fundamentally flawed and unsafe. Details below: 

The Cansino Biologics vaccine: 

> https ://publon~[ffltr/9024531 /< 

The Oxford vaccine: 

>https://publonc-[ffl/r/9015091 /< 

The Moderna mRNA vaccine: 

>https://publon~[ffltr/9025990/< 

The Pfizer/BioNTech vaccine: 

> https ://publondffitr/9026177 /< 

The Novavax vaccine 
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> https ://publonc-l'ffltreview/910828 7 /< 

Prof. Kounis' team and I, describe the common immunological mechanisms involved in cardiac injury 

in COVID-19, severe dengue infection and allergic reactions/anaphylaxis (Kounis syndrome). The 

medications for prevention/treatment include famotidine/cetirizine. 

The passepartout way/ares of Covid-19, Cytokine storm and Kounis syndrome 

>https://doil!!l/10.5281 /zenodo .3977923< 

Dual-Histamine Blockade wHh Cetirizine - Famofldine Reduces Pulmonary Symptoms in COVID-19 

Patients 

>https://www.medrxiv@!tcontent/10.1101/2020.06.30.20137752v1 < 

I predicted in JANUARY 2020 (email below) that mast cell stabilizers and antihistamines can help in 

COVID-19. I notified health authorities and thousands of doctors/researchers, worldwide. Hundreds of 

thousands of lives could have been saved. 

The key is to understand that COVID-19 severity is a result of an allergic reaction to the virus, a "slow 

rolling anaphylaxis". WE HAVE PROVEN TREATMENTS FOR ANAPHYLAXIS. NO CLINICAL 

TRIALS NEEDED. 

The diagnosis and management of anaphylaxis: An updated practice parameter 

>https://www.jacionlinell/article/S0091-67 49(05)00115-6/fulltext< 

"These protocols have recommended the administration of H1 and H2 antagonists, ??-agonists, 

antileukotrienes, and corticosteroids." 
Cetirizine is an histamine H1 blocker or antagonist. Famotidine is an histamine H2 blocker or 
antagonist. 
These safe, OTC drugs above can be used immediately upon COVID-19 symptoms (or even a low 
dose if exposure is suspected). Mast cell stabilizers, ??-agonists, antileukotrienes, and corticosteroids 
can be prescribed as standard of care. Hundreds of thousands of lives can be saved. 

As I wrote in my comment posted in the Annals of Internal Medicine: 

Please see comments section: 

> https://annalftaim/ful larticle/2764199/use-hydroxychloroquine-ch loroqui ne-d uring-covid-19-

pandem ic-what-every-cl inicia n< 
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Understanding mechanisms is better than demanding clinical trials in the middle of a pandemic 

More details: 

Immunological mechanisms explaining the role of lgE, mast cells, histamine, elevating femlin, IL-6, 0-

dimer, VEGF levels in COVID-19 and dengue, potential treatments such as mast cell stab!lizers, 

antihistamines, Vitamin C, hydroxychloroquine, ivermectin and azithromycin 

>https://doil!l/10.5281/zenodo .3748303< 

COVID-19: Famotidine, Histamine, Mast Cells, and Mechanisms 

>https://www.researchsquarF>[ffliarticle/rs-30934/v2< 

Repositioning Chromones for Early Anti-inflammatory Treatment of COVID-19 

>https://www.frontiersinl!ltarticles/10.3389/fphar.2020.00854/full< 

Mast cells contribute to coronavirus-induced inflammation: new anti-inflammatory strategy?? 

>https://pubmed. ncbi. nlm. nih.gov/32013309/< 

Thanks, 
Vinu 

-------- Forwarded Message --------

Wuhan 2019-nCoV treatment; Vaccines induce autoimmunity: Epitope database evidence; 

Subject: Ebola vaccine will cause rice allergy epidemic 

Date: Fri, 24 Jan 2020 17:42:02 -0800 

From: vinu arumugham 

To: 

liillilaliaillllilllliMliliilialiliili1lilliAllillfll:::~ ~ '!..'!..!:.~e:'...'.r~a~u~gfil~a!.:!. ~s~. g;1_1o~v,..::._> , CBER OCOD Consumer 

Account Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " Destefano, Frank (CDC/OID/NCEZID) Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Se 

isq8@cdc.gov <isq8@cdc.gov>, nar5@cdc.gov <nar5@cdc.gov> , hjn0@cdc.gov 

<hjnO@cdc.gov>, Secretary@HHS.gov <Secretary@HHS.gov>, 

CommissionerFDA@fda.hhs.gov 

n 
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xzd2@cdc.gov Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C.,. 
rt,. __ f':'~l"'\/1_\./,...\\. , acy9@cdc.gov Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

<dbj0@cdc.gov>, jmk9@cdc.gov 1-1►i+§:s;pov> , 

gll9@cdc.gov , sharplessne@nih.hhs.go,, ~ •j•-
tnc4@cdc.gov , kok4@cdc.gov ·Ex 6 - (5 , 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) <fwf7@cdc.gov>, 

c:.:...:.::=:...:_<megarlmcseveney@fda.hhs.gov>, afauci@niaid.nih.gov 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex" " 

<w 

lgE mediated sensitization to peptides that have homology to 2019-nCoV peptides may contribute to 

disease severity. In that case, antihistamines and other allergy treatments such as mast cell 

stabilizers may help reduce infection severity. 

A BLASTP analysis of 2019-nCoV proteome against common vaccine antigens was performed. 

Preliminary results suggest that lgE mediated sensitization to common vaccine antigens can result in 

cross reactive immune responses to 2019-nCoV. 

Please see details of the mechanisms here: 

Influenza vaccines and dengue-like disease 

>https://www.bmJm 1contenU360/bmj.k1378/rr-15< 

>https://www.quorc1IJWWhy-was-the-flu-so-deadly-in-outbreaks-in-the-past-And-what-made-the-flu

become-l ess-d ead ly/answers/864562 79< 

"Scientists" at the global vaccine safety summit spill the beans: There is no science behind vaccine 

safety claims, it's a fairy tale. 

The party is over folks. 
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>https://youtu.be/s2IujhTdCLE< 

ERVEBO Ebola vaccine will create a rice allergy epidemic, add to numerous autoimmune diseases, 

cancer and make Ebola disease even more severe. Design for safety and vaccine safety regulation 

remain abject failures. Incompetence or indifference? 

>https://doi[ll/10.5281 /zenodo .3595020< 

Analyzing 23000+ epitopes covering 82 autoimmune diseases in the Immune Epitope Database, 57% 

have only one and 78% have up to two amino acid residue differences compared to animal, fungal or 

plant peptides present in vaccines; an unmistakable signature of the role of vaccines in their etiologies 

> https ://doi[II/ 10 .5281 /zenodo .3603480< 

Analyzing 23000+ epitopes covering 82 autoimmune diseases in the Immune Epitope Database, 57% 

have only one and 78% have up to two amino acid residue differences compared to animal, fungal or 

plant peptides present in vaccines; an unmistakable signature of the role of vaccines in their etiologies 

Lay summary 

Vinu Arumugham 

Jan 2020 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 
Ex 6, 

Proteins are a chain of amino acids. Proteins can have up to several hundred amino acids. Snippets 

of proteins (peptides), 7-15 amino acids in length are important in immunology. There are 20 types of 

amino acids. Each is assigned a letter (1 letter code). 

Antibodies are proteins that can bind to peptides that have a specific amino acid sequence. Such a 

target peptide is known as an epitope.?? When an antibody binds to a peptide (which is part of a 

protein, which in turn may be part of a cell surface), it can trigger an immune attack on the cell. If the 

cell were a bacterium, the bacterium would be killed. 
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Humans (like all organisms) are made of numerous proteins (self proteins). So we have self-proteins , 

self-peptides and self-epitopes. In a healthy person, the body will not make antibodies that bind 

strongly to self-peptides (self-tolerance). 

DNA is a chain of base-pairs. The DNA base-pair sequence determines the amino acid sequence in 

the protein produced. If there is a mutation that alters a single base-pair, the resulting protein will have 

a single amino acid that is altered. To prevent cancer, the immune system is capable of making 

antibodies against such altered peptides. Such antibodies can also weakly bind (cross react) to the 

unaltered normal peptide thus resulting in destruction of some healthy cells. 

Say a normal protein has the following peptide (10 amino acids, each represented by its 1 letter code): 

ALSTLVVNKI 

Say DNA in a cell mutates due to a carcinogen exposure and it alters the protein thus resulting in this 

peptide with a single amino acid change: 

ALSTLVVSKI 

When the immune system makes antibodies targeted at ALSTLW§KI (to attack the cell with the DNA 

mutation), the same antibodies can weakly bind to the normal ALSTLVVNKI peptide. 

ALSTLVVNKI is an epitope associated with rheumatoid arthritis (RA). 

So as a result of the immune system defending against cancer, the person can develop RA. 

Now consider vaccines containing animal proteins. Animal proteins are very similar to human proteins, 

containing only occasional amino acid differences. An animal peptide could therefore have the 

ALSTLVV§KI sequence. Such a vaccine would fool the immune system into creating an anti-cancer 

immune response, creating antibodies targeted at ALSTLVV§KI. The result is vaccine induced RA. 

Therefore one can predict that analyzing epitopes associated with autoimmune diseases, such single 

amino acid difference compared to animal peptides present in vaccines, would occur more frequently 

than can be expected merely by chance. The analysis confirms that this prediction is valid. 

Abstract 

The National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID) sponsors the Immune Epitope Data 

Base (IEDB). IEDB contains epitopes identified from the medical literature and organized by diseases 
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and categories of diseases. All epitopes (23000+) associated with 82 autoimmune diseases in 

humans were analyzed. 

The role of animal, plant, fungal proteins contained in vaccines in the etiology of autoimmune 

diseases have been described in humans and animals. BLASTP was used to analyze IEDB derived 

epitopes for sequence alignment to animal, plant, fungal (APF) proteins present in vaccines and 

biologics. Specifically, the search was performed against bovine, chicken , porcine, guinea pig, African 

green monkey, Chinese hamster, murine, peanut, soy, wheat, corn, sesame and Saccharomyces 

cerevisiae proteomes. 

The results show that 57% of epitopes differed by exactly one amino acid residue from an APF 

peptide. 78% of the epitopes differed by up to two amino acid residues from an APF peptide. The rest 

of the epitopes were either identical or differed by more than two amino acid residues. 

A majority of IEDB epitopes analyzed were 9-mer peptides. Comparing randomly selected 9-mer 

human peptides with APF proteomes, the probability of single amino acid residue difference (SAARD) 

outcomes was derived. This was used to estimate the probability that actual IEDB SAARD alignments 

to APF peptides were merely a chance outcome. The estimates show that the probability that the 

observed IEDB alignments to APF being merely a chance outcome are vanishingly small. So the 

results make it absolutely clear that APF proteins in vaccines cause all these autoimmune diseases. 

Introduction 

Vaccines contain thousands of residual animal, plant and fungal (APF) proteins from the 

manufacturing process (1 ???6)???. 293 chicken proteins were identified in the influenza vaccine 

(7)???, for example. Actin and vimentin proteins were detected in the Priorix Tetra vaccine (8)???. 

Immunization with homologous xenogeneic antigens resulting in autoimmune diseases has been 

known for at least 40 years (9)???. Vaccines that contain bovine proteins caused autoimmunity in 

dogs (10)???. We previously described the immunological mechanism involved in autoimmunity 

induction by immunization with homologous xenogeneic antigens (11 )???. 

Cancer cells have minor differences when compared to healthy cells. Due to mutation of the DNA 

encoding the proteins, cancer cells can display altered proteins on their surface. Healthy cancer 

defense mechanisms include immune responses directed at such altered proteins. Therefore an 

immune response directed against cancer cells always carries a risk of cross reactive immune 

responses against healthy cells displaying the unaltered protein. Therefore, cancer induced 

autoimmune responses are a consequence of normal, healthy immune system behavior. 

Animal proteins have minor differences compared to human proteins. Peptides that are identical 

between humans and animals are unlikely to cause any problem due to strong self tolerance. 
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However, peptides with one amino acid residue difference produce the strongest cross reactive 

immune responses (11)???. They are ideally suited to induce autoimmune diseases. Injecting animal 

proteins results in anti-cancer immune responses because the immune system perceives animal 

proteins as altered human proteins. Adjuvants in the vaccine boost this anti-cancer immune response. 

This artificial anti-cancer response directed at thousands of APF proteins in vaccines or biologics, 

therefore cross react and cause numerous autoimmune disorders. 

For this reason, one can predict that single amino acid residue difference (SAARD) between 

autoimmune disease related epitopes in the IEDB and homologous APF peptides in vaccines, would 

occur at a higher probability than by mere chance. We perform a BLASTP analysis to verify. 

Methods 

Basic local alignment search tool for proteins (BLASTP) (12)???, Universal Protein Resource 

(UniProt)(13)??? and the Immune Epitope Database (IEDB) (14)??? were used for bioinformatics 

analysis. 

Specifically, the BLASTP sequence alignment of IEDB peptides was performed against bovine, chick, 

porcine, guinea pig, African green monkey, Chinese hamster, murine, peanut, soy, wheat, corn, 

sesame and Saccharomyces cerevisiae proteomes. Vaccines and biologics contain residual proteins 

from all these organism due to media used to grow viruses or bacteria, recombinant cells/organisms 

used for protein expression or as excipients. 

Results 

57% of IEDB peptides have a SAARD and 78% have up to two amino acid 

differences compared to animal, fungal or plant peptides present in vaccines. 

Discussion 

Could this result be a chance occurrence? 

A majority of IEDB epitopes analyzed were 9-mer peptides. Five thousand 9-mer peptides were 

chosen at random from the human proteome. BLASTP was run using these peptides to compare 

against each organism???s proteome or a subset. This provides us the probability that randomly 

selected human peptides have an alignment providing a SAARD compared to peptides from these 

organisms. These are listed in table 1 under??? Random SAARD alignment???. Given this, we can 

compute the probability of the actual SAARD alignment to IEDB epitopes, occurring by chance. This 

is listed in table 1 under ???Estimated probability of actual SAARD outcome occurring just by 

chance???. 
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For a simple coin toss example, we would perform the calculation as follows: 

Computing probability of say a 7 heads, 3 tails outcome of 10 trials of a fair coin: 

Probability= (0.5A7) x ( 0.5A3) x 1 0! / (7! x 3!) 

Where: 

0.5 is the probability of a head or tail outcome of a fair coin. 

For an unfair coin, say probability of head outcome = 0.4 and tail outcome 0.6, we 

would have: 

Probability= (0.4A7) x ( 0.6A3) x 1 0! / (7! x 3!) 

For the IEDB peptide probability analysis, the outcome is for 23192 trials (peptides). 

The ???head outcome??? is the ???Random SAARD alignment ??? entries in table 1. The ???tail 

outcome??? probability is 1-???head outcome???. 

Sample calculation for Chinese Hamster: 

Probability= ((889/5000)A4574) x ((4111/5000)A18618) x 23192! / (4574! x 18618!) 

Probability= 1.488e-15 

Where: 889*100/5000 = 17.8% is the entry in Table 1 for Chinese Hamster. BLASTP analysis shows 

889 SAARD out of 5000 peptides analyzed. 

And, 4574*100/23192=19.7% is the IEDB entry in Table 1 for Chinese Hamster. BLASTP analysis 

shows 4574 SAARD out of 23192 peptides analyzed. 

So the 1.488e-15 value is the probability that we wi II have exactly 457 4 SAA RD alignments out of 

23192 peptides. The probability goes down for all values> 4574. Conservatively, applying the same 

probability as for 4574, to all values >4574, we can calculate the probability of the chance occurrence 

of 4574 or greater number of SAARD alignments as 1.488e15 * 18618 = 27e-12, entry in table. 

The Gnome calculator was used to perform these calculations and the results were verified using the 

Qalculate! calculator and WolframAlpha (15)??? since spreadsheets are unable to perform these 

calculations. 

Table 1 
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Organism 

African green 

monkey 

( Ch!orocebus 

aethiops) 

Cow (Bos taurus) 

Random 

SAARD 

alignment 

Number of 

Peptides(%) 

26 (0.5) 

936 (18.7) 

Actual (IEDB) 

SAARD 

alignment 

Number of 

Peptides (%) 

420 (1.8) 

4385 (18.9) 

14 

Estimated 

probabil ity of 

actual SAARD 

outcome 

occurring just 

by chance 

-1.7e-96 

-1 

Remarks 

Probability of this 

outcome occurring just by 

chance is vanishingly 

small. So these animal 

proteins in vaccines, 

caused these diseases. 

There are two 

possibilities. (1) This 

outcome occurred just by 

chance. (2) The 

assumption that all cow 

proteins are present in 

the vaccines in equal 

amount is not true. We 

know that cow???s milk, 

bovine gelatin, bovine 

serum albumin are used 

in vaccines. So these 

proteins and proteins 

present in tissues in the 

vicinity, are included in 

vaccines but other cow 

proteins may not be 

present. This is the more 
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Organism Random Actual (IEDB) Estimated Remarks 

SAARD SAARD probability of 

alignment alignment actual SAARD 

Number of outcome 
Number of 

Peptides(%) occurring just 
Peptides (%) 

by chance 

likely explanation. Please 

see Cow???s milk entry 

below. 

Cow???s Milk (Bos 0 (0) 12 (0.05) 0 Probability of this 

taurus) outcome occurring just by 

chance is 0. So these 

animal proteins in 

vaccines, caused these 

diseases. 

Chinese Hamster 889 (17.8) 4574 (19.7) -27e-12 Probability of this 

( Cricetulus griseus) outcome occurring just by 

chance is vanishingly 

small. So these animal 

proteins in vaccines, 

biologics caused these 

diseases. 

Chicken ( Gallus 536 (10.7) 3901 (16.8) <1e-100 Probability of this 

gal/us) outcome occurring just by 

chance is vanishingly 

small. So these animal 

proteins in vaccines, 

caused these diseases. 
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Organism Random Actual (IEDB) Estimated Remarks 

SAARD SAARD probability of 

alignment alignment actual SAARD 

Number of outcome 
Number of 

Peptides(%) occurring just 
Peptides (%) 

by chance 

Unlike bovine, porcine 

and murine proteins, 

since chicken egg or 

embryo is used for 

vaccine manufacture, all 

chicken proteins can be 

present in vaccines. 

Guinea Pig ( Gavia 837 (16.7) 4439 (19.1) -1e-18 Probability of this 

porcellus) outcome occurring just by 

chance is vanishingly 

small. So these animal 

proteins in vaccines, 

caused these diseases. 

Mice (Mus 940 (18.8) 4467 (19.3) -1 There are two 

musculus) possibilities. (1) This 

outcome occurred just by 

chance. (2) The 

assumption that all mice 

proteins are present in 

biologics in equal amount 

is not true. We know that 

mice myeloma cells are 

used in biologics. So 
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Organism Random Actual (IEDB) Estimated Remarks 

SAARD SAARD probability of 

alignment alignment actual SAARD 

Number of outcome 
Number of 

Peptides(%) occurring just 
Peptides (%) 

by chance 

these proteins and 

proteins present in 

tissues in the vicinity, are 

present in biologics but 

other mice proteins may 

not be present. This is 

the more likely 

explanation. 

Maize 303 (6.1) 1667 (7.2) -5e-9 Probability of this 

outcome occurring just by 
(Zea mays) 

chance is vanishingly 

small. So these plant 

proteins in vaccines, 

caused these diseases. 

Peanut (Arachis 223 (4 .5) 1697 (7.3) -79e-81 Probability of this 

hypogaea) outcome occurring just by 

chance is vanishingly 

small. So these plant 

proteins in vaccines, 

caused these diseases. 

Yeast 64 (1.3) 828 (3.6) <1e-100 Probability of this 

(Saccharomyces outcome occurring just by 
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Organism Random Actual (IEDB) Estimated Remarks 

SAARD SAARD probability of 

alignment alignment actual SAARD 

Number of outcome 
Number of 

Peptides(%) occurring just 
Peptides (%) 

by chance 

cerevisiae) chance is vanishingly 

small. So these fungal 

proteins in vaccines, 

biologics caused these 

diseases. 

Sesame 155 (3.1) 1398 (6.0) <1e-100 Probability of this 

(Sesamum 
outcome occurring just by 

indicum) 
chance is vanishingly 

small. So these plant 

proteins in vaccines, 

caused these diseases. 

Soy ( Glycine max) 215 (4.3) 1548 (6.7) -86e-59 Probability of this 

outcome occurring just by 

chance is vanishingly 

small. So these plant 

proteins in vaccines, 

caused these diseases. 

Pig ( Sus scrota) 963 (19.3) 4407 (19.0) -1 There are two 

possibilities. (1) This 

outcome occurred just by 

chance. (2) The 

assumption that all 
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Organism Random Actual (IEDB) Estimated Remarks 

SAARD SAARD probability of 

alignment alignment actual SAARD 

Number of outcome 
Number of 

Peptides(%) occurring just 
Peptides (%) 

by chance 

porcine proteins are 

present in the vaccines in 

equal amount is not true. 

We know that porcine 

gelatin is used in 

vaccines. So these 

proteins and proteins 

present in tissues in the 

vicinity are included in 

vaccines but other 

porcine proteins may not 

be present. This is the 

more likely explanation. 

Wheat ( Triticum 138 (2.8) 977 (4.2) -18e-33 Probability of this 

aestivum) 
outcome occurring just by 

chance is vanishingly 

small. So these plant 

proteins in vaccines, 

caused these diseases. 

The calculations make it clear that the findings cannot be merely a chance outcome and that 

immunization against animal/plant/fungal antigens in the vaccines do cause these autoimmune 

diseases in the IEDB. 

Conclusion 
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Vaccines containing animal , plant or fungal proteins are extremely dangerous and cause numerous 

autoimmune diseases and cancer (16???19)???. All non-target proteins in vaccines must be 

immediately removed using processes such affinity chromatography (20)???. 
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Thanks to all who are planning to attend the OECD and Agile Resilience - Special Meeting of the Agile 

Government Network on Tuesday, November 11th at 11am eastern. Read ahead documents are attached 

for your reference. 

We look forward to seeing you. 
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Administration 
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[EXTERNAL] Re: Google AKI Model Delivery 

From Anthony Phaleri 1---> 
To: "Stewart, William R." -1Wi1E1>, Farah Omer 

Mark Smith-

•Ex 6 - (5 n:X 6 - (5 , >, 

Cc: >, Harry Askham ·Ex 6 _ "Ex 6 - (5 " >, "Alterovitz, 

Date: Tue, 10 Nov 2020 19:59:12 -0500 

Hi Will and team, 

I hope all is well. I wanted to check in to see if you had the additional draft security guidance 

document that Will had mentioned, so that we can review before getting too far along on the 

technical side: 

1. Will Stewart noted that one more draft security guidance document left to be shared is 

currently under review and if approved to be shared in the draft state, would come with the 

caveat that the guidance may undergo changes during the review process. 

Thanks! 

Anthony 

Anthony Phalen I Strategic Partnerships, Google Health I Ex 6 - (5 < 6 _ (5 " 
U.S.C. , 

Ex 6 - (5 " 
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+Farah Omer +Mark Smith 

HiWill, 

Thanks for this recap. Here is a list of the folks on the Google side: 

• Ivan Protsyuk - Software Engineer, Google Health 

• Martin Seneviratne - Clinician Scientist, Google Health 

• Ali Connell - Clinician Scientist, Google Health 

• Alan Karthikesalingam, Research Lead, Google Health 

• Anthony Phalen - Partnerships , Google Health 

• Francisco Rubio-Bertrand - Account Executive, Google Cloud 

• Farah Omer - Customer Engineer, Google Cloud 

• Joel Minton - Technical Director, Office of the CTO, Google Cloud 

• Mark Smith - Engineering Manager, Google Cloud 

You'll see the team is made up of both Google Cloud and Google Health folks. I wanted to clarify 

that for your bullet point #5, because Mark is on the Google Cloud team, the thinking was that 

Google Cloud technical resources could be leveraged to work "shoulder to shoulder" with VA 

technical teams to apply learnings from the AKI model to new model development at the VA using 

tools like Anthos. We can talk more about that on the next call if helpful. 

Thanks, 

Anthony 

Anthony Phalen I Strategic Partnerships, Google Health I Ex 6 - (5 " 

On Fri, Oct 23, 2020 at 9:43 AM Stewart, William ....... > wrote: 

Minutes from Oct 16 meeting between Google Health team and VA NAIi and security SMEs: 

1. Google notes that all of the container delivery information promulgated on Oct 14th is 

expected industry best practices, with one caveat; 
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a. The data pipeline configuration requested is not able to be shared due to 

proprietary considerations, though all necessary data transformations will be 

documented and shared by Google Health, an understandable condition 

accepted by the VA NAIi 

2. Will Stewart noted that one more draft security guidance document left to be shared is 

currently under review and if approved to be shared in the draft state, would come with 

the caveat that the guidance may undergo changes during the review process. 

3. Anthony Phalen will send the Google teams attendance list and role descriptions 

4. Mark Smith shared that Google is offering technical support in order to ensure 

successful deployment of the Google Health AKI model implementation. 

5. Anthony noted that Google Health shares Charles Worthington's vision of an 

increasingly expanding relationship between Google Health and the VA, with Mark 

Smith extending the offer of Google Health technical support in the VA's efforts to 

deploy the AKI Model and related effort. 

Regards, 

Will Stewart 

National Artificia l Intelligence Institute I NAIi 

Senior Solution Architect I EA SA 

Demand Management I Intake and Analysis 

IAS Enablement Team Lead I Veteran Experience Services 

DevOps Transformation I Product Line Architecture Change Team 

Enterprise Program Management Office (EPMO) 

Office of Information Technology (OIT) 

Department of Veterans Affairs 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 
Phan 

Email: 
- ,- 6 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
' 
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From: Stewart, William R. 

Sent: Wednesday, October 14, 2020 8:41 AM 

To: Anthony Phalen 

>; Harry Ask~I-->· 
>; Colon Vargas, Nelson"y -flll!h 

Ex 6 - (5, Ex 6 - (5 " >; Francisco Rubio-Bertrand 

>; Alan Karthikesalingam 

>; Fourcade, Joseph 

Hook, David -■■ --• Osborne, Thomas F. 

, iggers, Bridget L. • -sl> - . . -
Subject: Google AKI Model Delivery 

Anthony, 

Per multiple discussions with our enterprise security teams, the following represents the 

container description that will meet VA security requirements with the caveat that one or more 

of the patterns is undergoing rewrite/relabeling. However, I wanted to move this forward, so will 

provide the extant patterns and will forward any impending emerging standards and updates as 

they become available. In order for the VA to utilize the model, the following would be needed 

in order for a container to be utilized fully at the VA; 

• Container in OCI 2.x format, complied, and with container source code 

• REST AP ls , without HTTP/2 or gRPC components or libraries. API documentation to 

include; 

o OpenAPI 3.0.3, all required fields plus components, schemas, security and 

descriptions at a minimum, and any other field/extension necessary to 

communicate the full explanation of the APls. 

o All transformations of input and output parameter fields (e.g, 

normalization/standardization parameters, etc) 

o Sequence and/or orchestration dependencies, if any 

• Data pipeline design, transformation, configuration, and source 

code/script/configuration files. 
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• Security measures (see attached) 

o VA Cloud Security Procedural Guidance 

o VA Cloud Security Pattern 

o VA API Security Pattern 

o Cloud Computing Continuous Monitoring RACI 

o Cloud Computing Continuous Monitoring Process 

o VA API Management Platform Security Pattern 

o Cloud Computing Incident Response (IR) Processes and Procedures 

One pattern undergoing update/renaming is the DSG Container Platform Security Pattern. 

Please let me know if you have any questions, 

Will Stewart 

Senior Solution Architect I EA, SA 

Demand Management I Intake and Analysis 

IAS Enablement Team Lead I Veteran Experience Services 

National Artificia l Intelligence Institute I NAIi 

DevOps Transformation I Product Line Architecture Change Team 

DevOps Transformation I Emerging Technologies Change Team 

Enterprise Program Management Office (EPMO) 

Office of Information Technology (OIT) 

Department of Veterans Affairs 

Phone: • 

Email: 
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RE: [EXTERNAL] Government Collaboration Tools 

To: Lee Carosi Dunn 
.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

> 

Date: Wed, 11 Nov 2020 23:07:13 -0500 

Hi Lee, 

It's good timing; I've been meaning to make contact. I am exploring collaboration capabilities which 

would enable better interagency interoperability across the federal government. With this in mind, I'd 

be happy to jump on a call/video conf sometime next week to touch base. 

If you have a few open windows you can share, I can aim to make one work. Tuesday afternoon is 

open on my end, as is 

From: Lee Carosi Dunn •Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , > 

Sent: Wednesday, November 11, 2020 3: 16 PM 

To: Dalessio, J. Alex EOP/OMB < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " > 

Subject: [EXTERNAL] Government Collaboration Tools 

Alex, 
Greetings. Your contact information was provided to me from a colleague who stated 
that you may be heading up the process at 0MB to gather information about email, 
communication, video conferencing collaboration tools for the government ahead of 
a possible CEOS RFP next year. If this is not accurate, please excuse my email. 

I was hoping to see if you had some time over the next two weeks for a phone or 
video call about this process as Google Cloud seeks to assist the government with 
further communication and collaboration tools. 

Thank you in advance, 
Lee 

Lee Dunn 
Google 1:1111 
leedunn@googlel!M 

Android Mobile: Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 
Sec 552(b )(6)) 
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[EXTERNAL] Fwd: New Report 

From G. Edward DeSeve < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Ex q > 

.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. "Ex 6, To: beckett@gkbaumlm, Bruce Marks >, ddisney@psul!:I, 

jarink@ballardspahr!m, jerrfnechling@gartner!li, kennedypat@hotmai(m, 

pkargawal@gmai(m, Aditya Kumar< >, Aimee Christensen 
.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex 

" 
>, Alan Balutis ~->, Alan Paller 

~>, Alan Rhinesmith >, Allan Burman 

< >, "Allen, Thad [USA]"< >, Alyssa J. Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ,:x q Ex 6 - 5 U.S.c.:::x q 
Denzer •Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec,Ex " ,.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) >, Anna Cosentino >, 

Anne Altman < 

Greene 

Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C.JEx q >, Anthony Dowd < >, Barrett and 

·Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. Sec ,:x E\ >, Bernard Anderson <tflWl.11J.itM¥f. di-::., 
"Bess in, James" >, Beth Cobert >, Beth ◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ,x q ◄Ex 6 - ( 5 ,Ex q 

Kellar~>, Beth Noveck ~->, Betsy Holahan (Great Point 

Strategies) <[:ft.Wl-'(l!.."i.¥.bf..f.i-1' . .mJflijW>, Bev Godwin <tflWC.11(«t b¥i>, 
.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. ,:x E\ Bill Greenwalt >, Bill Lucyshyn ~>, Bill Marimow 

◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ,Ex E\ >, Bill Marrazzo 1:::£1111-1•@-bj>, BIiiy Hamilton 

◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. ,=x 6 >, "Bloom, Ron" Im>, Bob Behn 

< Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. Sen=x " Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ,Ex q >, Bob Paretta 

•Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Ex, 

>, Bob Lam< 

>, "Brigati, Allison" •Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. ,Ex , >, "Brown, Dustin S. 

EOP/OMB" •EX 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ,:x " >, Bruce Katz Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Ex " >, Bruce 

>, Buzz Bissinger Bruce Marks .Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 
1
Ex q 

◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ,Ex , >, Charles 

>, Charles W. de Seve 

,-Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6))Ex 6 >, "Chu, David SC" <jffll:::fl>, "Clark, Tim" 

>, Curt Hill < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. ,,Ex, >, "Czerwinski, Stanley J" 

< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C., Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ,:x q ID>, Dan Tangherlini < >, Daniel Chenok 

.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. ,Ex 6, >, David Chu <JMtJll:W-::., David Cohen 

< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec,Ex 6 >, David Graham < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec,Ex E\ >, "Mader, David A. 

EOP/OMB" .,,...,._,,. >, David Mader >, 

David Walker j!•j·>, David Wennergren 4=flWJllfflWir:mJ>, David 

Wennergren ~•-&;+:,, David Yarkin <l::J;mlQ!•-iW#i4¥fl-::., 

.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex, 
J 

,.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec,Ex E\ 

"Davis, Tom (US - Washington D.C.)" .Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. ,< q >, Dean DeSeve 

•Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) :x, >, Dennis Oakes -Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec,Ex E\ >, Don 
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>, Donald Borut-- >, Donald Kettl 

< >, Donna Brazile< >, Donna Shalala 

>, Doug Besharov 1-1!1-fid>, Doug Criscitello 

>, Eamon Javers 1w=arl Devaney 

>, Eileen Jav%\C >, Elaine Kamarck 

◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ,Ex 1 

◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec,Ex, 

< ID>, Elizabeth Vale >, "Herbst, Ellen EOP" Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

~>, Frank Digiammarino <r::ar.mm=11n.:.-=-•i >, Frank Thompson 

>, Fred Hochburg 4Mtl•+w1,,-a>, Gary Glickman ·Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. ,Ex " 

◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ,Ex 6 >, Gene Dodaro ~>, Gerry DeSeve 

~>, Gerry morrison >, "Goldstein, Ira (US- Retired)" 

•Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex G >, Greg Rost >, "Hale, Robert [USA]" 

◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Ex E\ >, Hannah Sistare <J::£111j.1!1-1iii§#M=tJ5b, "Harris, Seth D." 

W,.-jiL ...... ffl3Q>, Harry Hatry ~>, Henry Cisneros 

◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. ,Ex 6 >,JC Mihm._>, Jack Basso 

._>, Jack Ende >, Jacques Gansler 

~>, Jacquie Lawing Ebert >, James Brady 

4=tl411L1-A>, Jane Bilger._>, Jane Fountain 

◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex " >, Jane Pisano-=-■>, Janice Lachance 

·Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ,:x 6 Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Ex , >, Jared Bernstein < >, Jerry Mechling 

·Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. Sec Ex " >, Jim Brown •Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex" >, Joe Califano 

4=£111-1•►1+¥JM[!I>, Joe Davidson <\Wi.'iQ-•i.Ji4fa, 1@>, Joe Minarik 

>, John Fiorini~>, john hamre ~ii>, 
•Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec J,Ex 6 John Kamensky >, Jonathan D Breu! 

•Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. SecJEx 6, ◄Ex 6 - (5 U .S.C. ,Ex, >, Joseph Minarik >, Joseph Westphal 

.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. , IBJ>. Josh Gotbaum >, Judith Feder 

_>, Judy England-Joseph >, Justin R. 

Meservie >, Kaitlyn Blume 1flliGc-l11:•~f:~=-a•~-1••••>, Karen de Seve 

<l=tllll-'&1• i-l>, Kate Connelly >, kate philips .Ex 6 - (5 U.S.CEx ,3c ,:x 6 

◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ,=x q Ex 6 - (5 ,Ex, >, Kay Coles James >, Koen Becking 

➔--•-· "koskinen,john" .->, kstack9117@gmaillm, 

Maggie McCullough <IW«-1•1-1i--WJ 1•ffl>, Marcus Peacock 

< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec O:x 6 >, Mark Abramson< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ,Exi >, Mark 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C.Ex , 
I 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec,Ex q Adamshick < 

Pisano •Ex 6 - (5 Ex " 
>, Mark Aron chick < ----r.:111re1 >, Mark 

>, "Mark Pisano (map3@melm)" <!Wl--◄3fi>, Martin Faga 

< Ex 6 - (5 ,Ex, •Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Ex , >, Marty Dorph >, Mary Ellen Joyce 

4::£01j. ,tJ:a>, Max Stier ◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex" >, Michael Deich 

◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6))Ex" >, Michael Fitzpatrick ◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ~x 6 >, 
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Michael Fitzpatrick < >, Mort Downey < >, 

Mozelle Thompson 48f•tffj#ilffi]>, Nancy A Potok (CENSUS/DEPDIR FED) 

d::£1Wjlf.1il§fi• .>, Nancy Rowena Kingsburr 4U.fl >, Nani 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. ,Ex q Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex 
~ 

·Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. ,Ex 5, Coloretti >, Nat C Campbell 111 1:f1W11£ >, Nataliya 

Biletska < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. ,iEx, Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. ,:x " >, Nie Retsinas 

< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ,Ex , 

>, Natwar Gandhi< 

>, Norman Johnson ◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex q >, On 

behalf of Paul A. Volcker < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ;=x" >, Pamela Haze 

< II>, Parris Glendening Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. " "Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) Ex, >, 

"Kennedy, Patrick EOP" >, Paul Critchlow 

.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec :x q 
J >, Peggy Greenawalt 1=flWM>, Peter Goldmark 

-tnellfDI>, Peter Harkness< >, Peter Hart 

d#IWi-1•f.1Wi4M>, "Quehl, Scott B." >, R. ◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ,Ex 5, 

Scott Fosler <j:::£1M1•►14Q>, Rahm Emanuel ,_.,._....,11111:11• >, Ramon 

Barquin 1M-#i):>, Rich Greenawalt <j:::tlliGl!3>, Richard Brown 

cl::£111«.1•f.1Wi>, Richard Fogel< >, richard greenawalt 

~>, Richard Hoffman_>, Richard Keevey 

1ff;l!!imi---t-d5)>, Richard Ravitch < >, Robert Hale 

<,,,,_..,. _ __,..,. >, Robert O'Neill <j:::£1M1•►1'.•dffl>, Robert Rubin 

{Wf.'11£ .... >, Robert Shea< >, Robert Tobias Ex 6 - (5 ,Ex 5, 

•Ex 6 - (5 u.s.c.,=x" >, Robin Wiessmann < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. ,:x 5, >, Rod Johnson 

4ft;l!n.flL~iJL"i!i, ,@'5]>, Rodney Slater 4#A"ii #&k§h Ron Javers 

Ex 6 - (5 ,:x q < >, S. Anthony Mccann 1#111i-1•f.1'.• >, Sally Katzen 

< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. ,:x" >, Sallyanne Harper ·Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. Sec 552 b 6 ) x 5, >, Samuel 

Ex6- 5U.S.C.Sec552b 6 Exq Morris >, "Sanders, Ron [USA]" 

·Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. , Im>, Sandy Archibald >, Sarah Murray 

< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ,=x q >, Scott Pattison ◄Ex6-(5 ,Ex, >, Scott Quehl 

•Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. ,=x 6 Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ,=x 6 >, Shaun Donovan< >, Sheila Burke 

4$11►1!►1W§S♦i>, Shelley Metzenbaum <IW-flL~~!f. bj>, 
Stan Soloway <j#llli-1•f.1M•f>, "Steinhoff, Jeffrey C" <Wi-1!J.•-HAi>, Steve 

App< Ex 6 - (5 ,:x" Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Ex, >, Steve Goldsmith< >, Steve Kelman 

•Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ,Ex , >, Steven Genyk <\Wf.11f., IIJ>, "Stitt, Skip" 

< Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. ,Ex 6 >, Suresh Kumar 4:flW11L, Im>, Susan C. Schwab 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C.:x 1 < >, Susan Urahn >, Suzanne Lindsay .Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. iEx, 

._>, Sylvia Mathews _______ , >, Ted Gaebler 

<tWf.11f.'i•WM• :v, Terry Busf 1Mt'l.llllll:flffi]>, Thomas Mann 

◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. ,Ex , >, Thomas Settle d:::tl#lld'41Wili• Ila>, Thomas 

Stanton d#llli-1•L~al51>. T J Glauthier >. Tom Beckett ·Ex 6 - (5 U.S.c,:x 6 
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.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. >, Tony Williams 

>, William (US -

Date: Wed, 11 Nov 2020 09:57:35 -0500 

Here is a new report I have been working on for about a year called, "The Journey to 
Agile Government". Hope you "Enjoy" it. Ed 

--- Forwarded message ---------

From: G. Edward DeSeve 1=11-=-■•!fr.:11..,llr.il .. ■=---:p-!1> 
Date: Wed, Nov 11, 2020 at 9:08 AM 

Subject: New Report 

To: Deseve, Gerry 1r=if•_r._ll-lir.:i.,lnll~ .. ~ >, Jen Torpie <l#llj-j■f-1dffl>, Dean DeSeve 

◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) Ex" >, Karren DeSeve ◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Ex 6, > 

Below is the just released new report that I have been working on for about a year. It came out pretty 

well. You can read the entire thing at : 

>https://www.napawashl!3/grandchallenges/blog/the-road-to-agile-government-driving-change-to

achieve-

success?utm medium=email&utm campaign=Management%20Matters%20New&utm content=Mana 

gement%20Matters%20New+CID f2d7b4693944f48df9d21 c62da530e51 &utm source=&utm term=T 

he%20Road%20to%20Agile%20Government%20%20Driving%20Change%20to%20Achieve%20Suc 

cess< 
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G. Edward DeSeve 
Coordinator Agile Government Center 
National Academy of Public Administration 
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[EXTERNAL] Re: AGC Meeting information 

From G. Edward DeSev 
_Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. SeE 

6 "552(b)(6)) x ' 

To: Cyntethia Brown 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

◄552(b)(6)) Ex l 

Cc: kclay@tncil, jennifer@techtalentprojeca, sarayu.srinivasan@pi., 

mejphd@gmaill!:11, stephen.almond@weforuml!I, "Hartwig, Edward J. EOP/OMB" 

<edwardj_hartwig@omb.eoPB>, rschlotterer@worldbana, "Brown, Dustin S. 

EOP/OMB" , mihmj@gaG, allison.brigati@gsal!I, 

noveck@tech.njl!I, david.lebryk@treasu~, xavier.briggs@nyua, 

mcguinness@newamerical!I, nani.color@gmaill!li, dwennergren@actiacil, 

mott@icmal!I, smogulescu@volckeralliancel!I, annerung@amazonl!li, 

digiammarino_frank@bahl!li, allen_thad@bahl!li, weggers@deloittelm, 

dmader@deloittel!:11, kimberly.mccabe@gmaill!li, werfel.danny@bcgl!li, 

peters. kyle@advisor. bcglm, robert.shea@us.gtB1, kettl@austin. utexaG, 

janefountain@gmaill!li, ellen622@aoll!li, mpisano@price.usclll, akhademi@vtlll, 

jwidner@princetonlll, rtobias 1@verizon.net, mark.bolter@us.ibml!li, 

polly .hall@hq .dhsil, ajdenzer@gmaillDJ, joshuagotbau m@gmaillDJ, 

johnkosk@aoll!li, joiwind.ronen@ethosdcS, joiwind.ronen@wheelhousegrouPl!li, 

bi II. maile@agilegovleadersll, tsuder@atarcl!I, david .summers@pmil!I, 

chris.perdieu@ibmlDJ, jrodgers@nascal!I, ganapati@fiua, soraya.correa@hq.dhsil, 

John Kamensky <john.kamensky@us.ibml!lil>, kai.feder@tech.njl!I, tparker@icmal!I, 

davidmfisher@hotmaillDJ, dean.a.evans@austin.utexaslll, donnamarcus308@gmaillm, 

mifitzpatrick@googlel!li, scottquehl@gmaillDJ, sgoldsmith@sgoldsmithl!li, 

dhanani.qahir@bcgl!li, kthurm@clintonfoundationll, mjoyce@brookingsa, 

edwin.lau@oecdll, jamie.berryhill@oecdll, joel@odenterprisel!I, 

rmgordon@us.ibml!li, Ines Mergel <ines.mergel@uni-konstan~>, Andrew Whitford 

<aw@ugalll>, jjordon@imperiumglobaladvisorsl!li, victoria@softwarell, Sally Jaggar 

<~u•~,. ,,-£1>, amy.edwards@treasurylB, anne.tsui.7@nda, 

donald.siegel.1@asG, merez@technion.ac.il: Ma.een .... >, Joe 
Mitchell James Higgins 711i-., __ ■, -eresa W. 

Gerton <tgerton@napawashll>, jordon@imperiumglobaladvisorsl!li, Dan Chenok 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. SEx 6, , "smaier@ManagementConceptslm" 

<smaier@managementconceptsl!li>, kspiegelthal@managementconceptsl!li, 

mclark@managementconceptsl!li 
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Date: Wed, 11 Nov 2020 10:17:16 -0500 

Dear Agile Government Network members. Here is the new report from NAPA and the 
IBM Center that has been developed with the help of many of you. You can read the 

entire report at >http://www.businessofgovernment.org/reporttroad-agile-government-driving-

change-achieve-success<. Talk next week. I will send the agenda out tomorrow. Ed 

G. £dw11d OtltYI 
OoooiHI"" IQlo c..,.,.,...I C,nto, 
N.1lM A<1&1111 ~ Puli< Mllinu .. .,, 

On Mon, Nov 9, 2020 at 5:04 PM Cyntethia Brown Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec wrote: 

Thanks wall who are planning to attend the OECD nnd Agile Resilience - Special Meeting of the Agile 

Gow1 nment Nnwork on Tuesday, November 11th at 11am eastern. Read aJiead documents are 

arrnd1ed for yo1ir reterenc-e. 

Wt.' look forward to seeing you. 
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Cyntethia Brown I Executive Assistant/Office Manager I National Academy of Public 
Administration 

1600 K Street, NW, Suite 400 J Washington , D.C. 20006 1 ( 

cbrown@napawashil 

Connect with the Academy: 1J 

3 
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[EXTERNAL] Votes for Women -- and GLOW 

From Leslie Barry 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 
·sec 552 b 6 ► 

To: "Nix, Kitty" 1Mt1•t11!$j>, ke11Ylr,orrison@uslgt!:ll, daronson@nsG, igranier

smith@asrcfedera11!:I], mgraves2103@gmailm, ann-marieljohnson@ardentmcmi, 

kkalatur@netimpactstrategieslm, ellenlkuhn@oraclelm, cwaldrup@sbl11clm, 

stephanielmango@cgifederallm, judYldouglas@perspectalm, 

caseJcoleman@salesforcelm, "Kent, Suzette K. EOP/OMB" 

>, fatimJakhtar@u~ibmm, roballen@adobelm, 

emmalantunes@nasalD, ver~shworth@gsalD, clairelbailey@compuwarelm, 

bernardi-asst@bahm, rmberryj@ncsul!I, oblackmon@mitrell, bonnell@googlelm, 

pamelJbosque@uspsectorlm, lauraboufford@googlem, katrinalbrisbon@hh., 

kristinalbritt@gsall, georgielbrophy@noblislm, kcerney@zscaler!li, 

jclement@goldenkeygroupm, kathylconrad@accenturefederalm, "Cooch, Shila R. 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " 

EOP/OMB" IIJtl >, kathleenlcowles@deepwaterpointlm, 

rachellrabtree@reisystemslli, khali alexandercobbslctr@maill!3, 

kirsterlialboe@ferG, jackieleverett@dlhcorplm, amfadida@att!I, 

gena~ortune@perspectalm, sfoster@zscaler!li, efuerst@stl11cll], 

robi~gardner@cgifederalm, lisalgardner@leidoslm, darlenelgore@gsalD, 

deboratigranberry@highpointglobalm, hame~sharon@epall, 

khannon@silosmasherslm, caseYlharris@esimplicitYlm, meganlhicks@reisystemslm, 

joyce@vulcanenterprisesl11clm, brittanyljackson@cgifederallm, 

beckYliohn@ecstechm, katelkastelic@ibmm, katielkeegan@citrixlm, 

hekobyls@microsoftlm, lesliellesch@udibmm, kh3m@andrewlcma, 

ashleylmahan@gsalD, varshalmaheshwari@gsalD, mmead@accelaconsultingm, 

smestre@accelaconsultinglm, jane~misukiewicz@compuwarelm, 

andreclmyslicki@highpointglobalm, amanctalnguyen@u.group, keolson@adobelm, 

alkalpatel2.civ@mailll, speavy@theambitgroupm, crystallphilcox@gsall, 

tonyalpruitt@gsal!I, gissalsateri@reisystemslm, rakhi@rigilm, smithmay@googlelm, 

sontra@adobem, tamikalspencer@gsalD, lauralstanton@gsall, 

stacybwann@gsall, imogenlthomas@reisystemsllll, carlalthomas@hqldhslD, 

anmy. torres2@usdojlD, kviani@mitrell, bozhanka@eml .solutions, janet. vogel@hhslD, 

courtneJvogel@genesyslm, cherylwatkins@googlelm, wenner@adobelm, 

kristerlwilson@gsall, stephanielwilson@netimpactstrategieslm, 
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reneelwynn@outloo~, judithlzawatsky@gsal!I, lis~zellers@redhorsecorplm, 

susieLdams@microsottlm, denise[manning@nuaxislm, miek*agner@nuaxislm, 

"Giffin, Kimberly" < >, jbhargava@swingtechlm, me432m@attlm, 

gloridfrieson@nihl!I, venicelgoodwine@usdal!I, jkrauk@docB, 

ipetersons@littleyorkconsultinglm, samar~schulman@onpointcorplm, 

I kel ly@evolveri nc!li, sonjalarmstrong@tsa ldhslil, debbielbrodtlgiles@nrell!I, 

sharon.mitri@nihl!I, jennifer.odaniel@citll, cristina.perez@cisa.dhsl!I, 

aspring@trustwavegovtlm, tiffanyJtaylor@usdal!I , Almeida Marcela A 

< >, stefaniljones@mantech!m, erinllmoseley@intel!m, 

franlpierce@dsainc!li, jkeating@wilcogroupllcili, marthadorrisdci@gmaillm, Chelsea 

Foster< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. n >, "Grand Pre, Nancy" ,.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(1Ex 6 >, Staci 

,.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex 6 Jones >, Pam Bosque ,.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(t:Ex 6, >, 

sheen,iburrell@naral!I, tonycfjudkins@usda!D, "Roat, Maria A. EOP/OMB" 

< >, Debbie Dowling< >, Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ," Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6))EX 6, 

carolynlmarsh@uslibmlm, darbJchellis@gdit!:11, sdowling@asrcfedera1IBJ, Anita Lynn 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. " < >, mspyker@metrostarsystemslm 

Date: Thu , 12 Nov 2020 10:53:04 -0500 

Empowered Ladies, 
Wanted to make sure you saw the notice for this upcoming seminar "Leading Change - Votes for 

Women,, as we continue to celebrate the 100th Anniversary of the passage of the 191h Amendment! 

AND, the Growth in Women Leadership (GLOW) website is up and running accepting nominations! 

Check here: >https://www.actiagptgrowth-leadership-women< 

Leading Change the Alice Paul Way 
The ACT-IAC Academy invites you to register for a seminar on the topic of Leading Change through the story of 
Alice Paul on December 9. 

More than any other single individual, Alice Paul was responsible for securing passage of the Nineteenth 
Amendment and extending voting rights to women. This interactive seminar uses Alice Paul 's story to highlight 
cutting edge theories on leading change and help participants think about navigating the changes they want to 
lead. We explore a new model on the roles each change effort must have filled, including the agitator, innovator, 
and orchestrator, as well as the all-important concept of how one goes about increasing the urgency for change. 

Alice Paul's methods were new, sometimes radical, and nearly always controversial, but change olten requires 
such leadership. REGISTER NOW 

Leslie A. Barry 

Director, Professional Development 
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American Council for Technology and Industry Advisor 

lbarry@actiad!I I (o) I 
3040 Williams Drive, Suite 500, Fairfax, VA 22031 

Website : >www.actic:id!I< 

ACT-IAC) 

(m) 

ACT-IAC: Advancing Government Through Collaboration, Education and Action 

These are unprecedented times, which call for unprecedented actions. Human beings are by nature social animals and interaction 
is part of our humanity. When that is removed, we can easily find ourselves lonely, depressed and anxious. Take this time to 
rethink your relationships. Develop a plan to go deeper and wider for the next foreseeable future. Make it a challenge to you and 
your friends. 
Be a leader in this area and set an example for others. Who will you calVconnect with today? 
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[EXTERNAL] Agile Government Network Meeting Agenda 

From: 

To: 

Cc: 

Cyntethia Brown Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex,, 

kclay@tncll, jennifer@techtalentproject!I, sarayutrinivasan@pit!I, 

mejphd@gmaillm, stephen.almond@weforuml!I, "Hartwig, Edward J. EOP/OMB" 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) , rschlotterer@worldbank!I, "Brown, Dustin S. 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) , mihmj@gaoll , 

allisojxigati@gsall, noveck@tech.njll, davifebryk@treasuryll, 

xavi.riggs@nyua, mcguinness@newamerical!I, nani~olor@gmaillm, 

dwennergren@actiacl!I, mott@icmam, smogulescu@volckeralliancel!I, 

annerung@amazonlm, digiammarino_frank@bahlm, allen_thad@bah!m, 

weggers@deloittelm, dmader@deloitte!m, kimberly.mccabe@gmailili, 

werfel~anny@bcglm, peters.kyle@advisor.bcglm, robert.shea@us.gt1m, 

kettl@austin.utexasl!I, janefountain@gmailili, ellen622@aol!m, 

mpisano@price.us 8, akhademi@vtl!I, jwidner@pri ncetonl!I, 

rtobias 1@verizon.net, marjbolter@usl=f3M oo11f1a11@hq.dhsB, 

ajdenzer@gmailm, joshuagotbaum@gmaillm, johnkosk@aollm, 

joiwi ncfonen@ethosdclm, joiwi ndl ronen@wheel housegroupm, 

billmaile@agilegovleadersl!I, tsuder@atarcl!I, davicf,ummers@pmill, 

chrili>erdieu@ibmlm, jrodgers@nascam:I, ganapati@fiua, 

soraycl:orrea@hq.dhsB, John Kamensk Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

kafeder@tech.njll, tparker@icmal!I, davidmfisher@hotmaillm, 

dean[;levans@austin.utexasl!I, donnamarcus308@gmaillm, 

mifitzpatrick@googlelm, scottquehl@gmaillm, sgoldsmith@sgoldsmith!m, 

dhana.hir@bcglm, kthurm@clintonfoundationl!I, mjoyce@brookingsl!I, 

edwirllau@oecdl!I, ja mi e. berry hi I l@oecdl!I, joel@odenterprisel!I, 

rmgordon@us.ibmlm, Ines Mergel Andrew -Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

Whitford -i:£1Wi4>, jjordon@imperiumglobaladvisorslm, 

victoria@softwarel!I, Sally Jaggar 

am9dwards@treasuryl!I, anna,ui.7@ndlB, donald.sieg @asul!I, 

merez@technion.ac.il, Mary Feeney , Teresa W. Gerton 

, jordon@imperiumglobaladvisorsBj, 

smaier@managementconceptslm, kspiegelthal@managementconceptslm, 

mclark@managementconceptslm, 4ioyce@epclearninglabsil 

gedeseve@gmailm, Dan Chenok <chenokd@us.ibmlm>, Joe Mitchell 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. SecEx" 
552 b 6 
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Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
52(b )(6)) · , James Higgins .Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Benjamin 

Feldman • 

Date: Fri, 13 Nov 2020 13:04:52 -0500 

Attachments OECD AGN Mtg 11-17-20.pdf (138.96 kB) 

Dear Members, 

The Agile Government Network (AGN) meeting on 11/17 at 11 AM EST 
represents the first one of your second year. It is important for two 
reasons: 

First, we are joining more than 50 groups around the world in hosting 
events under the banner of the OECD "After Shock" project. These events 
will feed into a second convening of senior leaders on 11/18 where Terry 
Gerton will participate. The two events will be featured on the OECD 
website around the world and help inform future OECD activities. 

Second, There are two suggested projects for the AGN to undertake over 
the foreseeable future. These were described previously in the read 
ahead. We will be asking you to discuss these projects and subsequently 
indicate your interest in pursuing and participating in one or both. 

I look forward to seeing as many of you as possible on 11/17. 

Thanks, 
Ed DeSeve 
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[EXTERNAL] Re: Agile Government Network Meeting Agenda 

From G. Edward DeSeve Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. SEx q 
552(b)(6)) 

To: Cyntethia Brown 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. SecE 

Xl 

Cc: kclay@tncil, jennifer@techtalentprojeca, sarayu.srinivasan@pi., 

mejphd@gmai1IBJ, stephen.almond@weforuml!I, "Hartwig , Edward J. EOP/OMB" 

. Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) rschlotterer@worldbana, "Brown, Dustin S . 

EOP/OMB" mihmj@gaG, allison.brigati@gsal!I, 

, xavier.briggs@nyua, 

mcguinness@newamerical!I, nani.color@gmaill!li, dwennergren@actiacil, 

mott@icmal!I, smogulescu@volckeralliancel!I, annerung@amazonl!li, 

digiammarino_frank@bahl!li, allen_thad@bahl!li, weggers@deloittelm, 

dmader@deloittellll, kimberly.mccabe@gmaill!li, werfel.danny@bcgl!li, 

peters. kyle@advisor. bcglm, robert.shea@us.gtB1, kettl@austin. utexaG, 

janefountain@gmaill!li, ellen622@aoll!li, mpisano@price.usclll, akhademi@vtlll, 

jwidner@princetonlll, rtobias 1@verizon.net, mark.bolter@us.ibml!li, 

polly .hall@hq .dhsil, ajdenzer@gmaillB}, joshuagotbau m@gmaillB}, 

johnkosk@aoll!li, joiwind.ronen@ethosdcS, joiwind.ronen@wheelhousegrouPl!li, 

bi II. maile@agilegovleadersll, tsuder@atarcl!I, david .summers@pmil!I, 

chris.perdieu@ibmlB}, jrodgers@nascal!I, ganapati@fiua, soraya.correa@hq.dhsil, 

John Kamensky , kai.feder@tech.njl!I, tparker@icmal!I, 

davidmfisher@hotmaillB}, dean.a.evans@austin.utexaslll, donnamarcus308@gmaillm, 

mifitzpatrick@googlel!li, scottquehl@gmaillB}, sgoldsmith@sgoldsmithl!li, 

dhanani.qahir@bcgl!li, kthurm@clintonfoundationll, mjoyce@brookingsa, 

edwin.lau@oecdll, jamie.berryhill@oecdll, joel@odenterprisel!I, 

rmgordon@us.ibml!li, Ines Mergel <ines.mergel@uni-konstanz.de>, Andrew Whitford 

jjordon@imperiumglobaladvisorsl!li, victoria@softwarell, Sally Jaggar 

<sjaggar@napawashll>, amy.edwards@treasuryl!I, anne.t--

donald.siegel.1@asulll, merez@technion.ac.il, Mary Feeney•;?~ Teresa 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 

W. Gerton ordon@imperiumglobaladvisorsmi, 

"smaier@ManagementConceptsmi" <smaier@managementconceptsai>, 

kspiegelthal@managementconceptsmi, mclark@managementconceptsB], 

m.e.joyce@epclearninglabsl!I, Dan Chenok <chenokd@us.ibml!li>, Joe Mitchell 

<jmitchell@napawashl!I>, James Higgins <jhiggins@napawashl!I>, Benjamin Feldman 
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Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

Date: Fri , 13 Nov 2020 14:21 :31 -0500 

There was a question from one of the members about the "projects" referred to in the 
above document. They are the Permanent Pandemic initiative and the Economic 
Recovery initiatives described in the read aheads. These are very much works in 
progress and are anxious to hear what you think about them. 

On Fri , Nov 13, 2020 at 1:04 PM Cyntethia Brown <J&t1•twt•rote: 
Dear Members, 

The Agile Government Network (AGN) meeting on 11/17 at 11 AM EST 
represents the first one of your second year. It is important for two 
reasons: 

First, we are joining more than 50 groups around the world in hosting 
events under the banner of the OECD "After Shock" project. These 
events will feed into a second convening of senior leaders on 11/18 
where Terry Gerton will participate. The two events will be featured on 
the OECD website around the world and help inform future OECD 
activities. 

Second, There are two suggested projects for the AGN to undertake 
over the foreseeable future. These were described previously in the 
read ahead. We will be asking you to discuss these projects and 
subsequently indicate your interest in pursuing and participating in one 
or both. 

I look forward to seeing as many of you as possible on 11/17. 

Thanks, 

Ed DeSeve 
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[EXTERNAL] Verizon is killing my family using 5G cellular 

radiation. Your family is next. 

From Vinu Arumugham Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C.:.. SetEx 6, r 

To: gzaidi@northwe11a, deelamachandran@conehealthll, zhasan2@northwe11a, 

rectones@yahooDl, aagr-1@northwelllll, sthahn@northwel 11!:1, 
etharJ,eiss@ucstD, jam • ◄ alter@northwesternlll, dkhatri@northwelll!:I, 

rdamico8@northwe11ID, judit aberg@mssmlD, kererisman@mountsina(!I, 

stever)ibutti@cinj.rutgerslll, schnapp@musclll, hgayle@careil, 

bill.foege@gatesfoundationl!I, brandeau@stanfordlll, abutt@nursing.upennlll, 

alt+haro@wisclll, jfc?c@virginial!:I, avd37@drexell!:I, baruch@cmulll, 

dmm@gwulll, jewelnullen@austin.utexaslll, polsky@jhulll, skr9@ufla, 

reingold@berkele., saad.omer@yalelll, ssindher@stanfordlB, 

mjgal lardo@stanfordll. sykim@bwh. harvardll, rgarg@m iamilB, willy. valencia

rodrig~val!I, kennetlr,och@gmaillm, jennitel,iller@nyumcl!I, 

josepioss@yaleD, info@eyeonannapolis.net, bprimack@pitll, blh72@pitll, 

bethlouise@gmaiiD, myro'lvin@fairwarningl!I, stuartlilverstein@fairwarningll, 

el~olfe@fairwarningm, sray@jhua, ryadlapati@health.ucsdlll , li_hua@husll.cn, 

xingzhouli@aliyunlm, syzyclx@163lm, matianyi 1994@163lm, janowitz@cshl!D, 

djp65@cam.ac.uk, ynataraj@bcmlll, ritwikmed2014@gmaillm, 

chatterjeeaspiresubhankar.92@gmaillm, drsouvik79@gmaillm, amunawar@bisect

t-tsaey@sciencenewsm:I, feedback@sciencenewsl!I, covidplasmatrial@jhmilll, 

sshoham1@jhmilll, leemor,cshla, tonks@cshla, nico14oitessier@mcgill.ca, 

robefadlec@hh., davi~attinelli@hofstralB, lawrence.smith@northwe11a, 

jdenson@tulanelll, nspatel@mail.med.upennlll, nancy_reau@rushl!:I, 

jlevitt@stanfordl!:I, jiahb@sibet.ac.cn, swatnick@uwlll, rstevens@jhmilll, 

ccmcomm@upmclll, mestes@bcmlll, jcouzin@aaasl!I, jkaiser@aaasl!I, 

skritas@vet.auth.gr, msaeed1@bulll, enrikaguila@gmaillm, jonath.pel@ttuhsclll, 

editorial@father1Ylm, 50best@father1Ylm, theforum@father1Ylm, 

lauren.coombs@fatherlYlli, hello@fatherlYlli, todd@kidspluspghlm, emfelter@pitll, 

chuk@pitll, ariel.shensa@pittlll, chad@kidspluspghlm, dcw36@pitll, 

lnd16@pittlll, hornyak@pittlB, ksb@pitll, jaime.sidani@pitll, colditzjb@pitll, 

fcc504@tcclll, pra@tccil, "Fraser, Nicholas A. EOP/OMB" 

·Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(EX " , erir5one@tcG, rbrow1@email.uk., 
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adrianamariabelmonte@gmaillm, herzberg@buffaloD, gsilvarole@gannettlm, 

geoff@scileg.freeserve.co.uk, nicholalllwman@cchmcil, jlowry@cmhlB, 

sabrams@austin.utexaG, adam.gazzaley@ucs , fombonne@ohsul!:I, 

jboom@bcmlB, lcsahni@texaschildrenslll , manoha tnam@utoledoD, 

ratnamm@karmanoslll, rebecca_knickmeyer@med.un , rmcunnin@texaschildrensll, 

ddk,@cdclB, joseplill@utsouthwesternl!:I, lrosenwasser334@gmailB, 

ann eynolds@ucden~~. clord@mednet. uclaa, editors@theopennoteboo~, 

mad9ornig@columbiaa, mmccormi@hsph.harvarda, pblumen@stanforda, 

rdeth@noval!:I, tshirley@glasgow-kY!m, lewisbek@paholll, 

lowerhealthcarecosts@help.senate!D, romailherardi@hmn.aphp.fr, 

jenniferlazer@scientificamericani:11, garyg@uwl!:I, gianlucitotti@gmaili:11, 

aaecarro@iupuia, bmazer@gmai 11B, harlaJrumholz@yala, jbrai nard@aaaslll, 

john.mandrola@gmaili:11, esagonowsky@questexlm, bfidler@industrydivei:11, 

npagliaru lo@i ndustrydivelm, kgray@fiercemarketslm, scott@fiercemarketslm, 

lhardesty@questexD), malleven@fiercemarketsDJ, mrobuck@questexD), 

bmunson@fiercemarketslm, mhamblen@quest~, bfletcher@questexlm, 

wse,@questexlm, cevans@questexlm, tata:tela@hus.fi , 

lass uokolainen@helsinki.fi, nanntfyhrquist@ki.se, look@ucl.ac.uk, 

junbai1013@seul!:l.cn, martirJbreed@flinderG.au, craig.liddicoat@adelaidel!:l.au, 

sophitechmeister@boku.ac.at, claudio.zanettini@gmaillm, mao4005@med.cornella, 

wikum ina@gmaillm, elizabethcolantuoni@gmaillm, gp@jimmy.harvarda, 

eddifnada@gmaillm, dnixon@med.cornella, contact-ebmphet

consortium@protonmaillm, erzurus@ccfl!I, whelang@ccfl!I, zeinj@ccfl!I, 

ricard.osquera@uth.tmG, mrking@umicha, fluinbox@cdc!D, 

shult,ail.slh.wiscl!:I, abhatti@udl!:l.sa, hello@mother.ly, jlh66@cam.ac.uk, 

sylvi. ertholet-girardin@gs~, sparrowe@who.int, sacha@ohsul!:I, 

smt@princetonl!:I, izj7@cdclB, app4@cdc!D, cennimda@njms.rutgerslB, 

dbjO@cdc!D, joshua.obar@montanal!:I, richard.ellison@umassmemoriallll, 

srikin@montefiorelll, msnolan@mailbox.sc1!:1, cdinakar@cmha, 

problemsolvers@fox17onlinelm, n' s@fox17onlinelm, mornings@fox17onlinelm, 

contactus@foxbusinessDJ, debar illalon@foxtvlm, mboeckh@fredhutchl!I, 

lcorey@fredhutchll, memerman@fredhutchl!I, betz@fredhutchl!I, 

kjerome@fredhutchl!I, glyman@fredhutchl!I, jmcelrat@fredhutchl!I, 

jschiffe@fredhutchl!I, lstamata@fredhutchl!I, rander@fredhutchl!I, 

banderso@fredhutchl!I, garnet@whill, avgousti@fredhutchl!I, jbai@fredhutcrm, 

cbaik@fredhutchl!I, ksbaker@fredhutchll, abansal@uwl!:I, kbarry@fredhutchl!I, 

pbecker@uvvi:I, abedalov@fredhutchl!I, sberesfo@fredhutchl!I, 
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ahberger@fredhutchm, ibernste@fredhutchm, beronja@fredhutchm, sbhatia@uwB, 

nbhatt@fredhutchil, jbielas@fredhutchm, sbiggins@fredhutchm, 

mbleakle@fredhutchm, pbradley@fredhutchl!I, rbradley@fredhutchl!I, 

chri eed@sduniontribunelm, jeff.light@sduniontribunell}, 

lili ara@sduniontribunell}, matthevl,all@sduniontribunell}, 

I breeden@fred h utchm, rbrent@fred hutchlll , j bri cker@fred h utchlll, 

erbrown@fredhutchm, lbuck@fredhutchm, sbullman@fredhutchl!I, 

ccarlson@fredhutchl!I, cassaday@uwB, rceballo@fredhutchlll, 

achapuis@fredhutchm, tweber@fresnobeell}, jrich@fresnobeell}, 

yamaro@fresnobeell}, mlloyd@fresnobeell}, tips@fresnobeea, 

dsweeney@sacbeell}, wventeicher@sacbeea, andr.yer@sduniontribunell}, 

an,lleske@sduniontribunelm, blan.nzalez@sdurnontribunell}, 

michaf molens@sduniontribunell}, michele.parente@sduniontribunell}, 

ricloung@sduniontribunell}, stev~_breen@sduniontribune!m, 

airving@sfchroniclel!li, jlloren@sfchroniclel!li, tbyrne@sfchroniclel!li, 

iteam@sfchroniclell}, helly.goez@albertahealthservices.ca, sane26@pediatr.med.kyushu

u.ac.jp, urout@umG, nmungan@ophth.umsmedll, dirkdhossche@gmailll}, 

david.crow@G, kiran,ey@G, team@jullfac,11, c.milne@lse.aiil!lllill 

d.ruthven@barrowcadbur .uk, general@barrowcadbur~ 

info@esmeefairbairnll.uk, media@opensocietyfoundatiori~dia@omidyarB, 

info@omidyarBJ, privacy@omidyarB, press@abc.xyz, investor-relations@abc.xyz, 

dnifund@googlel!li, enquiries@jrctl!l.uk, ben.miller@kcl.ac.uk, esrceurope@kcl.ac.uk, 

sales@bytemark.co.uk, feedback@fullfactlll, presleleases@fullfactlll 

Date: Sun, 15 Nov 2020 20:49:08 -0500 

Verizon is installing 5G antennas on light poles next to my house to kill my family by causing cancer. 

Your family comes next. 

Studies have repeatedly shown that cell phone radiation is unsafe and causes cancer. Big Telecom is 

corrupting the science to lie and kill for profit. 

Google appropriately displays an ad showing a cancer-stricken child at St.Jude hospital, above an 

article on cell phone antennas on light/telephone poles. 
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.. Q. I ll'IUI I ~ 

Even when we're apart. 
your support 

keeps us together. 

OJl·I O CotfTJlt,■UlOW 

Why Does Verizon Care About 
Telephone Poles? ., __ 

f • • • 

_t_ _ 
SI. Judt C.hildfffl'• 
ltn..1rchl ""'f)\ul --

... 

> https://tlni"'lffi'5069317 /california-mobile-phone-radiation/< 

>https://www.cdph.cap 1Programs/CCDPHP/DEODC/EHIB/CDPH%20Document%20Library/Cell

Phone-Guidance.pdf< 

Report of final results regarding brain and heart tumors in Sprague-Dawley rats exposed from prenatal 

life until natural death to mobile phone radio frequency field representative of a 1.8 GHz GSM base 

station environmental emission. 

>https://www.ncbi.nlm.niNP/rJubmed/29530389< 

CONCLUSIONS: 
The RI findings on far field exposure to RFR are consistent with and reinforce the results of the 
NTP study on near field exposure, as both reported an increase in the incidence of tumors of the 
brain and heart in RFR-exposed Sprague-Dawley rats. These tumors are of the same histotype 
of those observed in some epidemiological studies on cell phone users. These experimental 
studies provide sufficient evidence to call for the re-evaluation of IARC conclusions regarding the 
carcinogenic potential of RFR in humans. 

National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences (NIEHS)/National Toxicology Program (NTP) 

High Exposure to Radio Frequency Radiation Associated With Cancer in Male Rats 

> https ://www. n iehs.nitilltnews/newsroom/releases/2018/novem ber1 /ind ex. cfm< 

"We believe that the link between radio frequency radiation and tumors in male rats is real, and the 

external experts agreed," said Bucher. 
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The carcinogenic potential of non-ionizing radiations: The cases of S-50 Hz MF and 1.8 GHz GSM 

radio frequency radiation. 

>https://www.ncbi.nlm.nihP t2ubmed/30801980< 

Association between vestibular schwannomas and mobile phone use 

> https ://www. ncbi. nlm. nihllt2mc/articles/PMC3907669/< 

FCC's fake science meets reality 

WHO 

>https://www.iarc.fr/wp-contenUuploads/2018/07/pr208 E.pdf< 

"The WHO/International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) has classified radiofrequency 

electromagnetic fields as possibly carcinogenic to humans (Group 2B),based on an increased risk for 

glioma, a malignant type of brain cancer, associated with wireless phone use." 

FCC 

The following FCC site says: 

>https://www.tcrP tP,ng ineering-technology/electromagnetic-compatibility-division/radio-frequency

safety/faq/rf-safety#Q5< 

"It is generally agreed that further research is needed to determine the generality of such effects and 

their possible relevance, if any, to human health." 

"research is continuing" 

"The FDA, which has primary jurisdiction for investigating mobile phone safety, has stated 
that it cannot rule out the possibility of risk, but if such a risk exists, "it is probably small." " 

That's called speculation, not science, from the same corrupted FDA. 

"Fwther, it has stated that, while there is no proof that cellular telephones can be harmful, 
concerned individuals can take various precautionary actions, including limiting 
conversations on hand-held cellular telephones and making greater use of telephones with 

hands-free kits where there is a greater separation distance between the user and the radiating 

antenna." 
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"no proof that cellular telephones can be harmful"? That is UNACCEPTABLE NONSENSE. We 

want proof that cellular telephones/antennas ARE HARMLESS before ANY DEPLOYMENT. 

Taking that advise from the FDA we demand that such "small cell" antennas NOT be 

installed, so we can get a greater separation distance between the user and the radiating antenna. 

"The Government Accountability Office (GAO) prepared a report of its investigation into 
safety concerns related to mobile phones. 
The report concluded that further research is needed to confirm whether mobile phones are 

completely safe for the user." 

The SAFETY SCIENCE SIMPLY DOES NOT EXIST. Without the science, you CANNOT create a 

safety specification. So the current "specifications" are ridiculous, arbitrary, PROVEN TO BE 

DANGEROUS and ABSOLUTELY UNACCEPTABLE. 

The corrupted, incompetent FCC should STOP LYING about RF safety. We have to demand that all 

such cell installations be IMMEDIATELY BANNED AND TORN DOWN until the UNCORRUPTED 

SCIENCE is completed. 

After several childhood cancer cases at one school, parents question radiation from cell tower 

> https: //www. cbsn ewJ'fflinews/cel I-tower -shut-down-so me-cal iforn ia-pa rents-Ii n k-to-severa 1-cases

of-chi Id hood-cancer/< 

Firefighters suffer neurological disorders 

>https://www.iattli!ltom/cell-tower-radiation-health-effects/< 

How much abuse can the human body take? Pesticide-laden food, rocket fuel in drinking water, 

polluted air, dirty, contaminated vaccines, carcinogen-laden pharmaceuticals, power line radiation and 

now 5G on top of 2/3/4G radiation. 

Thanks , 

Vinu 
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[EXTERNAL] Re: Al Memo 

From: Michael Fitzpatrick < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ,. 

To: "Hunt, Alex T. EOP/OMB" < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 
> 

Date: Tue, 17 Nov 2020 17:31 :43 -0500 

Thx again 

Congrats 

On Tue, Nov 17, 2020 at 4:57 PM Hunt, Alex T. EOP/OMB 

wrote: 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

◄ 

Hi Mike - We just posted the final, signed Al memo. It is attached and here is the link: 

https://www.whitehouse.gov/wp-content/uploads/2020/11 /M-21-06.pdf 

Thanks for your patience! 

Best, 

Alex 

> 

0MB 000005097 



Al Memo 

From: 

To: 

Date: 

Attachments: 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) "Hunt, Alex T. EOP/OMB" 

Michael Fitzpatrick Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) 

Tue, 17 Nov 2020 1 • 1; ... 

0MB Memo on Regulation of Al Applications M-21-06.pdf (26.03 MB) 

Hi Mike - We just posted the final, signed Al memo. It is attached and here is the link: 

https://www. white house .gov/wp-contenUuploads/2020/ 11 /M-21-06. pdf 

Thanks for your patience! 

Best, 

Alex 

0MB 000012233 



Re: Connect Yiaweh <> lrum 

From: ◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
' > 

To: 

"Zaidi, lrum F. EOP/OVP" 

"Boland, Amira C. EOP/OMB" < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " 

Cc: Yiaway Yeh ~•-> 
Date: Wed, 18 Nov 2020 16:07:34 -0500 

Thank you so much Amira 

> 

Yiaway - good to virtually meet you Would be great to discuss tptions on messaging to the public 

about ways to stay safe. 

Maybe we can chat quickly for situational awareness. 

lrum 

On Nov 18, 2020, at 3:54 PM, Boland, Amira C. EOP/OMB < 

wrote: 

Hi Yiaweh, 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec > 

Hope you're well! Connecting you here with lrum Zaidi, who's leading the Federal COVID Data 
Strategy and Execution workgroup. She's looking to connect Dr. Birx in the next day or two 
(after 5PM EST) with folks at Google that could help to amplify critical messages to help keep 
people safe over the Thanksgiving holiday. 

Appreciate the help in making the connection! 

Amira 

0MB 000000147 



Heyl Do you have 5 mins for a call this afternoon? 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " From: "Boland, Amira C. EOP/OMB" < > 

.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. " To: Yiaway Yeh > 

Date: Wed, 18 Nov 2020 14:48:08 -0500 

Amira C. Boland 
Federal Customer Experience Lead 
Office of Management & Budget I Executive Office of the President 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

0MB 000003984 



Re: [EXTERNAL] Re: Connect Yiaweh <> lrum 

From "Zaidi, lrum F. EOP/OVP" 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) 

To: 

Cc: tanley Onyimba 

'Boland, Amira C. EOP/OMB" 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

Date: Wed, 18 Nov 2020 16:30:47 -0500 

Want to be efficient. What's a good time for CA colleagues? 

lrum 

On Nov 18, 2020, at 4:29 PM, Jan Antonaros 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) ' 

That sounds great. I'll send a calendar invite. 

egan 

te: 

9am EST is a little early for my California colleagues, but I would be happy to connect quickly 

tomorrow morning and we can always schedule a follow up call if needed. 

Thanks! 

Jan Fowler Antonaros 

Google Government Affairs and Public Policy 

25 Mass Ave NW, 9th FL 

I • I It t I I I I I 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

On Wed, Nov 18, 2020 at 4:26 PM Zaidi, lrum F. EOP/OVP _Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " wrote: ---

0MB 000007064 



Hi. How is 9 am for everyone? 

lrum 

On Nov 18, 2020, at 4:21 PM, Jan Antonaros ,.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) 

rote: 

Hello Amira and lrum, we would be happy to set up a call to discuss COVID19 

communications. 

Could you please let me know what time tomorrow works best for you? 

Jan Fowler Antonaros 

Google Government Affairs and Public Policy 

25 Mass Ave NW, 9th FL 

Washington, DC 20001 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

On Wed, Nov 18, 2020 at 4:11 PM Yiaway Yeh 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

·s52(b)(6)) 

+Jan Antonaros +Stanley Onyimba +Megan Ryskamp 

rote: 

Hi Amira (great to hear from you!) and I rum - thank you for reaching out. I wanted to 

add in my colleagues here who are leading our COVID partnership efforts with the 

federal government and can best coordinate going forward. 

Best, 

Yiaway 

On Wed Nov 18 2020 at 1·07 PM Zaidi, lrum F. EOP/OVP 
.Ex 6 - (5 >< 6 - (5 . 

0.S.C. Sec 1 

Thank you so much Amira 

wrote: 

Yiaway - good to virtually meet you Would be great to discuss options on 

messaging to the public about ways to stay safe. 

Maybe we can chat quickly for situational awareness. 

lrum 

2 0MB 000007064 



1--

On Nov 18, 2020, at 3:54 PM, Boland, Amira C. EOP/OMB 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) rote: 

Hi Yiaweh, 

Hope you're well! Connecting you here with lrum Zaidi, who's leading the 

Federal COVID Data Strategy and Execution workgroup. She's looking to 

connect Dr. Birx in the next day or two (after 5PM EST) with folks at Google 

that could help to amplify critical messages to help keep people safe over the 

Thanksgiving holiday. 

Appreciate the help in making the connection! 

Amira 

Yiaway 

Yehl 

Global Product Partnerships - Civics & 

Elections I 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 
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RE: [EXTERNAL] Re: Connect Yiaweh <> lrum 

From: "Boland, Amira C. EOP/OMB" 

To: Yiaway Yeh~> 

Date: Wed, 18 Nov 2020 16:15:52 -0500 

Thank you!!!! 

Amira C. Boland 
Federal Customer Experience Lead 

---. . . . . . 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 
Sec 552 b 6 

.Ex 6 - n:X 6 - (5 , From: Yiaway Yeh > 

f the President 

Sent: Wednesday, November 18 2020 4:12 PM 

To: Zaidi, I rum F. E • >; Jan 

> 

• • • • Ex 6 - (5 Ex 6 - (5 
I C- ,-. c--"" . 

Stanley Onyimba < 

Cc: Boland, Amira . 

x o - ( b ex o - lb 
, • , " : Ex 6 - (5 

• • • • Ex 6 - (5 ,Ex 6 - (5 

,=x 6 - (5 U.S.C. ' 

Subject: [EXTERNAL] Re: Connect Yiaweh <> I rum 

+Jan Antonaros +Stanley Onyimba +Megan Ryskamp 

Hi Amira (great to hear from you!) and I rum - thank you for reaching out. I wanted to add in my 

colleagues here who are leading our COVID partnership efforts with the federal government and can 

best coordinate going forward. 

Best, 

Yiaway 

On Wed, Nov 18, 2020 at 1:07 PM Zaidi, lrum F. EOP/OVP I 
Thank you so much Amira 

Yiaway - good to virtually meet you Would be great to discuss options on messaging to the public 

about ways to stay safe. 

Maybe we can chat quickly for situational awareness. 

0MB 000014921 



~~o~::v 18, 2020, at 3:54 PM, Boland, Amira C. EOP/OM8' ~, ........ 

Hi Yiaweh, 

Hope you're well! Connecting you here with lrum Zaidi, who's leading the Federal COVID Data 

Strategy and Execution workgroup. She's looking to connect Dr. Birx in the next day or two 

(after 5PM EST) with folks at Google that could help to amplify critical messages to help keep 

people safe over the Thanksgiving holiday. 

Appreciate the help in making the connection! 

Amira 

Yiaway 
Yehl 

Global Product Partnerships - Civics & 
Elections I ayyehl-Ill-

§! I -
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RE: [EXTERNAL] Government Collaboration Tools 

From: "Dalessio, J. Alex EOP/OMB" Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

To: Lee Carosi Dunn 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552 b 6 

Date: Wed, 18 Nov 2020 00:27:34 -0500 

Got it and talk soon. Cheers, Alex 

From: Lee Carosi Dunn Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

Sent: Tuesday, November 17, 2020 5:23 PM 

To: Dalessio, J. Alex EOP/OMB Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Government Collaboration Tools 

Thank you for understanding. 2:30pm on Thursday works for me and I will send a 
calendar invite now. Thank you again for your time. 
Lee Dunn 
Google 

ri:Dl'Lt•I-~ 
Android Mobil2 • f11-fifi$f 

On Tue, Nov 17, 2020 at 4:26 PM Dalessio, J. Alex EOP/OMB 

wrote: 

Hi Lee, 

.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

No worries at all - it happens to everyone! How about Thursday 2-3PM Eastern? 

Best, Alex 

From: Lee Carosi Dunn <leedunn@google.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, November 17, 2020 12:42 PM 

To: Dalessio, J. Alex EOP/OMB 
r:::ar..m:::i ... o=-:::.=!11911r.:r.=l:'l'Jllnr.m 

Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL) Gover 

Alex, apologies as this got stuck in drafts. See, it even happens to people that work 
at Google! I know today is short notice, but if you still have that time open, let me 
know. Thanks. These are suggested times, but honestly, I can make almost 
anything work as I appreciate you taking the time. 
Lee 

0MB 000020052 



********************** 

Alex, 
Great apologies for my delayed response as I was out of the office. Tuesday at 
2pm, 3pm or 3:30pm is excellent. Or Friday between 2pm and 3pm is also free. 
Thank you. 
Lee 

Lee Dunn 

On Wed, Nov 11, 2020 at 11:12 PM Dalessio, J. Alex EOP/OMB 

wrote: 

Hi Lee, 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

It's good timing; I've been meaning to make contact. I am exploring collaboration capabilities 

which would enable better interagency interoperability across the federal government. With 

this in mind, I' d be happy to jump on a call/video conf sometime next week to touch base. 

If you have a few open windows you can share, I can aim to make one work. To get things 

started, Tuesday and Friday afternoon between 2-4PM Eastern are open for me. 

Hope all is well. Best, Alex 

From: Lee Carosi Dunn Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

Sent: Wednesday, November 11, 2020 3:16 PM 

To: Dalessio, J. Alex EOP/OMB < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " 

Subject: [EXTERNAL] Government Collaboration Tools 

Alex, 
Greetings. Your contact information was provided to me from a colleague who 
stated that you may be heading up the process at 0MB to gather information 
about email, communication, video conferencing collaboration tools for the 
government ahead of a possible CEOS RFP next year. If this is not accurate, 
please excuse my email. 

I was hoping to see if you had some time over the next two weeks for a phone or 
video call about this process as Google Cloud seeks to assist the government with 
further communication and collaboration tools. 

Thank you in advance, 
Lee 

Lee Dunn 
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t I • • 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
c:.x O - lO U.S.C. 

· • ' • '' · Sec 552(b)(6)) 
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RE: [EXTERNAL] Re: Census Trust & Safety Introduction 

From "Zaidi, lrum F. EOP/OVP" .Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
1 

To: Kevin Kane ~1~>, Stephen L Buckner (CENSUS/ADCOM FED) 

<~-11 __ -- :.. --> 
Cc: "Boland, Amira C. EOP/OMB" > Ex 6 - (5 

n 
Ex 6 - (5 " 

Date: Thu , 19 Nov 2020 13:53:51 -0500 

Hi Kevin 

I spoke with one of your colleagues this morning and happy to chat this afternoon. Im available at 3 

pm Eastern. Does that work? 

lrum 

From: Kevin Kane J=Qi•M:flMF•> 
Sent: Thursday, November 19, 2020 11:31 AM 

To: Stephen L Buckner (CENSUS/ADCOM FED) .,Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. ,Ex 6 - (5 " > 

Cc: Zaidi, lrum F. EOP/OV ... ►&1+$•111111t; Boland, Amira C. EOP/OMB 

➔-, .. -- > 
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Re: Census Trust & Safety Introduction 

Thanks Stephen - really appreciate the introduction. 

Irum - Its great to connect with you. Do you have any time available this afternoon to discuss 
this further? 

Best Regards, 

Kevin 

On Thu Nov 19 2020 at 11 ·26 AM Stephen L Buckner (CENSUS/ADCOM FED) 
~Ex 6_:~(5 U.S.C. JEx 6 - (5 "Ex" > wrote: 

Kevin, 

0MB 000013497 



Hope you're well! Connecting you here with I rum Zaidi, who's leading the Federal COVID Data 
Strategy and Execution workgroup. She's looking to connect Dr. Birx in the next day or two (after 
5PM EST) with folks at YouTube that could help to amplify critical messages to help keep people 
safe over the Thanksgiving holiday. 

Appreciate the help in making the connection! 

Regards, 

Stephen 

Stephen L. Buckner, Assistant Director 
Communications Directorate 
U.S. Census Bureau 

0: M: Ex 6 - (5 
Ex 6 - (5 

census.gov @uscensusbureau 

your future ensus Shape I c\JrutodS-
START HERE> 2020 

Public Policy Mana er, ,_ 
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RE: [EXTERNAL] Re: Connect Yiaweh <> lrum 

From: 

To: Jan Antonaros 

Date: Sat, 21 Nov 2020 14:53:37 -0500 

Hey Jan, 

Sorry to ping you again - few more updates: 

Maybe for your maps team?: Last night, the county-level data set went live, so over the next few 
weeks you want to somehow bring in hyper-localized stats based on where users are located, it 
could be powerful to scrape this for the "Absolute change in % positivity rate" - that shows how fast 

it's spreading and quite frankly may be more resonate with people than total death count across the 

country. https://covid.cdc.gov/covid-data-tracker/#county-view (maybe like a local weather alert? 

"COVID is spreading faster in Franklin County") 

HHS actually just tweeted the simplified updated message of highest-prioritized and the visual tile I 
send you previously (somehow they showed the editable fields (ugh)) in case it's helpful to have a 
citation (again, feel free to update any visual presentations of information, y'all have way better 

designers/ could think about how this info could be on a homepage or be up top by COVID-related 
searches): 

https://twitter.com/HHSGov/status/1329877180378189824?ref src=twsrc%5Egoogle% 7Ctwcamp%5E 

serp% 7Ctwgr%5Etweet 

Cheers, 

Amira 

Amira C. Boland 
Federal Customer Experience Lead 
A ■ •alJ ■ •••• ■ !!aa• • •·••• 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 
the President 

From: Boland, Amira C. EOP/OMB 

Sent: Friday, November 20, 2020 1:39 PM 

To: 'Jan Antonaros' Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
' 

Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] Re: Connect Yiaweh <> lrum 
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Jan - by way of update: 

Here are the states where things are hot and individual level mitigation efforts are not strong 

enough: 

AK, AL, AR, CO, IA, ID, IN, KS, KY, MN, MO, MT, NE, NV, SD, TN, WI and WY. 

Some groups we need to act: 
Midwestern men 35+ 

Non-Urban (e.g, smaller cities, rural that are road-tripping to see families - women and men) 
Gen Z- College students 

Millennials 

Amira C. Boland 
Federal Customer Experience Lead 

Office of Management & Budget I Executive Office of the President 

::x 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

From: Jan Antonaros Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec n"' 

Sent: Thursday, November 19 

To: Zaidi, lrum F. EOP/OVP < 

No problem, we can connect at 9:15 

On Thu, Nov 19, 2020, 8:42 AM Zaidi, lrum F. EOP/OVP < 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552 b 6 ► 

Apologies but I have other meetings that just popped up. I maybe 10 min. 

lrum 

On Nov 18, 2020, at 4:29 PM, Jan Antonaros 

That sounds great. I'll send a calendar invite. 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) 

wrote: 

wrote: 

9am EST is a little early for my California colleagues, but I would be happy to connect quickly 

tomorrow morning and we can always schedule a follow up call if needed. 

Thanks! 
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Jan Fowler Antonaros 
Google Government Affairs and Public Policy 

25 Mass Ave NW, 9th FL 
W h. t DC 20001 . 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

On Wed, Nov 18, 2020 at 4:26 PM Zaidi, I rum F. EOP/OVP < 

wrote: 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , 

Hi. How is 9 am for everyone? 

lrum 

On Nov 18, 2020, at 4:21 PM, Jan Antonaros Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec rote: 

Hello Amira and lrum, we would be happy to set up a call to discuss COVID19 

communications. 

Could you please let me know what time tomorrow works best for you? 

Jan Fowler Antonaros 

Google Government Affairs and Public Policy 

25 Mass Ave NW, 9th FL 

Washington, DC 20001 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " 

Android Mobile Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 
Sec 552(b)(6)) 

On Wed, Nov 18, 2020 at 4:11 PM Yi away Yeh 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

◄552(b)(6)) 

+Jan Antonaros +Stanley Onyimba +Megan Ryskamp 

rote: 

Hi Amira (great to hear from you!) and lrum - thank you for reaching out. I wanted 

to add in my colleagues here who are leading our COVID partnership efforts with 

the federal government and can best coordinate going forward. 

Best, 

Yiaway 

3 0MB 000017715 



On Wed, Nov 18, 2020 at 1:07 PM Zaidi, lrum F. EOP/OVP 

Ex 6 - (5 ,=x 6 - (5 · wrote: 
' 

Thank you so much Amira 

Yiaway - good to virtually meet you Would be great to discuss options on 
messaging to the public about ways to stay safe. 

Maybe we can chat quickly for situational awareness. 

lrum 

On Nov 18, 2020, at 3:54 PM, Boland, Amira C. EOP/OMB 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 
Sec 552(b)(6)) Sec 552 b 6 

Hi Yiaweh, 

wrote: 

Hope you're well! Connecting you here with I rum Zaidi, who's leading the 

Federal COVID Data Strategy and Execution workgroup. She's looking to 

connect Dr. Birx in the next day or two (after 5PM EST) with folks at Google 

that could help to amplify critical messages to help keep people safe over 

the Thanksgiving holiday. 

Appreciate the help in making the connection! 

Amira 

Yiaway 
Yehl 

Global Product Partnerships - Civics & 
Elections I 
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Re: WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 

From "Nacin, Andrew M. EOP/OMB" 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

To: Emily Snyde Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
' 

Cc: Ben Supple Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec. 
J atrick Dufour Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " Joe Wheeler 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) 

J 

Date: Fri, 20 Aug 2021 00:24:32 -0400 

Jonathan Quigley 

Raphael Majma 

Then task force has been having a lot of conversations about 
Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(5)) 
Deliberative Process 

Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(5)) Deliberative Process 

At a certain point, this might not actually be a value add ove Ex 5 DP- (5 
I If"'\.,-.,. r,.__ n • • •• . . . . . . . . . . . .. Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(5)) Deliberative Process 

Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(5)) 
. h::it.i 1l5', J;?r,we<::S.'-'. 

Obviously, we'd also look t .Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(5)) Deliberative Process 

11111 
On Aug 20, 2021 , at 00:15, Emily Snyder 

Hello Ben, 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
"552(b)(6)) ii> wrote: 
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Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(5)) Deliberative Process 

Please let me know if you need anything else. 

Very Respectfully, 

Emily Snyder 

Air Force Liaison 

Defense Digital Service (DDS) 

Office of the Secretary of Defense 

3A268 Pentagon, Washington D.C. 

>www.dds.mil< 

C 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) 

On Thu, Aug 19, 2021 at 11 :41 PM Ben Supple 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 
Sec 552(b)(6)) rote: 

A few questions from our policy team, as there have been 
Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(5)) Deliberative 

Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(5)) Deliberative Process 

Ex 5 DP , , , • , , , , , , • • , 

• Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(5)) Deliberative Process 
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Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(5)) Deliberative Process 

Many thanks for any guidance here. 

Best, 

Ben 

From: Patrick Dufour Ex 6 - (5 U.S.<Ex 6 - Ex 
J,... n 

Date: Thursday, August 19, 2021 at 8:23 PM 

To: Joe Wheeler Ex 6 - (5 U.EEx qEx " ,... 

Cc: Chris Cadott Ex 6 - 5 U.S_,C. Sec " , Ben Supple •tt\'ii 
.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Venigalla, Mrudula John Maitz 

Justin Herman <-Arnold, Nathan W 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

Forgerson, Luke A Gowa, Timothy M Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
I' 

drew.m.nacin 

athan Quigley - Brock 
• 

Hankins , Emily Snyder 1r.:i■•-~._•,r.nir.!!::iilii'. 

Subject: Re: WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 

Adding in my colleague Emily who will be assisting, too. 

Regards, 

3 

>, 
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Patrick Dufour 

Patrick Dufour 

Defense Digital Service (DDS) 

Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) 

U.S. Department of Defense 

Pentagon 3A268 

(U 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) 

>https://dds.mil/< 

On Thu, Aug 19, 2021 at 11 :21 PM Patrick Dufour< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) 

The account SID is AC4da1a807a48f606374b07e882b0e5a4c 

Patrick Dufour 

Defense Digital Service (DDS) 

Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) 

U.S. Department of Defense 

Pentagon 3A268 

4 

wrote: 
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Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

(U 552(b )(6)) Ex 6 _ (5, 

>https://dds.mil/< 

On Thu , Aug 19, 2021 at 11 :10 PM Joe Wheeler 

Hi Patrick and team, 

You should have seen a request come through from Twilio to message on your behalf 

(the "on behalf of" or OBO request). You'll need to accept this request in order for our 

engineers to continue onboarding. 

Thanks, 

Joe 

Get Outlook for Android 

From: Chris Cadotte Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552 b 6 

Sent: Thursday, August 19, 2021 7:56:54 PM 

> To: Patrick Dufour 

Cc: Ben Supple 

John Maitz • 

-Ex 6 - ( ~Ex 6 - ( 5 , Venigalla, Mrudula 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec . ~---- " 

ustin Herman Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " ; Joe Wheeler 

Ex6-(5U.sEx6-(5 , Arnold, Nathan W Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " ; Forgerson, Luke A 

l:i:ft'l. l;;all1el;.llliDElj=llilE,ll~Jl,1!!!1!!!!!!1!!11I, Gowa, Timothy M .JOWC-1•►,.._$; Jenkins, 

Rebecca L Natalie M. EOP/OMB Kates Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
' 

Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. Sec 552 b 6 • ; Sharon Yang 
Ex 6 ('" '''"'" - Ex 6 - (5, 

; andrew.m.nacin < 

; Vivek Ravindranath 

Jonathan Quigley ·Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 
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< 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 
Sec 552(b)(6)) 

; Brock Hankins 

Subject: Re: WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) 

Thanks, Patrick. Do you have the Twilio account ASID so this gets setup in the 

right place? I'm going to ask my Ops team to create WhatsApp Senders for each one of 

these numbers. 

Chris Cadotte 

Director Business Development, Messaging 

EMAIL 
Ex 6 - (5 Ex 6 - (5 
U.S.C. Sec ,U.S.C. Sec, 

On Thu, Aug 19, 2021 at 7:49 PM Patrick Dufou 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) rote: 

I 

Good afternoon, 

A few quick notes, so everyone is on the same page. The Twilio account is 

procured/operated by DOD through DDS, to support DOS. Another DOD office will 

have operational control, and use the application we've developed to send out the 

messages. 

I've CC'd Brock our De ut GC who can answer an olic /le al uestions from the 
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>https ://www.esd.whs.mil/Portals/54/Documents/DD/issuances/dodd/510587p. PDF?v 

er=2019-12-04-064448-563< 

We've purchased 10 USA numbers via our Twilio account. 

Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(5)) Deliberative Process 

Regards, 

Patrick Dufour 

Patrick Dufour 

Defense Digital Service (DDS) 
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Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) 

U.S. Department of Defense 

Pentagon 3A268 

(U;I--➔ 

>https://dds.mil/< 

On Thu, Aug 19, 2021 at 10:23 PM Chris Cadotte 

Mrudula, 

Ex 6:x 6 - (5 U.S.C. 
- 5 Sec 552(b)(6)) 

rote: 

We created the WABA business account under FB Biz ID Ex 4 - (5 U.S.C. 

name on the account will be: United States Department of State. 

The 

Are you purchasing a Twilio number, if so can you share the number. So we can 

associate it with the account. 

Chris Cadotte 

Director Business Development, Messaging 

EMAIL Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , 
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On Thu , Aug 19, 2021 at 7:21 PM Ben Supple~> wrote: 

On #1 Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(5)) 
. . ' I'll let Twilio address #2 

since they would be hosting the API and storing information on your behalf. 

Best, 

Ben 

From: Venigalla, Mrudula • -> 
Date: Thursday, August 19, 2021 at 7:16 PM 

To: John Maitz Ex .x 6 - (5 U.S.C. 
J 

, Justin Herman 

Arnold , Nathan W 
.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 
Sec 552(b)(6)) 

Gowa, Timothy M 

Forgerson, 

n ins, e ecca L < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , 

Natalie M. EOP/OMB Kates • - • • Sharon 

Yanq=tlll'ii · · , 
andrew.m.nacin Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) _ 11 • 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec _.__ 552(b)(S)) 

Jonathan Quigley Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

Subject: Re: WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 

Thanks all for that background. I'll stand by for the phone number. 

A few additional questions: 

9 0MB 000007857 



• Has USDS/DDS already created a WhatsApp business account/ 

connected it to a business manager? 

o If you need access to State's business manager, is it still a 

requirement that the business manager completes the business 

verification process? Neither of our two business managers 

have completed business verification. Is there a way to expedite 

that process? 

• We have fairly strict guidance on WhatsApp records retention -

Our current policy requires all WhatsApp communication to be 

forwarded to a DOS system within 20 days. 

Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(5)) Deliberative Process 

Apologies for the weedy questions but the answers will help us proactively 

address concerns we anticipate may be raised . 

From: John Maitz .Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552 b 6 

Sent: Thursday, August 19, 2021 9:32 PM 

To: Justin Herman E~~-S.C. Sec , 

Arnold, Nathan W 

Ex 6 - ( 5Ex 6 - ( q " ; Forgerson, Luke A 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

1 ; Gowa, Timothy M -Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , 

Jenkins, Rebecca L < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec J' 

enigalla, 

Ex 6 -Ex 6 - (q> n 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec • ; Jonathan 
552(b)(6)) 
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Quigley .Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

Subject: Re: WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 

Hi Mrudula, 

Adding Jonathan Q from our legal team but for the second point: 

Let me know if that helps. 

John Maitz 

Solutions Engineering 

Error! Filename not specified. 

MOBILE 

EMAIL 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) 
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On Thu, Aug 19 2021 at 9:19 PM, Justin Herman 

+ John Maitz, Twilio 

On Thu , Aug 19, 2021 at 8:50 PM Joe Wheeler 

Hi Mrudula, 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) 

.Ex 6 - (5 u.rE; 6~ ($ 
552(b )(6)) ' 

For connecting to the WhatsApp Business Account to 

Facebook Page, please see instructions here. 

rote: 

rote: 

@Justin Herman @Chris Cadotte can you please weigh in on the 

second question? In the meantime, I can share WhatsApp's 

privacy policy that has some helpful background as well. 

Thanks, 

Joe 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
From: Venigalla, Mrudula C:'")/L,... \IC" n 

Sent: Thursday, August 19, 2021 5: 19 PM 

To: Ben Supple Ex 6 - (5 Ex 6 - (g, 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

12 

; Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) 
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ccadotte@twili. < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. " ·~ >; Vivek Ravindranath 

Ex 6 - ( Ex 6 - ( L1 
Sec 55E~ 6-:'(L1 

Joe Wheele Ex 6 - (5 U.S.Ex 6 - (ti 

Subject: Re: WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 

+Sharon Yang 

Sharon Yang 

Thank you - can you confirm on the technical/Facebook side what you might 

need to connect the WhatsApp business account to a Facebook page? 

, • • _, _ Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(5)) 
- • • • • nPlihPr::iti\/P PrnrPC:C: 

Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(5)) Deliberative Process 

Thanks! 

Mrudula 

Mrudula Venigalla (she/her) 

Division Chief I Digital Strategy and Training 

Office of Global Social Media 

U.S. Department of State 

Bureau of Global Public Affairs 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. -~ 6 -
J " 
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Error! Filename not specified. 

From: Ben Supple < ,Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 

Sent: Thursday, August 19, 2021 8: 14 PM 

To: Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB .Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) _ Justin 

- ; Venigalla, Mrudula 

; Jenkins, Rebecca L 

Gowa, Timothy M 

>; patricildufour@ddsi3 < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " 

ccadotte@twilidffl < >; Vivek Ravindranath Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 
1 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 
1 Joe Wheeler 

Subject: Re: WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 

.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec; 

+ Joe 

> 

>; 

Good news. Looks like we can allow list the account to enable us to move 

fast. Onward! 

Look forward to working with you all on the implementation details. 

Best, 

ben 
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From: Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

Date: Thursday, August 19, 2021 at 5:01 PM 

Justin Herman 

Venigalla, Mrudula 
,.._.,._....,,_._..alllllll 

Cc: Nacin, Andrew M. EOP/OMB 

Forgerson, Luke A 

Gowa, Timothy M 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " < >, patrickfoufour@dda < >, 

ccadotte@twili0lill -✓ivek Ravindranath 

Ex 6 -Ex qEx ,> < 

Subject: WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 

Team -

help us get this set up. 

State team, can you confirm when that's final? Thanks! 

Natalie 

Justin Herman 

Global Head of Public Sector 

Error! Filename not specified. 

EMAIL Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 

TWITTER @justinherman 
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Re: [EXTERNAL] Re: WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 

From "Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB" Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

To: Joe Wheeler 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

·552 b 6 

Cc: "Venigal la, Mrudula' Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , "Forgerson, Luke A" 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , "Nacin, Andrew M. 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. , , John Maitz 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec, 

, "Arnold , Nathan W" 

>, "Jenkins , Rebecca L" 

Jonathan Quigle , Brock Hankins Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. , 

"M-a"]ma, Raphael J" Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
" 
, andre1flare.civ@mai."Zalenski , Alyssa P" 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
1 

Date: Fri , 20 Aug 2021 22:47:11 -0400 

Wonderful- thanks all! 

On Aug 20, 2021, at 10:31 PM, Joe Wheeler <joewheeler1@fb.com> wrote: 

Hi all, 

Our engineers have set the status to approved, and you shouldn't be getting the error anymore. 

Please feel free to reach out to me directly. 

Thanks, 

Joe 

Get Outlook for Android 

From: Venigalla, Mrudula 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b )(6)) 

Sent: Friday, August 20, 2021 7:25:43 PM 

To: Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB ,.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) ; Forgerson, Luke A 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
1 

Cc: Joe Wheele Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ~ ; Chris Cadott 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

~552(b)(6)) 
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Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C., >; Ben Supple--->; 

.Ex 6 - (5 Ex 6 - (5 , >; Patrick Dufour 

ustin Herman <jherman->; Arnold, Nathan W 

owa, Timothy M <GowaTM-->; Jenkins, Rebecca L 

. >; Sharon Yang <syanrj->; Vivek Ravindranath 

, Jonathan Quigley <jquigle~>; Brock Hankins 

di:::~!!!! Majma, Raphael J >; 

• --<andre • are.civ m ; Zalenski, Alyssa P --> Ex 6 - (5 
' 

Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Re: WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 

Hi Natalie et al, 
I stood down my earlier efforts to troubleshoot with the understanding this issue had been 
resolved but happy to pick back up again. Adding my colleague Alyssa Zalenski who is the lead 
on the Travel Gov Facebook page. 

Can you confirm how the request was initiated? I have cross checked the 4 Department business 

managers I am an admin on and can confirm we have not received a request I can approve on 

any of them. I am assuming this request should come to the business manager that owns the 

relevant Facebook page (for TravelGov it is business ID 

for the WhatsApp/Facebook team to confirm. 

Ex 4 - (5 U.S.C. 

Feel free to respond to Alyssa and myself directly to troubleshoot. 

Mrudula 

) but would be helpful 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C) 
l 

From: Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB > 

Sent: Friday, August 20, 2021 9:39 PM 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 
To: Venigalla, M:_Plllla•>; Fergerson, Luke A 

IIL- > 

Cc: Joe Wheeler >; Chris Cadotte!~ 

andrew.m.nacin < 1111~>; Ben Supple - -: _ _:._~>; 

John Maitz <jmait I y n i:iili~ll!!I■ Ell>; Patrick Dufour 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C.Ex 6 - (5 , 
Ex 6 - (5 
U.S.C. Sec Ex 6 - (5 , 
Ex 6 - (5 Ex 6 - (5 , 

>; Justin Herman illilllUI >· Arnold, Nathan W 

; Gowa, Timoth >; Jenkins, Rebecca L 

>; Sharon Yan 1ve Ravindranath 

Ex 6 - (5~x 6 - (5 , 

U.S.C. Ex 6 - (5 
! 

>; Jonathan Quigley llllll\fl~~~ >; Brock Hankins 
>; Maj ma, Raphael J . • . . >; 
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andrew.c.oare.- Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 6 _ (5 
I' < > 

Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Re: WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 

Mrudula and State team - we need someone to approve the OBO request in State's FB biz mgr 

as soon as possible. We're running into errors that are preventing test messages from being sent. 

See instructions for completing th is step 

on >https://www.facebook.com/business/help/524220081677109?id=2129163877102343< and 

also below: 

Your BSP will send messages from your WhatsApp business account on behalf of your business. 

When your BSP sends you a "messaging on behalf of' request, you will receive a notification 

within Business Manager and by email. To approve this request: 

1. Click on the link in your email or log in to business.facebook.com 

2. Within Business Manager, click Business Settings. 

3. Click Requests. 

4. Under Received, find your BSP's request and click Approve. 

Thank you! 

Natalie 

On Aug 20, 2021, at "32 PM, Ben Sups!--> wrote 

Thanks, Natalie. Waiting to hear back from the FB pages product team, but agree this 
shouldn't be a blocker to you all starting to send messages out. 

Best, 

Ben 

From: Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMP --11+1111111> 
Date: Friday, August 20 2021 at 10:13 AM 

>, Nacin, 
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rllll1ffl!I>, John Maitz > Ex 6 - ,Ex 6 - (5 " 

Cc: Emily Snyder <-~--..... , Patrick Dufour 

Ex 6 - (5 
1 >, Arnold , 

>, Forgerson, Luke A 

>, Gowa, Timothy M <GowaTM->, 

Jenkins, Rebecca L <JenkinsRL2 > Sharon Yang 
X -

_Ex 6 - Ex 6 - (5 
(5 ! 

-Ex 6 - (5 Ex 6 - (5 
.. - - - ··~·---llllllllllllli---

• , _ _ (5 Ex 6 - (5 

>, Brock Hankins 

>, andrew.c.oare. 

_u.s.c. ,x 6 - (5 
,. Jl 

>, Jonathan Quigley 

>, Majma, Raphael J 
Ex 6 - (5 Ex 6 - (5 
U.S.C. 

Ex 6 - (5 " 

<andrew.c.oare. Ex 6 - (5 
' 
> 

Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Re: WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 

Great. Also, @Ben Supple is confirming for us, but connecting the WA numbers to State's 

TravelGov FB gets us nothing here. It's also not blocking us sending messages out, so we're 
going to drop for now. @Venigalla, Mrudula you can connect them whenever you want via 

the instructions here. 

From: Joe Wheeler <joewheeler11M!I> 

Date: Friday, August 20, 2021 at 12:31 PM 

To: "Venigalla , Mrudula" <VenigallaMxlllltll> , "Kates, Natalie M. 

EOP/OMB" Chris Cadotte 

<ccadott ~-r..w-- P/OMB" 

111. --- im- ~-> 
Cc: Emily Snyder <emily.sny · 

lalllMI" ■ fl'>, J 
II > , 

"Forgerson, Luke A 

Ex 6 - (5 ,Ex 6 - (5 " llal • >, "Jenkins, Rebecca L" >, 

Ex 6 - (5 X 6 - (5 n Sharon Yang · avindranath >, 
' 

Jonathan Qui Brock Hankins <broc1~.,,,--p>, 
"Majma, Raphael >, "andrew.c.oare. Ex 6 - (5 , II 
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<andrew.c.oare. Ex 6 - (5 " > 

Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Re: WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 

Hi Mrudula, 

On the first question, I can confirm that this has already been completed . 

Thanks, 

Joe 

From: Venigalla, Mrudulc.. llalliiiil-W'.> 
Sent: Friday, August 20, 2021 8:58 AM 

To: Joe Wheeler Ex 6 - (5 Ex 6 _ (5 >; Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C.,Ex 6 - (5 " >; Chris Cadott • lliiii•••• andrew.m.nacin 
• 

upple 

>· . 

erman 

orgerson, Luke 

>; Jenkins, Rebecca L 

>; Gowa, Timothy M 

>; Jonathan Quigley 

>; Majma, Raphael J 

<andrew.c.oare.lil ••Ii 
Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Re: WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 

.Ex 6 -,Ex 6 - (5 

Ex 6 - , x 6 - (5, 

Ex 6 - 5 u.s.c~x 6 - (5 , 

+Andy Oare 

Please feel free to follow up with me directly but I'm not sure who is best positioned to 

answer the following technical questions: 

• Accept Twilio's request to message on its behalf @Venigalla, Mrudula. 

o Where was this request sent? 
o I understand from.evious chain that Twilio set up a business manager 

with FB Biz 11:!S -•-in the State Department's name- can I be 
given access to this? 

o Not sure if I needed to be added to the Twilio backend as well. 
• Connect the WA numbers in yellow below to the State TravelGov FB 

page. @Venigalla, Mrudula. 
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o In the Facebook backend, I only have the option to enter one WhatsApp 
Business number for a page. Is there a primary number I should use or am I 
missing something? 

From: Joe Wheeler <joewheeler1l9M> 

Sent: Friday, August 20, 2021 11 :31 AM 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C., To: Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB 

<ccadott9#WijN>; andrew.m.nacin 

Ex 6 - (5 " 

Mrudula <VenigallaM~=tlM#>; Ben Supple <-bsupple 

>; Chris Cadotte 

>; Venigalla, 

Cc: Emily Snyder <emily.snyderl::flllQ>; Patrick Dufour <patrick.dufourl::flllQ>; John 

Maitz <jmait7!#WFN>; Justin Herman <jhermari!::£IWEF>: Arnold, Nathan W 

<ArnoldN\/\A ... >; Forgerson, Luke A <ForgersonLA~#W►#>; Gowa, Timothy M 

<GowaTMl=tlM#>; Jenkins, Rebecca L <JenkinsRL::>l=tlM#>; Sharon Yang 

<syanr!=Cfi1!;1>; Vivek Ravindranath <pvive~=tJM>; Jonathan Quigley 

<jquigle~A=tfliM>; Brock Hankins <brockl=flll!J>; Majma, Raphael J 

<MajmaR.1l=tJWfW> 

Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Re: WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 

Thanks, Natalie. 

From WhatsApp's side, All 10 phone numbers are live, in 1 00k tier, and 

Official Business Account (green check) approved . 

Getting message content will be the final step. 

Best, 

Joe 

From: Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMr WIJ!fll►,.> 
Sent: Friday, August 20, 2021 8:28 AM 

liilillialllil->; Nacin, Andrew M. EOP/OMB 
E
• I • • • • E 

. x6-(5U.S.C ·••;, xS n::; 

Sec 552(b)(6)) · Ex 6 - (5 

• • - • • • -Ex 6 - (q 

>; Venigalla, Mrudula <VenigallaMX1r=:p-.;a-1r.hW••>; Ben 

Cc: Emily Snyder <emily.snyderl::flllQ>; Patrick Dufour <patrick.dufourl::flllQ>; Joe 

Wheeler <joewheeler1l9M>; John Maitz <jmait~=tfliM>; Justin Herman 
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<jhermanl=tJWEM""'; Arnold , Nathan W <ArnoldNVIA::f3M#>; Forgerson, Luke A 

<ForgersonLA21->; Gowa, Timothy M <GowaHAl=tlWW>; Jenkins , Rebecca L 

<JenkinsRL21::f3M#> ; Sharon Yang <syangl::flM>; Vivek Ravindranath 

<pvive~=tJM>; Jonathan Quigley <jquigle~=tlllrM>; Brock Hankins 

<brockl::flllM>; Raphael Majma <majmc1ril::f3M#> 

Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Re: WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 

Thanks Chris. 

Team - Here are the open items I'm tracking as of this morning. What am I missing and can 

we work to resolve these asap? We're moving fast so please let the group know if some of 

these are already done. 

• Send Chris a JPG or PNG, 640x640 pixels or larger, square ratio of the logo you want 

on the WA account. @Venigalla, Mrudula can you help with this? I assume we want 

the TravelGov logo. 

• Accept Twilio's request to message on its behalf @Venigal la, Mrudula. 

• Connect the WA numbers in yellow below to the State TravelGov FB page. 

@Venigal la, Mrudula. 

• Get Twilio message content. The content doesn't need to be final yet, just close 

enough for Twilio to make a message template. From our conversations so far this 

is a truncated version of the emails already being sent out. Who is best on the 

federal side to run this down? 

From: Chris Cadotte <ccadotte Ex 6 - (5 r > 

Date: Friday, August 20, 2021 at 1 :22 AM 

> 

Cc: Emily Snyder <emily.snyde <bsupp • ltll>, 
Patrick Dufour <patrick.dufou~PIR'I .... , Joe Wheeler 

<joewheeler1IM9>, "Venigalla , Mrudula" <VenigallaMxlllUII>, 

John Maitz <jmaitz >, Justin Herman <jherman >, 

"Arnold , Nathan W" <ArnoldNvvllllill>, "Forgerson, Luke A" 

<ForgersonLA2->, "Gowa , Timothy M" <GowaTMillllll> , 

"Jenkins, Rebecca L" <JenkinsRL2->, "Kates, Natalie M. 

EOP/OMB" _____ >, Sharon Yang 

<syanglM9> , Vivek Ravindranath <pvive~M9>, Jonathan Quigley 

<jquigle~>, Brock Hankins <broc1<1.,,,.'I>, Raphael Majma 
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<majmarjlllllll> 

Subject: [EXTERNAL] Re: WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 

Here is a quick snapshot of where we are at. A few of the numbers are showing up with 
official business account designations and at the 100k messaging tier. The Twilio Ops team 
will continue to work on this tonight. 

<image001.png> 

<image002.jpg> 

The team needs a few additional details to fill out the WA account profile information. 
1. Logo: JPG or PNG, 640x640 pixels or larger, square ratio 
2. Business address: this is optional 
3. Website: this is optional 
4. Email: this is optional 
5. Business description: this is optional 

Could I also get some example messages so we can get started on submitting templates. 

Chris Cadotte 
Director Business Development, Messaging 

:::::-c:::: 

EMAIL ccadottd=tl#lld 

On Thu, Aug 19, 2021 at 9:24 PM Nacin, Andrew M. EOP/OMB 

<Andrew. M. Naciril#Mhwm"> wrote: 

Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(5)) Deliberative Process 

At a certain point, this might not actually be a value add ove 
Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(5)) Deliberative Process 

Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(5)) Deliberative " 

Obviously, we'd also look to Facebook Ex 5 DP- 5 U.S.C. Sec 552 b 5 Deliberativ€4 
Ex 5 DP- 5 U.S.C. Sec 1 

On Aug 20, 2021, at 00:15, Emily Snyder <emily.snyder@dds.mil> wrote: 
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Hello Ben, 

Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(5)) Deliberative Process 

Please let me know if you need anything else. 

Very Respectfully, 

Emily Snyder 
Air Force Liaison 
Defense Digital Service (DDS) 
Office of the Secretary of Defense 
3A268 Pentagon, Washington D.C. 
>>>>>www.dds.mil<<<<<; ;;; 

SIPR: ,,,,e Wd.!J....,"'-"'-ll,,)'...>,8,~ ~ 

JWI cs: ~~-r::!YQ'~-· 

On Thu, Aug 19, 2021 at 11:41 PM Ben Supple <bsupplemg.,, wrote: 

Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec 
. . ~ 

It would be good to understand: 

Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(5)) Deliberative Process 

Many thanks for any guidance here. 

Best, 

Ben 
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From: Patrick Dufour <patrick.dufo11d'Dill> 

Date: Thursday, August 19, 2021 at 8:23 PM 

To: Joe Wheeler <joewheeler11Qi11> 

Cc: Chris Cadotte <ccadottel=£111111>, Ben Supple <bsuppli=>fmlll>, 

Venigalla, Mrudula <VenigallaMXI->, John Maitz 

<jmaitzl::fllllll-. , Justin Herman <jhermanl::fllllll"">, Arnold , 

Nathan W <ArnoldN)M->, Forgerson, Luke A 

<ForgersonLA?I->, Gowa, Timothy M <GowaTMI->, 

Jenkins, Rebecca L <JenkinsRL?!::flllll>, Natalie M. EOP/OMB 

Kates <Natalie.M.Kate"!-Wlil>, Sharon Yang <syarin[ffl!II>, 

Vivek Ravindranath <pvivPiJffllll ...... , andrew.m.nacin 

<andrew.m.naciril-W!il>, Jonathan Quigley <jquiglP~::flllll>, 

Brock Hankins <broc0Dill>, Emily Snyder <emily.snydedDfll> 

Subject: Re: WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 

Adding in my colleague Emily who will be assisting, too. 

Regards, 

Patrick Dufour 

Patrick Dufour 

Defense Digital Service (DDS) 

Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) 
U.S. Department of Defense 

Pentagon 3A268 

(U) patrick.dufo 11 rjr::1:p-;a-e~ 

» >>>https://dds.mil/<<<<<;;;; 

On Thu, Aug 19, 2021 at 11:21 PM Patrick Dufour <patrick.dufoudDflll-:. 
wrote: 

The account SID i Ex 4 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(4)) 

Patrick Dufour 

Defense Digital Service (DDS) 

Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) 

U.S. Department of Defense 

Pentagon 3A268 
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(U) patrick.duf0L 1n:::flll'4 

» »>https://dds.mil/<<«<;;;; 

On Thu, Aug 19, 2021 at 11:10 PM Joe Wheeler <joewheeler1[ffl[Slb wrote: 

Hi Patrick and team, 

You should have seen a request come through from Twilio to message on 

your behalf (the "on behalf of" or OBO request) . You'll need to accept this 

request in order for our engineers to continue onboarding. 

Thanks, 

Joe 

Get Outlook for Android 

From: Chris Cadotte <ccadottd=tlWfF> 

Sent: Thursday, August 19, 2021 7:56:54 PM 

To: Patrick Dufour <patrick.dufo11~!311M> 

Cc: Ben Supple <bsupp1d#M>; Venigalla , Mrudula 

<VenigallaMX)#W#>; John Maitz <jmaitd=tlWfF>; Justin Herman 

<jhermanl=tfliM>; Joe Wheeler <joewheeler1l#M>; Arnold, 

Nathan W <ArnoldNW#W#>; Forgerson, Luke A 

<ForgersonLA21#W#>; Gowa, Timothy M <GowaTMl#W#>: 

Jenkins, Rebecca L <JenkinsRL2!#W#>; Natalie M. EOP/OMB Kates 

<Natalie.M.Katesl#Wfllll>; Sharon Yang <syannl#M>; Vivek 

Ravindranath <pvive1<1:flM5'>; andrew.m.nacin 

<andrew.m.nacinl#Wfllll>; Jonathan Quigley <jquigle) =tlWMF>; 

Brock Hankins <broc~:::fllll> 

Subject: Re: WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 

Thanks, Patrick. Do you have the Twilio account ASID so this gets setup in 
the right place? I'm going to ask my Ops team to create WhatsApp Senders 
for each one of these numbers. 

Chris Cadotte 

Director Business Development, Messaging 
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Error! Filename not specified. 
EMAIL ccadott~-

On Thu, Aug 19, 2021 at 7:49 PM Patrick Dufour <patrick.duf0L1d!lfl[I> 
wrote: 

Good afternoon, 

A few quick notes, so everyone is on the same page. The Twilio account 

is procured/operated by DOD through DDS, to support DOS. Another 

DOD office will have operational control, and use the application we've 

developed to send out the messages. 

I've CC'd Brock (our Deputy GC) who can answer any policy/legal 

» >>>https ://www.esd.whs.mil/Portals/54/Documents/DD/issuances/dodd/ 

510587p.PDF?ver=2019-12-04-064448-563<«« 

We've purchased 10 USA numbers via our Twilio account. 

We will do our best to securely record and store the communications that 

are sent within our cloud infrastructure. I do not believe we need 

Twilio/WhatsApp to record messages on their end in order to fulfill 

record retention requirements. 
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Regards, 
Patrick Dufour 

Patrick Dufour 

Defense Digital Service (DDS) 

Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) 

U.S. Department of Defense 

Pentagon 3A268 

(U) patrick.dufou dr=:p-;a-m~ 

>» »https://dds.mil/«<«;;;; 

On Thu, Aug 19, 2021 at 10:23 PM Chris Cadotte <ccadottPj#W[il-. 
wrote: 

Mrudula, 

We created the WABA business account under FB Biz 
ID . The name on the account will be: United States 

Department of State. 

Are you purchasing a Twilio number, if so can you share the number. 

So we can associate it with the account. 

Chris Cadotte 

Director Business Development, Messaging 

Error! Filename not specified. 
EMAIL ccadottel:::£ld!lm 

On Thu, Aug 19, 2021 at 7:21 PM Ben Supple <bsupplF.rmg.,, 
wrote: 

On #1, we can waive the biz verification requirement. I'll let Twilio 

address #2 since they would be hosting the API and storing 

information on your behalf. 

Best, 
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Ben 

From: Venigalla, Mrudula <VenigallaMX1=tfllll> 

Date: Thursday, August 19, 2021 at 7:16 PM 

To: John Maitz <jmaitz!::flMII">, Justin Herman 

<jhermar,1:::flMII"> 

Cc: Joe Wheeler <joewheeler11Qi11">, Arnold , Nathan W 

<Arnoldf\lW->, Ben Supple <bsupp1Jffli11>, 

Fergerson, Luke A <ForgersonLA?!:::flMII>, Gowa, 

Timothy M <GowaTrv11:::f1M!II>, Jenkins, Rebecca L 

<JenkinsRI 21->, Natalie M. EOP/OMB Kates 

<Natalie.M.Katec:!#AWII>, Sharon Yang 

<syandfflll">, Vivek Ravindranath <pvivekllll">, 

andrew.m.nacin <andrew.m.nacinl#A->, Chris 

Cadotte <ccadotte!:flWII>, Patrick Dufour 

<patrick.dufouda:111>, Jonathan Quigley 

<jguiglPJAfdWII> 

Subject: Re: WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 

Thanks all for that background. I'll stand by for the phone number. 

A few additional questions: 

• Has USDS/DDS already created a WhatsApp business 
account/ connected it to a business manager? 

o If you need access to State's business manager, is it 
still a requirement that the business manager 
completes the business verification process? 
Neither of our two business managers have 
completed business verification. Is there a way to 
expedite that process? 
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• We have f 
retention 

• •1.1-1111 • .!.11-11 

Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(5)) , 

Ex 5 DP- 5 U.S.C. Sec " Our current policy 
requires all WhatsApp communication to be forwarded to a 
DOS system within 20 days. 

Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(5)) Deliberative Process 

Apologies for the weedy questions but the answers will help us 

proactively address concerns we anticipate may be raised. 

From: John Maitz <jmaitrl=tfMH> 

Sent: Thursday, August 19, 2021 9:32 PM 

To: Justin Herman <jhermanl=tfMM> 

Cc: Joe Wheeler <joewheeler1l#M>; Arnold, Nathan W 

<ArnoldNvvl->; Ben Supple <bsupplPl#M>; 

Forgerson, Luke A <ForgersonLA21#11h#>; Gowa, Timothy M 

<GowaTl\11I-#>: Jenkins, Rebecca L 

<JenkinsRI 21-#>; Natalie M. EOP/OMB Kates 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C.,Ex 6 - (5 , >; Sharon Yang <syangl#M>; 

Venigalla, Mrudula <VenigallaMxj-#>; Vivek Ravindranath 

<pvivekl=tllli>; andrew.m.nacin 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C.
1
Ex 6 - (5 , >; Chris Cadotte 

<ccadottd=tl§M>; Patrick Dufour <patrick.dufo11 ~=tflll>; 

Jonathan Quigley <jguigleJ=tfMH> 

Subject: Re: WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 

Hi Mrudula, 
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Adding Jonathan Q from our legal team but for the second point: 

Let me know if that helps. 

John Maitz 

Solutions Engineering 

Error! Filename not 

specified. 

MOBILE 
Ex 6 - (5 
U.S.C. Sec " 

EMAIL jmaitzl::£IWM 
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On Thu , Aug 19 2021 at 9:19 PM, Justin Herman 

<jhermar1=8WfH> wrote: 

+ John Maitz, Twilio 

On Thu , Aug 19, 2021 at 8:50 PM Joe Wheeler 

<joewheeler1 la3M> wrote: 

Hi Mrudula, 

For connecting to the WhatsApp Business Account to 

Facebook Page, please see instructions here. 

@Justin Herman @Chris Cadotte can you please weigh in 

on the second question? In the meantime, I can share 

WhatsApp's privacy policy that has some helpful 

background as well. 

Thanks, 

Joe 

From: Venigalla, Mrudula <VenigallaMX1=£1ffl#::,. 

Sent: Thursday, August 19, 2021 5: 19 PM 

To: Ben S ~~~ ~-Iii · Natalie M. 

EOP/OM >; Justin Herman 

Cc: andrew.m.nacin Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Ex 6 - (5 , >; Jenkins, 
J 
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Rebecca L <JenkinsRL ?l#W#>; Arnold, Nathan W 

<ArnoldNW#WW>: Forgerson, Luke A 

<ForgersonL.A?l#W#>; Gowa, Timothy M 

<GowaTMl#IIJ-W>; patrick.dufourl:::tJIIM 

<patrick.dufourl::f:ll!l!J>; ccadotti:>l#liM 
<ccadotti:>l#llfN>; Vivek Ravindranath <pvivekl=tJll!:1>; 
Joe Wheeler <joewheeler11=tlllfk Sharon Yang 

< sya nd=tllllA> 
Subject: Re: WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 

+Sharon Yang 

Thank you - can you confirm on the technical/Facebook side 

what you might need to connect the WhatsApp business account 

to a Facebook page? 

Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. 
' • • • • • • • • • • Sec 552(b )(5)) 

Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(5)) Deliberatf~e1;i6mcess o,...,,..,,.,..,. 

Thanks! 

Mrudula 

Mrudula Venigalla (she/her) 

Division Chief I Digital Strategy and Training 
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Office of Global Social Media 

U.S. Department of State 

Bureau of Global Public Affairs 

veniqal lamxl:::£1;1!151 

Error! Filename not specified. 

From: Ben Supple <bsuppl•¥£flfj> 

Sent: Thursday, August 19, 2021 8:14 PM 

To: Kates , Natalie M. EOP/OMB 

>; Justin Herman 

Cc: andrew.m.nacin 

<ArnoldNW=tlWtW>: Forgerson, Luke A 

<ForgersonL.A?l=tlWt#'>; Gowa, Timothy M 

<GowaTMl=tlWtW>; patrick.dufourj=tfllM 

>; Jenkins, 

< pa trick. d ufOL• rj:::flll':J>; ccadottd=tl§M 

<ccadottPl=!IWfH>; Vivek Ravi ndranath <pviveklPm>; 

Joe Wheeler <joewheeler11Pm> 

Subject: Re: WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 

+ Joe 

Good news. Looks like we can allow list the account to enable us 

to move fast. Onward! 
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Look forward to working with you all on the implementation 

details. 

Best, 

ben 

From: Kates , Natalie M. EOP/OMB ..... ~-> 
Date: Thursday, August 19, 2021 at 5:01 PM 

To: Ben Supple < bsupp11={!:III>, Justin Herman 

<jherman1-■--. , Venigalla , Mrudula 

<VenigallaMxJ-11> 
Cc: Nacin, Andrew M. EOP/OMB 

<Ba1:fllltWII>, Jenkins, Rebecca L 

<JenkinsRL?l-11>, Arnold , Nathan W 

<ArnoldNwl#MII>, Forgerson , Luke A 

<ForgersonLA21=tlllll>, Gowa, Timothy M 

<GowaTl\/ll=tfMII>, patrick.dufot•d=tlfll 

<patrick.dufm•d!:111>, ccadotte1=tfMII 
<ccadottd•◄a""> ' Vivek Ravindranath 

<pviveiJ'ffl!II> 
Subject: WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 

Team -

It looks like we'll likely connect the new WA business account to 

the /travelgov Facebook page. Mrudula is the account manager 

for that and can help us get this set up. 
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State team, can you confirm when that's final? Thanks! 

Natalie 

Justin Herman 

Global Head of Public Sector 

Error! Filename not 

specified. 

EMAIL jhermanl-

TWITTER @justinherman 
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Re: HOLD for Facebook/WA account linking 

From "Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB" Ex 6 - (5 U.S.c_Ex 6 - (5 , > 
n 

To: /ASPA)" . -- -- ·-
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
·552(b )(6)) , Julia Eisman 

552(b )(6)) Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " oe Whee ebecca Williams 

psey, Jay H. (C " • - Chris 
• - I • 

, Kate Ras · , Airton Tatoug Kamdem 

4::::R:• ie Adams < rd, Carol EOP" 

<{-■>, "Layton, Kathleen (CDC/ NJII ypark@f. 

Date: Fri, 20 Aug 2021 16:23:20 -0400 

Thanks all! Next step to get this resolved: 

• Chris to look into why a request came through to Twilio admin platform 

• Ben to put in help desk ticket for why Facebook Business Manager thinks our WhatsApp 

number doesn't have a WA account tied to it. 

• Carrie to let us know which email address the confirmation email from CDC Espanol page is 

getting sent. 

• Jay to let us know if the accounts magically get connected. 

From: Natalie.M.Kates@ombllatl 

When: 4:00 PM - 4:30 PM August 20, 2021 

Subject: HOLD for Facebook/WA account linking 

Location: 

https://pitc.zoomgov. com/j/16177 548702?pwd=aFN U Sn B6d3I M SI Fn VVBZc2IX QWhp 

QT09 
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Hi there, 

Natalie Kates is inviting you to a scheduled ZoomGov meeting. 

Join Zoom Meeting 

One tap mobile: 

Meeting URL: 

Meeting ID: 

Passcode: 

Join by Telephone 

For higher quality, dial a number based on your current location. 

Dial: 

Meeting ID: 

Passcode: 

International numbers 

Join from an H.323/SIP room system 

H.323: 

Meeting ID: 

Passcode: 

SIP: 

Passcode: 
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Re: [EXTERNAL] Re: FW: Question about WhatsApp bot social 

media ads. 

From "Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB" ----> 
To: 

Cc: 

Date: Fri, 20 Aug 2021 13:18:33 -0400 

Is the problem just that Jay doesn't have access to the new WA profile account? @Rebecca Williams 

From: "Dempsey, Jay H. (CDC/0D/OADC)" l- • 
Date: Friday, August 20, 2021 at 1 :17 PM 

To: "Crawford , Carol EOP" , Rebecca Williams Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 
Sec 552 b 6 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

"Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB" 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) 

>, Carrie Adams 

, "Dragoiu, Georgeta (HHS/ASPA)" 

, Julia Eisman 

, "Layton , Kathleen (CDC/0D/OADC)" 

Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] Re: FW: Question about WhatsApp bot social media ads. 

Confirming that I am admin on our business page, and the CDC pages listed below, in addition to our 

lnstagram page (@cdcgov}, are connected to our business account. 
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CDC 
t 1mar Business Page 

CDC Travelers' Health 

CDC en Espanol 

Jay H. Dempsey, M.Ed. 
Soclal Media Team Lead, Digltal Media Branch, Division of Publ ic Affairs 

Office of the Associate Director for Communicat ion, 
U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 

From: Crawford1 Carol Y. (CDC/OD/OADC) 

Sent: Friday, August 20, 202112:54 PM 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 
Sec 552(b)(6)) 

To: Rebecca Willi=-■•1++•; Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB in•1-~, > 
Cc: Dempsey, Jay H. (CDC/OD/OADC) <llallllchris Cadotte 

Rasnick >; Airton Tatoug Kamdem 

NAL] Re: FW: Question about WhatsApp bot social media ads. 

>; Kate 

dams 
Eisman 

ADC) 

Jay is ad min and he has confirmed both the CDC English and spanish Facebook Accounts are in one 

FB Business Manager account (further down I the chain.). I do not know status of What's App as we 
haven't been involved in this status. 

From: Rebecca Willia 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) 

Sent: Friday, August 20, 202112:50 PM 

To: Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB < • 1eNi1> 
Cc: Dempsey, Jay H. (CDC/OD/OA ~li!Mlillilitl- . • • • - ◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

• • t=' r.' f"'\ I l- \ I ,..\ \ 

irton Tatoug Kamdem : . , • Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec., • 
Ex 6 - (5"5'.>J.N/A1\..~ 
552(b)(6)) 

• ' I .. 

• • - . 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

• • • •, • Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. • _: • 
C'..-..-.. t=. t:.'llk\JC\\ 

-. 
, • & ex o - t:J u.S.C. Sec ; Julia Eisman < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Joe Wheeler 

552(b)(6)) 

2 

ate 
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Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec • ; Layton, Kathleen (CDC/0D/OADC) 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 
Sec 552(b)(6)) 

Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Re: FW: Question about WhatsApp bot social media ads. 

Hi All, 

Prior to our troubleshooting session this afternoon, can we confirm that all relevant FB pages are 

managed with the same FB Business Manager account and we know who owns that account (if other 

than Carol)? I am guessing that this has already been done but wanted to confirm . 

Thank You, 

Rebecca 

On Thu, Aug 19, 2021 at 9:47 PM Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB { .... i..fi!lb 
wrote: 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Where would that WhatsApp message go and is there a place Jay can 

check them? 

I think Jay is right and the best way to resolve is to do a screen share. I've just sent an invite out to 

this whole group for 3pm tomorrow. If the pages aren't connected by then we can jump on a call. 

From: "Dempsey, Jay H. (CDC/OD/OADC)" 

Date: Thursday, August 19, 2021 at 3:25 PM 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 
Sec 552 b 6 

To: Chris Cadotte Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Kate Rasnick Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Airton 

Tatoug Kamdem Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

Cc: "Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB" --•--••■>, "Crawford, Carol 

EoFifaWW, "Dragoiu , Georgeta (HHS/ASPA)" 

ulia Eisman Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " , Carrie Adams 

Rebecca Williams • 
• • 

"Layton, Kathleen (CDC/OD/OADC)" < Ex 6 - (5 
U.S.C. Sec " 

> 

Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] Re: FW: Question about WhatsApp bot social media ads. 

Hi all- Couple of updates here. We've attempted to connect the WhatsApp number again through 

our Facebook business manager, which is the only business manager we use for all of our 

manages pages, including CDC en Espanol. We again got the same error message we previously 

shared. I also navigated to the page within CDC en Espanol , attempted to make the connection 

there, and got the screen below indicating that a confirmation code was sent to Whats App 
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messages, which I can't check. 

I'm happy to jump on a phone call or do a screen share if someone is able to walk us through this. 

Jay H. Dempsey, M.Ed. 
Social Media Team Lead, Digi ta l Media Branch, Division of Public Affairs 
Office of the Associate Director for Communication, 
U . .S. Centers for Dlsease Cont rol and Prevention 
Mobile: 404.769.1503 

FB =: 

Page Settings 

0 Gtncr.il 

,· P.ige Info 

= Templ•tes ~nd Tabs 

♦ Ewnt Titkrt,ng 

0 Notiflc.atio,,s 

0 Advanc@d MHsaglng 

0 F.1<ebook 8.'ldgM 

• "- -· ft..t • • 

4 

Connert WhatsApp to Facebook 

'Mlffl p, ~ Yll'II' v. UolCll o, """',App tutincu .aw."(.· 
F~~Q :t01Ab,•• ~)Wf P•gu.-OUN'<Hl<'I~ lt\ll In 
~~you• s.~ «l>j on 'Ml.lr.iAAA Yo.u lo\~i,App 
rvrc« .. C."'7M!· ~lll:offl\'tlyo,J•mrs~~-., 
',\'l\l~b;tto<lo:,~~ 

, ... 
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C • business l~ccbook.com/~11,ngs.tv.'1,,wipp bUSlnC'U IY.C®nts?busben 1d•l2076016992B3640 

J°ACr 00 

BualnNaSectlnga . --
Add Wl\llMIP '""""'' Al>P """°'"'' X 

i.- - r- ---~~ 
■-

----
From: Chris Cadotte .Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

552 b 6 
Sent Thursday, August 19, 202112:47 PM 

To: Kate Rasnic 

---
A f•....-•M......,......_.l!HN',WWi_,.,., 

o.e..,_-, ...,l')_t>_ --.,.,141 ..... ,,,,..., ... ~ .. ., ... ~ ----

>; Crawford, Carol Y. 

Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Re: FW: Question about WhatsApp bot social media ads. 

ragoiu, 

>; Joe 

My only thought is CDC En Espanol has a different FB Biz Mgr. Carol can you confirm if these pages 
have different FB Biz Mgr IDs. 

Ex 4 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(4)) 

Currently linked to: >>https://www.facebook.com/CDC«; 

Needs to be linked to CDC En Espanol: » https://www.facebook.com/CDCespanol«, 

Cl.uis Cadollc 
Dmxtor 13usmess DcH:lopmcnt. Mcss,1£mg 
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EMAIL Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552 b 6 

On Thu, Aug 19, 2021 at 8:38 AM Kate Rasnick 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) 

+ Chris and Rebecca from Twilio for comment. 

rote: 

The WA program is in production today, my understanding is that everything should be 

configured. 

Chris - Is there any additional context you might be able to provide? 

Thanks, 

Kate 

On Thu, Aug 19, 2021 at 8:36 AM Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB --IO§#IJI> 
wrote: 

I believe everything is fully set up on the WhatsApp side. @kate can you confirm? 

On Aug 19, 2021, at 7:26 AM, Crawford, Carol Y. (CDC/OD/OADC) < 

wrote: 

Ex 6 - (5 " ----

Here is the screen shot Jay saw. Jay and I don't know status of the What's App 

account. 

<image00l.png> 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec From: Airton Tatoug Kamdem 

Sent: Wednesday, August 18, 

To: Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB 

(CDC/OD/OADC) 

(CDC/OD/OADC) 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552 b 6 

552(b )(6)) ► 

Joe Wheeler Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec n· 

rd, Carol Y. 

ey, Jay H. 

Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Re: FW: Question about WhatsApp bot social media ads. 

Hi team, 
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Thank you for reaching out on this, would you be able to share the screenshot once 
more? It may have dropped off as you added me into the thread. To confirm the issue 

you're having here, it sounds like you're hoping to connect the vaccine.gov Whatsapp 

Business number to the CDC account and the option to connect is not showing up? Do 

you know how far along the vaccine.gov Whatapp business account is in setup or is 

there anyone on the team that does have access there at this time? Adding @Joe as 

well on our end to help us navigate. 

Thank you, 
-airton 

From: "Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB" -- tJm--. 
Date: Wednesday, August 18, 2021 at 4:19 PM 

To: "Crawford, Carol EOP" Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. , Kate Rasnick 
' 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec "._ , Airton Tatoug Kamdem 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

.552(b)(6)) 

Cc: "Dragoiu, Georgeta (HHS/ASPA)" 

"Dempsey, Jay H. (CDC/OD/OADC)" 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. " 
Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. , 

Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Re: FW: Question about WhatsApp bot social 

media ads. 

That is the current WA number yes. Adding both Airton and Kate to see if they can 

quickly resolve. 

On Aug 18, 2021, at 4:17 PM, Crawford, Carol Y. (CDC/OD/OADC) 

wrote: 

Ex 6 - (5 
' 

Natalie - we may need Airton for this but asking you first. Jay said the tab didn' t 

not show up last week but it is there now. He entered the# and the screen popped 

up. Neither of us are on Whats App business for vaccine.gov. This is# I thought we 

were to enter, you should verify too. 

Do you know solution? 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. i 

<i mage00l. png> 

From: Airton Tatoug Kamdem 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) 

Sent: Tuesday, August 10, 2021 411 
To: Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB <.W ilM;awJ-#!!3>; Carrie Adams 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec .Ex 6 - (5 ► rawford, Carol Y. (CDC/OD/OADC) ; Kate 

Rasnick Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " 
U.S.C. Sec " 

Cc: Dragoiu, Georgeta (HHS/ASP •Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , >; Rebecca 
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Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
Williams 

Chu Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec, 

; Chris Cadotte ◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ; Dennis 

Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL) Re: FW: Question about WhatsApp bot social media ads. 

Hi team, 

Confirming that we were able to push through a solution here, enabling the 

Whatsapp tab on your page - this solution can take up to 48 hours to reflect but 

once it does, you should be able to follow the steps here to complete the 

connection between your WhatsApp Business Account and your Facebook Page. 

Unfortunately the waiting period for the solution to land is a technical limitation 

that we' re not able to work around, but in the meantime, we can kick off the same 

creative review process that we go through for other CDC ad credit media . Do you 

happen to have final creative copy on hand that you could share with our team for 

review at this time? 

Thank you 
-airton 

From: Airton Tatoug Kamdem .Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) 

Date: Tuesday, August 10, 2021 at 1 :54 PM 

To: "Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB" <l!illlliMMii"!lii MtJHa'>, 
Carrie Adams 

Cc: "Dragoiu , 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Re: FW: Question about WhatsApp bot 

social media ads. 

Thank you Natalie, we appreciate your patience here as we investigate your current 
setup, we should have an update here asap today. 

Thank you, 
-airton 

From: "Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB" -•+••'> 
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Date: Tuesday, August 10, 2021 at 1 :35 PM 

To: Carrie Adam , Airton Tatoug Kamdem 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Se_: ~"' , "Crawford , Carol EOP" .Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 
Sec 552(b)(6)) 

Kate Rasnick .Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec . 

Cc: "Dragoiu , Georgeta (HHS/ASPA)" -Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

Rebecca Williams Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. Sec , , Chris Cadotte 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , Dennis Chu Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Re: FW: Question about WhatsApp bot 

social media ads. 

Thanks Carol. 

@Airton Tatoug Kamdem do you know when this will be resolved? It's literally 

keeping people from getting the information they need to get vaccinated, so we're 

eager to get it sorted asap. 

From: Carrie Adams Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

Date: Tuesday, August 10, 2021 at 1 :30 PM 

To: Airton Tatoug Kamdem 

CarolEOP"< , Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C .• 
Sec 552 b 6 

"Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB"r=■-1•.•1---------• 

Cc: "Dragoiu , Ge " -t1't1•df~t@@> • . 
· · , Chris Cadotte 

, Dennis Chu 4nw+1•►fiiiSM 

Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Re: FW: Question about WhatsApp bot 

social media ads. 

Thanks for the patience, all. The two folks who have an expertise here are both on 

PTO for another week. Thank you Airton for moving along, looks like we've made 

some progress. 

CA 

From: Airton Tatoug Kamdem 
.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

Date: Tuesday, August 10, 2021 at 1 :16 PM 
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To: Crawford, Carol Y. (CDC/OD/OADC) 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 
Sec 552(b )(6)) Kate 

Rasnic Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB 

, Dragoiu, Georgeta 

, Rebecca Williams 

•Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

Dennis Chu .Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Re: FW: Question about WhatsApp bot 

social media ads. 

Thank you team 

' 

We're working with both the Twilio and Unified team to get these up and running 

as soon as possible. 

Based on what we're seeing, we can confirm that at this time, the WhatsApp 

business number has not been successfully connected to the page(s), at least to the 

extent that it would enable click to Whatsapp ads. 

Thank you for providing permissions, we'll follow up here shortly as we take a 

deeper look at the current hang-ups in the setup. 

Thank you, 
-airton 

From: "Crawford, Carol Y. (CDC/OD/OADC)" 

Date: Tuesday, August 10, 2021 at 1 :13 PM 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 
Sec 552(b)(6)) 

To: Kate Rasnick 

EOP/OMB" 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
•i:;i:;')/h \It=:\\ • , "Kates, Natalie M. 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 
" ! > 

> 

Cc: Carrie Adam MMIIJ!Mlili■I , "Dragoiu , Georgeta 

Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. Sec n Chris Cadotte 

Dennis Chu _Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

10 

, Airton Tatoug Kamdem 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
◄552 b 6 
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Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] Re: FW: Question about WhatsApp bot 

social media ads. 

CDC is Ok with adding the number to our Spanish Facebook profile. I'm a bit lost 

on the back and forth & next steps but happy to do more. Hopefully this works for 

the permission Carrie needed. 

From: Kate Rasnick_ 

Sent: Tuesday, August 10, 20211:12 PM 

To: Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OM8-4""':1!1--".-• .,._ ..... .,._..,1@11..,._• - ...... -.> 
Cc: Crawford, Carol Y. (CDC/OD/o?ocl( --; Carrie Adams 

iu, Georgeta (HHS/ASPA) 

Airton Tatoug Kamdem 

- - - - - - -- - :,:,,io: ~- - - -- • r;:--~ ,r:11r,.r,.. e"-- -

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , 

Rebecca Williams 

Dennis Chu 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
' 
; Chris Cadotte Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

552(b)(6)) 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec, 

Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL) Re: FW: Question about WhatsApp bot social media ads. 

Hi Natalie, 

I will need to defer to Carrie and Airton on how they have the phone number we 

use for WA messaging ( configured on their side. My initial 

thought is that it's tied to the WABA / FBBM account numbers and maybe the CDC's 

Espanol page has different account numbers but I don't have visibility into that. 

@Carrie Adams - Are you able to help clarify? 

Thanks, 

Kate 

On Tue, Aug 10, 2021 at 12:34 PM Kates, Natalie M . EOP/OMB 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. ,Ex 6 - (5 ,Ex, > wrote: 

Thanks Kate. How is this different from the FB/WA number connection that we 

already have? 

I'm happy to confirm this change but also adding Carol so we can sync with the 

group that owns the Spanish page. 

@Crawford , Carol EOP is this you or do we need to loop with someone else? 
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From: Kate Rasnicl· DI 
Date: Tuesday, August 10, 2021 at 12:09 PM 

To: "Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB" ·--> 
Cc: Carrie Adams 1Btf•t•t•, "Dragoiu , Georgeta 

(HHS/ASPA)" , Airton Tatoug 

Rebecca Williams 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec • 
552(b)(6)) 

Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Re: FW: Question about WhatsApp bot 

social media ads. 

Hi Natalie, 

In our discussions with Carrie and Airton , they advised that permission needs to 

be granted to add the option for CDC to connect their page to a WhatsApp 

number? Because th is is a live action, FB/WA will need explicit permission to 

move forward. 

They've asked Twilio to provide that confi rmation but we believe it's best to have 

this come from you or the CDC's Espanol page owner(s). Is this Carol Crawford or 

Fred Smith? 

We will support the next steps , however needed! 

Thanks, 

Kate 

O-~021 at 4:43 PM Kates, Natalie M . EOP/OMB 

<l~=tlM#l!I> wrote: 

Thanks Carrie! Any sense of when we should expect to hear more? 

On Aug 9, 2021, at 4:38 PM, Carrie Adams Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec • wrote: 

Following up here that my colleague Airton is working with Twilio to get 

this wrapped up. 

CA 
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From: Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB 

..... Jm'> 
Date: Friday, August 6, 2021 at 4: 13 PM 

To: Carrie Adams Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

Cc: Dragoiu , Georgeta (HHS/ASPA) 

--, Kate Rasnick 

Subject: FW: [EXTERNAL] Re: FW: Question about WhatsApp 

bot social media ads. 

Hi Carrie, 

Do you have insight into how we can resolve the highlighted issue (far) 
below? From the Twilio side our WA account is linked to the main CDC 
account. 

Thanks, 
Natalie 

From: Kate Rasnick 1MtnNia 
Date: Friday, August 6, 2021 at 4:08 PM 

To: "Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB" ----'> Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Re: FW: Question about WhatsApp 

bot social media ads. 

Here you go! I've asked our Product team for other possibilities that might 
result in the issues they're seeing. I'm waiting to hear back. 

~B~~!\llllla 
On Fri, Aug 6, 2021 at 4:03 PM Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB 

<Natalie. M. Katesi=!IWWII> wrote: 

Can you share them here? Then I'll loop us with the FB team. We 
definitely have multiple accounts. 
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From: Kate Rasnick 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

Date: Friday, August 6, 2021 at 3:42 PM 

To: "Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB" 

<llilliiliiliAiliDiD.11ifUj MR1■> 
Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Re: FW: Question about 

WhatsApp bot social media ads. 

That's a good question . We have specific FB and WA business accounts 

registered for the WA program . Is it possible they could have multiple 
FB/WA accounts that they're trying to use? I can see if I can pull the 

ones we have out of the application for comparison. How would you 

like me to share those with you? 

Thanks, 

Kate 

On Fri, Aug 6, 2021 at 3:38 PM Kates, Natalie M . EOP/OMB 

1------#P--wrote: 
Thanks. Do you know any other reasons they might be experiences 

the issue they are below (and if so, can you fix them? © ) 

From: Kate Rasnick •Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

Date: Friday, August 6, 2021 at 3:37 PM 

To: "Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB" 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec=x 6 - (5 U.S.C. 
~ ~ 

> 

n 

Subject: [EXTERNAL] Re: FW: Question about WhatsApp 

bot social media ads. 

Hi Natalie, 

Confirmed that WhatsApp is going through the CDC. Carol Crawford 

had previously confirmed she was the Business Manager of the CDC 

Social Media profile. I hope this helps! 

Thanks, 

Kate 

On Fri, Aug 6, 2021 at 9:45 AM Kate Rasnick 

wrote: 

14 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552 b 6 . 
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I believe it is, yes, I worked with Fred and Carol on setting that up. 
Let me do a quick sanity check, though. I'll forward over the email 

thread with the FB Business ID. 

On Fri, Aug 6, 2021 at 9:43 AM Kates, Natalie M . EOP/OMB 

MJm=tHIJ-#11> wrote: 

Hey - not sure if this is a Twilio or FB ask so just let me know if 

I should ping FB. 

Can you confirm we have our WA phone number tied to our 

CDC account? I thought we did, but maybe not? 

From: "Dragoiu, Georgeta (HHS/ASPA)" 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) .., 

Date: Friday, August 6, 2021 at 9: 10 AM 

To: Mariana Eberle-Blaylock 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) ► , "Stoltz, Craig 

(CMS/QC)" 

Elizabeth Goodman 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552 b 6 

>, Ashley Smith 

Subject: RE : Question about WhatsApp bot social 

media ads. 

+ @Kates , Natalie M. EOP/OMB can you help with this? Thank 

you 

From: Mariana Eberle-Blaylock 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) • 

Sent: Friday, August 6, 2021 8:59 AM 

·Ex 6 ~. C. Sec " To: Stoltz, Craig (CMS/OC) 

Dragoiu, Georgeta (HHS/ASPA) Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
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Cc: Ronne Ostby 

Goodman< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) >; Ashley Smith 

•tret WhatsApp bot social media ads. 

Hi Craig, Georgeta, and Allison, 

As you know, our team is developing some paid social media 

ads to promote the WhatsApp bot. In the mocking process, we 

ran into a slight setback. We can not promote ads to the 

WhatsApp bot until the phone number associated with the 

WhatsApp account is connected to the Facebook page. The 

phone number is not associated with the HHS page, the CDC 

page, nor the CDC en Espanol page (we have access to all 

three and none of them are showing up when we go to create 

the ads) . 

We will need your help connecting the WhatsApp number to the 

CDC en Espanol page since it was created for Spanish 

speakers. Here are the instructions to connect the WhatsApp 

account to the Facebook page. 

Please let us know if you have any questions. 

Thanks 
Mariana 

Kate Rasnick 
Senior Customer Success Manager 

Error! Filename not specified. 

MOBILE 

EMAIL 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. • 
Sec 552(b )(6)) 

16 

ice and text only, no voicemail) 
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Kate Rasnick 
Senior Customer Success Manager 
Error! Filename not specified. 

MOBILE laBl,'oice and text only, no voicemail) 

EMAIL krasnick@twilio.com 

Kate Rasnick 
Senior Customer Success Manager 
Error! Filename not specified. 

MOBILE .... ice and text only, no voicemail) 

EMAIL krasnick@twilio.com 

Kate Rasnick 
Senior Customer Success Manager 
Error! Filename not specified. 

MOBILE (Voice and text only, no voicemail) 
Ex 6 - (5 

' 
EMAIL krasnick@twilio.com 

Kate Rasnick 
Senior Customer Success Manager 

MOBILE Voice and text only, no voicemail) . . . 

Ex 6 - (5 , 

EMAIL krasnick@twilio.com 
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Kate Rasnick 
Senior Customer Success Manager 
Error! Filename not specified. 

MOBILE oi ce and text only, no voicemail) Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 
,.,.._t:.C:{'tfh\/C.\\ J. 

EMAIL krasnick@twilio.com 

Kate Rasnick 
Senior Customer Success Manager 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 
Sec 552(b)(6)) MOBILE oice and text only, no voicemail) 

EMAIL krasnick@twilio.com 

Rebecca Williams, PMP 
Sr. Technical Program Manager 
Professional Services 
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Re: [EXTERNAL] Re: WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 

From Ben Supple <bsupple@fb.com> 

To: "Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB" 1Wl'DN-->, Joe Wheeler 

"Venigalla, Mrudula" , Chris Cadotte Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec i" , "Nacin , Andrew M. EOP/OMB" --~>, 

John Maitz Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , 

Cc: 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ► 

, Justin Emily Sn~lltF-jf'>, Patrick Dufour< 

Herman M- , "Arnold, Nathan W" < 
• • 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. " 

A"< , "Gowa, Timothy M" Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
l 

>, "Forgerson, Luke 

'Jenkins, Rebecca 

Vivek Ravindranath ,a ' >,Shara 
• • Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

I Ex 6: -(5 U.S-.C. Sec 'b)(6)) Brock Hankins~· 

, andrew.c.oare.civ-"Majma, Raphael J" 552(b)(6)) 

Date: Fri, 20 Aug 2021 13:31 :14 -0400 

Thanks, Natalie. Waiting to hear back from the FB pages product team, but agree this shouldn't be a 

blocker to you all starting to send messages out. 

• _ • , : _ , • , , _Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(5)) Deliberative Process 

Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(5)) Deliberative Process 

Best, 

Ben 

From: Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OM 1!!1!11!!-111!111 > 

Date: Friday, August 20, 2021 at 1 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " To: Joe Wheele , Venigalla, Mrudula 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) , Chris Cadotte , Nacin, Andrew M. 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

► ~~:.,.->, Ben Sup~le .. ,. •• John 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
S"-?fh)(R)) Cc: Emily Snyder , Patrick Dufou Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. Sec , 

Justin Herman _Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " Arnold, Nathan W 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) 
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Forgerson, Luke A 
.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

>, Gowa, Timothy M 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec · 
' 

, Jenkins, Rebecca-· Sharon 

Yang Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. . 
' 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
' 

, Vivek Ravindranat~han Quigley 

Brock Hankins fl..11.fa>, Majma, Raphael J 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , andrew.c.oare.civ Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Re : WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 

Great. Also, @Ben Supple is confirming for us, but connecting the WA numbers to State' s TravelGov 

FB gets us nothing here. It's also not blocking us sending messages out, so we're going to drop for 

now. @Venigalla, Mrudula you can connect them whenever you want via the instructions here. 

From: Joe Wheeler Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

Date: Friday, August 20, 2021 at 12:31 PM 

To: "Venigalla, Mrudula" 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
·552 b 6 "Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB" --IIIIL-- > . 

John Maitz 

Nathan W" 

I 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , 

◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

, Justin Herman 

;Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , "Nacin , 

>, Ben Supple 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ► , "Jenkins, 

, Vivek 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. , 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
I Sharon Yang 

, Jonathan Quigle Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ravindranath 

Hankins Ex 6- 5 U.S.C. se~ , "Majma, Raphael J' Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ! 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) <andrew.c.oare.ci~ 

Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Re : WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 

Hi Mrudula, 

On the first question, I can confirm that this has already been completed. 

Thanks, 

2 

' 
, Brock 
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Joe 

. lililii•►i+#illl From: Venigalla, Mrudulal!G,JfiWi& 1 ■-■ 

Sent: Friday, August 20, 2021 8:58 AM 

; Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec • 
1::1::"l/h\/t::\\ 

; andrew.m.nacin 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. Sec " andrew.c.oare.ci Ex 6 - (5 
U.S.C. Sec , 

Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Re: WhatsApp/Twil 

+Andy Oare 

Please feel free to follow up with me directly but I'm not sure who is best positioned to answer the 

following technical questions: 

• Accept Twilio's request to message on its behalf @Venigalla, Mrudula. 

o Where was this request sent? 
o I understand from a previous chain that Twilio set up a business manager with

Ex 4 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , in the State Department's name- can I be given access to this? 
o Not sure if I needed to be added to the Twilio backend as well. 

• Connect the WA numbers in yellow below to the State TravelGov FB page. @Venigalla, 

Mrudula. 

o In the Facebook backend, I only have the option to enter one WhatsApp Business 
number for a page. Is there a primary number I should use or am I missing 
something? 

From: Joe Wheeler 

Sent: Friday, August 20, 2021 11 :31 AM . . • • • : Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Ex 6 - (5 
- ,..,..,... ✓ '~ -·· -

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) .Ex 6 - (5 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 
552(b)(6)) ec 552(b)(6)) 

>; Venigalla, Mrudula 
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, • •Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec .. •. 1 , ~x 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
~x 6 - (5 U.S.C. _ Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec i:;

2 
b 

6 ; John Maitz 

Ex 6 - (5~U '.s:c.' Sec • S)) • • • 

552(b )(6)) ' '. • • • Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , Gowa, Timothy M 

Sharon Yang Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec •• •. • 

E;s~Ts'u.s.c. I J. • • •• Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. " 

Brock Hankins ; Majma, Raphael J Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 

Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Re: WhatsApp/Twilio <> St 

Thanks, Natalie. 

From WhatsApp's side, All 10 phone numbers are live, in 1 00k tier, and Official 

Business Account (green check) approved. 

Getting message content will be the final step. 

Best, 

Joe 

From: Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB <Natalie.M.Kate~> 

Sent: Friday, August 20, 2021 8:28 AM 

To: Chris Cadotte .Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , ; Nacin, Andrew M. EOP/OMB 

>; Venigalla , Mrudula <\·J•tfflj#: Ben Supple 

h--
Raphael Majma -Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Re: WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 

Thanks Chris. 

Team - Here are the open items I'm tracking as of this morning. What am I missing and can we work 

to resolve these asap? We're moving fast so please let the group know if some of these are already 

done. 
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• Send Chris a JPG or PNG, 640x640 pixels or larger, square ratio of the logo you want on the 
WA account. @Venigalla, Mrudula can you help with this? I assume we want the TravelGov 
logo. 

• Accept Twilio's request to message on its behalf @Venigalla, Mrudula. 

• Connect the WA numbers in yellow below to the State TravelGov FB page. @Venigalla, 
Mrudula. 

• Get Twilio message content. The content doesn"t need to be final yet, just close enough for 
Twilio to make a message template. From our conversations so far this is a truncated version 

of the emails already being sent out. Who is best on the federal side to run this down? 

From: Chris Cadotte <1 > 
-

Date: Friday, August 20, 2021 at 1 :22 AM 

To: "Nacin, Andrew M. EOP/OMB" <Andrew.M.Nacin Ex 6 - (5 U S.C. > 

cc: Emily Snyder Ex 6 - (5 U.S C Sec >, Ben Supple Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. Sec 552 b 6 Dufour 

Mrudula 

Herman 

Joe Wheeler Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

>, Patrick 

>, "Venigalla, 

Justin 
_,, , .... .. 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) , John Maitz . Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

Natalie M. EOP/OMB" 

-Ex 6 - (5 U S C. 
- - - - -

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552 b 6 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

ek Ravindranath 

, Brock Hankins 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552 b 6 

, "Kates, 

>, Sharon Yang 

Jonathan Quigley 

, Raphael Majma 

Subject: [EXTERNAL] Re: WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 

Here is a quick snapshot of where we are at. A few of the numbers are showing up with 
official business account designations and at the 100k messaging tier. The Twilio Ops team will 

continue to work on this tonight. 
...... ,.,,.., ' - ,, ..... ~"II ..._.. ....... t..-,•· ·-· ~··· -· -... 1., .. ~,,_ ·- .. ..,. ~- ....... '-"'-l~O--.•llfJ:1• - 0 

... ,,111,4v,,.,U'1t ·- ·- ........ _., .. ~ ... l""""",._, .... ~_.,lft,I._. • 0 

♦ t!TllllYttM ·- ·- ---- -- .......... ~ ........ • 0 

..... u~tt.:ta ·- ..... , .. ..__ -- l#liall ... , ... 0.--111-. - 0 

-•1J1Ct,,)Ot't1Cll ·- ·- -· -· ... ~~•c.11...-,1., .... ,,. - • 0 

··••1f41•:-oi, .. .... , ......... or. ... -·· .. ~·'- 0 . . , ... ,\. .... ·- -- -- ...._ •.. .._,,.,"'. --- • 0 

... ,,_. ...... ·- ·-- ... - -- ""-•-~ .. -- ~--.-- • 0 

... ,.,,.,.,,»-- ·- ·- - ~.,,, ... ~ ... ,...,,...._,,...., ... ~ ... - • 0 

.. •111444,~\l'II ·- •t __ ......, .... _ .__,._ \~•i-... ~11, ...... -~-- • 0 
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10:09 "/ 

< 7 

+ 

United States Departme ... 

Today 

i Messages to this chat and calls are now 

secured with end-to-end encryption. United 
States Department of State may use another 

company 10 store, read, and respond to your 

messages and calls. Tap ·to learn more. 

This chat is with a business account. Tap to 

learn more. 

This chat i s now with the official business 

account of •united States Department or 
State•. Tap lo learn more. 

The team needs a few additional details to fill out the WA account profile information. 
1. Logo: JPG or PNG, 640x640 pixels or larger, square ratio 
2. Business address: this is optional 
3. Website: this is optional 
4. Email: this is optional 
5. Business description: this is optional 

Could I also get some example messages so we can get started on submitting templates. 

Chris Cadotte 
D1 eel< r Ot.!>oln.:'» Dc\clopmcm 1--lcssagm,:! 

EMAIL ccadotte@twiJio.com 
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On Thu, Aug 19, 2021 at 9:24 PM Nacin, Andrew M. EOP/OMB t --■> 
wrote: 

Then task force has been having a lot of conversations abou 

Ex 5 DP- (5 
U.S.C. Sec " 

On Aug 20, 2021, at 00:15, Emily Snyder 

Hello Ben, 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) 

Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(5)) Deliberative Process 

Please let me know if you need anything else. 

Very Respectfully, 

Emily Snyder 
Air Force Liaison 
Defense Digital Service (DDS) 
Office of the Secretary of Defense 
3A268 Pentagon, Washington D.C. 
>>>>www.dds.mil< <<< ;;; 

C: Ex 6 - 5 , 

On Thu, Aug 19, 2021 at 11:41 PM Ben Supple< 

7 

,Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 
Sec 552 b 6 

wrote: 

wrote: 
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Many thanks for any guidance here. 

Best, 

Ben 

From: Patrick Dufour 4BtJ•tffli¥ 
Date: Thursday, August 19, 2021 at 8:23 PM 

To: Joe Wheeler .. Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) 

Cc: Chris Cadotte en Supple .... -.,, 

Venigalla, Mrudul~ < ~, John Maitz 

Justin Herman la ~d, Nathan W 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) 

Fergerson, Luke A 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

EOP/OMB Kates < Natalie.M.KatAd=tlllf-W!II>, Sharon Yang 

< , Vivek Ravindranath 

< >, Jonathan Quigley 

, Emily Snyder 

Subject: Re: WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552 b 6 

Adding in my colleague Emily who will be assisting, too. 

Regards, 
Patrick Dufour 

8 

atalie M. 

rock 
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Patrick Dufour 
Defense Digital Service (DDS) 
Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) 
U.S. Department of Defense 
Pentagon 3A268 

(U -- - - - - --- --
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , 

>» >https://dds.mi l/<«<;; ; 

On Thu, Aug 19, 2021 at 11:21 PM Patrick Dufour <patrick.dufour@dds.mil> wrote: 

The account SID i Ex 4 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(4)) 

Patrick Dufour 
Defense Digital Service (DDS) 
Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) 
U.S. Department of Defense 
Pentagon 3A268 

(U) Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) 

>» >https://dds.mil/«<<;;; 

On Thu, Aug 19, 2021 at 11:10 PM Joe Wheeler 

Hi Patrick and team, 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec • 
J 

wrote: 

You should have seen a request come through from Twilio to message on your behalf 

(the "on behalf of" or OBO request) . You'll need to accept this request in order for our 

engineers to continue onboarding. 

Thanks, 

Joe 

Get Outlook for Android 

From: Chris Cadotte=-

Sent: Thursday, August 19, 2021 7:56:54 PM 

To: Patrick Dufo Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b )(6)) 
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Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 
; Venigalla, Mrudula 

; Joe Wheeler 

than W 

wa, Tim ; Jenkins, 

; Natalie M. EOP/OMB Kates 

Sharon Yang ,atJm.1ivek 

Ravindranath Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 
I 

Jonathan Quigley < Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. Sec - 1
1 

; andrew.m.nacin-->; 

ck Hankins • • 
Subject: Re: WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 

Thanks, Patrick. Do you have the Twilio account ASID so this gets setup in the 
right place? I'm going to ask my Ops team to create WhatsApp Senders for each one 
of these numbers. 

Chris Cadotte 

Director Business Development, Messaging 

Error! Filename not specified. 
EMAIL ccadotte@twilio.com 

On Thu, Aug 19, 2021 at 7:49 PM Patrick Dufour <patrick.dufour@dds.mil> wrote: 

Good afternoon, 

A few quick notes, so everyone is on the same page. The Twilio account is 
procured/operated by DOD through DDS, to support DOS. Another DOD office will 
have operational control, and use the application we've developed to send out the 
messages. 

••• . . . I I I . I 

1 • •, • , • Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(5)) Deliberative Process 
Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(5)) Deliberative Process 

• 

>» >https://www .esd. whs. mi I/Portals/54/Documents/DD/issuances/dodd/510587p. P 

DF?ver=2019-12-04-064448-563«« 

We've purchased 10 USA numbers via our Twilio account. 
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(646) 859-5411 

(312) 262-3049 

(703) 686-8861 

(202) 915-8908 

(415) 539-2914 

(206) 309-1903 

(612) 421-8710 

(213) 310-8143 

(720) 650-2218 

(503) 386-0178 

We will do our best to securely record and store the communications that are sent 

within our cloud infrastructure. I do not believe we need Twilio/WhatsApp to 
record messages on their end in order to fulfill record retention requirements. 

Regards, 

Patrick Dufour 

Patrick Dufour 

Defense Digital Service (DDS) 

Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) 

U.S. Department of Defense 

Pentagon 3A268 

(U) patrick.dufour@dds.mil 

>>>>https://dds.mi l/<<<< ;;; 

On Thu, Aug 19, 2021 at 10:23 PM Chris Cadotte <ccadotte@twilio.com> wrote: 

Mrudula, 

We created the WABA business account under FB Biz I 1Ex 4 - (5 U.S.C. 
1 The 

name on the account will be: United States Department of State. 

Are you purchasing a Twilio number, if so can you share the number. So we can 

associate it with the account. 

Chris Cadotte 

Director Business Development, Messaging 
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Error! Filename not specified. 
EMAIL ccadotte@twilio.com 

On Thu, Aug 19, 2021 at 7:21 PM Ben Supple <bsupple@fb.com> wrote: 

On #1, we can waive the biz verification requirement. I'll let Twilio address #2 

since they would be hosting the API and storing information on your behalf. 

Best, 

Ben 

From: Venigalla, Mrudula <VenigallaMX@state.gov> 

Date:Thursday, August 19, 2021 at7:16 PM 

To: John Maitz <jmaitz@twilio.com> , Justin Herman 

<jherman@twilio.com> 

Cc: Joe Wheeler < joewheeler1@fb.com> , Arnold , Nathan W 

<ArnoldNW@state.gov> , Ben Supple <bsupple@fb.com>, Forgerson, 

Luke A <ForgersonLA2@state.gov>, Gowa, Timothy M 

<GowaTM@state.gov> , Jenkins, Rebecca L <JenkinsRL2@state.gov> , 

Natalie M. EOP/OMB Kates <Natalie.M.KateddW->, Sharon 

Yang <syang@fb.com> , Vivek Ravindranath <pvivek@fb.com> , 

andrew.m.nacin <andrew.m.nacinldW->, Chris Cadotte 

<ccadotte@twilio.com> , Patrick Dufour <patrick.dufour@dds.mil> , 

Jonathan Quigley <jguigley@twilio.com> 

Subject: Re: WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 

Thanks all for that background. I'll stand by for the phone number. 

12 0MB 000029566 



A few additional questions: 

• Has USDS/DDS already created a WhatsApp business account/ 

connected it to a business manager? 

o If you need access to State's business manager, is it still a 

requirement that the business manager completes the 

business verification process? Neither of our two business 

managers have completed business verification . Is there a 

way to expedite that process? 

Ex 
! I • .. e . ' . . .. . . • 

Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(5)) Deliberative Process 
Ex 5 ,,. . Our current policy requires all WhatsApp communication to 

be forwarded to a DOS system within 20 days. 
Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(5)) Deliberative Process 

Apologies for the weedy questions but the answers will help us proactively 

address concerns we anticipate may be raised. 

From: John Maitz <jmaitz@twilio.com> 

Sent: Thursday, August 19, 2021 9:32 PM 

To: Justin Herman <jherman@twilio.com> 

Cc: Joe Wheeler <joewheeler1@fb.com>; Arnold, Nathan W 

<ArnoldNW@state.gov>; Ben Supple <bsupple@fb.com>; Fergerson, Luke A 

<ForgersonLA2@state.gov>; Gowa, Timothy M <GowaTM@state.gov>; 

Jenkins, Rebecca L <JenkinsRL2@state.gov>; Natalie M. EOP/OMB Kates 

<Natalie.M.Kateey=tlWf~>; Sharon Yang <syang@fb.com>; Venigalla, 

Mrudula <VenigallaMX@state.gov>; Vivek Ravindranath <pvivek@fb.com>; 

andrew.m.nacin <andrew.m.nacinl=tlWf~>; Chris Cadotte 

<ccadotte@twilio.com>; Patrick Dufour <patrick.dufour@dds.mil>; Jonathan 
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Quigley <jguigley@twilio.com> 

Subject: Re: WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 

Hi Mrudula, 

Adding Jonathan Q from our legal team but for the second point: 

Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(5)) Deliberative Process 

Let me know if that helps. 

John Maitz 

Solutions Engineering 

Error! Filename not specified. 

MOBILE (317) 965-5469 

EMAIL jmaitz@twilio.com 
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On Thu, Aug 19 2021 at 9:19 PM, Justin Herman <jherman@twilio.com> 

wrote: 

+ John Maitz, Twilio 

On Thu, Aug 19, 2021 at 8:50 PM Joe Wheeler <joewheeler1@fb.com> 

wrote: 

Hi Mrudula, 

For connecting to the WhatsApp Business Account to 

Facebook Page, please see instructions here. 

@Justin Herman @Chris Cadotte can you please weigh in on the 

second question? In the meantime, I can share WhatsApp's 

privacy policy that has some helpful background as well. 

Thanks, 

Joe 

From: Venigalla, Mrudula <VenigallaMX@state.gov> 

Sent: Thursday, August 19, 2021 5:19 PM 

To: Ben Supple <bsupple@fb.com>; Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB 

<Natalie.M.Katesl#Wflllll>; Justin Herman <jherman@twilio.com> 
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Cc: andrew.m.nacin <andrew.m.nacirl:::flWE .. >; Jenkins, Rebecca 

L <JenkinsRL2@state.gov>; Arnold, Nathan W <ArnoldNW@state.gov>; 

Forgerson, Luke A <ForgersonLA2@state.gov>; Gowa, Timothy M 

<GowaTM@state.gov>; patrick.dufour@dds.mil 

<patrick.dufour@dds.mil>; ccadotte@twilio .com <ccadotte@twilio.com>; 

Vivek Ravindranath <pvivek@fb.com>; Joe Wheeler 

<joewheeler1@fb.com>; Sharon Yang <syang@fb.com> 

Subject: Re: WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 

+Sharon Yang 

Thank you - can you confirm on the technical/Facebook side what you 

might need to connect the WhatsApp business account to a Facebook 

page? 

Also to help us run the traps with Legal 
Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec 

. . ' 

Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(5)) Deliberative Process 

Thanks! 

Mrudula 

Mrudula Venigalla (she/her) 

Division Chief I Digital Strategy and Training 

Office of Global Social Media 
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U.S. Department of State 

Bureau of Global Public Affairs 

veniqallamx@state.gov 

Error! Filename not specified. 

From: Ben Supple <bsupple@fb.com> 

Sent: Thursday, August 19, 2021 8:14 PM 

To: Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB <Natalie.M.KatesldWIIIII>; Justin 

Herman <jherman@twilio.com>; Venigalla, Mrudula 

<VenigallaMX@state.gov> 

Cc: andrew.m.nacin <andrew.m.naciril#llf .. >; Jenkins, Rebecca 

L <JenkinsRL2@state.gov>; Arnold, Nathan W <ArnoldNW@state.gov>; 

Forgerson, Luke A <ForgersonLA2@state.gov>; Gowa, Timothy M 

<GowaTM@state.gov>; patrick.dufour@dds.mil 

<patrick.dufour@dds.mil>; ccadotte@twilio.com <ccadotte@twilio.com>; 

Vivek Ravindranath <pvivek@fb.com>; Joe Wheeler 

<joewheeler1@fb.com> 

Subject: Re: WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 

+ Joe 

Good news. Looks like we can allow list the account to enable us to move 

fast. Onward! 

Look forward to working with you all on the implementation details. 

Best, 
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ben 

From: Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB 

<Natalie.M.KatAry=£1Wt-> 

Date: Thursday, August 19, 2021 at 5:01 PM 

To: Ben Supple <bsupple@fb.com>, Justin Herman 

<jherman@twilio.com> , Venigalla , Mrudula 

<Veniga llaMX@state.gov> 

Cc: Nacin, Andrew M. EOP/OMB 

<Andrew.M.Nacin1=£1WtW!il>, Jenkins, Rebecca L 

<JenkinsRL2@state.gov> , Arnold , Nathan W 

<ArnoldNW@state.gov> , Forgerson, Luke A 

<ForgersonLA2@state.gov>, Gowa, Timothy M 

<GowaTM@state.gov> , patrick.d ufour@dds.mil 

<patrick.dufour@dds.mil> , ccadotte@twilio.com <ccadotte@twilio.com>, 

Vivek Ravindranath <pvivek@fb.com> 

Subject: WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 

Team -

It looks like we'll likely connect the new WA business account to the 

/travelgov Facebook page. Mrudula is the account manager for that and 

can help us get this set up. 

State team, can you confirm when that's final? Thanks! 

Natalie 

Justin Herman 

Global Head of Public Sector 
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Error! Filename not specified. 

EMAIL jherman@twilio.com 

TWITTER @justinherman 
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Re: [EXTERNAL] Re: WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 

From Joe Wheeler <joewheeler1@fb.com> 

To: "Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB" 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , 

>, Ben Supple< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 
n 

, Emily Snyder Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec . 

, John Maitz 

, Patrick Dufour 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b )(6)) 

' 

n 

, "Arnold, Nathan W' 

- , "Jenkins, Rebecca L" 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. , 

Sharon Yang 

han Quigle Brock Hankins <brock@dds.mil>, 

"Majma, Raphael J" Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec, 

Date: Fri, 20 Aug 2021 22:24:05 -0400 

Hi all, 

This is the URL you can accept the request from: 

>htt s://business.intern.facebook.com/settin sire uest .Ex 4 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(4)) 

Working on bypassing, but wanted to pass along to try this in the meantime 

Get Outlook for Android 

From: Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB --tl!III> 
Sent: Friday, August 20, 2021 6:39:35 PM 

To: Venigalla, Mrudula .Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
1 

; Forgerson, Luke A 

Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. Sec 552 b 6 - - -
Cc: Joe Wheeler Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

' Chris Cadotte Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
n 

Nacin, 

>; Ben Supple Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec, 

; Patrick Dufour 

Arnold, Nathan W 

Gowa, Timoth~j•■; Jenkins, Rebecca L 

; Sharon var.Jill:- ___ Vivek Ravindranath 

Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. Sec 1 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ; Brock Hankins 

>; 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 

onathan Quigley 

; Majma, Raphael J Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ,· Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 
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Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Re: WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 

Mrudula and State team - we need someone to approve the OBO request in State's FB biz mgr as 

soon as possible. We're running into errors that are preventing test messages from being sent. 

See instructions for completing this step 

on >https://www.facebook.com/business/help/524220081677109?id=2129163877102343< and also 

below: 

Your BSP will send messages from your WhatsApp business account on behalf of your business. 

When your BSP sends you a "messaging on behalf of' request , you will receive a notification within 

Business Manager and by email. To approve this request: 

1. Click on the link in your email or log in to business.facebook.com 

2. Within Business Manager, click Business Settings. 

3. Click Requests. 

4. Under Received, find your BSP's request and click Approve. 

Thank you! 

Natalie 

On Aug 20, 2021, at 1 :32 PM, Ben Suppl :Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 
Sec 552 b 6 

wrote: 

Thanks, Natalie. Waiting to hear back from the FB pages product team, but agree this shouldn't 
be a blocker to you all starting to send messages out. 

Best, 

Ben 

From: Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. ~x 6 - (5 U.S.C. " > 

Date: Friday, August 20, 2021 at 10:13 AM 

To: Joe Wheeler 1Bff'tfflj .. , Venigalla, Mrudula 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec >, Chris Cadotte Nacin , Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

n 

Andrew M. EOP/OMB ....-j::£dfill.l-'filf-1iH-ltl>, Ben Supple 
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Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ., 

Cc: Emily Snyder 

◄Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. Sec , Justin Herman 4atl•tiNdM1>, Arnold, 

Nathan W < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec >, Forgerson, Luke A 

91• - >, Gowa, Timothy M Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec · 
' 

, Jenkins, 

Rebecca L • - >, Sharon Yan 

, Brock 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Re: WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 

Great. Also, @Ben Supple is confirming for us, but connecting the WA numbers to State's 

TravelGov FB gets us nothing here. It's also not blocking us sending messages out, so we're 

going to drop for now. @Venigalla, Mrudu la you can connect them whenever you want via the 

instructions here. 

From: Joe Wheeler <joewheeler1@fb.com> 

Date: Friday, August 20, 2021 at 12:31 PM 

To: "Venigalla, Mrudula" <VenigallaMX@state.gov>, "Kates, Natalie M. 

EOP/OMB" Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. SeC:X 6 - (5 U.S.C. " 
\' 

>, Chris Cadotte 

<ccadotte@twilio.com>, "Nacin, Andrew M. EOP/OMB" 

-;.:;i: Dufour 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. . 
Sec 552 b 6 

John Maitz Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec • 
' 

, Justin Herman 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Yang , Vivek Ravindranath 

Quigley la· Brock Hankins 

Raphael J" 

<andre 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. · 

Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Re: WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 

3 

, Sharon 

, "Majma , 
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Hi Mrudula, 

On the first question, I can confirm that this has already been completed. 

Thanks, 

Joe 

From: Venigalla, Mrudula 1-Wf 111 
Sent: Friday, August 20, 2021 8:58 AM 

To: Joe Wheele Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. Sec " Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Ex 6 _ (5 
Sec 552(b )(6)) ' 

>; Chris Cadott -Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 1 andrew.m.nacin 

Ex 6 - (5 , le -.~:--~~P.!11 
; John Maitz 

>; Gowa, Timothy M 

enkins, Rebecca haron Yang 

Ravindranath ■• _ _ ; Jon Quigley 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. " Majma, Raphael J 

• · ; andrew.c.oare.ci Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Re: WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 

+Andy Oare 

Please feel free to follow up with me directly but I'm not sure who is best positioned to answer the 

following technical questions: 

• Accept Twilio's request to message on its behalf@Venigalla, Mrudula. 

o Where was this request sent? 
o chain that Twilio set up a business manager with 

n the State Department's name- can I be given 
access to this? 

o Not sure if I needed to be added to the Twilio backend as well. 

• Connect the WA numbers in yellow below to the State TravelGov FB page. @Venigalla, 

Mrudula. 
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o In the Facebook backend, I only have the option to enter one WhatsApp 
Business number for a page. Is there a primary number I should use or am I 
missing something? 

From: Joe Wheeler <joewheeler1@fb.com> 

Sent: Friday, August 20, 2021 11 :31 AM 

To: Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB < Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C1:x 6 - (5 , >; Chris Cadotte 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , 

_ • • Vivek Ravindrana 

-· rock Hanki 

Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Re: WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 

Thanks, Natalie. 

; Sharon Yang 

Jonathan Quigley 

John Maitz 

From WhatsApp's side, All 10 phone numbers are live, in 1 00k tier, and Official 

Business Account (green check) approved. 

Getting message content will be the final step. 

Best, 

Joe 

From: Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OME' - _ > 

Sent: Friday, August 20, 2021 8:28 AM 

To: Chris Cadotte ◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. " >; Nacin, Andrew M. EOP/OMB 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. , Ex 6 - (5 " >; Venigalla, Mrudula Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

-••t··1 Cc: Emily Snyd; =..nu. Patrick Dufour 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

Wheel :Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) 

ohn Maitz .Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) 

5 

stin Herman 

en Supple 

Joe 
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<jherman@twilio.com>; Arnold, Nathan W <ArnoldNW@state.gov>; Forgerson, Luke A 

<ForgersonLA2@state.gov>; Gowa, Timothy M <GowaTM@state.gov>; Jenkins, Rebecca L 

<JenkinsRL2@state.gov>; Sharon Yang <syang@fb.com>; Vivek Ravindranath 

<pvivek@fb.com>; Jonathan Quigley <jquigley@twilio.com>; Brock Hankins <brock@dds.mil>; 

Raphael Majma <majmarj@state.gov> 

Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Re: WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 

Thanks Chris. 

Team - Here are the open items I'm tracking as of this morning. What am I missing and can we 
work to resolve these asap? We're moving fast so please let the group know if some of these 
are already done. 

• Send Chris a JPG or PNG, 640x640 pixels or larger, square ratio of the logo you want on 
the WA account. @Venigalla, Mrudu la can you help with this? I assume we want the 
TravelGov logo. 

• Accept Twilio's request to message on its behalf @Venigalla, Mrudula. 

• Connect the WA numbers in yellow below to the State TravelGov FB page. @Venigal la, 
Mrudula. 

• Get Twilio message content. The content doesn't need to be final yet, just close enough 
for Twilio to make a message template. From our conversations so far this is a truncated 

version of the emails already being sent out. Who is best on the federal side to run th is 

down? 

From: Chris Cadott._ .. 111111 

Date: Friday, August 20, 2021 at 1 :22 AM 

To: "Nacin, Andrew M. EOP/OMB" < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. seEX 6 - (5 U.S.C. , ,... > 

Cc: Emily Snyder <emily.snyder@dds.mil>, Ben Supple <bsupple@fb.com>, 

Patrick Dufour <patrick.dufour@dds.mil>, Joe Wheeler <joewheeler1@fb.com>, 

"Venigalla , Mrudula" <VenigallaMX@state.gov>, John Maitz 

<jmaitz@twilio.com>, Justin Herman <jherman@twilio.com> , "Arnold, Nathan W" 

<ArnoldNW@state.gov>, "Forgerson, Luke A" <ForgersonLA2@state.gov>, 

"Gowa, Timothy M" <GowaTM@state.gov>, "Jenkins , Rebecca L" 

<JenkinsRL2@state.gov>, "Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB" 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. , >, Sharon Yang <syang@fb.com>, Vivek 

Ravindranath <pvivek@fb.com>, Jonathan Quigley <jquigley@twilio.com>, Brock 

Hankins <brock@dds.mil>, Raphael Majma <majmarj@state.gov> 

Subject: [EXTERNAL] Re: WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 
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Here is a quick snapshot of where we are at. A few of the numbers are showing up with 

official business account designations and at the 100k messaging tier. The Twilio Ops team will 

continue to work on this tonight. 

<image001.png> 

<image002.jpg> 

The team needs a few additional details to fill out the WA account profile information. 

1. Logo: JPG or PNG, 640x640 pixels or larger, square ratio 

2. Business address: this is optional 

3. Website: this is optional 

4. Email: this is optional 

5. Business description: this is optional 
Could I also get some example messages so we can get started on submitting templates. 

Chris Cadotte 
Director Business Development, Messaging 

::><: 

EMAIL ccadotte@twilio.com 

On Thu, Aug 19, 2021 at 9:24 PM Nacin, Andrew M . EOP/OMB 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. ,< 6 - (5 "Ex" > wrote: 

On Aug 20, 2021, at 00:15, Emily Snyder< 

Hello Ben, 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) 

7 

wrote : 
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Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(5)) Deliberative Process 

Please let me know if you need anything else. 

Very Respectfully, 

Emily Snyder 
Air Force Liaison 
Defense Digital Service (DDS) 
Office of the Secretary of Defense 
3A268 Pentagon, Washington D.C. 
>>>>>www.dds.mil<<<<<;;;; 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 
"l;l;')/h\/~\\ 

• • Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

• '◄ 

• 

On Thu, Aug 19, 2021 at 11:41 PM Ben Supple Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 

A few questions from our policy team, as there have bee 

Many thanks for any guidance here. 

Best, 

Ben 

From: Patrick Dufour 

Date: Thursday, August 19, 2021 at 8:23 PM 

8 

> wrote: 
l 
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To: Joe Wheele 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec . 
552 b 6 

Cc: Chris Cadotte < 

Venigalla , Mrudula 

- , Ben Supple < bsupple@fb.com> , 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552 b 6 

>, Arnold , Nathan 

w ◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552 b 6 

Jenkins, Rebecca L 

, Natalie M. EOP/OMB Kates 

·Ex 6 - (5 I.la' •->, Sharon Yang< 

Ravindrana lilllllllllillMllr , andrew.m.nacin 
' 
, Vivek 

>, Jonathan Quigley 

Emily Snyder 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

Brock Hankins -Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C." 

Subject: Re : WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
lLBl.L___ 

Adding in my colleague Emily who will be assisting, too. 

Regards, 

Patrick Dufour 

Patrick Dufour 

Defense Digital Service (DDS) 

Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) 

U.S. Department of Defense 

Pe • - • • • .! • : 

(U 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

>» >>https://dds.mil/<««; ;; ; 

' 

On Thu, Aug 19, 2021 at 11:21 PM Patrick Dufour Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 1 > wrote: 

The account SID is Ex 4 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(4)) 

Patrick Dufour 

Defense Digital Service (DDS) 
Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) 

U.S. Department of Defense 

Pe.on 3A268 (u)4tfm 
>» >>https://dds. mil/«<«;;; ; 
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On Thu, Aug 19, 2021 at 11:10 PM Joe Wheele 

Hi Patrick and team , 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec . wrote: 

You should have seen a request come through from Twi lio to message on your 

behalf (the "on behalf of' or OBO request) . You'll need to accept this request in 

order for our engineers to continue onboarding . 

Thanks, 

Joe 

Get Outlook for Android 

From: Chris Cadotte < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec;-

Sent: Thursday, August 19, 2021 7:56:54 PM 

; Justin Herman 

; Gowa, 

Ex 6 - (5 • 
U.S.C. Sec " 

; Vivek 

>; Jonathan Quigley < 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 

>; 

Subject: Re: WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 

Thanks, Patrick. Do you have the Twilio account ASID so this gets setup in the 

right place? I'm going to ask my Ops team to create WhatsApp Senders for each 

one of these numbers. 

Chris Cadotte 

Director Business Development, Messaging 

Error! Filename not specified. 
EMAIL ccadottelnlW 
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On Thu, Aug 19, 2021 at 7:49 PM Patrick Dufour 

Good afternoon, 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552 b 6 • wrote: 

A few quick notes, so everyone is on the same page. The Twilio account is 

procured/operated by DOD through DDS, to support DOS. Another DOD office 

will have operational control, and use the application we've developed to 

send out the messages. 

>» »https://www.esd.whs.mil/Portals/54/Documents/DD/issuances/dodd/5105 

87p. PDF?ver=2019-12-04-064448-563«<« 

We've purchased 10 USA numbers via our Twilio account. 

We will do our best to securely record and store the communications that are 

sent within our cloud infrastructure. I do not believe we need 

Twilio/WhatsApp to record messages on their end in order to fulfill record 

retention requirements . 

Regards, 

Patrick Dufour 

Patrick Dufour 

Defense Digital Service (DDS) 

Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) 

U.S. Department of Defense 
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Pentagon 3A268 

(U Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552 b 6 

>» »https://dds .mil/««<;;;; 

On Thu, Aug 19, 2021 at 10:23 PM Chris Cadotte 

wrote: 

Mrudula, 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

Ex 4 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
1552(b)(4)) We created the WABA business account under FB Biz I 

The name on the account will be: United States Depart 

Are you purchasing a Twilio number, if so can you share the number. So we 

can associate it with the account. 

Chris Cadotte 

Director Business Development, Messaging 

Error! Filename not specified. 
EMAIL ccadotte@twilio.com 

On Thu, Aug 19, 2021 at 7:21 PM Ben Supple Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 
n 

rote: 

On #1, we can waive the biz verification requirement. I'll let Twilio address 

#2 since they would be hosting the API and storing information on your 

behalf. 

Best, 

Ben 

12 0MB 000029802 



.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
t::l"')/1,...\/C\\ I 

•Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. Sec , 

Cc: Joe Wheeler ◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , Arnold, Nathan W 
I 

M Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Jenkins, Rebecca L 

>, Sharon Yang .Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 
Sec 552 b 6 

>, andrew.m.nacin 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
' 

Subject: Re: WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 

Thanks all for that background. I'll stand by for the phone number. 

A few additional questions: 

• Has USDS/DDS already created a WhatsApp business account/ 

connected it to a business manager? 

o If you need access to State's business manager, is it still a 

requirement that the business manager completes the 

business verification process? Neither of our two 

business managers have completed business verification. 

Is there a way to expedite that process? 

• We have fairly strict guidance on WhatsApp records retention -

• 

communication to be forwarded to a DOS system within 20 

days. 

Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(5)) Deliberative Process 
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Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(5)) Deliberative Process 

Apologies for the weedy questions but the answers will help us 

proactively address concerns we anticipate may be raised. 

From: John Maitz 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552 b 6 

Sent: Thursday, August 19, 2021 9:32 PM 

Arnold, Nathan W 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. " Forgerson, 

>; Gowa, Tmoth M 

■ • . -; Jenkins, Rebecca L < 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552 b 6 

Natalie M. EOP/OMB Kates< 

Yang Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 

Vivek Ravindranath >; andrew.m.nac,n 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. x 6 _ (5 , >; Chris Cadotte -Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " 

Patrick Du:;~t•m-mil>; Jonathan Quigley 

1a1·~--~-
Subject: Re: WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 

Hi Mrudula, 

Adding Jonathan Q from our legal team but for the second point: 

Also to help us run the traps with Legal 
Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec " 

:\ l'I • 

Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(5)) Deliberative Process 
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Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(5)) Deliberative Process 

Let me know if that helps. 

John Maitz 

Solutions Engineering 

Error! Filename not specified. 

MOBILE 

EMAIL 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 
Sec 552(b)(6)) 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) 

On Thu, Aug 19 2021 at 9:19 PM, Justin Herman 

wrote: 

+ John Maitz, Twilio 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) 

On Thu, Aug 19, 2021 at 8:50 PM Joe Wheele 

wrote: 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

Hi Mrudula, 

15 0MB 000029802 



For connecting to the WhatsApp Business Account to 

Facebook Page, please see instructions here. 

@Justin Herman @Chris Cadotte can you please weigh in on 

the second question? In the meantime, I can share 

WhatsApp's privacy policy that has some helpful 

background as well. 

Thanks, 

Joe 

From: Venigalla, Mrudula < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

Sent: Thursday, August 19, 2021 5: 19 PM 

; Kates , Natalie M. EOP/OMB 

>; Jenkins, 

:a:•;Joe 
haron Yang Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 

Subject: Re: WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 

+Sharon Yang 
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Thank you - can you confirm on the technical/Facebook side what 

you might need to connect the WhatsApp business account to a 

Facebook page? 

. . . -. - .. • , • Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. 
Si:>r "'"'?(h H"'n 

Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(5)) Deliberative Process 

Thanks! 

Mrudula 

Mrudula Venigalla (she/her) 

Division Chief I Digital Strategy and Training 

Office of Global Social Media 

U.S. Department of State 

Bureau of Global Public Affairs 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

Error! Filename not specified. 
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From: Ben Supple Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " 

Sent: Thursday, August 19, 2021 8:14 PM 

To: Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB < Ex 6 - 5 ,Ex 6 - (5 " >; 

Justin Herman Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
n 

Venigalla, Mrudula 

~-1•►1+} > 
Cc: andrew.m.nacin <_,.}~>; Jenkins, 

Rebecca L rnold , Nathan W Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , 

• Forgerson, Luke A 
. Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ; Gow a , Timothy M 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

;Joe 

Wheeler Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , 

Subject: Re: WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 

+ Joe 

Good news. Looks like we can allow list the account to enable us to 

move fast. Onward! 

Look forward to working with you all on the implementation details. 

Best, 

ben 

From: Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB <---> 
Date: Thursday, August 19, 2021 at 5:01 PM 
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, Justin Herman 

, rudula 

Cc: Nacin, Andrew M. EOP/OMB 

-WIii>, Jenkins, Rebecca L 

1=tlW1•~1 , Arnold, Nathan W 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec • 

.. Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

, Forgerson, Luke A 

Gowa, Timothy M 
Ex-6 ~ (5-U.S.C. Sec Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

552 b 6 Ex 6 - (5 i52(b)(6)) 
• < patrick.duf 

<ccadottrl • _ , Vivek Ravindranath ·Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 

Subject: WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 

Team-

It looks like we'll likely connect the new WA business account to the 

/travelgov Facebook page. Mrudula is the account manager for that 

and can help us get this set up. 

State team , can you confirm when that's final? Thanks! 

Natalie 

Justin Herman 

Global Head of Public Sector 

Error! Filename not specified. 

EMAIL 

TWITTE 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b )(6)) 
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[EXTERNAL] Re: WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 

From 

To: 

Cc: 

Ex 6 - :x 6 - (5 
n n John Maitz < 

Mrudula Venigalla < Ex 6 - (5 1:X 6 - (5 " "Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB" 

-Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
1 , Chn:·~::o~~:~.:r.taf!;~:~d~e~:erson 

>, Emily Snyder 4-1•►i¥#1.,,· Patrick 

Dufour >, Justin Herman >, Nathan W Arnold 

~>, Timothy M Gowa 18t-W"', Rebecca L Jenkins 

·Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Se, >, Sharon Yang <j=tlllJ. ,>, Vivek Ravindranath 

1=tlllJ. P, Jonathan Quigley< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec" Brock Hankins <IW 
Raphael J Majm • Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " , Alyssa P Zalenski 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , Michael B Zeltakalns 

Date: Sat, 21 Aug 2021 13:04:18 -0400 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) 

Hi John, 

Defer to the USG team if they want to include more detailed content within a chatbot, but at a 
minimum, we might include a holding message to set expectations for the channel. Ex. "Please do 
not reply to this number. It is a one-way communication channel. We will send regular updates from 
this number, so please do not delete or block. For more detailed information and safety reminders, 
please visit: xxxx@state.gov. For emergency assistance, please contact X." 

A message like this could be sent out after the first notification, and/or as a reply to a user response. 
I would just hate for people to block the number out of frustration/confusion and not be able to be 
reached with subsequent messages. 

Best, 

Ben 

From: John Maitz <l=tllQJ•l-~1#1> 
Date: Saturday, August 21, 2021 at 9:32 AM 

To: Ben Supple < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. " > 

Cc: Mrudula Venigalla .,Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
J >, Natalie M. EOP/OMB Kates 

0MB 000007540 



"'Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

>, Joe Wheeler ◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552 b 6 

>, Luke A 

>, Chris Cadotte <ccadotte@twilio.com>, Forgerson < 

andrew.m.nacin < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) >, Emily Snyder 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " >, Justin Herman <iillltl'tfflj••>, Patrick Dufour < 

<1Bff'tffl$&, Nathan W Arnold< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , >, Timothy M Gowa 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
' <______ >, Rebecca L Jenkins< >, Sharon Yang 

-iffilfllf-Jlfila'>, Vivek Ravindranath <-----=->, Jonathan Quigley 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
' 

illtJ•tffljf > , Brock Hankins 1ftlDilll>, Raphael J Maj ma 
.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec >, andrev)a2oarelciv@mailln < >, Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ~52(b)(6)) 

Alyssa P Zalenski ~-•►fflf .. >, Michael B Zeltakalns 
.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec > 

Subject: Re: WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 

Ben, shouldn't be an issue given the complexity of the response. Any ideas on the response? 

JohnMaitz 
Solutions Enginee1ing 

MOBILE 

EMAIL 

::>e: 

Ex 6 - (5 1 

On Sat, Aug 21 2021 at 12:20 PM, Ben Supple ➔-- wrote: 

Many thanks, John. 

Out of curiosity, is it worth considering to use one of the 10 numbers to create a chatbot that 

includes FAQs, safety tips, other language options, etc.? We could include a wa.me link to the 

chatbot in the initial notification so people know where to go to seek more information. I worry 

that people will respond to the proactive notification and then get frustrated if there's not an 

immediate response and potentially block or report the account. 

An alternative in the immediate term would be just to link out from the notification to a State 

website or FB page that is regularly updated and includes the more detailed info. 

Best, 

2 0MB 000007540 



Ben 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 21, 2021, at 8:38 AM, John Maitz < 

Hi Mrudula, 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 
Sec 552(b )(6)) > wrote: 

An earlier email said communications would be one-way. Does this mean that people 

technically cannot respond to messages they receive? If replies are technically possible, where 

are they stored? 

Nothing prevents a person from replying to a message. Should a person respond, 

the message goes from the device to Twilio and is stored in logs. Additionally, the message 
can be posted back to Patrick's build and stored there. 

Let me know if this helps. 

Best, 

J 

JohnMaitz 
Solutions Engineering 

MOBILE 

EMAIL 

Ex 6 - (5 " 

Ex 6 - (5 
' 

On Sat, Aug 21 2021 at 9:47 AM, Mrudula Venigalla < 

Hi all, can we get confirmation on two items: 

• The plan for today 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) > wrote: 

• An earlier email said communications would be one-way. Does this mean that people 
technically cannot respond to messages they receive? If replies are technically 

possible, where are they stored? 

Thanks! 

Sent from mobile 
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From: Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB ◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " > 

Sent: Friday, August 20 , 2021 10:47:11 PM 

To: Joe Wheeler 

< 

◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , >; 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 
' 

< >; Emily Snyd 

◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " >; Justin Herman .Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. " 

- ; andrew.m.nacin 

>; John Maitz 

Arnold , Nathan W 

< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec,. ; Gowa, Timothy M .Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. , >; Jenkins, Rebecca L 
---

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " < >; Sharon Yang < >; Vivek Ravindranath Ex 6 - (5 , 

<t!llilelllllll>; Jonathan Quigley 4Wlfl•■>; Brock Hankins 

~>; Majma, Raphael J < >; andrewl oarel iv@maim Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. " 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " < >; Zalenski , Alyssa P < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec" > 

Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Re: WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 

Wonderful- thanks all! 

On Aug 20, 2021, at 10:31 PM, Joe Wheeler .Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Set > wrote: 

Hi al l, 

Our engineers have set the status to approved, and you shouldn't be getting the error 

anymore. 

Please feel free to reach out to me directly. 

Thanks, 

Joe 

Get Outlook for Android 

From: Venigalla, Mrudula jSW11►NSW,> 
Sent: Friday, August 20 , 2021 7:25:43 PM 

To: Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB dr::£1-=.a-1er.i4.,,n.r.:4•+=-:14 .. ....,; Forgerson, Luke A 
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Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
"',',?(h)fn)) > 

Cc: Joe Wheeler < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Seq. ; Chris Cadotte <Jd:11►11►1•->; 
andrew.m.nacin .Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " >; Ben Supple <J-1•►ff'.>; 
John Maitz Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. " 

.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
1 

>; Emily Snydc• -■1$$►: Patrick Dufour 

>; Justin Herman d9C >; Arnold, Nathan W 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec, >; Gowa, Timothy M ~>; Jenkins, Rebecca L 

1MtlftWSM>; Sharon Yang < >; Vivek Ravindranath 

._>; Jonathan Quigley d-J•►ii->; Brock Hankins 

~; Majma, RaphaelJ->; 

andrew[loard civ@mailll< >; Zalenski , Alyssa P 

< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec, > 

Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Re: WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 

Hi Natalie et al, 

I stood down my earlier efforts to troubleshoot with the understanding this issue had been 

resolved but happy to pick back up again. Adding my colleague Alyssa Zalenski who is 

the lead on the TravelGov Facebook page. 

Can you confirm how the request was initiated? I have cross checked the 4 Department 

business managers I am an admin on and can confirm we have not received a request I 

can approve on any of them. I am assuming this request should come to the business 

manager that owns the relevant Facebook page (for TravelGov it is business ID 

123914761959513) but would be helpful for the WhatsApp/Facebook team to confirm. 

Feel free to respond to Alyssa and myself directly to troubleshoot. 

Mrudula 

From: Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB <Natalie.M.Kates@omb.eop.gov> 

Sent: Friday, August 20, 2021 9:39 PM 

To: Venigalla, Mrudula <VenigallaMX@state.gov>; Forgerson, Luke A 

<ForgersonLA2@state.gov> 

Cc: Joe Wheeler <joewheeler1@fb.com>; Chris Cadotte <ccadotte@twi lio.com>; 

5 0MB 000007540 



=stlf1>; 
- >; Patrick Dufour 

>; Jenkins, Rebecca L 

>; Majma, Raphael J 

andre~ oard civ@maill! < > Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. Sec , 

Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Re: WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 

Mrudula and State team - we need someone to approve the OBO request in State's FB 
biz mgr as soon as possible. We're running into errors that are preventing test messages 
from being sent. 

See instructions for completing this step 

on »https://www.facebook.com/business/help/524220081677109?id=212916387710234 

3<< and also below: 

Your BSP will send messages from your WhatsApp business account on behalf of your 
business. When your BSP sends you a "messaging on behalf of" request, you will receive 
a notification within Business Manager and by email. To approve this request: 

1. Click on the link in your email or log in to business.facebook.com 

2. Within Business Manager, click Business Settings. 
3. Click Requests. 
4. Under Received, find your BS P's request and click Approve. 

Thank you! 
Natalie 

On Aug 20, 2021, at 1:32 PM, Ben Supple clif.lfW • wrote: 

Thanks, Natalie. Waiting to hear back from the FB pages product team, but agree 
this shouldn't be a blocker to you all starting to send messages out. 

1 ~ 1 Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(5)) " 
Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(5)) Deliberative Process 

Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(5)) Deliberative 1 

Best, 

Ben 

6 0MB 000007540 



From: Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB <Natalie.M.Kates@omb.eop.gov> 

Date: Friday, August 20, 2021 at 10:13 AM 

To: Joe Wheeler <jMff•►Wffl>, Venigalla, Mrudula 

<fMtJt1#1#·>, Chris Cadotte_>, Nacin, 

Andrew M. EOP/OMB ,_,._...,..,_.,_ >, Ben Supple 

-iD.tlm>, John Maitz 4D1flfla,> 
Cc: Emily Snyder 1Btl9-Wffl>, Patrick Dufour 

< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec >, Justin Herman< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. , ---- >, Arnold , 

Nathan W ◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec, >, Forgerson , Luke A 

◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , >, Gowa, Timothy M ~>, 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , Jenkins, Rebecca L < >, Sharon Yang 

1=aw .. >, Vivek Ravindranath ~>, Jonathan 

Quigley ◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. , 
------- >, Brock Hankins <!=Pm->, Majma, 

Raphael J <H$1P11►1••• andrew[loarelciv@maill!3 

◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. S~c 1 > 

Subject: Re : [EXTERNAL] Re: WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 

Great. Also, @Ben Supple is confirming for us, but connecting the WA numbers to 
State's TravelGov FB gets us nothing here. It's also not blocking us sending 
messages out, so we're going to drop for now. @Venigalla, Mrudula you can connect 

them whenever you want via the instructions here. 

From: Joe Wheeler~> 

Date: Friday, August 20, 2021 at 12:31 PM 

To: "Venigalla , Mrudula" <j=mw,.j,., , "Kates, Natalie M . 

EOP/OMB" >, Chris Cadotte • Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , 
----

._>, "Nacin, Andrew M. EOP/OMB" 

,..Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , >, Ben Supple d:PP11►fl> 
Cc: Emily Snyder >, Patrick Dufour 

1:ifat1!►-SW~, John Maitz <j=mw,.1•►1W>, Justin Herman 

D "Arnold Nathan W" < 
' ' 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Se, >, 
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"Forgerson, Luke A" >, "Gowa, Timothy M" 

_>, "Jenkins, Rebecca L" < >, 

Sharon Yang<~, Vivek Ravindranath ~>, 

Jonathan Quigley <t-1•►1:a> , Brock Hankins ~>, 

◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
1 --- ,. ' ,_ ,, 

.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. "Maj ma, Raphael J" >, "andrewl oarel:iv@mailil" 

◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
' 
> 

Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Re: WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 

Hi Mrudula , 

On the first question, I can confirm that this has already been 

completed . 

Thanks, 

Joe 

.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " From: Venigalla, Mrudula > 

Sent: Friday, August 20, 2021 8:58 AM 

To: Joe Wheeler< ==~>; Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB 

•IMf't, ; Chris Cadotte .JMt••->; 
andrew.m.nacin < r::ar.mm= ... .:.-=-• >; Ben Supple .dl'!!!lff_a._Gl!!lliJ .. l,.s!!!'l=fr-d•> 
Cc: Emily Snyder 1Md•te1fl-; Patrick Dufour 

< ; John Maitz 4-j•f-1•11>; Justin Herman 

~; Arnold, Nathan W < >; Forgerson, Luke 

A -~-1•tws••; Gowa, Timothy M < >; Jenkins, 

Rebecca L < ,=-r.m-. >; Sharon Yang ~; Vivek 

Ravindranath <j=tiW >; Jonathan Quigley 49W >; Brock 

Hankins <l=tlllf->; · ~~~~~~~>; 
andrea oarelciv@maill3'D 

Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Re: WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 

+Andy Oare 

8 0MB 000007540 



Please feel free to follow up with me directly but I'm not sure who is best positioned 

to answer the following technical questions: 

• Accept Twilio's request to message on its behalf @Venigalla, Mrudula. 

o Where was this request sent? 
o I understand from a previous chain that Twilio set up a business 

manager with FB Biz ID in the State 
Department's name- can I be given access to this? 

o Not sure if I needed to be added to the Twilio backend as well. 

• Connect the WA numbers in yellow below to the State TravelGov FB 

page. @Venigalla, Mrudula. 

o In the Facebook backend, I only have the option to enter one 
WhatsApp Business number for a page. Is there a primary number I 
should use or am I missing something? 

From: Joe Wheeler 1M• ~~--- > 

Sent: Friday, August 20 , 2021 1 · 

>; Jenkins, 

>; Brock 

Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Re: WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 

Thanks , Natalie. 

From WhatsApp's side, All 10 phone numbers are live, in 1 00k tier, 

and Official Business Account (green check) approved. 

Getting message content will be the final step. 

Best, 

9 0MB 000007540 



Joe 

From: Kates , Natalie M. EOP/OM 

Sent: Friday, August 20, 2021 8:28 AM 

> 

; Nacin , Andre~B 

>; Venigal la, Mrudula, § /4:::£111W>; 
Ben Suppl Ex 6 - (5 r:x 6 - (,, > 

; Patrick Dufour 

Ex 6 - (5 :x 6 - (5 
I n 

>; John Maitz 

Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Re: WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 

Thanks Chris. 

Team - Here are the open items I'm tracking as of this morning. What am I missing 

and can we work to resolve these asap? We' re moving fast so please let the group 

know if some of these are already done. 

• Send Chris a JPG or PNG, 640x640 pixels or larger, square ratio of the logo 
you want on the WA account. @Venigalla, Mrudula can you help with this? I 

assume we want the TravelGov logo. 

• Accept Twilio's request to message on its behalf @Venigalla, Mrudula. 

• Connect the WA numbers in yellow below to the State TravelGov FB page. 

@Venigalla, Mrudula. 

• Get Twilio message content. The content doesn't need to be final yet, just 

close enough for Twilio to make a message template. From our 

conversations so far this is a truncated version of the emails already being 

sent out. Who is best on the federal side to run th is down? 

From: Chris Cadotte II• > 

Date: Friday, August 20, 2021 at 1 :22 AM 

To: "Nacin , Andrew M. EOP/OMB" lmlflp.-1e > 

Cc: Emily Snyder _ =b, Ben Supple ms,, 
Patrick Dufour 1 • _ • >, Joe Wheeler 
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,._ • > " · Ila , Mrudula"I_ • - • >, 

John Mait · a _ • >, 

" "Forgerson, Luke A" 

Ex 6 - (5 ,::x 6 _ (5 , > , 

> , "Kates, Natalie M. 

, Raphael 

Majma 

Subject: [EXTERNAL] Re: WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 

Here is a quick snapshot of where we are at. A few of the numbers are showing up 

with official business account designations and at the 100k messaging tier. The 

Twilio Ops team wi ll continue to work on this tonight . 

Ill 
Ill 

The team needs a few additional details to fill out the WA account profile 

information. 

1. Logo: JPG or PNG, 640x640 pixels or larger, square ratio 

2. Business address: this is optional 

3. Website: this is optional 

4. Email: th is is optional 

5. Business description: this is optional 
Could I also get some example messages so we can get started on submitting templates. 

Chris Cadotte 
Director Business Development, Messaging 

X 

EMAIL 
Ex 6 - Ex 6 - (5 
5 nL ", 

· Nacin, Andrew M. EOP/OMB 

> wrote: 
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Then task force has been having a lot of conversations about Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. " 

• : Ex 5 DP- (5 , 
Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(5)) Deliberative Process 

If ltff1dftif!llll•Etu-Hilili 

On Aug 20, 2021, at 00:15, Emily Snyder .Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec, > wrote: 

Hello Ben, 

Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(5)) Deliberative Process 

Please let me know if you need anything else. 

Very Respectfully, 

Emily Snyder 
Air Force Liaison 
Defense Digital Service (DDS) 
Office of the Secretary of Defense 
3A268 Pentagon, Washington D.C. 

>>>>>>www.dds.mil<<<<<<;;;; 

C: Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 

On Thu, Aug 19, 2021 at 11:41 PM Ben Supple< 

12 

Ex 6 - (5 
n > wrote: 
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A few questions from our policy team, as there have been 

Many thanks for any guidance here. 

Best, 

Ben 

From: Patrick Dufour< Ex 6 - (5 Ex 6 - (5 
' ' 

> 

Date: Thursday, ~8:23 PM 

To: Joe Wheeler ____ -> 

c~: Chris Cadotte1•1•§►, Be
0

n Supple,_ .. __ _ 

I-. Venigalla, Mrudula <ilallrn'>, 
John Maitz ~#Wi-1•►.,._>, Justin Herman 

I■---->, Arnold, Nathan W < • >, 

Forgerson, Luke A >, Gowa, Timothy M 

<J::::n.a • Ii Jenkins, Rebecca L 

:'111;1=> , Natalie M. EOP/OMB Kates 

Ex 6 _Ex 6 - ' _ • ►->, Sharon Yang< >, __ ,c: 

Vivek Ravindranath <llllltllllll>, andrew.m.nacin 

· *f-WII>, Jonat ~.,,,...iigley 
• 

Brock Hankins -•· Emily 

illilliaiiifliiil 
iMI> 

Subject: Re: WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 

Adding in my colleague Emily who will be assisting, too. 
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Regards, 

Patrick Dufour 

Patrick Dufour 

Defense Digital Service (DDS) 

Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) 

U.S. Department of Defense 

Pentagon 3A268 

1u 1 1-~1--■---
» >>>>https://dds.mil/<<<<<<;;;;; 

On Thu, Aug 19, 2021 at 11:21 PM Patrick Dufour 
.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec > wrote: 

The account SID i Ex 4 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(4)) 

Patrick Dufour 

Defense Digital Service (DDS) 

Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) 

U.S. Department of Defense 

Pentagon 3A268 

(U) Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

» >>>>https://dds.mil/<<<<<<;;;;; 

On Thu, Aug 19, 2021 at 11:10 PM Joe Wheeler-> 

wrote: 

Hi Patrick and team, 

You should have seen a request come through from Twilio to 

message on your behalf (the "on behalf of' or OBO request). You'll 

need to accept this request in order for our engineers to continue 

onboarding. 

Thanks, 
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Joe 

Get Outlook for Android 

From: Chris Cadotte~> 

Sent: Thursday, August 19, 2021 7:56:54 PM 

To: Patrick Dufour ~::Jlej.1'4irii§4¥> 
Cc: Ben Supple 4::flM1•►ffl>; Venigalla, Mrudula 

.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " >; John Maitz <j::flM1•►1W.,,; Justin 

Herman~>; Joe Wheeler 

.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec
1 
>; Arnold, Nathan VI' <Jl'!!!#_;a_ .. ~,!!11 .. ,~lf'!!"lf•p-~!!'I•_ •>; 

Forgerson, Luke A <la.-J!lifill•il!lrfL,igiiGi:il!iW§ll~!t;J, 1!!111 ~; Gowa, Timothy M 

< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. _" >; Jenkins, Rebecca L 

◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec n >; Natalie M. EOP/OMB Kates 

; Sharon Yang <1!1111111111111; 
Ive avIn rana ~~~i!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~ ; andrew.m.nacin 

◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , ► ; Jonathan Quigley 

◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. , >; Brock Hankins~> 

Subject: Re: WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 

Thanks, Patrick. Do you have the Twilio account ASID so this gets 
setup in the right place? I'm going to ask my Ops team to create 
WhatsApp Senders for each one of these numbers. 

Chris Cadotte 

Director Business Development, Messaging 

Error! Filename not 

specified. 
EMAIL Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. " 

On Thu, Aug 19, 2021 at 7:49 PM Patrick Dufour 

1::flM11►1+i4M> wrote: 

Good afternoon, 
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A few quick notes, so everyone is on the same page. The Twilio 

account is procured/operated by DOD through DDS, to support 

DOS. Another DOD office will have operational control, and use 

the application we've developed to send out the messages. 

I've CC'd Brock (our Deputy GC) who can answer any policy/legal 

questions from the DOD side. Ex 5 DP- 5 U.S.C. Sec 552 b 5 , 

1 • - - -i-tMM11•an.i,fiM++Ms+t ... . 

>>>>>>https://www.esd.whs.mil/Portals/54/Documents/DD/issuan 

ces/dodd/510587p.PDF?ver=2019-12-04-064448-563««« 

- - . . -. . 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) 

. - . . . . . 

We will do our best to securely record and store the 

communications that are sent within our cloud infrastructure. 

do not believe we need Twilio/WhatsApp to record messages on 

their end in order to fulfill record retention requirements. 

Regards, 

Patrick Dufour 

Patrick Dufour 

Defense Digital Service (DDS) 

Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) 

U.S. Department of Defense 
Pentagon 3A268 

(U) Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
1 
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» >>>>https://dds.mil/<<<<<<; ;;;; 

On Thu, Au 19 2021 at 10:23 PM Chris Cadotte 

> wrote: 

Mrudula, 

W~ business account under FB Biz 

ID ~he name on the account will be: United 
States Department of State. 

Are you purchasing a Twilio number, if so can you share the 

number. So we can associate it with the account. 

Chris Cadotte 

Director Business Development, Messaging 

Error! Filename not 

specified. 
EMAIL ccadotte@twilio.com 

On Thu, A.021 at 7:21 PM Ben Supple 

IMtfC>wrote: 
On #1, we can waive the biz verification requirement. I'll let 

Twilio address #2 since they would be hosting the API and 

storing information on your behalf. 

Best, 

Ben 
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From: Venigalla, Mrudula < 
Ex 6 - (5 Ex 6 - (5 

C'~ " > 

Date: Thursday, August 19, 2021 at 7:16 PM 

>, Justin Herman 

Cc: Joe Whe~>, Arnold, 

Nathan wjil· • _ , Ben Supple 

I • , Forgerson, Luke A 

I , Gowa, Timothy M 

Ex 6 - Ex 6 - ' 

>, Sharon Yang 

>, Vivek Ravindranath ,,.. 

> , Chris Cadotte 

Thanks all for that background. I'll stand by for the phone 

number. 

A few additional questions: 

• Has USDS/DDS already created a WhatsApp business 

account/ connected it to a business manager? 

o If you need access to State's business 

manager, is it still a requirement that the 

business manager completes the business 

verification process? Neither of our two 

business managers have completed business 

verification. Is there a way to expedite that 

process? 

• We have fairly strict guidance on WhatsApp records 

retention Ex 5 DP- (5 U._S.C. ~ec , 
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Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(5)) Deliberative " 

Our current policy requires all WhatsApp 

communication to be forwarded to a DOS system 

within 20 days. 

Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(5)) Deliberative Process 

Apologies for the weedy questions but the answers will help 

us proactively address concerns we anticipate may be 

raised. 

From: John Maitz E 6 
~x 6 - (5 

X - n.l " > 

Sent: Thursday, August 19, 2021 9:32 PM 

owa, 

, ecca L 

M. EOP/OMB Kates 

>; Sharon Yang 

>; Chris Cadotte 

; Jonathan Quigley 

Subject: Re: WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 
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Hi Mrudula, 

Adding Jonathan Q from our legal team but for the second 

point: 

Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. 
· • • - • - • • - • • Sec 552(b)(5)) 

Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(5)) Deliberative Process 

Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(5)) Deliberative Process 

Let me know if that helps. 

John Maitz 

Solutions Engineering 

Error! Filename not 

specified. 
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MOBILE 

EMAIL 

Ex 6 - (5 " ... 
On Thu, Aug 19 2021 at 9:19 PM, Justin Herman 

> wrote: .Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 
Sec 552 b 6 

+ John Maitz, Twilio 

On Thu, Aug 19, 2021 at 8:50 PM Joe Wheeler 

◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec; > wrote: 

Hi Mrudula, 

For connecting to the WhatsApp Business 

Account to Facebook Page, please see 

instructions here. 

@Justin Herman @Chris Cadotte can you please 

weigh in on the second question? In the 

meantime, I can share WhatsApp's privacy 

policy that has some helpful background as 

well. 

Thanks, 
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Joe 

From: Venigalla, Mrudula 
Ex 6 - (5 Ex 6 - (5 
U.S.C. Sec ,.u~- " > 

Sent: Thursday, 

>; Justin 

- >; Forgerson, Luke A 

>; Gowa, Timothy M 

Ex 6 - (5 u.s._g. Sec , 

Ex 6 - (5~x 6 - (5 , 

>; Vivek Ravindranath 

.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
J 

Sharon Yang~> 

Subject: Re: WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 

+Sharon Yang 

>; 

Thank you - can you confirm on the technical/Facebook 

side what you might need to connect the WhatsApp 

business account to a Facebook page? 

. . . -. - .. Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. 
- •. Sec 552(b )(5)) 

Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(5)) Deliberative Process 

Thanks! 
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Mrudula 

Mrudula Venigalla (she/her) 

Division Chief I Digital Strategy and Training 

Office of Global Social Media 

U.S. Department of State 

Bureau of Global Public Affairs 

Ex 6 - ( 5 :x 6 - ( 5 , , ___ _ 

Error! Filename not specified. 

From: Ben Supple > 
Ex 6 - Ex 6 -. " " 

Sent: Thursday, August 19, 2021 8:14 PM 

M. EOP/OMB 

>; Justin Herman 

Cc: andrew.m.nacin >; 

Jenkins, "T!:!liillP!'liilln:: !!!!!BMl!l!.11•>; Arnold, 

, n, Luke A 

~>; 

< • • ~>; Vivek Ravindranath 

< • .....,.....,.,.>; Joe Wheeler-> 

Subject: Re: WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 
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+ Joe 

Good news. Looks like we can allow list the account to 

enable us to move fast. Onward! 

Look forward to working with you all on the 

implementation details. 

Best, 

ben 

From: Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB 

IJM:1ffl=tlW•> 
Date: Thursday, August 19, 2021 at 5:01 PM 

>, Justin 

>, Venigalla , 

===>, Arnold, 

===->, Forgerson, 

>, Gowa, 

Timothy M • >, 

Ex 6 - (5 Ex 6 - (q 
- . 1Mr• . >, 

Ex 6 - (5 Ex 6 - (5 " )-1::flll >, Vivek 

Ravindranath <l=tfl=t@ltt 
Subject: WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 
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Team -

It looks like we'll likely connect the new WA business 

account to the /travelgov Facebook page. Mrudula is the 

account manager for that and can help us get this set up. 

State team , can you confirm when that's final? Thanks! 

Natalie 

Justin Herman 

Global Head of Public Sector 

Error! Filename not 

specified. 

EMAIL Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 
1 

TWITTER @justinherman 
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Re: WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 

From nataliel!2kates@omb-

To: "Venigalla, Mrudula" < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ,► 

Cc: .Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Joe Wheeler 1#M1•U4fl--.., "Forgerson, Luke A" 

Cadotte 1-1!►1-►#, "Nacin, Andrew M. EOP/OMB" 

, Ben Supple 1#M1•►ff>, John Maitz • •►,W>, Emily Snyder< >, Patrick Dufour 

J >, Chris 

< >, Justin Herman ~=tl#1•~1• ,>, "Arnold, Nathan W' Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " ._>, "Gowa, Timothy M" 4=tlm1•►iW.,. , "Jenkins, Rebecca L" 

1#M1•►14fl>, Sharon Yang< >, Vivek Ravindranath 

< >, Jonathan Quigley 4#M_D .. >, Brock Hankins <!11111111111>, Ex 6 - (5 , 

"Majma, Raphael J" 4=tlm1 .. 1'■> , andre.arebv@maill!3, "Zalenski , Alyssa P" 

4=t@IJ-1•►1+i@♦, "Zeltakalns, Michael B" 4=t@IJ-1•►i+i4M> 

Date: Sat, 21 Aug 2021 13:10:19 -0400 

Morning -

We're on call today until we get final message content and phone numbers from the team. 

People will be able to respond but they'll get a message that we're not monitoring responses and to 

reach out 

On Aug 21 , 2021 , at 9:47 AM , Venigalla, Mrudula < 00 _ , wrote: ,_.·t1wee 
Hi all, can we get confirmation on two items: 

• The plan for today 

• An earlier email said communications would be one-way. Does this mean that people 

technically cannot respond to messages they receive? If replies are technically possible , 

where are they stored? 

Thanks! 

Sent from mobile 

From: Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB _,,,. 

Sent: Friday, August 20, 2021 10:47:11 PM 
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To: Joe Wheeler .Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
n > 

>; Forgerson, Luke A 

>; Chris Cadotte < ,_.,__ ... __ >; andrew.m.nacin 

>; Ben Supple 1MtJUa>; John Maitz ◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , ► ; Patrick Dufour 

.Ex 6 - (5 U .S.C. Sec" 

<l::£01d•J-.g+ ii>; Emily Snyder < 

<(Wi.'Ul-·iii4fa, 1•>; Justin Herman 

1Bd1tffl$♦; Gowa, Timothy M < 

1MtJ'tffl$._>; Sharon Yang < 

>; Arnold, Nathan W 

>; Jenkins, Rebecca L 

>; Vivek Ravindranath 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
' 

Ex 6 - (5 
' 

>; Jonathan Quigley 

i1Mlt_l1>; Majma, Raphael J < 

-Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C., ◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec >; Brock Hankins 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , ► 

andrewaoardciv@maill < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec >; Zalenski, Alyssa P 

1,-Jtffli·tl> 
Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Re: WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 

Wonderful- thanks all! 

On Aug 20, 2021 , at 10:31 PM , Joe Wheeler .Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec > wrote: 

Hi all , 

Our engineers have set the status to approved, and you shouldn't be getting the error 

anymore. 

Please feel free to reach out to me directly. 

Thanks, 

Joe 

Get Outlook for Android 

From: Venigalla , Mrudula ,.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , 

Sent: Friday, August 20, 2021 7:25:43 PM 

> 

To: Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB d=tl#f.jiJ-iJ1§4+►tMXm>»: Forgerson, Luke 

A< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , > 

Cc: Joe Wheeler ~=tlllf-1Y..1+4►; Chris Cadotte .Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
n 

andrew.m.nacin ◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) >; Ben Supple 

-Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. " >; Emily Snyder d::£11b-1!►...->; John Maitz 

<ifi;J!ii."11'1Wi¥tW--, Patrick Dufour ·Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. Sec " >; Justin Herman 
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I • • >; Arnold, Nathan W 1••-·>; Gowa, Timothy 
Ex 6 - (5 M • >; Jenkins, Rebecca llltla>; Sharon 

Ex 6 - ' ' 
>; Vivek Ravindranath (5 ,iEx 6 - (5, >; Jonathan Quigley Ex 6 - Ex 6 - (5" 

- I ,,.. !)-~-,· 
Ex 6 - (fEx 6 - (5 >; Brock Hankins >; Majma, Raphael J .Ex 6 - Ex 6 - (5 , 
I I C' I" .. ---~~-
EX 6 - (5 Ex 6 - (5 " 
·u.s.c. ,,rii1111-•F. >; andrewlloarekiv@maill!I IID: ... >; 

Zalenski, Alyssa P > 

Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Re: WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 

Hi Natalie et al, 
I stood down my earlier efforts to troubleshoot with the understanding this issue had been 
resolved but happy to pick back up again. Adding my colleague Alyssa Zalenski who is the 
lead on the TravelGov Facebook page. 

Can you confirm how the request was initiated? I have cross checked the 4 Department 

business managers I am an admin on and can confirm we have not received a request I can 

approve on any of them. I am assuming this request should come to the business manager 

that owns the relevant Facebook page (for TravelGov it is business ID 

Ex 4 - (5 U.S.C. 1 but would be helpful for the WhatsApp/Facebook team to confirm. 

Feel free to respond to Alyssa and myself directly to troubleshoot. 

Mrudula 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. :Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C 
1 From: Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB < 

Sent: Friday, August 20, 2021 9:39 PM 

> 

To: Venigalla, Mrudula Ex 6 - (5 ,Ex 6 - (5 " >; Forgerson, Luke A 

<-> 

Cc: Joe Wheeler < Ex 6 - (5 ,I Ex 6 - (5, 

andrew.m.nacin < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. :Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C"J >; Ben Supple 

■:;::r John Maitz -ill == Aw>: Patrick Dlffour - >; Justin Herman 

Ex 6 - (5 J,:=x 6 - (5 " 

M <J=tllld~>; Jenkins, Rebecca 

Yang <ml!IIJM>; Vivek Ravindranath 

Ex 6 - (tEx 6 - (5 , ; Brock Hankins >; Majma, Raphael J 

Ex 6 - (5 Ex 6 - (5 " 
U.S.C. Sec, 

>; andrewloareliv@maill!I 

Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Re: WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. ,Ex 6 - (5 J 

3 

> 
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Mrudula and State team - we need someone to approve the OBO request in State's FB biz 

mgr as soon as possible. We're running into errors that are preventing test messages from 

being sent. 

See instructions for completing this step 

on »https://www.facebook.com/business/help/524220081677109?id=2129163877102343< 

< and also below: 

Your BSP wil l send messages from your WhatsApp business account on behalf of your 

business. When your BSP sends you a "messaging on behalf of' request, you will receive a 

notification within Business Manager and by email. To approve this request: 

1. Click on the link in your email or log in to business.facebook.com 

2. Within Business Manager, click Business Settings. 

3. Click Requests. 

4. Under Received , find your BSP's request and click Approve. 

Thank you! 

Natalie 

On Aug 20, 2021 , at 1 :32 PM, Ben Supple 1W#E> wrote: 

Thanks, Natalie. Waiting to hear back from the FB pages product team, but agree this 

shouldn't be a blocker to you all starting to send messages out. 

Best, 

Ben 

From: Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. S1Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 
n > 

Date: Friday, August 20, 2021 at 10:13 AM 

To: Joe Wheele >, Venigalla, Mrudula 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Ex 6 _ (5 

r 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 6 - (5 
"~ n >, Chris Cadotte_>, 

Nacin , And:ew M. EOP/OMB <j;ap1•~>, Ben 

Supple: Intl • >, John Maitz ---> 
Cc: Emily Snyder >, Patrick Dufour 
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>, Justin Herman ,n,->, 
>, For,erson Luke A 

>, Gowa, Timothy MiWMJII>, 
Ex6-(5 ,Ex6-(5 , 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Ex 6 - (5 " 

Ex 6 - (5 Ex 6 - (5 Jenkins, Rebecca L < >, Sharon Yang J l 

-IMP>, Vivek Ravindranath 119!!1 __ >, Jonathan 

Quigley >, Brock Hankins >, 

Majma, Raphael J _ -JIii>, andrewloarelciv@mailll 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. , 111· > 

Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Re: WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 

Great. Also, @Ben Supple is confirming for us, but connecting the WA numbers to 

State's TravelGov FB gets us nothing here. It's also not blocking us sending messages 

out, so we're going to drop for now. @Venigalla, Mrudula you can connect them 

whenever you want via the instructions here. 

From: Joe Wheele Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Ex 6 _ (5 
Sec 552 b 6 1 1 " 

> 

Date: Friday, August 20, 2021 at 12:31 PM 

To: "Venigalla, Mrudula" .Ex 6 - (5 U.S.CEx 6 - (5 
1 

1 1 
>, "Kates, Natalie M. 

EOP/OMB" >, Chris Cadotte ,..Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. S1Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 
' 

11■•=>, "Nacin, Andrew M. EOP/l:IOl'IM';'IB!!l
1

E
1 

9::ii--• 
<_ •- •- CS'J&Ua>, Ben Supple lllf7-> 
Cc: Emily Snyder < >, Patrick Dufour 

>, John Maitz _>, Justin 

>, "Arnol~;~~--~ 

, "Gowa, Timothy M" 

• >, "Jenkins, Rebecca L" r:::ar.:.m::1•---- >, 

Sharon Yang >, Vivek Ravindran Jil!lil!IIII , Ex 6 - (!Ex 6 - (5 
I ' 

Jonathan Quigley< >, Brock Hankins 

< >, "Majma, Raphael J" litm->, 
.. Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) "andrewloarelciv@mailll" > 

Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Re: WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 
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Hi Mrudula, 

On the first question, I can confirm that this has already been completed. 

Thanks, 

Joe 

From: Venigalla, Mrudulall8:.lla,i&1#> 
Sent: Friday, August 20, 2021 8:58 AM 

>; Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB 

Nathan W 

Gowa , Tim r::::.r.m-.- ; Jenkins, Rebecca L 

- _ liiillliallli• aron ang • !=tlll•l>: Vivek Ravindranath 

~-• _ • >; Jonathan Quigley ; Brock Hankins Ex 6 - (5 "x 6 - (5 , 

~Ex 6 - (5 i:x 6 - (5 J -$111:1>; Majma, Raphael J >; 

andrewioarelciv@maill!I < > Ex 6 - (5 Ex 6 - (5 , 

Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Re: WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 

+Andy Oare 

Please feel free to follow up with me directly but I'm not sure who is best positioned to 

answer the following technical questions: 

• Accept Twilio's request to message on its behalf @Venigalla, Mrudula. 

o Where was this request sent? 
o I understand from a pre 

manager with FB Biz ID 

a a .a a 

Ex 4 - (5 U.S.C. 

name- can I be given access to this? 

lio set up a business 
n the State Department's 

o Not sure if I needed to be added to the Twilio backend as well. 

• Connect the WA numbers in yellow below to the State TravelGov FB 

page. @Venigalla, Mrudula. 
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o In the Facebook backend, I only have the option to enter one 
WhatsApp Business number for a page. Is there a primary number I 
should use or am I missing something? 

From: Joe Wheele, 1iB■SM> 
Sent: Friday, August 20, 2021 11 :31 AM 

To: Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.CEx 6 - (5 " >; Chris Cadotte 

Ex 6 - 5 ---;x 6 - (5 , >; andrew.m.nacin < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.CEx 6 - (5 , >; Venigalla, 

Supple !ilil•• •f• 
>; Patrick Dufou 

Ex 6 - (5 

; Jenkins, Rebecca L 
' 

on ang @5)>; Vivek Ravindranath 

>; Jonathan Quigley >; Brock Hankins 

>; Majma, Raphael J > 

: Re: [EXTERNAL] Re: WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 

Thanks, Natalie. 

From WhatsApp's side, All 10 phone numbers are live, in 1 00k tier, and 

Official Business Account (green check) approved . 

Getting message content will be the final step. 

Best, 

Joe 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.CEx 6 - (5 , From: Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB < 

Sent: Friday, August 20, 2021 8:28 AM 

> 

>; Nacin, Andrew M. EOP/OMB 

.Ex 6 - (5 ,Ex 6 _ (5 " >;Ben 

Ex 6 (5 u.s.c.,< 6 _ (5, 
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Ex 6 - (5 Ex 6 - (5 , >; Arnold, Nathan W < 

>; Jenkins, 

>; Brock 

Hankind5£1G • >; Raphael Majma 

Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Re: WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 

Thanks Chris. 

Team - Here are the open items I'm tracking as of this morning. What am I missing and 

can we work to resolve these asap? We're moving fast so please let the group know if 

some of these are already done. 

• Send Chris a JPG or PNG, 640x640 pixels or larger, square ratio of the logo you 

want on the WA account. @Venigalla, Mrudula can you help with this? I assume 

we want the TravelGov logo. 

• Accept Twilio's request to message on its behalf @Venigalla, Mrudu la. 

• Connect the WA numbers in yellow below to the State TravelGov FB page. 

@Venigalla, Mrudu la. 

• Get Twilio message content . The content doesn't need to be final yet, just 

close enough for Twilio to make a message template. From our conversations 

so far this is a truncated version of the emails already being sent out. Who is 

best on the federal side to run this down? 

From: Chris Cadotte-> 

Date: Friday, August 20, 2021 at 1 :22 AM 

To: "Nacin, Andrew M. EOP/OMB" < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

Herman 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. :x 6 - (5 
n >, Ben Supple 

>, Patrick Dufour-■1•1t'f~ , Joe 

>, "Venigalla, Mrudula" 

Ex 6 -
1
Ex 6 - (5 

I I >, Justin 

Ex 6 - (5 ::x 6 - (5 
n n >, "Arnold, Nathan W" 

>, "Forgerson, Luke A" 

>, "Gowa, Timothy M" 

>, "Jenkins, Rebecca L" < Ex 6 - (5 Ex 6 - (5 

> 

' >, 

"Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB" < -=--r.:.. > , Sharon 

Yang · · nath - 11111> , 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

>, Brock Hankins 
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~----... , Raphael Maj ma •Ex 6 _ (5 Ex 6 - (5 
1 > 

Subject: [EXTERNAL] Re: WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 

Here is a quick snapshot of where we are at. A few of the numbers are showing up 

with official business account designations and at the 100k messaging tier. The Twilio 

Ops team will continue to work on this tonight. 

<image001.png> 

<image002.jpg> 

The team needs a few additional details to fill out the WA account profile information. 

1. Logo: JPG or PNG, 640x640 pixels or larger, square ratio 

2. Business address: this is optional 

3. Website: this is optional 

4. Email: this is optional 

5. Business description: this is optional 
Could I also get some example messages so we can get started on submitting templates. 

Chris Cadotte 
Director Business Development, Messaging 

:::::,,,c: 

EMAIL f:P·9"1HPI 

On Thu, Aug 19, 2021 at 9:24 PM Nacin, Andrew M. EOP/OMB 

< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C.Ex 6 - (5 ,Ex, > wrote: 

On Aug 20, 2021, at 00:15, Emily Snyder 1~> wrote: 
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Hello Ben, 

Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(5)) Deliberative Process 

Please let me know if you need anything else. 

Very Respectfully, 

Emily Snyder 
Air Force Liaison 
Defense Digital Service (DDS) 
Office of the Secretary of Defense 
3A268 Pentagon, Washington D.C. 
>>>>>>www.dds.mil<<<<<<;;;;; 

C: Ex 6 - (5 " 

DDS: Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec" 

NIPR: ~..U..S...C- J 

SIPR: Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. Sec 552 b 6 

JWICS: Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , 

Many thanks for any guidance here. 

Best, 

Ben 
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From: Patrick Dufour <~---1> 
Date: Thursday, August 19, 2021 at 8:23 PM 

To: Joe Wheele.-ll9llmg ..... 

Cc: Chris CadottellllJ-11">, Ben Supple • > Venigalla, Mrudul~ --> 
John Maitz >, Justin ~ • 

>, Arnold, Nathan W 1ff#I->, 
Forgerson, Luke A 

4ffbllll>, Jenkins, Rebecca L >, 

Natalie M. EOP/OMB Kates< >, 

Sharon Yang -->, Vivek Ravindranath 

._>, andrew.m.nacin < >, Ex 6 - (5 U.S.CEx 6 - (5 ,Ex, 

wan~gley< 

_>, Emily Snyder BIi> 
Subject: Re: WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 

Adding in my colleague Emily who will be assisting, too. 

Regards, 

Patrick Dufour 

Patrick Dufour 

Defense Digital Service (DDS) 

Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) 

U.S. Department of Defense 

Pentagon 3A268 

(U Ex 6 - (5 Ex 6 - (5, 

>» >»https://dds.mil/<«<«;; ;;; 

On Thu, Aug 19, 2021 at 11:21 PM Patrick Dufour-> 

wrote: 

The account SID is 
Ex 4 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(4)) 

Patrick Dufour 

Defense Digital Service (DDS) 

Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) 
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U.S. Department of Defense 
Pentagon 3A268 

(U) Ex 6 - (5 Ex 6 _ (5n 

» >>>>https://dds.mil/<<<<<<;;;;; 

On Thu, Aug 19, 2021 at 11:10 PM Joe Wheeler-> 

wrote: 

Hi Patrick and team, 

You should have seen a request come through from Twilio to message 

on your behalf (the "on behalf of" or OBO request) . You'll need to accept 

this request in order for our engineers to continue onboarding. 

Thanks, 

Joe 

Get Outlook for Android 

From: Chris Cadotte Ex6-(5,'=x 6 -(5 , > 

Sent: Thursday, August 19, 2021 7:56:54 PM 

> 

Herman >· 

Arnold , Nathan W i8f i!lailat.i , , 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C.:x 6 - (5 , Ex 6 - (5 ,x 6 - (5 " >; Gowa, Timothy M < >; 

Jenkins, Rebecca \-- • ; Natalie M. EOP/OMB 

Kates <!=tlllt1•~ - >; Sharon Yang 

Will>; Vivek Ravindranatr fM'=tfM>; 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " andrew.m.nacin < >; Jonathan Quigley 

Ex 6 - (5 :x 6 - (5 n 
n 

>; Brock Hankins 

Subject: Re: WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 

Ex 6 Ex 6 - (5" > 
' 

Thanks, Patrick. Do you have the Twilio account ASID so this gets setup 
in the right place? I'm going to ask my Ops team to create WhatsApp 
Senders for each one of these numbers. 
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Chris Cadotte 

Director Business Development, Messaging 

Error! Filename not specified. 
EMAIL ccadott~-

~,.!! 7:49 PM Patrick Dufour 

~> wrote: 

Good afternoon, 

A few quick notes, so everyone is on the same page. The Twilio 

account is procured/operated by DOD through DDS, to support DOS. 

Another DOD office will have operational control, and use the 
application we've developed to send out the messages. 

I've CC'd Brock (our Deputy GC • • • • • • a ~ • 

, . , , . 111 , . Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(5)) 
Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(bfi'5nlJeli6era'°?1veProcess 

>» >>>https://www.esd.whs.mil/Portals/54/Documents/DD/issuances/ 

dodd/510587p.PDF?ver=2019-12-04-064448-563««« 

We've purchased 10 USA numbers via our Twilio account. 

We will do our best to securely record and store the communications 

that are sent within our cloud infrastructure. I do not believe we 
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need Twilio/WhatsApp to record messages on their end in order to 
fulfill record retention requirements. 

Regards, 

Patrick Dufour 

Patrick Dufour 

Defense Digital Service (DDS) 

Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) 

U.S. Department of Defense 

Pentagon 3A268 

(U)1••1!!!11:n_;a;_B 
» >>>>https://dds.mil/<<<<<<;;;;; 

On Thu-ug 19, 2021 at 10:23 PM Chris Cadotte 

·-•--wrote: 
Mrudula, 

We created the WABA business account under FB Biz 
ID . The name on the account will be: United 

States Department of State. 

Are you purchasing a Twilio number, if so can you share the 

number. So we can associate it with the account. 

Chris Cadotte 

Director Business Development, Messaging 

Error! Filename not 

specified. 

On Thu, Aug 19, 2021 at 7:21 PM Ben Supplef!illffl@lb 
wrote: -
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On #1 , we can waive the biz verification requirement. I'll let 

Twilio address #2 since they would be hosting the API and 

storing information on your behalf. 

Best, 

Ben 

From: Venigalla , Mrudula 1a,aa;-.-> 
Date: Thursday, August 19, 2021 at 7:16 PM 

>, Justin Herman 

>, Arnold , Nathan 

>, Ben Supple 

Ex_ 6 .=- ( ~ , Ex 6 - " Ex , 
Ex 6 - (5 E 
·u.s.c. Sec Ex 6 - 11 x l 

" 

>, Gowa, Timothy M 

Jenkins, Rebecca L 

> , Natalie M. EOP/OMB Kates 

< • • >, Sharon Yang 

~~, Vivek Ravindranath 

~~1n< 

~5x 6 - " :::x El Ex .i 

x 6 - (5 U.S.CEx 6 - ·(s- :IEX 

_, • :Ex 6 - (5 Ex 6 - Ex • I • 
I I C" I"' ..:ieJClJII• ·,\ .~ 

Ex 6 - (5 =x 6 _ Ex 
LJ_S_C_ Sec - ·.~,, f, >, Jonathan Quigley 

◄Ex 6 - (:Ex 6 _ Ex 
U.S.C. _n 

Subject: Re: WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 

Thanks all for that background. I'll stand by for the phone 

number. 

15 

>, 
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A few additional questions: 

• Has USDS/DDS already created a WhatsApp business 
account/ connected it to a business manager? 

o If you need access to State's business manager, 
is it still a requirement that the business 
manager completes the business verification 
process? Neither of our two business managers 
have completed business verification. Is there a 
way to expedite that process? 

• We have fairly strict guidance on WhatsApp records 
retention Ex 5 DP- 5 U.S.C. Sec 552 b 5 , 

Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(5)) ,, ur current policy 
requires all WhatsApp communication to be forwarded 
to a DOS system within 20 days. 

Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(5)) Deliberative Process 

Apologies for the weedy questions but the answers will help us 

proactively address concerns we anticipate may be raised. 

From: John Maitz ..... > 

Sent: Thursday, August 19, 2021 9:32 PM 

To: Justin Herma 

Cc: Joe Wheeler 

> 

>; Arnold , Nathan W 

!$£IE>; 
; Gowa, Timothy 

>; Natalie M. EOP/OMB Kates 

< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , >; Sharon Yang 
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-

w'1>; Venigalla, Mrudula 

~ _ _MW>; Vivek Ravindranath 

' • • >; andrew.m.nacin 

liilliliamiailllilllllilliila•llilf ~>; Chris Cadotte 

>; Patrick Dufour 

>; Jonathan Quigley 

Subject: Re: WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 

Hi Mrudula, 

Adding Jonathan Q from our legal team but for the second point: 

Also to help us run the traps with Legal Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec 
. . ' 

Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(5)) Deliberative Process 

Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(5)) Deliberative Process 

Let me know if that helps. 

John Maitz 
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Solutions Engineering 

Error! Filename not 

specified. 
MOBILE 

EMAIL ~ 

Ex 6 - (5 
U.S.C. Sec 1 

On Thu, Aug 19 2021 at 9:19 PM , Justin Herman 

~>wrote: 

+ John Maitz, Twilio 

On =•9, 2021 at 8:50 PM Joe Wheeler 

I__ Ma$> wrote: 

Hi Mrudula, 

For connecting to the WhatsApp Business 

Account to Facebook Page, please see 

instructions here. 

@Justin Herman @Chris Cadotte can you please 

weigh in on the second question? In the 

meantime, I can share WhatsApp's privacy 

policy that has some helpful background as well. 
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Thanks, 

Joe 

Ex 6 - (5 Ex 6 - (5 , From: Venigalla, Mrudula < > 

Sent: Thursday, August 19, 2021 5: 19 PM 

To: Ben Supple-~-; Kates, Natalie M. 

EOP/OMB d-= __ ._~--->;Justin 

Herman IM• > 

Cc: andrew.m.nacin < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.CEx 6 - (5 " >; 

Jenkins, Rebecca L < • • >; Arnold, 

Nat:ill<' ~---->; Forgerson, Luke A 1-- ~=--- >; Gowa, Timothy M 

patric!<ldufour@ddsl!I ◄Ex 6 - (5 Ex 6 - (5 1 

,.•E;6~ (5 ' ,Ex 6 - (5, > Ex 6 - (5 Ex 6 - (5 , 

Ex 6 - Ex 6 - (~ Sharon Yang > 

Subject: Re: WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 

+Sharon Yang 

Thank you - can you confirm on the technical/Facebook side 

what you might need to connect the WhatsApp business 

account to a Facebook page? 

' . . -. - .. ., • Ex 5 DP- (5 

Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(5)) Deliberative Process 
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Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(5)) Deliberative Process 

Thanks! 

Mrudula 

Mrudula Venigalla (she/her) 

Division Chief I Digital Strategy and Training 

Office of Global Social Media 

U.S. Department of State 

Bureau of Global Public Affairs 

111-
Error! Filename not specified. 

From: Ben Supple ... > 

Sent: Thursday, August 19, 2021 8:14 PM 

To: Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB 

< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " >; Justin Herman 

1Pl1l >; Venigalla, Mrudula 

.Ex 6 - (5 ,:x 6 - (5 " > 

Cc: andrew.m.nacin < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " >; 

>; Arnold, 

Nathan ---• orgerson, Luke A 

owa, Timothy M 
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IIIIDMW>; patriciJdufour@ddsll 

<,,,_.,_..,..,.__.,,, >; ccadotte@twiliC'. 

< • =·>; Vivek Ravindranath 

• ?>; Joe Wheeler 1#11EN!#M> 
Subject: Re: WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 

+ Joe 

Good news. Looks like we can allow list the account to 

enable us to move fast. Onward! 

Look forward to working with you all on the implementation 

details. 

Best, 

ben 

From: Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB 

< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.CEx 6 - (5 "Ex" > 

Date: Thursday, August 19, 2021 at 5:01 PM 

pple >, Justin Herman 

, Ila, Mrudula 

iiiil _ _,._> 
.__..._.,__......, 

Cc: Nacin, Andrew M. EOP/OMB 

< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C.Ex 6 - (5 ,Ex" >, Jenkins, Rebecca L 

>, Arnold, Nathan W .Ex 6 - (5 :x 6 _ "Ex, 
I I C" r' C'"'"" n 

Ex 6 - (5 6 _ Ex 
U.S.C. Sec ,< " ' , Forgerson, Luke A 
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J•■DM■>, Gowa, Timothy M 

,~j---lfil>, patriclJjufour@ddsl!3 

<j • _ • >, ccadotte@twiliollit 

liMilialllll!!•>, Vivek Ravindranath 

--i[ai-■> 
Subject: WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 

Team -

It looks like we'll likely connect the new WA business 

account to the /travelgov Facebook page. Mrudula is the 

account manager for that and can help us get this set up. 

State team, can you confirm when that's final? Thanks! 

Natalie 

Justin Herman 

Global Head of Public Sector 

Error! Filename not 

specified. 

TWITTER @justinherman 
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RE: HOLD for Facebook/WA account linking 

From "Layton, Kathleen (CDC/0D/OADC)" ~> 

To: "Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB" Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) Dragoiu, Georgeta 

,.Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. Sec " (HHS/ASPA)" >, Julia Eisman ·Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. 1 >, Joe 

Wheeler._,>, Rebecca Williams< Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. Seo 

H. (CDC/0D/OADC)" >, Chris Cadotte ·Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. , 

~. Airton Tatoug Kamdem < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec r 

>, "Dempsey, Jay 

>, Kate Rasnick 

>, Carrie Adams 

< >, "Crawford, Carol EOP" ._>, Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. " Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C1 

Date: Mon, 23 Aug 2021 16:55:30 -0400 

Hi Everyone, 

Chiming in as Jay is 000- I checked our Facebook Business profile and do not see a connection 

between it and WhatsApp. 

Kathleen 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 
From: Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB 

Sent: Friday, August 20, 2021 4:23 PM 

To: Dragoiu, Georgeta (HHS/ASPA) Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 1 ; Julia Eisman 

"Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. " >; Joe Wheeler 4=tlilj.jg.iAl§44>; Rebecca Williams 

iff.Bi.'iii-1¥,§8>; Dempsey, Jay H. (CDC/OD/OADC) 1:f.1;1!11. jj>, Chris Cadotte 

"Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec; >; Kate Rasnick< >; Airton Tatoug Kamdem 

>; Carrie Adams< >; Crawford Carol Y 

; Layton, Kathleen (CDC/OD/OADC) .Ex 6 - (5 l 

Ex 6 - (5 " 

Subject: Re: HOLD for Facebook/WA account linking 

Thanks all! Next step to get this resolved: 

• Chris to look into why a request came through to Twilio admin platform 

• Ben to put in help desk ticket for why Facebook Business Manager thinks our WhatsApp 
number doesn't have a WA account tied to it. 

• Carrie to let us know which email address the confirmation email from CDC Espanol page is 

getting sent. 

• Jay to let us know if the accounts magically get connected. 
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When: 4:00 PM - 4:30 PM August 20, 2021 

Subject: HOLD for Facebook/WA account linking 

Location: 

> https ://pitc.zoomgov .com/j/16177548702?pwd=aFNU SnB6d3IMSIFnVVBZc2IXQWhpQT09< 

Hi there, 

Natalie Kates is inviting you to a scheduled ZoomGov meeting. 

Join Zoom Meeting 

One tap mobile: 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

Meeting URL: Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

~" - ,-
U.S.C. Sec 

Meeting ID: 552(b)(6)) 
Passcode: 

Join by Telephone 

For higher quality, dial a number based on your current location. 

Dial: 

Meeting ID: 

Passcode: 

x:x 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 
6 -
(5 
U. 
S. 
C. 
s 

. . . . .. 
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H.323: 

Meeting ID: 

Passcode: 

SIP: 

Passcode: 
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Re: [EXTERNAL] Re: WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 

From: Ben Supple Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " 

To: "Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB" Ex 6 - (5 rEx 6 - (5 r > 

Date: Mon, 23 Aug 2021 11 :02: 10 -0400 

Hi Natalie, 

e I .. e • I • ~II I .. ... .. I . . .. .. .. ~ ... - ... • 
Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(5)) Deliberative Process 

Best, 

Ben 

From: Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB9allf.t'JW> 
Date: Friday, August 20, 2021 at 7:47 PM 

To: Joe Wheeler -=Iii• iL,ilEfa 

Dufour 

Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Re: WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 

Wonderful- thanks all! 

Ex 5 DP- (5 
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On Aug 20, 2021, at 10:31 PM, Joe Wheeler< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec" > wrote: 

Hi all, 

Our engineers have set the status to approved, and you shouldn't be getting the error anymore. 

Please feel free to reach out to me directly. 

Thanks , 

Joe 

Get Outlook for Android 

From: Venigalla , Mrudula < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , 

Sent: Friday, August 20, 2021 7:25:43 PM 

To: Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB 

< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " > 

Cc: Joe Wheeler 

> 

>; Forgerson, Luke A 

Ben Su MMl!!llillllMlllill ohn Maitz 

l::.RIIBRIF.WJ•!lm■, .. -Patrick Dufour 

~- Arnold, Nathan W 

Zalenski , Alyssa P 
Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Re: WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 

Hi Natalie et al , 

Jenkins, Rebecca L 

; Vivek Ravindranath 

I stood down my earlier efforts to troubleshoot with the understanding this issue had been 

resolved but happy to pick back up again. Adding my colleague Alyssa Zalenski who is the lead 

on the TravelGov Facebook page. 
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Can you confirm how the request was initiated? I have cross checked the 4 Department business 

managers I am an admin on and can confirm we have not received a request I can approve on 

any of them. I am assuming this request should come to the business manager that owns the 

relevant Facebook page (for TravelGov it is business ID 

for the WhatsApp/Facebook team to confirm. 

Ex 4 - (5 U.S.C. Sec, ut would be helpful 

Feel free to respond to Alyssa and myself directly to troubleshoot. 

Mrudula 

From: Kates, Natalie M. EOP/Ot.,o :!R---> 
Sent: Friday, August 20, 2021 9:39 • -

To: Venigalla, Mrudula 
E ~ ,~,. ~ ~ ~ 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " 
I 

Forgerson, Luke A 

Chris Cadotter:a~-

>; Ben Su:: 2 John Maitz 

EEx 6 - (5 U .S.C. Sec," ; Patrick Dufour 

Justin Herman <1#11►1•►1•->; Arnold, Nathan W 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. , owa, Timothy M < >; Jenkins, Rebecca L 

Ex 6 - (5 " 

. WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 
Sec 552(b)(6)) 

Mrudula and State team - we need someone to approve the OBO request in State's FB biz mgr 
as soon as possible. We're running into errors that are preventing test messages from being 
sent. 

See instructions for completing this step 

on »https ://www.facebook.com/busi ness/help/524220081677109?id=21291638 77102343« an 

d also below: 

Your BSP will send messages from your WhatsApp business account on behalf of your business. 
When your BSP sends you a "messaging on behalf of" request, you will receive a notification 
within Business Manager and by email. To approve this request: 
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1. Click on the link in your email or log in to business.facebook.com 
2. Within Business Manager, click Business Settings. 

3. Click Requests. 

4. Under Received, find your BSP's request and click Approve. 

Thank you! 
Natalie 

On Aug 20, 2021, at 1:32 PM, Ben Supple < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C., > wrote: 

Thanks, Natalie. Waiting to hear back from the FB pages product team, but agree this 
shouldn't be a blocker to you all starting to send messages out. 

Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(5)) " 
Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(5)) Deliberative Process 

Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(5)) , •, "• · : • • 

Best, 

Ben 

From: Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ,< 6 - (5 U.S.C. 
" 
> 

Date: Friday, August 20, 2021 at 10:13 AM 

To: Joe Wheeler < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
I >, Venigalla, Mrudula 

< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , >, Chris Cadotte < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , >, Nacin, 

Andrew M. EOP/OMB _Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec:x 6 _ (5 U.S.C. 
552(b )(6)) , _ _ _ ' >, Ben Supple 

E-Ex 6 --(5 u.s.c~ 
5tfl. O -5 11

-''"''' n 

, Jo ct:.x o - {b U.S.C. Sec, , 

< 

< 

< 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. , >, Vivek Ravindranath < 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
' >, Brock Hankins < 

, Patrick Dufour 
- - ,_ . . - - -
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

I 

2,~1/1.~Y', 
, Arnold , 

on , Luke A 

M< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
I >, 

>, Sharon Yang 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. , >, Jonathan Quigley 

>, Maj ma, Raphael J Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 
' 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , > , IEx 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 
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< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) > 

Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Re: WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 

Great. Also, @Ben Supple is confirming for us, but connecting the WA numbers to State's 

TravelGov FB gets us nothing here. It's also not blocking us sending messages out, so we're 

going to drop for now. @Venigalla. Mrudula you can connect them whenever you want via 

the instructions here. 

From: Joe Wheeler< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " > 

Date: Friday, August 20, 2021 at 12:31 PM 

To: "Venigalla , Mrudula" < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
' >, "Kates, Natalie M. 

>, Chris Cadotte 

< , Andrew M. EOP/OMB" --">, Ben Supple < 
~ . Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 

' 
> 

Cc: Emily Snyder < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
' >, Patrick Dufour 

< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " >, John Maitz < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec" >, Justin Herman 

< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
' >, "Arnold , Nathan W" < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

' >, 

"Forgerson , Luke A"< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , >, "Gowa, Timothy M" 

< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
' 
>, "Jenkins, Rebecca L" < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

' 
>, 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. " Sharon Yang < 

Jonathan Quigley < 

"Majma, Raphael J" < 

>, Vivek Ravindranath < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 
' >, 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
l >, Brock Hankins< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , > II 

' 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) > 

Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Re: WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 

Hi Mrudula , 

On the first question, I can confirm that this has already been completed . 

Thanks, 

Joe 

5 

l 

II 

>, 
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From: Venigalla, Mrudula < Ex 6 - (5 U.S .C. Sec " > 

Sent: Friday, August 20, 2021 8:58 AM 

To: Joe Wheeler< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Se, >; Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB 

!#ID~>; Chris Cadotte< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. " >; andrew.m.nacin 

Ex 6 - (5 " >; Ben Supple < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C., > 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec, Cc: Emily Snyder< >; Patrick Dufour <j#A1•►iW§9'>; John 

Maitz < >; Justin Herman <j#A1•►1•->; Arnold, Nathan W 

< >; Forgerson, Luke A< >; Gowa, Timothy M Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec, Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " 

< 

< 

< 

< 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. " Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , 

Ex 6 - (5 , 

>; Jenkins, Rebecca L < 

>; Vivek Ravindranath < Ex 6 - (5 , 

>; Sharon Yang 

>; Jonathan Quigley 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. , >; Brock Hankins < Ex 6 - (5 , >; Majma, Raphael J 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. , >; Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , ,.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , > 

Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Re: WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 

+Andy Oare 

Please feel free to follow up with me directly but I'm not sure who is best positioned to 

answer the following technical questions: 

• Accept Twilio's request to message on its behalf @Venigalla, Mrudula. 

o Where was this request sent? 
o I understand from a revious chain that Twilio set up a business manager 

with n the State Department's name- can I be 

given access to this? 
o Not sure if I needed to be added to the Twilio backend as well. 

• Connect the WA numbers in yellow below to the State TravelGov FB 

page. @Venigalla, Mrudula. 

o In the Facebook backend, I only have the option to enter one WhatsApp 
Business number for a page. Is there a primary number I should use or am I 

missing something? 

From: Joe Wheeler < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Se, 

Sent: Friday, August 20 , 2021 11 :31 AM 

To: Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB 

~>; andrew.m.nacin < 

Mrudula < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " 

> 

>; Venigalla , 

Cc: Emily Snyder< >; Patric u our 1iilaill••illlillillaiililil■>; John 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. , Maitz < >; Justin Herman :!!!~~!!ll!!IJ!~!@!! · d, Nathan W 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec, < >; Forgerson, Luke ; Gowa, Timothy M 
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< 

< 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. , Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , 

Ex 6 - (5 ~ 

>; Jenkins, Rebecca L < 

>; Vivek Ravindranath < Ex 6 - (5 

>; Sharon Yang 

>; Jonathan Quigley 

< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. , >; Brock Hankins < Ex 6 - (5 , >; Majma, Raphael J 

< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. , > 

Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Re: WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 

Thanks, Natalie. 

From WhatsApp's side, All 10 phone numbers are live, in 1 00k tier, and 

Official Business Account (green check) approved. 

Getting message content will be the final step. 

Best, 

Joe 

From: Kates , Natalie M. EOP/OMB -~> 

Sent: Friday, August 20, 2021 8:28 

To: Chris Cadotte < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. , >; Nacin, Andrew M. EOP/OMB 

Ex 6 - (5 , !Mlt11•1+1> 
>; Venigalla , Mrudula < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , >;Ben 

Cc: Emily Snyder< >; Patrick Dufour <j#Mj••i+§#M>; Joe 

Wheeler <jd#►1••141ff>; John Maitz <ld#►1••1W>; Justin Herman 

~>; Arnold , Nathan W < >; Forgerson, Luke A 

< >; Gowa, Timothy M < >; Jenkins, Rebecca L Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. t 

< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , >; Sharon Yang~>; Vivek Ravindranath 

< Ex 6 - (5 , Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. , >; Jonathan Quigley< >; Brock Hankins 

< Ex 6 - (5 , >; Raphael Majma < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. , > 

Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Re: WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 

Thanks Chris. 

Team - Here are the open items I'm tracking as of this morning. What am I missing and can 

we work to resolve these asap? We' re moving fast so please let the group know if some of 

these are already done. 
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• Send Chris a JPG or PNG, 640x640 pixels or larger, square ratio of the logo you want 

on the WA account. @Venigalla, Mrudula can you help with this? I assume we want 

the TravelGov logo. 

• Accept Twilio's request to message on its behalf @Venigal la, Mrudula . 

• Connect the WA numbers in yellow below to the State TravelGov FB page. 
@Venigal la, Mrudula. 

• Get Twilio message content . The content doesn't need to be final yet, just close 

enough for Twilio to make a message template. From our conversations so far this 

is a truncated version of the emails already being sent out. Who is best on the 

federal side to run this down? 

From: Chris Cadotte < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec r > 

Date: Friday, August 20 , 2021 at 1 :22 AM 

To: "Nacin , Andrew M. EOP/OMB" < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. ":x 6 - (5 U.S.C. 
r > 

Cc: Emily Snyder < >, Ben Supple < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. " 

Patrick Dufour 4M9•t1W#•->, Joe Wheeler 

< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
n >, "Venigalla, Mrudula" < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

I >, 

John Maitz < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
n >, Justin Herman< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

' >, 

"Arnold , Nathan W" < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , >, "Forgerson, Luke A" 

< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
' 
>, "Gowa , Timothy M" < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

' > , 

"Jenkins, Rebecca L" < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " > , "Kates, Natalie M. 

EOP/OMB" < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec: 6 - (5 U.S.C. 
' >, Sharon Yang 

>, 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. " < > , Vivek Ravindranath < 

< >, Brock Hankins < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
' 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. " > , Jonathan Quigley 

>, Raphael Maj ma Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. " 

< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
' 
> 

Subject: [EXTERNAL] Re: WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 

Here is a quick snapshot of where we are at. A few of the numbers are showing up with 

official business account designations and at the 100k messaging tier. The Twilio Ops team 

will continue to work on this tonight. 

<image00l.png> 

<image002.jpg> 

The team needs a few additional details to fill out the WA account profile information. 
1. Logo: JPG or PNG, 640x640 pixels or larger, square ratio 

2. Business address: this is optional 

3. Website : this is optional 

4. Email: this is optional 
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5. Business description: this is optional 
Could l also get some example messages so we can get started on submitting templates. 

Chris Cadotte 
Director Business Development, Messaging 

::::.:: 

EMAIL Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C.r 

On Thu, Aug 19, 2021 at 9:24 PM Nacin, Andrew M. EOP/OMB 

4WA1DM~#P'> wrote: 

On Aug 20, 2021, at 00:15, Emily Snyder< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. ,Ex, 

Hello Ben, 
Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(5)) Deliberative Process 

Please let me know if you need anything else. 

Very Respectfully, 

Emily Snyder 
Air Force Liaison 
Defense Digital Service (DDS) 
Office of the Secretary of Defense 
3A268 Pentagon, Washington D.C. 
>>>>>>www.dds.mil<<<<<<;;;;; 

9 

> wrote: 
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C: 202-924-6595 

DDS: 

NlPR 
SIPR: 

JWIC 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec, 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

On Thu, Aug 19, 2021 at 11:41 PM Ben Supple < Ex 6 - (5 ,Ex 1 

A few questions from our policy team, as there have bee 

> wrote: 

Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec It would be good to understand: 
• • l 

Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(5)) Deliberative Process 

Many thanks for any guidance here. 

Best, 

Ben 

From: Patrick Dufour< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. ,Ex > 

Date: Thursday, August 19, 2021 at 8:23 PM 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.c.,Ex 
1 > To: Joe Wheeler < 

Cc: Chris Cadotte < 

Venigalla, Mrudula < 

Ex 6 - (5 Ex J J 
Ex 6 - (5 ,Ex , >, Ben Supple< 

>, John Maitz Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 1Ex, 

< Ex 6 - (5 ,Ex, >, Justin Herman < Ex 6 - (5 ,Ex, >, Arnold , 

Nathan W < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. !Ex, >, Fergerson, Luke A 

< >, Gowa, Timothy M < Ex 6 - (5 u.s.c.,E\ >, 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. ,Ex, Jenkins, Rebecca L < >, Natalie M. EOP/OMB 

Ex 6 - (5 ,Ex, Kates I-IIIL .>, Sharon Yang< >, 

10 
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Vivek Ravindranath < >, andrew.m.nacin 

>, Jonathan Quigley< Ex 6 - (5 ,Ex , >, 

Ex6-(5 ,E~ Brock Hankins< >, Emily Snyder< 

Subject: Re: WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 

Adding in my colleague Emily who will be assisting, too. 

Regards, 

Patrick Dufour 

Patrick Dufour 
Defense Digital Service (DDS) 

Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) 
U.S. Department of Defense 

Pentagon 3A268 

(U) Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , 

» >>>>https://dds.mil/<<<<<<;; ;;; 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. ,E~ 

On Thu, Aug 19, 2021 at 11:21 PM Patrick Dufour< 

wrote: 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. ,Ex; > 

The account SID i 
.Ex 4 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(4)) 

Patrick Dufour 
Defense Digital Service (DDS) 

Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) 

U.S. Department of Defense 

Pentagon 3A268 

(U) Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , 

» >>>>https://dds.mil/<<<<<<;;;;; 

> 

On Thu, Aug 19, 2021 at 11:10 PM Joe Wheeler < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C.,Ex , > wrote: 

Hi Patrick and team, 
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You should have seen a request come through from Twilio to message on 

your behalf (the "on behalf of' or OBO request) . You'll need to accept this 

request in order for our engineers to continue onboarding. 

Thanks, 

Joe 

Get Outlook for Android 

From: Chris Cadotte < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. J' > 

Sent: Thursday, August 19, 2021 7:56:54 PM 

To: Patrick Dufour< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , > 

Cc: Ben Supple <i-1•►11b; Venigalla , Mrudula 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " < >; John Maitz <i-1•►1:I>; Justin Herman 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 1 < >; Joe Wheeler< >; Arnold , 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec, Nathan W < >; Forgerson, Luke A 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 1 < >; Gowa, Timothy M ~>; 

Jenkins, Rebecca L <i-1•►i+i#M>; Natalie M. EOP/OMB Kates 

Ex 6 _-_(~ U.S.C. ,:x 6 - (5 1 >; Sharon Yang < 

>; andrew.m.nacin Ravindranath < Ex 6 - (5 " 

Ex 6 - (5 , >; Vivek 

Ex6-(5U.S.C. <6-(5 " >; Jonathan Quigley< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. , 

~et?5_2~b)(6)) "''-A 6 _ (5 , 

Subject: Re: WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 

>; 

Thanks, Patrick. Do you have the Twilio account ASID so this gets setup in 
the right place? I'm going to ask my Ops team to create WhatsApp Senders 
for each one of these numbers. 

Chris Cadotte 

Director Business Development, Messaging 

Error! Filename not specified. 
EMAIL Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. , 
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On Thu, Aug 19, 2021 at 7:49 PM Patrick Dufour< 

wrote: 

Good afternoon, 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. rEx, > 

A few quick notes, so everyone is on the same page. The Twilio account 

is procured/operated by DOD through DDS, to support DOS. Another 

DOD office will have operational control, and use the application we've 

developed to send out the messages. 

I've CC'd Brock (our Deputy GC) who can answer any policy/legal 

>» >>>https://www.esd.whs.mil/Portals/54/Documents/DD/issuances/dod 

d/510587p.PDF?ver=2019-12-04-064448-563««« 

We've purchased 10 USA numbers via our Twilio account. 

We will do our best to securely record and store the communications that 

are sent within our cloud infrastructure. I do not believe we need 
Twilio/WhatsApp to record messages on their end in order to fulfill 

record retention requirements. 

Regards, 

Patrick Dufour 

Patrick Dufour 
Defense Digital Service (DDS) 

Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) 

U.S. Department of Defense 
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Pentagon 3A268 

(U) Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , 

» >>>>https://dds.mil/<<<<<<;;;;; 

On Thu, Aug 19, 2021 at 10:23 PM Chris Cadotte< 

wrote: 

Mrudula, 

Ex6-(5 nEx , 

We created the WABA business account under FB Biz 

> 

I The name on the account will be: United States 

Department of State. 

Are you purchasing a Twilio number, if so can you share the number. 
So we can associate it with the account. 

Chris Cadotte 

Director Business Development, Messaging 

Error! Filename not specified. 
EMAIL Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. " 

On Thu, Aug 19, 2021 at 7:21 PM Ben Supple< 

wrote: 

Ex 6 - (5 ,Ex, > 

On #1, we can waive the biz verification requirement. I'll let Twilio 

address #2 since they would be hosting the API and storing 

information on your behalf. 

Best, 

Ben 
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From: Venigalla, Mrudula < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. "Ex, > 

Date: Thursday, August 19, 2021 at 7:16 PM 

Ex 6 - (5 "Ex , To: John Maitz < >, Justin Herman 

Ex 6 - (5 "Ex, < > 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.c.,Ex" Cc: Joe Wheeler < >, Arnold , Nathan W 

< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. "E\ >, Ben Supple < Ex 6 - (5 "Ex" >, 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec"Ex, Forgerson, Luke A< >, Gowa, 

Timothy M < >, Jenkins, Rebecca L 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. "Ex, < >, Natalie M. EOP/OMB Kates 

<~>. Sharon Yang <pp:, Vivek Ravindranath < Ex 6 - (5 ,Ex " >, 

andrew.m.nacin < >, Chris 

Cadotte< 

< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. "E~ >, Jonathan Quigley 

< Ex 6 - (5 ,Ex , > 

Subject: Re: WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 

Thanks all for that background. I'll stand by for the phone number. 

A few additional questions: 

• Has USDS/DDS already created a WhatsApp business 
account/ connected it to a business manager? 

o If you need access to State's business manager, is it 
still a requirement that the business manager 
completes the business verification process? 
Neither of our two business managers have 
completed business verification. Is there a way to 
expedite that process? 

• We have fairly strict guidance on WhatsApp records 

retenti~@flffl ,nr: ;;:::rent policy 
requires all WhatsApp communication to be forwarded to a 
DOS system within 20 days. 
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Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(5)) Deliberative Process 

Apologies for the weedy questions but the answers will help us 

proactively address concerns we anticipate may be raised. 

From: John Maitz < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 1 > 

Sent: Thursday, August 19, 2021 9:32 PM 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 1 > To: Justin Herman < 

Cc: Joe Wheeler < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Se, >; Arnold, Nathan W 

< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec, >; Ben Supple< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C., >; 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , Forgerson, Luke A< >; Gowa, Timothy M 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. " < >; Jenkins, Rebecca L 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " < >; Natalie M. EOP/OMB Kates 

Ex 6 - (5 , ... if .. >; Sharon Yang_< . >; 

:n: ;
1 ruS ~=t@IJ-1 .. i+i@M>; V1vek Ravindranath 

>; Chris Cadotte 

< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. , >; Patrick Dufour < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , >; 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. " Jonathan Quigley < > 

Subject: Re: WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 

Hi Mrudula, 

Adding Jonathan Q from our legal team but for the second point: 
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Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. 
• • • - • Sec 552(b)(5)) 

Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(5)) Deliberative Process 

Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(5)) Deliberative Process 

Let me know if that helps. 

John Maitz 

Solutions Engineering 

Error! Filename not 

specified. 
MOBILE 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 
Sec 552 b 6 

EMAIL -

On Thu, Aug 19 2021 at 9:19 PM, Justin Herman 

< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. " > wrote: 
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+ John Maitz, Twilio 

On Thu, Aug 19, 2021 at 8:50 PM Joe Wheeler 

< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Se, > wrote: 

Hi Mrudula, 

For connecting to the WhatsApp Business Account to 

Facebook Page, please see instructions here. 

@Justin Herman @Chris Cadotte can you please weigh in 

on the second question? In the meantime, I can share 

WhatsApp's privacy policy that has some helpful 

background as well. 

Thanks, 

Joe 

From: Venigalla, Mrudula <j#§1•►1+i@M> 
Sent: Thursday, August 19, 2021 5:19 PM 

, :- 11 • Ex 6-(5 U.S;,;,.C~",\ ---

• • • Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. x 6 . (5 
: ·sec 552(b)(6)) - >; Justin Herman 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. , 

Cc: andrew.m.nacin >; Jenkins, Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. ,Ex 6 - (5 1 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " Rebecca L < >; Arnold, Nathan W 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec, < >; Forgerson, Luke A 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " < >; Gowa, Timothy M 
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< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. , >; Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , 

< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " >; Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. , 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. " < >; Vivek Ravindranath ~>; 

Joe Wheeler <j##!-1•►141§>: Sharon Yang 

< Ex 6 - (5 " > 

Subject: Re: WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 

+Sharon Yang 

Thank you - can you confirm on the technical/Facebook side 

what you might need to connect the WhatsApp business account 

to a Facebook page? 

• • • • • . .. ·,. Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. 

Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(5)) Deliberative Process 

Thanks! 

Mrudula 

Mrudula Venigalla (she/her) 

Division Chief I Digital Strategy and Training 

Office of Global Social Media 

U.S. Department of State 
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Bureau of Global Public Affairs 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. , 

Error! Filename not specified. 

From: Ben Supple <JdM11►ff> 
Sent: Thursday, August 19, 2021 8:14 PM 

To: Kates , Natalie M. EOP/OMB 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. ,x 6 - (5 , >; Justin Herman 

>; Venigalla , Mrudula < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. , 

< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , > 

Cc: andrew.m.nacin. Bf->; Jenkins, 

Rebecca L .,-l=tJWf rnold, Nathan W 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec1 < >; Forgerson, Luke A 

< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , >; Gowa, Timothy M 

< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. , >; Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , 

< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , >; Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. , 

< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. , >; Vivek Ravindranath ~>; 

Joe Wheeler <JdM1 .. 1♦fl> 
Subject: Re: WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 

+ Joe 

Good news. Looks like we can allow list the account to enable us 

to move fast. Onward! 

Look forward to working with you all on the implementation 

detai ls. 
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Best, 

ben 

From: Kates , Natalie M. EOP/OMB 

-•■> 
Date: Thursday, August 19, 2021 at 5:01 PM 

To: Ben Supple < >, Justin Herman 

< >, Venigalla , Mrudula 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. "Ex, < > 

Cc: Nacin, Andrew M. EOP/OMB 

< 

< 

< 

< 

< 

< 

>, Jenkins, Rebecca L 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. "Ex, >, Forgerson , Luke A 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec"Ex" >, Gowa, Timothy M 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. ,E~ 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. ,E~ >, Ex 6 - (5 "Ex, 

Ex 6 - (5 ,Ex" > , Vivek Ravindranath 

Ex 6 - (5 ,Ex, > 

Subject: WhatsApp/Twilio <> State 

Team -

It looks like we'll likely connect the new WA business account to 

the /travelgov Facebook page. Mrudula is the account manager 

for that and can help us get this set up. 

State team , can you confirm when that's final? Thanks! 

Natalie 
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Justin Herman 

Global Head of Public Sector 

Error! Filename not 

specified. 

EMAIL 

TWITTER 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. , 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 
Sec 552 b 6 
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Re: [EXTERNAL] Re: HOLD for Facebook/WA account linking 

From "Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB" ----> 
To: 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
Airton Tatoug Kamdem Layton, Kathleen (CDC/OD/OADC)" 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " , "Dragoiu , Georgeta (HHS/ASPA Julia 

Eisman Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ; , Joe Wheeler · 

Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. Sec , .. 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.~. Sec 11~ 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 

Date: Tue, 24 Aug 2021 23:30:55 -0400 

I love that idea Airton, thank you! 

From: Airton Tatoug Kamdem < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 1 

Date: Monday, August 23, 2021 at 8: 10 PM 

To: "Layton, Kathleen (CDC/OD/OADC)" 1dr::1••-'-!11• •1111:.,l,.l'!:!'II~~-., "Kates, Natalie M. 

EOP/OMB" >, "Dragoiu, Georgeta (HHS/ASPA)" 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " , Joe Wheeler 

, "Dempsey, Jay Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ► 
!' 

, Chris Cadotte 

Rasnick Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
1 Carrie Adams 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Carol EOP" Kyungeun Park 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , , Kate 

"Crawford , 

Subject: [EXTERNAL] Re: HOLD for Facebook/WA account linking 

Thank you Kathleen, 

Confirming receipt, we should have more here by tomorrow but this is a helpful update for our 
team, 
We're also exploring if there is a technical path that could allow us to manually connect these on our 
end as well, more to come here soon. 

Thank you, 
-ai1ton 
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From: "Layton, Kathleen (CDC/OD/OADC)" <KYU6@cdc.gov> 

Date: Monday, August 23, 2021 at 4:55 PM 

To: "Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB" ..Wtl-t'llltll'>, "Dragoiu, 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) Georgeta (HHS/ASPA)" Julia Eisman 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

' Joe Wheeler Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , Rebecca Williams 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ~ , "Dempsey, Jay H. (CDC/OD/OADC)" 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " Kate Rasnick Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " , Airton Chris Cadotte 

Tatoug Kamdem Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. s~ 552(b)(6)) arrie Adams Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

"Crawford , Carol Y. (CDC/OD/OADC)" Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. . , Kyungeun Park 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) 

Subject: RE: HOLD for Facebook/WA account linking 

Hi Everyone, 

Chiming in as Jay is 000- I checked our Facebook Business profile and do not see a connection 

between it and WhatsApp. 

Kathleen 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C._ Ex 6 - (5 , > From: Kates, Natalie M. E0P/0MB 

Sent: Friday, August 20, 2021 4:23 PM 

To: Dragoiu, Georgeta (HHS/ASPA) Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. Sec , ; Julia Eisman 

Rebecca Williams 

Chris Cadotte 

; Kate Rasnick 

Carrie Adams Crawford, Carol Y. 

; Layton, Kathleen (CDC/0D/0ADC 

for Facebook/WA account linking 

Thanks all! Next step to get this resolved: 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 
Sec 552 b 6 

• Chris to look into why a request came through to Twilio admin platform 

• Ben to put in help desk ticket for why Facebook Business Manager thinks our WhatsApp 

number doesn't have a WA account tied to it. 

• Carrie to let us know which email address the confirmation email from CDC Espanol page is 

getting sent. 
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• Jay to let us know if the accounts magically get connected. 

From: Natalie.M.Kated=tlWflllll 

When: 4:00 PM - 4:30 PM August 20, 2021 

Subject: HOLD for Facebook/WA account linking 

Location: 

Hi there, 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 
ii 

Natalie Kates is inviting you to a scheduled ZoomGov meeting. 

Join Zoom Meeting 

One tap mobile: 

Meeting URL: 

Meeting ID: 

Passcode: 

Join by Telephone 

For higher quality, dial a number based on your current location. 

Dial: 

Meeting ID: 

Passcode: 
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International numbers 

Join from an H.323/SIP room system 

H.323: 

Meeting ID: 

Passcode: 

SIP: 

Passcode: 
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Re: [EXTERNAL] Re: HOLD for Facebook/WA account linking 

From "Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB" < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , > 

Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. Sec , To: Airton Tatoug Kamdem < >, "Layton, Kathleen (CDC/OD/OADC)" 

< > , "Dragoiu , Georgeta (HHS/ASPA)" < > , Julia Ex 6 - (5 
' 

Eisman ~::£1W1•*P .. > , Joe Wheeler >, Rebecca Will iams 

< >, "Dempsey, Jay H. (CDC/OD/OADC)" <tffdG •> , Chris 

Cadotte ~>, Kate Rasnick ~>, Carrie Adams 

<j=tl#j.11L14ffl>, "Crawford , Carol EOP" ._,., Kyungeun Park ---> Date: Wed , 25 Aug 2021 10:50:51 -0400 

Thrilled this is finally resolved, thank you all! 

Airton - this isn't the right group for the ad copy convo. We're trying to find time for that team to 

talk with Joe and we' ll let you know these details when we have them. 

From: Airton Tatoug Kamdem < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. ~ec " > 

Date: Wednesday, August 25, 2021 at 10:44 AM 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. , To: "Layton, Kathleen (CDC/OD/OADC)" < >, "Kates, Natalie M. 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) EOP/OMB" < >, "Dragoiu, Georgeta (HHS/ASPA)" 

< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) >, Julia Eisman .. Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , >, Joe Wheeler 

◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec r -Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , >, Rebecca Williams >, "Dempsey, Jay 

H. (CDC/OD/OADC)" 1M-1I>, Chris Cadotte ~-1••1+§g.Q.>, Kate 

Rasnick .. Ex 6 - (5 U..:..S.C. Sec , >, Carrie Adams < Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. Sec 1► , "Crawford , 

Carol EOP" 1MtW>, Kyungeun Park -Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 
1 > 

Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Re : HOLD for Facebook/WA account linking 

Thank you Kathleen, 

Sharing a copy what the QP will ultimately look like, if possible it'd be great if the ad copy could 

somewhat resemble the QP in messaging or overall visual outlook so we can get more of an apples 

to apples comparison. 
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Please share the creative and ad copy with us once you get a chance and we can initiate a quick 

review on our end before launch. 

FACE BOOK O O @~ c:, X 

(Name], you can message Mi Chat 
Sohre Vacunas COVID on WhatsApp 
to find a free vaccine 
Get info on free COVID-19 vaccines, nearby 
vaccine sites and more from CDC's Mi Chat Sobre 
Vacunas COVIO on WhatsApp. 

(9 Send Message 

Why am I seeing this? Learn More 

Thank you, 
-airton 

From: "Layton, Kathleen (CDC/0D/OADC)'' • ,., 

Date: Wednesday, August 25, 2021 at 10:41 AM 

To: "Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB" >, Airton Tatoug 

Kamdem <lad'tWf->, "Dragoiu, Georgeta (HHS/ASPA)" 

<r=--r.11-.i.-.-• >, Julia Eisman <jatJ9riSdW~, Joe Wheeler 

<1=tfW►1•►1Siif-ll>, Rebecca Williams 4atJ•tfflj•->, "Dempsey, Jay 

H. (CDC/0D/OADC)" 1itW>, Chris Cadotte< >, Kate 

Rasnick .Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec >, Carrie Adams< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec > , "Crawford, 
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Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 
Sec 552(b)(6)) Carol Y. (CDC/OD/OADC)" <_>, Kyungeun Park< 

Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] Re: HOLD for Facebook/WA account linking 

Hi All, 

> 

Letting the larger group know that the WhatsApp account is connected to the Spanish CDC Facebook 
profile. I believe Airton has some questions about the creative to be used on these ads- Natalie, do 

you know what creative HHS will use for these? 

Appreciate everyone's help and patience on this! 

Kathleen Layton 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
1 From: Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB < 

Sent: Tuesday, August 24, 202111:31 PM 

> 

To: Airton Tatoug Kamdem < >; Layton, Kathleen (CDC/OD/OADC) 

Ex 6 - (5 " < >; Dragoiu, Georgeta (HHS/ASPA) < >; Julia Eisman 
◄Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. ,. >; Joe Wheeler< >· Rebecca Williams 

>; Dempsey, Jay H. (CDC/OD/OADC) <,__>; Chris Cadotte ◄Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. Sec , 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec► < ; Kate Rasnick< >; Carrie Adams Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. " 

<iDdi-11~~$'.>; Crawford, Carol Y. (CDC/OD/OADC) <l!IIDIIIII>; Kyungeun Park 
<!:£CW ,. ✓ 

Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Re: HOLD for Facebook/WA account linking 

I love that idea Airton, thank you! 

From: Airton Tatoug Kamdem <1-1•tffl1¥'> 
Date: Monday, August 23, 2021 at 8: 10 PM 

To: "Layton, Kathleen (CDC/OD/OADC)" ~>, "Kates, Natalie M. 

EOP/OMB" >, "Dragoiu, Georgeta (HHS/ASPA)" 

-1-1!►1ffl•->, Julia Eisman <JilW1••1,->, Joe Wheeler 

◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Seq >, Rebecca Williams< >, "Dempsey, Jay H. 

(CDC/OD/OADC)" <11111111,,>, Chris Cadotte< >, Kate Rasnick 

<IHtWT'W>, Carrie Adams 1i'IIIJ•tff1f >, "Crawford, Carol EOP" 

~>, Kyungeun Park <1:£1ME 
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Re: HOLD for Facebook/WA account linking 
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Thank you Kathleen, 

Confirming receipt, we should have more here by tomorrow but this is a helpful update for our 

team, 
We're also exploring if there is a technical path that could allow us to manually connect these on our 

end as well, more to come here soon . 

Thank you, 
-airton 

From: "Layton, Kathleen (CDC/OD/OADC)" <I--> 

Date: Monday, August 23, 2021 at 4:55 PM 

To: "Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB" ,.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec >, "Dragoiu, Georgeta 

(HHS/ASPA)" >, Julia Eisman -=H!le1•f-1,9>, Joe .,Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , 
--------

Wheeler <llilllllllllll>, Rebecca Williams< >, "Dempsey, 

Jay H. (CDC/OD/OADC)" <~, Chris Cadotte< >, Kate 

Rasnick >, Airton Tatoug Kamdem < >, Carrie 

Adams< >, "Crawford, Carol Y. (CDC/OD/OADC)" <_>, Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 
' 

Kyungeun Park~> 

Subject: RE: HOLD for Facebook/WA account linking 

Hi Everyone, 

Chiming in as Jay is 000- I checked our Facebook Business profile and do not see a connection 

between it and WhatsApp. 

Kathleen 

Ex6-(5U.S.C.S_e_c ___ " From: Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB < 

Sent: Friday, August 20, 2021 4:23 PM 

To: Dragoiu, Georgeta (HHS/ASPA) < 

> 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , 
-------- >; Julia Eisman 

< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. , .Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Se, ; Joe Wheeler >; Rebecca Williams 

< Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. Sec, .Ex 6 -_E_ , >; Dempsey, Jay H. (CDC/OD/OADC) >; Chris Cadotte 

.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. , >; Kate Rasnick < Ex 6 - (5 _U.S.C. , >; Airton Tatoug Kamdem 

>; Carrie Adams < .->; Layton, Kathleen (CDC/OD/OADC) < 

Subject: Re: HOLD for Facebook/WA account linking 

.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Se,· >; Crawford, Carol Y. (CDC/OD/OADC) 

>; kypark@frll Ex 6 - (5 , 
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Thanks all! Next step to get this resolved: 

• Chris to look into why a request came through to Twilio admin platform 

• Ben to put in help desk ticket for why Facebook Business Manager thinks our WhatsApp 

number doesn't have a WA account tied to it. 

• Carrie to let us know which email address the confirmation email from CDC Espanol page is 

getting sent. 

• Jay to let us know if the accounts magically get connected. 

When: 4:00 PM - 4:30 PM August 20, 2021 

Subject: HOLD for Facebook/WA account linking 

Location: 

»https:/ /pitc.zoomgov .com/j/16177548 702?pwd=aFN USnB6d3I MSI F nVVBZc2 IXQWh pQT09« 

-ii there, 

\Jatalie Kates is inviting you to a scheduled ZoomGov meeting. 

Join Zoom Meeting 

Jne tap mobile: 

\!1eeting URL: 

\!1eeting ID: 

:::>asscode: 
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Join by Telephone 

=or higher quality, dial a number based on your current location. 

)ial: 

\!1eeting ID: 

:::>asscode: 

nternational numbers 

Join from an H.323/SIP room system 

-i.323: 

\!1eeting ID: 

:::>asscode: 

SIP: 

:::>asscode: 
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Re: [EXTERNAL] Re: HOLD for Facebook/WA account linking 

From Airton Tatoug Kamdem 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) 

To: "Layton, Kathleen (CDC/OD/OADC)" 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 
Sec 552(b)(6)) "Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB" 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Ex 6 _ (5 , 
- - ~,-::-r,,i_ ,,,..,, >, "Dragoiu, Georgeta (HHS/ASPA)" 

_Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec . 

Date: Wed, 25 Aug 2021 10:02:09 -0400 

H Kathleen, 

Let's use this link instead? 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) 

-airton 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

Concierge support available here 

Subscribe here for weekly product updates. 

From: "Layton, Kathleen (CDC/OD/OADC)" <iilMiflii!!lii 

Date: Wednesday, August 25, 2021 at 10:00 AM 

, Kate Rasnick 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec::x 6 - (5 U.S.C. To: "Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB" >, Airton Tatoug 1_ I 

Kamdem >, "Dragoiu , Georgeta (HHS/ASPA)" Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) >, Julia Eisman Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec >, Joe Wheeler 

"Dempsey, Jay Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ,. 

, Chris Cadotte 

Carol Y. • tJ!lla>, K 

Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] Re: HOLD for Facebook/WA account linking 
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Hi Airton, 

Is there a zoom line avai lable? When I try to dial into the FB line, my browser gets this error 
message: 

0 G) https-J/fb.workplace.com groupcall/LINK·gnydn.. ~ 

Sorry, this content isn't a..-ailable right now 

Kathleen 

From: Kates, Natalie M . EOP/OM 

Sent: Tuesday, August 24, 202111: 

To: Airton Tatoug Kamdem 

IR"!!>~ragoiu, eorgeta -~4• Joe Wheeler 
>; Dempsey, 

Kate Rasnicklr=-..... -r.:911-~--• Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
r-rl"\IL \fr,.\ \ 

> 

; Julia Eisman 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C Sec 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) 

Crawford, Carol Y. (CDC/OD/OADC) Kyungeun Park ·Ex 6 - (5 

Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Re: HOLD for Facebook/WA account linking 

I love that idea Airton, thank you! 

From: Airton Tatoug Kamdem Ex 6 - (5 U S.C Sec 

Date: Monday, August 23, 2021 at 8: 10 PM 

To: "Layton, Kathleen (CDC/O0/OADC)" Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C 
Sec 552(b)(6)) 

2 

"Kates, Natalie M. 
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EOP/OMB" --r■II> , "Dragoiu , Georgeta (HHS/ASPA)" 
.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Julia Eisman 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
.552(b)(6)) 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ,-

Joe Wheeler 

, "Dempsey, Jay H. 

>, Kate Rasnick 

Jll?tllil•l>, Carrie Adams < <ti1:•=••• Kyungeun Park _ 

Subject: [EXTERNAL] Re: HOLD for Facebook/WA account linking 

Thank you Kathleen, 

Confirming receipt, we should have more here by tomorrow but this is a helpful update for our 

team, 

We're also exploring if there is a technical path that could allow us to manually connect these on our 

end as well, more to come here soon. 

Thank you, 
-airton 

From: "Layton, Kathleen (CDC/OD/OADC)" 

Date: Monday, August 23, 2021 at 4:55 PM 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 
'"sec 552(b )(6)) 

(HHS/ASPA)" 

Wheeler< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. , >, Rebecca Williams Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552 b 6 

, Joe 

hris Cada 

, "Dempsey, 

, Kate Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ► 
r='Lr\lL\tr\\ 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , Carrie 

Adams ord , Carol Y. (CDC/OD/OADC)" < Ex 6 - (5 

Subject: RE: HOLD for Facebook/WA account linking 

Hi Everyone, 

Chiming in as Jay is 000- I checked our Facebook Business profile and do not see a connection 

between it and WhatsApp. 

Kathleen 

3 
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From: Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMz ..., ... > 

Sent: Friday, August 20, 2021 4:23 PM 

To: Dragoiu, Georgeta (HHS/ASPA) Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ,► ; Julia Eisman 

ebecca Williams 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

; Joe Wheele 

; Dempsey, Jay H. (CDC/OD/OADC) 

n Kate Rasnic "Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

.Ex 6 - (5 , Chris Cadotte 

; Airton Tatoug Kamdem 

Carrie Adams1.:.1.-:.aa 

~; Layton, Kathleen (CDC/OD/OADC) 

Subject: Re: HOLD for Facebook/WA account linking 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec n '5 U.S.C. Sec 
Ex 6 - (5 
U.S.C. Sec 

; Crawford, Carol Y. (CDC/OD/OADC) 

>; kypark@fti:11 

Thanks all! Next step to get this resolved: 

• Chris to look into why a request came through to Twilio admin platform 

• Ben to put in help desk ticket for why Facebook Business Manager thinks our WhatsApp 
number doesn't have a WA account tied to it. 

• Carrie to let us know which email address the confirmation email from CDC Espanol page is 
getting sent. 

• Jay to let us know if the accounts magically get connected. 

From: Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C.Ex 6 - (5 " 

When: 4:00 PM - 4:30 PM August 20, 2021 

Subject: HOLD for Facebook/WA account linking 

Location: 

> >https://pitc.zoomgov .com/j/16177548 702?pwd=aFN USnB6d3I MSI F nVVBZc2 IXQWh pQT09« 

-ii there, 

\Jatalie Kates is inviting you to a scheduled ZoomGov meeting. 
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Join Zoom Meetin 
Jne tap mobile: 

Vleeting URL: 

Vleeting ID: 

=>asscode: 

Join by Telephone 

=or higher quality, dial a number based on your current location. 

)ial: 

Vleeting ID: 

=>asscode: 

nternational numbers 

Join from an H.323/SIP room system 

-i.323: 

Vleeting ID: 

=>asscode: 

31P: 

=>asscode: 
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Re: [EXTERNAL] relief efforts in Haiti 

From: 

To: 

Date: 

Ben Supple Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 
1 
> 

"Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB" 

Thu, 26 Aug 2021 13:46:37 -0400 

> 

Let me know if you have time for a quick call. I want to make sure we pull in the right resources to 

support you all if you choose to start using the WA channel. There's a lot of activity in the slack 

channel which made me think of it. Hope you all are doing Ok in the wake of today's events ... 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 24, 2021 , at 8:16 PM , Kates , Natalie M. EOP/OMB 

wrote: 

Is the USAID team not already using WhatsApp? I would have assumed so. Let me see if I can 
figure out the right person to ask. 

From: Joe Wheeler <joewheeler1@fb.com> 

Date: Tuesday, August 24, 2021 at 5:41 PM 

Cc: Ben Supple hristina LoNigro 

Subject: [EXTERNAL] relief efforts in Haiti 

Hi Natalie, 

> 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) 

Hope you're well. Wanted to check in on the relief efforts in Haiti ; it's occurred to 

us that since DDS/DoD now has an account with messaging capability and 10 

registered phone numbers - would it be useful to allocate any of the numbers 

towards relief efforts in Haiti? WhatsApp is the primary messaging app in the 
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country/region and I'm sure is being used for a lot of humanitarian coordination 

already. 

I wonder if we could support any other government agencies as well? For 

example, if we could support USAID in coordinating a response on the ground, 

channels for damage assessment, providing helplines to direct humanitarian 

resources , triaging medical supplies , food , hygiene/shelter kits , etc. - we'd be 

glad to help. 

Let us know. If easier, glad to kick off a WhatsApp group with the four of us to 

correspond in real time. 

Thanks, 

Joe 
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Re: [EXTERNAL] Re: Gearing up for WA vax alerts 

From "Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB" Ex 6 - (5 "Ex 6 - (5 , > 

To: Ben Supple Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

Cc: Chris Cadotte 

Wheeler 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ,' ebecca William .Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , 

Date: Wed, 15 Sep 2021 12:32:37 -0400 

Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(5)) Deliberative Process 

From: Ben Suppl 
_Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
-552(b)(6)) 

Date: Wednesday, September 15, 2021 at 12:15 PM 

To: "Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB" < 

<rewilliam 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 
Sec 552 b 6 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 

Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Re: Gearing up for WA vax alerts 

' > 

' oe 

Let me see what I can do. Can you provide a bit more detail on what the content of the notifications 

might look like? Also, do uou want to use those first notifications as a mechanism to send more 

notifications in the future (I'd recommend that)? 

Best, 

Ben 

Sent from my iPhone 
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On Sep 15, 2021, at 9:10 AM, Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB < 
wrote: 

We're blocked from Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

Ex 6 - (5 
U.S.C. Sec 

Ex 6 - (5 
• • - - - n 

We've only got 40k users, so it's not a big tier jump. • 

Ex 6 - (5 " > 

Ex 6 - (5 " hen we talked previously it didn't sound like it would be an issue. Let me know if 
that's changed. 

.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) 

From: Ben Supple 

Date: Wednesday, S p • I at 12:07 PM 

To: "Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB" "EX 6 - (5 U.S.C. Se-c "6 - (5 U.S.C. , 

Cc: Chris Cadotte Rebecca Williams 

"Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " Joe Wheeler .Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ► 

Subject: [EXTERNAL] Re: Gearing up for WA vax alerts 

+Joe 

> 

• ver•~ tflire what's possible, but we may not get th 

8:1'9 
,Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

Best, 

Ben 

From: Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMs!IIIW••-> 

Date: Wednesday, September 15, 2021 at 8:45 AM 

To: Ben Supple Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. Sec 1 

Cc: Chris Cadotte < >, Rebecca Williams 

Subject: Gearing up for WA vax alerts 

Hey Ben -

As we get closer to Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(5)) 
• • l at the end of the month want to loop to 
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Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(5)) Deliberative Process 

Thanks 

Natalie 
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RE: [EXTERNAL] Re: HOLD for Facebook/WA account linking 

From "Dragoiu, Georgeta (HHS/ASPA)" < •• 

To: Airton Tatoug Kamdem Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec. 

, "Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB" 

>, Julia Eisman , Rebecca Williams 

'Dempsey, Jay H. (CDC/00/0ADC)" ~. Chris 

Cadotte< , Kate Rasnick -Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. , >, Carrie Adams 

Cc: 

Date: Thu , 16 Sep 202111:13:53 -0400 

Airton, 

I'm checking on this now. Will circle back by EOD. Thank you 

From: Airton Tatoug Kamdem ·Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. Sec " > 

Sent: Wednesday, September 15, 2021 4:01 PM 

To: Joe Wheeler >; Dragoiu, Georgeta (HHS/ASPA) 

OADC) (CTR)<~; Kates, 

lia Eisman < • >; 
Rebecca William OADC) • ; Chris 

Cadotte p - ; Carrie Adams 

4ilaf rawford, Carol Y. ( ; Kyungeun Park 
Wf."11£., , ert, Tericka (HHS/ASP 

Cc: Peck, Joshua (HHS/ASPA) d:£1111ejif-, , CTP) 

< Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. Sec ,· 
Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Re: HOLD for Facebook/WA account linking 

Hi team, 

Hope all is well, we also solicited the guidance of our counterparts on the measurement and product 

side here and they raised a few pieces that may be helpful to consider on the budgeting side ahead 

of launch. Would you happen to have 15 minutes to quickly touch base on this front in the next few 

days? I've added some times below. Please also let us know if you already have some thoughts on 

this as well. 
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Thursday: 2p 

Monday: 1:30p & 4p ET 

Thank you, 
-airton 

From: Airton Tatoug Kamdem <ID;llf.111-il!M§4M-> 
Date: Monday, September 13, 2021 at 8:28 PM 

To: Joe Wheeler >, "Dragoiu , Georgeta (HHS/ASPA)" 1-·••a• .... , "Layton, Kathleen (CDC/OD/OADC) (CTR)" 

< Ex 6 - (5 n· , "Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB" Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) , Julia 

Eisman W,.'i■,...._fi> , Rebecca Williams ~:ft;lll.-11~,Wdf» , "Dempsey, Jay 

H. (CDC/OD/OADC)" <lfl;BG ,. , Chris Cadotte~>, Kate 

Rasnick <e!ll!Ji.111-1• ,j-> , Carrie Adams <{Wl-"11,....,_ifflj->, "Crawford , Carol 

Y. (CDC/OD/OADC)" 4fi;i1G P, Kyungeun Park~>, "Lambert, 

Tericka (HHS/ASPA)" < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ; 

Cc: "Peck, Joshua (HHS/ASPA)" 1=£1W«-1!►,WW♦, "Murray, Michael 

(FDA/CTP}" < E~C_. S__e_c__ _,► 

Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Re : HOLD for Facebook/WA account linking 

Hi Georgeta & team, 

Hope the weekend went well, thank you for sharing the creative for this launch, wanted to quickly 

confirm here that the copy has been approved on our end so we don't foresee any roadblocks ther. 

Have you had a chance to talk through potential budgets for this with the team just yet? 

Once we've aligned on a budget for the campaign the next step would be to create a shell campaign 

and schedule a delayed launch so we can align the measurement pieces ahead of kickoff. 

Thank you, 
-airton 

From: Joe Wheeler 1=tlW~1•►iMii4i> 

Date: Wednesday, September 1, 2021 at 1 :01 PM 
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Rasnick ·Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Se, >, Carrie Adams <d=tl#►1•► .... 1§>, "Crawford , Carol 

Y. (CDC/0D/OADC)" <l!!IIIDIIIIII>, Kyungeun Park 1=£01-1•►#, "Lambert, 

Tericka (HHS/ASPA)" 

Cc: "Peck, Joshua HH •••••-- , "Murray, Michael 

(FDA/CTP}" 

Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Re: HOLD for Facebook/WA account linking 

Hi Georgeta, 

I've just sent an invite. Please forward to any other colleagues I may have missed. 

Best, 

Joe 

From: Dragoiu, Georgeta (HHS/ASPA) ◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ; 

Sent: Wednesday, September 1, 2021 8:59 AM 

To: Joe Wheeler 4Mg•tffff · Airton Tatoug Kamdem < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , ► ; Layton, 

Kathleen (CDC/OD/OADC) (CTR)~; Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB 

Julia Eisman< ; Rebecca Williams Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. Sec , >; Dempsey, Jay H. (CDC/OD/OADC) <-; Chris Cadotte 

Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. Seo >; Kate Rasnick Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Se" >; Carrie Adams 

·Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. Sec,. ; Crawford, Carol Y. (CDC/OD/OADC) Ex 6 - (5 , >; Kyungeun Park 

Ex 6 - 5 , >; Lambert, Tericka (HHS/ASPA) < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , 

Cc: Peck, Joshua (HHS/ASPA) < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 1 ► ; Murray, Michael (FDA/CTP) 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " ► 

Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] Re: HOLD for Facebook/WA account linking 

Hi, will you be sending an invite for our 4:40pm call? Thanks 
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From: Joe Wheeler Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec, > 

Sent: Tuesday, August 31, 2021 6:20 PM 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec n ► To: Dragoiu, Georgeta (HHS/ASPA) < ; Airton Tatoug Kamdem 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , ► ; Layton, Kathleen (CDC/OD/OADC) (CTR)~; Kates, Natalie 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec M. EOP/OMB >; Julia Eisman~; Rebecca 

Williams ; Dempsey, Jay H. (CDC/OD/OADC) 4::Jl;llf. u. Chris Cadotte ~-j·1+•; Kate Rasnick ; Carrie Adams ~-1•1-14-: 
Crawford, Carol Y. (CDC/OD/OADC) ~; Kyungeun Park ; Lambert, ·Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C.1 

Tericka (HHS/ASPA) .Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " 

Cc: Peck, Joshua (HHS/ASPA) < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , .. ; Murray, Michael (FDA/CTP) 

·Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , 

Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Re: HOLD for Facebook/WA account linking 

Hi Georgeta, 

Fantastic - thanks for the exciting update! Would be great to jump on a call. 

Would your team be free from 4:00-5:00pm ET tomorrow by chance? Or 5:30pm or 

later? Alternatively, could do any time 3:30-5:00pm on Thursday. 

If crucial that we meet earlier tomorrow, could make 12:30 work (but some of our 

team wouldn't be able to join). 

Looking forward , 

Joe 
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.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , From: Dragoiu, Georgeta (HHS/ASPA) 

Sent: Tuesday, August 31, 2021 9:30 AM 

> 

To: Airton Tatoug Kamdem 4=tlW1•►i@§♦; Layton, Kathleen (CDC/OD/OADC) (CTR) 

< ; Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB >; Julia Eisman Ex 6 - (5 " -Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , 

<e!ll!Ji.111-1• ,k; Joe Wheeler • - >; Rebecca Williams 

1=tlWC-11Liii§§♦; Dempsey, Jay H. (CDC/OD/OADC) ~-- ii>; Chris Cadotte 

< Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. " >; Kate Rasnick< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Se, ; Carrie Adams 

< Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. Seo· 

-Ex 6 - (5 n 

; Crawford, Carol Y. (CDC/OD/OADC) -~ Kyungeun Park 

>; Lambert, Tericka (HHS/ASPA) ..-jillat)1 -
Cc: Peck, Joshua (HHS/ASPA) < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " >; Lambert, Tericka (HHS/ASPA) 

< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , ► ; Murray, Michael (FDA/CTP) " 6__~_{_5_U__S___C__ Sec____ _ n > 

Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] Re: HOLD for Facebook/WA account linking 

Hi all 

Excited that we've activated the notification feature on our Mi Chat Sobre Vacunas bot! Wanted to 

chat through a promotion strategy and share the ads we plan on launching and other ways we can 

promote. 

I think it might be worth jumping on a short call tomorrow to discuss? Broadly here's what we are 

thinking: 

• Ad promotion (see attached) 

• Organic social push @Lambert, Tericka (HHS/ASPA) 

• Inclusion in our CCC newsletter for our partners TBC @Lambert, Tericka (HHS/ASPA) 

• Partnership Outreach to share the one-pager (ASPA) 

Free tomorrow for a call between 10:30- lpm? 

Thank you! 
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Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec From: Airton Tatoug Kamdem > 

Sent: Wednesday, August 25, 202110:44 AM 

To: Layton, Kathleen (CDC/OD/OADC) (CTR).->; Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 1 ragoiu, Georgeta (HHS/ASPA) -Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec -

Julia Eisman Wi-1.11-1• ·; Joe Wheeler ➔=£1WJ-1•►14ffl>: Rebecca Williams 

~ft.Wlj."ilWWW, Dempsey, Jay H. (CDC/0D/OADC) <[W ; Chris Cadotte 

ifiML'liLfi&.fi>, Kate Rasnick J:£Nif.1•f-'1 ; Carrie A • •►iWfl>; 
Crawford, Carol Y. (CDC/OD/OADC) ~ ; Kyungeun Park~- > 

Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Re: HOLD for Facebook/WA account linking 

Thank you Kathleen, 

Sharing a copy what the QP will ultlmately look like, If possible it' d be great if the ad copy could 
somewhat resemble the QP in messaging or overall visual outlook so we can get more of an apples 
to apples comparison. 

Please share the creative and ad copy with us once you get a chance and we can initiate a quick 
review on our end before launch. 
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FACEBOOK 60 @(9 0 X 

[Name], you can message Mi Chat 
Sohre Vacunas COVID on WhatsApp 
to find a free vaccine 
Get info on free COVID-19 vaccines, nearby 
vaccine sites and more from CDC's Mi Chat Sobre 
Vacunas COVID on WhatsApp. 

(9 Send Message 

Why am I seeing this? Learn More 

Thank you, 
-airtou 

·Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. From: "Layton, Kathleen (CDC/0D/OADC)" 

Date: Wednesday, August 25, 2021 at 10:41 AM 

> 

To: "Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB" 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) . , Airton T atoug 

Kamdem d-1•►i+i#M>, "Dragoiu, Georgeta (HHS/ASPA)" 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec • < , Julia Eisman Joe Wheeler 

.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec > , Rebecca Williams< , "Dempsey, Jay H. 

(CDC/00/0ADC)" <111111111>, Chris Cadotte<~, Kate Rasnick 

< >, Carrie Adams 4$SIW1!►1W-ffl> , "Crawford, Carol Y. 

(CDC/00/0ADC)" ~--• Kyungeun Park~ 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 

Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] Re: HOLD for Facebook/WA account linking 
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Hi All, 

Letting the larger group know that the WhatsApp account is connected to the Spanish CDC Facebook 

profile. I believe Airton has some questions about the creative to be used on these ads- Natalie, do 

you know what creative HHS will use for these? 

Appreciate everyone's help and patience on this! 

Kathleen Layton 

From: Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

Sent: Tuesday, August 24, 202111:31 PM 

To: Airton Tatoug Kamdem -1:::flm11►iil$48· Layton, Kathleen (CDC/OD/OADC) 

-Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C -1· Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ; Dragoiu, Georgeta (HHS/ASPA) < >; Julia Eisman 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec, ; Joe Wheeler< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec, ; Rebecca Williams 

-Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec r .Ex 6 - (5 '° >; Dempsey, Jay H. (CDC/OD/OADC) ; Chris Cadotte 

<iatJ•tff?i>; Kate Rasnick ; Carrie Adams .Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " 

Crawford, Carol Y. (CDC/OD/OADC) -; Kyungeun Park~ 

Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Re: HOLD for Facebook/WA account linking 

I love that idea Airton, thank you! 

From: Airton Tatoug Kamdem <J:::flm11►i+4► 
Date: Monday, August 23, 2021 at 8: 10 PM 

• • CDC/OD/OADC "i=flWd!l-11>, "Kates, Natalie M. 

"Dragoiu, Georgeta (HHS/ASPA)" • • • • Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 
• 

. Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , Julia Eisman < , Joe Wheeler 

Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. Sec r" , Rebecca Williams 1illlf1'►1iti§i> , "Dempsey, Jay H. 

(CDC/OD/OADC)" ._, Chris Cadotte 1:::flm1•►14fl>, Kate Rasnick 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. ,. < , Carrie Adams 4Md'tW1f· "Crawford , Carol EOP" 

<l!IIDIIIIIIII>, Kyungeun Park< Ex 6 - (5 ,► 

Subject: [EXTERNAL] Re: HOLD for Facebook/WA account linking 

Thank you Kathleen, 

Confirming receipt, we should have more here by tomorrow but this is a helpful update for our 

team, 
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We1re also exploring if there is a technical path that could allow us to manually connect these on our 
end as well, more to come here soon. 

Thank you, 
-airton 

From: "Layton, Kathleen (CDC/OD/OADC)" ~> 

Date: Monday, August 23, 2021 at 4:55 PM 

To: "Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB" Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 'Dragoiu, Georgeta 

(HHS/ASPA)" , Julia Eisman <l::tlWl-11L-o ,,. , Joe 

Wheeler 4~ - , e ecca illiams < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec". 

Jay H. (CDC/OD/OADC)" ~>, Chris Cadotte< 

, "Dempsey, 

, Kate Ex 6 - 5 u.s.c. seer 
Rasnick <!Wi-'11~..._.ff>, Airton Tatoug Kamdem 4#§1!1-i+i§M>, Carrie 

Adams 4Btl'tffffl> "Crawford , Carol Y. (CDC/OD/OADC)" ~ . 

Kyungeun Park~ 

Subject: RE: HOLD for Facebook/WA account linking 

Hi Everyone, 

Chiming in as Jay is 000- I checked our Facebook Business profile and do not see a connection 

between it and WhatsApp. 

Kathleen 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec From: Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB < 

Sent: Friday, August 20, 2021 4:23 PM 
' 
> 

◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ,· To: Dragoiu, Georgeta (HHS/ASPA) ; Julia Eisman 

1ilfll-1!►1flL?; Joe Wheeler ; Rebecca Williams 

Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. Sec ,. ; Dempsey, Jay H. (CDC/OD/OADC) < ; Chris Cadotte 

Kate Rasnick 4=tllli-1■L,4istro-; Airton Tatoug Kamdem 

WQ.iM$iW; cw;e Adams ~-"ali; Crawford, Carol Y. (CDC/OD/OADC) 

; Layton, Kathleen (CDC/OD/OADC) , • :.,,_ >; 

◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec r 

-Ex 6 - 5 ,. Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C
1 

Subject: Re : HOLD for Facebook/WA account linking 

Thanks all! Next step to get this resolved: 

• Chris to look into why a request came through to Twilio admin platform 

• Ben to put in help desk ticket for why Facebook Business Manager thinks our WhatsApp 
number doesn 1 t have a WA account tied to it. 
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• Carrie to let us know which email address the confirmation email from CDC Espanol page is 

getting sent. 

• Jay to let us know if the accounts magically get connected. 

From: Na~ Kates@omblllll 

When: 4:00 PM - 4:30 PM August 20, 2021 

Subject: HOLD for Facebook/WA account linking 

Location: 

>>https://pitc.zoomgov.com/j/16177548702?pwd=aFNUSnB6d3IMSIFnWBZc21XQWhpQT09<< 

Hi there, 

Natalie Kates is inviting you to a scheduled ZoomGov meeting. 

Join Zoom Meeting 

One tap mobile: 

Meeting URL: 

Meeting ID: 

Passcode: 

Join by Telephone 

For higher quality, dial a number based on your current location. 

Dial: 

Meeting ID: 
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Passcode: 

International numbers 

Join from an H.323/SIP room system 

H.323: 

Meeting ID: 

Passcode: 

SIP: 

Passcode: 
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RE: Mi Chat Sobre Vacunas Promotion Strategy 

◄Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. Sec , From "Dragoiu, Georgeta (HHS/ASPA)" > 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. , To: Joe Wheeler< >, Christina LoNigro ~> 

Cc: "Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB" "Lambert, Tericka Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

(HHS/ASPA)" •Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. Sec , >, "Peck, Joshua (HHS/ASPA)" 

< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec, >, Ben Supple <JdW1•+ff.,,, Airton Tatoug Kamdem 

<fWj.-jil,..1C,¥tW .... , Julia Eisman< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. , ► , Carrie Adams 

< •Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. , > 

Date: Thu , 16 Sep 2021 19:47:56 -0400 

That works well, pis send out an invite for Tuesday 

From: Joe Wheeler ◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec, > 

Sent: Thursday, September 16, 2021 6:20 PM 

To: Dragoiu, Georgeta (HHS/ASPA) < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ,. ; Christina LoNigro 

< > Ex 6 - 5 , 
Cc: nataliJilkates@ombilll; Lambert, Tericka (HHS/ASPA) < Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. Sec ,., ; Peck, 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C, Joshua (HHS/ASPA) ~--, Ben Supple< 
Kamdem 4:flMj!..,__ .:__>; Julia Eisman< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. , 

>; Airton Tatoug 
>; Carrie Adams 

<i:tt&'i.11-1.&-ffl> 
Subject: Re: Mi Chat Sobre Vacunas Promotion Strategy 

Hi Georgeta, 

That sounds great. Maybe we could divide the meeting focusing both on comms 

rollout, as well as content in the bot and the upcoming outbound notifications. 

On our end, calendars are looking tight, but could 11am PT 12pm ET on Tuesday 

the 21st work by chance? 

Best, 

Joe 
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From: Dragoiu , Georgeta (HHS/ASPA) 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

·552 b 6 

Sent: Thursday, September 16, 2021 10:45 AM 

To: Christina LoNigr~ .. , _ 

. MIIMll■■l.■-t; .:...:.na=::ct:..:::ac..:_11e=-i,9-==-=-=-=c:..:..:.= 
·c ; Peck, 

Kamdem < 

Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. Sec " 

Subject: RE: Mi Chat Sabre Vacunas Promotion Strategy 

Okay, let's set up some time to connect early next week and finalize comms rollout, thank you! 

From: Christina Lo Nigro~> 

Sent: Friday, September 10, 202111:39 AM 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " To: Dragoiu, Georgeta (HHS/ASPA) < > 

Cc: Joe Wheeler < >; natalieiilkates@orr d!Ji'a; Lambert, Tericka 

(HHS/ASPA) < >; Peck, Joshua (HHS/ASPA) ; Ben Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
" Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec r 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C, Supple< >; Airton Tatoug Kamdem < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " >; Julia Eisman 

-; Carrie Adams< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Se" > 

Subject: Re : Mi Chat Sobre Vacunas Promotion Strategy 

It looks like the announcement will happen 
things with them. 

Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. now. We are still finalizing some 

Christina LoNigro 
Communications I WhatsApp 
M:+ Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 1 

E: lonigro@fb[ffi 

On Sep 9, 2021, at 6:06 PM, Dragoiu, Georgeta (HHS/ASPA 

wrote: 

Hi Joe! 

2 

' 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) 
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@Christina LoNigro any updates on your end on Univion/Telemundo partnership rollout? 

Talk soon 

From: Joe Wheeler 1---11 
Sent: Thursday, September 9, 20211:51 PM 

To: Dragoiu, Georgeta (HHS/ASPA) 

~>;natali 

>; Christina LoNigro 

Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. Sec , ; Peck, Joshua (HHS/ASPA) 1-1•►i+i#♦--. 
,.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

1 Cc: Ben Supple '49W~W>; Airton Tatoug Kamdem >; Julia 

Eisman d-•->; Carrie Adams< > Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 
' 

Subject: Re: Mi Chat Sabre Vacunas Promotion Strategy 

Hi Georgeta, 

It was great to speak to you again on Tuesday. 

I know we had discussed the possibility of meeting again next week, so I wanted 

to offer to set something up - but also okay to hold off for now. I think the main 

- . __ ,Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(5)) Deliberative Process 

x 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(5)) Deliberative Process 

x 5 DP-

Let me know your preference! 

Cheers , 

Joe 

From: Joe Wheeler .Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec; > -- ,. '· - ·' 
Sent: Thursday, September 2, 2021 4:38 PM 

To: Dragoiu, Georgeta (HHS/ASPA) ,.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , 

3 

>; Christina LoNigro 
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< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " ; Lambert, 

,.Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " >; Peck, Joshua (HHS/ASPA) 

< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec,► 

Cc: Ben Supple~; Arton Tatoug Kamdem .1ffli ; Julia 

Eisman 4=tlA __ : ; Carrie Adams ,,gJ•t~- _> 
Subject: Re: Mi Chat Sobre Vacunas Promotion Strategy 

Thanks, Georgeta. I've just scheduled for 4:30PM on Tuesday. In the meantime, 

have a nice Labor Day all! 

Best, 

Joe 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec From: Dragoiu, Georgeta (HHS/ASPA) < > 

Sent: Thursday, September 2, 2021 11 :03 AM 

To: Joe Wheeler 4atJ•tff1it· Christina LoNigro ~>; 

natalielmkates@ombl=t\-Q < >; Lambert, Tericka (HHS/ASPA) 

< ; Peck, Joshua (HHS/ASPA) < > Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec r Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , 

Cc: Ben Supple <1=tJW1•►19>; Airton Tatoug Kamdem < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " >; Julia 

Eismari <j=tJW1•►1,->; Carrie Adams < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Seq > 

Subject: RE: Mi Chat Sabre Vacunas Promotion Strategy 

Thanks Joe, 

Anytime on Tuesday 3-Spm works. Looking forward to it! 

From: Joe Wheeler < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. " > - --- ·· ,_,, 

Sent: Thursday, September 2, 20211:40 PM 

To: Christina LoNigro <->; Dragoiu, Georgeta (HHS/ASPA) 

< ; natalieB kates@omhi:q•W::: Lambert, Tericka (HHS/ASPA) Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , ► 

< ; Peck, Joshua (HHS/ASPA) < > Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ,. Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , 
---

Cc: Ben Supple 4=tJWJl►ft>; Airton Tatoug Kamdem "Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. Sec " 

Eisman <~; Carrie Adams <JIIIBU►1&11t1> 
Subject: Re: Mi Chat Sabre Vacunas Promotion Strategy 

Hi Georgeta , Natalie, 

4 

>; Julia 
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Great to speak with you both yesterday. As a follow up, I'd love to schedule some 

time with Christina for a deeper brainstorm on comms strategy. Would you have 

any time on Tuesday or Wednesday 3:00-5:00 ET? 

Best, 

Joe 

From: Joe Wheeler 

Sent: Wednesday, September 1, 2021 10:00 AM 

To: Ben Supple 1PWJll,U>: Airton Tatoug Kamdem < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
! >; Julia 

Eisman-->; Carrie Adams< ~----l'!!W-->; Christina LoNigro 

~>; georgetaldragoiu@hhsll d-1•~1¥14~; 
natalidJlkates@omt[!fW >; terickal lambert@hhsll 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. " 

4dM11►i+i§•■>; joshualpeck@hrdB < > Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec" 
------

Subject: Mi Chat Sabre Vacunas Promotion Strategy 

When: Wednesday, September 1, 2021 1 :40 PM-2:10 PM. 

Where: 

Agenda: 

• Ad promotion (see attached) 

• Organic social push @Lambert, Tericka (HHS/ASPA) 

• Inclusion in our CCC newsletter for our partners TBC @Lambert, Tericka (HHS/ASPA) 

• Partnership Outreach to share the one-pager (ASPA) 

Ways to join 

@ Computer or Mobile: 

>https://fb.workplace.com/groupcall/LINK:yqyqhulroiio/< 
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• Facebook Conference Room: 

• touch panel to enter the join code 

SD Telephone: . . . . . . . - - -
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

Enabled by Rooms 

6 
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I 
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[EXTERNAL] Re: Mi Chat Sabre Vacunas Promotion Strategy 

From Joe Wheeler~> 

To: "Dragoiu, Georgeta (HHS/ASPA)" .Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ., , Christina LoNigro 

Cc: "Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB" 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

(HHS/ASP A)" Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " 

, "Lambert, Tericka 

>, "Peck, Joshua (HHS/ASPA)" 

< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec/ , Ben Supple 4=tlM1•f,..W>, Airton Tatoug Kamdem 

·Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " >, Julia Eisman 4·=t1M11El'i ,.>, Carrie Adams 

< Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. Seo► 

Date: Fri, 17 Sep 2021 09:10:23 -0400 

Thanks - confirmed for Tuesday! 

Best, 

Joe 

From: Dragoiu, Georgeta (HHS/ASPA) < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , > 

Sent: Thursday, September 16, 2021 4:4 7 PM 

• • • • • • -Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " 1 1 ~ - ~ , , 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 
Fx Fi - f5 U.S.C._, 

- .. 
(HHS/ASPA) •Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ► •• • • • • 

> 

< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
I 
>; Ben Supple < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. , >; Airton Tatoug Kamdem 

<j:ft;l!!ll.1i:L½Ci:f. ,,> Julia Eisman 4ad'tffldi-"; Carrie Adams 

1Mt1•tN1& 
Subject: RE: Mi Chat Sobre Vacunas Promotion Strategy 

That works well, pis send out an invite for Tuesday 

From: Joe Wheeler iaJ?'tffjf 
Sent: Thursday, September 16, 2021 6:20 PM 

To: Dragoiu, Georgeta (HHS/ASPA) < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ; ; Christina LoNigro 
.Ex 6 - (5 " > 

Ex 6 - (5 
Cc: natalie.m.kates 

Joshua (HHS/ASPA) < 
" 
Lambert, Tericka (HHS/ASPA) <W4-jij.iLW§§, ,j>; Peck, 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec,► ; Ben Supple <i=tlM1•f,..1+; Airton Tatoug 
Kamdem < Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. Sec , >; Julia Eisman < >; Carrie Adams Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. " 
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< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. , > 

Subject: Re: Mi Chat Sabre Vacunas Promotion Strategy 

Hi Georgeta, 

That sounds great. Maybe we could divide the meeting focusing both on comms 

rollout, as well as content in the bot and the upcoming outbound notifications. 

On our end, calendars are looking tight, but could 11 am PT/ 2pm ET on Tuesday 

the 21st work by chance? 

Best, 

Joe 

From: Dragoiu, Georgeta (HHS/ASPA) .Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec > 

Sent: Thursday, September 16, 2021 10:45 AM 

To: Christina LoNigro ~ ,n-.. 

Cc: Joe Wheeler • 4#, natalie.m.katu±a.l\m . -
Lambert, Tericka (HHS/ASPA) < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , >; Peck, 

Joshua (HHS/ASPA) =Iii§#♦: Ben Supple Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 0 >; Airton Tatoug 

Kamdem 4dW11£ ; Julia Eisman~>; Carrie Adams 

< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec"► 

Subject: RE: Mi Chat Sabre Vacunas Promotion Strategy 

Okay, let's set up some time to connect early next week and finalize comms rollout, thank you! 

From: Christina Lo Nigro~ 

Sent: Friday, September 10, 202111:39 AM 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " To: Dragoiu, Georgeta (HHS/ASPA) < .,.._i,iii.,,> 

Cc: Joe Wheeler-· ; natalie.m.kat"1- Lambert, Tericka 

(HHS/ASPA' d9C _.. - >; Peck, Joshua (HHS/ASPA) < ; Ben Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , ► 

Supple< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C., >; Airton Tatoug Kamdem < Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. Sec" >; Julia Eisman 

; Carrie Adams Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec ,► 

Subject: Re: Mi Chat Sabre Vacunas Promotion Strategy 
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It looks like the announcement will happen more early October now. We are still finalizing some 
things with them. 

Christina LoNigro 

Communications I WhatsApp ~,...-
On Sep 9, 2021, at 6:06 PM, Dragoiu, Georgeta (HHS/ASPA) 

wrote: 

Hi Joe! 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
·552(b)(6)) 

FMG is following up o Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(5)) Deliberative Process 

Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(5)) Deliberative 
' 

> 

@Christina LoNigro any updates on your end on Univion/Telemundo partnership rollout? 

Talk soon 

From: Joe Wheeler < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec, 

Sent: Thursday, September 9, 20211:51 PM 

To: Dragoiu, Georgeta (HHS/ASPAl,_,.__ ; Christina LoNigro 

< >· natalie.m.kate!:' j • _ Lambert, Tericka (HHS/ASPA) Ex 6 - (5 
' 

< Joshua (HHS/ASPA) < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
1

• 

; Airton Tatoug Kamdem < .Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec, >; Julia 

Eisman< Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. , >; Carrie Adams < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Se~ > 

Subject: Re: Mi Chat Sobre Vacunas Promotion Strategy 

Hi Georgeta , 

It was great to speak to you again on Tuesday. 

I know we had discussed the possibility of meeting again next week, so I wanted 

to offer to set so th· • • b t I k t h Id ff f I th· k th 

actions were to 
Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(5)) Deliberative Process 
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Also curious to hea 
Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(5)) Deliberative Process 

11&11 
Let me know your preference! 

Cheers, 

Joe 

From: Joe Wheeler ◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec, > 

Sent: Thursday, September 2, 2021 4:38 PM 

To: Dragoiu, Georgeta (HHS/ASPA) ◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec . 
J 

; Christina LoNigro 

<j::n;j!fi. '"""; natalie.m.kat.,.d=tlWf .. <natalie.m.katPsl=tlWflllll>; Lambert, 

Tericka (HHS/ASPA) < >; Peck, Joshua (HHS/ASPA) Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. Sec \ 

<j:ft;llj.111-fil-ff> 
Cc: Ben Supple <1""':p--;a-1e""iJ .. , .. t""=I.,•->; Airton Tatoug Kamdem < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec >; Julia 

Eisman <-; Carrie Adams ·Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec, > 

Subject: Re: Mi Chat Sobre Vacunas Promotion Strategy 

Thanks, Georgeta. I've just scheduled for 4:30PM on Tuesday. In the meantime, 

have a nice Labor Day all! 

Best, 

Joe 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec From: Dragoiu, Georgeta (HHS/ASPA) < 

Sent: Thursday, September 2, 2021 11 :03 AM 

> 
l 

To: Joe Wheeler <fWj.111-~ ,,>; Christina LoNigro ~>; 

natalie.m.katPd=tlWf .. <natalie.m.katPd=tlWf .. >; Lambert, Tericka (HHS/ASPA) 

< Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. l:,ec _ ,. 

Cc: Ben Supple <lW'IIL'"DJI>; Airton Tatoug Kamdem <1Wj.-jif-'4½¥fW...-; Julia 
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Eisman 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 
·sec 552 b 6 >; Carrie Adams < 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 
Sec 552 b ~ 

Subject: RE: Mi Chat Sabre Vacunas Promotion Strategy 

Thanks Joe, 

Anytime on Tuesday 3-Spm works. Looking forward to it! 

From: Joe Wheeler < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 
~ ~ > 

Sent: Thursday, September 2, 20211:40 PM 

> 

To: Christina LoNigro 1=PW1•►ff; Dragoiu, Georgeta (HHS/ASPA) 

·Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. Sec 1 >; natalie.m.katc7- Lambert, Tericka (HHS/ASPA) 

Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. Sec , < >; Peck, Joshua (HHS/ASPA) < 

Cc: Ben Supple <1:::r.l-'f1.L41.iJi>; Airton Tatoug Kamdem ,g::Jl;lb.111--oJl§§W>; Julia 

Eisman J,W"iif.""JI ii-; Carrie Adams~> 

Subject: Re: Mi Chat Sabre Vacunas Promotion Strategy 

Hi Georgeta, Natalie, 

Great to speak with you both yesterday. As a follow up, I'd love to schedule some 

time with Christina for a deeper brainstorm on comms strategy. Would you have 

any time on Tuesday or Wednesday 3:00-5:00 ET? 

Best, 

Joe 

From: Joe Wheeler 

Sent: Wednesday, September 1, 2021 10:00 AM 

To: Ben Supple 1Wi-11f...ff>; Airton Tatoug Kamdem ~-1•1-'81§4¥>; Julia 

Eisman >; Carrie Adams >; Christina LoNigro 

-Ex 6 - (5 , < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , >; 

natalie.m.kates Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , 

◄Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
" 
>; Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec, ·Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec, > 

Subject: Mi Chat Sobre Vacunas Promotion Strategy 
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When: Wednesday, September 1, 2021 1 :40 PM-2:10 PM. 

Where: 

Agenda: 

• Ad promotion (see attached) 

• Organic social push @Lambert, Tericka (HHS/ASPA) 

• Inclusion in our CCC newsletter for our partners TBC @Lambert, Tericka (HHS/ASPA) 

• Partnership Outreach to share the one-pager (ASPA) 

Ways to join 

@ Computer or Mobile: 

>https://fb.workplace.com/groupcall/LINK:yqyqhulroiio/< 

• Facebook Conference Room: 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

ZD Telephone: . . . . . . . . . . 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

Enabled by Rooms 
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Re: [EXTERNAL] Re: Gearing up for WA vax alerts 

From 

To: 

Ben Supple 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) 

Ex 6 - 5 U.S.C. Sec 552 b 6 Jamal Umar , "Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB" 

Cc: 
i~ 
Chris Cad:tt? i ~.. Joe Wheeler 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 
552(b)(6)) , Rebecca 

Williams at•tmet 
Date: Fri, 17 Sep 2021 12:35:22 -0400 

Let me know what you all think. 

Best, 

Ben 

From: Jamal Umar .Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

Date: Friday, September 17, 2021 at 9:02 AM 

To: Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. , Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. 
" > 

Cc: Ben Supple Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec . ,Joe 

Wheeler ·Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec , 

, Chris Cadotte 

Rebecca Williams Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " 

Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Re: Gearing up for WA vax alerts 

Got it, thanks for the update. 

0MB 000027569 



On Fri, Sep 17, 2021 at 11:33 AM Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB i••ldW#P> 
wrote: 

He - it seems our emails crossed. No, the federal tea Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(5)) 

From: Jamal Umar :ft1•tffliftti@IB>? 
Date: Friday, September 17, 2021 at 10:41 AM 

To: "Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB" l#Aflfo _. 
Cc: Ben Supple , Chris Cadotte 

0?F ~>,Joe Wheeler -Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. . 

,..Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec • becca Williams Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " 

s 
552(b )(6)) . " -~· - Gearing up for WA vax alerts 

Good Morning Natalie, 

I wanted to check on the status of this. Do we have your approval to start sending out messages? 

Thanks, 

Jamal 

On Thu, Sep 16, 2021 at 9:13 AM Rebecca Williams ~#M1•t,'"IM§4M.,,ote: 
+Jamal for follow up as I am out of office for the remainder of the week. 

If so, we will need to submit a new template for approval. 

Please let us know. 

Thank you, 

Rebecca 

Natalie, with your approval, we can Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(5)) Deliberative " 

Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(5)) Deliberative Process 

LMK if you want to go this route. We will need to submit a new template for approval, if so. 

Thanks, 

Rebecca 

2 0MB 000027569 



On Wed, Sep 15, 2021 at 12:07 PM Ben Supple 

+Joe 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. wrote: 

Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(5)) Deliberative Process 

Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(5)) Deliberative Process 

Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(5)) 

Best, 

Ben 

From: Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB ___ , __ > 

Date: Wednesday, September 15, 2021 at 8:45 AM 

To: Ben Supple Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec; 

, Rebecca Williams 

Subject: Gearing up for WA vax alerts 

Hey Ben -

As we get closer to a 
Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(5)) Deliberative Process 

Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(5)) Deliberative Process 

Thanks 

Natalie 

Rebecca Williams, PMP 
Sr. Technical Program Manager 
Professional Services 

Error! Filename not specified. 
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Rebecca Williams, PMP 
Sr. Technical Program Manager 
Professional Services 

Error! Filename not specified. 

Jamal Umar 
Manager, Solutions Consulting I Vision Point Systems 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

D 

ses.v isionpointsyste1ns .co111 

Jamal Umar 
Manager, Solutions Consulting I Vision Point Systems 

M Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

E: 

ses.visionpointsystems.com 
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Re: [EXTERNAL] Re: Gearing up for WA vax alerts 

To: "Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB" 
Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

Cc: Jamal Umar <juma Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec " 

Cadotte 1=£11P'l=tlliM>, Joe Wheeler 

Date: Tue, 21 Sep 2021 19: 16:24 -0400 

Thank you for the confirmation. 

>, Ben Supple Ex 6 - (5,Ex 6 - (ti 

.Ex 6 - (5 ,:x 6 - (ti > 

>, Chris 

On Fri, Sep 17, 2021 at 11:33AM Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB < 

wrote: 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

Hey - it seems our emails crossed. No, 

.Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(5)) 
Deliberative Process 

Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(5)) Deliberative Process 

From: Jamal Umar .-!$5•f=t1&11►14fflll> 
Date: Friday, September 17, 2021 at 10:41 AM 

To: "Kates, Nata~P/OMB" < 

Cc: Ben Supple ~-..,, Chris c __ ~!-~~~- !!!.iiiMl-il-■-:,.-> , Joe Wheeler 

i~II>, Rebecca Williams< 

Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(6)) 

Subject: [EXTERNAL] Re: Gearing up for WA vax alerts 

Good Morning Natalie, 

I wanted to check on the status of this. Do we have your approval to start sending out messages? 

Thanks, 

0MB 000013189 



Jamal 

On Thu, Sep 16, 2021 at 9:13 AM Rebecca Williams -1#11◄> wrote: 

+Jamal for follow up as I am out of office for the remainder of the week. 

Natalie, did you want us to 
Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec 
'552(b)(5)) Deliberative, 

Please let us know. 

Thank you, 

Rebecca 

If so, we will need to submit a new template for approval. 

Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(5)) Deliberative Process 

Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(5)) Deliberative Process 

Natalie, with your approval, we can Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(5)) Deliberative , 

Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(5)) Deliberative Process 

LMK if you want to go this route. We will need to submit a new template for approval, if so. 

Thanks, 

Rebecca 

2 0MB 000013189 



On Wed, Sep 15, 2021 at 12:07 PM Ben Supplt. --> wrote: 

+ Joe 

Hey Natalie, I can certainly Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(5)) Deliberative Process 

Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(5)) Deliberative Process 

~--· - •-·· ..... - ..... 
Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(5)) 

ssible, but Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(5)) 
• • n 

Deliberative Process 

Best, 

Ben 

From: Kates, Natalie M. EOP/OMB < Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec r" 

Date: Wednesday, September 15, 2021 at 8:45 AM 

Ex 6 - (5Ex 5Ex To: Ben Supple > 
' " ' 

Cc: Chris Cadotte lilll::£11111'>, Rebecca Williams 

1illl=t11111" 
Subject: Gearing up for WA vax alerts 

Hey Ben -

3 0MB 000013189 



Ex 5 DP- (5 U.S.C. Sec 552(b)(5)) Deliberative Process 

Thanks 

Natalie 

Rebecca Williams, PMP 

Sr. Technical Program Manager 

Professional Setvices 

Rebecca Williams, PMP 

Sr. Technical Program Manager 

Professional Services 

4 0MB 000013189 



Jamal Umar 
Manager, Solutions Consulting I Vision Point Systems 

M : Ex 6 - (5 " 

Ex 6 -,Ex 6 - (5 U.S.C. Sec 

ses.visionpointsystems.com 

Rebecca Williams, PMP 

Sr. Technical Program Manager 

Professional Services 

X 

l 
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